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PREFACE.

THE remarkable progress made in recent years in the Theory of

General Functions has revolutionised the method of treatment

of many of the higher branches of Pure Mathematics
;
and the

brilliant work of Riemann, Weierstrass, and their followers has

opened out new paths for research. The discovery by Stokes

and Seidel of the fundamental principles underlying the con-

vergence of an infinite series has been far-reaching, and the

question of uniformity or non-uniformity of approach to a

limit which arises in dealing with such series and of continuity

in the limiting values of functions dependent upon more than

one variable when those variables are made to approach definitely

assigned values, are matters which necessitate close attention.

Professor Chrystal, in his Algebra, vol. ii., discusses such ques-

tions at considerable length in a most useful chapter on
" The

Convergence of Infinite Series and Products."

A general discussion of Abel's Theorem regarding the general

integration of Algebraic Functions and of its development by
Liouville and others is given by Bertrand (Calc. Integ., ii., ch. v.),

and an account of the general problem of integration of a function

of a single variable, its possibilities and its barriers, is to be found

in No. 2 of the Cambridge Mathematical Tracts (2nd ed.) by Mr.

Gr. H. Hardy. A clear and careful exposition of the modern

theory of Integration from Riemann's point of view, and of

the question of Convergence of Infinite Integrals, is given in

Professor Carslaw's work on the Theory of Fourier's Series.

It was my original intention to incorporate into this book some
account of the more recent developments of the subject, and a

long chapter was written for Volume I. with that view. But the

further I progressed the stronger was my conviction, gained from

many years of experience of work with post-graduate students,

that there is in these days far too great a tendency on the part
of teachers to push on their pupils so fast to the Higher Branches

of Analysis or to Physical Mathematics that many have neither
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time nor opportunity for the cultivation of real personal pro-

ficiency, or for the acquirement of that individual manipulative
skill which is essential to any real confidence of the student in his

own power to conduct unaided investigation, and without the

possession of which any temporary interest he may have gained
as a student must speedily die a natural death. I therefore felt

that I should best serve the interests of the majority of readers

by endeavouring to help them to cultivate and consolidate their

knowledge, and to acquire an adequate mastery over the common

processes of the Calculus rather than by pointing out the direc-

tion of the more modern trends of thought and by indicating
further vistas for research. To do this, it has been necessary to

exhibit a large number of worked-out illustrative examples, in

addition to furnishing an adequate selection for personal practice.

A great part of what I had prepared with regard to modern work

was regretfully withdrawn, and other projected and partially

completed portions either abandoned or drastically abridged, as

they dealt with matters which would rather be of interest to

specialists than helpful to the average reader.

The functions considered are for the most part combinations of

the Elementary Functions of Ordinary Analysis, continuous and

in general bounded, and for such the definition of integration as

used by Cauchy and generally adopted in text-books will suffice,

and form an adequate instrument for the treatment of the

particular classes discussed. The. more elaborate definition by
Riemann, which furnishes a more powerful and delicate, but at

the same time somewhat complex instrument for the discussion

of generalised functions, introduces certain difficulties of con-

ception likely to be an unnecessary source of trouble to the

ordinary student in his earlier studies. It is therefore postponed
until it is to be expected that he has arrived at a thorough

mastery of the common processes to be used in the various appli-

cations of the Calculus, and has gained a riper experience for its

consideration. And it does not appear that any danger is to be

apprehended in such delay, seeing that Riemann's definition is

specially devised to meet generalities which will only have to be

dealt with in a later stage of specialisation.

JOSEPH EDWARDS.

QUEEN'S COLLEGE, LONDON,

July, 1922.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

CHANGE OF THE VARIABLES IN A MULTIPLE
INTEGRAL.

826. A NUMBER of cases have occurred in previous chapters

in which the evaluation of an area or a volume has been much
facilitated by a proper choice of coordinates, and changes
have been made from one specific system of coordinates to

another specific system, such, for example, as from Cartesians

to polars, or to elliptic coordinates.

In particular, we have established the results, that in

transforming from an x, y system, which may be regarded as

Cartesian, to a u, v system, we have

and when we change from a three-dimensional Cartesian x, y, z

system to another system in terms of new variables u, v, w, we
have --- --- ~, v

]Vdxdi/dz=\\\V'^^ldudvdw,
JJJ JJJ 3(u,v,w)

the symbol V representing merely the value of V as expressed
in terms of the new coordinate system.

These changes have been found very especially useful in

the case where the bounding curves or surfaces of the regions

under consideration are themselves members of the three families,

u= const., v= const., w= const.

This was the case in the typical example of Art. 793, viz. the evalua-

tion of the area of a Carnot's cycle, bounded by isothermals xy= a.i,

#v/=a2 ,
and the adiabatics xyy =fBi, xyi= /3a ; and it will be recalled that

K.I.C. II. A
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the region thus bounded was divided into elementary areas bounded by

curves of the same types, viz.

Exactly the same course was followed in the three-dimension

typical examples of Articles 797, 798.

827. Further Examples.

1. The quadrilateral bounded by the four parabolas

revolves round the axis of y ;
find the volume generated.

[COLLEGKS o, 1890.]

If 8x 8y be an elementary rectangle of this area, we have

V-fftorxdxdy

Q'

Fig. 2<J5.

Now, instead of taking elements of rectangular shape such as 8x8y, let

us divide up the area by the families of parabolas

Then u= a and u= b, v= e and vf are the bounding parabolas of

the region, and the elementary area enclosed by ,
ii + 8u, v,v + 8v is

J8u 8v.
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From equations (1) x=uv*, y= u z
v,

v)
2uv, uz

Hence
-"/*/'Ja Je

u*v*dudv

2. Evaluate the triple integral / / /
-* taken through a volume

J J J %yz

bounded by six confocal quadrics, the semiaxes of the quadrics being

2> *2i ^2. \
a 2', 6a', c2', Jand a/, &/, c/J and a 2', bt', c2', J and as', 68', cs'._

[MATH. TRIP., 1889.]

Taking a definite confocal a, 6, c, let the three confocals through any

point x, y, z of the region be

=
1, o 1 l~

==
l> ~~*~, 1 l"

=:
l)

and we have
,

etc. (Art. 812);

-
^y -T 2' ~^~ =

2>
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Therefore

o, , c,
-=-, lOg
6,' *c,

828. Remarks on the Transformation.

The usefulness of a change of variables is not, however,

confined to the case in which the bounding curves or surfaces

of the region considered are particular cases of the families of

curves or surfaces by which it has been deemed desirable to divide

up the region into elements and for which case the limits are

constants.

The process of transformation is threefold :

(a) The transformation of the subject of integration into

terms of the new variables.

(b) The determination of the new element of integration,

which resolves itself into the calculation of J.

(c) The determination of the new limits.

Of these, (a) and (b) are merely algebraic processes, and give

no trouble.

The determination of the new limits (c) however, often

presents considerable difficulty to the student. And we can-

not lay down explicit rules to be followed to suit all cases.

Generally speaking, it is best to proceed, from geometrical

considerations, first forming a clear idea of the region which the

original element of area or volume was made to traverse.
. This

will be clearly indicated by the limits of the integrals occurring
in the expression to be transformed. Then the new limits

for the transformed integral must be so chosen that the new
element of area or volume, as the case may be, traverses the same

region, once and once only, as was traversed by the original

element in its march as defined by the limits of the original

integral.

The student will require considerable practice in the assign-
ment of the new limits, and therefore a number of illustrative
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examples are appended from which he may gather an idea of

the course to be adopted.

And before proceeding to discuss them in detail the student

is advised to note that at times, even a change of order in the

integration, without any change in the variables, may be useful,

and that in some cases an integration in different orders may
lead to important conclusions. Some of the earlier examples
are therefore confined to mere change of order with no change
in the coordinates, and the necessary change in the limits

will be the subject of main attention.

829. CHANGE OF ORDER OF INTEGRATION.

rb ra

Ex.1. Consider/ dx I dyf(x,y\ all the limits being known constants.
J a <Jc

Here the space bounded by y= c, y= d, x=-a, x= b is the region

through which all products such as f(.v,y)8xSy are to be added, viz. the

y

SS'
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and the sum of all these strips, from y= c to y= d, will be

/"<* /"

/ dy I dxf(x,y\
Je Jo

Thus t"dx [

d

dyf(.r, y)
=

f*dy P<r/(*, y).
Ja Je Je -'a

It appears therefore that iu the case of constant limits no change is

entailed by a change in the order of integration.

Ex. 2. Consider / I f(xt y) dx dy.
Jo JQ

Here the limits for y are from y= Q to y=x, and for x from x= to

x= a.

These indicate that the boundaries of the region for which the elements

f(x, y) 8.v Sy are to be added are

the .r-axis, the line y = x, the line .r= a.

And if instead of taking strips parallel to the y-axis, we add up the

elements in strips parallel to the .r-axis, of which PQQ'P' is a type

y

RR' X

Fig. 297.

(Fig. 297), this summation is to be taken from x=y to x=a, and

/ f(x,y)dx will be the sum for the strip PQQf.
J>

These strips are then to be added from y= to y= a, giving

as the transformed result,

pa cos

no

Ex. 3. Consider

i0 COS o
pv/o' X*

JO J X tan a
f(x,y)dvdy.

The region of integration is bounded by the straight line y=xt&na,
the circle y= Ja* x*, and the y-axis.

The present summation is that of strips parallel to the y-axis. If we

change the order of the integration we must add up all elements in a strip

parallel to the x-axis before adding the strips.
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These strips change their character at the point where y= asin a ;
from

#=0 to#= asina, the length of a strip is bounded by the y-axis and
the straight line y= xt&na; from y= asina to y= a the strip is termi-

nated by the circle.

Hence the integration consists of two separate parts, viz.

/a sin a
pycota

fa r*Ja*y*
/(* y ) dy dx +\ /(tf, y) dy dx.

Jo Jo JasinaJo

Fig. 298.

It is often useful to test general results and verify our conclusions by

application to some simple case. Take, for instance, f(x,y)= l. Then

the primary integral represents the area of the sector of a circle of

radius a and angle ^
a. Hence the result should be aa

(
-

a).

The integration of the transformed result is

fa sin a fa

y cot a dy+ I </* y* dy
Jo J a sin

sina

4-a
2 sirr

= -r- sm a cos a 1 2-

as it should be.

Ex. 4. To change the order of integration in the integral

y)dxdy.
ra

pN/oz
I __f(x,

Jo J-Jaxz*
Here the region of integration is bounded by

(1) The parabola y*=a.r.

(2) The semicircle x*+y
z= ax, which we may note is the circle of

curvature at the vertex of the parabola, and lies entirely within

the parabola.
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(3) The straight line x=a
;
and this is a tangent to the circle.

Instead of adding up the quantities f(x, y) 8x By along strips aucb as

DE(Fig. 299) parallel to the y-axis, and then adding the strips, we have

P

S N X
Fig. 299.

to add up elements in a strip parallel to the .r-axis, and then add up these

new strips. It will be noted that so long as y is less than such stripsn

are broken into two parts as F(J and 7/A", but for values of y > -
they

m

are continuous as at U\r
. Let If be the point of contact of the tangent

BC to the semicircle, which is parallel to the .r-axis. The new integration

must cover the three portions

(1) AFBWGA; (2) WCKNHW ; (3) BUPCWB.

Referring to the figure in which the lines FK and UV parallel to the

x-axis meet the y-axis at L and M respecti vely,

In region (1),

the limits for .r are from LF to /,(?, and for y from to NC.
In region (2),

the limits for .r are from LH to LK, and for y from to NC.

In region (3),

the limits for x are from UU to MV, and fory from NC to NP.
Hence the transformed result will be

fI fi-^7-'
1

f
I
f

"

f" f

"

f(x,y)dydx+ f(x,y)d</dx+ \ a \ ,J(*, y) dy dx.
JO J 2. JQJ ?+yJ--f* 2 a

Ex. 5. Change the order of integration in

ITJo Ja

(l+cosfl)

a coR0
f(r, 6)rd6dr+n

a(l-fco80)

f(r,0)rdOdr.

As tlie integral stands, integration is effected through a region bounded

by the upper half cardioide r= ct(l +cos 6), the upper half circle r=a cos 6

and the intercepted portion of the initial line.
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When the order of integration is changed we are to add elements along

strips which are bounded by circular arcs as shown in Fig. 300, and then

add all the strips. Let EC be the arc, with centre 0, which touches the

circle at B. Let MQ, M'Q' be contiguous arcs with centres at inter-

cepted between the circle and the cardioide, and NP, NT' contiguous

Fig. 300.

arcs with centres at intercepted between the initial line and the

cardioide. Then the new limits of integration are :

for 6, from =AOM to = AOQ, for values of r from to OB,

and for 6, from = to 0=AOP, for values of r from OB to OA.
The first of these accounts for the region OMBCQO.
The second accounts for the region APCBA.
And the transformed integral stands as

_!
-

-\r
- a

fa f
cos pa /.cos

f(r, B) rdrd6+\ f(r, 6) r dr dB.
JoJpns- 1- Ja JO

Ex. 6. Change the order of operation in the integration system
Pa 3aa;

fa C'/Zax-x* f 5~ Cbx 2a

f(x, y) dx dy+\ \ f(x, y) dx dyffJoJ :

fZa r'Szax-x'

\ f(x,

J^J^(2a-z)
5 2a

y}dxdy.
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Here summation is effected by strips parallel to the y-axis within a

region bounded by

(1) the parabola 2ay=x(2a x),

(2) the semicircle y
t= 2ax x*,

(3) the hyperbola ?>xy
= lax + 3ay.

The coordinates of the intersections of the curves are shown in Fig. 301.

y

Let C, D be the intersections of the circle and the hyperbola, and B
the vertex of the parabola. Let LPQ be the tangent to the parabola at

Z?, and let AID be drawn through D parallel to the .r-axis, cutting the

y-axis at L and M respectively.

Then in division by strips parallel to the .r-axis we have four regions
to consider, viz. : (i) OI>B, (ii) BQA, (iii) F/tDQ, and (iv) RCEDR.
We then obtain for the transformed result,

a a
2" fa-Va

1
2<iy C? fa+Va'-y*

/(*, y) dy dx+\ f(x, y) dy dx
Ja v'o1

y
1 Jo Jo+ Vtt 2ay

'

f~

Ja
f(x,y)dydx+

fa

\
J33o Ja-Vo i-

the several items of integration referring to the respective regions

enumerated.

Ex. 7. Evaluate the integral dx dy. ,

[ST. JOHN'S COLL., 1889.]

As the integral stands, summation is conducted over the infinite region

bounded by the line y=.v, the y-axis, and an infinite boundary, say

y= a, where a is infinitely large, and along which the subject of integra-

tion is ultimately zero, the strips being taken parallel to the y-axis.
7

Change the order of integration, taking strips parallel to the #-axis.

The new limits are : for x, from .r=0 to x=y
and for y, from y= to y= a.
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r ry e-v
And the integral becomes Lta=<a I I dy dx

f P y r ~\y= /*=. /
- -\x \ dy

Jo y L J "

= Z,*0=00
|
e~dy

Hence the value of the integral is unity.

Fig. 302.

X

Ex. 8. Change the order of integration of the triple integral

n\ f(x,y,z)dxdydz
Jo

in all possible permutations of dx, dy, dz.

The integration referred to is evidently through the volume bounded

by the three coordinate planes and the plane x+y + z= a.

The integration as it stands supposes this region divided into volume-

elements 8x8y 8z by means of slices or laminae parallel to the plane #= 0,

subdivided into tubes or prisms parallel to the z-axis, and these further

subdivided into elementary cuboids by planes parallel to the plane z= 0.

The other modes of division and summation are obvious.

And the transformations are

o-x ,-a-z-z

JQ

o-x ,-

JQ

ay ra

J
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JO JO JO

Ex. 9. Express the integral

(x, y, z)dydxdz,

.1 Jo 1 f(x,y,z)d*dxdy,

nu
i i'a y t

I f(.r,y,z)dzdydx.

t cji*'*-'* &
JoJo J y

as an integral of the form

In the first integral the region over which the summation is conducted

is bounded by
(1) the sphere

(2) the plane y = 0,

(3) the plane .r= 0,

(4) the plane z=y,

Fig. 303.

and the first integration was that of elementary cuboids in the tubes on

8.vSy for base and parallel to the z-axis. The second with regard toy
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added the tubes in a slice parallel to the plane .v=0, and the third,

integrated with regard to x, added up the slices.

We are now to construct tubes on By 8z for base, and the limits for the

first interation will be for x from to *Ja? )* z2 .

Fig. 304.

Then we are to sum these tubes which are bounded on two sides by

planes parallel to the plane of y= 0, and the limits for z are from z=y to

z= \/aa y
2

.

Finally the slices thus formed are to be added from y= to y j=.

The transformed integral is therefore

f(x,y,z)dydzdx.
f\'2

fVat-v*
A

Jo Ji Jo

830. Examples of Change of the Variables.

We shall use the notation V for any function of the original

variables and V for the same function expressed in terms of

the new variables.

In the case of change from Cartesians to Polars for two-

dimension problems, the element of area SxSy is replaced by
r 9 o>, and for three-dimension problems Sx Sy Sz is replaced
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by r2 sin S6 S(f> Sr. In converting from three-dimension Car-

tesians to cylindrical coordinates 8x Sy Sz is replaced by the

new element of volume r Sd Sr Sz.

It is convenient to remember these, as the labour of calcu-

lating the new element from the general result, viz.

JSuSvSw or ^X
' y' Z

\SuSvSw
3(M, V, W)

is in these cases thereby avoided.

831. Illustrative Examples.

Ex.1. Show that f (""vd.vdu^ f (

'

V'udvdu,
., Jo Jo

3
Jo Jo [COLLEGES, 1881.

if y+ x= u, y= uv.

(Jacobi's Transformation, Crelle'e Journal, vol. xi. p. 307.*)

Here x=u(\ v), y= uv,

J= 1 - V,
- U

Hence
v, u

J8u8v=u8u8v.

Also V upon transformation becomes V.

The transformed result therefore becomes

/ / V'u dv du or / I V'u du dv,

according as we are to integrate with regard to or with regard to v first.

y

LL' x

Fig. 305.

In our example the former is the case. We now have to determine the

proper limits of integration.

In the original form the integration was for y from to c x and for

x from to c.

*
Gregory's Examples, p. 41.
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The region through which the integration is to be conducted is then

that bounded by the axes and the straight line

The transformation formulae

indicate that the new division of the area is to be by means of lines

drawn parallel to x+y= c and by radial lines through the origin, the

lines M, u+ Su, v, v+ 8v bounding the element whose area has already

been formed, viz. u 8u 8v.

Let these lines be LM, L'M', OP, OQ respectively. Then as we are to

integrate first with regard to u, keeping v constant, we are to add up all

,the elements in the triangle OPQ, and afterwards add up the elementary

triangles. In passing from to P u increases from ?<= to u= c.

fc
Hence the first integration is I V'u du.

Jo

V
In the second integration changes from tan (i.e. 0) to tan 90

(i.e. oo
),
and v changes from to 1. Hence the transformed result is

n re

I I V'u dv du.
Jo Jo

If we had elected to integrate in the opposite order the result would

have been rc n

I I V'u du dv.
Jo Jo

Ex. 2. Change the variables in / \dxdy to u, v, where #2+y2= w,

xz
y'*
= v ; and apply the result to show that the area included between

the circles #2+ z/
2= 2

,
#2+y2=62

,
one branch of the hyperbola x

2
y

2=c2

and the axis of y is

where c<a<b.
Jtiere t/ ==

2iX, Ay

2x, 2y

and therefore J= = = -
,

:.

and the transformed integral is / /
,
where it remains to assign

,1 i- ,
4^ J *Ji(? v2

the proper limits.

The region over which summation is to be conducted is the portion

ADECDFA of Fig. 306.

If OFE be the asymptote of the rectangular hyperbola, the area of the

portion FECD is plainly f(irfc
2 - Tra2

).
We have then to turn our atten-

tion to the portion ABEF. And for this the line FE is a case of

rectangular hyperbola, viz. v= Q. Hence for this region the limits are
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constant, viz. u= a2 and w= 62
,
v=0 to v = c2

,
and with this assignment of

limits we may omit the -
sign and take

dudv
Are*ABEF=-A4

du
i f*r . _. v~\'

=c
= -

I sin"1

4 Jo* L J,_o

1 f*
1

c2= T / sin"1 du
4 Jat u

If .c8!41
1 r*

1
c2=

7 70m-1 - +- / .

4L Ja, 4./u i x/w*-

i r c2 ?t~i
4t

= - M sin" 1 + <? cosh"1
-54 L u c2Jai

62 . .c2 a2
. ,o

2 c2 .= sin"1
5-5- sin"1

-5+ -r log4 62 4 a2 4 8
a

du

Fig. 306.

Hence adding the portion FECD already found, we have

Area of ADECDFA_______ ____.
Ex. 3. Show by transforming to polar coordinates that

rt*ii

a ra tan ft

Jo

=
5-2 {sin a tan" 1

(tan /? cos a)+ sin (3 tan"
1

(tan a cos/3)}.

[COLLEGES, 1887.]

Putting ,a:=rcos0, ?/
= rsin# and remembering that the element of

area SxSy is replaced in polars by r868r, we have I

Ij-^
-

^2; and it

remains to assign the limits for r and 0.
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The region of integration is the rectangle bounded by #=0,

y= 0, y= a tan 8. If y be the angle which the diagonal through the origin

tan B
makes with the #-axis, tany

= - -

a tan a

Fig. 307.

The whole integration consists of two parts, viz.

t tan a sec r dO dr F Ca tan ft cosec 9 rdO dr

ffJo Jo

the first referring to the portion of the rectangle between the diagonal

and the .r-axis, and the second to the part between the diagonal and the

y-axis.

This is clearly

a tan. sec*
. \

+ __I^]
a tan cosco 9

dd

J_ Ffl _ COS20 \
fl

1 fit

~2a2
J V cos'^ +tanW

"
t
"2as ./y

_J_ p tan'adtf

~2a2 J sec2acos2

JL f
Y sec2

""
2a2 J cosec'2a

sin2 5
dO

1

cosec2^ dOJ_

1 r ~IY i r ~iy

~9~2 sin a tan"1

(sin a tan ^) +s~2 s 'n /5 tan"
1

(sin ^8 cot ^)
i

~
o~2 S^n a tan" 1

(cos a tan B) 4- 5
sin /3 tan

-1
(cos (3 tan a).

^(Z ^C^"*

Ex. 4. Two lemniscates whose equations are ?
>2= o 1

2 cos2^ and

r2= 6j
2 sin 20 respectively, are drawn through a point /\ and two others

whose respective equations are >2= a2
2 cos2# and >-

2=
6.j

2 8in 20 are drawn

through Q. P and Q are both in the first quadrant. The remaining
intersections of the four curves in the first quadrant are R and . The

coordinates of these points are respectively (r^ 1), (r2 , 6t), (*3 , 3), (r4 , 4).

K.I.C. II. B
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It is required to show that the curvilinear quadrilateral thus enclosed

hasanarea
i<,_, __rj_\_f_r __r^
2 \sin403 sin404/

Considering the two types r2= 'cos20, r2=v'sin 20, we obtain

+ r\=
n v)

and

uv a . . vfr

^=^rT.' tf^itan-
1 -:-.

Hence

Also

L^}=_L
?t, v) IGr3 W, -H*.-*

(w, v)

J_ _l
16r

tin do

The limits of integration are a,
4 to a,

4 for ?t, and 6j
4 tc 6,

4 for v taking
a positive sign before the integral.

y

Fig. 308.

Hence A=-rz I /

lQJa,4 V ( + V^

dn

8-- <

= i [(V+ a,')*
-

(V + al
4
)
i -(V + ,

4
)* +(V
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Now the curves ait 6X intersect at rlt 6t ,
and

19

Similarly,

Hen

a 4
| b 4_

r ra

~cos2
26i sin'20! wn'40!'

>
and 4 + &2

4 =-2=-.
sin 2

4t/a

__
2 ain 40, sin 40, sin 4^ sin 4^

Ex. 5. Transform the integral / / \/-r -
a d<j>dd by the substitution

M) '0
^^ ^

j; = sin ^> cos 6, y = sin < sin 8,

and show that its value is TT. [OXFORD II. P., 1880.]

Here 7/_~ cos 9 cos v, sin 9 sm i

cos <h sin 0, sin <i cos <

and
f r . /sin <b

I I \ -^
J J ' sm 6

= sin 9 cos 9

1

sin > cos < sin

= I I r- = dy dx.JJl-x*-* J

The original limits were 0=0 to #= - and
<^>
= to $=5.

Now A- and =
x

sin <f>

Fig. 309.

We may then regard the integration as extending through the positive

quadrant of the circle #2+ ?/
2= l. The limits for x will then be from x=0

=>J\ -y2
,
and for y from y= to y= 1.
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Keeping y constant

f
1
fN/l^T* 1 1

7=
=% dx

f 1 1 F x ~Ni y*
sin~ 1-== efy

JoV^L vl-^*Jo

Ex. 6. Show that if x= u(l + v) and v/
= v(

2

r2 r* i r 1 p+p
I / \(j;-y)*+ 2(.v+y)+ l}-idxdy= I

| cforfw,
^ -' ' '

and prove the identity by finding the value of each integral.

[Ox FORD II. P., 1889.]
Here J= 1+r, ?<

v, 1 + u

and (.r-y)
2+ 2(.r+ji

Hence / / {(.r
-

= 1+ u + v

f \ dvdu.

c2c, r-/ (1,0) (2,0) X

(0.-I)

Fig. 310.

Next consider the limit H. The region through which the summation in

the first integral is to be effected is that bounded by the .r-axis, the line

y=x, and the ordiuate x= 2; i.e, the triangle ONR in the accompanying

figure (Fig. 310).

The loci u= const., v = const, are respectively the lines

_
w 1 +u

~
l+r
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We are to integrate first with regard .to u, keeping v constant,
i.e. along a strip formed by the lines v, v+ Sv. These lines, represented
by C?141P1^1 and CaA tP,Qa respectively in the figure, form a strip of

gradually widening breadth in passing from P to Q, for, as the intercept
OC^ on the re-axis increases (negatively), the line rotates counterclock-
wise. It begins its rotation, as far as our triangle is concerned, with
coincidence with ON, for which =

0, and ends its rotation when w= l,

when the line is
f -|

=
1, and passes through R(2, 2), taking the position

C'R. Now along the whole length of OR, -i.e. y= x, we have u= v, and

along the whole length of NR, i.e. a:=2, we have 2 = u(l +v), i.e. u= .

Hence, in integrating along the strip P&QZPZ , keeping v= constant

u changes from u= v at P, to u=- at 0,.
1 +v

Hence the limits for u are v and --
,
and for v, and 1.

Hence
[ / {(x-y)*+ 2(x+ y) + I}-ldxdy= I

'

[

'+
"dvdu.

~0 JQ Jv

The student may show without difficulty that each aide of the identity
takes the value 2 log 2 - .

If, however, the integration had been conducted in the reverse order,
'

integrating first for strips along which u is constant, it is to be noted
that the character of such strips changes when the line D^l^ passes
through E(\, 0), the strips being terminated by OE(v= 0) and OR (v

= u)

for the portion OER and by EN (u
= o) and NR(V=*--\\ for the second

part.
2

We then have / du\ dv+ I* dut" dv.
Jo Jo Ji Jo

Ex. 7. Obtain the value of

the integral being taken for all values of x, y, z, such that

We shall divide up the ellipsoidal volume into a set of thin homoeoidal
shells, that is shells bounded by ellipsoidal surfaces, concentric, similar
and similarly situated with the bounding surface. Let a typical mem-
ber of this family of surfaces be

p lying between and 1.
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Then the volume of the shell bounded by p and p+ 8p is

8 {$ rr (ap) (bp)(cp)}
= 47ra6cp

2
6>,

y2 ny 9}

and the value of i+ r? + -rat points between the boundaries of the
a 2 o 2 c*

shell differs from p* by an infinitesimal only.

Hence /=
| ^- 4irabcp

3
dp.

Write p= cos<.

Then =jf*Jj-'0 '1 + COS
(/>

= 4?ra6c / (1
- cos <) cos1

= = Traftc (STT 8).o

Ex. 8. If xu+yv = a? and .wyu= Q, prove that

V'a'dudv

And if the limits in the former integral are y= Q to y= \/a2 -^2 and

#= to x= a, investigate the limits in the latter. [St. JOHN'S, 1885.]

Here i

a
and J= 73- 3

i f/V.7 j [[V'atdudvwhence
/ V dxdy= I I -75 575-,

JJ JJ (u* + v2)*

where V is what V becomes after substitution for x and y in terms of

u and v.

Next, as to the limits. In
/

I

*

Vdxdy the integration is over the
Jo Jo

region bounded by the positive quadrant of the circle

Eliminating v and u alternately, we have

and the curves u= const., v= const., are orthogonal circles touching
the axes at the origin. Let us integrate first with regard to v, then with

regard to u. Whilst integrating with regard to v, the element J 8u8v is

bounded always by the two complete semicircles u and u + Su, so long as

this ring lies entirely within the circl%z*+#
2= a2

,
and the limits for v are

from the case where the v-curve is a circle of infinite radius coinciding
with the .r-axis, to the case where it is a point circle at the origin. The
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radius is . Hence the limits for v are from v= < And the

w-circle has a radius =-. and changes from a circle of radius - to a circle
2u 2

of radius zero, i.e. u changes from u= a to w= oo.

a
', When the ^-circle has a radius in excess of -, the limits for v will be

from the value of v for which the ^-circle cuts the a-circle, viz. at P, in

Fig. 311, to the value of v for which the v-circle becomes a point-circle

at the origin, i.e. when v= <x>.

Now at P we have

a2 a2

v u

i.e. at that point x^u and y= v, whence v2= a2 2
.

y

Fig. 311.

Hence the limits for v are from \/a2 u2 to oo, and u now varies

between the value which makes the -w-circle a straight line coincident

with the ;y-axis, i.e. u=
y
and the value of u which gives a semicircle on

the radius OA, i.e. u= a. Thus the integration referred to divides into

two portions, the first referring to the portion of the quadrant included

in a semicircle on OA for diameter, and the other to the remainder of

the quadrant.
Thus

/va -xi , , , / / V'dudv . . C
a

l" V'dudv

Ll

It may be observed that the transformation forrnulae#= ^ ^-,y= 2 ^

indicate an inversion from the Cartesian coordinates x, y of a point within

the circle, with a for the constant of inversion, to a point whose coordi-
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nates are u, v, which lies without the circle. Hence as (x, y) is to traverse

the interior of the quadrant of the circle, (w, v) is to traverse the portion
of the first quadrant of space which lies outside the quadrant of the circle,

and therefore, the circle having equation tt
2+ v2= a2 in the new coordinates,

the limits must be

v= \/u2 w2 to v= oo from u = to w=
,

and v= tov=co from u= a to w = oo,

which agrees with the result stated.

Ex. 9. Obtain the value of the integral

/= I

I <f>'(Ai*+ ZBxy+ Cy*) dx dy,

extended to all values of .r, y which satisfy the condition

A and C being supposed positive, and AC Zfa > 0.

The conditions given indicate integration within the area bounded by
the ellipse ^ >r + 2Bxy+ Cy*= 1 .

Divide this area up by a family of similar and similarly situated con-

centric ellipses, of which a type is

t varying from to 1.

The equation to find the semi-axes of this ellipse is

A + C
,

AC-IP
_ ,

- _ [SMITH, Conic Sections,t+
t* Art. 171.

and its area is

_ _ _

p* t p
t

t* Art. 171.]

Hence the area of the annul us bounded by the ellipses t and t+ &t is

and (^'(A^+ ^B.vy+ Cy^) only differs from <^'(t) by an infinitesimal at

any point of this ring.
/i

Hence in the limit /= / <f>'(i).
Jo

dt

Ex. 10. Prove that I Idudv over a portion of the surface u>= is

f

JJ
(u, v, w)

(x,y,z)

M, w, w being functions of .r, y, z.

Let A; y, 2 be a point on the surface 10= at which an element of the

normal is 8n. Then Sn= ~
,
where h2=w?+W*+ w? (

A rt. 789).
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Also SS . 8n is an element of volume, and may be replaced in volume-

integration by
? ("V' *\ Su Sv 8w (Art. 794),
0(U, V, W)

^ 1

i.e. 88 . -j- may be replaced by A . . 8u 8v 8w
h '

o(u, v, w)

3(-*, y, *)

r [j j f r9(. .
w) dsand

/
I du dv= / .-A !

( -,- .

J J J J 9(, y, z) h

Ex. 11. Prove that /= / I /

J dxdydzdw for all values of the variables

for which x2 + ?/
2+ z2+ id2 is not less than a2 and not greater than b2 is

In this case we cannot appeal immediately to a figure to help in the

determination of the limits.

We may at first ignore the condition that ,v
2
+y^+ z2+w2 is not less

than a2
,
and let the variables have full range of any values up to such as

will make x2+y2+ z2+ w2= b2. We shall then subtract the result for such

as make the variables in the extreme case such that x2
+y^+ z2+w2

^>a
2

.

In the first integration, keeping x, y, z fixed, w ranges through all

val ues from - v/6
2 x* - y* z2 to + \/62 - .v

2 -y2 - z2
,
and

I I I \dxdy dzdw= I I l[w]dxdi/dz

= 2 f
f fJb

2 -x2 -y2 -z* dx dy dz.

In this integral, keeping x and y constant, z ranges from

z= v/62 xi
y* to 2=

5 T /TO
--

9
~
fJ z*Jb2 -z*-y2 -z2 b2 -x2 -y2

. z
and Mb2 -x2 -y2 -z*dz=- r^-- H--- ^-sm-1 -^ ,

J 2 N/62_ -r2_ y
2

5

x and y being constant during the integration. And inserting the limits,

f
I !>Jb2 -z2 -y2 -z2 dx

dydz=ff^(b
2 - x2 -

y*)dx dy.

We have now reduced I I I I dxdydzdw to 2. I I (b
2 x2

y
2
)dx dy ;

and now we are to integrate with regard toy, keeping x constant, and the

limits for y are from v/62 x2 to + \/62 x2
.

Also

and =2[JK6
8 -az

)*]

when the limits are taken.
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We have now arrived at TT / (ft
2 - A-

2
)
7^, the limits for JT being from

b to +b. Put .r=6sin $. The integral then becomes

2 . | v [^ b3 cos3 b cos Odd or 1 TT& ? 1
J, i.e. ^ 6*

9 Jf 4 31 31 ^

Now, in exactly the same way we may see, as is indeed obvious at once,

that the amount included in excess by giving the variables free play up
to the case x?+y*+ z2+w2= b* instead of excluding those values which

2

make z*+y
2+z !i + u?<az is -^-a*.

91

Hence the summation of the cases from

a?+y* + z*+w*= a* to *+?*+**+ "*=&*

is Y (ft4
~
a4)-

It is clear also that after the first integration with regard to w had been

completed we might for the remainder have illustrated the triple integral

- x* - y*
- z* d.v dy dz

by integration through a spherical volume, the summation being that of

>,/&
2 - .r

2 -
y

l - z2 throughout the sphere x?+y
2+ za= b*.

Then writing x
2+y2+ z2= r2

,
we have

^ r sin 6 d6 d<j> dr

rb

= 8ir I r^Jb'i-
Jo

. .
:=

"' a8before>

832. Case of an Implicit Relation between Two Sets of Variables.

In our previous work and in the typical examples discussed,

we have regarded the transformation formulae to be such

that each of the one set of variables is expressed, or easily

expressible, as an explicit function of the variables of the new

group. If this be not so, we can still form the Jacobian by
the rules of Arts. 543 and 544, Diff. Calculus.

For in the case when

f^x, y, M, v)=0, f2 (x, y, u, v)=0
are the connecting equations, we have

.

3(x, y) 3(w, v) -d(u, v)
'

and when f^x, y, z, M, v, w)=0,

/2 (z, y, z, u, v, w)= 0,

fs (x,y, 2, u, v,w)=0,
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are the connecting formulae,

.

3(2:, y, z) 3(w, v, w)
* '

3(w, v, w;)

'

and generally, if there be n connecting equations,

/i=0, /2=0, /,=0, .../=<),

between 2n variables,

uv u
2,...un and a?

1}
z
2 ,

... zn ,

l>/2> /n) ^(3i g
2 >

" gn) == /
1
W^(/l>/2> /n)

' '

,
a;
2 ,

... a;n )

'

a(wp w2 ,
...MW ) 3(w15

M
2 ,

... un)'

Hence for a double integration

-d(x, y)

and for a triple integration

V(x, y, z)

and so on.

DIGRESSION ON JACOBIANS. JACOBI'S AND BERTRAND'S

DEFINITIONS.

833. Jacobi's Definition.

i/2'/3 -"/n be any function of the n variables

the determinant

T__ 7l w/l %/l WJ\
""~ O~ ' "^~m * *^~* ' ** * ^~.

is called the Jacobian of/1? /2,/3,
... / with regard to x^ x

z ,
... jcn .

Jacobi in one of his memoirs pointed out the strong analogy
which the properties of this function bears to those of a

differential coefficient of a function of a single variable. This
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resemblance of results, rather than of demonstrations, has

already been mentioned (Diff. Calculus, Articles 542 onwards).

It was by starting from the form of this determinant that

Jacobi's investigation proceeded.

834*. Bertrand's System of Increments.

A different standpoint was suggested by M. J. Bertrand in

a memoir to the Academic des Sciences (1851), which has

many advantages, and Jacobi's results may be deduced from

M. Bertrand's new definitions almost as corollaries.

Let/!, /2 , .../ be n functions of the n independent variables

x
lt &, ... xn .

Let us give to these independent variables the following n

systems of increments, viz.

/ \\

etc.,

dnxv dnx2 ,
dnx3 ,

...

and let the corresponding increments in the several functions be

.(B)

etc.,

i.e. drfs is tlie increment of / when xv x%, etc., increase to

x
l -\-drxl ,

x
2 -\-dfX2 ,

etc.

These several increments d^v d^clt d^v etc., though in-

crements of the same variable, are arbitrary and independent,

and there is reserved to us the power of making them equal

later, or of assuming any such relations between them as we

may subsequently choose.

It is clear that we have the n2 relations of which

is a type, it being unnecessary in the partial differential

coefficients occurring to specify which of the particular in-

crements we choose when we proceed to the limit in their

formation.
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835. Bertrand's Definition of a Jacobian.

M. Bertrand's definition of a Jacobian is that it is the ratio

of the determinant formed by the increments of Group B to

the determinant formed of the increments in Group A.

Now

22 '

.., dnxn

3/2 9/2

^2/1.

4/3, -.

4/3> "

4/2, 4/3, "> 4/n

by the rule of multiplication of determinants and by virtue

of the equations of Group C.

Hence Bertrand's definition agrees with that of Jacobi.

We have, however, gained command over the increments of the

independent variables.

If we adopt the notation Df and Dx for the determinants

i/"i, dif,,, ! and

Df
respectively, we have J=j~.JJx

836. Corollaries.

1. It follows at once that if Flt Fz ,
... Fn be functions of

/i >/2 , fn , and/!, /2 , ...fn be functions of xlt x2 ,
... xn , then,

since
DF_DF Df

we have

(Jacobian of Flt F2 ,
...

(with regard to xlt x2 ,
..

TJacobian of Flt F2 ,

(with regard toflt fz ,

fJacobian of f,, /",
Xi r-

I
with regard to o^, a?a ,
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J~)f TVr
2. Also, since

7J~
X

7)/ 1> we have

(Jacobian of flt fz , ...| JJacobian of xlt x2 , ...|

1 with regard to xl} xz , . . . / j with regard to /j , /2 , ...J

3. Again, if 1^=0, F2 =Q, ... Fr=0 ...
,
Fn=0 be n indepen-

dent equations connecting n variables u1} u2 ,
... t*n ,

and n

other variables xlt xs , ... a?n , then, since

we have

a*i 'a*.-
1

which may be abbreviated into

ds,xFr=dltUFr , (a)

the suffix x being attached to indicate those partial differential

coefficients in which u
lf ua , ... are regarded as constant whilst

x
lt
xz, ... vary and vice versd.

Now DXF and DUF are the respective determinants

and

and by virtue of equations (a) the constituents of the one only
differ from the corresponding constituents of the other by
a negative sign, whence

DXF=(-1)DUF,

DXF
Du .

, Dx_= (_l
,, ,

.

that is

Du

Hence in the case of implicit connections amongst the 2n

variables Mt ,
u2 ,

... un ;
xlt x2 , ... xn , by virtue of n equations

^=0, Ft=Q, ... Fn=0, connecting them,
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[The Jacobian of ult u2 ,
... un \

I with regard to xlt x2 ,
... xnj

fJacobian of Flt F2 ,... with regard to x
l , x2 ,

... ,

treating ult u2> ... as constants
( i\n

'

JJacobian of Fly F2 ,
... with regard to ut ,

u2 , ...
,|

| treating aj1( x2 ,
... as constants J

The substance of this and the immediately preceding articles

on M. Bertrand's treatment of Jacobians was communicated to

the author many years ago by his former tutor, the late

Dr. E. J. Routh. The reader may consult Bertrand's Calcul

Differenliel, pages 62-70, and Calcul Integral, pages 465-469.

837. Advantage of Bertrand's Definition.

It will be seen that M. Bertrand's definition leads to simpler

proofs of the fundamental properties of Jacobians than those

given in Arts. 540, 544 of the author's Differential Calculus,

and retains a command of the several increments which we
shall find useful for subsequent work in the transformation of

a multiple integral.

838. Bertrand's Methodof Calculating the Jacobian Determinant.

Let there be 2n variables, in two groups, viz. xlf x2 ,
... xn

and ult u2 ,
... un ,

connected by n independent implicit relations

^=0, ^=0, 3̂=0, ... Fn=Q. Then n of the 2w variables

are independent. If increments be given to each, these 2n

increments are connected by n homogeneous linear equations,
and if n 1 of the increments be chosen to be zero, the ratios

of the remaining w+1 are determinate by the n connecting

equations.

Consider the n incremental systems,
'

1*1, 0, 0, ...

0, 0, d3u3 , ..., d3u,

I2xlt d2x2 , 0, ...

'n^ij anx2) anxs ,
... dnx0, 0, 0, ... dni

that is systems in which

increments d
1u 1 ,

du2 , ..., c?jWn give rise to an increment

(ZjiCj in xlt but make no change in x2 ,
x3 , ..., xn ,
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and increments daM2 ,
d2u 3 , ..., d2un> da j give rise to a change

d^x2 in #a ,
but make no change in wlf xa ,

xt , ..., xn ,

and so on.

Let J be the Jacobian of xlf xz , ..., xn with regard to

MJ, wa , ..., wn . Then forming J according to Bertrand's defini-

tion, each of the determinants of the increments, the one

formed from the ^-increments, the other from the w-increraents,

reduces to its diagonal term, ando *

j_ j-
. d^ . d2xz . d3x3 . . . dnxn __ 3xt

9z2 ~dx 3 "dxn

rf1w 1
. rf2Ma d3^3 dnun 3% 3wa

'

3w3

' "
3Mn

'

"^y
where - is the limit of the infinitesimal change in xr to

9wr

that in ur when ult u
t ,

... wr_, , xr^. l , xr+2 ... xn are regarded
as constants.

839. It is necessary for the use of this rule to consider the

several connecting equations reduced to such form that

(1) x
l

is a function of u
lt
xz ,

x3 , ..., xn ;
wx only varying ;

(2) 8 is a function of w,, w2 ,
x 3 , ..., xn ; u% only varying ;

(3) 2?3 is a function of ult u%, u 3 ,
x 4 , ...,; W 3 only varying ;

(n) xn is a function of W1; M2 ,
M 3) ..., un ;

w n only varying.

The calculation of J will then be reduced to the multipli-

cation of the several partial differential coefficients derived

therefrom.

840. Illustrative Examples.

Ex. 1. If .r=*rcos#, y= rsin#, write

x=\Ji*yt
, containing one of the new variables;

y = >'sin 6, containing two and no .r.

Then J= -, . r cos = r.

Vrl -yf

Ex. 2. If .r= rsin #cos</>, y= rs\n 0sin <f>,
z= rcoa6, write

a?=\/r*-y*-2*, containing one of the new variables
;

2= rcos 0, containing two and no x;

y= rsin 0sin <f>, containing three and no xor z.

_,, , 3.r 3 3y r , . _., . Q , . aThen t'==
^~

'

^z
'

%I =~-V~ rsin ^)(rsm ^cos</>)= -r*8in 9.
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Ex. 3. If x+y+ z= u, y+ z=uv, z= uvw, we have

x=uy z, containing one new variable,

y= uv z, containing two and no x,

z=uvw, containing three and no x or y ;

,. 'dx 'du 'dz
and J=~ ^ ^ = 1 . u. uv= irv.

ou ov ow

Ex.4. If x:=r sinflcos^, x3
= rsin Osin <p,

x2
= r cos cos ^, .r4

= r cos siu
if/,

we have ^rx
= v/r2 - ^ 2

2 -
^3*

- r4
2
, containing r, .ru , r3 ,

#4 ;

#j= \/r2 cos2 # #4
2
, containing r, #, 3-4!

containing r, ^, <^>;

containing r, ^, ^ ;

and

,.
'dx* ~dxt 3.r3 9-r4 r - r2 sin 6 cos # . ,. .

t/= 75T
!
TSTT o-T ^5~7

= '- ~~ r sln v COSd) . T COS t' COS I/'

or d# 09 oi/'
j:

1

! .r2

= r3 sin cos 0.

Ex.5. If .-<71

sn a sn 3 s

sin 6^ sin ^3 si

we have x9
= \/r2 -

x-? x^ -
x<?

- x^ - r6
2

,

xt
= rsin0 1 cos 6s ,

^r3
= r sin #1 sin # 2 cos ^s>

.r4
= rsin 6*1 sin 2 sin $3 cos ^4 ,

.rs
= r sin ^x sin 6% sin 3 sin ^4 cos 8 ;

and e/=
('

sin 0i) (
- r sin ^ sin #2 ) (

-
>' sin #1 sin ^2 sin

x -rsn x sn 2 sn 3 sn 4 -?-sn xsn 2 sn 3 sn 4 sn &

=
(
- 1

)

6 i* sin* 6l sin
3
0, sin2

3 sin 4 ,

a result which can obviously be generalised.

841. Change of the Variables in any Multiple Integral. General

Theorem.

Let the integral in question be

I=\\\...\Vdxl
dx.2 ...dxn ,

there being n integration signs, and F any function of the

variables xv x
2 ,

... xn . Let the new system of variables be

u
1}
u

z ,
... un ,

there being n independent connecting relations

^=0, ^
2=0, ... Fn=0,

E.I.C. II. C
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between the two groups of variables, either set forming a

group in which there is no interdependence. That is, the group
xv x2,

... xn forms a set of n independent variables, as also does

the group uv u
2 ,

... un . When a further relation is assigned,

say <{>(xv #
2 ,

... n)
= 0, to be satisfied at the boundaries of the

region of integration, an interdependence of the cc-group is

created, and one of the x-group of variables is dependent upon
the others. Integration is then to be conducted for the domain

or region bounded by the specific limitation 0=0. There will

then be a corresponding relation amongst the w-group of

coordinates, and a specific limitation will be implied for the

new definition of the domain of integration when 7 has been

referred to its new coordinates.

842. In the transformation of 7 three separate considerations

are to be attended to. As has already been pointed out in the

case of double and triple integration, we have to consider

(1) the determination of the new form of F, which is merely
an algebraic matter of substitution or elimination

;

(2) the assignment of the new limits which is also an

algebraic matter, materially assisted in the case of

double and triple integration by geometrical con-

siderations
;

(3) the determination of the new element of integration

which is to replace dx
l
dxz dx3

... dxn .

As regards the assignment of new limits it is not possible

to give a general rule, but it must be such as will cause the

march of the new element as described in the new system of variables

to traverse the same domain once and once only as was traversed

in the march of the original element, which domain was defined

by the limits of integration in the original system of variables.

Let us imagine that the connecting equations have been

thrown into the forms

x
i
=
f\(u \>

xv x
s>
" xn) (1). *' w

2 ,
uy ... un eliminated*,

***=/*(* uv xv xn) (2), i.e. xv u3 ,
M

4 ,
... un

2 M3 *4 Xn) -(3), etc.
;

etc.,

z ,
w3,

... un) (n) etc.
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We have seen in earlier articles and examples, that in a

given multiple integral the order of integration may be

changed, provided a suitable change be made in the limits.

Then, first, suppose we attempt to replace integration with

regard to x
l by integration with regard to uv

Change the order of integration in

jJJ" J
dXldx*

" dXn >

so that dx
l
stands last with the suitable change in the limits.

We then have to perform the operation

and in this operation x.
2 ,

xy ... xn are to be regarded as

constants, and equation (1) gives dx
l
=^du l

.

f f 3#
And since \Udx,= \

U -^du-.. we have as x, and u, are the
J J aw,.

only varying quantities

where V
l

is what F becomes when f-^(uv x
2 ,

x
s ,

... xn) has

been substituted for xv that is, Vl
is the value of V expressed

in terms of uv x
2,
x
3 ,

... xn .

We have now arrived at

/=
JJJ

"
J
FI 3w ^2^3 - dxn dur

Let us repeat the process.

By change of order of integration with a suitable change in

the limits, transfer dx.2 so that it stands last.

/= 111... \V
l
~L

dx.^dx^ ... dXnd^dx.^

or
J LJ J

' "
J
FI Sw

dx
*
dX*'" dXn dUl

\
dx

*'

and in this operation x
s ,

#
4 ,

... xn , uv
are to be regarded as

or
constants, and equation (2) gives dx.

2=^-du2
.
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Whence again applying the theorem
JL

r
'<fcc

2
=
\U'^~duzt

and x.
2 , u.2 being the only varying quantities, we have

where F2
is what V-^ becomes when f.2 (uv u.

2 ,
x
3 ,

... xn )
is sub-

stituted for z
2 , that is F2 is the value of F expressed in terms

of M
I}
u
z ,
xs ,

... xn ;
and we have now arrived at

Continuing this process of changing the order of integration

so that dx
s

is transferred to the end, and then exchanging the

variable x
3
for w3 , etc., we finally arrive at

where Fn is the value of F when all letters of the x-group in

F have been replaced by letters of the w-group, that is

Fn =F',say.
Now it has been seen that

the Jacobian of xv x.
2 ,

... xn with regard to uv u
2 ,

... un ;
and

)J, ~dF, -dF.

3.F^^

'dx
l

'

or
1

V Fv
3(Xj, x

2 ,
xy ... xn )

where in forming the numerator all letters of the a-group are

considered constant, and in the denominator all letters of the

w-group are considered constant.
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Hence, we have finally,

... Vdx
}
dx

2
dx.

3
... dx

... Fn)

843. Ex. If
f be the connecting equations,

J=
u, v

V, -U

Compare the process of Ex. 8, Art. 831.

844. The Vanishing of J.

It may be noted that the vanishing of J would imply that

when x
lt
x
2 ,

... xn are regarded as functions of wp u
2 ,
w

3 ,
... ,

there would be some identical relation amongst the members

of the x-group of variables
;
and if J were infinite, we should

have J'^0, and there would be some identical relation amongst
the values of u

l}
u

2 ,
... un as expressed in terms of xv x

2 ,
... xn ,

(Art. 547, Differential Calculus). We have, however, assumed

all our several connecting equations Fl Q, F2=Q, ... Fn=Q, to

be independent relations, so that no such identical relation

can occur amongst either set of variables.

845. Remarks.

It may be useful to call attention to the fact that in the

geometrical treatment of Arts. 792 and 794 for double and

triple integrals respectively, the new element of integration

was formed and the variables were changed to the new group
all together. In the general proof of Art. 842, the original

variables were exchanged for the new variables one at a time.

When a geometrical method of determining the new limits

is not available, this consideration will often be useful for

their proper assignment, and may be used when other means

are wanting. But the process followed out in detail is

generally tedious, as every change in order of an integration.
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as well as every exchange of a new variable for an old one

necessitates in general a readjustment of the limits of each

integration.

846. Examples in which Multiple Integrals of Order higher than

the Third occur in Physics.

Multiple integrals occur frequently in researches of physical

nature, of higher degree of multiplicity than the third. For

instance, in the problem of the illumination of one surface by
another, the two surfaces being such that every point of the

one can be seen from each point of the other, the quantity to

be evaluated is the quadruple integral
*

where dS, dS' are the elements of the two surfaces
; <, 0' the

angles which the outward normals make with r, the distance

between dS and dS', and the integration is to be conducted

over each surface. In such case, the limits form two separate

groups, the one referring to surface S, the other to surface S',

and if any transformation of variables be required, a new

assignment of limits being required, they will be available

from geometrical conditions for each group.
Another illustration from Physics is in the mutual potential

of two attracting systems, which for a continuous distribution

of matter in regions P, Q has for its expression the sextuple

integral

where pp is the volume density at a point p of the region P ;

Pq the volume density at a point q of the region Q ;

drp , drq
elements of volume at p and q, and rpq the

distance from p to q.

In this case also the system of limits will be two separate

systems, the one ensuring summation through the region P
and the other through the region Q. And if any change of

variable be required to facilitate integration, necessitating a

new assignment of limits, they will be available as in the

former case from the geometrical conditions for each group.

* See Herman, Geometrical Optics, Art. 157.
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847. Case of Implicit Relations.

If in Art. 839 Equations (1), (2), ... (n) had not been supposed
to express

xl explicitly as a function of u1} x2, xs ,
... xn ,

x2 explicitly as a function of ult U2, xs ,
... xn ,

etc.,

but had been given as implicit relations, viz.

<f>i(ult xlt x2 ,
... xn) =0 ...(1), in which u2 ,

u3 ,
... un are

eliminated,

02(wi> uz> xi> xa> - x )^ (
2

)r
in which x^ u3 , ... un are

eliminated,

8 (
ttl. W2. U3> X3> ^n)

=
."(3), etC.,

etc.,

<pn (ult u2 ,
u3 ,

... wn , JCB)=0 ...(n) etc.,

we have in the subsequent work, from equation (1), con-

sidering x2 ,
x3 ,

... xn as constants,

and from equation (2), considering w1 , aj3 ,
x
4 ,

... a?n as constants,

and so on.

And we finally obtain in the same way as before,

I . . . I V dxl dx2 ... dxn

ctyi

-r-i^ff fT/^^i
\ / ll"*l" o ,

JJ J E}

848. For example, taking

(^i^r
2 xz -yz & =0 (containing 2, y, j;, r),

<
2
= r2 siri2 $ ^2

3/
2= (containing y, a?, r, ^),

x =0 (containing #, r, t', ^>).
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Then we have

2r. 2r*sin 0cos 0(- , j,, j /- **"*

r sin 6 sin < . r cos

as we should expect ;
see Ex. 2, Art. 840,'and elsewhere.

849. Example of Assignment of Limits.

Ex. As an example of the assignment of limits in a multiple integral,

let us take two squares of sides 2a in parallel planes at distance c apart,

the squares being placed so that they form the ends of a rectangular

parallelepiped of square section, and let us find the mean value of the

squares of the distances of points on the one square from points on the other.

By a mean or average value we shall suppose to be meant that each

square is divided up into equal small elements, and the sum of the

squares of the distances apart is to be divided by their number, i.e. if

there be n such elements, and r/>c be the distance between two of them at

/' and at (J respectively,
/>g

, or, which is the same thing, ^Lfj? T
9

if oSr and &SV be the elements at P and Q ; and in the limit, when n

becomes infinitely large, we have

f ( ( (
(See Chapter XXXVI., Art. 1657.)

Let 0, 0' be the centres of the squares, and take for origin and axes

of x and y parallel to the sides of the squares.

Divide up each square by families of lines parallel to the axes, and let

(#, y, 0), (x
r

, y', c) be the respective coordinates of P and Q. Then the

Mean Value required is

M =
I!

I
Idx'dt/'cLcdy

Now keeping the position of Q fixed, we may add up all the elements

r^q&cSy in a strip between x and x+Sx, by varying y from a to +cr,

keeping x', y
1

,
x constant. Then, still keeping x', y' constants, we may

add up all the strips in the square ABCD which lies in the x-y plane, by
integrating with regard to x from #=-crto x=+a. We have then

completed the summation of all such quantities as r^dx'dy' for all
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positions of P in the square AECD. In the same way we may add up the

results of these integrations for various points of the square A'B'C'D',

by integrating with regard to y' from a to -fa, keeping x' constant to

add up the elements in a strip between x' and x'+ 8x'. And finally in-

tegrating with regard to x' from a to -fa will add up the results for all

the strips in the square A'B'C'D' and will complete the integration.

Fig. 312.

And the same with the denominator. The result for the denominator

is obviously the product of the two areas, i.e. 4a2 x 4a2 or 16a4
.

The numerator is

and it will save some trouble to observe :

(1) That for every term xx' 6V Sy' 8x 8y, there is another term

x( x') 8x' 8y' 8x 8y.

Hence such a term contributes nothing to the value of the

integral, and the same with the yy' term.

(2) That obviously

2^2 dS dS'=^f dS d8'= 'Zx"* dS dS'= 2y
'2 d8 dS'.

Hence it will be sufficient to attend to the value of one of them,
and quadruple the result.

Now

I I I I
x1 dx' dy' dx dy= I I I lax* dx' dy' dx

Hence the value of the numerator is

and
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It follows that the mean of the squares of the distances from any point
4a2

of a square to any other point of the same square is
, by putting c= 0.

[Also see Art. 1657 and Art. 1658, Ex. 2.]

850. A Consideration useful for the Simplification of some

Transformation Formulae.

Let a multiple integral 1 1... I V du
v
du2 ... dun be trans-

formed in two ways :

(1) to a set of variables x
1 , x

z , ... xn ;

(2) to a set of variables p 2 , ... gn .

And suppose these two sets are linearly connected with each

other, the transformation formulae

for the linear connections being

given by the transformation scheme

in the margin. And let the two
results be

and

6

h m n

Then, the Jacobian is a covariant of u
lt
U2 , ... un ;

we have

m
2 ,

... (Diff. Gale., Art. 54G),

fj. being the transformation modulus. And that the above

expressions are equal may be seen by transforming directly, for

I ...\VlJl
dx

l
dxt ... dxn

and the results are identical, as might have been expected.

It follows that if a transformation be proposed to a set

of variables
, 2 , ^3 ,..., a transformation to another set
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x
lt x.z , x

s ,... may be substituted for the former, where a

suitable choice of linear connection between the former and

the latter sets may sometimes be made to simplify the

working.

851. For example, if the transformation formulae proposed be

u,
= (Ag+ Brj) sin (Cg+ Dij),

u2=(Ag+ Brj) cos (Cg+ Dr/),

we shall have the same result as if we transform with the easier formulae

for which the Jacobian is obviously x, and multiply the result by the

modulus AD -EC.

Thus
f I

V d^ du2
= -

f fV^x
dx dij

thus avoiding the more troublesome evaluation of the Jacobian with

regard to
, rj.

852. Speaking of the result

Lacroix* remarks : "Ce resultat a e'te donne'e pour la premiere
fois par Lagrange en 1773. Mais Legendre, en 1788, en a

fait des applications que Lagrange n'avoit point indiquees."
This application referred in part to the analytical proof of a

theorem with regard to the attraction of a spheroid.

The corresponding result for a double integral had been

employed by Euler in 1769.

Many references with regard to the history of the subject
are given by Todhunter, Integral Calculus, Art. 251. There is

a valuable table of references in Lacroix's Calc. Diff. et Int.,

vol. ii., prefixed to the volume, which may be useful to

students interested in the subject and desiring to consult early
writers.

Lacroix, Calcnl. Diff. et Int., vol. ii., p. 206.
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PROBLEMS.

1. If the rectangular coordinates of a point are

x = a + e^ cos a, y = (3 + e^ sin a,

show that the area included between the curves a
lt (3lt

a
2 , /?2 is

J (i -*) (2ft
-**-

2ft + *).
[MATH. TRIP., 1873.]

2. Integrate l|a;
2
rfa:</y over the space enclosed by the four

parabolas y-
= 4/, y-

= MX, x2
Icy, x* = dy.

[TRINITY COLL., 1882.]

3. The four curves y = ax2
, y = bx2

, y = ae3
, y = dx3 intersect in four

points, excluding the origin, and thus form a curvilinear quadri-

lateral
; prove that its area is

12 V
'Vc

3 d3
/ [OXFORD II. P., 1901.]

4. An area is bounded by those portions of the four rectangular

hyperbolae xy = a?, xy = a' 2
,
z2 -y2 = c2

,
xz -y2 = c'

2
,
which lie in the

first quadrant. Every element of the area is multiplied by the

square of its distance from the centre. Prove that the sum of all

such products is
,

. 9 ,,w 2 /9 .

4 (a
2 - a ^)(c

2 ~c 2
). [J. M.SCH..OXF., 1904.]

5. If the surface density <r of the area in the first quadrant
bounded by xm " = a

l

m+n
,

be given by <w,y
=

k, show that the mass is

, (m + n)(p + q) ,
a, L

k log
J

. log r-
1

.

mq -
np a

2 2

6. Change the variables from x and y to u and v in the double

integral !

f
a
[
x

<$>(x,y)dxdy,
JOJx

where xy = u-, x- + y*
= v2 . [ST. JOHN'S, 1882.]

fa Cb

7. Show that in I f(x, y) dx dij all terms in f(x, y} may be
J-aJ-6

omitted which contain an odd power of x or y.

nx (x + y) cos (m c + ny) dx dy.
-x [TRINITY COLL., 1881.]

n^-tax
a-dvdu

-i, by the substitution
(^ + y + a)

y

*/= y -n
=V^+^ + aVa,

and show that ils value is ?r/4v/2, [OXFORD II. P., 1903.]
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9. Change the order of integration in

a x*

n-f~?
I Fdxdy.

}OJ
-j [ST. JOHN'S, 1889.]

10. If a# = ,
x2

-?/
2 =

r7
transform I I Vdxdy so that in the

result we integrate first with regard to and then with regard to
77.

[R.P.]
11. Change the order of integration in the expression

Vdxdy;
j_->-I

also, change the variables to and
77
where a;

2 + y
2 =

r/,
e = cy, without

assigning the new limits. (It may be assumed that k is greater

than h.) [ST. JOHN'S, 1888.]

12. Prove that

IK
j i i

B aa; ay = - - - 1
) ao,2 y

13 Express 1 1 f(x, y) dx dy in terms of r and 0, where x =

the integral being taken for all positive values of x and y such that

~2 W2 ,

y i

[COLLEGES, 1886.]

r cos
I ]

*J '

r = r sin 0.

Change the order of integration in

n*Jax
f(x, y) dx dy.

*lax-x* [CoiJl,EGES a, 1883.]

1 4. Change the order of integration in

aft <* ir^ i

lo Jo [ST. JOHN'S, 1892.]

15. Change the order of integration in

- -la cose

,"J J sec*
,j

(r,8)d6dr.

16. Change the variables from x, y to u, v, where x2 + y
2 =

u,

xy = v, and find the limits in the new integral when integration is

extended over the positive quadrant of the circle a2 + y
2- a2

.

[ST. JOHN'S, 1881.]
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17. Change the order of integration in the integral

F'dxdy,

where c is less than a. [COLLEGES a, 1888.]

18. Change the order of integration in

Udx dy,

io.

U being a function of x and y.

Express the same integral in polar coordinates. [COLLEGES a, 1886.]

1 9. Show that

r2" r^/zax r2a ra OT_ Vdxdy=\ %
JQ J^Zax-x* Ja Jr,-a 3

when = -, ,5^
and change the order of integration in the latter integral.

[COLLEGES /3, 1889.]

20. If the density of a plate be
2

^
2 ,
show that the mass of the

a; +y
part enclosed by the curves x'

2 -y2 =
a, a;

2 -y2 =
/3, zy = y, .tj/

= 8 is

*

Show whether this gives the mass of one of the areas between the

two curves, or of both. [COLLEGES o, 1883.]

21. Change the variables from (x, y) to
(11, v) in the double

integral 1 l<^(x, y)dxdy, where xz + y'*
= u, xy = v, and the integration

extends over the area bounded by the straight lines

obtaining the new limits on the supposition that the order of inte-

gration is first u and then v. [COLLEGES a, 1870.]

Verify your result by evaluation of the integral for the case

when
<f>(x, y) = l.

22. Change the variables from x and y to and >/ in the expression

1 1 Vdz dy, having given <f>(x, y, $,r))
= Q and t(x, y, , 77)

= 0.

Show, by transforming to polar coordinates, that

c . e

rvl
tana

rvl
tena

dx dy . sec a - cos a

7*
= tan "

Jo Jo (
x + y + c

)

[TRINITY, 1882.]
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23. If r, r be the distances of a point in the plane of reference

from two fixed points at a distance 2c apart on the axis of x, then

between corresponding limits of integration

I 2cy dxdy = 11 IT' dr dr.

P dx (

X

dy F(x, y)={
l

dx
\

*

dy F(l -y,l- x),
Jo Jo Jo Jo

[OXFORD II., 1886.]

24. Prove that

and hence deduce that

f* f 6

d6\ d6'(si
Jo Jo

a /Q'\2t-l /a a,\ 1.3.5...(4l- 1) TT

sin0sm0) sin (0-0) = n . ,. -p
* -.

2. 4.6...4i i

[SYLVESTER.]
25. Prove that

dx dzf(z) +(x -z}= dz {/(*) -/(O)} <f>(x
-

z).
Jo Jo Jo

[ST. JOHN'S, 1885.]

26. Transform the integral I Vdx dy by the substitution

x = c cos g cosh
>;, y = c sin sinh

tj.

[COLLEGES 7, 1890.]

27. If u + v*f^l =<t>(x+y\T^l], prove that

when F' is the result of substituting for x, y in terms of w, v in F.

[COLLEGES a, 1881.]

28. If x = a sin a cos. cosh
tj

and T/
= a sin a sin sinh

tj,
transform

nco

-
_,

{(a;
- a sin a)

2 + y
z
}~*dx dy

into an integral in terms of and
rj,
and evaluate the new integral.

3.2 W2 ^2 rr
29. If + p+"2

=1 and S=\\dxdy-Jl+p2 + q
2

)
transform the

variables in the integral to 6, <f>,
where

x = a sin cos
<f>, y = b sin 6 sin

</>.

[IvoRY, Phil. Trans., 1809.]

30. Prove that the assumptions

x = r cos

;n_j
= r sin ^j sin #

2
. . . sin #n_2

cos ^n-1 ,

xn
= r sin ^ sin 6>

2
. . . sin W_2

sin ^n_j ,
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will transform the integral I I ... Vdx^ dx
2
dx

3 . . . dxn into

31. Show that

nn
- 2 6

l
sin"- 3

2
... sin en_2

drd()
1
...d6n_ l

.

[CLARE, ETC., 1881
; TODHUNTKR, Inf. Cede., p. 241.]

fff
48

(a:
2 + y* + *2

)
d.t dy dz = 5ira5

for positive values of x, y, z limited by z2 + y
2
<t az and > a2

.

[OXFORD II. P., 1889.]

32. Prove that

[COLLEGES 7, 1882.]

33. Two given rectangular hyperbolae have the same asymptotes ;

two other given rectangular hyperbolae have also common asymp-

totes, one of which coincides with an asymptote of the first pair,

while the other is parallel to their other asymptote. Show that the

area of the curvilinear quadrangle formed by the four hyperbolae

is the same, whatever the distance between the pair of parallel

asymptotes. [MATH. TRIPOS, 1895.]

34. Transform the double integral

\x
m~1

y
n~l

dydx

by the formulae x + y = u, y = uv, showing that the transformed

result is <.,.

llum+n~1
(l -v)

m~ l vn
~l dndv.

[JACOBI, Crelle's Journal, torn, xi.]

35 If u x = u v. u i/
= u it 11 z = u u

prove that II V dx dy dz

is transformed into 4 1 I F
, rf/j

du
2
du

s .

36. Show that

?a*J2 fN/Sa'-z
1

dx
\

Ja Jo

dy

and both from geometrical considerations and by direct evaluation,

show that this integral is equal to the integral

a'-y' dxf

JO (X
2 + if)* [OXFORD I. P., 1912.]
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EULERIAN INTEGRALS, GAUSS' H FUNCTION, ETC.

853. The Original Forms of the Eulerian Integrals.

The properties of the two important integrals

fp\ f
1 xP~ldx , , r~| f

1
/, IX 5

7
I. = {*-)= I and / = - - = I I log

- ax
\qj J Li2 LjJ J \

6 xJ

were the subject of several remarkable memoirs by Euler.

His investigations were published in the Institutiones Calculi

Integralis, 1768-1770, and are of great importance in the

general theory of Definite Integrals. The notation above, viz.

-J and - L is that used by Euler, and the above forms are

those in which the integrals were studied both by Euler

and Lagrange. In each of these the value of the integral

was supposed to change by the variation of p and q ;
the

n which occurs in the first integral was supposed to be a

constant.

Legendre, for the purpose of characterising these integrals

and honouring their great discoverer, named them "
Integrates

Eule'riennes." * The second part of Legendre's Exercices de

Calcul Integral is devoted to a discussion of their properties.

fv\He adheres to the notation (

-J
for the first integral, but

(tn\-J
for the second, regarding F(a) as

a continuous function of a.

* Exercices de Calcul Integral, par A. M. Legendre, 1811, p. 211.

E.I.C. II. 49 D
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854. The More Convenient Modern Forms.

The above forms of the integrals are not the most convenient

in practice. Taking the first integral, write xn=y, and put

p=nl, g=nm.
Then

v-- 1 x

rp-i/7r

Taking the second integral and writing log-= iy,
that is

x
V

XG-V, and putting -=n,

1
,7

("

Jo

855. Definition.

We shall therefore define the FIRST AND SECOND EULERIAN

INTEGRALS as n
FM7 <*n\ I T-' in r\m-l/7r-D I

I*,
lib] = I dj II

*/^
U.JL>

Jo
/.CO

and F(w) = I e~xxn
-l

dx,
Jo

and refer to them respectively as the BETA and GAMMA
Functions. This is now the commonly accepted notation and

nomenclature.

856. In Gregory's Examples (p. 470), the digamma F(l, m)
is used to denote what we have above defined as the Beta

function. It will be observed that B(/, m) is n times the

/<p\

integral discussed by Euler, that is *(*)

We shall assume in our subsequent work that all the quanti-
ties I, m, n are positive but not necessarily integral, and

further that they are real unless the contrary be expressly
stated.

857. The Beta Function is symmetric in I and m, that is,

B(/, m)=B(m, I).

If in the Beta function
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we write \y for x, we obtain

B(Z, m)= - f (1
_
y)i-y.-i<zy= P r -i

(1_^-i^
Jl JO

=
|

Joo

whence it appears that B(Z, m) is a symmetric function of

I and m, the Z and m being interchangeable and

B.(l, w) = B(m, 0-

This property might be exhibited by writing B(/, m) as

B(Z, m)=4 f [tf-^l-x^-i+^-^l-xy-^dx.
Jo

858. Case when / or m is a Positive Integer.

When either of the two quantities I, m is a positive integer,

the integration is expressible in finite terms.

Suppose m is a positive integer,

B(Z, m)=| a^Yl-a;)*- 1^
Jo

and by continued integration by parts

<(+!)...

(m 1)!

Similarly, if Z be a positive integer,

B(Z, m)=
~

, ,, , 7 1X .

m(m+l) ... (m+t 1)

and if both be positive integers,

(Z+m-1)!

859. Various Forms of the Beta Function.

The Beta function may be thrown into many other forms

by a change of the variable, and therefore many other integrals

are expressible in terms of the Beta function.
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X
Thus: (1) Let y=

Then E(l, m) \

Jo

f /v~Vi sY1 "11
,?= (-) (1

)
-ax

Jo \/ \ a/ a

fa

Hence I xl~ l (a x)
m ~ ldx=al+m -*}$(l, m).

Jo

(2) Let y-i
'

Then B(Z,m)

rJo
and since I, m are interchangeable this must also

which would have appeared immediately if we had made the

x 1
substitution y=^-r

- instead of y=1+x l+x
Note also that the symmetry in I, m may be exhibited as

i n >ri-i

whilst for all positive values of I and m we have

n J-im-i

,

So that, for instance,

(3) Putting
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fl / rf \l 1

= (i+y-i(
*

)
Jo Vic+a/ Vz+a/ '

(z-j-a)
2

rt rJ-i

=a~(i+a)H /1

Jo (a

f
1 x*~ l

Jo (a

-
,

Hence , V ' dx=

This is Abel's transformation ((Euvres, Vol. I., p. 93).

(4) Put y=^^.-
f
1

Then B(Z, m) = l y
l~ l

(\. y}
m
~*dy

Jo

; b\l~ l /a a^X"1" 1 ^a;

a-b \a-b a b

and f (x-by-
l

(a-~x)
m- l

dx=(a-b)l+m
- l

'B(l, m).
J6

Here the limits have been changed to any arbitrary con

stants a and 6.

(5) Transform by the formula = a b.
x y

Here the limits remain unaltered, for if
2/
= l we have cc^l

and if 2/=0, o;=0.

B(Z,m)=f y^l-yj^dy
Jo

abdx

ri ^-^i _a;)-
1

l
also obviously I fl ,

. ,. v , m ^o;= -rr^ B (I, m) ;+ w

and if we write ab=c,

Jo (^>+
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(6) In the last transformation, put x=sin2
0.

f* <,:n 2Z-2/a pn<,2;n-2$ -|

'!'!_ Hill I/ C(JS U ,-/- y-i T/% 1 <nsl \Ihen I
7
--

2 a , i -2 mt+iH
"
sin # cos <frfl= ~^r/ B(t, m),

J (a cos2 0+ b sin' 0)
+ a*v

sin2i - 1 0cos2'"- 1
1

I, m, a and 6 being positive constants.

P
(7) 7=1 sin? cos* 6 dO is expressible in the same way in

J o

terms of a Beta function.

Let

f=
J

I r

-J

o v

I r1 P+ 1
i 2l_i

~2~ 2

This also follows from No. (6) by putting a= b=l.

860. Properties of the Gamma Function.

Consider next the Gamma function, viz.

f
=

Jo

Integrating by parts

r i
00

r(n)= a;"-
1 ^-* +(n 1)

Jo

and whatever n may be, provided it be finite and >1,
xn~*e~x vanishes at both limits.

Hence T(n)=(n-l)T(n-I).

Similarly, r(?i-l)=(ji-2)r(Ti-2),
and so on.

In the case, then, where n is a positive integer,

f 00 i
~|

and T(l)= e-^dbc= -e^ =1,
Jo -"o

whence T(n)=(n 1)1 in that case.
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861. Working Properties.

We then have the properties

r(l)=l; .............................. II.

and when n is a positive integer,

T(n+l)=n\ .............................III.

The Gamma functions of the positive integers are then

r(2)=i.i=i, ./

r (3)= 2 r (2>- 1.2,

r(5)=4r(4)=1.2.3.4,
etc.,

from which a rough idea of the march of T(x) as a continuous

function may be inferred, viz. a minimum existing somewhere

between x=\ and x=2, and then after x=2 a quantity

increasing more and more rapidly.

862. In any case the equation T(n-\-l) n T(n) furnishes a

means of reduction of the Gamma function of any number

greater than unity to a Gamma function of a number less

than unity.

For instance

TV17\_14T/14\_14 11V/11\1* 11 8TV8\_14 11 8 5TV6\1 r3V - '2T *
(~5~) -ff- -S

L \ 3 /
- 3 3 3 L (*)

-
-?~ "3- 3 3-

i (^)

_14 11 8 5 2r>/2\
-~5~-~5'-V~5''S i \3V-

That is, the Gamma function of any number greater than

unity can be connected with the Gamma function of a number

which is not greater than unity ;
so that it is already obvious

that when we come to the calculation and tabulation of the

numerical values of Gamma functions it will be unnecessary
to tabulate T(x) for any values of x except those which lie

between and 1.

863. A Caution.

The student should guard against the idea that the equations
/.oo

r()= e-v v*-l dv and T(x+I)=xT(x)
Jo

are co-equivalent. They are not so. The latter is a conse-
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quence of the former, not the former of the latter. The latter

is a functional or difference equation, viz.

<t>(x-\-l}=X(j)(x) or ux+l=xux ,

and such equations may have many solutions. What is proved

f*
is that ux

=
I e~v if'~^ dv is a particular solution of u x+l=xux .

Jo /<

But so also are A\ e~v v^~ l dv when A is any constant, or
Jo

such an expression as

e-vx-l dv

where A
, B, 0, D are constants, for these multipliers are not

altered when x is increased by unity. Nor does it follow

f"
that I e~v^t~1 dv occurs as a factor in all solutions of the

Jo

difference equation.

The solution of uf+l=xux is obviously

Ax(xl)(x2)...(r+l:

)rur

when A is either a constant or some arbitrary periodic function

of x whose periodicity is unity, and which therefore does not

alter when x is increased or decreased by any integer, and ur

. any assumed initial value of ux . We shall return to this

matter later.

864. Transformation of the Gamma Function.

As in the case of the Beta function, transformations of the

variable will give rise to other integrals.

(1) We have seen that x=log- or y=e~
x
produces

f
00

I"
1 / IN"-1

r(?i)= xn~l e-x dx=\ (log-) dy,
j o j o y

the form studied by Euler.

(2) If we write kx for x,
/CO

p/^\__l e -l-x]cn xn-l fa

f T(n)
whence I c~ kx xn~^dx :̂

J o kn

provided k be a real constant (see Arts. 1159 to 1162

and 1327).
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(3) If we put xn=y where n is positive,

57

In this case, if we put -n= ,

o o

and this leads to an easy calculation of T(\}.

For
\ e-^dy,
Jo

and as x and y are independent variables and the limits

constant, we may write this as

[
e-^+

Jo Jo

Now, regarding x, y as the Cartesian coordinates of a point

we have to sum all such elements as e
~ te'+y

1
) Sx 8y through an

infinite square in the positive quadrant, two of whose sides are

the coordinate axes.

Fig. 313.

Transforming to polars, we have to sum

through the same square.
Let x=a, y=a, where a=00

, be the other two sides of the

square. Then for the portion of the square which lies inside

the circle xz+y2=az the limits for 6 are and
^,

and for r

and oo .
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Hence the portion within the circular quadrant contributes

/co /j POO r ioo

\e->*rdrde=%\ re-**dr=
\
-^e~

rt

\ =j.
JQ Jo ^ JQ ~ L J 4

At points of the square outside the circle the elements are

never greater than e~ a'r89 Sr, and when a is made sufficiently

great this becomes an infinitesimal of higher degree than the

second, and hence in the double integration disappears. There-

fore the portion of the area between the circle and the square,

exterior to the circle, contributes nothing.
Hence the value of F () is \/TT, and as all the Gamma

functions are from the definition essentially positive quantities,

865. We may also regard the investigation of I e~ u'du as
Jo

the problem of finding the volume t bounded by the plane of

x-y and the surface formed by the revolution about the z-axis

of the curve z=e~ x*

t for this volume may be regarded as

Fig. 314.

being built up of cylindrical shells whose axes coincide with

the 2-axis. The volume of this solid is then I 2-Tm du . z, where
Jo

u is the radius of a section parallel to the x-y plane,

*
Euler, Tom. V., des ancient Mdmoires de Pttersbourg, p. 44.

t Airy, Errors of Observation, p. 12.
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But dividing it by planes parallel to the coordinate planes

of x=Q and y G, the volume is also expressed by
/* r~ /* ~~i f" r

e -(*+y*) dy dx= e~ xt dx x e-^dy
J 0> I J _ oo J GO J CD

a
co . 2

e-*'dx);
o '

r /

whence e~ x
*dx=-^ .

J ^

This gives another geometrical interpretation to the work

of the preceding article.

f"
866. When n is diminished without limit

J
e~ x xn ~ l dx be-

'o

comes infinite. For the formula T(n-\-l)nT(n) holds for

all positive values of n. Hence

i.e. r(0)= oc.

This is also obvious from the integral itself. For the

e~ x

integrand
--

(for the case 7i=0) takes an oo value at the
JC

lower limit, and the principal value of the integral becomes

infinite (see Art. 348).

867. Connection of the Two Functions.

We shall next prove that the Beta function is expressible in

terms of Gamma functions, the connection being

Consider the double integral
/ ' /

7=1 e- xv
(xy)

l - l xe- xxmdxdy
Jo Jo

[that is xy is written for x in the integrand of T(l), and this is

multiplied by the factors of the integrand of r(ra+l)], i.e.

/=[ f e
-x(v+Vxl+m

- l

y
l - l

dydx.
Jo Jo

Integrating first with regard to x, we have

, ,

= r(Z+m)B(J,m), by Art, 859 (2).
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But changing the order of integration, taking y first,

/oo f-a

Jo Jo

J/; xHence WQ
868. Deductions.

It further follows that

and therefore that

x r(l)T(m)T(n)

which is a symmetric function of
, m, n. Hence we have

B(i, 7>i) B(^+m, n)=B(m, n) B(m+n, i)=B(ii, i) B(n+Z, m).

Hence also

,
etc.

869. It now follows that the results of the transformations

of the Beta function given in Art. 859 could be further expressed
as Gamma functions.

Thus

f
1 s*- 1

(l-a;V-
1

dig_ _J__-r,/; * I

Jo (

~
l

~

,

e ~

etc.

The last of these integrals has already been used in earlier

chapters, for convenience of calculation, with a temporary and

limited definition of T.
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Jo l+

870. We have also in Art. 859, Case 2, the integral

Put Z+m=l. Then, since r(l)=l, we have

where in is a positive proper fraction.

We have then to consider this integral next.

P xn~ l

871. The Integral 7=1 -=-.d$ where <n< 1 .

J 1+ a?

Jco
may be separated into two parts, viz.

o

f+rJo Ji

In the second part put x=- .

Then

f
00

a;"- 1
7

f y-"/ 1 \
7 f

1

-rfo;= * - ---\dy=\
Ji 1+a Jii, lV y j Jo

1 -n 1 ~ n

Hence

and by division

1 xk+i

1+x'

Hence

fl

_lpi

+
;n 1+n 2-f-n

1 1

'^
jfc+n

l+x
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Now cosec2=1111 1 1 1______ I_ I___ ____
[_

2 Z+7T 2 7T

(Hobson, Trigonometry, p. 335.)
Hence

_ _._
, _ __ _ _____ , _

n l+nM-n2+n 2-n

smnTr

and since in the limit when k is made indefinitely large the

last term of the series for I, viz. (1)* j r-r becomes zero,v ' k w+1

the portion of I within the brackets becomes
sm mr

Also as to the remainder, viz. I a^+1 =-r ~ d> we may

note that as x lies between and 1 and is a positive proper

fraction, xk+l is diminished indefinitely by an infinite increase

in k. If then this integration be expressed as a summation

according to the definition of Art. 11, each term of the sum-

mation is diminished without limit, and may be regarded as

an infinitesimal of the second or higher order when k is

sufficiently increased.

fi xn~ l
-\-x~

n

Hence / x * dx == 0.

Jo l+x

and we are left with

l" Xn~ l TT

dx=-r where 0<w<l.
! l+x

872. An Important Result.

It now follows that

sin mr

As a particular case put n=\.

and r()=\/7r, as has been seen before, Art. 864.
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Again, put n=^.

l\ /3

Put n=

Sm

sin
|

Kf

r('
5

1 I 7^
v6

7T

, etc.

Hence F(f), F(f), etc., are expressed in terms of Gamma
functions of numbers which are <^; whence it will appear
that if all Gamma functions were tabulated from F(0) to r(|),

all others could be found by this theorem, together with the

theorem T(n+l)=nT(n).

The result F (n) T (
1 n)

= --
,
was temporarily borrowed

sin n TT,

in an earlier chapter, Art. 592, in the calculation of a certain

arc of a Lemniscate.

nYri and TSince

this formula may be written

sm n TT

873. To show that
n-l

\n \/ v/ \ n

We are now able to consider the continued product

where n for the present is any positive integer.

By writing it down again in the reverse order, multiplying
the results, and noting that

we have
7T 7T

sin- TT
n

7T 7T

. 7T . 2-7T . 3-7T . (n 1)?Tsm sm sin sm ^

n n n n
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and since

sin y

(Hobson, Trigonometry, p. 117),

we have in the limit when 0=0,

nm , . TT . 2?r . STT . (n !)TTn= 2n
~1 sm-sm sin ...sin- .

n n n n

7Tn-1

Hence Pz=- 2n-1
,
and P being positive, we have

n

n

874. Gauss' II Function.

Taking the original Eulerian form of the Gamma function, viz.

n-l

1 _ yjL I
and remembering that Lt^^ - =log- (Diff. Cak., Art. 21)

I 00

M
we may write

/, IX"-1 l-a^

where e is something which vanishes in the limit when

becomes infinite.

Let us take
/j.

as a positive integer.

f 1 / K"-1 n
Then T(w)= u*-*(l&) dx+\ edx.

Jo / Jo

In the first integral put x=yfl
.

Then r(w)= Ai
n

| yli
-l
(l-y)

n-ldy+\ edx,
Jo Jo

and as /x is a positive integer,

-lV-y)n-ldy=- ,.

(M
~

1)
! -p. (Art. 858).

=
/uHence
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Hence, making // increase without limit, the integral ulti-

mately vanishes, and

MS,, , , r.,
(n+l) ... (n+fji 1)

or, which is the same thing,

and writing n+ 1 for n,

This limit is known as Gauss' II function, and is written

n(")
=^--

or, which is the same thing,

Here
/u. is integral, and n is essentially positive but not

necessarily integral.

875. The limiting form at which we have arrived at the

end of the last article plays an extremely important part in

the development of the general theory of Gamma functions.

It will be very desirable for the student to pay considerable

attention to it, and we propose therefore, in due course, to con-

sider at some length the general behaviour of the function
I O O

x for different values of u and

for different values of x, and the only restriction we shall

place upon it at present will be that /* is to be a positive

integer, not necessarily large.

Two theorems, however, are required in dealing with such

expressions as will arise, viz.

(1) Wallis' Theorem, which states that when n is a very
2.4.6...2 , / ,

large positive integer, ^ ^ -=
-^-^ and vnir become in-

1 . o . D . . . ^W 1
j

finite in a ratio of equality, i.e.

2.4.6... 2n

E.I.C. II.
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(2) Stirling's Theorem, which states that when n is a very

large positive integer

1.2.3...W and JZnir . nn . e~n

become infinite in a ratio of equality, that is

The first of these appears in most treatises on Trigonometry,
for instance, Hobson's Trigonometry, p. 331, Ex. 1, but scarcely

appears to receive the prominence in the text-books that it

deserves. The second, Stirling's Theorem, is less available for

the student; hence these theorems are reproduced here for

present use.

876. Digression on Wallis' and Stirling's Theorems.

WALLIS. Expressing sin0 as 6(1 jj/v^o?

and putting 6= -~, we have
t

7T \ 2*V \ 4n^V V 6 /

_1.3 3J) 5/7 (2n-l)(2n+l)=

22 42
'

62
'

(2n)
2

19. )2 C2 /O~ 1 \2

(2n+l)x(l-e),22
.4-

2 .62
...(2w)

2

where e becomes indefinitely small when n becomes indefinitely

large.

Hence, when n is large, we have

2.4.6...2n

and since n is very great, we have

2.4...2n.

and - s- ^ =-\ may be replaced by -Jmr, these expressions
A O \ZiWt~~~ 1 )

being ultimately equal. This is Wallis' Theorem.
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877. STIRLING. Stirling's Theorem states that for very large

values of n, 1 . 2 . 3 ... n and \/2n7r e~nnn are ultimately equal.

Write <j>(n) for 1.2.3. ..n.

Then 0(2n)= 1.2.3 ....... 2n

and 2n0(rc)
= 2.4.6...2n.

Hence Wallis' Theorem, which may be written as

22 .42 .62
...(2n)

2
/

1.2.3.4...(2w-l).2n~
Vmr '

2 2
*U(rc)]

2
/

gives ^ /o / =>Jmr.
<(2n)

Let -M= be called F(n).

Then 22w[wV& F(w)]
2= N/w^(2w)

2wx/4mr
:

F(2n),

i.e. F(2n)= [F(n)]
2

.

To solve this functional equation, write Zn for n.

Then F(2
2
n)=[F(2w)]

2
=[F(n)]

22
.

Similarly F(2
3
w)= [F(n)]

23
, etc.,

and F(2^)= [F(w)]
2P

,

p being a positive integer.

Now, putting 2pn=x,

Let p increase indefinitely and n decrease indefinitely in

such way as to keep the product 2% finite. Also let

2

Ltn = Q[F(n}]"
be called Tc.

Then F()=^ a!

, which indicates the form of F to be expon-
ential. We have to determine Jc.

Taking 1 . 2 . 3 ... w=^(w)=w
n

change n to n-\-\.

1.2.3 ... n.

,- (w-f-l)**
1 Vn+1 ,

Hence, by division, n+I=---^--
/= k,

n
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in the limit when n is indefinitely large. Hence k=e~l
,
and

therefore 1.2.3...n and >j2mr nne~n become infinite with n,

in a ratio of equality, or, what is the same thing,

,. ennl K
Li 7^TW27r>

This is Stirling's Theorem. The result will be considered

further in a subsequent article (Art. 884).

This particular form of proof was given by Dr. E. J. Routh

in lectures at Cambridge (see also Dr. Glaisher on Stirling's

Theorem in the Messenger of Mathematics).

878. Illustrations of the Use of Stirling's Theorem.

Stirling's Theorem is useful in such cases as involve factorials

of large numbers.

1. Thus the middle coefficient of the expansion of (l-Kr)
2n where n is

(2w) !

a positive integer, viz. -. ^, is ultimately when n is very large,

_\/4n7r(2n)
2"e-2n_ 22n

This is the limiting form. It is of course infinite itself, but for large

values of n a close approximation will be thus obtained. Thus, for in-

stance, even taking a case when n is not exceedingly large, in calculating

40 ! 240
*(7M= /or. A, and . from the logarithm tables the latter only exceeds

(20 !)
2

V2Chr

the former by about 0'7 per cent.
; and in calculating

100C'
6<)
= ,

'

8
and

2ioo
.

,
the latter only exceeds the former by about 0'25 per cent.; and the

V507T

error is diminishing as the magnitude of the numbers dealt with increases.

Ultimately, for exceedingly large values of n, the middle coefficients of

the successive expansions (l+.r)
2
", (1 +.r)

2n+2
, etc., form what is nearly a

o.p. with common ratio,

Lt
~j= ,

i.e. 4:1,

as is also directly obvious.

2. The nth number of Bernoulli, viz. B3n-l (see Dif. Cole., p. 502), being

given by
_2(2n)!/ 1 1

>

2 ^1

~(27r)
2n

V ^22n 32n ,

we have, when n is large,

N/2.27r(2n)
2n e-2n
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jr

Similarly if ^ be the coefficient of xn in the expansion of
ft .

it is known that

which embraces the cases of Bernoullian numbers and Eulerian numbers

together, viz.

JT
2tl
= the n'h Eulerian number,

and we have when n is very large,

_ -
2n-1= ~~toi 2n~1

(see Diff. Calc., Art. 573, etc.),

In this expansion, viz.

'

the ratio of the (n -f l)
th term to the th

is

and when n is large this becomes

,-n+i

T . 2 1 i. .1 a;= Lt .
, *(-!)* . -

7TC /,_Un W

\

"

.,21 ^ 2.r= L< : .n.- = .

ire er l n TT

It appears that, since Li n =
,
the coefficients increase with greatAn_T

TT

rapidity ultimately, and the series will be divergent for values of x <

^.

3. In the series which gives rise to the Bernoullian numbers, viz.

the ratio of the ( + l)'
h term to the w'

k
is
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and when n is large,

= -Lt-

l-~
n

The series is therefore divergent for values of a? <t (2;r)
2
,
and as

r^'n-i r^ 2*- 1
) 2** w2 u-Lt p*^' = Lt ~ =

, ultimately,
-San-a 4^2 ^

the Bernoullian numbers ultimately increase with great rapidity.

X
It will be noted that coth - becomes infinite if x have the unreal value

z

2i7r. When .r is complex it is therefore necessary to limit expansion to

the case for which the modulus of the complex is < 27r.*

879. A method of Calculation of the Numbers of Bernoulli and the

Numbers of Euler is explained in the Differential Calculus, Art. 573.

Both sets have been calculated for many coefficients of their respective

series (see Proceedings of the British Association 1877), and probably far

enough for all practical purposes for which they will ever be required.

Several are quoted on pages 106 and 501 of the Differential Calculus. A
few extra results are put upon record here for reference, for the con-

venience of the reader. Also, as we are about to deal with such sums as

+ + ^+... to QO =SP ,
which for even values of p are to be found from

we tabulate a few of these results also.

_2(2n)j
-1
~

2n '

=.-!, Et
=

5, #,= 61, .#,
= 1385, Eu= 50521 ;

_7T2 - _TT* ~ _^_ (y _ 8 10

~' 4~' ~' 8
~_

90' ~945' 8 ~9450' 10 ~93555"

The values of Sp up to $38 reduced to decimals will be found tabulated

later for purposes of evaluation of integrals to be discussed (Art. 957).

880. For other methods of Calculation of Bernoulli's Numbers etc.,

see Boole, Finite Differences, Chapter VI.

881. We note that B1 >B3 >B6< B
7< B9< etc., and the coefficient Bs

is the smallest of Bernoulli's Numbers, after which they rapidly increase.

*See Bertrand, Cole. Diff., Art. 412.
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882. The Value of H(i).

Consider next the case of Gauss' II function for

2*. 42. 62
.. .

= i/^M = co 6v IT

- 1 1

whence
2

It will be remembered that for positive values of

f r. TT
-

jtherefore r-H-. and

which agrees with Art. 864.

883. The Graph of y= xne
~ x

.

We shall next study the nature of the family of curves

y = xne~x

for various values of n.

The subject of integration in the Gamma Function

viz. xne~x
,
has a maximum value when

nxn-le~x xnera>= 0, i.e. when x= n (n > 0),

and the maximum ordinate of the curve y= xne-x for positive

values of x is nne~n.

The graphs of the members of this family for n = 0, n = 0'5

n = l, 7i = 2 are shown in the accompanying figure for the first

quadrant, which is all we require.
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The case n = 0, viz. y = e~x
,
is a logarithmic curve, and cuts

the 7/-axis at a point y= l. It has no maximum ordinate

Fig. 315.

The case n = 0'5 has a maximum ordinate at x=%, viz. -j=,

and then runs to the positive end of the x-axis asymptotically.

The case n = l has a maximum at 35=1, viz. -.
e

4
The case 7i = 2 has a maximum at 35 = 2, viz. -5.

e*

All the curves have the x-axis as an asymptote, and all go

through the point (l
,

-
J

,
where they cross.

For values of n between and 1, the curves touch the y axis

at the origin.

The case n = l touches the line y = x at the origin.

The cases for n > 1 touch the x-axis at the origin.

The several maxima, viz. nne~n
,
diminish for various values

of n from n= to n = 1, and then increase again, all the crests

the curves lying upon y = ofe~x
,
i.e.

y = Ve

the least of the maximum ordinates being at x=\, and

belonging to the curve y = xe~x.

The area bounded by any of these curves y= xne~x
,
the

x-axis and the ordinate at x= oo
,
is

e~xxn dx, i.e. r(?i+ l),
Jo

and increases without limit as n increases.
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884. Extension of Stirling's Theorem.

We have shown (Stirling's Theorem) that when n is a large

positive integer,

1.2.3. ...n =

the meaning of the equality sign being that these quantities

become infinite in a ratio of equality.

We proceed to show that even when n is not integral, but

still positive, T(n+ l) = \f2nTr nne~n

when n is indefinitely increased.

|*00

We have r(n + 1
)
= xnerx dx.

Jo

Let us transform this integral by putting

piSf
xne~x= nne~ne 5:

, (1)

which is legitimate, as nne~n has been shown to be the

maximum value of xne~x.

Now, as t ranges from oo through zero to +oc ,

x ranges from . through n to + oo .

.1 nils I 6 "
-= at.

nne~n J -oo dt

fj sy*

and we have to find -57. Let x= n(l+r).

-*
Then (n+ nr)ne~ne~nT = nne~ne 2

;

= e
""

and log(l+r)-T= -|. ...(2)

Clearly r vanishes with t, and as t can be expressed in

terms of T by expanding the logarithm, we can by the

ordinary process of reversion of series expand T in terms of t.

t
. , t* . A t*

Let r=A, :

.(3)

Then, differentiating equation (2),

whence, by substituting the series for T and equating

coefficients, we can readily obtain the values of A
lt
A 2 ,

A
3, etc.
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NOW
nne dt J - dt

by writing for x in the result of Art. 223, Ex. 4,

2

and f
t

'

J-oo

as is obvious, for the negative elements of the summation

cancel out the positive ones.

Hence

.

nne~ /~)\^ 2 '

/77\^ ^I/^sJ

(1) (1) (1)

and it remains to obtain the numerical values of the coefficients

Substituting the series for r in the differential equation (3)

t t
z

t
s

t* \ ( t t
2

t t
z

t
s

^ifi+^i2l+-43J

l

whence -^A l =l,

I I A A
\ " ' * > i 1

n ii2! i= ri'

.

1 ! 2!~
r

'2! 1 1 2!'

and generally

^1 ^n
[

^2 ^n-l
[

^3
(
J^JCl_ J. . . . If i^B J.

^ n-1
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2 3

the series proceeding as far as the greatest binomial coefficient

in (I-{-z)
n+l

,
and the last term of the series being halved if n

be odd.

Thus -4,= !,

etc.,

giving ^4!=!,

Hence, finally,

i

When n is indefinitely large, we therefore have

which removes the limitation that n should be a positive

integer, as supposed in Art. 877. Moreover, it will be noted that

,
an expansion of

. ,
is effected in powers or , viz.

n -n n

=1 ,
~

1 rt -.

1

'288

139 1

51840

the law of formation of -42^+1 being as above stated.

885. Ex. 1. In calculating 10 ! in this way,

log\/27r. 10. 1010 e~10 = 6'3561451 (Chambers' seven-figure logarithms) ;

.'. V27T.10. 1010 e-10= 3598695 (the last figure doubtful).

Carrying the series to four terms, viz.

1 + lie + 2 dniff
-
TT^finro = T '00836537,

we get 10 !
= 3598695 x 1 '00836537 = 3628799' etc.
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The true value is 3628800, so there is only an error in the last figure

in the approximation.

Ex. 2. Calculate 100 ! Here

log (100 !)
= log{V2^7lOO. 100r(l+^+^^^- ...)}

= 157-9700036,

indicating a number of 158 figures, beginning with 933262, viz.

9-33262 x 101".

[The logarithms from 1 to 100 add up to 157-9700038, which is in

agreement with this result, except for the seventh figure of logarithms.]

886. Properties of Gauss' II Function.

We may now proceed to discuss the nature and properties

of Gauss' II function.

Let us start again with a consideration of the expression

where /UL is a positive integer, not necessarily large, at present,

and x is a fixed number, either real or unreal, positive or

negative, integral or fractional, but finite. Call the expression

n(#, /JL),
and abbreviate it further into 11(2;) when in the limit

/A,
is oo

,
so that II (x) stands for H(x, oc

).

Consider the graphs of

for different values of /x.

There are n asymptotes parallel to the y-axis.

y is positive from x= 00 to x= 1,

negative from x= 1 to x= 2,

positive fromx= 2 to x= 3,

and so on.

And if /m be >1, the x-axis is an asymptote at its negative

extremity only ;

also when x=0, 2/
= l

;

when 2=1, y^

whenx=2, V=

etc.
;
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and these ordinates approximate to 1, 1, 2!, 3!, ... as /m in-

creases, whilst at the same time the number of asymptotes
increases.

The cases of /*=!, 2, 3 and 4 are shown in the accompanying

figures, which are intended to exhibit graphically the general

characteristics of the functions, but are not drawn to scale.

The case /u=l gives y , 1?
a rectangular hyperbola, with

2J i~ -L

2/=0, x= 1 for asymptotes.
y

o

The case /A=2 gives y=

Fig. 316.

1.2
2*.

-2

y

Fig. 317.
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The case M=3 gives y=_ :

y

-3 -2 O 1 2 3

Fig. 318.

The case ,,=4 gives ?=

-1 O 1 2 3 X

Fig. 319.
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The lengths of the ordinates for various values of x and
//.

are shown in the table :
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ordinates > 1
, and therefore have minimum ordinates in the

first quadrant. Moreover it may be shown that

/x
= 2 has a minimum ordinate between 1 and 2,

yu=3 0'9 and 1,

ju=4 0-7 and 0'8,

etc.

As /j. increases, the minimum ordinate begins to approach
the y-axis, but does not do so without limit. For, in the

case /x
= oo it lies somewhere between and 1.

(4) On the negative side of the y-axis at #= | the succes-

sive ordinates of the curves /x=l, /x=2, /x=3, etc., form a

diminishing set.

(5) ju=l has one asymptote parallel to the i/-axis,

/A=2 has two asymptotes parallel to the y-axis,

/a.=3 has three asymptotes parallel to the y-axis,

etc.

iu.=l is asymptotic to the x-axis at both ends.

M=2, A*=3, M= 4, etc., are only asymptotic to the se-axis

at its negative end, and alternately from above and

below the x-axis.

(6) Observe the behaviour between the several asymptotes.
Between x 1 and x= 2 the several ordinates at x= f

are all negative but numerically increasing, i.e. the more

asymptotes there are the further do these branches recede from

the x-axis. Similarly between the asymptotes x= 2 and

x= 3, or any consecutive pair.

Note also that for each given value of
/j.

the branch between

two consecutive asymptotes has a numerically greater ordinate

midway between those asymptotes than is the case for a branch

between two consecutive asymptotes more remote from the

y-axis.

(7) The limiting case

becomes, when x is positive, the curve y=T(x-\-l), as has been

shown.

The shape of this limiting form will be more carefully

considered later in Art. 922.
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But there is this difference between the functions

I S)
' ^

I* 30

e~ v

J
vx dv,

that though they coincide in value for all positive values of x,

the former becomes infinite at the values x 1, x= 2,

x= 3, etc., but has finite values for other negative values of

#, whilst the definite integral is permanently infinite for all

negative values of &+1.

888. That the factor form has finite values, when p becomes infinitely

large, for negative values of x between the asymptotes may be made

clear by taking a case. Take x= f.

Then

= -Lt

2

2.4.6...2/t
1.1.3.5...(2u-;

5 22
/

Similarly at #= ^ the corresponding limit is -
^VTT,^ 1 . o

7 23 /-
at ar= -g the corresponding limit is - -

TVTT,
.4 1 . o . 5

and so on.

These mid-ordinates, half way between the successive asymptotes, thus

form a regular descending series

2 - 22 ,- 2s 2*

889. It is worth noticing that !!(, /x) may be written as

-j

o o

,i+?
E.I.C. II.

/ A* V
v+i;
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where P indicates that the product of all such fractions as
r= l

follow it is to be taken from r=l to r=/m.
And in the limit, when /w

= oo
,

r

or, what is the same thing, when a; is real and positive,

890. Reduction of II (x+ 1).

Again,
i n q

"'' /')=

Hence
1

z+r

which is the law of connexion of the successive values of

H(x, n) for unit differences in x.

In the case when /x is indefinitely increased, the factor

v-l

becomes unity, and we are left with II(x+ 1)=(+!) II (
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and changing x to x 1, H(x)=xTL(x 1). This is true for all

finite values of x, positive or negative.
In the case of values of x^>0 we have H(x)= r(x-\-I), and

therefore T(x-}-l*)=xr(x), the formula already established for

the Gamma function.

891. The Case when a? is a Positive Integer.

When a; is a positive integer we may multiply the numerator

and denominator of

b xl

'

obtaining in that case II (x, //) / .^'x,^

and then removing /j.
\

,

1 .2 ... x

1.2. ..a;

so that when
jm is indefinitely increased, x remaining finite,

Ii(x) becomes xl
, which is in accordance with the result

r(a?+l)=a;! of Art. 860.

892. Comparison of the Gamma Function with Gauss' Function.

It will now be clear, from Art. 887, that the two functions

TL(x) and F(aj+l) are identical for all real values of x greater
than 1

;
but that H(x) is a more general function, embracing

real or unreal values of x quite unrestricted as to sign. That

H(x) becomes infinite for all negative integral values of x, but

has finite values for negative fractional values of x, whilst T(x)
fx>

defined as I e~ v vx
~l dv is infinite for all negative values of x.

Graphically this means that the curves y= II(#1) and

y= T(x) absolutely coincide for all positive values of x, but do

not do so for negative values of x. If we had restricted the

definition of Gauss' function, viz.

j-
, TT/ \ T 4Lt^

to real values of x greater than 1, the identity of TL(x) with

Euler's Gamma function r(+l) would have been complete.
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893. We have, from the definition,

m- ^- i.2.3...0
r ^-

and II (x 1, /UL)=

Hence multiplying them together, and assuming that x is

not an integer,

1 2 .22 .32
...(M -1)2

P

_
-^ _^L i M-*'
2V '"I

1

(/x-t)
2
/

and when /* increases without limit, Lt =1, x being finite,

and we have

SlliTTX

It will be noticed that in proving this result no assumption
has been made with regard to x except that it is not to be an

integer, either positive or negative. For such values one or

other of the II functions would be infinite, as also of course

would -;-- .

Taking positive values of x less than unity, and remembering
that in that case n(x)= r(x+l), we have

sin XTT

as previously found.

894. If we were to base the discussion of the properties of

F(x) on this method of procedure, we could therefore infer the
TL

|;X-1
value of the definite integral I -f.Avoi Art. 870 to be

Jl+ v

where 0<a;<l, instead of investigating the integral first and

then deducing the result F(l x)T(x)
sin XTT
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895. An Unreal Value of x.

We note also that if x be unreal and =iy,

.

sinh Try

but that F, as defined in the Eulerian manner, loses its meaning.

See, however, Art. 900 for an extension of the definition of F.

896. Both functions, viz. II (x) and F(o;+l), have been

shown to satisfy the equation of differences

Let us see from this point of view -what can be ascertained

as to the nature of the function u x .

It has already been stated that this equation necessitates

one form of the result to be

ux Ax(x l)(o; 2) ... (r-\-l)rur ,

where A is a constant or some arbitrary periodic function of x

of unit periodicity, and ur is some initial value of ux to be

chosen at pleasure.

Following Laplace's mode of procedure in such cases, assume

as a trial solution, r

Ux=\tx
F(t)dt*

where the form of F(t) and the limits of integration are

reserved for future choice.

Then, since ux+l=(x-}-l)u x,

\t*+
l

F(t)dt=(x+l)\t*F(t)dt

the integration being by parts, and the square brackets de-

noting as usual that the term integrated is to be taken between

the limits ultimately chosen.

Hence the choice must be such as to satisfy "the equation

\t*+
l
[F(t)+F'(t)] dt=[F(t)t*+

1
].

* See Boole, Finite Differences, p. 257.
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Let us then take F(t) so that F'(t)+F(t)= Q, and the limits

such that [F(t)t*+
l
]
= 0.

Our choice is now complete, and there is no further latitude.

The first 'equation gives ")T\= 1> i-e - F(t)
= Ce~ l

,
where C

is an arbitrary constant as regards t

This determines the form of the function F in our trial

solution.

The limits must then be such as will satisfy the equation

Supposing cc-j-1 to be positive, this will be effected by taking
*fi= and =oo

, for in each case Lt r-=0.
ff

Hence a solution of the equation for positive values of x-}- 1 is

/GO

ux=C\ e-Hx dt
Jo

=CT(aH-l).

So ux=Cr(x-{-}) is a solution, provided x+1 be positive

where C is any arbitrary constant as regards t.

To put the possible dependence upon x in evidence call

C,vx .

Then Ux=vxr,(x+l),

but ux+1=(x+l)u f ',

'

vx+l=vx ,'

whence it is clear that vx is either an absolute constant or

some arbitrary periodic function of x whose periodicity is

., A4-Bcosv 27rx
unity, such as cosn 27rx or ~

'

^ .

p
where A, B, C, D are

absolute constants, such functions returning to their original

values when x is increased by unity.

Thus u x =f(x)r(x-\-I) satisfies the difference equation con-

sidered when f(x) is such a periodic function as described.

It appears, therefore, that the equation ux+l=(x-{-l)ux
is not co-equivalent with ux =T(x-}-'i), i.e. Euler's Gamma
function, or with ux=H(x), i.e. Gauss' II function, but that
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these are particular forms of the solution, as has been pre-

viously pointed out.

897. Euler's Constant.

The limiting value when n is made infinitely great of

1,1.1, ,

1

T
+ 2+3+...+--logn

is finite, positive and less than unity. This limit plays an

important part in our subsequent work. It is called Euler's

constant and denoted by y. Its value has been computed to

over 100 places of decimals (Proc. Royal Society, vol. xix.

and vol. xx., p. 29).

The first twenty figures are*

y- 0-577 215 664 901 532 860 60... .

We shall presently show how it is to be computed. For the

present it is sufficient to show that it is a positive proper

fraction, and this admits of elementary proof.

For

r l
i= log&r &

r-f-l r
&

\ r

'
a convergent series if

" = 1,

=
positive, since r 2r 1, for every bracket is positive ;

I . , 1\ . /I . , 2\ . . /I . ...
1S P sltlve;

111. .1 123 n .

is p sitive
;

and as log (n+ 1
) > log n,

1,1,1, .1 ,

T+n+ H+-"T low is positive.123 n

*See Todhunter, Integral Calculus, p. 256; Serret, Calc. Integral, p. 183;

Legendre, Exercices, p. 295 ; De Morgan, D. and I. Calculus, p. 578.
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Secondly,

1 . r-1 1 . /. 1\
-+log = -+log 1

T r r & V r /

=
;r-, js-i etc., a convergent series if r > 1 ;
/(* "JO O

ix -i n i 1 n i [which, when W = QO,

f-lofif i
== N 1

-5 ^^S^ ....-(are all convergent
T / 2 ^ y j

J f
I series,

= a negative quantity.
Therefore

111
+-4-1 1 ? ? n-l .

i.e. Q^q^Z^ + '

logw is a negative quantity,

and /. 1+ +0+ -"H logn is less than 1,

and it has been shown to be positive.

Hence, making n increase indefinitely, y is a positive proper
fraction.

898. Closer Limits for y.

Let ?<=i:r- 1

Then vn - un= log fl + -
J
=

positive, if n be finite, and ultimately vanish-

ing when n = 00, i.e. u
x>
=vx> =y.In 1 n-l ..Now Mn-Mn_] = -+ log

- =
positive; vn - vn_i = -+ log -negative;

therefore, as n increases, un increases and vn decreases towards the common
limit y ;

and ua<y<vn ,
whilst n remains finite.

Taking Bottom ley's tables of Reciprocals and Napierian Logarithms, we

readily find

1
= '3069, ?<

2 ='4014, ... 10 =-5311, 2o='5532, 7*30= '5610, etc.

!
= 1 -0000, v,= '8069, . . . V10

= '6264, v.M= '6020, v^= '5938, etc.

We thus have an approaching set of inferior and superior limits for y, and

note that it must lie between 0'56 and 0'60. It will be seen later that

7 = 0-5772. ..(Art. 917).,

899. Ezcept for negative integral values of z, H(z) is Finite

whatever % may be, Real or Complex.

If M
I}
w
2 ,
w
3 ,

... un ... be any series of real positive quantities,
r= oo

each of which is less than unity, the infinite products II (l+ wr),
r= r=l

II (1 wr) are convergent or divergent according as the infinite
r=l
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series 2wr is convergent or divergent (see Smith's Algebra,

p. 423,* and Hobson's Trigonometry, p. 319), and if the quantities

u.v u
2 ,

... un ... be complex quantities, the modulus of each being

less than unity, the product H (1+w,.) converges if the series

2 mod ur converges. (See Hobson's Trigonometry, p. 320.)

It can be shown that though the infinite product

... to infinity,

which occurs frequently in the present chapter, is obviously

divergent, yet if we multiply the several factors by
z z z

e r
,

e *, e 3
, etc., respectively,!

we arrive at a product

which is absolutely convergent for all values of z positive or

negative, real or complex.

\ n/ n 2n2
'3n

3

is a series absolutely convergent if mod z < n for some finite

value of n
;
whence

*
J*_
3nl

t.e.

where en is a series absolutely convergent which for finite

values of z ultimately vanishes when n is infinitely large ;

* Also see Arndt, Orunert, xxi. 78.

tWeierstrass, Abhancttungen Acad. of Berlin, 1876. See also Hobson, Trigo-

nometry, p. 327.
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Suppose E the greatest of the moduli of 1+ en for all values

of z within a range for which the greatest modulus of z

Ez2

does not exceed a given finite quantity, then V} mod
^

-
2

is an absolutely convergent series, and therefore also

is an absolutely convergent series, and since

00

P(\+wn ) is absolutely convergent when 2 mod un is convergent,
i

is an absolutely convergent product, as is also

Now Gauss' II function being defined as

1.2. 3...

can be written =

1

where y is Euler's constant, which shows that for all values

of z, real or complex, positive or negative, excepting negative

integral values,

a finite function of z

and is therefore finite.

900. Extension of Meaning of F (2).

So far it has been convenient to adhere to the Legendrian
definition of the symbol T(x), viz.

i*

r()=| 'e-
vv*-l

dv,
Jo
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and to regard x in this Eulerian integral as representing a real

variable. It has been shown to be identical with Gauss'

IT function, H(x I), for all real positive values of x. Having
drawn attention to the difference of behaviour of the function

defined as an integral and the factor-function of Gauss for

negative values of x, it is scarcely worth while observing the

distinction further, and we propose to extend the use of the

symbol F(2) to negative and unreal values of z, which means

that, when z is negative or unreal, F is defined by

and that when z is positive it is defined either in this way
|KO

or as I e~ v vz dv, and therefore we shall in general regard 11(2;)
Jo

as identical with T(z+l) or zT(z) for all values of z.

901. Thus a meaning will be given to such an expression

as r(a-\-\f-lb), viz.

a finite function of (a-{-tb)

902. Ex. 1. The modulus of

cosh aTr

Ex. 2. If 1, a, a2
,..."a"-

1 be the tb roots of 1 (n odd), we have

and

~I>
r=0

Hence U(.r) II (cue) II (a
2
*) ... n(an

~1
.r)= P II(a

r
.r), say,

m
P

r=n-l
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'n-1 n-l n-l
P {n (a

r
x)} P r

(
I + ar.r ) xn P V(a

r
x)00

thus =
r(;g)r(a;c)r() ...r(a*M

where 1, a, a4
,

... are the /z"
1 roots of unity.

903. Gauss' Theorem.

This theorem is a generalization of that of Art. 872, and

includes it. It states that for any value of z

or, what is the same thing, as will be seen,

. a ,

Let the left-hand member of the first equality be called

<f)(z). Then, first, we shall show that 0(z) is independent of z.

By definition,

"".1.2. 3...
n/,, r\

rt ^"... ... AL_
11
\
Z n~ ^"TT ~TT77 r\ / r

x(1+0-- 2+ ^-- ...l/x+ 2--
)n/V n/ \ nj

where D is the product of the factors

n+nz, 2n+nz, 3n+nz,

1, 3n+nz 1,

2, 3n+ws-2

; (n 1), 3n+w2 (n 1), ... //n+n2 (n 1)

i.e.
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Hence

. >n J (w2+l)(n0+2) ... (nz-\-/mn)

Again, writing n^ for ^ in Gauss' expression for II (nz),

... (nz+n/u)'

n-1
2 I

Hence

-u
Tt >n ni

j- ,1 2 ^ /^^
(*^T)'

from which the z has disappeared.

Hence, <f>(z)
is independent of 0. It remains to find its

value. To do this we may either obtain the limit of the right-

hand side directly, or avoid this by comparison with a known

case, for a particular value of z, which will be a legitimate

process, inasmuch as its value, not containing z at all, is an

absolute numerical constant containing n.

Adopting the direct method and employing Stirling's result,

n-1 n-1 n n-1

in/x /x"~^(27r)~
r/xV^e-n'i

_(27r)
2

Hence, finally,

Wn-1
2

904. If we adopt the plan of comparison with a known

case, take the case of a real value of z, viz. 2=0. j

Then, remembering that H(x)= T (l-\-x),

n

or, reversing the order,
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Writing II(z)=r(z+l), etc., we h/ive

r(nz+l) n*

i.e. reversing the order of the factors in the numerator, with

the exception of r(z+ l), and writing r(z+l)=zr(z) and

r(wz+l)=nzr(nz),

nzT(nz)

...r(
z+^l)

which may be written as

905. Cases of Gauss' Theorem.

Putting = - we have the result of Art. 873, viz.

n

Particular cases are

n=2, r(z)

i.e. putting
*-X_ for x,

n=3 gives r(x)raJ+ra;+=
i r(3a:),

etc.

906. The case w=2 may be deduced directly from
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For putting q=p, we have

95

2F(p+l)

and writing W= d>,O f '

r r
sinP20d0=i si

Jo Jo

w

=\ sua?<l>d<J>
Jo

907. An interesting proof of this result is due to M. Serret,

(Calc. Integ., p. 174).

Since B(p, q)= \
xp~l(lx)^-

ldx we have
Jo

o o

And since the integrand assumes equal values, whether

we put x=^-\-h or \ h, its values are symmetric about x=\.

Hence

(^-x)^-
l dx. Writing l--.
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or writing 2p=

908. Another form of the general theorem is
(writing

- for
z)

f*+l
909. To prove log r(x)dx=xlogx #

J x

Taking Gauss' Theorem for a real variable x,

we have, upon taking logarithms,

\ log j r(r?a;)(27r)

?L

2~'M*-'u: l

=^ -logrfx+-J, from r=0 to r=n 1,

fi

=
I lgr(x-f y)<fy, when w is indefinitely increased,
Jo

fx+l

\ogr(v)dv, if v be put for z+y.
J X

Thus, by Art. 884,

^^ .^ , ,_1
_(2T)^1|H

=^ log 2?r+x log x x= log *<?-*( 27r).

910. This expresses the area bounded by the -axis, the

curve y=logr(z), and two ordinates at unit distance.

Changing x to x+1, and adding to the former,

^
J x
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and so on, and more generally,

*n

\ogr(x)dx
J X

97

(n-l)n

_l)x+
n-i e 2

(27r)
2
/,

where n is a positive integer.

911. Expressions for the Differential Coefficients of the Function

(x), logF(.+l), and Expansion of log F (a? +1).

d T'(x\
Let us write \fs(x) for -=- log T(x), i e. p4-(

Then taking the logarithmic differential of Gauss' Theorem,

n\s nx=n og n\sx) -\-\js x-\-- J+...

and differentiating again,

Hence

7H

J,/

n
-

) from r=0 to r TI 1,
n/

ri r -i=i
/

(a;)=. ^'(a;+2/)%= ^(iC+2/)
J L Jy =

dx

i.e. Ltn=x (nx)\l/'(nx)
= l

;
or writing v for nx, ^'(v)

= - in the

limit when v is infinite, and therefore \fs'(v) ultimately

vanishes.

That is -j 2 log F (x) vanishes when x is indefinitely increased.

Now r(x)=-

Hence, taking the logarithmic differential,

>/,(x)
=-- \-

-
f.-...--x x+1 x+2 x+n

E.I.C. n. o
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and differentiating again,

and it has just been proved that ^'(x+w+l) ultimately
vanishes when n has been indefinitely increased.

...to oo. ...(1)

The series (1 )
is obviously convergent for all values of x>

becoming infinite at x=Q.

Integrating this equation between limits 1 and x, we have

which is a convergent series
;
for the test expression, viz.

=2,

and is greater than unity. (See Smith's Algebra, Art. 342.)

Again, we have seen that

n\fs(nx)=n\ogn+\]s(x)-\-\fs(x-\ )+...+>/f (o:-f--
-

\ fl
' \ IV

and putting x=\ f

- from r=0 to r=n 1.
It//

Hence when n increases indefinitely,

logn]= I \

Jo

That is, Ltn=m -logn = ................... (3)

Putting x= ao in equation (2),

-^(l)=+ + +... too),
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i.e. by equation (3),

= Euler's Constant y,

. +(1), or
{-^log r(s+l)i = - y.......... (4)
(ax ) X= Q

Hence, by equation (2),

1 1 a; 1 1 a; 1

which may also be written as

~logr(x+l)= Ltn=Jlogn--dx L
' x+l a;+2 x+wj

Again, differentiating equation (1) n~ 2 times, we have

... to
oc],

(6)

,
or

Sf

=f7i+2^+3^+--->-

which is convergent if n>l ; or, what is the same thing,

X= Q
(7)

Also flogT(*+l)] =log r(l)=0;
)x=0

we thus have

1 x=0

and
iT-^logF(a;+l)[ =( l)

n(nI)!Sn ,
where n is <fc 2.

Maclaurin's Theorem then gives
/y>2 ^v.3 /v.4 /yl

a result otherwise established in a subsequent article, and which
will be thrown into a more convergent form, by the addition

of other known series, for working purposes. This series is

convergent if x be numerically < 1.
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912. Collecting for convenience other useful results of the

above article, we have

dz d2

(a) ,;= j~2 log r(z)= and Ltx=0 j-2logr(o;)= x
,
and in

any case ^log r(*)=i+
(,^+ t+... to

and is positive.

(b) 7 r
= logn when n is infinitely large.

(e) Since ^-5 log T(x) is continuously positive for all positive
CW/" -

values of x, :r-log F(x) is an increasing function as x

increases from to x
, starting from the value oo

at x=0; or, putting this geometrically, the tangent
to the graph of y

= ^ogT(x) is continuously rotating

in a counter-clockwise direction as x passes from zero

to infinity ;
and the curve is always convex to the

foot of the ordinate.

913. The student may note the following particular values

of ^l]ogr(x), i.e. \},'(x), viz. taking ,r
2= 9-8696044011,

Ct*C"

Vr'(O)

=1-6449341,

"6449341,

>4903578
'

-3949341,

etc.

f() =0,
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which indicate how

but always remaining positive.

914. Since logT(x+I)= -

may write F(a?+l)as

, log T (! + *), etc. 101

is decreasing as x increases,

we

T-I / i -i \
- va: 3

r(x+l)=e r * * *

r3x

which expands F(a;+l) as far as cubes of x, and which might
be useful for very small values of x, but the presence of

powers of y renders calculation troublesome, and less incon-

venient methods of calculation will be given later.

915. It is noticeable, too, that

Xs

and that the several differential coefficients of this expression
are therefore free from Euler's Constant y, viz.

dft logr(aH-l)
c?xn a;

M+3 (n+2)!
2!

-

n+ * .

u+i~ i M-_ 1.2

And, similarly, if m be any positive integer,

\
-r

where (m+ 1
)r denotes (m+ 1

) (m) (m 1
)

. . . to r factors, if

n ^ m+ 1, and is free from y if w > m+ 1
;
also that

m+i
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916. Expansion of log r(l+ a?) deduced from the II Function.

The series

may be arrived at at once by taking the logarithm of the

Gauss formula in the form

viz.

and expanding the logarithms, supposing 1 < x < 1,

where r=_+_+.+...,

and Lt(Sl log /x)
= Euler's Constant y, and the series Sr (r > 1

)

are all convergent.

Hence,

iogr(i+3)= & W ~X *v

/ 1 ^-- ^* 1 \ t ~\\

Now, the even terms may be removed by the addition of

i i
X7r

A log .

to sin XTT

For

and taking logarithms and expanding,

* sin XTT
2 2 4 4

Adding to equation (1),

12 ft ^1 / 3 O *> K * '

The coefficients Ss ,
S5 ,

... all begin with a unit. This may
be removed and the series reduced to a much more convergent

form by the addition of the series for tanh"1^ to each side,

viz. , 3 x5
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And we then obtain

X7T
'

sin XTT
tanh-1x+ (1 y)x

-OS3_1)*L-(S5-1)
5

_
(4)

The values of y, S2 ,
S

3 ,
... S35

are all calculated, and the

tabulated results are given in Art. 957. Euler calculated

S
z
to $

15
. Legendre* gave the values $2 to SS5

to sixteen

decimal places. The list in Art. 957 is taken from Legendre's
list as given by De Morgan, Diff. Calc., p. 554. The series (4)

converges rapidly and is used for the calculation of the values

of logF(a;). Legendre gives a table of values of Lr(x), i.e.

lO+logTfc), from Zr(l'OOO) to LT(2-000) to seven decimal

places, in his Exercices du Calcul Integral, pages 301 to 306.

A table is also given by Bertrand, Calc. Int., p. 285.

917. Calculation of Euler's Constant y.

These series may be used for the calculation of Euler's

Constant y by taking a value of x, for which T(x) is otherwise

known, viz. x=\, for which Y(X}= ^TT.

Equation (1) gives
' l T i / i \ i rv *& ft *& t IV *V

and putting =
J,

4.1^1 ! 1 . 1
.(5)

Equation (3) gives, by changing the sign of x,

XTT

and putting x=% in this,

y-=log2 -$3^3 ^$5^4
-$

7^ ...,

which is more rapidly convergent than the former.

Formula (4) gives

1, TT 1, 1-y 89-l 1 $5-l 1

1 5 2~5
'

(6)

i.e.
S8-l 07-1

7 263 3 22 5 24

Trait^ des fonctions elliptitjues, Legendre.

-
(7)
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This is the best of the three series to employ to find y.

And with the aid of the tables of values of Sp the calcula-

tion to seven places, which is all that is likely to be wanted

for ordinary purposes, may be readily performed.
The value of y is

y= -57721 56649 01532 8606... ,

and l-y=-42278 43350 98467 1394....

The value of Ioge 10 is of course required. It is

log, 10= 2-30258 50929 94045 68401 79914 ....

and the modulus Iog10e='43429 44819 ....

918. The numerical calculation of values of logr(l+z), and

therefore of T(x) itself, will now present no difficulty. With
o _ i rr _ -1

the values of ^ > -^ , etc., inserted, the working formula

stands* as

2 n smx-TT 2 ' 1x
-06735230z3

--0073855X5

-0011927Z7

-0002231s9

etc.,

and is rapidly convergent for the small values of x less than

*=J, 2 10

being 1024. Hence the last term -000223 \x9 in

the case z= becomes "0000004, whilst for x=^, which is the

largest value of x for which it will be necessary to use the

series (see Art. 921), the error in omitting all the remaining
terms of the series will not affect the seventh decimal place.

Hence we have here all that is necessary for the construction

of seven-figure tables for log F (x).

919. It is worth noting that the addition of log(l+a:)
and log (1x) respectively to r(l+ x) and F(l x), viz.

and log r(l-s)=

*
Bertrand, Calc. Intiyral, p. 250.
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give logr(l+ a;)=-log(l+

and logP(l #)= log(l a;) (1 y)a;

whence

T5

-(5,-!)--..

Tra;
But ilbgr(l+aOr(l-3)=llog-i-^-, i.e. adding,

n II 1 7T JU

the same series as before, which may be written

iogr(i+x)=|iog(sl^c j

... , . r ^ 1 X 1 1

and putting X=L. since Ltx= i -^-= =
,

SIR TTCC X COS 7T 7T

, (ef. Art. 917).

and putting a;=J, since

These series are given both by Serret and Bertrand for the

calculation of F(l+ a;) and y.

The formulae

and y= loe 2----i-5-i-'-
' g< 322 52* 72
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were given by Legendre (Exercices, p. 299). But the addition of

the series for tanh-^x adds to the rapidity of the convergence.

920. Since F(w) F(l w)=- ,
we have, on putting'

for m,

l~x

1+X XTT'
sin ~ TT cos -~-

But r(o;)=2
1-2

's/ir
*

(Art. 905).

ri+x

Hence, writing ~ in place of x,

22

(l+x\5 ) we have

921. By means of the four formulae

-
(-)

it may be shown that F(x) can be calculated for all values of

x when those between F() and Y(\) have been calculated.

(a) For 1 < x < oo
,
reduce by continued application of

formula (1) to a case 0<y < 1.

(b) For < x < 1, reduce by formula (2) to a case < y < ^.

(c) For % < x < I, reduce by formula (4) to a case < y < I-

. . 1 x 1 , 1 x 1

Forif *>3' 2
>

6

X 2 X 1
andif x<, <
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(d) If < x < ^, the case needs no reduction.

(e) If 0<<i, use formula (3). This involves F(-|+ a;),

and \-{-x lies between ^ and f, and therefore falls under case

(c), and an application of formula (4) reduces F(o;+-|) to cases

in which the arguments lie as before, viz. i <y <Ci-

In T(2x), which occurs in the numerator of formula (3), if

< x< ^, we have < 2a; < ^, and if 2a; > ^, no further

reduction is necessary.
But if < x< TV, we have

< 2x < i and < 4>x < .

We then use formula (3) with 2x written for #,

i.e.

Similarly if < x < -?> use

and so on.

Hence it follows that the use of series will be only

necessary in the case of T(x), where x lies from % to ^, and

that when this group is calculated by the series, all others

follow by the above rules.
(00

922. Graph of y = T(x}=\ e-z
zx
~1

dz.

Regarded as defined by the integral, it is plain that so long
as x is real and positive F (x) is a positive function, and that it

becomes infinite if x = 0, as may also be seen from the fact

that r(2;)
= r(z+l), and therefore = = x
x

We have seen that

and therefore is infinite when ic = 0, but for all values of x

from to oo it remains positive and finite. Hence

d ,
,

. . T'(x)
-r-logr(a;), ^.e. ~-
dx

is an increasing function of x, and its value at x= is

obviously oo
,
for

... (Art. 911).
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Also, when x is + oo
,

dlogT(x)l =-... to oo =

T'(x)Hence
py~^ increases from 30 through zero to + oo as x

increases from to ao and as T(x) remains positive throughout,

r'(x) changes from negative to positive once, and once only,
as x increases from to oo .

Therefore T(x) has one, and only one, stationary value, and

that is a minimum, and T(x) decreases from oo when x = to

r(l) = l when 35=1, and since F(2)=l and r(l) = l, the ordi-

nates at x=l and x= 2 are equal, and the minimum lies

somewhere between x=l and x = 2, and is numerically less

than unity. From x = 2 to x=x> the value of F(x) is con-

tinually increasing.

The curve then

(a) lies entirely on the upper side of the x-axis
;

(6) it is asymptotic to the i/-axis ;

(c) it has a minimum between x= l and x= 2
;

(d) it recedes from the aj-axis from x = 2 to x = x .

The equation to find the exact position of the minimum

ordinate is yi-^ssO, or writing x = \-\-t, -r.
cix dt

diog r(i+o_ni+0

Hence

and t is to be found by trial from

ji-= 0-422784...

and substituting for S
2
and <S3 their values in decimals to a few

places, an approximate value for t may be obtained, and by
the usual approximation methods the result may be found as

nearly as desired. Serret gives the result to seven places, viz.

t = 0-46 16321..
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i.e. the abscissa of the minimum ordinate is

109

and the value of the corresponding ordinate is found to be

y = 0-8856032....*'

In the tables for LP(x), i.e. 10+ logr(z), we find in the

vicinity of the minimum

X

1-45
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logarithm, 1*9472392, indicates an ordinate 0'885603 approxi-

mately. The minimum ordinate is reached, therefore, a little

earlier in the march of x from 1 to 2 than the half-way 1'5,

which might have been expected from the very rapid fall of

value in T(x) between F(0) = oo and F(l) = l and the much
slower rise on passing x = 2, F(2) = l, F(3) = 2, F(4) = 6,

24, etc.

F(aH-l)For large values of x,
- -

approximates to

and the graph of ii= T(x) to the curve y = \ [-V x \e>

We have now seen to what shape the several curves in

the graphs in Art. 886 are gradually tending, and com-

parison should be made between the figures given there and

the graph of the limiting form y = T(x) in Fig. 320 of this

article.

923. It will be noted that since F(a;) is decreasing from

x=0 to a5=l'4C16321... and increasing from x= 14616321...

to x=<x> much more slowly, the differences are negative for

the first part of the march of F (x) and positive for the second.

Similarly for the differences in the tables which give logF(x)
or L T(x). The tabulation is only effected from x=l to x=2,
for by virtue of the reduction formula T(x-{-l)=xT(x) this

is all that is necessary. In using the tables care should be

observed with regard to the change of sign of the differences,

and those who wish to make close calculations should observe

the remarks made by Bertrand, Gale. InUg., p. 284, with

regard to the behaviour of the differences both of the first

and second orders.

924. The rule of interpolation commonly used is

/ -I \

(Boole, Finite Differences, Art. 2),

rather than the ordinary rule of proportional parts, which

stops at the second term.
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925. Expressions for

d dn

'
etc"

as definite integrals.

d
The expressions for -

dz

, -r^\ogF(x), etc., viz.

H-.-.tooc, (2)

1

1+7^*=+. -to oo 1, (3)

can readily be converted into definite integrals by aid of the

results f p(n) f
.

'"^

dz=\ogk (b)and

F- ]

o

f
g-*_e-fe

(a) has been proved in Art. 864.

(6) can be established thus :

f f e~ kz~T 1

J L /: J k

. regard to k betwt

r r~ - kz~~\k f
,

e K
\ ^

f I 117 I
I/ I L14 I

J L z \ J,

Integrating with regard to k between limits 1 and k,

-*-- k>
e-*-e

dz.

To convert

d , L 1 1 1 1 \
-i- log r(x)=Ltn = ao i log n----i

-T--T~O~ --
i

-
r i

'

dx (.

' x x+l a;+2 x-\-nl)

the right side may be written, by aid of (a) and (6),

Q
00

Q"
/fi-P P-X&

(V-

for the second integral disappears when n is made infinite.
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926. With regard to 1 =
\ er^f^^- *^)dfr it may be
Jo ^P * e

desirable to make a closer investigation, for though for all

values of /3 between e and infinity where e is a given small finite

quantity the factor e~nft
destroys the integrand when n is made

infinite, there may be some doubt as to the behaviour of the

expression in the immediate proximity of the lower limit.

We note that

2

and is finite for all given positive values of x, however small

/3 may be, tending to the finite limit x\ when /? is inde-

finitely diminished.

Let K be its greatest numerical value between

= and /3=e.

Then the portion of the integral / between and e does not
rt

J_ g"**
exceed K\ e~nP d/3, i.e. K- ,

and therefore vanishes in

Jo n
the limit when n is indefinitely increased.

*3Q f -I jfl \

Hence 1 e-^l^ ^-5 > d{3 vanishes when n is made
J 10 1 e-PJ

infinite, for all positive finite values of x.

927. To convert

inf],

the right-hand side may be written by theorem (a),

and this includes the case

928. The same method of treatment will apply in many
other cases.
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Thus the sum

1,1.1,

929. Again,

1.1,1.1

/ ^
/

^

(

^J #-^ (

^Jo sinh
i

Similarly

113

1
f

ao

/8
3>
~ 1 e 1

And whenever such series occur the conversion to a definite

integral form follows at once. For instance, in the expansion

(Diff. Cak., Art. 574)

.*. ^ n=2(-Y
+

/3
n
[e-

\7r/ J

and =2(-)
n+

^"[e-\T/ J

/O\n+lf"-

<.-(!) I.

n odd,

n even;

<G >

E.I.C. II.
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Thus the wth Bernoullian number

and the wth Eulerian number

2n+l

If we write -B2n-i as

_2(2n)!

=4w
j j

82n-1
(e-

Jo

we have
00 32n-l-,-2ir Q2n-l-w/}* ...........(J)

a result due to Plana. (Mem. de I'Acad. de Turin, 1820.)*

930. Another Method of obtaining Expressions for log F(a?),

ti d2 dn

-T-logY(x), -j-l logT(x),...j7^logr(x)
as Definite Integrals is

as follows:

f"
Differentiating the equation F(sc)= I e~ a ax~^ da, we have

Jo

- tt
a-

c

-Mogarfa..................... (1)

f r ^- az
~i i

But I e &= -^ =-,
Jo a J a

and integrating this between limits 1 and a with regard to a,

f f-Z o-OA

loga= -& (2)
* o

1*00 /

= I Q*
Jo Jo

g a z g a (1+z)

Z

*See Boole, fm. Z)i/., p. 110.
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and changing the order of integration,

f {"

-J. 1
"

dr(x)_ri *

Integrating this with regard to x between limits x land
~"^ "7*

'

Putting a;=2,

Multiply this by 'x 1 and subtract from equation (4) ;

-* dz
2

Now put l-fz=e
/3

,

Differentiating this with regard to x,

d* 1 T1/\
T-iogr(rc)
cte

and a further differentiation with regard to x gives

.(6)

(7)

.(8)

Differentiating (8) n 2 times with regard to x, we get

Results (6), (7), (8), (9) give logr(ac), and its differential

coefficients expressed as definite integrals.

From (9), expanding (l e~ ft

)~
1

,
we have

the formula of Art. 911 (6).
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And so far as formulae (7), (8) and (9) are concerned, these

definite integral forms are the same as those obtained in

Arts. 925 to 927 from the result of Art. 911 (6).

931. Approximate Summation. Maclaurin's Formula.

As we are dealing with many series of the form

and other forms in which in some cases an exact summation

has not been effected, it is desirable to explain the method

usually adopted for approximate evaluation of such summations.

Defining the symbols E, A as in Differential Calculus,

Art. 550, viz. such that

Eux=ux+l and Au x=ux+1 ux=Eu x ux or (E l)ux ;

and also remembering the symbolical form of Taylor's theorem,

ehDux=ux+h , where ^=T->

we have the following identity of operators :

and it was pointed out in the Differential Calculus that these

operative symbols obey the same elementary rules of algebra
as quantities, viz. the three fundamental rules :

(a) the associative law,

(6) the commutative law,

(c) the index law for positive integral exponents,

with the exception that they are not commutative with regard
to variables. Hence, bearing this exception in mind, there is

an algebra of operators bearing -formal analogy with the

ordinary algebra of quantities, and such theorems as the

binomial, multinomial or exponential expansions hold.

Let us define another symbol, 2, to be such that

where ua is some fixed term of the series.

Then 2ux+l 'S,ux=ux ,

i.e. 'L^u x
=ux,

and therefore 2 represents the inverse of the operation A,
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which may be written as -r or A"1
;
arid since A{/(x)+C'}, where

C is a constant and f(x) is any function of x, is equal to

[f(x+I)+ C]-[f(x)+C]=f(x+l)-f(x),

so that the constant disappears, so in reversing the process, if

such reversal be possible, we must restore the constant, so that

we shall regard 2w^ as A"1ux -\-C where C is an arbitrary

constant to be determined in each special case.

In this respect the symbol of finite summation, or integration,

2 behaves exactly as the sign \dx of the integral calculus.

1 1

Now it has been shown that

^i^-l+ff^-iT^+fp
6 ---- (Mff- Calc-> Art - 148 >;

whence dividing out by t and writing D in place of t, we have

the following equivalence of operators, viz.

I \

e
D~l~D 2^2! 4!

7)5_

in which all the operations on the right side represent direct

differentiations except the first, which represents an integration.

Applying this to any function of x, viz. ux ,

wo/ p: MM -., 7 . . TO I/, i 7 e ....
2 2! dx 4! dx3

(>! dx5

For this and many other formulae derived from the same

principles, the student may consult Boole, Finite Differences,

p. 89, etc.

932. Apply this theorem to the case of the series

Here

Hence

x x

ftT r\ ft / 1 \ r\ /7** /I
\J(/JL/ i

-^-^~\
^ I

"
\ J-fn \M / X i .

~~2le
+

2T <feW 4! dx*
[ ~'
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The constant C must be determined in such examples, either

by reference to some known case of the summation, or by
absolute calculation of the result for a particular value of x,

and when once found, the formula can be used with the deter-

mined constant for summation for other values of x.

In the present case, putting x=oc ,

C=Ltjc= x (l+H+Q + '-H log cc)
= Euler's constant=y.\ Z O X /

If this be available (see Art. 897) the series can be used for

the calculation of the harmonic series to any degree of approxi-
mation required. If C be not available take the case a; =10,
and insert the values of Bernoulli's coefficients, viz.

,=!, 3
=

3V> #>=rV A=*V, 9=w. etc. (see Art. 879).

Now

m+m+H-i+!+m+ TV = 2-928 968 254...

Also log, 10 =2-302 585 09;

/. 2-928 968 25. ..-2-302 585 09...

=r+l 1 1 JL J_ J_ 1_ JL JL"
t

~20 12
'

102
~

t

~120
'

104 252
'

106
~
t
~240

'

108

626 383 16... = (7+ -049 167 496;

/. ='577215 66... ( Euler's constant),

which is correct to eight places of decimals.

Hence to the same degree of approximation we may now

proceed to sum the series to any other number of terms by the

result

It will be noted that to obtain eight decimal places of Euler's

constant only three of the terms on the right-hand side affected

the result.

933. Take the case1111 1

Here =
-;
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, J_ = _L +r4-/"^-I^4-^ ll.-^^/M, *_s_dVl\_
tf
n

^'
n

J a?
w 2zn 21 dx xn 4 ! <& \W 6 ! da? \xn )

l,l__1_ 1 n 1 n(n+l)(n+ 2) 1

n-l xn-1 2xn 12 ^+ 1 720

except in the case n=l, when log# replaces

Hence + + . + -L (>i)

J 1_ 1 J___n_ _J_ n(n+ ])(n+ 2) _1

and this series can be calculated to any degree of approximation when C
has been found.

In the case when n is even, the exact sums for an infinite number of

terms are known for the earlier values of n. The values for =
2, 4, 6, 8, 10

are given in Art. 879.

When this is the case the exact value of C is known, e.g. if w= 2,

t*

6
'= (Euler), and

J2 22--Z2- 6 2** 6*30^ 42

If n= 4, ^=
57; (Euler), and for even values of n higher than 10,

/2_\2n
C can be found from C=

^
y

.
^2w-i- (See Art. 879.)

<b ^'/i-j .

934. For odd indices we proceed as in Art. 932, and the

value of the constant is to be calculated, as it is not available

otherwise.

Thus, if =
3,

1,1 ,I 4 ,1-c-J-H _L_ii +li_ll +
l"t

"2 3 3s x* 2x* 2^- 43* 12#" 12 ^8 ^

Take the case .r=10. It will be found to give (7= 1-202056903... to

the first nine places of decimals, and to that approximation with this

value of C the formula can be used for finding the sum of any other

number of terms.

The value of C is the sum to infinity, in all these examples, viz.

r=oo I
2 -^, except when w= l, a case which has been considered.
r=l f

935. Consider finally the case

Here ux= log x ;
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'

log (#!)= <

11

*+ -L
1__|_^

__
and when .r is made very large

.TTT x*e~x )
=C + x log x + Q log x-x;

1

r:-- , _, \-lx 'AW** 1200^5
1.2.3 ...x= J2irxx*e*e e e .

139

as a close approximation. (Cf. Arts. 877, 884.)

936. It will be seen that the formula

n i f
=C;4-|

will be of the greatest service when methods of exact summa-

tion fail. The student should, however, test the formula for

himself in cases with known results, such as

to gain familiarity with it.

Enough has been said to show that the summations we

require in the present chapter, such as

can be readily calculated, when wanted, to any degree of

approximation which may be required, without the labour of

calculating out each term separately, except for a few terms to

determine the value of the constant. We have, for finding C,

chosen 10 terms for the obvious reason that the arithmetical

calculations of the right-hand member of the equality are

thereby much simplified.

*See De Morgan, Differential Calr.vlux, p. 312.
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937. A Theorem due to Cauchy.

It is a well-known theorem in trigonometry that

1
m 20

cot z= > o -. 9 ~p Jtim >^ r2
7r

2 2

where Rm is a quantity which may be made as small as we

please by taking m large enough (see Hobson, Trigonometry,
Art. 293). This is so whether z is real or complex. Also,

when m is indefinitely increased the series is absolutely con-

vergent for all values of z, with the exception of such as are

expressed by 0= rir for integral values of r.

n /y

Writing -^
in place of z, we have

2j

1
TO 20

where R'm ,
like Rm ,

can be made indefinitely small by increas-

ing m without limit, and

-
2

l 2~2V-l
and can be written either as

1,1 e* I .

or as
g*_l

'

2 ez-l 2' 1-e-* 2

i . i n
Hence

e*-l ^2 20

1 1 1
r\T*

l^-~2~0
Now, by division,

1 1 2
.

4

a2

where e=
2 2

and is a positive proper fraction for all real

values of z, and the series would be convergent, and could be

continued to infinity, provided 0<a if real, or mod. z<a if

be complex.
Write in this identity a=2-7r, 47r, 67r...2m7r successive^,

and indicate by suffixes 1, 2, 3, ...
,
the corresponding values of

e, and let Sr
m denote

I + L+L+ + J_.
lr

-r
2,.-f- 3,-r...-t-mr
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Then we arrive at m equations of the type

1 1 22 22n-2 22n

and, adding these equations together,
1 iSf

m
iSf m72 iSf

m *2n-2 / _ 1V - 2 ^4^1 _|_/_1\-1."*_ __ j 1 M

^4,^2+ 02 (27T)
2

(2 7T)
4
"
t
"

(27T)
2

~

(

2 2

nl f
whfrp ^',9f"v ^T*eo2n+2 2^-2^-2.

1
'

and if
j
be the greatest of the quantities e

l , e2 ,
...

,

and therefore e' is also, like e^ ea , e3 , etc., a positive proper
fraction.

We thus have, taking ez to have its principal value,

(1
1 1 \ 2fl m 9iSf 9.9f "

4-r.
1

)
^2 g

Z^4 yS.i. -^g.gS
ez-1^2 / (27r)

2
^

(2,r)
4

^(27r)
6

and if we increase m without limit, the series S
2
m

,
$

4
m

,
>S6
W

,

being all convergent,

/^H=Srw=p+^r+... to oo=Sr> and Lt R'm= ().

Hence

(2,r)
2

(27r)* "~(2 7r)

l / T\ n -l ^"2n 2n-l I / 1 \n ^"2n+2 g2n+lQ^^ ^ (2^ ^ '

(27T)
2 + 2

where G is a positive proper fraction
; or, what is the same

*u- ( l l l \ .u
thing, (

--- -
)= the same expression.

\ 1 Zi Zi

And if we write 2n
~^ for ...

2"
,
we have

(2n)\ (2?r)
2n

f
1 _1_1

\l e~z 2 a.

z\e? 1 '2 zt D n TJ D
^I_ll3 22_|_i5 24_ l / 1\n-l-2n-1^2n-2^01 AI* > a t

* 'V / /o^>\t'

I/ 1

where 0-<0-<l for all real values of z.
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938. Now Cauchy has shown that Maclaurin's Theorem

for the expansion of a continuous function of x, viz. F(x), for

the case of a real variable, still holds for a complex variable

which is such that its modulus has a value lower than that

for which F(x) ceases to be finite or continuous (see Art. 1299).

The function -=+^ only becomes infinite for values
ez 1 2 z

of z which are given by z^\nr, where X is a positive or

negative integer other than zero. This function is therefore

capable of expansion by Maclaurin's Theorem in a convergent
series within the circle of convergence of radius 2vr for any real

or complex value of z, whose modulus is <27r, and the form of

that expansion has been given in Diff. Gale., Art. 148, as

B
l

B
s

. B5
.- " ~

z .. z 5, 9 Bo . . B5

^l= 1
-2+ 2! ~4! Z+ 6!

2 -""

and the various coefficients were defined as Bernoulli's numbers.

This series then is convergent when z is a real variable

which lies between 2?r and +2?r, exclusive. It is also true

and convergent when z is a complex variable and z lies within

a circle of convergence of radius 27r.

And when the infinite series is not convergent, i.e. when z does

not lie between the limits specified, the series may be stopped at

T)

any term
-( l)

n~1
7?ri

T,
1

2;
2n~ 2

,
and the error is then numerically

(2n) !

less than the next term, (-1)"

This theorem is due to Cauchy.

939. Lemma. As a preliminary to what follows we may
fX

remark that such an integral as I -=<&!, where 0<$<1, lies

Ja&'

f
x 1 f

x
1

intermediate between 6^ I dx and
2 1 ^dx, where Ol

and 6Z

Ja^ Ja x

are the greatest and least values of 6 between x=a and x=x.
fx cx clx

Therefore I dx=Q\ for some value of 6 between 6l

and 62 , and therefore, if O
l
and

2
are positive proper fractions,

so also must G be a positive proper fraction.
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940. Now we have established the equation

^*)^logr(*)
=
J"^<*/3 (Art 930, 8);

or, what is the same thing,

Hence, substituting for , the finite series established by

Cauchy (Art. 937),

i_8 , ,, nn_-i
2! ar* 4! x6 ri ; 2w! a;2n+1

t.e.

Integrating this result,

where 0<01 <1, by the lemma of the last article, A being a

constant to be determined.

Let x become infinite. Then

+ - =
0, by Art. 911 (3).

X*
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Hence

t>

/ 1 \n-l -2n-l / -i \n~

V ' 2n * '

(2n+2)x
2w+2

Again integrating,

(0<02 <1), by the lemma, where A' is a constant to be

determined.

Let x become an infinite integer,

A'=Ltx=M [log r(ic+l) aj(logo; 1) | logic]

=
log\/27r.

Hence

__...
7? 1 R 1

n-l -2-l _4_/lVi_^2n+l__ _1 \
;

This result is also due to Cauchy.

941. The series, if carried to infinity, is known as Stirling's

Series. It is divergent, however great x may be. For the

general term

2(2n)!
'

(2w-l)2nx2M-1
(2n-l)2n x2"-1

(5

and the ratio of this term to the preceding term is

(2n-3)(2n-2) S2n

(27rx)
2

X
S2n 2̂

'

n2

i.e. ultimately ^\, and however great x may be, will
'/c JO

ultimately be > 1 when n is large enough. The formula can,

nevertheless, be made useful for approximative purposes for

calculating T(x-f-l). For, as in the series of Art. 938, the
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error in stopping at the term involving 2n_1 has been shown
oc

t0 be Q << 1
'
'* the ei is lesa

than the succeeding term. And as the ratio of two con-

(2n-3)(2n-2) S2n
secutive terms, viz. -

2
---

g ,
is less than unity

^TTX) >2n-2
Cf

until (2n 3)(2n 2) g
2n

exceeds 4?r 2
a;
2

,
the absolute values

2n-2

of the several terms go on diminishing until this happens, and

then increase again. Hence the closest approximation will

be obtained by continuing the series until that term is reached

which precedes the smallest term.

942. We have as successive approximations

> i Iog27r+(x+|) logz-z,

log r(z+ 1) < | log 27r+ (x+ 1) logx-x
! +A I etc

'

3.

And since BI=, B*
=

>

=
' etc<>

_

>J'27rxx*e-xelZj:
~'m*i

> etc.,

t.e.

x
571

etc.
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943. In order to facilitate calculation from the series

rA _Ij Al
3 5I.2 x

it is desirable to arrange so that x shall not be small.

For this purpose Legendre puts o?=4+ a; whence

and
+ logr(a)+loga(a+l)(a+2)(a+3)

1 -

where
/x is the modulus of the logarithm tables, viz.

/*=log10e=-4342944819... .

Thus, if Ioglo r(r25) be required, x=5'25, and

^ - etc.

-log10 [(l-25)(2-25)(3-25)(4-25)],

and by this artifice it is possible to avoid the calculation of

all but the earlier terms of the series. We could make
x=5+ a, 6+a, .... equally well, and the choice is in the

hands of the calculator.

Legendre remarks as to his calculations of the seven-figure
tables of log T(x) with regard to the above :

" de cette maniere

on n'a jarnais eu besoin de calculer plus de deux ou trois termes

mA' mB' mC' . , _,. ,~ e fcc -> Pour avoir logr(<x)
, .

de la serie
1. 2k 3.4/c2^5.

approche ju?qu'a sept decimales, dans tout 1'intervalle depuis
a=l jusqu'a a=2

"
(Exercices, p. 300).

Legendre's m, k, A', B', G' are what we have called /a, x,

Blt B3 ,
B

& respectively.

94 1. The Case when x is a, Commensurable Number.

We have established the result

^ogl=f(^-f^W (
Art. 930 (7).)

-
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And we have seen that Euler's constant y is the value of

when x=l (Art. 911 (4).)

that is

Hence, adding

In the case when a; is a commensurable number* this

integral can be reduced to the integration of a rational

integral algebraic expression, and the integration effected in

finite terms in terms of the ordinary algebraic, logarithmic
and inverse circular functions.

v
Let x= -, where p and q are positive integers, and let e~ ft=tq

.

Then

and the integrand is a rational integral algebraic function of t.

If q=l, i.e. if x be an integer, the value of
^-logl^o;)

is

given by

=f
l

Jo

1 1 1

as might be expected from Art. 911 (2).

945. Expansion of !"(#+!) derived from the Integral Definition

(De Morgan).

The expansion of log T(l+ a;)
in powers of x may be obtained

f*

directly from the definition of r(l+x) as e~*v*dv.
Jo

/
J g

- av\ x

For we have I'ta=o(
- -

)
=v*.

\ a /

Hence r(l+x)=Ml=0 f
-dv.

Jo

See Serret, Cole. Integral, p. 184.
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Let e-=y. Then adv=- and
y

= Lt -^ B
(
-

, x+ 1
) (Let

-=
b, a positive integer. )Cv \Cv / \ Cv '

_ 1

or, expanding the logarithms, assuming

and when b is indefinitely increased

for values of x, 0<a;< 1.

This investigation is due to De Morgan.*
It was felt desirable to deduce this series directly from the

integral, rather than to base it upon results deduced from the

property F(a;+ l)=xr(x), i.e. the difference equation ux+l=xux ,

inasmuch as Legendre's tables of the values of the Gamma
function are derived from this series and others obtained from

it. And in default of direct derivation of the series from

the integral itself, some doubt might be felt as to whether

Legendre's tabulated results we're the values of the integral

itself or the values of the integral multiplied by some periodic

function of x whose period is unity, which, as explained in

Art. 863, would equally be a solution of the difference equation.

* De Morgan, Diff. Calc., p. 584.

E. I.C. II. I
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946. From De Morgan's investigation given above, the

formal identification of F(x-|-l) with II (x) for all positive

values of x, may proceed as follows :

and if

.'. II(a;)=r(a;+l) if <1 and positive.

If x lies between 1 and 2, say x=l+ , then, since

and n()= F(l+ ) (<)<<!),

it follows that n(l+)= F(2-f),

i.e. H(x)= r(l-t-x) when x lies between 1 and 2.

Similarly if x lies between 2 and 3, etc.

Hence, for all positive values of x, H(x) and F(l+a) are

identical.

fa

947. The Integration of I e~ vvndv, (a not infinite, n> 1).
Jo

In considering the integration of e~vvndv between limits

and a, where a is not infinite, we must have recourse to either

(1) an expression in series

or (2) a continued fraction.

ra r-
i)
n+*

~\
a 1 f

(1) /==! e~ v vndv= \e~v
^ -\ ^1 e~ v vn+ldv

Jo +l_lo +lJo

e-aa+l I ,

and by the continued use of this rule,

e aan+l \~ a a2 a8

/==
n+l

-\- ... ad inf. ,
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a series which is always convergent- for any finite value of a,

but only slowly so if a be > 1. A little consideration will

show that the integral remainder is ultimately infinitely small.

Or we may proceed thus :

Let Jn=e- vvndv=-e- vvn +nJn _ 1

whence

If n be a positive integer, the integration can be effected in

finite terms. But if n be negative or fractional, the series on

the right-hand side is divergent if continued to infinity what-

ever a may be. The terms however ultimately take alternate

signs, and when such is the case, and when there is convergence
for a certain number of terms, and then ultimate divergence,

we can apply the principle adopted in Arts. 938, 941, the

convergent part making a continual approximation to the

arithmetical value of the function under consideration, and

the error being less than the first term omitted.*

If then Jn be thus approximated to,

In =\ e~ v vn dv
(

I
)
e~ vvndv,

Jo \Jo Jo/

and In=T(n+l)-Jn .

948. (2) De Morgan has shown how such an integral as / e~ vvndv can

be converted into a continued fraction.

When this is done / e~ vvndv=T(n+ l)
-

I e~"vn dv, as before.
JO Jv

Let I e~"vn dv= e~ vvn V, where V is some function of v,

Jv

Then differentiating with regard to v,

.-. vV' +nV-vV= -v,

or vV' (v-n) V-v.

Consider the equation
*............................ (1)

*De Morgan, Differential Qalcvlus, p. 226 and p. 590.
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Putting V v , we derive an equation
1

,
........................ (2)

where &i-0i= fci> b2= k1
= b1 -a 1 ,

a2=-(a1+ l).

Putting F!=-w- in equation (2), we derive an equation

2
2
,

........................(3)

where 6
2

az
= kit

68= fe2 , a,= (a2+ l),

and so on.

Then 1+1+ 1+ 1+ etc.

In our case

a
t
=

n, ^i = 0, ki=
a
2=-(l+n), 62=-n, fc2=l

a3
=

,
63 =1, fc3

=-
),

64=-(n-l), *4
= 2

etc.
;

whence

1
(n-l)tr

1--
Tle expression converges rapidly for large values of v.

The process above employed by De Morgan is similar to that employed

by Boole, Differential Equations, p. 92, in the solution of Riccati's equation

x -r- ay+ by*
= cr".

The equation we have just solved is a very similar equation, viz.

du
* +(tiy

~
biy

~

949. More generally, consider the differential equation

where P, Q, R, S are functions of x alone.

Let Xl=A^a
,
Xt =Bj^, X^Ctf, etc.

Take y,, yt , yt ,
... successive new dependent variables, such that

Then when A, B, C, ... a, /?, y, ... have been properly determined, we have

_Aa* BaP Cx*
y~l+ 1+ 1 + ...'

viz. a solution in the form of a continued fraction. [LACROIX, t. II., p. 288.]
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To begin with, using accents for differentiations,

l
I B+

133

(l+yj

or P1

where P^= P+QX t

,= P,

At the second substitution, viz.

becomes

iy\= 0,

+8X' lt

-ax*
x

,
the differential equation

ty\= 0,

where P2 , Qz ,
R2 ,

S3 are formed from Plt Q^, Blt Sj, in the same way as

the latter were formed from P, Q, B, S, and so on.

Again assuming the expansion of y in powers of x to be of the form

Axa+A 1x*+ l + ... and the expansion of y to be Ba#+fira#+1 + ...,and
so on, we can by substitution in the several differential equations they

satisfy obtain the values of A and a, B and /3, etc., by an examination of

the lowest order terms occurring, and thus express y in the form of a

continued fraction.

950. Development of ^ (a+x)= -7- log F (a+x) in a Factorial
CtiX!

Series.

Since

-T-
dx

we have

AV( + *)
=

<

AY ( + #) = <

and generally

Let

(-1)
a+x a+x+l

where a^
n) = *jp-l) ... x-
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Then
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~U)

Hence

where An \

Hence

etc.

+ 0), -4,= AV( + 0), ...etc.,

means the value of An\/<-(a + a;) wlien x is put =0.

* 1 xx-l

1 s(s-l)(x-2)(z-3) "

4 a(a+l)(a

a series which will terminate in the case when a; is a positive integer

and is in any case convergent for real and positive values of x and a.

The value of ^r(a\ i.e. -r- log, I
1

(a), can be found for any particular

value of a by means of the series

of Art. 940.

951. In the case when a = l, we have

-
-J^+J

_
4 4!

and -i/r(l)
= y (Euler's constant).

Since Ax(n)= n (n ~ 1

',
this may be written symbolically as

i.e.

952. Other properties of the
\f/

function are :

Since r(z+l)=zr(a;), we have by logarithmic differentiation

(a)

Since T(x) F(l x)= .
-

,
we have similarly

sin aw'

\p(x)-\f/(l -x)= -IT cot XTT............................ (6)

Since 2^ T (x) T (^ + *)= 2 N/TT F (2#), we have similarly

(c)
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Since ^ ), we have similarly
XTT \2/

J

Since r(^)

we have similarly

= n\p(nx)-n]ogn. (e)

953. The equation t\il>(a+ x) is of considerable service in
, . a+ x

summation of series.

1. A sum of the form

H ni + '-' t n terms, viz.
a + b^a

/|"
1

r=l
can be written

2. A sum of the form

i

8=
1

a+ b a+ 26 a+ 36 + 46

26 T a - 6 26 i a

+ ... to 2w terms

_i y
4
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But by (6)(#= |),

.-. the series is =
-^,

which is well known otherwise, being Gregory's series for tan-1 l.

3. Sum the series

Here

Now by (c) (*= J),

.-. /S= log2, which is well known otherwise.

We may note that it follows that

Ki)= \K1)
- 2 log 2= -

y
- 2 log 2

-0-5772157 -1-3862944

= -1-9(535101....

By(c), ^(J)4-^(|)-2^(J)-21og
= -

2y
- 6 log 2

and

Hence ^(|)= |-y -3 log 2,

and ^(-J)
= -y- 2 log 2.

954. Gauss has established a remarkable result, giving for the function

\f/(.r)
the value of ^(1 x) + \^(x) in a series of trigonometric terms in the

case when x is any commensurable proper fraction. This result taken with

^(1 x) \!/(X)
= TT cokxir

will enable us to calculate the value of $(x) in all such cases.

The theorem is given by Bertrand in Art. 307 of his Calcul Intigral.

For shortness we shall denote

(*\

rO-
} by i/'V,

cos rQ by cr , log 4 sin* --
by Lr .

(f/ &

a 2ir 4ir GTT 2(g-l)7TThen when 6 or or ... or -
,

...+c,= 2,
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Writing the fundamental equation

n-----.
--;; --

;

-
rx x+l x+ -2 x +n-\J

and putting #=-, where r :}> q, and both are positive integers, we have

Taking r=l, 2, 3, ... g in this equation, multiplying by cos 6, cos 20,

cos 36, ... cosqQ respectively, and adding, we get

Now the coefficients of log 1, log f, log |, etc., all vanish and since cr
= ct+r ,

etc., the remaining terms form a continuous series to infinity, viz.

viz. an equation connecting i/'j, i/-2 , \j/3 ,
... ^q-i, \^q ,

the last of which terms

is \/r- =
i/'(l)= y, where y is Euler's constant. That is

So far # has stood for any of the quantities , ,
... or 2^- TT. Say

the first. Then similar results will hold for the rest, i.e. if we take 20,

30, ...(q-l)O in place of Q. We thus get q-l linear equations from

which we can find
'/'(-), 4*\~\ '/'I

-
)>
v iz-

and in addition we have

which is merely a case of the identity () of Art. 952, for the coefficients

coaqO, cosZqO, etc., each =1.

To solve these equations we multiply them, and the identity, respec-

tively by cp , eg,, c3p ,...cyp .
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Now note that cA c,1
+ c2X c.

2At
+ c3x C3,i

+...-f C-x c9M
for any integral values

of A, JM (the last term being unity, since q&= a multiple of 2?r)

and that each of these sums is zero, except in the two cases A/ji=a
multiple of q, and that in the cases we have to consider A and

p,
each range

in value from to q
- 1. Hence the only cases of this kind are when A= /A

or \ = q /i,
and both would happen if A = /i

= g /i,
i.e. if q be even, and

if A=M, *'(A-,or=i:i= ;
ifA= ?

- M, i

and when q is even and A=/x= f , J Sc(x+ ^)f + lc(A_^)r
=

5'." i i

The latter case will occur when, q being even and therefore q 1 odd,

there is a middle term in the system of unknowns, viz.
'/

/
P =^'j_p=</'(i)>

and the case need not be distinguished from the others. Thus, after multi-

plication by Op, c,p , ... cqp and addition, the coefficients of all the unknowns

vanish except those of \^p and </',_p ,
and the coefficients of these terms are

each *
; and if q- 1 be odd and

jtf
= ?, all vanish except that of i/-(), which

2i 2

is the middle unknown of the series, and the coefficient of this term will

be q.

And on the right-hand side we have

=
2 (f

L
\
+ c* L * + + <v-i>* Af-i)

-
37

In the bracket, terms equidistant from the ends pair, but if q be even

there will be an unpaired term left in the middle of the series. This term

is ^ cos qpO log 4 sin2~ which reduces, since q8= 2ir, to q(2 Z 4

Hence the right-hand side becomes

q (
cp Lt + c-y,

Lt + . . . + c,_i Z,-i )

-
qy

-
q log g (q odd),

V 2
*

2 /

or q(cpL l + ctpLt +...+c,^2 Lg-z-qy-qlogq + q(-iyiog2 (q even).
V 2

P

We thus have

/ (9-21/2 \

or
=2| 2 CfpLr-y- log ?+ (-!)" log

2J
(g even),

and this, as pointed out above with
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will enable us by addition and subtraction to obtain both

139

for any integral values of p and q (p< q).

It will be observed that these theorems give the tangents of the

slopes of the curve y= ]ogT(x) at equal distances on opposite sides of

the ordinate at a;=0'5.

Ex. If = l = 3

= 2[-y-log3-|lbg3]
= -

2y
- 3 log 3

;

955. LIST OF RESULTS.

As the results obtained in the present chapter are very
numerous and necessarily scattered over many pages in the

gradual development of the theory of Eulerian integrals, it

may be convenient to the reader to have the principal facts

arrived at collected together for ready reference. A synopsis is

therefore added in two groups, the second group referring

more particularly to the
\Js function, which entails some

repetition.

GROUP I.

l, m)=B(m, Z)= (Art. 857.)

2. If I, m be positive integers, B(l, m)= ///
'

_i\ /

If I only be a positive integer,

(1-1)1
I, m)=- -. (Art. 858.)

3. 5(i,m)=
(1|^^=ri:^ dx. (Art. 859 (2).)

4. (x-by-
l
(a-x)

m-1
dx=(a-b)l+m

-l
B(l, m).

(Art. 859 (4).)
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rl

5. {

t

sin*eca&0de=
2

, ,

2
(Arts. 859, 869.)

Jo on /P+ tf , i\

f s jn 2Z-lfl,,nq2ro-lfl 1

6 -

/ 2*11 2mi+m<*0
= o-iT/^. m)- (Arts. 859, 869.)

Jo(acos
20+osm2

0)'+ 2am6'

7. r()= xn~l
e-*dx,

o

r/ (Arts. 854, 8G4, 874, 889.)

8. r(n+l)=nr(n)=II(n).

n(n+l)=(n+l)H(n). (Arts. 860, 890.)

9. T (l)=v^=n(-i). (Arts. 864, 882.)

10. r(z)r(l-z)= 7rcosecz7r= n(-z)II(2:-l).

r(l+z) r(l-x)=X7rcosecx7r. (Arts. 872, 893.)

(Art87I ->

12. r(i)r(?)r(2)...r(^i)=
(

-?f
)

. (Ait 873.)
\n/ \n/ \n/ \ n / 4

13.

(Arts. 903, 905.)

.2. 3. .. = (Art. 877).

1
(Art 884)-

16. y=0'i \1 Z 7t '

(Arts. 897, 917.)

17.

fXH 1^)*!

J

(Art. 910.)
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18. --

-y-o -s , j-Txi-/ rova

1 \

-lo

19. ^ log 1X3)=^

20.
/*,..(

r<n>

21.

22.

)=0.'

XTT

(Art. 911 (5).)

(Art. 911 (1).)

(Art. 911 (3).)

(Arts. 911,916.)

-(5,-l)|-(58-l)|-.... (Art. 919.)

23. Min. ordinate of y=T(x) is at *= 1-4616.... (Art. 922).

24. lor^-l^^-. (Art. 930 (6).)

' (Art ' 925 ' )
.

(Art. 930 (3).)

- 928
>

2-n f
33

/R2n-lM J/O
-l
= 7^,-T^ 9^1 u ndp

(2
2n

l)7T
2n
J smh/3

'

_ 1 f

2n
J7T/ J cosh/?

^' (Art. 929.)
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on v n i f j 1 1-^1 dux B d?ux B* d5ux
29.

2*,-er+J,(fe-5
.+

5*
-& -f, -xp+tf -&-... .

(Art. 931.)

30. lor

(Art. 940.)

31. logr(x+l)=|log2 7r+(x+i)loga;-x+Al_A^+ ...

32

(0 < < 1). (Art. 940.)

571

z)* 30(12ic)
3

See also No. 15. (Art. 942.)

956. II. GROUP OF
x/r FORMULAE.

Since the ^-function, viz.
\{s(x)=-j- logF(x), is a very

interesting function, and very useful in itself, we gather

together the principal results which refer to this function

in particular.

F'(Z) r, Fi l l
1. \fs(x)=j^-^-=Ltn = ac logw -

-. ...

x+n
(Art. 911.)

2. t/r(0)=-oo, ^.(l)=_y, ^-(1-4616.. .)=(), ^(oo)-oo.

(Arts. 911 (3), 922, 923.)

(Art. 911.)

- -'C \ . f f 1 \d0- -

(Arts. 925, 930 (3) and (7).)
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957. Table of Values of Sn =
IP

up to p= S5, which is the last in which the tenth decimal

place is affected
;

all remaining ones to this approximation may
be regarded as = 1. (De Morgan, D.C., p. 554.)

p
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4. Show that 2 nT (n 4- 1)
= 1 . 3 . 5 . . .

. (In
- 1

) <Jvt
where n is a posi-

tive integer. [OXFORD II. P., 1888.]

5. Show that r (|
-

x) T (f + x)
=

(^
- a;

2
)
TT sec TTZ, provided

6. Show by means of the transformation xy= u, y = u + v, that

fi
|*i
n x)

m~1
y
m

(\ y)
n~l

J o J o (*
~" xy>

m n~

[COLL. 7, 1901.]

fi
7. By means of the integral I xm~l

(l -xa
)

n
dx, prove that

Jo

J_ L_ +_ LJ_
,

(
-

i)"

(w) n I (m + a) (n
- 1

)
! 1 ! (m + 2a)(n- 2) ! 2 !

'2a) ... (m + na)'

[ST. JOHN'S, 1S84.]

Show that this integral may be expressed as

8. Show that the product of the series

1 1 1.3 1 1.3.5 1
L . L_ . L of r+

2 17
+
2.4 33

+
2.4.6 49

+

1111.31*1.3.51 TT

and
Q
+ 9

'

9^ + 9~~r
' TT + o A fi

'

^7
+ e 1S

Tfi'

[COLLEGES a, 1883.]

9. Prove by the substitution xz = that
<30 "IQF^ /O/ 1\i*^

/) j;
2
rfftn/Jv . /.

" '
I j2 /2n+l //o*

Jo 2.4.6...2n J

e

where ?i is a positive integer.

[See also Art. 223 (5).] [COLLEGES a, 1890.]

10. Show that if ^Tbe any positive constant,
CK CK-x fl CK

e~x~vxl~l
y
m~ ldxdy=\ (

1 - v)
l
~l vm~l dv . I e~u ul+m

~l
du,

Jo Jo Jo Jo

and by proceeding to a limit express B(l, ra) in terms of Gamma
functions. [OxF. II. P., 1902.]

1 1 . Show that the sum of the series

1 1 m(m+l) 1 m(m+l)(m+2) 1

n + l n + '2 2! w + 3 3!^

is r(w+l)r(l-w)/r(w-m + 2),

where ?i > -
1, and m < 1. [COLL. 7, 1899.]

E.T.C. TT. K
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r?

12. From the value in Gamma functions of I sinP Q cosi d6,
Jo

show that

for all real values of p. [TRINITY, 1886.]

fX,

13. Prove that e- xtdx = e~ x 0-09811 nearly. [TRINITY, 1896.]

14. Prove that

*\ (\ J-
n
\ (\ J--

l) V 27 V 3 tOxroKDlI. P.,1888.]

and

\
+
rj [OXFORD II. P., 1903.]

15. Show that, when x is positive,

i [MATH. TRIP., 1897.]

16. Prove that, if x be positive,

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1897.]

17. Show that, when x is a real positive quantity not greater

than unity, , l

where f(x) is a function of x not greater than unity.

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1897.]

18. If n lie between zero and unity, prove that

|

!

Jo . TC+ 1

sin rTT
2 [COLL. o, 1890.]

19. Show that the perimeter of a loop of the curve r
n = a

n
cos?i# is
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20. Show that if x, y be a point on the ellipse z2
/a

2 + ?/
2
/&

2 = 1
,

and 2r be the conjugate diameter, and the integral be taken round

the whole perimeter, then

r+ T(/+l)
'

Ob' [COLLEGES, 1892.]

21. Express in Gamma functions

ri i

(1 -xn)>> dx.
[TRINITY, 1890.]

22. Express in Gamma functions the area of the curve yc
x = axc

(c > 0) for positive values of x (0 to GO
),

also the volume generated

by its revolution round the axis of x. [ST. JOHN'S, 1883.]

23. If 2 sin mr T (ri) <j> (n)
=

(2;r)
w

< (1 -%){(- O'^ + t""1

}
where

t = *J
- 1 and ^>(n) is some function of w, prove that

remains unaltered when 1 -n is written for n. [COLLEGES a, 1881.]

24. Prove that

f" fj f
e""T I q 2q 3q 4q ~]

1
e-**a^= where 7

= s-s.
J a 2a Ll +1+1+1+1+ etc. J' 2a2

[DE MORGAN, Diff. Cal., p. 591.]

25. Prove that

r r v-1 v-1 v- 1 2?;- 1 21--1 Sw-1 3v~l I
e~" log v dv = e~" log v + ^ = =

J v 1+1+1+1+1+1+1+ etc. J

[DE MORGAN, p. 591.]

26. Prove that

d

[DE MORGAN, p. 593.]

27. Ifj <t>(x)
= -r- log F (1 + a;)

and be a positive integer, show that
Ct-I//

....

Prove further that
1*00

^>(0)=l erx\ogxdx,
Jo

and has a finite value. [I. C. S., 1898.]
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28. If (1 +x)
n = 1 +4

l
x + Afl?+ ..., where n is any positive

quantity, prove that

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1895.]

29. Prove that if

rfnW dr _ r(n + i)r(r) r /*(*>

J HF" F(n + r) Jo -IT

r being any positive quantity.

[If r > 1 both integrals generally
=

.]

[WOLSTENHOLME, Educ. Time*.]

30. Prove by changing the order of integration or otherwise

that Cx fj.,1 Cy f (\ /It

Jo^Jo^f
=

7r{/(X)
"
/(0)} '

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1875.]

31. Show that

xn n?x" (?i+l)
2
a;
n

f dx x 71 + 1 (n+ l)(2?i+ 1) (2w+ l)(3?i+ 1)

J 1 + xn
~
IT 1 + 1 + 1 +

(In + 1
)

zxn

1 + 1 + etc.

[LACROIX, Calc. Dijf., vol. ii., p. 292.]

Deduce expressions for log 1 + x and tan" 1
:*; as continued fractions.

32. Prove that

oo 3\ 2'"

PM + y. ar-8/r() r (xo>) r (zw
2
),

where o) = e~*~.

[ST. JOHN'S, 1891.]

33. Evaluate the modulus of F(^ + \/- la). [SMITH'S PRIZE, 1875.]

34. Show that for very large integral values of n, r(ra + )
is

very nearly the geometric mean between F(w) and F( + 1).

[OXFORD, 1892.]

35. If b be a large whole number, show that, provided x > - 1
,

= &a;

^r;-^
:
T^, very nearly,

i \p-ri)

[DE MORGAN, Diff. Cak., p. 585.]
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36. Writing <f>(x)
= eP.x\/-J%ir&+i^proje by the aid of Wallis'

theorem that
</>(2o;)

=
[</>(a;)]

2 when x is large.

Then show that for any value of x,

,-

/A\

12z2
1 3

I (n-l) (-1)\ / __/_ _L

^"
a;
2

(x + I)
2

(a

where ^
, ^, 2 ,

... are numbers between and TV

and finally deduce Stirling's theorem,

1 . 2 . 3 . . . * = v/2^
1 e-

where ex denotes a positive quantity which vanishes when x = GO .

[SERRET, Cak. Integ., p. 207.]

37. Show that, if a; be a whole number,

log T (x + 1
)
= | log 2?r - x + (x + ) log a;

38. Show that

1.2.3 ...x>

when x is large.

39. Writing

. / \ T t (ml)"n
mn+l

<!>(x}
= Ltm=^- -^

(w) ! m 2

prove that

[GUDERMANN.]

.jB+JL
and <J^xx e

12x

[SERRET, Calc. Integ., p. 213.]

w!
+1 ,

and w^

Hence deduce Gauss' theorem,

7i
Ma!r (a) T (x + -V . . T fx +^ ^ = (S^nl r (nx).v x

\ n/ \ ?t /

[SERRET, C'aZc. Integral, p. 190.]
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40. Prove that

[Cf. DE MORGAN, Diff. (7., p. 594.]

41. Prove that

d

and that
* = e

p* n
[" f 1 + -

r(a?+i) B=1 L\
where (7 is a certain constant. [MATH. TRIPOS, Pt. II., 1915.]

42. If the binomial expansion for a positive index be written

(i)\
)B(n-r + l, r

rj

Prove also that

= ,+...." ' " "
3v/3 3! 5! 7! 9!

43. Show that (1000)! lies between

4-02387 x 10256; and 4-02388 x 102567
,

and is a number with 2568 figures in the ordinary system of

numeration, its logarithm being 2567'6046442... .

[CouRNOT, Thtorie des Fonclions, vol. ii. f p. 472.]

44. Show that if

TJ D---A
T> D

_ 1 \n-l
J2n-i _ , / _ i \n

**

*n- l
+ ( '

then R = f e-^aPf^^Oa) da,
Jo

where /(a)
= r- and is a positive proper fraction.

[LiouviLLE, Journal de Mathematiques, Tom. iv., p. 317.]

If A2n+2 be the maximum numerical value of /2n+2 (u) between the

limits a = 0, a = oo
,
show that

(2?i + 2)! (2n+ l)(2n + 2) x-n+l
'

and examine the nature of the approximation attained by the

omission of all the terms which contain Bernoulli's coefficients.

[LiouviLLE, J. de M. ; also COURNOT, Theorie des Fonctions, p. 474.]
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45. Starting with

151

= T (P + Qe-xf>)dp, say,
Jo

and putting R for the two terms with negative indices in the

development of Q in ascending powers of /5, namely 7^ +^ ,
let

P" *P

F(x)=[ (P + Xe-^dp and BJ(X)=[ (Q
-
R)e-*Pdp.

Jo Jo

Then show that

(1) *<*)-* log I
.

(3) F(x)-F($) = %-x + (x-$)\ogx. (4)

(5) That when x is large e73^ differs but little from unity.

(6) Iogr(a;+l) = ilog2ir + (a; + |)loga;-a;

fa^|to
'

and

(7) Deduce the equation,

+(-l)- 1

46. Show that

(1)

^L_ J_ +(_!)-
* A

[BERTRAND, Calc. Integral, p. 265.]

[TODHUNTER, Int. Cak., p. 392.]

47. If A r be the acute angle whose tangent is the wth
power of

the reciprocal of the rth of the prime numbers 2, 3, 5, . . . ,
show that

cos 2^ cos 2A
2
cos 2A

3
cos 2A 4 ... to o> =2 ^

2"
/T~TJ >

where Bn is the wth number of Bernoulli. [MATH. TRIPOS, 1897.]

48. If /=P_JL=, show that
Jov/T^x3
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f
1 dx

, T f
1 xdx ,

49. If /= I
,

and J=
\

. ,
show that

Jov/l-z5 Jos/1 -a;5

TT . 27T . STT . 4:r
where ^^sin^,

-S
2
=
smy^, 63

=
5111^, ,^

=
8111^,

and write down the values of r(T
8
TT ), T(^), r( 1

8
tj ), r(T

9
^), in

similar form.

f ?7T4

50. Show that a;
2
[log(l +e

x
) -x]dx =^.

[OXFOKD I. P., 1914.]

51. Prove that the volume in the positive octant bounded by the

planes z = 0, y = 0, z = h and the surface z/c
= x/am + y

m
/b
m is equal to

abhi-

2(m+2>r(-)
[MATH. TRIP., PART II., 1913.]

A^ 1 f
52. Prove that e ^{^(a;)} = -4 e-y*<j>(x+2yjh)dy,

V?r J -oo

and apply the result to prove that if 1 + 4M be positive,

**'

[MATH. TRIP., 1870 (WOLSTENHOLME).]

53. When n is a positive integer, we have evidently

1.2.3...2-2M.2....}.f ...(n-$);

prove that this equation, when expressed by means of the function

F, is true for any positive value of n. [SiR G. G. STOKES, S. P., 1870.]

54. Prove that the limiting value of

when n is indefinitely increased, is log 2. [R. P.]
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LEJEUNE-DIRICHLET INTEGRALS, LIOUVILLE
INTEGRALS, ETC.

958. We have seen that the formula (^ and i
z both + ve

)

leads at once, by putting y for ax, to

Now, consider the double integral

/= I 2^1
~ lx^~ 1 dx dxz

for all positive values of x and xz ,
which are such that their

sum cannot be greater than unity.

Then the limits for X2 must be from to 1 xlt xv remaining
constant in the integration with regard to x%, and the limits

for Xi will be from to 1.

153
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The geometrical interpretation is that we are adding up all

such products as x^1
~ l

xj*~
l Sx1 Sx2 as lie within the triangle

formed by the axes Oxlt Ox2 ,
and the straight line x1 -\-x2=\.

We use this notation rather than the ordinary x-y notation

for Cartesians, because we propose to generalise the theorem

for any number of variables. The limits must then be such

as to add up all elements in a strip NQ parallel to the #2-axis,

i.e. x2 increases from to \xlt and in summing the strips, xl

increases from 0^= to x1=l.

f 1 r~ VI 1 -*! 1 f 1

Then 7= x^~A^- ^= i x^
Jo L- i2 J t2 J

959. Take next the case of the triple integral

/= I xj*
~ l x2

**
" x

a;3
' ~ l dxl dxz dx9

for positive values of xlt x2> xs ,
such that a;

1+ x2+ic3 > 1.

Fig. 322.

The geometrical interpretation is that we are to add up 'all

elements such as x1
i^~ l x2

it
~'l xa

i - 1

8x^Sxz 8xz which lie within

the tetrahedron bounded by the coordinate planes xlOxz ,
X20x3 ,

xzOxl and the plaue a;1 4-x2+x3=l.
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Then dividing by planes parallel .to the coordinate planes
in the same way as explained in previous chapters, we have

first to integrate with regard to x3 , keeping x{ and x2 con-

stant, that is, for all values of x3 which lie between X3=Q and

#3=1 x x2 , which, interpreted geometrically, -means the

addition of all elements which lie in an elementary prism

parallel to the z3-axis and whose ends lie respectively in the

plane of ie
3
=0 and the plane 2^ +0:2+#3= 1. Then, keeping

xl constant, we have to integrate for all values of x2 from

2=0 to the value of x2 which makes 1 x x2 vanish;

which means that we are to add up .all the prisms which lie

in a thin slice parallel to the plane of xl
= 0. Finally, we are

to integrate from #!
= () to x-L=l, which means that we are

to add up all the slices within the tetrahedron.

Then /
PI ri x, r\xi-

=
[

I
fJ o J o J o

PI PI-*,
I n> ll-l/

j
v v A

tJo^
1 "

*

: dx2 dx3

[by applying the result I xil
~l

(k x)***
1 dx=kil+i*~ l

B(il} iz)].

Hence /= -B(V+ 1 )
. B(i l> f,+,+!)

960. Similarly, in the case of four or more variables; but

geometrical interpretation fails. It is, however, clear that if

we are to integrate

/= \\x^-
l x2

^- l

x^- l

x^- 1 dx1 dx2 dx3 dx 4t

for positive values of x
lt
x2 ,

x3> x^, which are such that

^1+ ^2+ ^3+ ^4 > 1

(1) when xlt x2 ,
x3 are kept constant, x4 will range from

o:4=0 to such value of a?4 as will make

1
3/j X2 X3 X^

zero, i.e. from #4=0 to X
4t
=lx1 x2 -x3 .
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(2) Having integrated with regard to a:4 ,
we now keep

Xj, x2 constant, and in integration with regard to x3 ,

x3 must vary from a?3=0 to such value as will

make lx1 x2 x3 vanish, i.e. x3 must not exceed

1 XT x2 ,
i.e. the limits are and 1 a^ x2 .

(3) Integration with regard to a;4 and x3 having now been

completed, x
l is to be kept constant whilst integra-

tion with regard to x2 is effected, and x2 must range
from x2=() to such a value as will not make 1 x^ xt

negative, i.e. xz must not exceed 1 xr The limits

are therefore and 1 xv

(4) Finally, the limits for x^ are to 1.

Hence

fl fl-*ifl-*,-Jr,f!-*,-*-*,
/= 1 x

l
*l
~ l x2

t'- l x3
i*- lx^- 1 dxl dx2 dx3 dxi

JO JQ JO J o

fi ri-zi ri-xi-xt n _~ _r _ rf \t

x^x^x^ ( Xl X* X *>
dx, dx2 dx3

JQ J Jo *4

= J(ilt vH)f !

r(gr(t-4)

and the rule indicated obviously holds for any number of

integrations, viz.

JJ!-k-'
"1 ff tn 1 nnr /Il nf

. . . &n aXj U-Xg . . . l*Xn ,

for positive values of the variables such that their sum does not -

exceed unity= p) *-L.'i\
>
w^ere o-=h
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961. An Extension.

Similarly, if the limiting equation had been

x1+ x2+...-\-xn 3>c (instead of > 1),

the limits would have been,

for xn ,
from to cx

1
x2 ...xn _1 ;

for #_!, from to c xl x2 ...xn _2 ,

etc.
;

but we may deduce the result from that already obtained by

putting x
l
= cxl', x2 cx2 , etc.,

so that x/+ a;2'+...>l.
Thus we obtain

=c'~
)

1
'

1
'

'(aV)*-
1

. (Xn}
in ~ l

dx^dx2 ... dxn
'

,

('iM ) ,

.

v nt_
f where <r=*il+it+...+.in .

i
(c

962. DIHICHLET'S THEOREM.
We are now in a position to establish a remarkable theorem

due to Gustav Peter Lejeune-Dirichlet,* who was successor to

Gauss at Gottingen in 1 855.t

The theorem is known as Dirichlet's Theorem, and is of

great use in analysis.

The theorem is that when there are any number of variables

xlt x2 ,
... xn ,

and integration is conducted for all positive values

limited by the condition

then

fff f71 T H ~
**l* *2

~~
1-y *s

~~ 1 i* i**
~~ 1 /^'r* /^'y /^/>* /"/^y*

I I
' *

1 *^\ **'2 3 ' * *^n tl/t/xj
UiJUn CttA/o tl'*/fj

P* Pn

the several quantities^, iz ,
i 3 ,

... ?'; a
lt
a
z ,

... an ; pl ,pz ^ pn >

being all positive, and II denoting the product of the factors

indicated.

* Liouville's Journal, vol. iv., p. 168.

fCajori, Hist, of Math., p. 367 ; Rummer, Geddchnissrede avfG. P. Lejeime-

Dirirhlet,
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(x \ Pi (x \^
The limiting equation f-H +( ) +...>! may be made

\CL-t' ^2

(y
\ Pi fy \ 7*2

) > ^2
=

(~"
2
) >

6^C-'

CL-^f \CH^'

u* u l 3i Pi 1 9
> P*which give jr^r1= , ~sr ^-= , etc.,

/ OX CC / oX X

The transformed inteofral is then

T __

PlPf'P*

with the limiting equation

^2 Pn
as stated.

963. As before, if our limiting condition had been

we should have, after transformation as above,

&+&+...+&>*,
and making the further transformation

and the result would be

r

where

i.e.
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964. Ex. Find the centroid of an octant of the solid bounded by

the volume-density at any point being given by p =p^y
m
z
n

.

I I Ipxdxdydz I I \xl+
'

[

y
m
z
r

'dxdydz
3=LLL - =

-j^
- -

I / \pdxdydz I I \xl

y
m
zndxdydz

Here

mi - T i. ' ir v \ ^'t- / \ ^n/ / \ AK
The Numerator = -

. 2*.

, -. .

The Denominator= _

Hence

,

m+ l + l

'

2/fc
'

2/fc 2*

A

2&

In the case of an octant of a uniform ellipsoid l=m = n= Q, =1,

* =

Similarly for y and 2.

965. A Particular Case.

In the case when pl=p2
= ,,,=pn=l

the theorem reduces back to

= ... x/i- ... dx

and the limiting equation is

viz. the fundamental case of Art. 961 assumed.

966. Extension.

If the lower limits had not been zero in each case, but such

that a^+a^-f--.- -\-xn is to be not less than 6 nor greater than a,
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i.e. b < 2ov< a
;
then plainly we must subtract from the

result obtained, the integral found by making

and the result will be

967. If the difference between a and b be an infinitesimal

difference Sb, then to the first order

and the result will be

For example, to verify this in a simple case, consider the volume of a

triangular plate bounded by the coordinate planes, and the planes

x+y+z=b and .r

Here
i\
=

i",
= t

"

3
= 1

,

. the change in the volume of the tetrahedron bounded by the co-

ordinate planes, and the plane which makes intercepts b on the axes,

when 6 increases to 6+ 86.

968. Liouville's Extension.

If we require to find the value of

/=
j J

. .

.Jayi-V-
1

*n'
n~ 1/Oi+#2+ ...+*) etej da;2 ... dxn ,

subject to the conditions that x
lt
x2 ,

... xn are all positive, but

iCj+iCg+.-.+ x,, > a and < 6,

we may then take the case when

a;
1+aj2+...+xn

lies between v and v+Sv, for which

differs from v by an infinitesimal e.

Then for this limitation the integral takes the value
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to the first order of infinitesimals. And therefore, for the

whole range of values from v= 6 to v=a,

969. Exactly in the same way, if we require

for all positive values of the variables such that

Pl /T \P-2 fw \Pj-, Y* / Jjn \ I i / <bn \ -j 7 1

.-.+ ) >% and
\a/

ix \PI /x \^2 /

Let p) +p) +... + (Va
1
/ Va

2
/ \

lie between v and v+cJv, =v-\-e, say, where e is an infinitesimal.

Then for this ^imitation,

1 7 "1 t

'
' I I

'
il

\Vnere K H ~T~ ..H

and Svf(v-{-e) differs from f(v)Sv by a second-order infini-

tesimal at most, supposing /(v) and/'(t) finite and continuous

for the range. Hence in the limit, when we integrate with

regard to v from v=k
z
to v h

l ,

,
rCiWiV.-r^ai n 2 ft ***

1 t-t-2
' ' ' U'n

where k= +--+... H -

This extension of Dirichlet's theorem is due to Liouville.*

970. An Application.

As an example of this theorem, consider .

J 1
"

J \/a2 - x? - x ^.^lej
for positive values of the variables with the condition

* Liouville's Journal, vol. iv., p. 231.

E.I.C. II.
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Pi=P=...=/ =
2, 11=1,=

Then 7=

1)

2"

Thus, for example, in the case 7i= 2,

a 7T7

Hence the area of the portion of a sphere
the first octant, and which is

= a1 which lies in

f (a , f ( dxdy ira

jj-d*dy,
U ]]-/===, la -.T ,

and the area of the surface of the whole sphere= 47raa .

Again (n= 3),

, .

and (?i
= 4 ).

dx* d.v2 dx., 7T
2a2

-= -TT--V-V-^ 2 8

(Gregory's Examples, p. 474).
g

dx,dxdx,dx. a3
TTT 7r

l a31234 _
i^^ _ _^^-^-^-v-v ier(f) 12'

etc.

971. Boole's Theorem.

Consider / = 1 1 . . . F^a^+ a
2
x
2+ +^n^n)dx^xz

. . . (fen for

all real values of x
1 ,xz , ... xn negative or positive, such that

"

Z
1

2+ Z
2
2+...>C2

,

Change the variables by the ortho-

gonal transformation in the margin. x
Then J=l and the relations of

the transformation*system are

2Z2=1, etc.,

= 0, etc.,

and
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and suppose the transformation to have been so chosen that
n

a^xv+ a.2
x
2+ . . . + ctnxn kuv where k2=^ ar

z
.

Then 7=1 \...\F(ku^)dul
du

ti
...dun .

(n signs)

Now for the first n1 integrations, wx
remains constant, and

(n-l signs)

where u
z
z+ w

3
2+ . . . +un

z > c
2- u*,

V 2 /

the first factor 2n
~1

occurring because at each of the n1
integrations the result is to be doubled to take into account

the possible negative signs of the respective variables. Hence,

dropping the suffix, we have
n-l

1=
[

1N fL \ J -

\2
(See

"
Catalan's Theorem," Liouville's Journal, vol. vi., p. 81,

and Boole's remarks upon it, Cambridge Math. Journal, vol. iii.,

p. 277.)

972. Consider next the integration

(n signs)

where

for real values of x
lt
x
z ,

... xn .

Changing the variables by the same orthogonal transforma-

tion as before,

/==
/2 2 22 ==|^1

JJ JVC2 W, 2
W.?

2
Wo

2
... WM

2y.v 1
' * '*y.v

(n signs)

Now for the firstn1 integrations, wx
remains a constant, and

/n\
'

\2/
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by Art. 970, the first factor 2n
~1

being introduced because the

several variables are not now restricted as to sign as was

the case in Art. 970, so that at each of the (n 1) integrations
the result must be doubled. Also at the final integration the

limits must be c to +c for the same reason. Hence, drop-

ping the suffix,
. n

F(ku)(c
i -ui

Y~
l
du*

973. Further Generalisation.

We next consider the still more general integral

for all real values of x
1 ,x2 , ... xn ,

such that

First we expand F(v) in powers of 1v, say "ZBp (l v)
p

or if it be possible to expand in positive integral powers of

1v, we may write 1 v=w, then F(v)=F(l w), and by
Maclaurin's theorem, we may put

Then we consider the integration of

If Ip be the result of this integration, the whole result will be

^BPIP

L
l

-i
'-

as the case may be .

To obtain Ip ,
first put

Then J=a
l
a.2 ... an and

... an

*See Todhunter, D.C., Art. 281 ; Gregory, D. and I.C., p. 474.
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Now make a further transforma-

tion to variables u
l}
u

2 ,...un by
the orthogonal transformation for-

mulae in the margin. The Jacobian

of this system is unity, and

and further choose % to be

(A la1(l+A 1fl t+...)/

where &=A za*+.

tt

hi

m

Then Ip=al
... an l ... (1 w^

2
..

:
un

2
)
p
f(ku 1)dul

... dun .

In the integration with regard to u

ing variable u 1 remains constant, and

, ^l^ ... un ,
the remain-

1 1 ... 1(1 Uj
2 u2

z
... un

zY du^du^ ... dun ,

(n-l signs)

T l\~ n~l

if restricted to positive values of u2, u3 ,
etc.

;
and if the several

variables may have full scope as to sign between the specified

limits, each of these n I integrations must be doubled.

The result of the nl integrations is in that case

,n-l

n-l

n-l

n-l
-+-P

Therefore, as the limits of the final integration with regard
to ttj are from 1 to + 1,

fi
M~V

M x,,2\ 2
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it being now unnecessary to retain the suffix of the u. Hence

f (l-u
'

where k*=A *af -f-A 2
2a2

2+ . . . +A M
2an2.

This result, of course, includes former cases discussed.

974. Extension.

If the limits had been defined so that

*1
2
/a1

2+z2
2K+ ...+ zw

2
/an

2 > 2
(instead of > 1),

we could deduce the new result from the former by writing

a^a in place of a lt 2a in place of a
z ,

and so on,

and therefore ka in place of k
;

and, finally, if the scope of the range of the variables is still

further limited by

xl*/al*+...+xn*/an**a* and <t
2

,

we must subtract all cases for which as
l

1
/oi

i++a?n
i
/an* i

and we shall have .-i

[af(kau)-/3f(kj3u)idu.

975. Deductions.

Compare with the foregoing results the series of integrals

\x^~
l

x^~
l dxv where a?1+a;2=l,

1 1 xji~
l

xj*~
l

xj*~
l dxt dxz, where x

l+x
2+ x

3
= 1

,

etc.,

jJJ" J
*
il ' ~' xn

in~ l dx
1
...dxn_l ,

where - x1+...+a;M_1+xB=l,

for positive values of the several variables.

Take for instance the second. Here X
3
=lx1 x

2 , and the

integration

7= I \x^-'
l

x.^-
l(lxl

x
z)^-'

1 dxl dxz
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is to be conducted for all positive values of x
l}
x
2 , such that

x{+x2 >l,

Then 7=r

976. Similarly, in the general case,

(n 1 signs)

for positive values of xv xz , ... a?n ,
such that a^-h ... +xn_1+xn

=
1,

(n 1 signs)

where x

r(i1+i2+...+in_1 )

Thus
,

if
J.aa|

I ... U^- 1
... x^~ l dx ... c?a;n ,

for ^xr > 1,

(n signs)

5=1 ... U^'i"
1
... xn

i"- l dx
l

... dxn_lf for ^^^l,

(w signs)

and

(n 1 signs)

i / i
* \ ,1 T J-V t/i/ J-V t/9/''* J-\ e/ ^we have (^1+^2+...+^n)^=-o= p/

1

_._

'
.

'
.

977. In the same way, if we require the value of

jJ"'J
Xl1 X

*
2 Xn- 1 x" n x

i
x*~-

(n 1 signs)

for positive values of the variables, such that

I
'

X \P I /X \^2 fX \Vn-l /'rr \Pn
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we have

and = ...I xji-i

(n 1 signs)

1~
/ZAP' fan-lY"-

1

]*"

where f
-1

J + . . . -f j^-1

)"

" *

> 1
,

-

C "i f
1

LEs=i2

_^-A JPl-Pn-l

i \ ^1 i '2 i i ^n 1where A= -K-.-f -
;

978. Ex. Find the value of I I x^~lyi
l~lff'~~ldxdy for all points of the

ellipsoidal surface ^
2
/a

2 +^2
/6

2 + 22
/6-

2 = l which lie in the positive octant.

Here i\
= A, ?'2

=
/x, i*

=
i

2 a^cy+l \ 2~
a 2.2.2

\ 2 /

Thus, for instance,

2 aftc3 TrTC!)
? 2T^ TTl)

=^^= '
'
*

979. Relation of the Integral Forms discussed.

We note then that the two integrals

xS-ix^-i...xn
i"-idx

l
dx2 ...dxn> for ^-

I V'r
(n signs)

f f f
n /T \P-

_| r/i-l^^-l r'
-
1" 1 T '-/) Jr Jr r7r for V(-?l= \\...\x

l

i x2
* cn-i xn ax

l
ax2 ...axn_l ,

101 ^l ^
-

JJ J i \O>rf

(M - 1 signs)
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for positive values of the variables in each case, are so related

V irA= a Vn

B==
a

i
la**'~ a H W W'" W

^ Pr Pn PlPt-Pn p / ^1 , ^ ,

,

'

9SO. A LEMMA.

In order to abbreviate the work of the articles which follow,

let us note that the Binomial expansion

may be written as yj?r<*>2f, where ff,(*)
=

V r (w) r !

'

and that, writing
1

i
1+ /

i
2=^2> ^i+^+^^'a. etc., we have

^(^1)^(^2+r)

=2 '1

etc.,

and

etc.

981. We propose now to consider integrals of the class

rrf
...dx

n=
}}\ '"}

for all positive values of the variables, such that

k
l <A^xl+A z x<i +... +A nxn <Jiv

all the letters involved representing positive quantities.
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=*> etc -' and
~A^
=bi' 'A

==b '2 ' etc>>

Consider first the case of a double integral,

a particular case of which is discussed by Todhunter (Int. Gale.,

p. 263). Of the two quantities 615 6
2 ,

let 6
:
be the one which

is not less than the other. Then

X+^i+&2 2={X+ &
1 ( 1+,)}-(&1

-&
2) 2 , =u-v, say,

where v= (b l
b
2 ) 2

. Then as X+ &i^i+^2^2 ^s a positive quan-

tity, we have v < u, and
'

a convergent binomial expansion. Hence the integral becomes

i

(f
*tmas w+^-wftfifMA^A^jj u^+v ** '

\u/

= i

^s^,+
(6i
_v ff^i^mt^)^t .

.A^AJ*^ JJ uti+t +r

and u being a function of ^+3, we have, by Art. 968,

/-
1 fK -<b b Y r(i^ T(i*+ r}f tM+'- lfW dtI*-' ' (i 2)

t, _
r z

,

'
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982. Next take the case of the triple integral

Of these three quantities bl} b
2 ,b3 ,

let bl be that which is

not less than either of the other two. Then

-(&i-&s)&> =u-v, say,

where /

y=(61
63)^3 ,

and is< wand positive.

Then

a convergent binomial expansion.

,-! <2 -l <j-l
1 *a ^3

where M is, however, X+61 (^ 1+^ 2)+62^2 , and is not this time

a function of the sum of the variables. Hence a further trans-

formation is necessary.

We may write

= U F, say,

where F=(6X
6
2)^2

is <C ^> and C^ is a function of

Also, writing i
1 + i2+ is + r j3

' where necessary to shorten

' \ TT ~~
JS x-< /:> (jl)/l 7 \PI C9.\

a convergent binomial expansion.

Hence

& " fe3

rrrp=x

=]JJ

,
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y? p=0

f (6,-
J * +

it

_L_ _ r(h)r(^r(4) /*

j ilj ^ '
r(z', + l2 +?3) /. 3^ ^ A '

983. Exactly the same process will hold for a multiple

integral of higher order, so that in general we have

, ^,.... ,.
'

984. Extension.

The result may obviously be extended to the integral

\
il
~
lxz*

~ l ~- xnin
~ l

f(2 ArX^J
dx

l dx^... dxnr f r

M=
JJ-J (X+cW"+ a^-i+ . . . + anajn ")"' ,

where ^ == ii_|_^_j_.... +^ >

a
l

a
2

an

all the letters involved being positive quantities and the

conditions of the limits being

hj< A jx^+A^i+ . . . +A nxn
* < A

2
.
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For putting ^^1= ^, A&*=&, etc., Jp=&i> ^=62 ,etc.,

we have

t
k
~^f(t)dt

Thus in all such cases the multiple integral is reduced to a

single integration.

985. Differentiation with regard to a parameter contained in

the integrand.

In a multiple integral

r*i r&2 c bn

u=\ ...1 $(#!, x.
z ,

...xn , c)dxl
dx

z
... dxn ,

J 1 J 8 J n

which contains a constant c, differentiation with regard to c

may be effected by the same rule as for a single integral,

provided that the limits of the several integrals are all inde-

pendent of c. That is

The proof of this is the same as in the case of a single

integral.

986. Liouville's Integral.

Consider the case

_rr r *
i --i -i

~J Jo "Jo
e txS X " -^ *^

where t = x
1

an integral discussed by Liouville.

Differentiating with respect to a,

41^ n-if
8

r -t ' ~~ i -

da~ Jo "Jo
6 ^ X * '" Xn

*
Bertrand, Cole. Integral, p. 476.
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Now introduce another variable xn defined by

X
1
X
2

Xnlxn= a
>

i.e. change to a system

an

Then
(x2 ,

xs ,
... xn) x.,xs ... xn

.

Then t = x
l+ x

2+ . . .+xn_^+ - - is replaced byX
1
X
Z

' ' xn-\

-, =tf say,

I_i ?_i
n~V.

Q n ri i* /* W .. H
it II' I */< */ . .. //_- i

' xn-l

T r an I""
1

\-i
s
--i ~

J\ x" x,
n ...xn

n
,

Lx,a;3...a;nJ
"- 1 WK

^ ^ / 1 \n 1/nfl M/> fv M* A A* n M> n /V />* ft If* ft If*
1 .' . I

"^^ X i '
"

.' . i
'

- -
'

i
'

/(
CVM/O t-Vt*/o VVA/M j

and in the transformation of the multiple integral the sign

is adjusted by a proper assignment of the limits.

Hence, as xn is oo when x
l
is zero and vice versa, we have

T- = nan~l

J
... I al-ne- l

'x
2

n z
3
n

. . . xn
n dxzdx3

. . . dxn
CLCt J JQ

= nI (for if a is increased / is decreased).

Hence
-j-
= ~nda, log/= -na+const., I=Ce~na

.

To find C, take the case ei=0.

Then 7 becomes

Jo Jo Jo

and as the variables are independent and the limits constants,

this may be written

Q--I
-I rf" --i -i rf

00 ^-i -i

&X\T ** /fi* I V 0~~%fY *^ nT I V I ^""iPn-li* /V'**

^ ^ ^jxy^e
x2

*B,j...xy^
^^

cto^j,
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that is r(i)r(^rV;~T/5i) or (Sr^V*
n-l _l

Hence C=(2ir)
z n

"

2
.

Hence the value of the integral is

n-l _1

/=(27r)
2 n z

e~na.

987. Liouville's Method of proving Gauss' Theorem.

Consider the product

n

This may be written

i o X\ /y 3/ 1 fi/y V/ I Xo /y fj ///y V/ I 2/ji /> fl //'Y*
I D t*/i U/U/1 /\ I t> */o lv^/o /\ I t> */ ^*/%*/*i

Jo Jo Jo

r f r i
, ,

n-i ,

/ , \ i "H 1 X H ! 7 ? 7
1 o~~ \X\ +iTa+... -r3*tt)/r 3J !/> n /y n //'y* //'y* /Y^y1

...|
e >x

l
jo
z ...xn tt^j ctx

2
. . . a,xn .

JO JQ J o

Now change the variables according to the scheme

L fT* ff * *
23 * * * n

,

n2;
n-l

Then J=
,
and the integral may be written

/Y /V* / O "^

/co /<

I ...
J o J o

r)mmm mfmmf

*J*J."

n \a;-l _il_i ^_i_2_i

-o*^J mmm mfmmf

that is

rr* r i-i ?_i ^_i
wl ...I ~*a?l*~1a** cc

3
n

...a;,,
n dzdx

z dx3 ...dxnJ o J o J
p

r= n-i

=nl (27r)
2 n~^e~nzznx-Y

dz, by the preceding article,
'o

n-l r 00

= ni(27r)
2 e-"2zwa;- 1 rfz=wi~"

Jo

n-l
2

VIZ.

n-l
i=wi(27r)

2 r(w),

which is Gauss' result.
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PROBLEMS.

1. Find the mass of the triangular lamina bounded by the axes of

coordinates and the line x + y = a for a law of surface density i*xPy?.

2. Find the mass of the tetrahedron bounded by the coordinate

planes and the plane a~ lx + b~l

y + c~^z = 1, the volume density being

3. Find the centroid of the area in the first quadrant bounded by
the lines x + y = h

lt x-\-y
= h

2 , for a law of surface density <r = [*x'Py
<
i.

4. Find the centroid of the volume in the first octant bounded by
the coordinate planes and the two planes

a~ lx + b~ l
y + c~ ls = 8

l ,
a~ lx + b~ l

y + c~lz = 8
2 ,

for the following laws of volume-density :

(i) p = p.(cr
lx + b-l

y + c-*z) t (ii) p = pxPyizr, (iii) p = /*(x
2 + f- + z2

).

5. Apply Dirichlet's theorem to find the mass of an octant of an

ellipsoid in which the density at any point varies as the square of

the product of the distances of the point from the principal sections

of the ellipsoid.

6. Find the moment of inertia about the x-axis of the portion of

the sphere a;
2 + y

z + z2
a-, which lies in the positive octant, supposing

the law of volume density to be p = \ixyz. Obtain the corresponding

result for an octant of the ellipsoid x2
/a

z + y
2
jb* + z'

2
/c

z = 1.

7. Find the mass of the positive octant of a sphere of radius R,

whose centre is the origin, for a law of volume density

P = p(a, b, c,f,g, h)(x, y, *)
2

.

8. Find the mass, centroid and moments of inertia about the axes,

of the positive octant of the ellipsoid x2
/a

2 + y
2
/fc

2 + ;?
2
/c

2
1, for a law

of volume density p = p.(x
2 + y

2 + z2
).

9. Show that the volume of the solid, the equation of whose

surface is a~W + b-y + c~V= 1, is

10. A homogeneous solid is bounded by the surface

Show that the centroid of the portion of it in the positive octant

is the point /2la 2lb 21c\

V128' 128' IW' [Oxp. II. PUB., 1901.]
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11. Find the position of the centroid. of the portion of the solid

bounded by (x/
a
y.i + (y/&)2m + (

z
/
c)^ j j

|

which lies in the positive octant, the volume density being fj.xPyiz
r

.

12. Show that I \x- l
~ l

y
2m~ l

dxdy for positive values of x and y,

such that x2
4- y

2
3> c

2
,
is

[I. C. S., 1893.]

for all positive values of x and y, such that ax2 + bi/
2
^>c

2
.

[I. C. S., 1893.]

14. Prove that the value of the volume integral

(
A,c + fty + vz)

Zndx dy dz,

taken through the volume of the ellipsoid x'2/a
2 + y

2
/b

2 + z^/c
2 =

1,

A, /x,
v being constants and n a positive integer, is

13. Obtain an expression for the value of

[I. C. S., 1912.]

15. Find the value for positive values of x, y, z of

1 1 xyz sin (x +- y + z] dx dy dz

with condition x+y+z^ \ir. [I. C. S., 1899.]

pco f"
16. Prove that </>'

Jo Jo

and extend the theorem to any number of variables. [COLL. 7, 1887.]

17. Prove that the area of the curve

+ -ay- s

[CoLL. 7, 1891.]

18. Find the volume enclosed by the surface

(x/a)* + (y/!>)** + (z/c)*
n =l,

where n is an integer. [MATH. TRIP., PART II., 1919.

Show that the distance of the centroid of the portion for which x

is positive from the plane x = is

nj 2w u V271
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1 9. Prove that
f[(l

- -
pY V( + Py) dx dy

where k = (a
2a2 + J2/3

2
)^, the double integral being taken for all

values of x and y, such that

#2
/a

2 + y^/b
2 < 1. [7, 1899.]

20. Show that, xyzu being equal to a4
,

e-(*
4+y4+ i+u) yS

2^ <fy^ =
Jo Jo Jo

[ST. JOHN'S, 1882.]

21. Show that

dx dy dz _ TT abcfff dx

J J J p + a? +

where x, y, z have all positive values such that

z2
/a

2 + #
2
/6

2 + 2:
2
/c

2 < 1 . [COLLEGES 7, 1 891'. ]

22. Prove that

fni-g-y^l^-ly-l
JJ (p + W : + j8y)*++H+i

_ r (^) r (m) r (n) rA; w ?i -\_1_
~r(k + m + n+l) {p

+
jT+lt

+
P + pf p

k
(P + a)m(P + p)n

'

the integral extending to all positive values of x and y such that

x +y< 1. [COLLEGES y, 1891.]

23. Show that

ff f yi-iay*-
1

. . . ^"-VW +^ + . . . + ^'")

J J J (A + a^'i +a^ + + fl*ft')
H J 2

' '

__ . --
ijt . . . in r (n) (at

- a
2) (Oj

- a
s ) . . . (a :

- an)
A. + a^

the summation referring to a cyclical change of letters from a
l
to .,,

and the integration being effected for all positive values of the

variables for which x *i + x **+... 3> 1.

24. Prove that, n, r being positive whole numbers,

r r f" dx
l
dx<

i
...dx2n ___ (n + r-l)\ (2r)\

Jo Jo "Jo

[MATH. TRIP., 1870, WOLSTENHOLME.]
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25. Prove that

n-l -l n-1 "

</<.>-/>

(See Ex. 30, Ch. XXIV.) [MATH. TRIPOS, 1875.]

26. Prove that

000

00 d' \ 77
i+X,+ -

)
i 1 OX, dX

e ^iV ;r
_l

[LlOUVILLE.]

27. If n be a positive integer, show that for an integration

conducted over a triangle of area A in the x-y plane

\\>

where Hn is the arithmetic mean of the homogeneous products of

the ordinates of the corners, and find the corresponding result for

any plane polygon. [RODTH, Rigid Dyn., p. 425.]

28. Show that if the integration be conducted for all positive

values of x
lt x%, x

3 ,
x
4 such that x

l
+ x.

2 > 1 and x
3 + x

4 > 1, then

1 1 x
l
ii- l

xjt-'
L
xJ3-'

L
X4

i*- l dx
1
dx

2
dx

3
dx

4

=
r(i 1)r(i2)r(i3)T

29. If ts=x
1

n + xj
l + ...+ xn

n and XjXz
...xn = a 11

,

evaluate the integral

rr r<rtx **%* n-i^,^ ^=1... I O ^/1 iX/n U^q '

,

Jo Jo Jo
n~ l

i y-i n-iWWW W 111
30. If t =

ajj"

1 + a;^" + x^ + ... xnn and .r
1
^x

2"x.^ ... xn
n =

a, show that

rr r<r*dxd* & -
?i! (^

Jo Jo -Jo
^^-^-i- wn+i ewa



CHAPTER XXVI.

DEFINITE INTEGRALS (I.).

988. It has been stated that when
]<j>(x)

doc can be integrated,

and the result of the indefinite integration is ^(x), then the

quantity ^(b)-^(a) is denoted by fy(x)dx;
and it has been

shown that ^(b)-^(a) is the reSUlt f obtaining the limit

when h is indefinitely small of

where b=a+nh; and the process of obtaining the value of

(

b

<j>(x)dx has been termed a Definite Integration.
*

We have performed this definite integration in many cases,

first of all obtaining the indefinite integral by the rules of

the early chapters and so finding *(x), and then inserting the

values of the limits to obtain the expression ^(b)-^(a); and

in doing this our chief attention has been centred upon the

discovery of the function \f,(x),
whose differential coefficient

is <f>(x);
i.e. upon the reversal of the general problem of

differentiation.

It will have been gathered from the last two chapters that

the value of the definite integral between certain specific limits

can be obtained in many instances by some artifice, even in

cases where it is not possible to perform the indefinite integra-

tion ;
i.e. that it is possible sometimes to arrive at the value of

^(b')-\l, (a)
without finding the form of ^(x) at all. Such a

case was that of ^ e~*dx discussed in Art. 864, where the

180
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indefinite integration of e~x*

could not be expressed in finite

terms, but for which the definite integral from to oo was

discovered to be --_--. It is to this class of definite integral in
JU

particular that we now turn our attention, and it is to this

class viz. where the integrand does not admit of indefiniteo

integration in finite terms that the term Definite Integral is

by convention mainly confined.

A very large number of such results have been found. A
collection of such definite integrals was made by Bierens de

Haan, and published under the title Tables d'Integrates

Dejinies (Amsterdam).

989. The artifices employed are numerous and" of great

variety and ingenuity. It is impossible to give an exhaustive

list, but some of the more common devices are as follow :

(a) The use of a reduction formula connecting the integral

sought with one or more other integrals already

found, or more capable of investigation, or with some

multiple of itself.

rd

(6) The integral I <j)(x)dx may be regarded
Ja

as

in which the notation will explain itself. That is,

the summation from a to d may be broken up into

sections, (a to 6), (b to c), etc., and each part may be

considered separately.

(c) The expansion of the function to be integrated, or of

some factor of it in a convergent series, or in partial

fractions, with the integration of the several terms

and a final summation of the results.

(d) Change of the variable with the corresponding change
in the limits.

(e) Differentiation or integration of a known integral with

regard to some constant which it may contain.

(/) A factor of the function to be integrated may itself be

the result of a known integration between certain
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constant limits. Upon substituting this integral for

. the factor a double integral may be formed, and a

change in the order of integration or a transformation

to a system of new variables may succeed in obtaining

the value of the integral under consideration.

(g) Investigation of the integral from the original summa-

tion definition of an integral.o

(/i) The application of some general theorem such as those

already considered in the Eulerian integrals or

Dirichlet's integrals, or the theorems of Frullani,

Cauchy, Kummer, Poisson or Abel, which will be

severally discussed in their proper places.

(i) Several of these methods may be combined.

(j) The application of Cauchy's theorem in integrating round

some closed contour. Contour integration will be

reserved for a special chapter.

(k) The substitution of a complex quantity for a constant

involved in a known integral, and in its result, fol-

lowed by equating real and unreal parts, frequently

suggests new integrals; but the method requires

great caution if it is to be regarded as rigidly estab-

lishing the values of the resulting definite integrals

without further investigation. But it frequently

happens that such suggested results can be established

by other means.

These are the principal devices used. There are many others

applicable to particular forms. A general statement such as

the above is necessarily vague on account of its generality.

The student should examine the mode of procedure in the

numerous cases which we shall have to discuss, and note for

himself the method adopted.

990. Illustrations of Definite Integrals deduced by Change of

the Variable.

1.7=1 log sin OdO [Euler, Ada Petrop., vol. i., p. 2].
Jo

Writing 6=^ <J>,
/= I Iogcos0d0=l \ogcos6d6.* J Jo
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Adding, we have

tr TF

r?
p?

27= (log sin 0+ log cos &)de=\ (Iogsin20 I6g2)d6
Jo Jo

IT

/*T

=
log sin 20d9^ log 2, and writing ^ for 20,

Jo *

I log sin 20 (Z0= -
I log sin ^ ^x= I log sin 10= 7

;

Jo ^ Jo Jo

/. 27=7-|"log2, giving 7-Jlog..& a A

f
?

f* 7T 1

Hence I logsin0cW=l logcos 6d6=- log ^ .......... (1)
Jo Jo

It also follows that

r(logsin0-logcos0)cZ0=0, i.e.
\ Iogtan0d6>=0, ...(2)

Jo Jo

P P TT
and I log sec Orf0=l logcosec 0^0=^log2.......... (3)

Jo Jo

If we write sin x we have another form of the same integral, viz.

rioff
as TT ,

1
ft ofa= -log- ;

........................... (4)
Vl-^2 2 8 2'

or again, putting ^= 6"*,

or T -fl-L ^= 4- log 2
;
..... (5)

Jo VsinhjF V2o v/e'^-1
- 2

or again, integrating (1) by parts,

^ log sin 0T- f
JQ JO

........................... (6)

or integrating again,

r V
I 9 /I W-l/
Jo sin 2 ^

or, which is the same thing, putting cot 0x,

(8)
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. /= /
.
-

5-^, a and b both positive (Poisson, Journal de VEcole
Jo a + tcos^'

Polytechnique, xvii., p. 624, case where = &=
Writin TT-< for $,

_, TT f'sin^^ irr A /ft, A /6 ,27=
,
-y

' =r - V ~ t;U1 v ~ oos <P
6 ,,^1 >a "

J
- + cos2

<^

The case a = 6=l gives /
-

7- d6 = IT tan"1
1 =

Jo l+cos^fl 4

991. In illustration of the method of expansion we may, for the

/ b \~1

same example in the case a > b, expand (
1 +- cos2

I . Then
\ a J

/= -
/

a.'o

a convergent expansion if 6 <a.
But

r "

_
3 a 5 a*

= tan" 1 V~ 1>V Gregor\-'s Series.
v/a6

X

If, however, a<b the expansion used would be divergent, and the

method would fail.

992. Illustrations of a Combination of Methods.

Let ^= xslnn xdx. Write x^=ir .

/= (TT y)smn ydy= 7r\ sinn ydy I
;

Jo Jo

.'. 1=^ I sin n xdx=7r I sinn ccrfa;,
2 Jo Jo

and the result can be written down.

. This integral is useful, in cases where F(x) is capable of

expansion in powers of sin x, for finding I x F(x) dx.
Jo
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,-rr /t

Ex. 1. 1= -r\og(l+naut>J^e&i ('<!)
./d Sin#

r % 9=
| .r w- sm.?;+ sm-.r- ... ete

.'o [_ 2 o J

W7T2 n2 W3 1 7T tt
4 2 W5 3 1 7T H& 4 2

=
T~~2' 7r+

3'
7r22~T'r

3
+

5''
r 422~6''

r
53

'1 w3
I 3 n5 \ r%2 2 w4 2 . 4 w6

. (See Z)t^. Cafe., p. 90, Ex. 3, Part 3.)

f .*<&?
Ex. 2. /= =:--

./o 1 + cos a am a:

= 1 x
(
1 - cos a sin .r+ cos2 a sin 2# . . . ) dx

.'

TTT ,!TT ,2 .Slir ,42
=

7r|
--cosa + cos2

a2 g
-cos3

ttg
+ cos4a- - - -cos&a-

g

2= -TT cos a + ;r
co

A

24 ~|

i

-j-rcos5 a + ...

A . o J

sin" 1 cos a

Vl cos2 a
^(1- cos-'a)

*
(See Di^. Cofc., Ex. 3, p. 85.)

2 7T
2 ' a ,,,,

(
\\ OLSTENHOLME.)

sin a 2 sin a sin a

This integral might be treated thus :

Write TT x for x,

r (TT-T\AT C*/I IT * /
***

.
= 7T I

Jo l + cosasina7 Jo1 + cos a sin x Jo l+cosasin#

i[

sec2
^r dx

2 Jo 1+cosasin^r 21 x
. 9 .r

1 + 2 cos a tan - + tan2 -

x \1
T

tan -+ cosa\

.If _!
/ J o sin a

TT . . . a= . tan"1

(tan a) = TT - .

sin a sin a
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EXAMPLES.

pt
,

1 . Prove that x/z- + I dx = ff + log f .

Js

2. Prove that
f

*

sec3 d0 =
-/=

+ \ log (^2 + 1
).

Jo N'-J -1

[ST. JOHN'S, 1884.]

1 1

log W2 +

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1889.]

3. Prove that

[ST. JOHN'S, 1882 and 1887.]

4. Show that, n being a positive integer,

1 1 1

1 1 . x logo;

~2 (l+x)n
~ 2
+ g f+x ~/i ~\n-i

and that

. f* logx , 1 /I 1 1 1 \
() ,,

&
>, dx= -- IT + O + O+---+ --

o )'

Jo (l+) n-l\l 2 3 n -2J

Jo (1 +z)
4

[ST. JOHN'S, 1882.]

Jo (l+)5 g
[ST. JOHN'S, 1882.]

5. Prove that

f

1

(sin ^ - cos 6) log (sin + cos 0} dO = 0.

J o [ST.

iat

T 6* log sin 0rf0 =^T 2
log (V2 sin 6} dO.

[ST. JOHN'S, 1884.]

6. Prove that

[ST. JOHN'S, 1884.]

7. Prove that

f
00 dx 2jr g + b

>

J _ (x
2 ax + a2

)(x
2 te -I- i

2
)

~
v/3 a6(a

2 + ab + fc
2
)

'

dx =
27T 1

(x
2 ax + a2

) (x
2
+ te + ft

2
)

"
v/3 ai(a + i)

'

[COLLEGES 7, 1891.]

"> 11
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IT

i!

7T
'

8. Show that - dx = ^\os2. TT 10001tan a; 2 [OXFORD II. P., 1888.]

9. Show that

o
[MATH. TRIPOS, 1887.]

10. Show that

f
a

. . kirx , ka-!rsinh(pa)(-l}
k

smh px sin ax = --
9 , ,

-
.

J a p^a
2 + k2K2

[CLARE, CAIUS AND KING'S, 1885.]

1 1 . Prove that

... f* sitfxdx __1_ _ ri+m -f _
"1

Jo e2ma;(cos*-msina;)
2 ~2m(l +m2

) L! -w J'

f
* cos2

a;(/a; = 1

J o e
2"ia;

(sin x + 7n cos
a;)

2 2m (1 + w2
)

m
[Si. JOHN'S, 1886.]

12. Prove that ..
[QXF> n> p> 1M6>]

13. Show that
1

r

J ^
log (sin x + cos x) dx = -

1 log 2.

[COLLEGES, 1886.]

C dx TT

Jo eVsinh 2x 2^2' [Si. JOHN'S, 1890.]

15. Prove that

Cb fb

xf{x(\ -x)}dx = A I f{x(l -x)} dx.

Ji-b h-b
[COLLEGES, 1882.]

ITn
16. Prove that I sin"2^1ogtan Odd = Q, where n is any positive

lnteSer [COLLEGES, 1882.]

17. Prove that

/ . o / TVo Cv*/ ^= A . * ,

j6 (x + a^z + o)
2

2(a + o)

[ST. JOHN'S, 1890.]

18. Establish the result

/n- , <.

I x2 sin 2x sin
( -^

cos x
}

I
^ /7

JO 2X 7T 7T
'

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1882.]
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7T 24

dx = 7
~
-* '

4 7T
S
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19. Prove that

\]{(!*-
l

)
s[nx

-l
cos

*}'

[COLLEGES /3, 1890.]

IT

20. Prove that f

*

log ( 1 + tan 6)36 = "-*/~
J 8 [TRINITY, 1885.]

21. If a be any angle between - and -
^ ,

show that

log (
1 -f- tan a tan x) dx = a log sec a.

Jo L
e

' 1884.]

22. Prove that, in general,

[Y

where

1/3

1

a =

and F is any function. [e, 1881.]

23. Prove that

tr

f* 1 4-k
Iog(sin

2 + 2 cos20)</0
= 7rlog- (k^O).

Jo
[Oxr. I. P., 1918.]

24. Prove that

f
*

/ i2\ 1 f
w

/f^+Sj^-iJ _oo \ * / ttj
_

C sin"* i* y*

993. Integrals of form
J

- dx, (in < n), etc.

Jo x
\ m n *)*y

Consider the integral /= I dx, r being a real constant.
Jo x

TC T f
"
sin y 1 f

"
sin x , , .

,
.

It we write rx=y, 1 (*>y= \
dx, which is

Jo y .Jo x

independent of r. But it is obvious upon changing the sign

of r in the original integral that the sign of the result must be

changed, for all elements of the integrand
'- -

change sign.X

Further, when r=0 the value of / is zero. Here then is a

curious discontinuity which must be examined.

The integral is of great importance in the theory of definite

integrals, and we propose to illustrate by means of it several

methods of procedure as mentioned above.
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994. METHOD I. By breaking up the Integration into Sections.

We have I, f ^d*=\(\'+D+ (f'+ [")
+ -

JO X L VO JlT
'

\|2ir JSTT/

/r(2-i)T
j-2nn-

\ Isina; ,+ ( + )+... -dx,
\l(2n-2)ir J(2n-l)>r/

a notation which will need no explanation.
In these pairs of successive integrals put x=7r y, -ir-\-y\

Sir y, 3-7T+2/; ... ("2n ])TT y, (2n l)7r+ 7/; etc.

Then

r2n-i77 S ina,
po sin -w

f.

ir sin i/
ofa;= I 7^

--~
-='d/u**\ -^ ^' dy,

J (2n_ 2)Tr
x J w (2n-l)7r-y J o (2n-l)7r-2/

'

f
2njr sinx 7 f

7"

sin-!/dx=
\ ^---~ dy.-

J (2n_ 1)7r
x J (27i-l)7r+ 2/

and

Thus, putting n= 1, 2, 3 ... successively, the integral becomes

7=1 sinv ----r
--

His
----r--h---^

Jo
9
lir-y TT+ y^'Sir-y Z-v+y^

C
w

. 1 11= \ smy^ta,n'^dy (Hobson, Trigonometry, p. 335.)
Jo

f
ir y 1 f

71
^

TT= sin2

^-cfy=- (l-cos7/)^=^.
Jo z Jo

995. If we putxy it is clear that

00 sin TV sin w sinx

o

Hence

sinx , /r
, f" \sinx 7 f sm a? T .

TT. f'Xsinx f"
)- -r7a;=2

Jo/ SB J
x VJ^ 'J / jpvr "Jo x 2

996. If r be positive we have, by putting rx=y,

sin rx ^ f
00
sin it , ?r

If r be negative we have, by putting rx=y,

sin rx f~ sin -y , f sin y ,_ -Jtdy**- -f-dyJo 2/ J->2/
f
*

Jo

x

sn
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If r be zero the integrand is zero, and

f
w
sin rx

Jo X
'dx=0.

997. If the integrand be regarded as a function of r the

discontinuity may be exhibited geometrically by tracing the

graph of y=\ d9, which will consist of
Jo

"

7T

the straight line y= ^, from z= oo to x=Q
;

Z

the point =(), i/ 0, when a;=0;

the straight line y=-^, from x=0 to z=oo
;

25

and is shown in Fig. 323.

Fig. 323.

s 1 ! I 77

998. The graph of the integrand, viz.
,
is shown in Fig. 324.

The integral I dx is the difference of the areas between the
Jo x

r-axis and the successive portions of the curve which lie above the .r-axis

-fir

Fig. 324.

in the first quadrant and below it in the fourth quadrant. The successive

maxima rapidly diminish. The positions of these maxima are given by
the equation tan.r=^c, and can be determined graphically as the inter-

sections of the graphs of y= tan x and y= x. They occur in each case a little
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sin ic

earlier than midway between two successive cuts of the curve y= X

by the .r-axis, but rapidly approximate to the midway as x increases.

999. METHOD II. A Further Illustration of breaking up the

Integration into Sections.

Since the ^/-axis is an axis of symmetry for the graph of

sin a;
- we may take

r
.'. 27=

f
w
sin x , If" sin x

,~
\

&#==- ax;
Jq x 2J-*, x

'

fir flir XJir /"47T

+ 1 +
[

+ - +-.
J J T J STT J 3rr

J T J 2ff J

,

ax.

Sir

In the integrals in the first row put

x=y, v+ y, 2-rr+y, S-r+'y, etc.,

and in the second row

x ?r-(- y, 2?r+ 2/,
STT+ I/, etc.

Then

"U
J

i
~'" y

=
1 sin i/ ,cosecydy= I \dy= ir

Jo Jo

, TT , .. (Hobson, Triqonometry , Art. 295)
giving 7=^ as before.

This proof .is similar to that of Method I., but makes use of

the expression for cosec y in partial fractions instead of that

for tan ^ .

Zi

1000. METHOD III. Illustrating Differentiation under an Integra-

tion Sign.
r ^m TJC

(1) Consider the integral 1=1 e~kx
"

dx, where r is positive and

k any finite positive quantity, which we shall ultimately diminish without

limit.
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Then so long as k lies between and + cc
,

&I r t,sin(r + Sr)A'-8inra: dx
o>
=

/ Sr

t 96) '

=

and proceeding to the limit when Sr is indefinitely small,

dl k , [ sin rx , r
j-= 7TT'2 "whence /= I c " of.r= tan- 1

7 ,

ar Xr
2+ ri

-' x k

no constant being needed since each side vanishes with r.

If in this result we diminish k indefinitely towards zero, the integral

rSlll

TV ?* 7T 7T- dx. and tan" 1 T tends to the limit or -=

x k 22
according as r is positive or negative. But if r = the integral is

obviously zero.

r sin rx , r TT

Hence I
- ao.-= -, or --

according as />, = or <0.

(2) As a further illustration of this method, let

dd

(acos
2
<9+/38in

a
l9)"'

a and /2 being of the same sign, so that the subject of integration has no

infinity between the limits.

LetA = ^- +^. Then A/,,= - M/M +I.

Hence

j
sr

\~i
? TT

)
=-

.-^.2va

And since
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the general result is

TT -!"/ c> __
a

22"
p\q\ xa/3a"/3'

TT 1 "(2)!(20)! 1
J

=i5*-i ^5? \Pw) ^' where p+i= n -

Also, since

* cos* gag 97,._ sin2 0c?0

all integrals of the forms

r-_ d$_ p cosWfl
f*

sin z 0dO
Jo (aco8

2
6>+ sin 2

#)
H

Jo (a cos
2
0-I-/3 sin 2

g)' Jo (acos
2 ^+ /^sm

a
^)

n

can be computed, being a positive integer and a, /? of the same sign.

1001. Since

/, , ar b sin bx-a cos &#
e cos ox ax= e~ -5 r;

--
1- const.

,,.., . in bx
and

~ ~/",,,..
I e~aa:

s
i ^

we have
v j *a being supposed positive.

= T ...... (2),

Integrating the first of these equations with regard to 6 from to b,

c
smbx, b /ox1 dx= tan 1

-, (3)x a

and integrating the second from c to b (both positive) and

1,
2+c2 ,..

Jo
'

x ^2a+B'
When a diminishes indefinitely the limiting form of (3) is

rsin
bx , TT TT , ,.

<fc=
2

or --, (5)

according as b is positive or negative.

If in equation (4) we make a diminish indefinitely,

f .: *V^ -^= Io
g| -,

CB)

If we differentiate (1) and (2) n- 1 times with regard to a,

;o
'

rfa"

where tan g= -,
a

and
^o
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Here n is a positive integer and a is positive.

The case when n is not a positive integer is considered later.

1002. METHOD IV. Deduction of a Definite Integral from the
Summation Definition.

We may employ either of the well-known trigonometrical series

...adm/. (7r>0>-7r),
2, o

-= sin 0+ -Bin 30+ -sin 50+ ... ad inf. (TT> 0> -TT),
4 a o

to obtain the value of I dx,
Jo x

sin h sin2/t sin3A

ir A v
k=~2~

=
2'

[For the first series see Diff. Calc., p. 108, Ex. 21 (2).011
For the second add to the first - =sin 0-^sin 20+ 5 sin 30- ...

,

2t 2t o

or otherwise. (Hobson, Trigonometry, p. 288.)

See Bertrand, Calcul. Diff. et Int., vol. i., pages 304, 383.]

1003. METHOD V. Again illustrating Derivation from the Defini-

tion of an Integral as a Summation.

Consider the series

, <r9*8in0 e- 259 sin20 e" 32<> sin30
,S=

^
H +

g
(-... ad inf.

,
e-^cos

,

e-W cos 20
,

-
3<?fl

Let C= + - -- -+
1 2 3

These series are convergent so long as q is positive.

""
e
ni

i n

e~q sin

.'. S= tan" 1

- -
1 - e q cos

sin

J - cos
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In the limit when Q is made indefinitely small,

=tan Lte=Q

195

Now

cos 6 . 1 TT

a
= tan"1 -= tan"1

q.
"+sin0 q *

e sin x

e

o x

dx=.
2k 3h

+

Now let q diminish indefinitely to zero, the limit towards which the

result tends without limit is

1004. The integral /=/ - ^15 o?^=tan~1 - may be established
Jo x

for the case q>r thus
; expanding sin rx, we have

But

. =--= -
,

- -v-...=-.
q 3 q* 5 q

6
q

This series, however, is divergent if q < r. See Art. 1000 (1).

1005. METHOD VI. Illustration of Use of Change of Order of

itegration.

Consider the double integral
/oo /-oo

/= I / e~*v sin rx dx dy.
Jo Jo

Integrating first with respect to y,

T rr , sin r^"!*1300
, f

x
sinrx

7I==\ -e~xy- dx= / dx.
Jo L X Jy=o Jo x

Changing the order of integration, integrate first with regard to x,

or -
,

2
'

f
K

r J Pi 1 V~T K=
I -s-o dy = tan"1 - = -
Jo r2+#

2 J
L rJo 2

according as r is positive or negative ;

x

according as r is positive or negative.

TT TT

H OI> ~at2 2
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1006. METHOD VII. The integral may also be established by the

method of contour integration. (See Art. 1302.)

1007. The expression for cotz in partial fractions (Hobson,

Trigonometry, p. 334) is

.

l

If (z) be any periodic function of z with periodicity TT, i.e.

such that
<t>(z)

=
(f>(z-{-rir) for all positive or negative integral

values of r, we have
/ f f2ir f3fr

In these integrals, put

z=y> 7r+ y 2-jr+ y ... in the first row,

and T+ ,
2?r+ ... in the second row.

rir+ y

= r (-">
rfy
-f^w rf

Jo rtr Joriryrtr Joyrir
Hence

= 1 <f>(y)cotydy,
Jo

i.e. ^-^ =1 0(x)cota;c?a;, where 0(a;)=j- a; J

Thus, if 0(o;)= tan x, dx=\ tan x cot xdx=ir.
J-oo X J

rfl tl ^)*

Also - - is not affected by a change of sign of x, and its
IP

graph is symmetrical about the y-axis.

f"tana; , , f" tana; , tr
Hence - dx= A I

- dx= s ,

Jo a:
J
J- a; 2
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and writing rx for x,

f" tanra; , IT TT
dx= =

,
or as r is -f

ve
,

ve or zero.
Jo ' of

1008. We now proceed to consider some consequences of the

vocmli" /*-oiCoUiu I S1H 7^iC 7T

Jo x
X=

2'

By the ordinary method of summation, we have

PC
Q
sin 2px-\-

p
C\ 8m(2p~2)x-\-...-\-

pCp_l
sin 2x=

C" COS?XSmpX _. _1 "frpf-i i pr _i_. \ prt T
77

"

1009. In the same way
- p

(7j sin(2/> 2)^p+... +( ])
p~lpCp_l

sm 2x

=
(

1 )* 2P sinpx sin px, (p even)

P-I
or =( 1)2 2P sinp^ cosjo^r, (p odd).

Hence _ .

[(1
_ ,r _

,j _,_ ,).

1010. Again,

.

= x coeff. of 2 in (1 +^2"+1 x

~2 2.4.6...2n

1011. Let a and 6 be any two positive quantities (a> 6).

rsin(a+6)aj 7 TT , tsin(ab)x 7 TT

Then -* dx=^ and dx^-^.
Jo x 2 JQ x 2

Hence, adding and subtracting,

fsin axcosbx , TT , f^cosajcsin 6a; , _-dx= and - ax=0.
Jo x '2 jo x
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We may then state that

t*
1

sin px cos qx , TT

I
- - dx

g
or 0, according as p > q or

both being considered positive.

ilp=q,
I

co

si 1 -rr TT

1012. Graphical Illustrations.

Consider the graph of y= f
8in^008 ^

rfft
Jo (j

We may write this as y-J f in(^+l)^+ sin(^
2.'o (j

If,.-,,

Hence the graph is discontinuous and as shown in Fig. 325.

y

1013. Graph of y=f-
Jo

Fig. 325.

sin Oco&xQ ,-



Here,
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_1
it x^> i, y o

7T

4
;

and the graph is as shown in Fig. 326.

199

o

y
r

Fig. 326.

being again discontinuous at x= 1 and x= 1.

1014. Consider the integral

COS21
IDfJo dz,

and put 2=ax and z=bx therein alternately.

h h

f cos ax 1 , f&cos&x 1 7Then ax= I ax,
Jo x Jo x

h

fal _
JhX

h

'<* cos ax cos&x

X

cos bx

Now
I b r*r\Q ri /y* I QITI /I'y
I
w ^Uo L/i^ T C51I1 \JJU J.- <faj= rh x b J

h h

*
,

1sin bx 1~1*
,

1 f& sin foe

r---
6 a?J

and when ^ is increased indefinitely, becomes j \

-

2~D J li tJU
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and this must lie in numerical magnitude intermediate between

the results obtained by replacing sin bx by 1 and by + 1

If IT a~b .

respectively, i.e. between T or
/; ,

i.e. 0.
C/ L Ju I ft \jiv

Therefore the second integral, for the infinite interval between

- and r vanishes, and we have
a b

f" cos ax cosbx , , b
dx=log-.

o x a

This is a special case of a theorem due to Frullani to be

proved later (Art. 1183).

1015. It follows that

fJo
. b-a . b+a

rsin
px sin qx , \ . p+ q1 dx = -

log-t- (p > q and both positive).
C t 7) Q

We have now considered

= l
!
gg
-

.'o ^ 2 p-q

f sin pa; cos qx , TT
and

/
-dx= - or 0, as p> or <q (Art. 1011).

JO JO A

A180 ^ is infinite (Art. 348).

1016. Taking y=

as r is positive or negative, or if r=0, integrate with regard
to v from r=0 to r=r,

"
1 cosrO ,n -Trr -Trr

as r is positive or negative, or if r0
;

i.e. putting 2r for r,

Trr ?rr

as r is positive or negative, or if r be zero.
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1017. To illustrate this geometrically, consider the graph of

y= ? fTTJO
dO,

x'

which consists of the parts of the lines y= x which lie in the first and
second quadrants.

1018. Integrate equation (1) with respect to r between limits and r.

rri frd-sinrO ,n TT TT . .,. ,.Then
/ -^ dv= -r2 or -r2

,
as r is positive or negative.

Jo ffi 44
Thus the graph of y -

I m~~~ consists of the parts of the

two parabolas y= x* and y= #2
,
as x is positive or negative, which lie

in the first and third quadrants.

y

X 1

y

Fig. 328.

Similarly we might proceed to further integrations.

1019. Graph of de -

Since a change of sign of x evidently does not affect the value of the

integral, the ?/-axis is an axis of symmetry.
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Also

CHAPTER XXVI.

. X ., . X . ... , . X .. . X .

y=asin- if sin- be positive and y= asm - if sin- be negative.a a a a

Hence the graph is that shown in Fig. 329.

y

X' O

Fig. 329.

r*
/J

2- dO= + - with regard to r between limits
-v, tf Z

q and p (both positive and p>q), we obtain

i.e. _2_^
JO fifl

or putting p+ q= 2a, p-q= 2b,

rsin
ad si n

w~
where 6 is the smaller of the two quantities a and 6.

sin2 cos #0
dO.

In the first place a change of sign of x does not affect y. Hence the

axis is an axis of symmetry.
Also we have

sin 6 ,

2 Jo
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The graph therefore consists of :

(a) the portion of the #-axis from #=2 to x= oo
,

(b) the portion of the line y= - -r- from ,r=0 to #= 2,

(c) the portion of y= - + from x -2 to #= 0,

(of) the portion of the #-axis from #=00 to #= 2.

Fig. 330.

And the discontinuous nature is shown in the illustration (Fig. 330).

'sin* 6 sin x6
1022. Trace the graph of y= I dd. (Math. Tripos, 1895.)

We note in the first place that a change of sign of x gives a change of

sign of y. That is, the origin is a centre of symmetry.
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Again, #=0 if #=
;

.'. .4 = 0;

and at x= 2,

Therefore the graph in the first quadrant consists of a portion of the

parabola y=ir (4r -#2
)/8 from x= Q to #= 2, the vertex being at (2, Tr/2),

and a line, 2y= 7r, parallel to the .r-axis from .r=2 to #=00.

And remembering that there is symmetry with regard to the origin,

the graph is as shown in Fig. 331.

It appears that the points P, P", where two of the discontinuities occur,

are the vertices of the two parabolic arcs, and that at the third discon-

tinuity which occurs at the origin the parabolas have the same tangent.
The discontinuities occur in the second differential coefficient.

1023. Cases of r^^ dx.
Jo xn

fi-yQ ^_

Let um =
I dx, where m is not less than n, and m, n
Jo

are either both odd or both even positive integers > 2. We
have proved in Art. 265 a reduction formula connecting
um. n ,

wm . n_2 and um_2<n_z, viz.

Now we have 1 _ 1 =-, 1^^=- (Art. 1016),

in3^. 1 r 3sin.r-si
d.c = -

x 4./0 x

. .-sin3^ , 1 , ,,TT TT
and 3i=l d.c = - fo = 7[3-l];r = -

;

Jo x 4./0 x 4 L J 2 4

and from the reduction formula,

_ ft
IT _ ir_37T _3fl"
2 '4 4 ' ^- 8

g

A1 rsin6.r, 1 f* sin 5^-5 sin 3^+ 10 sin x ,Also 6,i=| dx=-.\ d.v*
Jo x 2Vo x

Then the reduction formula,

and w= ,

gives 4.3
5j)
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1024. In order to generalise these results it will be plain

that it is necessary to express sin2r+1 a; in the form

and then we shall have

(see Art. 1010).

And similarly if we can obtain

sin2*"-1
:*; cos x in the form A

l
sin 2x+ Bl

sin 4>x-{-Cl sin

we shall have

M.
f
*
sin2r# , f sin2rafP

,

_ f sin ^-^ cos x ,

r,2
=

| ^-dx=\ +2r dx
JQ X L 9? JQ Jo X

lxcosx
a?

dx

and the sums A+B+C+ ...
,
and ^4

1+51+(71 +... are easy to

find. (Art. 1026.)

1025. It has been shown in Art. 1010 that

_TT 1.3.5. ..(2r-l)M'

2r+1 '
1~2 2.4.6...2r

and this with the reduction formula will enable us to obtain

the values of all integrals of form U
2n+li2p+1 (n <fc p).

, .. _ 1 . 3 . 5 TT 5ir
Thus, if r= 3, ^.'=2^76

'

2
=

2s
'

and 2.lM

77T 777T
giving 11,,.-^, :,,

=
,

Collecting the results, we have

58877T
.

and so on.

37T

_3jr _5^-
5,1-jg, ^.S-gg,

57T 77T

1157T
!

,384
'

777T 58877r

etc.

1.3.5...(2r-l) TT P .

,i
=

^ -. -, the same result as / s
4 * o . 2iT L Jo
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1026. Again, by differentiating the formula

s=0

we obtain

2rsin2''~ 1a;co3x=" Q2r_! ^ (~ l)*(2r 2s)
2r
CgSin(2r !

" 8=0

and the sum of the coefficients required (Art. 1024) is

=_L_ XCoef. of sr 1 in__

rsin^aj, 1.3.5...(2r--3)7r .,

Hence ^,, 2^
J Q -^-

^=
2 .4. 6 ... (2r-2) 2

l1

and =| if r=l,and =\ if r=2.

1027. Thus

TT TT 1.3 TT 3r 1.3.5 7r_57r. .

,, 2
=

2
; ^ 4=

4
; tt6

'
2
=
2T4' 2

=
16

; 8 ' 2"27176 '2 ~32 '

the first of these having been found before.

And now the reduction formula can be used,

.2 64+ 36 61! --6.5tt4 , 1!=0;

m=
! ) 5.4M6 ,+ 36tt6,4-6.5tt4>4=0;= b J

etc.,

TT TT UTT
giving t*4- 4=

"3'
M

. 4=
8'

W6i6
=

~4CT'

and collecting the results,

"7'
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3vr TT UTT

_5rrM >2
-

32 ,

and generally,

1028. A result due to Wolstenholme follows at once, viz.

r
?H^^(sin2

a;)^= r
r

^(sin2
a,)^

J - ao X Jo

provided -F(z) be any function of z which can be expanded in

a convergent series of positive integral powers of z. For let

Then

f ^^ F(sin*x)dx=2 f

"

^^ (^o+^i sin2x+^ 2
sin4

o;+ .. .)dx
J - -JO X JQ X

f
?

=2 (^ +^ 1
sin2aj+

Jo

=2
f

2

^(sin
2
x) dx= f

Jo Jo

1029. It is also plain that if ^(sin 6, cos 0) can be expressed
in the form A sinj90+5sing0+Csinr0+... ,

where p, q, r ... are all positive ;
then

or if _F(sin 0, cos 0) can be expressed as

A cos 2>0+5 cos q6+C cos rO+ ,

where p, q, r are all positive, and if ^4+ J5+(7+...=0, then

f ff(sinfl, cos0)^_f
co

Jo

"

~&~ Jo

_r
"Jo

... ,Q

and evidently other propositions of similar kind may be

enunciated.
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1030. Ex. 1. Since ar+i.i
= f

'

? 'o ^o"
^

?> we haveB*4o* r 2*

r.
1 + nsin ax dx .

log- r- (<1| >0)
1 wsmoj; .r

nM-
l 3 ?)'" \ </;/* . 7t . , 7J. . , \ (ta;

T sm ax-\-in 3ax+ sin5ax+ ... I
-

o 5 / x

TT
.
n3

1 TT
.
n5 1.3 TT

. ~| ..__,_ /^,^^_,, 85
x

r. . , . . dx 7T .
,

tanli" 1

(n sin ax) =^sin~
1 n ;x 2

ndifra=, / tanh- 1

(i sin ox) =
v^-

JQ X 1Z

1.3.5...(2r-3) TT
Ex. 8. Since ^..-^-^-L-^ .

_
(r>2))

r
I+nsin^xjx

.'o
e

1 -nsnrox x2

f / . ,
,
n3

.
.
n5

. \= 2 /
( T sm zax+ ir-sin

8ax+ sm 10ox+ ... )

Jo \ 1 6 o J

_ TT( n1.3 n8
1 . 3 . 5 . 7

ja
2V
n+

3"2T4
+y2.4.6.8

/ , i _i/ . n , n.r TTCI , ,A
J^

tanh l(nsm*aa.)-^= {J

T? i 7 f sin2x, , ./ a . , \,
-t-x. 3.

/ 2" tanh-M cos ^sin^x lax.

By Wolstenholme's principle given above, this integral
w

= 2 / tanh- 1

(
cos

|
sin2 .r

j
dx

= 2
/

cos 1 8in 2x+ -cos3
^sin'x+ rC085

5sin
10x+...

JO L- 9s 32 52 I

oil ,a531 1 .a 97531

1 1.3.523 1.3.5.7.9
+_ _ _ _

2J (i_^ (1+2)|
2 2 2.4.6 32.4.6.8.10 5

and writing z= cos 26, this integral

L 1 Usin^cos^,^
COS0/ cos 2^

Hence putting 4^= a, 7=7rlogcot
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1031. If p and q be positive integers and p<q, the integral

7=1 dx may be investigated by a method which does
Jo x<1

not entail the successive calculation of previous results of the

same form leading up to this integral, as was done in

Art. 1023.

f
00

Ha)
^z

q-ie-*zdz- = ~,
1*OO *i t /*CO f3O

si Y\IT
we have dx-. =-n I z^~^e~xz^vs^xdzdx.

Jo & (g-l)!J Jo

Now, p being taken greater than unity, and a positive

r -r Df
e-axsinPxdx=^v . ./

e-a*sin^- 2z c&e (Art. 104)
JQ P ""~ (t Jo

/?! 1 . ,

7 a / _o\2i /^ 2^o2\
- it P be even

p!

-2)
2
} ... (a

2+P)

, p sfl-t-dz_ .. ,- 1t

p I f z*-1
tZz

r<J-ftJt (2
2+l 2

)(z
2+32

)(z
2
+52) ...

(
Z +^)

lf ^
t

The integrand can then be put into partial fractions of the

form : j> | ~ 2fcZ

even, Y) -0-^7^2 or

(g even) (g odd) ;

j)+i P+I
2 D 2 R

p^d. s^r_. or s
(^ odd) (q even) ;

and their coefficients have been found in Arts. 162 to 165.

In the two cases p even,"* p odd,^
the integrals are of the

q even,/ q odd,/

inverse tangent species, viz:

FQ
/^ ~p t/ l_ft '"-'O ^

but in the remaining cases the integrals are logarithmic.
E.KC. n. o
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1032. Particular cases are simple.

ThuS
o "F (*

i+l* + o

3T9
an

zdz

3i r ** - 3 /"i _i -_!=,+! ,-UiA

,* i T 3 f
9 iYr- 3ir

3~
tan H"S \rVf~T1

/-sin'*, 3tf zdz

J -p-^nJo (?nw+3"2

1033. The general result is not difficult to obtain ;
the integrations

have already been performed in Arts. 162, etc.

r sin^ j P- r *~2dz
( P

eVen
'\ and p*q}',

Jo ~&~
C 1==

(^iyiJo (2
2+ 2^)(Z

2+ 4'0...(2
2+p2

) Weven/
and by writing ? -2 for

2?| in result (A )
of Art 162

,

and p for 2J

_P
(7i(?

,_ 2)-i + ... + (_l)?-
1^ p _ 1 2^]....(A)

2

and q be

and writing g- 1 for 2j \
[n regult^ of Arfc 164> the integral

and p for 2?i - 1 J

q-p
j__

If p be even~\
A T, jjr

andy be odd )

r sin".t- , p !

Jo ~^~'
'=

(T^T)!

and writing ?
- 3 for 2q\ Jn regult (B) of Art 163> the indefinite integral is

and p for Zn)

-^(p -
2)'-

1

log {2
2 + (p

-

(f-l)l 2"

f- 1 J'

Now in the expansion of (e*
-

e-*)"
=
(Zx+ ...)

p= 2"d;p+ ... there are no

terms of lower degree than x". Hence, if q be >_p, the coefficient of

yfl~
l
is zero

; i.e. the coefficient of ^*-1 in

^

A-PX
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is zero ;
and p being even and q odd,

vanishes identically. Hence, multiplying this expression by log z2
,
and

subtracting it from the portion of the indefinite integral in square

brackets, we have

which vanishes when z is infinitely large.

Hence
p++i

7
p

2-1

log2 .....(C)
1 -J

Finally, if p be odd ) ,

j i. f andand
5-
be evenj

ain"* ,
= p! T #~*zdz

(

o afl (q -1)1 o

integral is

and writins: a 1 for .

andj>for2-lj
m result (D) of Art' 165

'
the indefinite

2~

and in this case (p odd, ^ even) we have, in the same way as before,

"C j*-.
1 - '^(p - 2)'-

1
+*C'2(p

-
4)'-

1 -... + (- l)T"*C7j,a P-
1 =

0,
2

an identity. Multiplying by log z2 and subtracting from the portion of

the indefinite integral in square brackets, we get

+( _ l

which vanishes when z is infinitely large.

Hence we get
9-P+l

/""sinPr ( 11 2
1 F

Jo ^JT**- (q-l)l a^L'C>o

+(-l)^(7P_-i
l*-1

logl],
.............(D)

the last term vanishing. 2 -1
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Hence, summing up, the four results may be written as

to ^ or
^-jj terms, if p - q be even, or as

(-ipr
2

to or P terms, ifp-q be odd ; p being <
<?

2i 2t

This generalisation is due to the late Prof. Wolstenholme.

It will be noticed that more is effected by the treatment of
/

/ dx in this article than in Art. 1023, as the limitation p, q, both

even or both odd, is now avoided.

1034. Thus, for instance,

1. Show that

r si?*, r
(Jo x Jo \ a;

2 . Prove that (,)

,
9N

'

;

EXAMPLES.

;

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1884.]

2.4...2

[TRINITY, 1889.]

o T> it. j f sin a; . f
"
tan x , TT

3. Prove that tfo;= I _ dx=-
Jo x Jo x 2> [MATH. TRIPOS, 1887.]

4. Find the value of f

*

fsin a: + sin -} - .

Jo\ S/ [COLLEGES /9, 1888.]

5. Trace the locus y = f

"
cos ^sin3^ rfft

Jo
"
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6. Describe the discontinuous surface =
-r. dd.

a Jo

[TBINITY, 1888.]

7. Show that

{</>0
- 2<1 + x*<f>'2

- etc. } dx = %ir<j> (
-

i),
Jo

/*oO *

and apply this theorem to find 1 dx.

Jo x [GLAISHEB.]

8. Discuss the locus

(2x-n + l)6 . nO 6 dd~~ -

where n is a positive integer.

9. If < a < TT, prove that

+ sin u sin x dxr\ Pi !+ si

(1)
Jo

logr^isin a sin x x

,.., f
00

, 1 +sin2 asin2
o; c^x , r:- n-

(ll) lOg,
-

r-5
-r-5--5

= 7T (V 1 + Sill
2 a - COS

Cl).7

J
to

1 -sm2asm2 x a;
2

10. Prove that f f"^ ?^. dx = *(*j2
-

1).
J-ooX^l + sin2 ^)

1035. Let Ii=\e-
ax
cosbxdx, I

z
=\e-ax smbxdx, (a + ve

).

m, T ,acosbx-\-bsmbx , r T ~\

M
ci

Then I^er9*- "L -, and J. =
, ,

ct
2+6 2

L Jo a2+62

asinbx bcosbx ,- and

Integrating each with regard to a, from a=p to aq,

\ cosbxdx=^ logf^-s TO- ...(1)
Jo x 2 q*-\-o

\ QI Y\ r\nr /r^y* T Q vi * - T o T\ 1 ^? / O \
Cill-l t/// I*'**/ Lc til I 1 1 J I . . ^1 A I

Jo x b b

The case p oo
,\ .

( ^ gl

Tsi
Jo

sm bx , TT , .

dx=^r as o is + ve or ve
.

2
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1036. Again starting with the same integrals, integrate

with regard to b
;
then

f
30

sinpxsinqx, ,p ,q
e-ax _ _^_ dx=t&n-1 - tan-1

-, (3)
Jo a a a'

coswx cos qx ,
o,-ax f__ . dx= -

Then
/ ' r30

i afa ITV

Jo
6

x
X== an

a' Jo
e

x
X~2 g

1037. Consider the Integral /= I e~x
*

cos ax dx.
Jo

(Laplace, Memoircs de I'Institut, 1809, p. 367.)

Differentiating with regard to a,

=
I e-x'xsmaxdx= - r sin ax\ s

-*' cos ax dx
da Jo _ 2 J 2 Jo

/. 7 ^e 4 where A is independent of a. Putting a=0,

r /"~ /~ /~ fll

T T V" V T TT T V --
T

7=o= e-^dir^V; '. ^-V- Hence 7=-Ve 4
.

Jo ^ ^

The proof is that of Legendre (Exercices, p. 362).

1038. Laplace established the result by aid of the integral

_
2 2!24!'2.2 "

2 4

_ _
2 \ 41. 24 2 1.2.343

1039. Differentiating I n times with respect to a (D.C.,

Art. 106),

4" 1! 4"-1 2!
,-1

"
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1040. Integrating / with regard to a, from to a,

"
..sinew;,"

__ _i__
2 3+< "

4.3
' 2!42 .5 3!43 .7

a rapidly converging series for small values of a, but not

capable of summation by means of the known algebraic or

trigonometric functions.

I"" N/7T --*
1041. Laplace's integral /=/ e~a**'co$2bxdx= e "* follows immedi-

Jo 2a

26
ately from the form of Art. 1037 by writing therein for a and x= ay.

It should be noted that the process of differentiation in Art. 1037 is legiti-

mate though the upper limit is infinite. (See remarks in Art. 356.)

For, taking the present form, the integrand e~ lx'cos 2bx remains finite

for all values of x. Change b to b+ 8b. Then

7+87= I e-a **cos2(b+ 8b)xdx.

Hence

81
-

s
oo Jo oo

where c is a finite quantity which vanishes in the limit when 8b is made

infinitesimally small,resetT*** sin 26*- dx+ \ e.. e~a
*

Jo

9
i.e. ~sT

== ~ *
oo

If
!
be the greatest numerical value of c in the range of values of x

from to oo , the second term is numerically <e, I e~a>x*dx, i.e. <e, ,

Jo l 2a
and therefore vanishes in the limit when e is infinitesimally small.

The process of differentiation is therefore justifiable.

Proceeding as before. -=,-= f, IAe at
;do a2

r/~ i~
. . , V7T . V7T

e~ax dx=
; /. A=,

2ifi fd

r~ *

T ,. V7T i

and 1= e

* Memolres de VInstitut, 1810, p. 290.
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EXAMPLES.
1. Show that

f" \/ff
~-

xe~xt sin ax dx ^ .- e
*

a,
Jo

I

x^e~x
'

cos ax dx = e
*

(
1 -

) ,

Jo \ a /

rx l~ / s\

xse- xl s\naxdx = ^- e
4
(3a- 7V-),

Jo * /

I" -
cos ax dx =~ <T7 (3

- 3a2 + ~] ,

Jo \ */

f

*

tfe-x* sin axdx = ^r e~~* (\5a
- 5a3 + ^} ,

Jo \ */
and show that we can calculate

[<f>(x
2
)
cos ax + ^(x-)x sin ax\e~xl dx

Jo

when <(a;
2
) and vK^

2
)
are national integral functions of x2 .

[LEGENDRB, Exercices, p. 363.]
|*QO

2. Show that if /= I e~x
*

sin ax dx, then
Jo

[LEOENDRE, ibid.]

1 -'L'ra ?!

3.1il=-e 4
rfa, prove that

Jo

f
x

1 1
e-*

1

a; cos ax dx=- -
al,

Jo 22

f
e-^

Jo

o o o

etc. [LEOENDRE, t'iid.]

4. Show that

(i) I e-x'(^asinax + xcoaax)dx = l '>

/./>

(ii) I e-*'(l
-
|a

2 _ 2a;
2) sin ax dx = -

\a.

[LEGENDRE, ibid.]
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1

2 ab(a+b)
useful in a certain class of Definite Integrals, (a and 6 both + ve

).

1 1
Smce

1 1->> we have

Thus, if

tan-1 -

u= I
.$ "Lcfa; (, & both + "),

da
rftt_ /" <&g 7T 1 _JL^_J__ IV
da~ Jo (a

2+ ^2
)(6

2 + ^2
)~

~
2 ab(a+ b)~2b

2 \a+ b a)'

TT , a + b

where A is independent of a. But when a= QO
,
=

;
.'. A =0 ;

f tan"1 -
a , _ /1N

V 1 )

Putting x=b tan 6, we have
r / ^dQ=- log! 1 + -

I,V V CL /

7 py
or writing c for -,

j
cot #tan -1

(ctan &)dd= -^ log(l+c) (2)

/

The particular case c= 1 gives / 0cot ^o?^=^log2 (3)
Jo 2

? F TT

Integrating by parts, [# log sin 0]
-

/ log sin QdQ= log 2,

, (4)or

as in Art. 990.

f6 . , X
j

tan-1 .

~
JO yJh'^ ^1043. The Integral /=

but best evaluated by expansion. Put #= 6 sin 0.

similar form,

I= r taa
"1

(''
i

^' isin^

I*
i.e. / cosec tan"1

(c sin
JO
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or, for the case c=l,

. T riog(l+a?x2
)-, ,

dl r
1044. Let /=/ -^2- , -dx. Then ^-

= / .

Jo &2+or o Jo (1 + a
,

?x2
)(b

2

a
2

(a, b each being taken +")

Hence 7= ^ Iog(l+a6) + J, where ^4 is independent of a. Also 1=

ifa = 0; /. ^4=0;

riog(l+a2^2
) , TT. n ,

/ --: 2
rf-r= r log (1+ aft).

Jo o^+^2 o .

It Mlows that

And writing ^= fetan 6,

logC
2

7T IT . / 6\ 7T--- =

(6, c each +").

; and adding log cos*0d6=ir log i,

7, IP
log (6

2 sin2 6+ c2 cos2
6)d6>= TT log^, (b, c + ).

1045. Again, taking the expression for in partialx
fractions (logarithmic differential of cos x expressed in factors),

2.22

x r-])-
put x=Trkzi ;

then

TT tanh TTkz_^ 2 . 22

kz ~2^2r-l 2+
,

00

n

o 2'-l
2a- 7^

, tuliirfecfe 4&r tan]

Jo (
2

o ia--t-S-> a
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Thus, in the case = =!,

rtanb.7r.zdz
~

1 1 I

Jo

or taking a=\ and any positive integer,

rgdg
7
r__L_ i i 1

2
) a Ll. (2A+ IV 3(2/fc+ 3V 5(51+5) J

_ 2 r/i__L.W 1 __ * 1 1
{

LVI iJ+i/ \3 zk+zr "Ufc+i 4F
"

and if a, k be any two positive integers, the series will terminate as in

the last case.

r tanhtodg= 4& J_ /~ _
o (a

2+ Z2
) 2

~
a Ika \2r-l

= ?_rf
1-^ W 1 --! U if

1 1 V
a2 L\l 2ka+l) \3 2^a+ 3/ \2Aa+l 4/ca+ lJ

If k % and a an even number, the series will also terminate.

Thus "2~ dz 2 v / 1 1 \

In (n z 4-f^\ p
~

n* \2r-l rt-4-2r-l/'/ u \ \JU i^ 16 J 10 t* \ ^/ L t* T^ ^j/ J./

If =
2?i, this becomes

7TZr j. i. 7r2;
tanhT c?g 2 r/i i \ /i i \ -l

f/ \^ . -21 =7-2 (T~ O . i )
+ lo~o r5) + "-

Jo {(2n)'
!+ 2;'

!

} z 4?rL\l 2 + l/ \3 2 + 3/

_L
2 (i

+
i
+ ... + _!_).

But if a be odd, =2 + l, the series does not terminate.

Similarly if 2^; be any odd number =2p+ l, i.e. k= ^^ ,

Q f]v 9/1 1 \z ^ = V(_J: i
)

l
2+ 22

) z a2 \2r-l (2 + l)a+ 2r-l/
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and this will terminate, or will not terminate, according as a is even

or odd.

If a be even, = 2n, the result is

2\1 2n(2p+ !)+ !/ \3

.JL/1+1+ -1__ )"SnHl 3^ ^2n(2p + l)-lJ

If a be odd, =2+ 1, the result is

-l_r

f
00

f' 4- "^

1046. Let 7= e ^ *' dx. (a+
ve

).

Jo

[Laplace, Mem. de I'lnst, 1820, for the case c=l.]

The integrand is finite for the whole range of integration.

Change a to a+<$a.

, ,,

e
M

.

Hence g-f^{.-^(_
where e becomes infinitesimally small and ultimately vanishes

when Sa is indefinitely diminished.

i'* dx+ .e- dx.
o

2
J

Let 6i be the greatest numerical value of e in the range of x.

fO> l~
Then the second term is Oil e~etxt

dx', i.e. <^. 1 .-^-,
and

ultimately vanishes with Sa.

Hence the process of differentiation with regard to a under

the integration sign with an infinite limit is justifiable.

In the first put x=ajy.
Then

^=2c* J
e
-ci&:+yi) dy=-WI ; /. l=Ae-* t

where A is independent of a.

But when a=0,

/a=o=J
e-e* x

*dx=-^\ ;. A=
-^,

c being supposed + ve
.
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Hence

V o-j,, -n i
C W IT f* HP

,-. O 1J. L/ U\^
2c

- ve

).

Laplace's form, viz. the case c=l, gives

f _a;_^

Jo
6 *, (a+ ve

).

If we replace a2
by 62o2 and c2 by ^,

we have the form
a

r -*(-+*) * J* - 2*-
e \a *'dx=. -j=.e

a
,

.................

Jo * VA;

where a, 6, & are positive.

This result may be written

(1)

1047. COR. 1. If k=\ and a= b, we have

COR. 2. If we differentiate fl with respect to a, we have

o \ a x

Differentiating (1) with regard to k, and then putting k=\ and a =

(4) and (5) give

/." %'~&
+
d*^r*, -.(6) f ^e-

COR. 3. We also have

and making a indefinitely large,

rf th! z.^ /~

J (r *'-e *'J^=^.2v
-&i)........(8)
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/oo
I COS 7*rJy

1048. Let /= 2 z
dx (a positive).

Jo d \x

f
00

1
We have 2ze~ (ai+*t)zl oz=-o-; 2

-

Jo a -\-x

Then

/=[ I cosra;2ze-(ai+x'
)z> ^a;rfz

Jo Jo

= I 2ze- a>2
'(

I e-"5
'2' cos rx dx) dz

Jo \!o /

/CO / f* \ /*> _/ 1 1_|_
*** ^

Jo \ '^z Jo

= N/^
:

.
- e~ar or \/7r -^ e+ar

,
as r is positive or negative.

Ztt 'i

/. /= ^^^^^l g-ar or ^ear
,asr is positive or negative.

Jo a2
+a;

2 2a 2a

This integral is more commonly written as

rcosnc
, TT TT .... ,.

~sdx=~-e~r or ^ er
. as r is positive or negative.

1+a?2 2 2

This result is due to Laplace (Bulletin de la Soc. Phil. 1811).

1049. Both results may be expressed in one as

/""cosnr _TT e
r e~r

Jo
rt-
~

for Or
ia zero or infinite according as r is positive or negative.

This form was given in Crelle's Journal, vol. x., and is due to Libri.

(See Gregory's Examples, p. 486.)

1050. Differentiating with regard to r, we obtain the integral

(a+
TO

)

f xsinrsc , TT ir n . ... ,.

2
.

>2 dx=^e or - e
a>

,
as r is positive or negative.

J Q Ct ~p iXj" Lt Z

This integral vanishes if r=0.

The differentiation under the integral sign may be shown

to be justifiable, although the upper limit is infinite, in the

same manner as in previous cases.

1051. If we integrate with respect to r between limits r
l

and r
z (both positive),

f sinr.a; sin^a; , TT ,

\ 9 , 9
-~- dx= tTT (e-

flfi e~ar*).
J xa2jrx2 2a2V
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If ^=0, we have

r sinrx
j TT_ (I_ -a
W/tA/ - o A A O

223

a result given by Laplace (Memoires de I'Academic, 1782).

If we write #= tan in the integral

TT

=n e
2

we have I cos (r tan
Jo ^

according as r is positive or negative.

1052. Graphical Illustrations.

COS 2$

or e
r
,

Graph of y=

We have ye~x or y=ex
, according as x is positive or

negative, the y-axis being an axis of symmetry.
The logarithmic curve is traced in Diff. Gale., Art. 442.

The graph now required consists of the two portions of the

above curves which run asymptotically to the -axis from their

point of intersection upon the y-axis (Fig. 332).

y

X'

1053. Graph of
!l
=-(

TTjO

o

Fig. 332.

cos xO cos aO
d6.

The ?/-axis is again an axis of symmetry,

i r
coB(^-)fl

-i r
^:-a)ITJo 1 + 0* TTJO l + fc*

2

If a be regarded as a positive constant and x > a, we have

y=- ^e-<*+
)+ ^e-(

;c-') =cosha.e~ a:
.

7T |_ 2i 2, J

If a > x > 0, we have

y= - ^ e-(*+) + ^ g(*-) = cosh ^ . g-a,
7T L_ ^ ^ -J

The graph therefore consists of a portion of a catenary from x= to #= a
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and a portion of the logarithmic curve from x= a to #=oo
,
with the image

with regard to the y-axis of these portions ( Fig. 333).

y

1054. Graph of

Here, if x < a,

i.e.

if x > a,

-a O a

Fig. 333.

cos o

1+0 2

2a2

=
ay, a parabola ;

and the y-axis is obviously an axis of symmetry (Fig. 334).

y

-a O
Fig. 334.

cos ( Q log sin2 -
)

1055. Graph of ^= /

V
, . M ^ dO.
l + ff*

3C

log sin* '- is negative. Hence

a TT . # . * ,. .

=2
sin2 - and y= a sin 2 -

(Fig, 335).

y

X' O
Fig. 335.
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1056. Another mode of discussing the integrals of Arts. 1048

to 1051 is as follows :

Lefc

x sn rx
rrv, dvu_ f" cos rx , d2

u__ f
J_ nen -j I 9 . 5 dx, ^ 9 I

;

dr J cr+x2 dr 2
Jo a2+x2

dz
uu f

*
/

,
a2

\ sin rx , f
*

si
.'. -j-o uzu=

\
(x + )-v- s4x=

ar2
Jo \ x/ as+x* J

sn ra;

x/ asx 05

=
7T/2, or -f-T/2, as r is + ve

,
zero or ve

;

.*. u=7r/2ct?-{-Ae~
ar
-{-Be

ar for any positive value of r

(I.C. for Beginners, p. 250),

where A and B are constants as regards r.

But u is finite when r is infinite; .'. 5=0. Also there is

(til

obviously no discontinuity in the value of -T-, which is also

finite for all values of r, as r diminishes through the value

zero and becomes negative ;
for a small negative value of r

gives the same value to

/*iO

Jo a
dx as an equal small positive

value, and when r is zero the value is

,

is

Jo

,

Therefore Aa=Tr/2a and A 7r/2a
2

; .'. u=

r _ f
"

Sin 7*3?

1
Jo x(a

,
i.e. ^-.

e~ar
).

7T
:

2o*

/,=
x sin rx

lo az+xz
v r

The collected results are for the various signs of a and r :
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1057. A Reduction Formula.

cos rx j

and

T
Let

ft I

= "Ho
Therefore the successive integrals for the cases n=2, n= 3,

etc., may be calculated by the rule Zn+i= -^

In each case -= e~rn will appear as a factor. Let In=-^Ane~
ra

.

2 &

Hence the form of ^4 n may be calculated by successive

applications of the formula

1 r A n 1 (L4_l
^n+i=r- r~ ---

J-^ i
where A 1=a~\2n

{_ a a da J

Thus A 2
=

^-,
t 1 .

^4=53 oi[r
3a-4+6rsa-s+16m-+15a-T

]l
and so on.

So that if

1 1
3a~ '"**)+... to n terms],

A = ~fK " -(
2" n\ 1

+nKir
n~1a~ (n+v + (n

and the coefficients in A n ^. l are

3,
etc..... (2n-l

and the law of formation of the successive sets of coefficients is easy.
It may be shown by induction that the general formula is

|

.tt + l)n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)
jJ
.,,a_,,, >> H

2.4.6
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f cosrx TT e~ar r n(n 1)Thus
/ / 2 . o\n dx= ,

-
TT t

rn-*arn + -i-5
' r

- a-("+i>

Jo (a
2+ #2

)
2n (TO-l)![_ 2

(n + l)w(w-l)(w-2) "1

+ v ' \ ,

A-^r"-8a-(n+2>+... to TO terms .

2.4 J

r #sin?*. 7 TT e~ra

In the same way I , T,

-
r= #=-: ;

-
r; )vl-i>"*

Jo (
2+^)n 4 (TO-I)

or we may deduce the result from the former by differentiation with regard
to r.

n * j.1. T j. t T r sinrxdx
1058. Consider the Integral /=

We have

dl_ f" cosrxdx d2! f" -xsinrxdx
dr~Jo

dr3 Jo .r
4 + 2a2^2 cos 2o + a4 '

dr4 Jo x*+ 2a2^2 cos 2a+ a4
'

Hence, when the first of these integrals has been found, the other four

of this particular class follow by differentiation. Adding the fifth to

(-2a2
cos2a) times the third and a4 times the first, we have

d*I d2! , f sin rx , TT IT

according as r is positive, zero or negative. We shall assume r positive,

for the case r negative will be at once deducible from our result by

changing the sign of r. We also take a positive and a an acute angle.

The differential equation is of the ordinary class with linear coefficients

(7. G. for Beginners, pages 244 to 263). It may be written

[ {D2 - a2cos 2a}
2+ a4 sin2

2a] 7=
! ,

and the general solution is

7= ~, + e
~arcos a

{,4 1 cos(ar sin a) +^4 2 sin (ar sin a ))

Since an infinite value of r does not make / infinite, the last two terms

must vanish, i.e. .4 3 =.4 4 :=0. And when r is diminished indefinitely to

zero, / should vanish. Therefore we have A
l
=
-94-

To determine the remaining constant A z ,
we may differentiate with

regard to r
;
we obtain

-j-= -acosae~
a Sa

{.4icos(arsina) + .4 2 sin(arsin a)}

-asnae~ {!snar sn a-- 2 c

and when r is diminished indefinitely to zero this becomes in the limit

dl
-j-= acosa.Ai+ a sin a. A%.
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But when r is diminished indefinitely to zero, we ultimately have

dl I
dx 7T ,

-i r rv TT 1 T \
-=-= I z=T-i (see P- 159 Vo1 - !) ;

dr Jo .r
4+ 2a2r2cos2a+ a4 4a*cosa

7T

.'. a sin a . A., a cos a . A, = 75 ,

4 3cosa

TT cos 2a
i.e. a sin a. A^= ^-5 cos a +

and

2as 4a*cosa 4a3 cos a '

7T
= -

JT~J c t 2a.
2a4

Hence /=^ [1
- e~ar cos

{cos(ar sin a)+ cot 2a sin (ar sin a)}]

= _jr/. -or COB a sin (ar sin a+ 2a)}
2a4 \ sin 2a / '

i.e. we have for values of r>0
ar cos a sin (or am a+ 2a) ^_JL/i _ ~ar

4
)~2a* I

"

sin 2a

_ IT _arco8a 8in(a+arsin a)

"SSa1
*

sin 2a '

xsinrxdx _ TT _arco8n sin(af sin a)

^4+ 2a'J^cos2a+ a4 ""2O26 sin 2a '

/"" j^cosra:<fa! _ TT -ar co a si n (a - or sin a)

./o .^ + 2^^200320+ a4 ~2a
6

sin 2a '

v -ar cos a 8'" (2a - air sin a)

sin 2a

1059. Taking for instance the case when a=T a=c\f2, so that

a sin a= c,

/""
sinrarrfx TT f.

J, +4?= S?!
1 -

TT _ rc .

T-V sinrc.

TT _ rc

1060. Consider /- fJo
r

;o aj(a^+a6
) a positive.

have -j-= /
..

'

B do:; -5-5= -ar Jo jr+ a6 dr2

rf/ r^2 cosra; T a"
4/
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~d^
=

Jo
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x5 sin rx,

'

d6!_ f
~d**~~h

,

dr6

Solving this equation,

o x
IT

'2'

Now, since the integral obviously remains finite when r becomes infinite,

the terms with positive indices in their exponential factors must disappear.

Hence B^ Q and Bz 0, and the form of the integral reduces to

jo T ,74 T

Now /, T~2 , -T-J- ultimately vanish with r.

These considerations will determine -4j, A 2 ,
A 3 .

Now ~=^i(-a)"e-
Br+AaV^c

we therefore have

0=

0= +^

Hence, for values of r> 0,

cos

/ /

arv3

whence A t
=

0,

~l

,J

/* cosrx , TT f _ar _ -y /W3 2ir\1
/ 75

--e^ ~Z3 e ~ 2e cos 5-+-0-) h
Jo x* + a6 6a5 L \ 2 3 / J

xsinrx 7 TT f -ar , ~T /<W3 47r\"l

, ,

. dx =5-1 e
ar +2e 2 cos

(

- h
) ,

o x* + a6 6a4 L \ 2 3 / J

. g =^-3
-.

.r
6 + a8 6a3 L

r^sinr*, TT f _ar
1 .

,

dx =^-2
-e ar -

Jo * + a* 6<r L
2e

-TT-
o ^6 + a6

cos

cos

/
( g- ^
\ 2 3

/ar\/3
, 87r\~|

(-g +
)

L
\ S 3 /J

/ar\/3
, IOTT\"|

f
- +-r-4 ,

V. 2 3 / J
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some of which admit of a little simplification, but ai-e left in their present

form as exhibiting the general law followed by the several members of

the group.

1061. The same process may evidently be extended to any integral

of the class
sin rxdx

*n
)

'

and its family of 2n other integrals may be obtained by differentiating

2 times with regard to r. But we exhibit another method of procedure
in Art. 1067, which avoids the labour of determination of the various

constants.

1062. We have seen that

_xa ~2a 2a

according as r is positive or negative, a being supposed positive.

If a be negative, since the integrand is unaltered, the result

will be ~-ear or n-e~
ar

, according as r is positive or nega-
>t i(

tive (see Art. 1056). The result must be positive in either case,

and the index of the exponential must be negative, for the

integral does not become infinite when r becomes infinite.

The four results are therefore

TL e r /+VeV
a

' \r- ve
)

'

2a

2a
' \r-

Taking the case a and ? both positive, it is clear that the

integrand is not affected by a change of sign of x.

Hence

f cos rx , f
*
cos rx , f

M
cos rx , tr

~2~1 ^x
\ -*-, i**3?*

and -*-, dx=-e-Jlr
, ...(1)J-oo^+a2

J x2+a2
J_ooa;

2+a2 a

with the modifications above specified, if a or r or both of them
be negative.

. . f sin rx

for elements of the summation represented by the integral, for

which the values of x are equal but of opposite sign, cancel

each other. .
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1063. These facts enable us to calculate

cos rx ^
7=L (̂

f CO?
For, putting x=b+z, I=\

J CO

cos rb cos rz sin rb sin rz

7 f
OT

cos rs 7 . , f si
=cosr6 I -5- s^" smrol -5J_s2+a2 J-oo^

sn r0

f

00

cosnc
j

TT , /r>0\ /ox

}^(x-b)*+a*
dx=

a
e C sbr

(a>v) (3)

It will be observed that this is independent of the sign of b,

but subject to the same modifications as before with regard to

the signs of a and r.

Differentiating (3) with regard to r,

x sin rx

Ji*/
OJ.11 I IAJ

-i V| . TiT'TS / A\dx= - e~ar
(a cos or+6 sin or) ;

...... (4)
_ (x 6)

2+a <s a

and integrating (3) with regard to r from r=0 to r=r,

f" sii^raj^a; ?r , , . , . . .

"77
-

i.\a . 2>
=

, o
,

, 2,{ct e~ ft

'(acos6r 6sm6r)}, ...(5)

J_co{(x o)
2+a2

} <x(a
2+62

)^

where each formula is subject to the same modifications as

before with regard to the signs of a and r if they be not

both + ve
.

Putting b=pco$a, a=psina, a<7r, p positive, we heive the integrals

f slnrxdx TT TT prsina / \

-7-9 ^ -9-\
= 9+-z--

- e sin (pr cos a -a),
J - oo xxz - 2x cos a +p* p* p*sm a

/"" cosra;(Za; TT -rsino / \
I .

--
5

= : e PT a
cos(rcosa),

J-m xi - Zpx cos a +p2 p sin a

'xsmrxdx TT prsino /
,

\
e * sm(rcosa + a),

sin a.

which again can be readily modified as before for the cases in which

any of the constants involved have negative values.

/*

Q1T1 fX
\ 2

dx= Q with regard to r, we have

and from this we may obtain the value of the integral

arcosrx ,

-
6)2+

*"
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T
r (b+ z)cosr(b+ z)

Putting x= b + z, I
l
= I

^j ^ -dz

b cos 6r cos rz+ 2 cos 6r cos r2 - o si n 6r sin r - 2 sin or sin rz

-f-

= 6 cos or

since the other two integrals vanish,

~= 6 cos ir - e~ar - sin or 7re~~
ar

;

.r c
-

o
(.-

a

.r cos ra; da; TT _a
.,=

- e
a

a

and

XCOSrxdxf"

y-

-prsina /

e p la
cos(prcosa + a),

sin a

wliere 6=;pcosa, a=psina, and it is understood that a is positive,

p positive, sin a positive; and the formula can be readily modified as

before to meet other cases, and other integrals may be deduced by in-

tegration with regard to r.

/*:

Rl Tl /^*
/
/*

1065. The integral /= --
MTZ"!

J 05 \K t>) ~\~(t

tained in the same way. Put x=6 -\-z. 9

r f
*

sin br cos rz+cos Ir sin rz ,I=
2 o

- ^
J-.

2+
. , f

w
cosrz , , f" sin r0 , TT .

7=sm or I -y-
- dz+CQB or

\ -^-t
s az - e~ sin or,

J-oo s2+a2
J-cc 22+a2 a

for the second integral vanishes.O

f cosrx . TT _,. ,
Since I -.

-
i-rs
-y(l,v=-e cos or;

J-* (x
- by+ a2 a

sinrx , TT _ar . ,

i^n T,ax= ~e sin Or;B '

/""
I
J-=

f"
/
./-

a

TT _, _,.., ,

Cte=- (o cos or asm tr) ;a

TT _ ar. _ ar/=CM?=- (a cos or+ o sin or),1/
-

5-75- =-
/-(* y'+a

1 a

it follows that by ditferentiating n-1 times with respect to a2
,
we can

obtain the following integrals :

. D . r sinrj;
7i
** = * cos ^

; I n--iw-91 -r= sm or ;" ^ 2 "7?
-

r^~; 5T7i * * n--iw-91-
{ (.r

-
6)

2+ a2
}" J-ao { (.r

-
6)^+ a2

}"

T,
^-?;= Po cos 6r - Q sin br )"

/.
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where
I 1 \n 1_ / rJ \n 1 /a

~ar \ I 1\ JIT-/ fl \n 1

p_(-i) Trf a \ fe_\ o_(-i) TTf a \
(e-ar^

~(n-l)! \2ada) \ a f
V ~~

(n-1)! \$ada)
"

>'

1066. It follows that if f(x) and
(f)(x)

be rational integral

algebraic functions of x, of which the degree of f(x) in x is

lower than that of
<f>(x),

and if the roots of 0(o;)=0 be all

unreal, then since
-~j~^ may be expressed as the sum of a set of

partial fractions of the types

Ax+B A'x+B'
(z-6)

2+a2 '

{(z-fcy+a'
2
}

71
'

the latter only occurring in the case of
<j>(x) having repeated

imaginary roots, we can obtain the value of any definite

integral of either of the forms

/< r /(>
^-^, sin rx ax or 'rV-r cos rx ax.r

J-

. , V/WO I *S W**/ ^~\ 1 I COS / X iK Y _ ~ y / HX= etc
/ / *'

i 2\/ **
i /i'*\ / 2 i 2\ ^^ / 2 Ji2\ / 2 2\ / 2 i 2

*?vv

-.-, Sill TX (JLJC

Ex. 2. /
-

4 ;

~ 0>

/oo
COS ^QG

1067. Integrals of the class
2 2n c?o? may also be

J Q SC "~pd

conveniently treated as follows, without the formation of

a differential equation as used in Art. 1060.

Putting 2 2n
into partial fractions, we have

1 x=
l^~

1 a a; cos ax

2X+ 1
where ax= ^ "", and aA is less than TT for the whole range

of values of X from to n 1, and sin ax is therefore positive.

cosra , 1 f
"

(
a~ x cos a^) cos rx dx~

1 n~ l
TT

2^1 S ^
- e~ a)' sina

\{cos(arcosax)-cosaxcos(arcosax+ax)}
/ ^fi* sin QX

HA sin
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cosrx
and since the integrand ~ n̂ . 2n

is not affected by a change
of sign of x, we have

cosrx j _1 p cosrx ,~

r , T f* cosrx
Therefore 7=1

Jo z2
_|_a

2

The other members of the family of integrals obtainable from this are

i Sill ft?

/ ,./ tn i 2n\^-r ky integration with regard to r, from r=0 to r=r, and
.'0

.'t'^.Z* ~|~ (I
i

r .r si nro; /"" A'
2cos rx /"" .r*sin r.c /"* .r^^sin ra: ,

./o .t-*
w + aln '

Jo # +<"' Jo .r
z +a" ' "'Jo .i- + a8" '

the latter system by differentiation with regard to r.

Since

we have

,I|1X
ir + (* + !)

where fc^>2n- 1, which gives all the integrals from

rxsinrx
,

f
.i/

2""1 s i n rx ,

#* + a2
>J b

J ^ + a2
dX-

,
r sin rj; , . . .

Ihe integral JQ ^^n+^tn)^
ls of the form

where A is a quantity, independent of r, to be found.

And since the integral vanishes with r,

n
' =

*
" f 2X + 1

2n cos or cos = TT

V 2n
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1068. Those interested in the history of the subject may
refer to an article by Poisson in the Jour, de I'lZcole Polyt.,

/oo
COS TOC

xvi. p. 225, where the integral of I
2n
dx is discussed,

and to articles by Catalan in the Journal de Mathematiques,

oos TIT fi i

vol. v. p. 110,* for integrals of form I
2

, .

1069. In the same way we may evaluate the integral

r COS rx dx fa > \

Jo x*n -2axm cos 2na + a4"
\a < IT)

with its attendant family of integrals derivable by differentiation and

integration with regard to r.

For

1 1 1
y,

a sin 2%x % sin (2 1 )x
2 sin 2na a4*1"1

(x a cos x)
2 + a2

sin*x
'

where x= <H >
the summation being for 2w consecutive integral values

of A.

And it is to be noted that x is greater than and less than TT (and

therefore sin Y positive) for values of A such that A > a and <TT a
A -

i
n

respectively,

, no. , .. no.
i.e. A> arid A<w ,

7T 7T

i.e. for A=-&, k+ l,...n k-l, where k is the greatest integer

in ;
and that sin x is negative for values of A from \.= n-k up to

7T

Now

r-. ^ .. . ..
=

: e~ai' smx
cos(arcos Y) if sin Y be + Te

{ v ft rn*a VT*J/ita aiii* v /ysinv '^ "

and = --
-.

- e
ar sin * cos (ar cos v) if sin v be -",

asinx
and

X COS rx dx 7T arsinv~ - =- x /

cos(arcos v + v) if sin Y be +"sm X

and =
: earnux cos(arcos Y Y) if sin Y be .

sin x

*
Gregory, Examples, p. 486.
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cosrxdxa4n-i r30

Hence 2 sin 2?m -r=
7T j_to # -

=

"

2 -
[sin 2nx cos (ar cos x)

-- sin (2
- 1 )x cos (ar cos x+ X)]

-'[sin 2x cos (ar cos X)
~ sin (2n - 1)X cos (rt>> cos X

~
X)l

n-k Sin

where is the greatest integer in and x~ a "^---

Also, since the integrand is not affected by a change in the sign of x,

f cos r.r dx_ if" _eosrxd.v

Jo x*n - 2a2n.r2n cos 2?ta+ aln
~
2 J_ , ^n -2ain

.

The attendant family of integrals formed by differentiating 4 - 1 times

with regard to r can now be written down, and are of type

4?isin 2?m
f r.v+p ji

and the integration with regard to r from to r furnishes the remaining

member of the family, viz.

sinrxdx

_ _
= 2 <Tar8iuxsin(arcosx-2a)- S e

a

-* -*

k and x being as defined before.

1070. It will be noted further that the integral_cos rx dx

XM+ 2a2n^

and its accompanying family of integrals can be deduced from the above

family by writing a= s /$
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PROBLEMS.
1. Prove that

|-
Cx -12 r Cx i

-|2
e-axcos bxdx\ + e-ax sin bx dx = e-*axl(a? + ft

2
).

LJ= J LJoo
[7,1893.]

2. IfMn =l xne~aaft
dx, show that wn = %-2-

Jo 4(1

Hence calculate un where n is any positive integer. [TRINITY, 1881.]

,, . f
"
e~x sin*x 1 625

3. bhow that I ax =^ log -T-=- .

Jo x 17

f*
4. Evaluate I e~(ax +bx+e)dx.

J-o,

i*

30
COS TiC

5. Deduce from the integral I
^

-

2
dx the result

Jo * +a;

f"
3

sin?- , TT _
_

/w + T
*\

f"/ 1 Yl

6. Find the value of I ( )
dx. where n is a positiver \ />mx i, /> inx I

integer. [MATH. TRIP., PT. I., 1890.]

~, f
x

sin qx sinh qx , 1
7. Show that -, ^ i- Wa; = .

Jo (cosh qx + cos qx)* 2q

[0, 1891.]

[COLLEGES, 1879.]

[/s, 1891. ]

cu 4-v, f" sinhpxsinqx , q
8. Show that -. =

*-* ^dx= .

J (cosh^ic + cosg'a;)'' ^?
2 + 2

2

9. Show that, if p be a positive quantity,

1f-sj

Jo \cosh j?a; + cos ax coshpx + cos bxj
'

2

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1890.]

10. Prove that

ff
7

ff
4-

I
~^"

i)* M '** 7T p"j"v* //->

(a) I -7 = -loi;3; (5)1 = TT tanh"1
(tan a).

J n sin x cos a; 4 '

J _a
sin a; cos a;

f"
-1 ..* (n-D!

11. Prove that I (cos
w $ + sinn $)

n dO = ^7 ^ ~r\
Jo w(w + l)(w+ 2) ... (2n 1)

where n is a positive integer. [MATH. TRIPOS, 1889.]

f
30

/-
12. Prove that e~x cos2nxdx = \fire-n .

J- [e, 1883.]

13. Prove that
j

cosh
2 [a, 1885.]
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,, , f
"
co&bx ,*%, , / ,, b\

14. Prove that I
- tanh -~- ax = log ( cotn I .

Jo x 2 &
\ 2/ [COLLEGES, 1879.]

fu ^w 1 f0
15. Prove that 7

-r--r^ = r2 TW~ I (ecos0 + I)
n-id0.

Jo (ecoshw- l)
n

(e
2
-l)

n
~*Jo

if (e co&0+l)(e cosh w-l) = e2 -!. [MATH. TRIPOS, 1885.]

^ *. f
"
cos ^kx tanh a; , ,

16. Prove that I aa; = Iog,cothA;ir.
Jo

[MATH. TBEPOS, 1889.]

1 7. Prove that, if a lies between -
?r/4 and ir/i,

J'

w dd TT COS a

1 - 2 sin 2a cos 6 + cos2 6
~

^/2 cos32a
'

[MATH. TEIPOS, 1885.]

f
1

Jo (I-

18. Prove that

o (I-*2") 2nsin2̂w
[/8, 1888.]

19. Prove that 4 -- =2
Jo (I-*4

)
4

[TRINITY, 1889.]
20. Evaluate

.

(2*)*

(a) e-** 2eVx; (ft)
e-

Jo o

f* fa;

(c) e-*
1
! x*e?dx; (d) xe-x

*\ efdx,
Jo Jo

where in each case x becomes infinite.

21. Prove that
o

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1876.]

23. Evaluate
cosmx

dx
J -vl+x + x

1
*

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1892.]

24. Prove that, if m be positive,

f cosmx TT .-

or^=e 8

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1892.]

2, She, that (i) fg**fr^
[LAPLACE, Mem. de VInat., 1810.]

[MATH. TRIPOS, PT. L, 1914.]
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x sin 2ax , TT /5 . ^f
"
x si

Jo
4'+1 2 [ST. JOHN'S, 1883.]

,, , f" xsinbx 7re-b -e-ab
/a +

ve
\

27. Show that I ,-= ^j. ^dx = ^ = ; ( 7 ).

J (l+x*)(a*+x*) 2 a2 -! \b + /

28. Prove that

f" xm~l dx _
j*

1 xm~ldx

} (
1 + 2x cos a + xz

)
m

( 1 + xn
)

~
} o (

1 + 2x cos a + a2
)"

1

1 fa=
2m-l I (

COS X ~ COS a
)
m~1 ^a;

= t- |
x ^\m~V a \

2W (m -
1
)

! I sin a da) \sin a/

[WOLSTENHOLME, Educ. Times.]

px>

29. Prove that
J ^^^ <fa - T.

[MATH TRIP^ PT_ n^ 1919
-,

30. Prove that

e-na-a'r 2 12 ^

i
1 - (2,^ +

(2^T<} w^r^.
/*

31. Prove that e-*<x*8in (x
2 si

Jo

> 1891.]

sn x = - sn.
r
_
[COLL.,

r _a;_! ]
32. From the integral I e

x
'dx = = V/TT e~2a,

show that
Jo

33. Express the sum of the series 1 +x^^+x^^+x^+ ... &d inf.

by means of a definite integral, x being a real quantity less than

unity. [TRINITY, 1895.]

34. Prove the formula

J

=
sin to _

[Si. JOHN'S, 1881.]

QK T> ^ . f
a drfy i ](a + b)

a b

35. Prove that ^
. = log {

--
^4.L xy(x+v)

abba J [TRINITY, 1886.]

QC civ, ^ i f i^. ,db w. (a + 5)
a 6

36. Show that I tan-1 - tan"1 T -* = s log
v

, ; .

Jo i a;
2 2 8

i.l

a66a

[BERTRAND, Cafc. Int., p. 200.]
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37. Show that
f

"

tf>Q $(|)
dx = log

[

u [MATH. TRIP., 1882.]

38. Prove that e-W+^^thtJSvf*.
J-oo

/_!) fw .dn
(e~i

u
*)

d deduce xneKx
* = '-~=-

\
e*^ -r-r. au.

/%~(9X\*J-K
[Si. JOHN'S, 1882.]

39. Having given that

f
M -x>-

6

Jo
<

a;
1__ -

prove that x2
e

'

x'

J [COLLEGES, 1882.]

[COLLEGES, 1879.]

f 1 l~
40. Having given that I e-ax>t dx=~ */-, deduce the value of

/ Jo ^ Va

Jo

41. Prove that
f e-*'cosaa;{(a

2 -
6).t- 4z3

}
dx= 1.

Jo
/.oo

42. Find the value of e-te'cosx^x,
Jo

f
x

'

1 f
1

and prove that e~*x smxdx = j=\
e> dy.

Jo VeJo

, f" sin27ix dx IT sinhw ...
43. rrove that I ;

- = -r i , n being a positi
J sin a; 1+a;2 4en sinh 1'

integer.

44. Starting with I x?dx = r , deduce I 4 dx = \os- 7 >

Jo p+l Jo log a; J + l

Putting p = a\/ - 1 and j = b-J - 1, deduce the values of the integrals

f
00

. cos bt - cos at , . . f ^sin bt-R\n at ,.
I r* dt and e~t - dt,
Jo Jo

and verify your results by a rigorous independent method.

f1 sin (p log x) .

Show that -2 -
rfa; = tan-1 p.

Jo logx

45. Prove that

re ,

[ST. JOHN'S, 1886.]

.

ive

~~ i i n
where

j \r(r + i)
J [ST. JOHN'S, 1885 ]
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46.
f
x

( -V? ?*\

5. Prove that \e ** -e~*') dx = >

Jo [MATH. TRIPOS.]

47. Prove that

r? p
<(sin2o;)cos:cefa;

=
</> (cos

2
x) cos x dx.

Jo Jo

[BESGE, Liouville's Journal, xviii.J

48. Deduce from Laplace's Integral

j>
the results *

r / 9 A j N/*
1 A n \

cos or + -5 }dx = ~^r- cos (
- + 2a

Jo \ a*
8
/ 2 \4 /

_e-2acose sjn /2asin0H
i \

[CAUCHY, Mem. des Sav. Et.]

49. From Laplace's Integral

P (".t?V
C

l' sin
|^ +^ sin ^

J
^ =

r .,.6~a x
C*

Jo

|*00 / / o\

deduce * cos a2
a;
2 cos 2rx dx = cos

( y ) ,

Jo 2a \4 av

f
x

2 2 o j V/TT . /n- 7-
2\

sin aVcos 2ra& = -^- sin T -,}.

Jo 2a \4 a2
/

[FotJBiEB, T. de Za CAaZ.]

/"c^ \ r

50. Prove that if f^(z}= ( -y- ) /(), and all the differential

coefficients up to the (r-l)
th

inclusive remain continuous from

z= - 1 to z= 1, then will

f" f
I /^(cosic)sin

2r a;aa
< = 1 . 3 . 5 ... (2?' 1)1 /(cosa;)cosra;rfa;.

Jo Jo

[JACOBI, Crelle'sJ., xv.
; GBEGOBY, Examples, p. 501.]-

* See remarks on the use of imaginaries (Arts. 1189 to 1201).

E.I.C. II. Q
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51. Prove that

C~a /I d \m+*
a (P

- a2
)'" cos tx dt = 2Wm !

(

-
-r-

)
cos az,

Jo V 'a;/

m being a positive integer. [CULLEN, Educ. Times, 14808.]

52. Prove that

f sin
C

I 2si
"'i

fh = (n-l)(n-2) ...(n-r) ira**-'- 1

r being an integer and 1 > n> 0. [U. C. GHOSH, Educ. Times, 14954.]

53. Show that if

= e-^smb
Jo

then A 2 + Zf
2 and 2^45 can be expressed in terms of elementary

functions. [MATH. TRIPOS, PT. II., 1914.]

f* /fan-lr\3 1 / 1 \

54. Show that (^~H dx
-g (s log, 2

-
girJ

.

[MATH. TRIPOS, PT. I., 1887.]

55. If

and cosa; = 1 -JT7 + -J-
-... + (- l)

n
.

poo ~\r
ff> '\

r >

prove that (fo = - = I dx.
Jo x 2 J a: [MATH. TRIPOS, 1875.]

56. If a and y be positive, prove that the value of

r sin (yx) cos (ax) .

Jo x

is ^TT or according as y is greater or less than a.

By multiplying by e-^coscy and integrating with respect to y
from a to oo

,
or otherwise, prove that

f
*

(x
2 + >

2 - c2
) cos ax , 1 ._,, b cos ac - c sin ac

Jo (* +" -c~) ~2

a, b, c being positive constants. [MATH. TRIPOS, PT. II., 1920.]

v

57. Show that
-^ e?# = 7r(log2 )

[TRIK. HALL and MAGD. COLL., 1881.]
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58. Show that if a is positive and less than TT,

f", (1 + sinasin0) 1-8inasin('d0 / a\
log 7=
-

-.

-
-.

'
.
-r. -pr

= TT a - 2 Sin a log COS ~ .

J
&

(1 -Slliasin 0)l+sinasm0 Q \ %J

[MATH. TRIP., PT. II., 1884.]

59. Prove that

Jo

|)
2

/

/^l
_(r|)

2

/2
1

2^_6
1 2.6.10

'

3.7
+
3' 3.7.11

(For other similar results, see G. H. Hardy, Educ. T., 14055.)

60. Show that

o o ju,
v

[MATH. TRIP., PT. L, 1894.]

61. If

viz. Bessel's function, show that

xn f
ff

(i) Jn(x) = cos (x cos <) sin2 '1

</> dfa if n> -
i,

2V7ri (w + i)Jo

i r
and

(ii) /n(^)
= - cos (n<f>- x sin </>)^>, where n is a positive integer.
^Jo



CHAPTER XXVII.

DEFINITE INTEGRALS (II).

LOGARITHMIC AND EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS
INVOLVED.

1071. In the class of definite integrals we are about to

discuss, it will be convenient to remember the result

*1 -M t

This is the result of integration by parts,

1

xP(logx)
n~l dx

o

Or we might obtain the same result by tlie transformation x=e~v
,
viz.

(
-

l)
n
y
n

(
-
e~v) dy= (

-
l)
n

including the case / (log x)
n dx=( -l)

n
r(7i + l)

= (- \)
n n\.

1072. Again, let F(x)=A +A lx+A 2x
2+A sp?+... be sup-

posed a convergent series for all values of x between x=0 and

aj=l, and such that

(1
\p

log
-

)
is zero or finite when x=l,

x/
244
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so that even when the series for F(x) ceases to be convergent
when 2;= 1, the final element of the summation indicated by

f
1

/ 1 \p
the integration 1 F(x) ( log \dx will have no effect. Then

Jo \ <'

we shall have, by putting x=e~y
,

f i / i \P f
x

7=1 (log
-

) F(x) dx=\ yP e~*F(tr*) dy
JQ V 9' JQ

_--
3 +1

and therefore I can be expressed in finite terms whenever F(x)
is such that this series is capable of summation.

An extensive class of definite integrals arises from this fact.

1073. It will be well to recount several previous results

obtained. We have now used the symbol Sp to denote the

complete series

and the numerical values of Sp up to $
35

are tabulated in

Art. 957.

j

Also, if secx-\-t&nx=~L+Kl -\-K2 n-+ jK'
3 ~+... , then

1 !
:

. ol

and rules were given (Diff. Cole., Art. 573) for the calculation

of Kny the results being

#
8=1385, #0=7936, etc.,

#2n being the nth "Eulerian" number=E2n \
whilst #2n _j i >s

the nth
"Prepared Bernoullian" number= *-= B2n_lt

^2-i being the nth Bernoullian number itself.

Also we have seen that

Tr2n 1111 /O^-\2nO __ TT
.

-1
i I I

|
\&T\ f -p2n=

2(2w l)!(2
2n

1)
2M~1=

1 2" ^ S2" ^ 2(2n)!
2n~]1111 7T2n+1

r
.-^ i-_ t n

2n '

i 2n4-l J9nj.i ' rjj_i i
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and we have the particular results

\-l + l =l(E ie
'->

!_

I
3

1+^+1+
I 1 3 51

1536

,
=^ (Euler)

,
= (Euler)

^ (Euler)

I.I.I. 7T /T-, i \

ri+5-+^i+-=^(Euler)

1074. One class of series of this nature will not be obtainable

from the tabulated results of Art. 957, viz.

_L
pn

JL J_ J_
'

and so far as the author is aware the values of this series for

various values of n have not been tabulated, and it would

appear that there is no method of obtaining the values except
from the series itself or from some transformation of it to

render it more rapidly convergent. The most troublesome

case for direct calculation is the case when n=l, on account

of the slow rate of convergence. But in this isolated case, viz.

'=!_!_L_!_l4_!_S
2

it 32+52 72
+

92
I

the value has been shown by Mr. J, W. L. Glaisher to be

0-91596 55941 77219 01505 ... .

(Proceedings of the London Math. Soc., 1876-7.)

Mr. Glaisher arrived at this result by means of the identity

.rfr

sin ^ cos t

a form of Gregory's series, which upon integration yields

1 ]
r* o/ i ra*

tan x - ?t tan*x+ -. tan8^ -...= /
-

31 5* Jo sisin2 2 Jo sin

27* 27
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and expanding the fractions in powers of T and integrating,

^=

whence, putting -^-
for x, Mr. Glaisher obtained the remarkable series

A

7TX 1

,
1 1,1 1

,

TrTl 1 o-j 1 04 , ~]and putting *= J, S2 s ___ +__- +
...=-[_-

+-- + - -
4+ ...J,

whence the value above given may be derived. The details of the

calculation are given in Mr. Glaisher's paper (loc. cit.).

1075. It is to be remarked that in approximating to a case of the

general series v^
- + 77, + ^;, ... ,

if we retain any specified number of
1 o 5 7

terms, the error in rejecting the remainder of the series is less than the

first of the rejected terms. E.g. if

, 1 11 1
s2 p

~
32
+

52
~

72
+ sav

then ....-Ht, and .-. is < ;

and since = __ + _ _ +... ,
it is >0,

and the error in taking 4 terms lies between and ^. Similarly, and

more generally, if we retain r terms the error is less than the
(?' + l)

th term.

The series for s
4',

s6\ etc., are much more rapidly convergent than that

for 2

' and therefore the calculations direct from the series are much less

laborious.

For immediate convenience we may note that to six figures

s
2'=-915,966, s4

/

=-988,944,

s
e
'= -998,685, s

8
'= -999,850.

1076. The integrals which follow are arranged in groups according to

their forms. Where it is thought necessary the working is fully given.

In some cases two or three of the steps are given, and in other cases

merely the result is stated. It is intended that these should be WORKED

BY THE STUDENT FOR HIS OWN PRACTICE. In some cases it will be seen'

that by treatment of the same integral by different methods various

identities may be established.
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1077. GROUP A. EXAMPLES OF Integrals of form

IV

ax.

c\ i

I. J=J o Y^ dv.
.

1. /= I dx. Putting.r=e~' we have-

2. Show that I. ^d.v
=
(l-~)^

=
^.

3. Show that

i\2

4. Show that

5. Show that

rVi ] V
l
log

7-J 3
I \ ,

'
dt = -S

3 .

>o I + x z '

6. Show that

22-l_ 1

l-.r 4. ' l+o; 2

7. Show that

fC-;
J.

It is to be noted that integrals with integrands of the same character

as the above multiplied by rational integral algebraic polynomials

present no difficulty, thus :

1

n loS- ^2 i i
9. Show that

|
.r
2

_ dx = -
2
-^

10. Show that
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1078. In some of the simpler cases, viz. when the power of

the logarithmic factor is the first, we way write l y for x,

and expand the logarithm.

Thus

1 -* y
t

o y

y

EXAMPLES.

., . f
l

. , . dx 7T
2

/"<*, , . x dx
1 . Prove that / tanh"1^ = =

| tauh"1 --
Jo x 8 J a x

2. Deduce from (2), Art. 1077, by putting #= tan 2

3. Deduce from (6), Art. 1077, by putting .r= sin2#,

it

I
V

tan 6 (log cosec 0)
2"-1 dO=^ Btn_^ .

JO 4?^

4. Prove that

IT

r
02H-1 _ I "n

tan (log cot 0)"-i d0 =?^i ^ ^t,,_ 1
.

1079. GROUP B. EXAMPLES OF Integrals of form

la?2 dx.

Prove that

ri
,

1 ri , 1

log- ^2 log-
L

Jo r=*i s"' Jo rr?

ri/. 1\ 3
fi/. I

v
log rj ^ v

log ^
. \

-r
; dar^, \ .

*
'O 1-a;2 16' ><> l+A'

do?=6< = 6-9336....

4.

n/i 1 Y
V
10g 9j

...
> \ .

*'
dx=

'a l+o^ 64
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r(iogi)
8

fYiogiy
- 1 iT^Aj-f' Jo ^jH-5! V=

2 7
/

'

IN*- 1

-)

and in the same way as 8, 9, 10 of Group A, prove that

n l S- a

8. / x-r,d.v ^-.. [EoLER. Nov. Com. Pet., vol. xix.]
Jo \-XL 24

9. a

1

fl
lQg

10.

fl ^ ^2 T
. I a;

3
;
-%dx= ^-:

-
,
and so on for similar cases.

Jo i - x2 24 4

11. Putting #=sin in No. 7 (1st part) and .r= tan# in No. 7 (2nd

part), show that, if n be a positive integer,
ir TT

I"S ft

(i) JQ
sec e (log cosec fl)-'"-

1
d<9=

JQ
cosec d (log sec 0)

2"-1 dO

4

1080. GROUP C. EXAMPLES OF Integrals of type

dx,

and g being positive integers

1. Putting .r= e~ 1
',
we have

TVi l \p
(log

-
J

Jo T
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Prove that

i

log
-

4

i

log r

rrf

where Pr is the sum of the products r at a time of 1, 2, 3, ... (q 2).

7 -

o

where^^---^
1

3

9. I"', .

1 g cotg
/a.,dg

= log2. (Put .r= tannin 3.)
Jo (sm fc'+ cos y)

13

7T

10. f sin 26* log cot QAQ= \ log 2. (Put #= tan2 in 3.)
Jo

1081. GROUP D. Various Forms containing Radicals.

o
'

-1^1 1 1.3 1 1.3.5 J_

"12
+
2' 22 2.4 32 2.4.6* 42

Again putting #= sin 2
0,

/-.'- 7 log sin2 ^ . 2 sin rf0= - 4
/

sin ^ log sin
Jo Jo

r ~1= - 4 - cos Q log sin 6+ log tan
^
+ cos 6

J

= -4[log2-l] =
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Thus we have the result

e 11 11.3 1 1.3.5 1

2. /= /
dx. [EuLER, Nov. Com. Petropol., xix., p. 30.1

to VI -x*

r* 1 _m< 90
Put x= sin 6, 1= sinolog sin 0</0=

/ -log sin 0rf0
jo yo A

1 P! oja irsin20.= 5 / Iogsin0d0- TT log BI
2 Jo z L 2

Ei IJ.E ^

3. Find the values of

rl fi
1= /

cos 2n6 log sin 6 d(j and /' =
/

sin 2"
log sin d dO.

Jo Jo

Since

+-r sin(2n -2)0+ ;r- sin 2n0 [ =sin 1 2n )

we have

f n a i a ja -no sin 40 sin(2-2)0 sin 20
Is --^ ^- ---
J 1

also / sin 2710 cot Qdd = sin 2?t0 log sin 9-2nl cos 20 log sin c?0.

Hence /=
/

cos 2 log sin dd= -
(n > 0).

Jo 4n

Again

in'n = ok (
M n- 2 *n

^-i cos 20+2 "C p

w_,coB 40- ...+(- I)
n 2 cos 20}.

.'. /' = 8inln 01og 8in0rf0

Putting sin 6= x, we have the value of /
x

.

g x
<jr,

J vl-a?2

4 - -
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Again putting #= sin 0,

253

r
/

f

JO
= -

f log sin 6d6=
2̂

whence it appears that

1 1 1-3.5 1

52+ 2.4.6' 7 2

1082. GROUP E. Cases in which the Algebraic Factor is the

Generating Function of a Recurring Series whose Coefficients are

Powers of the Natural Numbers.

Prove that

a2 f
1 l+x (. IV,

-
/ 71
-

vi( log- )rf.p=
Jo (l-.r)

3 \ B /

P l+x /, 1

Jo (T^3(
l0^

r1

-
I

Jo

P 1+x /, l\ 7
j

/ \d log- ^ =
Jo (l-.r)

3
\ x)

r- t

4

/. l

log
-

\ x

(2n+ 3)(2n + 2)(2n+ l) , . tnR
2 ^ ' - 2n-i

P l
"

Jo (TT

/
-

Jo

P l+X* (, 1\* 47T2

/ 77
-xillog- ^= -7^-

Jo (1 -^)
4 V

* xl 45

H

Jo

7T
2
).

zn+2
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10. If
,
a

l5
a2 ,

... an_l
be defined by the equation

for all values of s from s= l to s=n, then

P a + g
1g+g^+...+a.t_1

a"-* A
Jo

"
(l-#)"+i ~llog .W

-)!
(2ir) ^2W - 1

'

~2

It will be recognised that the several equations defining the letters

etc.,

are the results of equating coefficients in

a + a^x+a^+ ...+a^x"- 1 =
(
1w+ 2n

up to the coefficient of xn~l
. And it is known that

i (r
_ ! )n

vanishes for all values of r from 1 to oo
, being the coefficient of .r

n in

tfr- *(<* -1 )"+i, ?'.e. in

in which the term of lowest degree is

an + i .r+ a.j? + . . . + __, .r*
1"1

.

Hence -
f_ .

n+1
- is the generating function of the

recurring series ln+ 2n.r+ 3n.r
2+ . . . .

Therefore T "o+
Jo

=
J y

i
n

2** 3n

- __ ...

1083. GROUP F. Gaps in the Development of the Algebraic

Factor.

Let a and ft be any two prime numbers.

In the series formed by the development of

X ' X " 3^
i

--- ----
s in ascending powers of x (x<\\
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the subtraction of -^
,

*'. ^a+^2a
+A'

3a
+... ,

from ^ ,
?'.e. the com-

1 Ta
~

plete series

removes all terms whose indices are multiples of a.

y$
The subsequent subtraction of - -

a removes all those terms which
\-sP

remain, and have indices multiples of ft, restoring with the opposite sign

such terms as have indices multiples of a/3.

xa.fi

If we now add-- we are left with' the complete series with all

I-*"*

terms whose indices contain either a or /3 as a factor removed.

Exactly analogous to this is the effect of multiplying the series

--,,
or O

For S--- TT-= the complete series S from which terms in which the
ap J3

P

denominators are multiples of a and ft have been removed, but those

whose denominators contain both a and /3 are restored with the opposite

sign, whilst in the case S( I --- Y 1 - ^J,
no terms occur whose denomi-

nators contain either a or (3 as a factor.

by putting a;= e~J' as usual, where the double bracket indicates that from

the series included all terms have been removed which contain a and not

ft,
or /3 and not a, as a factor, whilst terms with both a and /3 as a factor

occur with the negative sign

And /'= IV""1^-
x) x
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It may be noted that

dy

7
. ^
g
#/ x

'

and therefore

Px* Qx* Rat* IV""
1/i/ x Px* Qx R

Jo u^ 1-07" i-** i-

_/ P Q
~\

l

~^~p*n a

whatever numerical values may be assigned to P, Q, /?.

And more generally, if a, (3, y, ... be any prime numbers, and if F(x) be

the function of x which would be formed by first developing

(\-A)(\-B}(\-C)(\ -/))... as 1-01+5+ .. .)+ (4#+...)-etc.,

and then replacing

Iby^, ^by^ 5 by_-
p

, etc.,

then F(x} consists of such terms of the series x+x?+ x3+ x* + ... as

are left when all those are removed which have a, /?, y or any combina-

tion of them as a factor of their indices ;
and then

o

where the terms in the bracket are such that those whose indices are

multiples of any of the primes a, /?, y, ... are missing,

X
If we press the theorem further, and remove all the terms from _

except the first, then if a, /?, y, ... be all the prime numbers,

** to "

= (2w- 1)! (by Kaabe's Theorem, Dif. Calc., p. 109, Ex. 29).

And this result is a priori obvious, for the integral is merely
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EXAMPLES.

1. Thus we have

1 dx[
l

[
A'2 ** x5 ^ A-

10 x x30

] Ll-Jc l-x* l-x* l-^+ l-^ +l-^+r^~r
*****-..

A 5V~T~-4 9 25 6"

2. Prove that

,.,
r

1 l+.r 1 47T 2
.... f

1

!-*, 1 , 27T 2

(1)
J r^ log^=

27' <">
J ITP 10g^=

27'

2"-1
, (2

2n-1 - 2n

3. Prove that f l+ *+ ** + **

(log^^-^.
J 1-x5

\
*>

x) 3125

4. Show that

5. Show that

/i i _ rp-i*

where p is any prime number.

6. Show that

rl l+je*+x*+
Jf

-
-TT^

1084. Limits to oo .

So far in this chapter the limits have been from to 1. In

some of the cases considered the integrations might have

been taken from to GO
; e.g. in the examples of Group B,

f/o
log x f n- r\

l s x i
- "-7,dx=-{ I -f- I } , dx. In the second integral put #= -
1 r& \ In 1 1 /I t*" I/1 .t \JO /I / * * y

, ,,
aa; a i 9 wa;

= z . -5-
= r .

'o l-#2 ^o l-^72 8 4

E.I.C. II. B
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2.

'o

f log- , n f\ log
l-x

fa I I + /
) dx. The second integral is

I 1+^2" Vo ^ /!+"
/-

1
, 1

o

log-

3.

/o

_ 7r
2n

(2
2n_

1)~
//. iyn A i\"" r> A i

(
log ^) /n r\( log j) (

Iog

. \
-r
{ dx=( +/P, ; rfx=2 ^^o 1+^2

V-'o yi 1+tf8 ^o 1+a;
4

o +^
/^xzn+i= ( ^ ) E2n,

and so on for other cases.

1085. GROUP G.

Integrals of the class /" / ]_\

. r^*^ v'
og j'

., s.,

'J. =!)* a
j.n=^* n>1 -

form a group of some interest. (Cf. Group C, Art. 1080.)

+ / )(-,) dx. and putting x= - in the second

o. these,
AA-lJ y

)"('_^ 1%r, r (toVy-^./
1

f^V-l-lj\ y*J
"

Jo \y-lj
J

Jo \x-lj

r 1
i + xn~ z

'

IJQ Tx-^iyi
(
loS x}

n
dx\ and putting x= e~',

the expansion being convergent as e~* is < 1 for all values of 2 between

and oo
;

i

,

1.2 3n+1 -1.2.3 4n+1

^^ re 1 n(n+l) 1 n(n+l)(re+ 2) 1 "1

\Wr 1^ 171 1 20 (W ~T~ 1 ) 1*^.O ( W ~f~ A ) I

|"r(n)
1 F(n + l) 1 r(n+ 2) 1

L 1 I*"*" 1.2 2n 1.2.3 3n

(n-l)
+

1 nn+ 1.2 (w + l)"
+

1.2.3
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And if n be integral,

, p.3...(n-l)
3.4...n 4.5...(n+ l)

- n - - +

259

(n-l)
n

TO*

+ n 2 -

(+I)F
T

(
.

The case of this when n is even is given by Wolstenholme, [Prob. 1919].

If Sp= -rj>+ 2-p
+w> + ... and Pp stand for the sum of the products p at

a time of the first w-2 natural numbers, this result may obviously
be written

... (See Art. 879.)'90^ 4
945"*"

t6 9450"

In the case when n=l,

riottx, /f
1 fVogff,a aa?={ I + / 1 dv

Jo x-l \Jo Ji Jx-l

,
where A-=,

y-1 y
'

y'

r
1

logj? 7 r 1 low a;=
1 -f-rdc+l . ix t^
Jo ^P 1 Jo x(x\)

of which the second portion is infinite.
Q O

The first part is finite, viz. 2 .

-^-
= .

EXAMPLES.

r ^R x

Jo \x 1
...} cfo

2 3
'

2. Prove

x-lj
^K^j Q^2

,

27r^ 4 z^ 8
^-_ rf^=8 -^-+ 7:^ =o ^ +T^x-lj \6 90 / 3 45

Jo \x .

id so on. (Cf. Examples 1, 7, 9, Group E, Art. 1082.)
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1086. A General Principle.

More generally, it is an obvious principle that if F(x) be

any function of x which remains unaltered upon changing

x into its reciprocal -, i.e. if F(x) be a symmetric function

1 Wfri
of x and -, then, provided - remains finite from x = Q

x x

to x= oo inclusive,

and changing x to - in the second integral,

Hence f J?(z)- = 2 P *()-.
Jo * Jo *

Similarly if F (-} = -F(x), f ^(z) = 0.

Vay J a;

1087. Again, if the value of any definite integral of the
cm fa

above form, viz. 7= I F(x) , has been found, F(x) being
Jo x

a symmetric function of x and -, the value of /'==| ,x Jo l + xn x

can be at once obtained, where n may have any value. For

in this integral put
- for x.

Then /' =

2/'= r -^- 4- r^^
Jo l+a;n a;

+
Jo l+xn

a;

I+xn x

Hence
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1088. Similarly, if F(x) be a symmetric function of - and
a *u
-, so that

x x

then putting x =
,

\
a2n**-

_r F(x) dx^
Jo an+ xn x

~

~
an Jo an+ y

n
y
~
an J an+ xn x '

[Jo
f
00

F(x) dx I t
,
.dx

>,.

v '

n
= -

J(JB) .

Jo ^
i

*c 3? ^^ Jo *

^7 > f Ct \
1089. Again, if -F(#) be symmetric in '- and -, so that F(x)= F(

),
Ct, X \ X /

:. 27 =
<0

For writing #2
=2, we have

Putting z= in the second,
v

We note also that it is therefore proved that

3
dlar a2

J'(.r) ,
if we put x=

,
we have

'

rfr r
1

rf^
^(JP)

-1- I

F(ar) ,
wi

x j{ x
with other similar results.
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1090. Since f"-L ^=
jT ^~>

=
%,

it follows that

#+ -
X

/0

dx 1 tfo; 1 r 1 dxir
Jo

Similarly, since

1 dx

Ct iV" X

[* 1 1 d.C 1 7T
we have / ^ 2 <2 =H~n 7'

JQ (JL "T* *?* rt tV" 9G ' ' 4

that is
/"" .rd.r _TT 1

Jo (a
4 + .t'

4
)(

n + A'
n
) 8 a""1

" 2

1091. It follows from Art. 1087, that since the expression

~2 is unaltered by writing
- for x, writing x= tan

^ ,

7=
r i?

1

r \
\l+xz

) dx_ 1 r -, / 2.r \ dx

Jo l+xn x 2 Jo Vl-fa;
2
/ a?

IT

/*! / 2'7* \ fJOf I= JL- -3) = J(sii
J \l+xz

j x Jo

a transformation given by Wolstenholme (Educ. Times, 9931).

We may also see the truth of this result by differentiation with regard
to

,
which gives

_. <ir . . 1
,

rrr-*' log.r ,
and writing - for x.n ' &d

v u

r" P/"_?^_A
d/

o

/. T- 0, and I is therefore independent ofn, and therefore the same as

if =0, i.e.

r -*L
dx _~

/w

Putting
- for x, it follows that
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1092. Thus, if F(z) = z, we have

_ 1 7T_ 7T

o (a*+ x")(an+ xn) 2an+1 2

or if .F(z)
= zp

, p being a positive integer,

f -z^""
1 1 /"*

Jo aH*T(+<)^
=2^4

1 TT\-
2 2>

1 1 -2 p-4 2

rf

1093. Consider next the value of 7W= (log tan 0)
2n
dO, where

Jo

is any positive integer. Put tan$ = oj.

r (log xf
n

. / p r\ (log xf* ,

Then /== I

v '
dx=( + r-^^-dx.

Jo l+x* \Jo Ji ) l+x*

In the second integral put x=-,
7

^
/. J=2

Jo

z, where x=e~*

52*1+1
~

J

= 2F(2%+ 1) 9 /9 \, >
where ."2,, is the ?i

th Eulerian number ;

r/_.\2n+i(logtan^^= (|)
E2n ;

and the values of E.2n being successively

E2
=

l, ^=
5, #6= 61, #8= 1385, etc. (see Art. 1073),

we have

/? ,,-3
r

(Iogtan0)
2c^=^ ;

JO O JO

1094. Since E2n
= coet. of 7^-^-. in the expansion ot sec 2, i.e. , 2n ,

/_-\2n+i r r/2 -i

we have
Jo

(log tan tf)
lfl

rf6l=^J L^ SeCZ
J [Wolstenholme].
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1095. The integral I=F (log tan e)
in+1dO vanishes.

For putting 0=f-<, 7= -7
;

.'.7=0.
JU

r/_.\ p-J~l

(log tan 6)
pdd = (-

}
Ep or 0, according as p is even or odd.

\*/
Also log cot 6= -

log tan 6 ;

r/Tj-NP+l(log cot 0)
pdd= ( = 1 Ep or 0, according as p is even or odd.

\ */

ft ft
Hence / (log tan Q)

pdO and / (log cot 0)
pdQ have been computed for

JO JQ

all positive integral values of p.

1096. Let /
1
=

r

and 72
==

(log sin 0) (log cos 6) dd.
Jo

Then

ft ft
2/!+ 2/2=/ (logsin^ + logcos^)

2^= / (log sin 2^-
.'0 .70

= r (logsin 26)
2d6-2 log 2 f* log sin 2^^+ (log2)

2

[*
1 d$.

Writing 20=
<{>,

r (log sin 2fffdO=l i (log sin )<ty= /^
Jo A JQ JQ

and I log sin 2^ rf^ == / logsin^o?^> =/
'O ^*/o ./o

i.e. 7j + 27
2
=
Y(log2)

2
(A)

Again
ft ft *

27, -2/2
=

/ (Iogsin0-logcos0)
2
rf0=/ (log tan 6)

2d6=--
; ....(B)JO JO O

16

.'. solving, 7j = jf* (log sin tf)rftf
=

jf*
(log cos ^)2d^= |

7
2
= log sin . log cos dB =

(log 2)
2 -

1

These results are due to the late Professor Wolstenholme.
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Obviously it follows that

rl i /? ff ^3
/ log sin 6 . log cos dO ~ I log sin 0\ogcos8dO= -

(Iog2)
2

^7..Jo JQ 4 yo

1097. We may write the expression for cosecz in partial fractions

(Hobson, Trigonometry, p. 335) as

*
i 111 1

1

---- H-- --
..., ........(A)

z 2n- Z-TT z z + ir 2+ 27T

it being understood that this doubly infinite series extends equal distances

infinity on either side of the centr

A similar expression for cosec2 ? is

to infinity on either side of the central term - marked with an asterisk.
z

-..., ....(B)

with the same understanding as before. [614, Wolstenholine's Problems.]
The latter is obtainable from a consideration of the factorisation of

cosh x+ cos 6 r^ f x1
~\

a ,
viz. n

|i
+

2

[viz. equating coefficients of x2 in the expansion and writing TT %z for
(f\.

Differentiating these expressions respectively 2?-+ l times and 2r times,

and then putting z= - in each, we have
?2

/ COS Z
\~j

. Now consider the integral

In the second integral write #= -.

y
Then

v, i

(
log

-)
dx=

1 +-t:
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l+e

-

_ny dy, where x=

= (
Jo

'

1098. Again, if

dz* \si

1 \2*"-*-l

putting ^' = - in the second integral,

1 / 1>

,( log irn 2 \ ' dx

ni4-rn~2 / 1

=1 T^r (lgj
=

/"y

2r

r

= / y2
Jo

2r+ 1

~y ~ (n - l)v I e~n"
-'

Thus

l\2r+i
log- 1

!

j /^V
f+T^ 2Y

l-a: ~/ LrfMsi

These results are due to Wolstenholme.*

1099. GROUP H. Legendre's Rule.

fl //V.W_

, provided n > 1.

fl

=\
Jo

(Euler.)

Integrating the result I xndx=- with regard to n between limits

and n, we obtain ^ n + l

n rn _ i
" -dx =log(l+n)................................................ (1)

Jo lo x
*
Problems, 1919, 41 and 42.
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Hence

log.v 1 +n

and
" ""

logo;
&
V

If ^(.r) be any polynomial in which the sum of the coefficients is zero,

Then

A i^^=

= log( + l)-
4
n'

4

'(w-l)-
<
2...2-4n

- 1.................................(4)

Let A be an operative symbol defined by

&vn
= vn+m- vn-

Then equation (3) may be written

(5)

Integrating with regard to m from to m,

r _r2w + M, ... . 2m+ n-\
m

f.
/s,
= 2 -

log(2m + ?t)
-- - -2 (

L * Jo L

= (2m+ n) log (2m+ ?z)
- 2 (m+ ?i) log (TO + ?t) + n log w=A2

log n. . . .(6)

Similarly 78= A8
?i
z
log n, 74=^A

4w 3
log, etc.................. (7)

Some of these integrals were established by Euler (Calc. Int., iv., p. 271).
The general rule was given by Legendre (Exercises, p. 372).

1100. Rummer's Integrals. (Crelle, T. xvii., p. 224.)

From equation (2) of the last article,

.., r f
l x*-xb

1 dx f
l

, . dx
(i) /= L .

, e i
= / (x

a-1 -xb^1
)(l-x

c+^c
-...) r-J l+xc

logx x lo ^

^log.v

,
a . a+ c

,
a + 2c , (a b+c'

/U\ j/_ T
1

x^-_x^ 1 cfo? /a

Jo l-xc
'

logx' ~x~ g U'
in the same way.
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L

Putting c= l and a+ b = l in (i),

l xa -xl~a 1 dx

\+X log X X

_ f l of-1 - x~a dx
,

/ a 2-a 2+ a 4-a \

~Jo l+x
'

logo;"'^\l-a
'

i + a 3-a
'

3 + a'"/
,1

42
(2.)

2 22 .4...(2n)
2

' p CT
2 _ l

2 .32 ...(2n-l)
2

I
2 32 2?i-] 2

EXAMPLES.rilog sin rf^ = -
log 5 from the theorem

2 2

,i 2 -, ir--.- -. --hi )... l^2 -2^cos^-'
hi f-l \ n J\ n ) \ n )

[LESLIE ELLIS, Cam. Math. Jour., vol. vii., p. 282.]

2. Show that / sin fllogsin ^rf^=log,(-\

W

3. Show that
|
sinolog sin

tfd^=| log.f|\

[ECLER, Nov. Com. Petrop., vol. xix., p. 30.]

4. Prove that
(' ISSg+fD^I tog.,. ^^^ ft iMa]

5. Prove that
flog (1 + tan

rftf-|lqg.2. [TRJNITY> 18g5
-,

6. Prove that
f'tan logcosec^g. [TEIHITT, 1884.]

7. Prove that sin 20 log (1+ cos

8. Prove that if a be <1, T log j-^ ,***_.-
= ff sin"* a.

'Jo
6 1-GLP Wl-^2

[OXFORD, II. P., 1888.]

9. Prove that _
[ST. JOHN'S, 1881.]

10. Prove that

rsin^loglr
- }dx= I sin^tan~1

(tanasin^)rf^'= ir tan s -

\l-sinasm^/ Jo 2

[ST. JOHN'S, 1881.]



, /Mlog-ff)
2

, 1 r
11. Show that

J! i^ cfo=
2 JQ

ri-log(l -x)dx=x

/ 1\3

(logi) ^

DEFINITE INTEGRALS (II.).

TT
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15. Prove that
/"' , l + 2A-

Jfl

log
} _ 2,- 2x cos a+ #2 x

P 7T
2

16. Prove that ^ log#log(l -x)dx= 2--^

17. Show that

18. Show that /
.

Jo sin x

}

20. Show that / tan sec 20 log cot Odd= ^.

1101. GROUP I. Derivations from

Jo l+x~" Jo l+x

Put x=yn
,

= -. Then
*/ * M

[OXFORD, I. P., 1889.]

[COLLEGES 8, 1883.]

[COLLEGES y, 1882.]

a
)
where TT> a> 0.

[COLLEGES y, 1882.]

[ST. JOHN'S, 1885.]

[COLLEGES 8, 1881.]

[COLLEGES e, 1881.]

[R.P.]

[ST. JOHN'S, 1882.]

,
Art. 871. ...(1)

The case n= 2 gives

.(3)

Putting _p
=m+ l, we have

,

2

= l in (2),

o l+xn (5)
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ri

Jo

=E cosec^, (n>p>0). -...(6)

*")"

= l in (6),

P dx IT IT
\ ,
- =-cosec-, (n>\)..........(7)

Jo y\-xn n- n

Fr m(4)'

This may be written as

rcosh
(m log x) dx IT rrnr

T71 ^T = H sec -S-> (l>m>-l). (8)cosh (log x) x 2 2

Put ^=e~ 2

, ^ positive ; mq=pt
and Replace z by a;,

cosh .r , IT pir
-q). (9)T ^--,

coshya: 2y 2^'

p t *-" r^s* -i~s-
Put a?= in (1),

=7r6-1
coseca7r, (l>a>0). (11)

Diff. r - 1 times with respect to 6,

Integrate (11) with regard to 6 from 6
t
to 62 ,

rfy^VJircogec^ (l>a>0). ...(13)

Write x=by in (1),

(l>a>0). ...(14)

Diff. r- 1 times with respect to 6,

Diff. (10) with regard to p,

rsinh
px . 1 p p

COSil TTJC 422 * ""^ *'./ ^ "/

Integrate (10) with regard to p between and
jo,

x

DiflF. (1) with regard to a,

dx
-7r2

coseca7rcota7r, (l>a>0), ...(18)^0 l+X X

etc. Thus obviously a large number of such results may be derived.
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1102. GROUP J.

Next consider the similar integral I
^

dx (l>a>0).
a-a-i

Jol x
Here the integrand ^ has infinities at =0 and at jc=l.

1 a;
fti %al

At =0, since a is positive and <1, the limit of I dx,
Jo i ~ x

when e
1

is indefinitely diminished, is zero (Art. 48). We
have to examine the behaviour of the integral in the neigh-
bourhood of JB=1. Consider the integral

/p-
e

p
VO Jl+7)

where e and rj
are small positive and arbitrary quantities.

In the second integral put x=-.

Then

- P*"~
J l-

dx
x
dx

And in the second of these let.cc=l

a convergent series, since

and if
rj and e are made ultimately zero in a ratio of equality,

the limit of this portion is zero, otherwise it is of arbitrary

value.

Hence we shall take r\=e, and then

(T+J\Jo J

a-1

dx
!+/
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is in the limit the same as

(i-'z"-
1

, n-'ar- ,

ax. ax,
Jo 1 x J 1 x

i.e. the Principal Value of

fa"-
1

, . -, f
1 -<z<'-1-2r

ax is Ltf=Q \
:
-

ax,
J lx Jo 13

the General Value being an arbitrary quantity depending

upon the relative mode of approach of e and j
to their limits.

ri 2*11_x~tt xa~^_ x~a
Now in :

-
dx, the limit of - -

. when x is

Jo 1 x lx
unity, is (2a 1), and is therefore finite, so that the last

element of the integral when expressed as a summation from

2=0 to 05=1, contributes nothing.
fl

y-a
1_ / a Tl

/pa
1

Therefore M,=o I dx=\
Jo 1-3 J 1-

_ / a

dx
3

05

1 1 1 1

1 1 a 2 a 3 a
""

n a 1
,

f1 j.^-
1 ar ,

-^-r + 1 a;
n+1

^ dx.

-i-Jj-JLj-JL-L i

x
I

w- (

r l+a^2+a^3+
Now in the limit when n is infinite, the portion in the

brackets is ultimately equal to TT cot air.

The limit of the term-r-rr is zero
;
and in the integraln a+1

the subject of integration is ultimately zero for all values

ofz<l,i.e. n-, -a-l r-a
14 I *n+1 - -fa=o.

Jo 13
And for the remaining part of the integral

f
l

J.,x
a-l x-a J f

1 .a?- 1 ar
i jpn+i _ -

flx V1Z i ^n-i _ _ dx
J 1-3 Jl-, 1-3

we may remark that, the integrand being finite, if we take

P and Q as its greatest and least values in the region between

1 e and 1, this integral lies between

l.dx and
l-e

Q\ l.dx,
Jl-e

i.e. between Pe and Qe, and therefore vanishes in the limit.
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Hence, summing up, the Principal Value of the integral

f
00

T<I i fi ffai f <*
Jj mm I Jj Jj 7

a is ace,
J 1-z J 1 x

and is equal to TrcotaTr (l>a>-0) (1)

1103. In the derived results which follow we shall regard all the

integrals which occur as Principal Values.

Starting with Prin. Val. of

/ dx= I ^ dx= TrcotaTr. (l>a>0), (1)
Jo 1 x Jo I x

we proceed as in Art. 1101.

~Putx= y" =. Then
n

I ?/ 7 / "V y T ^" j /97T . ,-,\ /,-\\
-=i d = I

- - '2 - cai =-cot c
, (7i>>0) (2)

Jo I-/ Jo 1-y n n

The case n= 2 gives

T
05

^,*
1 f* Xp~^ 7'1~'

)

7T jOTT
I r s<fc / ; 3 CMP =o cofc o (2>/)>0) (3)
Jo 1 X* Jo 1 x- 2> z

Putting p =m + l, we have

/" ^m f
1 ^"* X~m , 7T . 7WTT . .

gd.v I -^ 3 dx =--tan-7r- (l>wi>-l) (4)
J -\x* Jo 1x* 2, 2

Putp = l in (2),

I dx I
\Xn~

, TT ,
7T /^i\ /e\= / ^-dx =-cot-, (n>l). (5)

Jo 1 xn Jo l-xn n n

m x~m dx TT . mir
^-

-
=~tan-g-, (l>w> 1) (6)

This may be written as

P sinli (m log x) dx _ 7r
*.

Wi7r M _i\ /-\

Jo sinh (log x) x 2 2
'

Put x=e~ql
, q positive ; mq=p, and replace z by x,

f
m
sinhpx T TT . TT ,>

/ . ,

^ dx = -
tan%-, (q>P>~q) (8)

Jo smh qx %q 2q

f" sinh px , 1 p , ..
Put <7= 7r, . . dx =-tan-, (TT~>P> TT). ("/

Jo smh TTX 2 2

Differentiate with regard to p,

rcoshpx
, 1 9 p ,

,1A v

ff-s-rr* <** = 7 sec2
^, (7r>> -TT). ...(10)smh TTX 4 2

Integrate (9) with regard to p from to 1,

-7r), ...(11)

E.I.C. II.

2_ dx^

sinh TT.T ^?
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or between b and a, / b\
I os \

r cosh ax - cosh bx dx_ 2| (7r>a>6> -TT), (12)
.'o sinhTT.? x I a I

\
C08

2/

and it is as before obvious that many further deductions may be made.

1104. Lemma. We shall require the factorisation of

cos UTT -+- cosh WIT.

U+iV UiV
cos UTT+ cosh VTT= cos UTT+ cos IVTT= 2 cos ^ TT cos - TT

/

(2r+l)V (2r+l)V

Logarithmic differentiation with regard to u and v gives

(1)

1 -
1

cos WTT+ cosh

._ W |2+ V2/cos WTT+ cosh VTT "V ^2r+l+ w 2+v2 2r+l w|
2+v2/

1105. GROUP K.

Type /= I

'

. ,
.

sin mx dx, etc. (q positive, p2
;j> q

z
).

r

Here 1= / (ePx+ e~i>:e)(e'ix+ e~ 3<ix+ e~^x+ ...)sinmxd.v. the integrand
Jo

being finite for all positive values of x and the series convergent ;

Jo o

_ "
|~

m m
~j=

rL{(2r+l)<7 + 7>}
2+m2 {(2r+l)a-} 2+ m2J

. , 7H7T
sinn

, by the Lemma, (A)2o pir ,
, ?TT

' cos * + cosh

q being positive and p intermediate between q and q, inclusive.

Similarly

f Sinh PX cog nix^^ f

Jo sinn q.v Josinn q.v

)9+p}*-]
cos ,>r^

sin

..................................(B)
2(7 7T . niTT* cos C + cosh
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Writing 2# for x in (A) and P +|,p-| in succession for p, and

subtracting,

sin Qmxdx
2 sinh qx cosh qx

I sinh :

q

. , mir . , mir
sinh smh

4<7J . pir ,
, mr . pir .

2
\ sin hcosh sm Hcosh
\ q 2 q

. pir . , mir
. , _ oin*- sinh

sinh 2px . j IT q q
sin2mxdx= ,

o cosn qx Z(7 . mir . pir* cosh2 sm2

1 1

. pir . . mir
sm sinh

* cos -^ + cosh

and replacing 2p and 2m by p and m,

. pir . , mir
sm - sinh T;

' 1 *r '-1 */ ^V / *j O *J 9\ //^1\
Bin wia;cfcc=- i 2

(? positive, p* > g-). ...(O)
! ? ^TT _

, WITT
cos ~p cosn

Treating (B) in the same way,

2 sinh gw cosh qx

I pir pir
/ cos I cos

_ T g ?

rcosh
2.r . TT

^i1- cos 2m^ dx=
coshqx 2o . ,.mir . 9 pir

cosli^ sin-*

3 9

pir , mir
cos ' cosh

?r g q

. 7T , 7717T . p-JT , i

sin -
1- cosh sin + cosh -

? ? q

PIT , mir
cos cosh

q 27r ,2 cos -C + cosh
<l

and replacing 2p and 2??i by jo and m,

pir , mir
cos - cosh TT

q pir . mir
cos * + cosh

positive, ?*&. ...(D)
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We thus have
. , mir

sinh
r eoA*

ri ^ 2
f (A)

Jo arnhg* ** cntZ+coA^

r<*>

sin^-

~ COS Tt\JO GuX -
^r~"
^^ ^

^ y /

Jo sinh o.r 2? pir , mir
cos c h cosh

. pir . . mir
sin c sinh -;r

, TT 2ff 2qr /p>.8inm.rar=- a a
> wJ. ,-111 f/t.V W*/

'o cosh qx q pir , mir
cos -

I- cosh

pir , mir
cos ^ cosh -^r

/ cosh w.r , TT iiff z<7 /T-J\
-r-i cosmxdx= = W

Jo cosh qx q pir , mir1 cos H cosh
3 9

1106. Special Cases.

(i) Put ff=7r, then (
2 >7r

2
), . p . .m

?*> u sin ^ sinh ^r
f cosh px . ,1 sinh m /

sinh px . , 22
sin mx dx = -

> / , sin ww; aa; = j >

Jo sinhTT^r 2cosp + coshm Jo coshir.;; cos p+ cosh m

r<*> i
cos o cos^

"o
T sinh px sin o / cosn px , z z

cos 7/wr o.r = - - t
i > -r-

4 cos 7^ o.r = i

Jo sinh irx 2 cos p+ cosh MI Jo cosh irx cos
jt? + cosn m

(ii)
Put g= -,then (4p

2
^>ir

2
)

/"" cosh ^ . sinh 2m /*
x sinh px . sin sinh m

f smmxd.v== , j
' sin?.ro^= 2' '

. ,

. irx cos 2p + cosh 2m , irx cos 2 + cosh 2m
Jo

8mhT Jo
COshT

5 sinh px sin 2 /*
!X> cosh JF , cos p cosh TW

-^ rt/-kd im OttifiMt * _. f*f\O tW\ >' /TO* / ^^^B^I^^^^^^H^HV^B^^ .

cos 2jo+ cosh 2m. . TT^ cos 2/>+ cosh 2wt

Jo
'

2
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7T .

(vii) Putting q = ^
in

(
v

) (V> "^i

sinh x , coshpxr= sinh px , f-* dx= tanp,
. . TTX i

7M7

Jo
smh T Jo

coshT
(viii) Putting p = q in (A) and (C),

/ cotho.r sin mxdx=~coth^, I tanh qxsinmxdx^ cosech .

Jo 2gr 2q Jo 2q zq

(ix) Putting g= 7T in the latter,

rcoth
irx sin mx dx = coth^ , I tanh irx sin mx dx= - cosech .

2 2 Jo z

1107. Other Modes of Derivation.

Besides such integrals as those indicated, which are merely

particular cases of one or other of the four formulae A, B, C, D,

many definite integrals may be obtained by differentiation

or integration, between specified limits, with regard to one or

other of the constants p, q or m.

EXAMPLES.

1. Taking I

8in
.

mx
dx - tanh -^ ,

write 2m for m and integrate with&
Jo sinh irx 2 2

regard to m from to m. Then

r u V cos2m^~l rn
, 1,

/ cosech TTX --
5 dx = 5 log cosh m,

Jfl 1 X _Jg /

rrf.r 1
cosech TT.T sin2ma; = -

log cosh m.
x A

f cosmx , 1 , m
2. Deduce from I r a^= - sech

,

Jo cosh TTX 2 2

. . r xsmmx . 1, ,m ,m ., [ sinmx dx _J . , m\
(a) dx= -: tanh -sech---, (6) I

^
- =tan Msinh-xl

V '
Jo COsh THE 42 'Jo COSllTT^ X \ 2/

cospx . , 1 sinhm
3. Deduce from I . .

r sinm.vax= =. . .
= =- r ,

Jo sinh TTX 2 cosp+ cosh m

. I"" 9m.vdx I, /cos + cos m
(a)

JQ
cosech vx cosh^ sm* - = -

log
^

. sinhp.r . 1 sinh w sin p
(b) I x . , sin m# a^ =

; r 75,v y 2 (cos ^)+ cosh w)
2 '

. T 00 cosh^ 1 1 + cosp cosh w
(c) I x . . cos mx dx = ^ > r \9v '

Jo sinh TT^ 2 (cosp + cosh m)
2
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C^sinhpx , 1 snip
4. Deduce from I . . cosmxdx=- -

jo sintiTttj; 2 cosp+ cos

r sinli p.v . dx . ( L , m , \
/ . .

-^
sin m.r - = tan"1

1 tanh tan^ ).

.'o sinn TTX x \ 2 2/

And it will be obvious that a large number of such results may be

obtained. The results of putting m= will in many cases lead to

integrals obtained in a different manner earlier.

1108. GROUP L. Poisson's Formulae.

Let f(x) be a function of x such that Taylor's Theorem

gives convergent expansions for f(a-\-u) and /(a+W"
1
), where

u=el9
. Then expanding

=2[/(a)+/'(a)
cos

0+^/*(a)
cos W+f'"(a) cos 30+

...].

Multiplying by

i-2oc~ose+ C'
=1+2ccose+2c2cre29+ -- if C2<1 >

or by

I_^lJ5
-

F?=l+2c-ico
8 e+2c-ooe2e+..., if >!.

and integrating between and TT, we have

f/(q+
Jo 1-

9_

or =

9.

EXAMPLES.

1. Show that, u standing for e
t6

,

2. Show that
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3. Show that

/.' (i-toMe+^+^-K'+^de-^Ka+c) (#< i).

4. Taking J(x)=x
n

,
show that

('
(l + 2cos0+ a2

)* / 8in0 \ ,. TT

7,

-
;r- cos (

n tan J

j=)tf0=---r

J 1-2CC030+ C-
2

V a+cosdj l-c-

5. Show that

sin ^ sn-r*
I 1
Jo 1 - S
-ST^2

-
Sccos c'+ c2

v
V a + eosv

6. Show that

sin 9 a. .* f , i

sin #
I 1 _|_ y/v /na M _l_ ft&\- 0111 I . ro \\ i-

,

/"*

Jo

7. Deduce known results from 4, 5, 6 by putting n= l.

e
fcc08 - ;

Cos(A;sin^) , TT k, ,
8. Prove --J ^dx=--r,e

Ac
(c

2 <l).
j'o !-2ccosA-+ cJ 1-c2

1109. GROUP M. Abel's Formula. (See Bertrand, Gale. Int.,

p. 171.)

Supposing F(c-\~a) capable of expansion in a series of powers
of e~a in the form A -{-A 1e-

a-+A 2e~
2a
-+... ,

whether a be real

or imaginary, then putting i{3t for a, we have

It follows that

ipt)+F(c-tpt) ,.

-p+F-

9
00 "

osfit __,
^ 2 cos2/3^ |:

\ ,

+ 2
'

62+^2

In Abel's Formula 6 is taken as unity.
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EXAMPLES.

1. Taking F(z)= z~n
,

:os ( n tan" 1
)

\ c ) dt TT

_ =^(c+W~n
-

o
-

2. Deduce the formulae

dt, rW
Jo (c

2

ii.\ f* cos nd> cosn
<f>

d<l> TT cn-1 n
(6) / -^T JTJ=^- 7

-
ai- FBERTRAND.]'

Jo a2 cos2 <> + c2sm 2
< 2a(c + o)

n

3. Show that
/

- - dt = ^r e
6a

^r
ce

2b

1110. GROUP N. A Set mainly due to CAUCHY.

P dx
The integrand of

2 -% (a]>0) has infinities at a and
JQ d X

at a. The latter lies outside the range of integration.

Now
dx

f
a- dx

Jo 5

2a e 2a ^ 2a

If
>;, e be made to vanish in a ratio of equality, this

f
50

d
vanishes; /. the Principal Value of I -~-- is zero.

Jo a x

1.111. Consider next the Principal Values of

j
r dx r

l~J (a
2-x2

)(x
2
+/)'

lz-} (a
2-

_ +̂

7 _____ =*-* 2z 2
~

a? z
' 2~ 2

If then 0(x) be such a function as can be expressed in
A

partial fractions of the form ^>(a;)
=S 2_ 2 , we have as

Principal Values,
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rx^(x) x y
2 TT

,-y
^-J /+x2dj

2p aM-jp* 2p
11K

T* ^A I Q1
*

I

where F(x)=x*<j>(x), provided X^ =00 ^ (
be finite.

p^-f-a?

[The results obtained in the following articles to 1118 are all Principal

Values of the several integrals discussed.]

1112. Thus, for instance, since we have

tan as_ .

>a
^ (-iy-i(2r-l)7r

r ?r osr f*ir

it follows that, considering Principal Values,

... f tan o.r rfo: TT tan lap TT

W I
---

^
-

9 =5-- =s~2v
./o ^ ?

2+^ 2 tJ 2 2

[
X

J

.

(m)

.

(iv) ^

IT= S6C iaP

7T-

TT

7T .- Sech a^'

,

h op.

.(A)

1113. Again, it is clear from the expressions for sin and

cos 9 in factors, that the fractions (a < 6)

sin ax cos ax sin ax x sin ax x cos ax

sin&x' cos&x' xcos&x' cos bx
'

sin&x
'

are expressible as the sums of an infinite number of partial

fractions with pure quadratic denominators (e.g. see Ex. 52,

p. 169), and therefore, when a < 6, we have immediately

,., fsina.r dx _ir sinh ap .... F3
cos ax dx _ TT cosh ap

Jo sin bx p
z+x2

2p sinh bp' Jo cosbxp^+x
2

2pcoskbp'

..... r sin ax dx TT sinha ,. . /"" sin ax xdx 7rsinho
/jH\ I '

( IV ) /
' =-.

' 'Jo cos bx x(p* + x'*) 2p
z
coshbp Jo cosbxp

2+ x* Zcoshbp

. . r cos ax x dx TT cosh ap /13N
(y) I

.
i_

f (-t>)

'Jo sin bx p2+ x* 2sinh6p*
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1114. In the limit when a= 0, we have cases (i), (iii), (iv) giving a zero

result, but from (ii) and (v),

rsec
bx , TT , , , r x cosec bx . TT , ,--

5 dx= - sech bp and
/ 5- =- dx= - cosech bp. . . .(C)z+x2 2p Jo p*+x? 22p

Also in the case when a = b, we have,

... , ....
,

r dx TT

(i) and (ill become /
= TT-,

Jo fP+afl 2p

,...,. rta.nbxdx IT .

(i") / . ,
,

.2
r = ^-5tanhftjp (from A (i)),

Jo .r(
2 +.r2 2>2

/"" .r tan bx , r ftanfc.r 2
tan6.r) . TT TT

/ *-; 2~ -r=
/ 1

~ '

/ > , \ r -^= o
-

o
Jo jr+x* Jo I x x(p

i
-\-x

r
)j 2 2

(see Art. 1007),
X COt bx , 7T ,, , ,, . /...vv

2+ -t
.2 ^=2 ^ ( ^ ^Ul)) -

1115. The cases in which a > 6 can readily be obtained by means of

the following identities. Let a= 2rb+ c, where r is an integer and c is

positive or negative, but numerically less than 6.

sin ax sin ex
(1) 2{cos(a-6).r + cos(a-36).r+...+cos(a-2r 1 b)x} =. -.

-.

Sill \)OC sill

fA\ 9( '

( A~\ ( 11 \ j.
'

( 9 1 h\ \ _coacx cos ax
sin bx sin bx

Therefore

rr
7

2 cos (a -2r- I 6)^
* =

|l{
e-(-)p+ e-(a-3)p+ ^ to r terms}

sin

>-P _ / _ i \rp-cpg

f
r _ ./r _

2(-l)r-1cos(a-2r-l6)^-^ = -
,

i

v '

p
2 +jr 4p coshfyo

P*. dx TT fl-(-l)f e-ap -(-\)r e-eP\
I Z(-l)r~1

sm(a-2r-l5).r .
,

., N
= 5-^ii -, ^--- v

, / -
h,

Jo i

v '

j?(p
2 +.r2) 2^)

2 U-(-l) 2cosh6p J

/ / S
-T^ xdx n-e-a"-(-e.

(
-

l)
r-1 sin (a -2r- 16)^-5-; s =T , ,.

--
>

o i ^>
2 +j?2 4 cosh op

f' .
--r ,.

I 2<sin(a-2r-l 6)^
Jo i 4
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Hence, if a= 2rb+c, c2< 62
,
we have

sin ax dx , -
---

, .
,2 cos (a

- 2r - 1 &)# -n-; 5+2z
dx

, f sin
T
--

s
-

r, -n-; 5
-

Jo sin bx p* + X
L

Jo i p2+xz
Jo s

_ TT e~cp e~ap TT /sinh cp \

~2,p sinh bp 2p \s\nhbp' /'

according as 0>e2 >62
,
or c= or c= b.

(A)
/

6

Jo si

1116. Thus we have the several cases :

sin ax dx TT sinh ap
sin bx p'*-\-3? 2p sinh bp'

_
'

= 2 '

TT

2 sinh 6p Zp siu sinh bp

a<b,

-, a= 2r& -f c,

,r>\ f cos ax
p) I

JO Ci

2p 2 sinh 6^)

TT e-^-e-
'

2p 2 siuh 6jj

TT cosh ap

2p cosh 6p
'

TT

sinh 6 j,
c= o.

a<b,

2 cosh 6p

_ \r ^L cosn

2p cos

cosh
fej)

2p cos

TT

J

(C)

cos

TT sinh ap
Jo cos 6.r ^

(p2+x2
) %p

2 cosh bp
'

r *"8'5s L~~i 2cosh6 J
+ (

~
1)f

a<b,

cosh 6p

= 2 1

2p
2 L 2 2 cosh bp

(_l)r_ e-ap-

+

Q
or

-i

.

cosh fep
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sinao; xdx
o cos

IT sinh ap
2 cosh bp

'

2 cosh bp

. . r 7r sinh cp
2 cosh 6p

7re-ap -(-l)r
coshcy~~

2

:2
'2

+ = - \ -

2 cosh bp2 cosh &/>

_ TT e--(-\ye-ep
, ,,/ir TT= 2

'2 2cosh4>
- 1f -

fe
' '

(E)

2 cosh ftp

_TT cosh op
2 sinh bp'

-f>) - e~ap TT cosh cp
2 2 sinh bp 2 sinh ftp

2 sinh bp

= -2.""""*"
77-6 e

I

r
2 2 si nil ftp 2

p-a*> IT

hftp = - *

2 sin

'22 sinh bp

c _ 0>

c=b.

sin ax dx

2 sinh 6p

1117. Adding the results of (D) to p* times those of (C),

f, ^{1 -( -1)1 or - according as

a=2rft or a = (2r+l)ft.
r* A

If a = ft we have
tan ".'

i

x ?=^ as established in Art. 1007, and used

above. The majority of these results are due to Cauchy [M&n. de

Savons Et., T. I.].*

1118. Some of the general results above (a<b or a = 26 + c) may be

derived from others by differentiation with regard to a
; bearing in

mind that if 6 be kept constant da= dc.

Differentiation with regard to b, p or pz
,

or integration between

specified limits, will furnish other results. For example, taking a < b

.,, /""sin ax dx TT sinha , . . .. .,,
and starting with / j 7, ,

=
;: . . ,

r and integrating with regard
Jo &mbxp*+ x2

2p sinhojo
to b between bv and 62 ,

we have

f
/ sin ax log

b,x
tan

i- dx

*See also Legendre, Exercices, vol. ii., p. 174 ; Gregory, .Ex., pp. 491-499.
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or, differentiating with regard to p,

sin ax dx TT d / sinh ap \~
Jo sin bx (p'*+ x2

)
2

4p dp \p sinh bp'
'

rXCOSeCX , 7T i/f \ 4. 111A\ I,

Again, since /
2 2

dx= - cosech p (from Art. 1114), we have

r ,P~1
P1

, TT f
p*2epdp TT r, eP_i-,Pi

'L J 2j e^T-^ 2 L
g
eP+TJ

'

U, .\ dx TT . 2
tan-i '- - tan- 1 "

j
- = -

?

/"/, , ^ i ^ \ ^ 7T ,

/ (tan-
1 tan-1

)-.
= ^ log

.'o \ Pi p2/sm.j; z

coth^-
1

and so on for other cases.

222 2z2 2z2

1119. Since 2 cosech 2=1 -5- o+ 9
, 02 2

~
2 i -a-2 2+ >

Z2 + 7T
2 22 + 2%J Z1-+ 32

7T
2

/"

Jo

g coseeh z^ _TT -

""
z2(fe TT

o
' ~

and when 6 is an integral multiple of TT, =mr say, we have

z cosech z , 1 , n

1120. Some Special Forms given by LEGENDRE (Exercices, p. 243) and

LANDEN (Math. Mem., p. 112, etc.).

write 1 -xy in the second integral. Then (j; < 1)

(l-a?), rlogA-,3LJ-i^=l !- dr
^ .'0 1 X

/n
.= -logalog(l-a) +

-^, , /, x
7T

Hence
JQ
+

JQ J-^--' efa= log log (1 -)--;

i / \ f
a

l (1 #) j i.and if <f>(a)= / -'*, we have
JO -^

and
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Also <'(#) = (log (1 -x)}fx, and

Let xyl(l +y), then

(iii)

A
Again

(iv)

In the case or x=- =, say,
2

(v)

(LEOENDRE.)

-a)-c^,(a) = j log =
4(log a)

2
.

But ^>(1
-

a) + (f)(a)
=
log a log (1

-
a)

- = log a log a
2 - -=

Hence solving

4

where a =

Thus

>(1 a)
=

(log a)
2

, </> (a)
=

(log a)
2

,

>/5 - 1 . TT , / TT \
2

5 =2smr-z, (l-a) = vcr=( 2sm
y-

I .

These curious results are due to LANDEN. They are quoted by Bertrand,
Calc. Int., pp. 216-217.

X X 3f^ 3cft 3$
The series

T2+ 2+Q + + 2+ -"^ f- therefore summable in the

four cases x=l, x= %, .r=
2sin^r,

^=
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PKOBLEMS.

Prove the following results

)

3 d0 = ^. 2. r

x . 87T fl^-Z + l. 1, 7T
2 1

3. i.-<dx=-f^- 4. log -dx = -^--.
Jo l-x 63 J l-x to x 64
ff- 27T2 - 3

5. I

J

7

/^j-
. O O

(ii) tan sec2 sec 20 log cot ddB^-^r-
Jo ^

,. f
1
(l+^)

2
1 1^ 8:r2_39 pa;

2 -4. 1,
7. I

v

-j
--log-dx = ^-- 8. I r-log-ax=

J l-x & x 12 Jo^-l

f
1 x* , I , 67r2

9. I =- log- dx =
J l-a & z

- 49
^--
36

10 f
X

Q + gyB + 2^
2 + + an-ig**"

1 + ang" ^ 1 ^
'Jo i-

L
- xn , 1 , _ mr2 n-l n-2 n-3 I

l^x)
2 8 x

=

1T
"

~P 2^
'

~&~' ~(n-l)
2>

12-
71 ^~ - logr rf:Br=

T2~^ 2 I
2

Jo k
1 "*/ * ^ L

(?i-2)(/t + 3) (n
-

3) (n + 4) 1 . 2n,_ _
~2.22 2.3 2

/r\ i / m ^ ff2 /ox P/i
13. (1) log(sec^)

sl^ -
, (2)

J Q

(log

. d0 7T ... _ d6 177T8

g sec^
sl^^, (4

, f,,
(3)

J o

(i

f\2n^
'Jo l-
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f
1 a + bx2 + ex* , 1

, , . 7T
2 a + b c

-

1 !- 1, 3;r2 19
'

fl ^2n / 1

18. _._(logi
J l+a;2 V

s

--- -- -___
32 I

3 3s 53 (2n-l)
3

'

1 1- S A IN2
, 7T

3 2

1+a* / 1\ 2

22.

o

23. (1)

(3)

V

24. Prove that I

T

,
. !

gC tg
n ,^ sin"-1 2^ dB =^ log 2.

J (sm
n 6 + cosn B)

2
n,
2

25. Establish the following results :

i)J

(2)

/o

fJJ2
|sin(e-/o I \

rflogtan^
r^T

Jo W"*
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26. Show that

*

f
^

I + 4 sin2 6 + sin4
on /a\ j.2 ia

-r^ . tan 6 (log cosec 0)
2^+2 dd

cos6 8 v 5

8

where -#
2n-i is the th Bernoullian number.

x t*oaf0&f*-*0d0 I p cos5 08m"- 1 00*0
27. Evaluate (1) ^ , (2) T, mg ,v '

J log cosec 'J (log cosec 0)
2

jr

m\ f
'2 cos7 sinn-1 ^0

(3) I

J (log cosec 0)
3

28. Show that I =ir2 cosec2 air (0<a<l).
rf rv x-

Jo ^ L *

fl]

(a)
Jo
II - X) 7T

2
/
-0

7X= -TT;>- X 1 ^

7 177T8

rrfx= --
^-.

*/ v

30. Establish the results

I"

1 xp - x~p dx TT pir v

f! XP + X"17 dx __TT ^ pir .

/-.
1 1

31. Establish the result
X
.~

X
9 dx = -

t
cot (2 > a > 0).

J 1-x2 2

f sinh px dx , p + ir . ,

32. Prove that - =
log tan' (IT >p > -

ir) ,

J cosh 72 x

33. Show that (TT > a > -
TT),

. f cosh ax . T 1 sinh r
/ 1 \ I 01 Ti yo* ^/;/*

-
. -

^ 7

J sinh7rx 2 cosh r + cos a

,. f" si

(2) I -T
7

J si

sinh ax 7
1 sin a

-T-=- = ;r T ,

sinh TTX 2 cosh r + cos a

,. f" sinra , l^_v f /^\ r sinh ax, 1 a
(3) -^.c = ^tanh-, (4) -^r rfx = jrtan^,v '

J sinhTrx
x

Jo sum me

,_, pxcosrx , 1 , r
(o) I -^ :

- ax = T sech"2 -
. ._ ,

4 [GKEGOBY, ^., p. 49o.]

E. I.C. II.
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34. Show that r a
cosher cos K

... f coshaz , 22,
(1) I i

- cos rx ax = r- (TT > a > -
TT),'

j Q
cosh TTX cosh r + cos a

, 1 , r=

/Q\ I /-//> 0"~T)T corn __ nv , //y
\ O I I Q o ^*'**/ ^ OCvil ^ I*/ l*"V)

secliTra; , /crx f^sechTra; . TT

[GREGORY, Ex., p. 496.]

35. Show that

a + bx + cxz , ir[~ ,, ,, OX5! .

7r
2
c"l

. c?x = - + HOST 2 + c (log 2)
2 + -r ;

V/^TL 2[
v 6 ^

i2j [a,

log-
36. Show that

"

n being a positive integer > 2.

, f sin ax dx , , TT sinh a
37. Show that the integral I has the value

J smte 1 +a;2 2 sisinh 5

c-
if a be < 6. but has the value H . , , if a >

. 2 sinh b
where r is an integer and c < l>.

[K,, p.]

38. Prove that the coefficient of xn in the expansion of sec a; in

ascending powers of x is equal to

i r

(log tan a;)"
dx.

[MATH. TRIP., PART I., 1888.]

39. Show that f ^R (loga;)
4
rfa; = 27r2.

Jo (1 +x)
5V

40. If x(x)
= x + ^2 + y + >

show that

I -A 7T
2

. 1+a;
(")

(iii) x
(tan

=
^-

-
J
(log

tan ,

and that the value of the series x (a;) is known in the four cases

x=l x = 28^1^, a; = \/5-2, a; = tan^.10 o

[LEGENDRE, Ex., p. 247.]
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/>2 /-v3 /v*4

41. IfA() = a; + ^3 + ^3
+ p+...,

show that, <j>(x) being as defined

in Art. 1120,

= A(l )
-
log x . <

(a;)
-
log (1

-
x) <(!

-
a;)

(ii) |

(iii)

1111 2 6* 66 68

iv
) 13+23

+
33-

t

-43+---
=
13+23

+
33
+
43+-

[LANDEN, Math. Mem.']
42. Prove that

1 ~
2 [MORLEY, E. 7'., 9224.]

\

be a positive proper fraction, show that

rf
(n]

(Qx) , _T(n + l)T(r) I

xr T(n + r) J xr [M. TRIP., 1883.]

sir\xn dx = br(l + l/ri), (>1), where b is the

L
real coefficient of the imaginary part of

(
-

l)
2n

,
and hence find the

value of the integral to four places of decimals when n is 2 or 3.

[SANJA*NA, E.T., 13,609.]

45. Prove that

ff' ,2mcose ja , 7T
2

01 _ ,. .,
I tan-1 -^ 5- d0 dm = -:- -2 log 2, (0<w<l).

Jo Jo !- 2 4

[SANJ^NA, E.T., 13,636.]
if If a

rift-'
46. Prove that cos4 (0 + <)sec

2<M#d< =
.

[W. J. C. MILLER, E.T., 13,784.]

47. Prove that the value of

7T

JJ sinfor

the integral being taken so as to give the variables all positive values

consistent with the condition x + y 3 c; (0<A;<1). [Ox. II. P., 1885.]
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48. Show that

where o^, x9 ,
... xn are the roots and A the discriminant of the

equation xn +pl
xn~l +-...+ pn-iX +pn = 0,

the integral being taken over all values of the variables such that

the sum of the r
th

powers of the coefficients in this equation, which

are all positive, does not exceed a given quantity a.

[MATH. TRIP., 1884.]

f. I

49. If Im=\ (cosx-cosa)
tn dx and Jm =

{
2w+1 a

Im , prove
J

(i)
m/m + (2m

-
1) cos a/TO_t

-
(m

-
1) sin2a/m_2

=
0,

r\ j
1 / 1 d\m (

a \W w w! \sinarfay \sina/

50. If /(^) be an even function of z, and

=
f
Jo

show that t

Tt7+
- ,

1 23 4
-- 4+ '" + 2n>

rr . , COS 7710 . . . "I

Use the expansion of - - in powers of sin v.
cos 6 [CAUCHY.]

51. If f(z) be an odd function of z, and

,, -
j,show that /2n_i = j/1 +^--f28 a

1.2.3.4.5

52. If f(z) be an even function of z, show that

[GLAISHEB.*]

show also that I fix )
dx is independent of a.

J V / [GLAISHEB.]

(7am6. PAiY. -Soc., 1876.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

DEFINITE INTEGRALS (III.).

1121. The Three Integrals,

fir 7T

/i=| cosp6 cos qO dO=0 (p=f=q)\ or ^ (p q),
Jo

f7 7T

/2
= sin^0singOc?0=0 (p=/=q) ;

or
^ (p=q),

j. o

f'
r 2w

/3=| sinjt?0cosgOc?0=0 (j+g even); or
2_ 2 (j9+ g odd),

Jo P ~ (l

where p and q are integers, are of very special importance in

the Theory of Definite Integrals.

(i)
/1= [' cospdcosqOd6=- \ [cos (p + q) Q + cos (p

-
q) 6] dQ

Jo 2i Jo

= sin(jp-g)0"l'
2L p+ q p-q J

=
0, if p and <?

be unequal.

.'. ^= if pj=q and =-^ if
^0
=

3.
2

In the latter case, viz. p = q, we may obtain the result directly without

taking a limit
;
for

(ii)
In the same way

/"* 7T
/2
= I sin 8111^^^ = if pTt? or =- if p= q.

Jo ^
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(iii) Finally

r i /"*
/,=

/
sin pdcosqddd= a I [sin (p+ q) Q + sin (p

Jo * Jo

_ 1 r _ cos(p+ q)d _ cos (p q) 6H'

~2L p+ q p-q Jo

~2\ p+ q P-Q J

2 l/'+? P~9j

= or ..

"
.,,

p'-g
8

according as p + q is even or odd, and p, q unequal.
And if p = 5,

T 1 [* a a JO IF C0s26h'r 1 - COS 27T
3
=
2j

Sin2/^ rf0 =
2[_ ~2/> -^--^-

=
0, jo being an integer.

1122. Important Applications.

If then .F(0) be a function of 6 capable of convergent

expansion in a series of sines or cosines of integral multiples
of 6, say,

A n .'* and ["F(6)d0=A 7r.

Jo

For upon multiplying by cosn# and integrating between
fir

limits and tr all the terms vanish except A n \ coszn6dO,
^

7T
which becomes A . .

When therefore such an expansion for F(6) is possible, this

result gives a means of obtaining the several coefficients, viz.

''"Jo

Similarly, if F(0) be expressible in the form

we have Bn
=-

f

""

F(6) sin n6 dO.
7rJo
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In the same way, if F(9) = A + 2,A r cosrO,

then
[' F(0) cosmO cos nB d6 = \ [' F(0){cos(m + n)6+ cos(m-n)6} dO
JQ 2t jo

4m

and f F(0) cos2 i0 <*0= 5 ? (2A + A Zm).
Jo * *

A f* ET//3\ n a 7a ^m 4m
Again F(0)fnn2m&d0=-fs T^i+5 i 5*^8+

Jo 4m2
I
2 4m2 32

and so on for other similar applications of the rules.

1123. There are then two cases for which the rules are

particularly useful.

1. When F(0) is a known expansion of one of the forms

i.e. such that the coefficients AQ , AI, A%, ... or J51} B2 , ... are

known, the method may be used to obtain definite integrals of

the forms

etc.

2. Conversely, if F(0) has not been already expanded in such

form, i.e. in a convergent series of sines or cosines of integral

multiples of 0, and if such expansion be possible, and it* it

f"
1

be possible to obtain the value of I F(0) cos n6 dO, or of

I**-

Jo

I F(9) sin n6 dO, the values of the several coefficients may

then be deduced as A - \F(6) dd,
"""Jo

6, ==- f
"""Joo

and the expansion thus obtained holds for all values of 6

between 0=0 and OTT.

1124. Again, if there be two convergent expansions of the same

kind, viz.

F(&) = A +^0080+ ^2003 20 +A a COS 30 + ...,

/(0) = (7 + <?! cos + (72 cosW + C3 cosW + . . . ,
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then plainly, upon multiplication and integration between limits and ir,

TT Jo

and as a case, if f(ff) and F(ff) be the same series,

1125. Further, if

t (A)
= C + ClX

then writing u = xel6
,
v= .re~'fl

,

<f>(ll) + <f>(v)
= 2(^0+ ^,0; COS d+ A^X

2 COS 20+ ^ ...,

^ (u) + \j< (v)
= 2 (C +C> cos 8 + Cyv* cos 26+ CyV

3 cos 39 + ...);

and as a particular case, if < and
i/'
be identical,

A *+ A
1
W + A ZW + A 3W+ ... r[4(t

r'.e. when the several terms of a series can be summed, we can express the

sum of the squares of these terms in the form of a definite integral, and
the sum of the squares of the coefficients will be expressible by means of

the same integral, putting .r= l, provided the series is convergent for

that value of
.r, i.e.

1126. Ex. Thus for the series (1 +.r)", n being a positive integer,

Similarly for the series e
x=l+~+

'^-
+ ...

,
we have

|
/" e2cos9 cos2 (si
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1127. Again we may express as a definite integral the sum of the first

r terms of any series,

(f>(.v)
= A + A 1

x+A^+ A 3.v
3+ . . ad inf.

For writing as before, v=xel6
,
v=xe->-e

,

m

to an infinite number of terms.

. rO
Sm

!T (r-l)6
Also -* cos s *-;= 1 + cos 6 + cos 26+ . . . + cos (r

-
1) 9.

sin
2

Multiply and integrate from to TT
;

. rv
sin-

./
'"

2

1128. If we take as our auxiliary series,

. rd
8111T Zt+r-l *^

-7-cos =cos0 + cos( + l)0 + cos(&+ 2)0 + ... to r terms,
v *

sm-

we have

2 rM^ -

. rd
01 Y\ _

s,n-

t.e. the sum of r terms of <f>(v) starting from any particular term,

Obviously other modifications may be made. And provided (f>(x)

remains a convergent series when #=1, we may put^l for x before the

integration is performed if it be required to sum the several coefficients in

any of the above cases.

1 1 29. Examples of Integrals derived from the Foregoing Principles.

Since 22n cos2n a:= 2 2
2>
=

= 2 2
p =

J'~

and (-l)"2
n+ 1 sin tn+ 1

a?= 2 2 (- l)
p 2M+1

Ci, sin (2n+l -
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we have, by aid of the previous article,

/ co&*nxcos2nxdx=f-^, / cosznxcos(
<2

j"*
I coslnx cos rx dx= 0, (r =f= 0),

where r is odd, or even and not lying within the range from 2n to - 2

inclusive. (A)
rr TT

I cosan+1
.z- cos (2n + 1 )x dx= HS^TJJ

r cos n+1
^cos(2w + l -Zp)xdx=**l

Cp giJ^j,

/ costn+1
j; cos rx dx= 0, (> ^ 0),

where r is even, or odd and not lying within the range from 2 + l to

-(2 + l) inclusive. (B)
/

/ si

f
sin**x cos (2?i

-
2p)xdx= (-

rsi
n2na; cos rx dx= 0, (r

=

0),
.

where r is odd, or even and not lying within the range from 2 to Zn

inclusive. (C)

r s i

n+1CP

I si

Jo

where r is even, or odd and not lying within the range from 2?i+ l to

-(2ra + l) inclusive. (D)

All six statements in (A) and (B) may be summed up in the result

r
where ^Ck-n is the number of combinations of A things ^ at a time~

A _
and is unity when /i

= A, or zero if =*- be not a positive integer.
t

The three statements in (C) may be similarly summed up asrTT 2X-^
sin^.rcos)uu;rf^

= A
(7\-jn Sr(-l) 2 (A even, fj. 0),

~~2~

and the three statements in (D) may be summed up as

r *
2X ~ At

~ 1

/ sinx^sin iixdx= KC\- lL^r( 1)
2

(A odd).
.'o ~o^ ^A
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1 130. Similarly, (1) 22n /

"
cos2n.r sin 2sx dx

Jo

rnr V-n\. -i

=
/

2 2 znCp cos 2 (w
-

).
sin 2s.r+ 2w

(7n sin 2s.r dx
Jo L j>=o

-1

=
0, by Art. 1121 (iii).

(2) 22n f

ir

cos2n^sin(2s+ l)^^
*?

rirr P=n~ l
~\= 1 2 2 2n

C^cos2(/i-jo)^sin(2s+ l)^ + 2n
<7n sin(2s+ l)A- o?^

Jo L j,=o

(3) 22n+1 f
Jo

= PT2 E
/o L p=
fn a o e

=22

(4)
o

*

= f

W

fs 2* 2n+1 C' cos (2 + 1 - 2p) x sin (2s+ 1 )x] dx
Jo L p=o

= 0.

(5) (-1)"!
o

o

= 0.

(6) (-I)
n 22n f

f

sin
Jo

2 (-

(7) (
-

= r[^
>

^(-
Jo L j)=o

p=0

(8) (
-

l)
n 2an+1

f

*
sin lfl+1

a? cos(2s+ l).r diir

Jo

= Tf2 2
n

(-
jo L p=o

= 0.
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Thus we have considered in Arts. 1129 and 1130 all cases of

/ cos* x cos ax dx, I cos* x sin px dx,
Jo Jo

I sio^x cos ax dx, I sin
x x sin fix dx,

Jo Jo

for which A and
fj.

are integers, A being positive.

1131. The eight expressions

cosln# cos 2sx, cos2n+a
.r cos (2*+ l)x, cos2n .r sin (2s+ 1 )x, cos2n+1

.r sin 2s.r,

sin2n .rcos2s#, sin2n+1
.rcos2s.r, sin2n.rsin(2s+l).r, sinzn+ 1

^sin(2s+ l)j-',

liave the same values when we put TT x in place of x.

But the eight expressions

cos2" x cos (2s+ 1 ) x, cos2n+xx cos 2sx, cos2"x sin 2s.r, cos2M+1 x sin (2s+ 1 )x

ein2n .r cos(2s + l).r, sin 2tl+1
;rcos(2s+ l).r, sin2n A*sin 2&r, sin2n+1 .rsin2sA>

,

change sign if we put IT x in place of x.

From these considerations the integrals from to - of the eight in the

first group are each half the result from to TT.

And the integrals of the eight in the second group from to TT all

vanish. This is in conformity with the results found.

The integrals from to - of the eight in the second group must there-
a

fore be found by another method, viz. the reduction formulae of

Arts. 249-257.

1132. We have also, by putting for sin2na; its equivalent in a series of

n
cosines of even multiples of .r, say

."IT rir

I xsintnxdx=l A*(^ 4-
Jo Jo

and therefore integrating by parts,

sin 2.t- . sin 4x sin 2nxsin 2nx }
-i"

2^- |J
cos2.r

n~22n+ 1(!)2 '

with other similar results.

This may be obtained otherwise, thus :

r* r r*
I xsu\tnxdx=l (Tr-x)sin

Mxdx= I (IT
-

x)si\i
znx dx

;

a.r
rir jf rir

.'. I xs\n*nx dx= -= I sin2n .ra.
.'o

^ Jo

^

2n-2"'2
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1133. The former process may be extended to find
J

xps
where p and n are positive integers.

Thus

'
x*s\rfnx dx= ^ xJ>

(A +2 A 2r cos Zrx) dx=A
7^ + [*aP J 2,

Jo 1 p + 1 Jo i

and /> being integral and positive the series will terminate.

Also

1 1 1

Hence

r

We may obtain similar results for

I" x
v sin2n+1x dx, f* ^

p cos2" ^ ob, /

'
xv cos2n+x^ ^,

^o Jo .'o

rir

or in fact for any integral of form / xvF(x)dx, where F(x) can be ex-
Jo

pressed as a series of sines or cosines of integral multiples of x. For

instance,

I .rp cosn. --.
- djcl ,r

p

Jo sin x Jo

cos( 2rx-p-i-l^

1134. Results derivable from Well-known Series.

Many well-known series are established in books on Trigo-

nometry whose terms involve sines or cosines of integral

multiples of 0. And such series furnish many definite

integrals by the application of the rules of Art. 1121.
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For convenience we quote a number of the more important :

1 2

a n
- = ! + 2acos0+ 2a2 cos:

1 2acos0+ a2

2.

3.

4.

l-2acos#+a2

1 a cos 6

l-2acos0+a2

COS0

1 -2acos0+ a2

22 2= -1 cos 6 H cos 20 ; cos 30- ....
a a2 a3

= sin + a sin 20+ a2 sin 30+ ...
,

=
-r; sin +^ sin 20+ -3 sin 30+... ,a2 a3 a*

a2 <l,

= -- 'COS ^ --r,COS W --:,COS3^- ....
a or a3

-,+ 0+acos20+ a2
cos30+...),'l-a2

"r l-a2

1 1 2j.l / 1 1

= /2 lX+-lV:
T( C08 ^+ ic0s2^+-2 COS3^ + '

a(a
2
-!) a2 a2 -l\ a 2

a2
<l,

a2 >l,

2 <1,

5. Iog(l-2acos0+ a2
)= -!

6. tan-
1 - a cos 6

and in each of these cases a may be changed to a.

We also have

.

Iogf2cos|j=

8.

9.

10. ^

11.

-..., (-7r<0<7r).

-..., (0<0<27r).

-..., (0<0<7r).

1

-si
s

1

-si
o

a2
<l,

2 <1,

a2 >l

It will be noted that if n < 1,

log (1 n cos 6} is a case of log ( 1 -
^
-

%
cos 6 \

2a
the value of a being given by l+a2=

,

or putting a= tan -
,

A
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1135. Derivation of Other Series.

Other series may be obtained by differentiation with regard
toft

Let u = 1 - 2a cos 0+ a2
.

Taking the series

= l + 2acos0+ 2a2cos20+ 2a3cos30+ .............. (1),u

and ^^Lasin0+ a2 sin20+ a3sin30 + ................ . ...... (2), a2 <l.
u ~.

Differentiate (1) with regard to 6,

2a(l -a2
) sin =2agin + 4a2 sin 20+ 6a3 sin 30+...

2 <1,

... (3), a2 <l,

and differentiating (2) with regard to 0,

... (4), a2 <1 .

Equation (1) may be written,

(5), a
tt

Multiply (4) and (5) by 2a(l -a2
) and 1 + a2

respectively, and add, then

-^

+ 2an {w(l-a
2)+(l+a2

)}cosn0+ ..................... (6), o2 <l,

and so on with further differentiations.

And similarly when a2 is > 1, we have

l + -cos^

(2')

Differentiate (!') with regard to 0,

2a(a
2
-l)sin0 2 . .4 . ,,.36 .

^-s^-- =-sm^+ ,sm2^+ ,s
%2 a a^ ad

(a
2 -l)sin^ 1 . a ,2 . 0/3 ,3 . ,, ,^or = ,sm ^+ ^sin2^H -

4 sm30+..., ......... (3)UL a* aA a*

and differentiating (2') with regard to 0,

(l+a2)cos0-2a 1 n 2 _
f, ,

3 _,,
,

,,
K ^5-=

-,
cos ^+ -5 cos 20+ , cos 3^+..., ......... (4)

u1 a* a6 a

and equation (I') may be written,

(a
2 -l)(l-2acos0+ a2

)
2 .2 a 2 . ,.-

v-^-_-! i = lH cos^+ -cos2^H 5 cos 30+ .......... (
5

)
aj
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Multiply (-f) and (5') by 2a(o2 -
1) and o2+ l respectively, and add, then

...... (6')

etc.

1136. Successive Derivation of Further Series.

Again we have

-coa2
0)

(A + Bcos B)
m ~dO (A +BcosV)

m+1

(A +Bcos 0)
w+s

s8)
2

, say,

where \. + A + vA*=mm+ lB*,'\ giving X= -m(m+ l)(A*-B
2
),}

Jv=-m,

Hence when series for - and -=-i in terms of cosines of integralum um+ l

multiples of have been found, a series of the same kind can be deduced

Thus, putting A = l+a* and B= -2a, we have

) m* jP 1 ...

m m ............ \ I

Putting m = l and taking the case a2 < 1,

1.2(1 -a2
)
2

1.3(l+a) 1 d? / . 1\
*- -^-s- ---

-TTTT. ( expansion or -
u3 u* u dtf u)

1)
-

(
- 1 ) a*} cos n0

(1-a
2
)
3

-^

-
j-^ f 1 +2 2an cos n0

+ r- IE 2?i
2an cos M0

|l-a2 Li J

p(l+a) fa
>

( na'- 23^

where J = a [( 1
- a2

)
2 2 + 3 ( 1

- a4
) n+ 2 (1 + 4a2+ a4

)].

And further applications of the formula (1), viz. putting ?n = 2, 3, etc.

will furnish successively the series for . . = . etc. ;
and similarly in theJ *'

tt
5 '

case when a* > 1.

1137. Moreover the differentiation of any one of these series furnishes

another, e.g. m_l
furnishes the series for ^- in terms of series of

sines of integral multiples of 6, as was seen in equation (3) of Art, U35,
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Thus, since

we have, by differentiating,

a + 1)] cos w fl

or

and so on.

=2

Again a series for ^ may be found in terms of the series for
,
andm " m

]

For

1138. Other powers of sin 6 or cos 6 in the numerator may be readily

arranged for.

, . sin 9 1 s, i /a / 9 i\ i

Thus, since 5- = , r, 2J nan
~1 sinn0. (fir<l), we have

u1- I -a 2
i

-n
ct")
-n 2 wa^Hcos (w"

- cos (n + 1)6}

a cos ^ + (
3 2 ~ J

)
cos 2

+ (5a*-3a
2
}cos46' +...], a2 < 1.

And if a2 > 1, a similar result may be obtained. These results are

mainly interesting from the definite integrals which may be obtained

from them by the aid of the results of Art. 1121
;
and to this matter we

now turn.

1139. Definite Integrals immediately derivable.

By the application of the rules of Art. 1121 to the series of

Art. 1134, we have at once the following definite integrals.

Put 1 2acos$+a2 = u, and consider in each case n to be a

positive integer.

i 7T ,

>=i 5
1 -a2

f"d8^
7T

Jo i< aa
1

/""' cos nO ,

dO =
Jo u

a2 <l

a2 > 1

_

a? -I anJ

>. from Series 1.
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"

sin 2 6 ,a TT

r ' i

Jo

. ,
/"

1 }
Jo

o u ~2a2

sin 9 sin nd ir

la?< I

a2 >l

> from Series 2.

1 - a cos

r
a2 <

(7)v '

a2 >l
Q)

> from Series 3.

- 1 a

nr
Jo

, from Series 4.

(9)

(10) J"
cos n9 \ogud6

(9') f'logudd

r
(10') I cos n0 log M o?^

(11) j'logudQ

(12) iTsi

(13) fsi
Jo

= 0*

~ n
t|

a2 <

from Series 5.

a2 > 1

= 0*, when a = 1, from Series 9.

i /j
1 - a cos

Sin Q jf. TT \
sin rip tan"1

;, 07 =~
> B*>1

a - cos 2n an

from Series 6.

*
Poisson, Journal de TEcole Poll/technique, xvii.

f Legendre, Exercicea, vol. ii., p. 123.
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(14) / cos n0\og( 2cos,x I dd= ( l)**"
1

^- ,
from Series 7.

(15) I cos n^ log [2 sin = \dQ= -~-
,

from Series 8.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES.

1 140. Denoting 1 2a cos 9 4- a2
by u :

fir
1. Deduce from / log u dO= Q or Trloga

2
,
as a2 is < or > 1, by

Jo

integration by parts,

or - =~

2. Deduce from Series 3 and 3', Art. 1135,

/
sin # 7Z]

2 , . . 2
/ n dO=r,-375, (a'<l), or s rr

5f
Jo MJ (1-a2

)
2

(a
2
-l)'

!

3. Show by direct integration that

/"sin0 rJ/3 _ 1 f 1 1 \
J "^^ ~2a(7l -l)l(a-l)

2<"- 1

(a+ l)
2
'"^*/

("sinO-

J M a 1 - a

1 , a+ 1 . . .=
a g a^T (a >! )-

4. Prove that
JC

"sin^sinw^ , n mr an~1

or

5. Prove that

6. Prove that

o u3
(1-a2

)
5

7. From the formulae of Art. 1137, deduce

/"*sin
2 $ 7/1 TT 1 ,

/Y/-I , i/v*-
o U/\7 /- mo It*

Jo u3 2 (1
- a2

)
3

7T 1

2 (a
2
-!)

3

rsin
si

u3

or
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1141. Series for Evaluation when the Integral is not expressible

in Finite Terms.

Again we may obtain the values of many definite integrals

of this class in the form of series which, though they may not

be capable of summation, will nevertheless serve for their

numerical calculation.

For instance, f sin 20 log (1
- 2 cos 6 + a*) dd (

s < 1
)

Jo

= -2 (* s'mw(cicosO+la?cos26 + \a?co
Jo \ 2 3

of 4a 1 4a3 1 4a -i

|_2
2 -1 2 3* 22 -32

~
tV 22 -52

~
1

~'"J

_ _
(-l)l-3 1.3.5 3.5.7 5.7.9 7.9.11

'

1142. Again, since sin(>+l)# sin(|? I)6=%sm9cosp6
we have

sin(i) l)6j/jfsin(7>+l)0 ,,, f*sin(iad .

Jo Sm Jo si

when p is integral.

That is, putting u.= l . ^ <?0, we have
Jo 81n

"Z^p-i-j
=

Up i
=

itp_g
=

etc.,

rsinfl,- (^8^20,. f* nand u,=
\ -^z.d6=Tr, u2=\ . d9=\ 2cos0af?=0;
Jo sin 6 Jo sm0 J

/. 1*2,,
=

0, U.2ni. l
= 7T.

Again, p and q being integral,

^ CoSqede=l
rsm(p+g)fl+Bi(p-g)e

rfsmO 2 Jo Bin a

= if ^>+^ be even, or if p+g be odd and p<q,
= ?r if p-\- q be odd and p >q.

Hence if F(Q) be a function capable of convergent expansion as a

series of cosines of multiples of 6, say
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES.

1143. 1. Thus, since

cos2" 6=^ [^
Cn+

we have, if p > ,

whilst, if p < n,

2. A pply Art. 1 142 to show that, if u = 1 - 2a cos + a2
,

["sinZnO
cos 7/1 1+a 2 l-a2n

Jo 8in
-^

-
O u 1 - a2 1 - a

3. Prove that

/"sin

Jo ^
1 144. A Reduction Formula.

Let u = 1 2a cos # + a2
.

We have seen that

. .,>. i Tra- / o^ ,x
(a <*> and ^ (a -

being a positive integer.

,
Let 7w

1 a2 M , 1 a2
, w
M+1un+1 a a a

an equation by means of which the successive values of

7
2 ,

Z
3 ,

74 , etc., may be deduced.

1145. We have

1 d

._! where K2=(p + \) -(p-I}a* ,

(1-a
2
)

3
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/q=^-= j-3 (a
2
/,), which after a little reduction takes the form

I -a* da2 v

/4
=

Y-_ 2 ^-3(
a3^s)> which after reduction becomes .

2\7-^4

where #4
=

and so on, the law of formation of the successive values of Kn being

obvious, and it may be verified inductively by substitution in Equation (1)

that the general form of the result is

/-
*

4.-iC Pi
I

n-lC
n ~ l ~P

a> I

n~ lC fr" 1 -*^*- 2 -*),,*yn-
(l_ a2)*-i

&l
1+J>

'

t'l
(l+l)(2+l>)

. n-tp ("
~ 1 -g) (n

- 2 -
j>) (n

- 3 -p) 1

(1+^(2+^(3+^)
a form due to Legendre (Exercicet, p. 374).

If we replace *+*-*CP by its equivalent
.(P+ 1)(P + 2

) -(P+ *1 - 1
) the

1 . ^ . o . . . \ti
1 )

same formula, with the sign changed and p written for p, will suffice

for the calculation of the corresponding integrals in the case when aa > 1.

1146. As particular cases we have, if a2 < 1,

f*wap6 (p + 2)(y+l)r 2 2-j>

J M3 -(1^5- 1.2
2
IT^

a

and if a2 > 1,

etc.

1147. Some Special Cases.

The special cases when p = and p=n- 1 are interesting.

Ifji-0,

the several coefficients being the squares of those of the binomial

expansion of (l+z)""
1

.
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TI, f d *
Thus = --

r,,
Jo u 1 -or

rdO_ TT

Jo M2 ~(l-af
IM

/" d<9 -

Jo 5
BB

r--

etc.

If p = n 1, we have

(' co8fo-l)fl ,._ Tra*-1
,

Jo

"

tt "(l-a2
)

2"-1 "

fir
-J/3

Cases where a2 >l. Take for instance /.,= /
-

'

Jo u-

Here ^= and

Again, J3

and it will appear generally that in the case of p= <),
the only change

necessary in the previous results will be to replace 1 -a2
by a2 - 1.

1148. Extension of the Reduction Formula.

It may be remarked that any integral of the form

,
i

b ([/)

n= r^rJQ <*

is subject to the same reduction formula as that used in the

last article, viz.

dln _ rF(0), f* F(6)l-a*-u ,

For -j-
M = 2n ~r(cosOa)dd = n\ dd

da J wn+ix
J un+1 a

I a? T n,
~a "+1 ~a "'

giving, as before, ZB+1=
j ^^ (a7B ).

Hence in all such cases, if Z^can be obtained in finite terms,

so also can all the rest of the group Z
2 ,
Z
3 ,
Z4 , etc.
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1149. We shall show for instance that this is the case with

the class of integrals

In= 1 ^ d9, p being a positive integer.

To do this it is only necessary to show that 1^ is expressible

in finite terms, and we shall find that

J= ^+
ct

+
a

- +...

to r r terms -K-a'tanh^a....... (1), (o
2
<l). ...(1).

4

Take the case p odd= 2A + l, say,

2X+2

__ro2 f
i i \, aj i i \, , _2x/ 1 i \n

+ 1 L
a
Vl-2A~3T2A>'

+
V3^2l~5 + 2Ay

+ ~

adinf" a ' m ~

=+--+...

2A+1
2X+1 4X+ JT

-

a' r^(2A.
Jo u 1 3

And in exactly the same way, if p be even =2A,

sin 2A0
dg=

a2x
~ 1 -q~(2x~ 1) a2*" 3 - a~(2x~3> a-q-1

2 Jo u 1 3 2A-1

-
{a

2X - a~2X
} tanlr^a (a

2 < 1),

which establishes the result stated.

If we write a= e~y we may exhibit the result as

P^^/3 O sinhjpy tanh-1 a 2 , [~sinh(-l)y sinh(p-3)yac/=2 -r-i '- cosechv - ~
'-4-J( + ...

o u sinh y a a ' L 1 3

, p p+ 1 .

~]to ^ or f^ terms
,

according as p is even or odd.
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1150. Particular Cases.

The particular cases when p = l, 2, 3, etc., are

psin0,,, 2 / IV . 2, .

a0 = -
^ r, I a tanh"1 a= - tanh"1

a,
Jo w 1 - aj

\ ay a

psin20,.)
2 r/ 1\ / 1\ "I _l+a* . 2

dd= i r, (
a - - - (a

z -
.

)
tanh-1 a = 2 ^ tanh-1 a - -

,

Jo u l-o2 LV ay V &) J a2 a

fain 30,,, 2 r/ , 1\ /, l\ t . . "1 n l + o2+ a* .

ay= -= 5 a- -. (a6
5 |tanli~

1a 1=2 5 tanh-1a-2
Jo . u 1 a* L \ a2/ \ a3

/ Jo3
.

i

etc.

1151. General Conclusion derived.

It appears then that I
: dQ is in all cases, when p is a positive

integer and a2 < 1, of the form

where P and Q are known algebraical functions of a.

And in any such case the reduction formula

7
1 d (aT \n+i~r^^ n>

may be used to determine /2) -^3, ^4> etc.

It will be observed that the first case of this result follows at once

from the series for- (No. 2 of Art. 1134).u

fir ciji f) fir

For -^-?-d6= (sin0 + sin20+
Jo u Jo

= 2fl+^ + |
t

+ ...)
= -

\ 3 5 / a

If a2 be > 1,

p sin^
rf^=

r* / 1 ^ ^
1

g
.

Jo w Jo \a2 a3

= -tanh 1 -= -coth 1 a.
a a a

The general case when a2 > 1 for
|

dB may be investigated

in the case a2 < 1, using the series

1 22-
7T-,
- --7i

1 - 2a cos d+ a2 a a 1

and it will be clear that all that will be necessary to modify equation (1)

of Art. 1149 will be to replace 1 - a2
by a2

1 on the left-hand side and

a by a""1 on the right, which leaves the formula for / dQ
Jo u

unchanged, except that tanh-1 will be replaced by
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Thus, in all cases whether a2 > or < 1, and p a positive integer, we have

1-a2
[*si

'

/

Jo

, _

1 o T

to f or&i terms -(av-a~v
)X,

where T=tanh~ 1 a or coth-1 a, according as a2 < or > 1.

1152. General Formulae.

Let the expressions /
'- ~- dd and /

:

j
*W be respectively

called C(p, n) and S(p, n).

Then

-
g, .ft

it A JQ 11 t

Hence all such integrals can be computed, p, q and n being positive

integers.

1153. Integrals of the Class f ii
n
coBp6d6 (Legendre, Exer-

Jo

dees, p. 375), n a positive integer.

We have

u"=(l 2accs#+a2
)

n
=(l ae*)

n
(l-ae-*)

n

mn(n 1) ... (n p+l) , rr ,

where Kv=(\ya?-+ and K =l.
1 . 2 ...p

The coefficients of eP l and e"?19 in the product are each

giving rise to the terra

and in the integration this is the only term we shall require,

for all the others vanish by virtue of the theorem of Art. 1121.

Hence I=Tun cospQ dO= TT (KPK +Kp^K^KP+ZK2+ . . .
).

Jo
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Nm .

KP+i- a
n~P Kv+2 a9.(n~p)(n-p-l)1NOW ~^f? O>

;
T) 5? tt ; 7T7 \ c\\ > clA,.,Kp p+l Kp (p+l)(p+2)

n 71(71 1)and K
l
= T a, K

z
= a2

, etc.;
J. i 2

1-2

1154. The Particular Case p =0 gives

.2...JJ L
'

1 p+l

(n-p)(n-p-l)
at [

1

. f

ir

wn^= 7r(l+
n
C'1

2a2 + "(72
2a4 + n

C'3
2a6 + ...).

Jo

We have seen (Art. 1147) that

whence it follows thatre* df)
und6=(l-a*)*n+ 1

~-r. (see Art. 1155); .............. (1)
Jo u +

and more generally, since

f"

Jo

n n-p 2
~ ---

4a ~~ c

by writing n + 1 for n in the formula of Art. 1145, we have, by comparison

with the result proved above for I un cospddQ,
Jo

o M"^ (1-a
2
)
2^1

n(n-l)...(n-p+ l) Jo

or

. (2)
(n+l)(n+2)...(n+p)Jo un+l

rir

In the value of I un co$pddd established in Art. 1153, it is to be
Jo

noted that p has been assumed not greater than n.

If p be > n no term containing cos pQ would occur in the expansion

r*
ofwn

;
.'. I un cospQdd= (p>n).

If n =p, we have I un cos 118 d$= (- l)
niran.

Jo

The results of this article are due to Euler (vol. iv., Cole. Intfy.,

p. 194, etc.). The method of proof is that of Legendre (Exercices, p. 576).
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fa fir tJA
1 1 55. The Equation udd= (1

- 2
)
2n+1 ^ may be estab-

J o J o u
lished directly by the transformation

X

which has an interesting geometrical interpretation due to the

late Dr. N. M. Ferrers.*

Moreover, so far it has been assumed that n is a positive

integer. It will be seen from what follows that this limita-

tion is no longer necessary.
Take a circle of radius a and centre and a point B within

the circle at a distance b from the centre.

Let PBP' be any chord through B, . and let the portions

PB, BP subtend angles 6, 0' at the centre
; then

and

(o
2+62 -2o6cos 0)(a

2+62 -2a&cos 6')=

Also, if QBQ' be a contiguous position of the chord, the

elementary triangles BPQ, BQ'P' are similar
;
hence

d9
T f PQ_ T

P = .gP /a2
+fe

2-2a6cos0N* a?-b*

-d6' P'Q' BQ' BP' Va2+&2-2a&cos07 a2+&2 -2a&cos0"

= nr-- -&- 2
.

-^
(a

2+62 2ab cos 6 )
n a2+62 2a6 cos &

(a
2_ 62

)2
+l

(a
2+&2

-2a&cos0')n+1

* See Solutions of Senate House Problems and Riders, 1878. Edited by
Mr. J. W. L. Glaisher.
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If the chord be allowed to rotate so that increases

from 0=0 to O TT, then 0' decreases from &=TT to 0'=0.

Hence, integrating and replacing 6' by 0,

d6

Taking the radius a to be unity and replacing 6 by a, we

have the equation established otherwise by Euler and Legendre
above.

Writing c cos ~
,
c sin - for a and 6 respectively, the equation

Zt

may be thrown into the compact form

fit , fir /7A

(l-sinaCos^deHcosa) 2"*1
.-=
-

x^zi
'

Jo J (1 smacosO)n+

1.156. Another Interpretation of the Integral.

The integral may also be interpreted in connection with the

angles known in elliptic motion as the True and Eccentric

Anomalies.

Let S and C be the focus and centre of an ellipse, A' the end

of the major axis most remote from S, and A the nearer

Fig. 337.

end, P a point on the curve, NP its ordinate, and Q the cor-

responding point on the auxiliary circle. Then ASP is .the

supplement of the " true anomaly," and SCQ is the "
eccentric

anomaly." Let these angles be 0' and respectively.
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Then, from the polar equation of the ellipse,

CA(\ -e)-W -=1 ecosv,
bJr

and also SP=CA-e. GN=CA (l-e cos 0).

Hence (1 ecos$)(l

and if we write sin a for e, i.e.

_=_^L (where tan "=*),
a a2_i_&2 \ 2 a/

l+ tan2

2

we have

(a
2+ 62- 2a6 cos 9 ) (a

2+ 62- 2a6 cos 0')
=

(a
2- 62

)

2 as before.

The case when n = ^ ,
viz.

r
g
f* rf0

Jo Jo(a
2-2o6cos0+62

)

1

may be written

'

1,1 n C* du

or putting =-0 and

that is,

and is therefore Legendre's Elliptic Integral formula of trans-

formation, Ex. 1, p. 399, with the superior limit
5-.z

1157. A Group of Integrals of Different Form.

Generally, if we have a known series of one of the forms

/(z^^o+^j cos cz+^ 2 cos 2cz+^ 3 cos 3cz-f ...
,

F (x)
= B! sin ex+ J92 sin 2cx+ B3 sin 3cas+ . . .

,

we have, by the integrals of Arts. 1048... 1051, viz.

sin ex j TT f
w
cos ex , TT

)

dx=2 (l
- e > ;

J 1+^=2' ;

a; sin ex
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where c is positive,

Accordingly, taken in conjunction with the particular class

of series given in Art. 1134, we obtain another numerous

group of definite integrals.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES, (c positive throughout.)

1158. 1. Since =sin ex+ a sin 2cx+ a z sin 3cx+... (a
2 <l). where

u

u = l 2acosar+ a2
,
we have

rx sin ex , f x . . . n . . _ . ,

= i dx= I .(smcx+ asm2cx+ at sn\3cx+ ...) dx
. 1+ar u Jo l+xz
Jo

= (e~ + ae~Zc + az e~3

TT 6~C
7T 1

2 1 - ae-" 2 - a

[LEGENDRE, Exercices, vol. ii
, p. 123.]

o eu it, *. f x TT 1 1 + ae~c
. , .

2. Show that
/

- 5t- = o :

i

-
21 -^ ( < 1)

Jo (l+x
2
)u 2l-a?l-ae c

TT

4.U i
3. Show that P -^ Si

/ ^j
Jo 1

^j ^^ = -

ii
--

T, T,--=^
Jo (1 + x2

)
uz 2 1 - a* (1

- ae cr

4. Show that

r dx _TT 1 l+a2 + (2a-3a
z
)e-

e -3a?e-Ze + 8a3 e-3c ..
Jo (l+^

2
)%

2 ~2(l-a2
)

8 (1-O2

5. Show that /" =-^-=
s
tan"1

.

asinc'y
<fo = _ ?

log (1
-
ae"') (a

2 < 1),
Jo l+xz

I a cos ex 2

rx sinc^; . TT , ,, 1
,. . , ,v

^i- Ijtan-
1 ^ = --slog(l--e-

c

) (a
2
>l).

1 + ^2 a -cos ex 2 a

6. Show that
j j-^| log ^2

cos
^)

dx=| log (1 + e~<).

7. Show that ^ j-^j log
("2

sin
J)*P=| log (1 -e"

6
).

8. Show that f ^-
M
2
^= 7r log(l-ae-

c
) (

2

JQ 1+^7

r =7rlog(a-e-) (a
2
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exa;

fJo

9. From the last example deduce

ex dx TT . 1 e~c

[GEORGES BIDONE, M6m. de Turin, vol. xx.]

EXAMPLES.

1+a2

where u = l - 2acos#+ a2 and 2 < 1.

i 01 L\. t [* dx 1+a2

1. Show that
-g.
= TT

T
,

Jo
2

(1
- a2

)
3

2. Show that
JQ ^^dx=

*-^-^{(n
+ \)-(n-l}a?} (a

2
<l).

3. Show that

fJo
sn .r sn n.r

4. Show that
Jo

& eu
5. Show that

c 01
6. Show that [* c

I

Jo 25 -
cosnd TT /3\n

-^ -=724 cos t) 1 \4

7. Show that f" log (25
- 24 cos 6} dQ = 4?r log 2.

8. Show that (a)
f,"

r -
Jo (25

-
_

24 cos 0)"
'

~
24

'

n - 1

9. Show that ('/f1 *
dg=4logj|.Jo 5-4cosfy 2 fo 2

..... |.
cos6)

2 9

, ~

10. Show that f .-.

S '

.....rfg = .

Jo (o-4

cl .1 , f sin ^ sin ?i^ , w(3w + 5) IT
1. Show that I T; -~-dd= _ ,,

; ^.
2n+3 27

n 01. it j
12. Show that

/"^
I .-^-
J (5-

sin2 6
.-^- n^ = -..

J (5-3cos0)
3 27

13. Show that / sin pB log M c?0

where the term for which n=p is omitted in the summation, p being
a positive integer.
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14. Show that

,

the term where n=p being omitted in the summation (Art. 1136).

1159. On the Transition from a Real Value of k to a Complex

Value of k in the Formula for I e-^x"' 1 dx. M. SEKRET'S

INVESTIGATION. ^

In establishing the result

f
e-*xxP-'i dx=^^-, (n>Q), (Art. 864),

o

it was assumed throughout the proof that k was real. We
cannot therefore assume the theorem as still true for complex
values of k without further investigation. We consider the

integral f ._
Z= e- (-a ~ i^xxn-l

dx, where t=v 1.

Jo

Then / will be finite if a be positive.

Since e~^a
~ lb)x=e~ax

(cosbx-\-i sin 60;) the integral consists of

two separate integrals, viz.

e~ax cosbxxn~l
dx-{-i \e-ax smbxxn~l dx.

Let R, $ be respectively the modulus and argument of 7.

Thus
f

Je<*=| e-^-^ x xn
-l dx.

Jo

Let 6=atan 0, lying between - and +^-, so that

roo

^=
Jo

tan

Then differentiating with regard to 0,

PL]= ta sec2 f e- a e

S0J Jo

X tan

L o<f>

Integrating by parts,

f
00

r/3 (a >b)x n>n-\
ta m f

00

e-<-' ft)*a;da;= -f. + % e^^aj"-1
doJ,

Jo L (-<o)Jp oJo

and the portion between square brackets vanishes at both

limits, a being positive.
E.I. C. II. X
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Hence B
* *

\ 90 o<f)
/ a

=n(i

, 3*= 7i tan 9 and ^ =TI;
30

/. log 72=7i log cos 0+ log A and 3?=n<f>+B,

where -4 and 5 are independent of 0.

i.e. R=Acosn
(f), $=7i0+5.

But when vanishes b= 0, and the integral is

T1

/<n\
- "5^-1 dx= . and Evanishes.

f

I

Jo

Hence 5=0 and A=-~; hence -R=^- cos" 0,

Hence

I>.)cos"0/= v
.

-

So the theorem -^"-1

a"(l itan0)
n

(a >

r
Jo" "^

still holds when k is complex, provided the real part a of the

complex is positive.*

If n be a fractional quantity, -, (a tb)
n will be susceptible

of q values and no more, if its argument be unrestricted in

value. We must then obtain the argument of (a tb)
n
by

multiplying by n the argument of a ib taken between the

limits and -.

1160. We then have the two integrals

e~ax cos bx x*~l dx= cos" cos n<f>=-~ sin"0 cos n0,
J

\ -(A)
f Tin) TL(H) .

I
e-ax s[n fa xn-i fix= - cos" d> sin nd>= 7 sin" sin w^,

J n a" 6"

f r (
%

) ( i
h\e~axxn~1 cos bx dx * cos I n tan-1 -

1,

Jo (a
2+62

)*

i e-axxn-i sin ox dx= n sin ( n tan-1 -
).

Jo
(
a2_j_2)T

a/

*See Serret, Calcul Integral, p. 193.

i.e.
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These results (A) are then so far established on the under-

standing that a is a positive quantity.

f
00

1161. When a vanishes the integral I elbxxn~ l dx may still

Jo

be finite if n be a positive proper fraction.

r 50

Consider either integral, say I e~ax 8in bxxn~1 dx (b, + ve
).

Jo

This is equal to

a 2ir Sir (r+l)ir

r c* r^ c a" r~b~~ i
+ 1 + + ...-H +...\e-

ax smbxxn- l dx.
LJo J? J?"; J'jr

6 b

(r+L)ir

Let ( l)
rur
=

\
e~ax sin bx xn~* dx, and write r-^ for x,

Jrir

"
ie u=~{\

Ho'
[00

and the whole integral e~ax smbxxn~ldx is made up of such
Jo oo

terms as this with alternate signs, viz. V ( l)
rur ,

i.e.

o

=u u
l -\-u2 u

z -\- ...
,

which is convergent if >0, for the terms diminish as r

increases and are of alternate sign. But in the case when
1 (*"'

a=Q, ur becomes li/aa,- I sin 2 (z + T7r)
n~l

dz, and when r
v Jo

becomes indefinitely large this does not ultimately vanish

unless n<^ 1. When this is so, the series

u

is convergent, and its sum will be the same as the sum

for the value <z=0,

For if $ =u w
x +w2

u
s +... ad inf.,
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and Sm ,
Sm be the sums of the first m terms and Rm ,

Rm the

remainders respectively,

C C ID C" C1
'

I Z?'b=bm -rttm, b=bm ~rKm,

i.e. SS'=Sm Sm-\-Rm Rm .

But Sm S'm=0 when a=0, and JR,n ,
R'm separately diminish

indefinitely as m increases indefinitely. Hence S8'=0 when
a=Q and 0<<n<l.

Hence formulae (A) become, when a=0, and therefore =
g >

r
J

a"- 7 j r(n) UT
cos 6<ta=

-^r
cos

-2~> (B), where n is a posi-

f i j ; r(w) .

xn-1 sinbxdx=rn- sin -

J o

tive proper fractionr
... x

(6 positive).

1162. Putting X=ZK and ?iX=p, we have

S^"1 COS &2X rfz= COS

r r
(0

2;p
"1 8in62;A rf0= ^-sin^,

(B'), where p <X and

both are positive

(6 positive).

7T
1163. Since r(n)r(l-n)=-5

, the integrals (B) may be
... sin mr 9

written

r
I Xn~l COf
Jo

ra;"-
1
si

cos6a;^a;=-
7T

smbxdx="
cos

(C)

1164. M. Serret points out that the latter integral remains

finite when n is indefinitely diminished to zero, and that the

formula then reduces to

rsmbxj TT

a#=^ (6 positive).
Jo # *
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1165. If we write 1 n=m, m being a positive proper

fraction, the formulae (C) take the form

f cos bx , TT
dx=

rfTn ivf,

cos

f sin bx -. TT

/y-m
Jo &

1166. The case

cos bx

'o

= ves

f cos bx j
TT

Jo \Ac -- 71
"

6-*

2F(m)'

V-TT

0<w<l
(b positive). (D)

"*
f sin bx

j
TT

^X din
4

Putting a;=z2 in these integrals,
/'JC iCO

cos6z2(?2;=l sin
Jo Jo

and if we put &=o, we have

(6 positive). ...(E)

(6 positive) ;

r-

J
cos

,,-2,

in-^-^-^
............. (

F
)

These two integrals are known as Fresnel's Integrals, and

will be considered more fully in Art. 1169.

The groups of integrals of these articles are due to Euler

(Gale. Integral, vol. iv., p. 337, etc.). They are also discussed by

Laplace, vol. viii., Journal de I'Ecole Polytechnique, p. 244, etc., by

Legendre, Exercices, p. 367, etc., by Serret, Gale. Integ., p. 193, etc.

1167. Further Results.

Returning to formulae (A), viz.

/ e~'"
cxn~1 cos bx dx= -r^ cos"d> cos nd>.

Jo a"
T-l / \

__\_2

where b= a tan

and putting n= l, we have the well-known results

I e~ax cos bx dx=* TO, I

Jo a, + o^ I

r 6
i e

oz sin o.r ax=q ro-
Jo a2 + 62 J
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Again remembering that 6= atan<, we have &m= a'"tanm<, and

keeping a constant,
bm
~ldb = am tanm1

<f>
sec2

<

d(f).

Hence multiplying the integrals by the sides of this identity, and

integrating with regard to b from 6=0 to 6= 00, and therefore with

regard to
<f>
from < = to

<J>
=

-^,
and taking l>m>0,

/? /-co /=>

F(n) a
m~n

sin"1" 1
d> cos""'""1

<h cos n <f> dd>= I / e~Mxn~ l
6"*"

1 cos 60; dx db.
Jo Jo Jo

and
r . r* f

r(n)
m "I sin"1

'<4co8"
m~1 <isin nd>d<p= I I

Jo Jo Jo

The right-hand sides of these integrals are respectively (taking n>m),

dx and
2 o

F(n-wi)

by formulae (B),

mir
~ and

. MTT
) sin -TT- ;

whence we obtain

n"- cos
-

cos
^o~

s
^"'

P r(w)r(n-OT) . mir
I sin <p cos ~'<p sin Jia)a?a)= J / . -8\i\-=-
Jo I (n) 2

and taking n=i+ l,

/"
I

. _ o , , , ,
1 . TT

I sin"~-o>cos?j</)rt<f)= sin -r-,
.'o n 1 2

/*? 1

I sin"""
2
<6 sin ?id> (/</>= ^cos-jr-,

.'o n 1 2

Replacing < by
- -

^> in formulae (H), we derive
iB

P
/ cosM cp cos n <p acp

=
0,

_ it\

w

l

n>m,

(O)

......(H)

cos""2
<i sin

(I)

that is the formulae (G) still hold good in the limiting case m=l.

1168. Since T(m) T(I m) = formulae (G) may be written

sin"1"1 <> cos""*""1
<

2 sin

IT

rain"
1 (J)
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When m diminishes indefinitely to zero, the limiting form of the first

of these integrals is infinite. The second takes the limiting form

n i A gn n JA. v
/ cos"-1 d> . f- d<b = Z ............................(K)
Jo

r sm< 2

It will be noted that the integral (K) is independent of n.

These results are given by M. Serret, Calc. Integ., pp. 199 to 201.

Differentiating the equations

fa*-1 e~ax cos bx dx=^^ T (n) t

where r = \/aa + 62 and Q = ta,n~ 1
-,

/ i ** i j sinw_, . a
I xn~l e~ax sin bx dx= T (),

)

with respect to
TO,

we have

ana eliminating , ,

f xn~l e~ax sin (n6>
-

6a?) log
- dx= ~ T (n) ;

Jo a? rn

r g-aa; sjn IQ_
where r=va2 + 62 and ^ = tan -1 -.

Also , could be approximated to by means of the tables for

log F (%) if required.

These results are due to Legendre (Exercices, p. 369).

1169. FRESNEL'S INTEGRALS.

We have met the integrals
t>&>

poo -j

cos^x
2
dx=\ sin'*'x2 dx=~,

JQ Z JQ Z Z

known as Fresnel's Integrals, in an earlier chapter, viz. in the

tracing of Cornu's Spiral ks2
=\[r (Art. 560). They are of

importance in the Theory of Light. Students interested in the

employment of the integrals in Physical Optics are referred to

Verdet's (Euvres, torn, v., or to Preston's Theory of Light, where

the various methods adopted in the construction of tables for

their values between limits and v will be found explained at

length.
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Preston gives in the form of examples with hints at solution

a very excellent condensation of the chief results arrived at by
various investigators Fresnel, Gilbert, Cauchy, Knockenhauer

and Cornu (Preston, Theory of Light, pages 220-223).

1170. We may consider shortly some modes of calculation

of the more general integral
rv

I cos 0(#) ax, where (j>(x)=A xn
-}-A lx

n~1
-{- A$xn~z

-)-,.. .

Jo

Take first two near limits, a and a-\-h, where h is small.

ea+h Ch

Then I co8<j>(x)dx=\ cos
</> (a+y)dy, by putting x=a-}-y,

ja Jo

rh

I cos{<f>(a)-\-y <fS(a)}dy nearly,
Jo

since y lies between and h, and is therefore itself small,

nearly.

Hence, by taking the limits successively, to h, h to 2/<,

2/t to 3/t, etc., and adding the results, we may obtain a close

cos<f)(x)dx, provided, of course, that
(f>(x)

is such that
</>'(x)

= has no root between and nh.

1171. A closer approximation may be made as follows :

'

1 v .V
2

we have, by integration between limits -- and ,

ft

h
j -

and if

A

r.

h

ra+h p
CO3 <(#) rf.r= I

Ja J -

1 A 3 d2 1 A 5

gj
- ^2 cos^(/x) +-

/,3-
^y

[cos $(#.) <^'
2

(/x) + s

from which result we may proceed as before, taking limits to h, h to 2h,

2h to 3A, etc., and adding the several results.
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1172. Fresnel's calculations wer# based in the manner described above

upon a preliminary consideration of the integrals

r+"
TTX* , r+h .

J,
cos

~2~^'' f,

s

where the interval h is so small that its square can be rejected.

In this case, putting .r=v + z,

Tiu'
2

, f
h

TT . _ . . 1
l~ 7r

/ 9 o i\ irv2 ~]
-fi-dx= I cos (tr + 2vz) dz = - sinx(tr + 2w)-sm-H-2 Jo 2 x

TTV L 2 v 2 J
and

f+ *
. TTtf

2
/* . 7T. , _ . - 1 T 7T , , TTf2"!

I sm-s-a^=l sm ~(v* + 2vz)dz= -- cos s (v
2 + 2vh) - cos -^- .

.' 2 A 2 v
TTW L 2 v 2 J

Then taking as intervals h = ^, and making v in succession 0, y^, y^,

-/ff,
...

,
the values of the integrals were approximated to.

1173. The fntegrals

f Try2 ,
/-.

. ^2 r- Tt;2
,-

_ ^
/ cos --

dv, I sin
-jr- dv or I cos -

dv, I sin
-jr- u

.'o
^ Jo ^ J z J 2

2 ^

may each be expressed in the form A'cos -+ Fsin
,
where X and Y

2i 2i

are series of ascending powers of v, in integrating from to v
;

or

descending powers of v when the integration extends from v to infinity.

In both cases the integration is performed by "Parts."

In integrating from to v we proceed as follows :

/" 7TU2 r TTV2-!" f . 7TW2 ,

I cos- dv=
\

vcos +7r/ t'
2
sm-^-av,

Jo L Jo Jo *

r , . 7TW
2

7
TW3

. TTV2-!" 7T T" . 7TW2
,

J
'*lT^ ili

L8
i&l
tJ,-f Jl

w4cos
-2-^'

r J ^ J F^ TTV2-!" TT r" r . 7TW2 7
/ w4 cos dv=

\ vcos-^r- +-
I

t/'sm- dv,
Jo L o ^ Jo Jo

. TTV2 , f~V7 . TTV2-)" 7T /" 7TV2 ,

<fv= Y sm -s- -Tf /
t^cos -dv,L ' ^ Jo ' Jo

etc.

Hence multiplying by 1, TT, -=, j, y
and adding,

7T*t;
9

.

1 T"L
2TTV ,, . /T .

rsin
, say, ................................. (1)

2
'

and proceeding in the same way with I sin ^~ dv,
Jo ^

I sin - dv= -
Fcos-^:

Jo ^

TV2
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and the sum of the squares of the integrals (which gives a measure of the

intensity of illumination in a certain case in Physical Optics*) is X'2+ F2
.

It is interesting to note that the series X, Y satisfy the equations
dX dY
-j- + 7rvi=l

t -jdv dv

1 d (I d\ .. 2V 1 1 d /I d\ Vi , v TT
i.e.

-
-j- (- -j- A+7r2.r= --. and - -r- -

-j- )Y+Tr*Y=-,v dv\v dv) VA v dv\v dvj v

1174. If it be desired to express the integrals with limits v to oo in

descending powers of v, the integration by parts must be conducted in

the opposite order. Thus

f TTV* , f" 1 / TTV*\ j |~ 1 . 7rt>
2
~| .

r 1 TV* .

I cos
di>=J

ITTVCOS \dv = sin +/ ^sin dv,

r 1 -
2

. /" 1 / . 7Ti>
2\ , r 1 TV^T f 1 TV2

,

I 58111 -di>= -;-; Trvsin -
]dv= \ 5-^cos -31 -5-7 cos -r- dv,

J, irv* 2 J, 7r^3 \ 2 / L ir-v3 2 J, J, 7T
2
i;
4 2

r 1 Tri;
2

, /"" 1 / irv2\ . T 1 . Tri;
2
"!

00

B /* 1 . irv2 ,
-
f-. cos

- - av=
|

-s-il r^cos -
)ctj;= =-i sin : +5| =- sin -5- av,

J, ir
2w4 2 ./, TrVV 2 / LTT'I^ 2 J, J, ir

3v6 2

fl
9 "co 1 / 9\ f~t O iCO /"OO i 9

1 . 7Tj;
J

.
/ 1 / TT^ \ j 1 TTi^M -/ 1 TV ,

sinrf^^ __^ sln _J^=^__ cos_|_ 7
|
__ cos_^,

etc.

Hence multiplying by 1, 1, -1.3, -1.3.5, + 1 . 3 . 5 . 7, etc
,
and adding,

r TT
2 , _ . 7iW_J_ ]L3_1.3.5.7

"

Jv 2 2 \ TTV Tr
3^5 ir5z^ ""^

irt;
2 / 1 1.3.5 1.3.5.7.9

8
2

~"

v , TV - r,
. TTV=Xcos-l sm

, say, ..............................(2)

1135 113
where ^"'=-5-5 -^-4- + etc. and Y'=---f- + etc.;

ir2iP ir*v TTV Tr
3 ^

5

and similarly T sin^ dv = Y '
cos^+ A" sin ^.

.'v ^ 22
And, as before, the sum of the squares of the integrals is X'2 + F'2

.

Also X', Y' satisfy the differential equations

dX' dY'

. +^'=,, =
v dv v dv v6 v dv v dv v

K d \
Z

, "'"I v 1 [7 <* \* T*1 1^ T

SiJ
+TJ Z =4^' L() +TJ Y =W

We also obviously have

r ""vZ ^ r TV* j r TV* , i TTD* . M*
I co$dv=l cos-^-dv- I cos r dv=--Xcos Ysin-^-;
J, 2 .'o Jo 2 2 2 2

* See Preston's Light.
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and similarly

r . 1TV
Z

, (" . TTV
Z

, f" . 7TO
2

1 v TTVZ . TTV
Z

I sindv=] sm---at> / sin -dv=-+ i cos Asm.
Also

TTV 7

cos-^-dv=AJQAJV
. TTV

Z
, ^ . TTV

Z
, r . TTV

Z
, 1 ,re TTV* , . TTV

Z

sindv=l sin~dv- sin dv= ~- } cos A'sm.
2i Jo 2t Jv 2 ^ ^

1175. The expansion (1) in ascending powers of v is due to Knocken-

hauer.* The expansion (2) in descending powers of v is due to Cciuchy.t

For the student of the Integral Calculus, perhaps the most interesting

of Mr. Preston's quotations is one which expresses Cauchy's series of the

last article in the form of definite integrals. These expressions are

quoted from the investigations of Gilbert, published in the Memoires

couronnds de I'Acad. de Bruxelles, torn, xxxi., p. 1.

,,T ... TTV
Z

W riting Q-
=

u, we have
22

r* TTV
Z

7 1 f" COS U , f" . TTV
Z

7
1 /"" sill U ,

/ cos dv -,-= I j=r- du. I sin -^- dv= r= I r^-du.
Jo 2 x/27r^o *Ju Jo 2 V/STT^O Ju

f
x

* i r (l) ^Also I x-$e~ux dx Y-=-/= J

Jo * S/M

f 7r
2

, i
/ fir 00

e
~ wa:

^ i ,7cos r- av= -7=
/

cos M -pi. I 7^ a^ att,
Jo 2 V/27T./0 Lv/TrJo Va? J

1
/" p e-M3C cos u ,

iC. T=r I
'

i
' '

Ctltt Ct&j
TTV 2 ^o Jo \x

or changing the order of integration, which does not alter the limits,

i r
90

r
u

i= = I
/

-T= e""2 cos udxdu
7T\/2 ^0 JO *JX

x cos u sin M~l"

J
j

1
[~

a; _iu.
^ cos w sin u~\ ,

Jv\-T+^2
~

\+xz J

* ,
,

. j
cu?-costt/ -:-y-dx+smul -7=

- ax

r^~x
r? _

--
-^dx=\ \/t,&nddd, by putting x= tan 6,

*/ u J. "f~ $ JQ

w

= r (\/tan 6+ Vc

=~, by Ex. 8, p. 162, Vol I.

v2
i

*
Knockenhauer, Z)e Undulationstheorie des Lichts, p. 36 ; Preston, Theory

of Light, p. 220.

f Cauchy, Comptes Rendus, torn. xv. 534, 573.
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Hence

f 7TV
2

, 1 7TV
2 1

jo
Cos-

2
-^=2-cos^-.-

and similarly

CHAPTER XXVIII.

. TTV- 1
cu'+ sm -^

--
72 ,T

oar;

f . irv*
,

1 77V- 1 r.t,-te-'" , . 7TV2 1 ftfle-"* ,

/
sin -sr* s=5~ CO8 ~a~ T^ / ~i

-
=r d.v-sm =

/
-= ^dx,

Jo 2 2 2 ^2^0 l+x2 2 ^2^0 l+o;2

where u= -~-; which express Cauchy's series X', Y' in the respective

definite integral forms

i r *-*, v ,
i

j rf.r and Y' = -.

1176. Several other interesting relations amongst these integrals are

given by Mr. Preston, to whose book the reader is referred.

A table of the values of Fresnel's integrals, as given by Gilbert, is

quoted in Art. 1177 from Mr. Preston's book. The table is carried up to

v=5'0. The oscillatory character of the results is exhibited in the graph
of the Cornu Spiral in Art. 560.

1177. GILBERT'S TABLES

Preston's Theory of Light.

OF FRESNEL'S INTEGRALS. Quoted from

o-o

0-1

0-2

0-3

0-4

0-5

0-6

0-7

0-8

0-9

1-0

1-1

1-2

1-3

1-4

1-5

1-6

1-7

1-8

1-9

2-0

2-1

2-2

2-3

2-4

2-5

o-oooo

0-0999

0-1999
0-2994

0-3975
0-4923
0-5811

0-6597

0-7230
0-7648

0-7799

0-7638

0-7154
0-6386
0-5431

0-4453
0-3655

0-3238

0-3363

0-3945

0-4883
0-5814

0-6362

0-6268

0-5550

0-4574

r 8ln ~o~
'

ft

o-oooo
0-0005

0-0042

0-0141

0-0334

0-0647
0-1105

0-1721

0-2493
0-3398

0-4383

0-5365

0-6234
0-6863

0-7135

0-6975

0-6383
0-5492
0-4509
0-3734

0-3434

0-3743
0-4556

0-5525

0-6197

0-6192

v

2-6

2-7

2-8

2-9

3-0

3-1

3-2

3-3

3-4

3-5

3-6

3-7

3-8

3-9

4-0

4-1

4-2

4-3

4-4

4-5

4-6

4-7

4-8

4-9

5-0

oo

/

2
, r

I cos 5- dv
Jo z Jo

0-3389

0-3926

0-4675

0-5624
0-6057

0-5616
0-4663

0-4057
0-4385

0-5326
0-5880
0-5419

0-4481
0-4223

0-4984

0-5737

0-5417
0-4494

0-4383

0-5258

0-5672

0-4914
0-4338

0-5002

0-5636

0-5000

. .

sin -TT- dv
o

0-5500
0-4529
0-3915

0-4102

0-4963
0-5818

0-5933
0-5193

0-4297

0-4153
0-4923

0-5750
0-5656
0-4752
0-4205

0-4758

0-5632
0-5540

0-4623
0-4342
0-5162

0-5669
0-4968

0-4351

0-4992

0-5000
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1178. Soldner's Function.

f* dx
The integral y= 1

1

- is known as Soldner's Integral. It
J log x

is denoted by the symbol li(x), which is Soldner's original

notation. The letters li are suggested by the phrase
'

logarithm-integral.'

It is obvious that the integrand has an infinity when x=l.

Hence, in accordance with the theory of Principal Values

(Chapter IX.), when the upper limit' is greater than unity, we

shall understand this integration to mean

dx

where e, ;
are made to diminish indefinitely in a ratio of

equality.

1179. Properties of the Function.

It follows that -j- li(x)
=

-. . Hence
dx log x

1 xm d

log a"*
1

log a?'

pX pX

dx v

log ex x"
1 dx log e~

x

d , . e
a
ex e

a
ex d ,. . . . cos x

u /eo+a:\ =
, -y-h(sin#)=i = ,

etc.

dx log ea+x a + x ax log sin x

Hence conversely we may express certain integrals in terms of a

Soldner's function, viz.

Cn m
=\i(xm^)+ C, or between limits ^ dx -li("

i+1
)-li(6+

1
),h log#Jlogx

f dx li(a+M r ., p 1 dx
I-. -.
-=-^=

v 7 '- + C, or between limits / -,

-
-, :~r-\

J\og(a+ bx) b Jpt log (a+ bx) b

l-dx =\i(e
x
)+C, i.e. f"- dx=li(e

a
)-\i(e

b
), and so on.

J x Jb x

1 180. To enable the arithmetical calculations of such results to be made,

Soldner constructed a table of the values of \\(x) to seven decimal places

for values of x, from x= '00 to x= TOO, at the latter of which the function

is infinite, the values being negative ;
and a further table of the values

of li.r, giving the values to seven places, for x 1, I'l, 1'2, 1'3, 1'4, which

are negative, and 1'5, 1-6, ..., 2, 2'5, 3, 4, 5, ..., 20, which are positive,

and at certain intervals from 22 to 1220, all taken to eight significant

figures.
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It is unnecessary to give the tables here. They will be found reproduced
in De Morgan's Diff. and Int. Calculus, pages 662 and 663. A few extracts

from these tables will indicate the shape of the graph :

X
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1181. Method of Computation.
We proceed to show how these values were computed.

r

It will be seen that, by putting x= e~y or x= ey
,
the integral I

/ dy [log
a

rfy
J <>

can be thrown into the forms I e~v or I ey -

J-icga y J-co y
Now, so long as n is greater than zero, we have by expansion

_ r vn vn+1 vn+2 vn+3

^ ~
' 771 i i \ i i

~~* 77. i ci\ o i ~r >n
r
(+l)11 '(w+ 2)2r ( + 3)3!

where C is to be found. The series is convergent for all positive values

of v and does not become infinite with v. Also, when v=0, the value of

the integral is T(n). Hence C=T(n).

Hence
n

This may be arranged as

/n n
(

i)-i vn -\
i

~ 6tC.
!

vn -l T(n + l
Now, if we make n diminish indefinitely, Lt =

log v, and Lt -

TVy-Ljj') _ "PC^
is the limit, when n= 0, of ---- for the value .

=
!, i.e.

or as r(l)= l, this is the same as T-logF(^) ,
i-e- -y? where y is

'

' J*-JEuler's Constant.

Hence ^^.y.^,^.^.^.. ...............(A)

Hence we have, putting w= loga,

(B)

Again, by expansion,

and

and upon addition, diminishing (. and
rj indefinitely in a ratio of equality,

the Principal Value of li(a) is given by

/<"

gX / r-e f'\e~le

dx=Lt[\ +\ } dx. where e= 7j
=

0,
-loga X \7-loga Jr, ) X

loga , ,. ir(\& l-J.
(C)
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As there is manifest discontinuity when a= 1, and the Principal Value is

taken in integrating over the discontinuity in the second case, formula (C)

will not be derivable from formula (B) by putting
- for a in the former.

It will be observed, however, that the two series then only differ by

log(- 1), which is the effect of the discontinuity.

By means of the expansion of

1 1 1

~.r x v2

~2 + 3~
=ar +

where the coefficients may be calculated either by actual division or by

multiplying up by x(\ -- + ...
j
and equating coefficients, giving

*i = |, JT^-A, K,= &, A>-^, JT.-tfe, /T6 =-sMffT, etc.,

we have, a<l,

and by Art. 944, putting e-P=v,

Tt / P dv
-L. F dv I

y = Ltb=i< I ,
--

h/ ;
- Y

I Jo l-v Jo logv)

whence li (1 -a) = y + loga-^L 1
a + -^a

2 - ......................(D)
IB

Again li ( 1 + )
= Prin. Val. of [

l+"J^ = p.V. of f
Jo ^g 2 J_! log (1+2)

Mr+r)n^,
= Lte=0 [(y + log

-

-+ ...................(E)

Also, by Taylor's Theorem,

Other results will be found in De Morgan's Differential and Int. Calc.,

pages 660 to 664. By aid of these series Soldner calculated the numerical

values of the table for the function li (a)= I -. .

Jo logo:

We may therefore now regard such functions as

1 xm ex cosh x ex

.etc.,
log .r' log #' A-' x

as integrable in terms of Soldner's function, and therefore their integrals

calculable by means of his table, for assigned values of the limits.
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1182. FRULLANI'S THEOREM : ELLIOTT'S AND LEUDESDORF'S

EXTENSIONS.

Suppose F(xy) a function of the product xy of the coordinates

of a point in the plane of x, y lying in the region bounded by
the i/-axis, an ordinate at infinity and the two straight lines

y = a and y = b parallel to the -axis. Let a and b be supposed
of the same sign. Let F(z) and F'(z], where z = xy, be finite

and continuous functions for all points -in this region and also

along the boundaries.

Suppose also that F(xy) takes definite finite values at

x = and at x= oc from the value y = b to y = a inclusive, and

Fig. 330.

denote them by F(0) and F(cc ) respectively. Consider the

surface integral of F'(xy) over this region. This is expressed by
f

r
(*"

r 00

I F'(xy) dx dy, or, what is the same thing, 1 i F'(xy) dy dx.
J Jb JbJQ

The first form of the integral is

r
JQ

The second form of the interal is

Hence it appears that

r F(ax)-
x !>

/i\
(1)

E.I.C. II.
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Similarly, if we integrate over the region bounded by

x= oo
,

x = Q, y = a, y = b,

we obtain in the same manner

f F(ax)f

J-
(2)

provided F(xy] takes a definite value F( oo
)
at x = x .

In cases where F(<x> )
= or F(0)= the theorem takes the

. , a['" F(ax\ F(bx) j . , b

simpler forms dx=f (0) log-

respectively.

1183. We may examine these results from another point
of view.

k

T . CF(ax)-F(Q), ,, ... dx dyLet u= dx. Ihen, putting ax=y, = -,
Jo x x y

and u -1
dy, and is therefore independent of a.

J "
i/

f
l

Jo
Hence

o x A x Jo
b

h h h

r|n , tF(ax)-F(bx), .ftF(bx), P/1 herefore -' rfic+ -^dx= F(
Jo JA ic

6 6

Now, in the second integral, viz. \^~dai, both limits
JA x
I

become infinite, when h is indefinitely increased, but they are

separated by an infinite interval -- r= r- h. Hence it
a b ab

cannot be assumed that this integral vanishes, and it must be

investigated in each case.

If, however, F(bx) tends to take a definite finite value F(<x> )

when x is increased indefinitely, let its value between the

limits , and - be called F(x>)-\-e, where e is ultimately an
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infinitesimal, and let e
x
and e2 be the greatest and least values of e

*

for values of x between 7 and - Thus - dx lies between
o a Jk x

and
(Jj

and therefore in the limit becomes -F(oo.) log
-

,
and the theorem

becomes

f" F(ax) F(bx)
-^-

-!

But supposing F(bx) not to take up a definite limiting
value such as has been described, it may still happen that

*

Lth=x I -dx assumes a definite value K, or it may vanish.
J ft ~JC>

T +1 t rF(ax)-F(bx), a
In the former case I

- -dx A F(Q) logr-
J x b

T . ,, , . r F(ax) F(bx) , ,. , b
In the latter case

'

dx= F(Q) log
- .

J x a

rp , ,. , f F(ax) F(bx) -. ._. , 6 . ,

Ihe formula
| ^^^(OJlog- is known as
JQ x a

Frullani's Theorem. According to Dr. Williamson it was

communicated by Frullani to Plana in 1821, and subsequently

published in Mem. del. Soc. Ital., 1828.

The more general form

^ '- dx= [F( oo
) -^(0)] log r

J Q x b

is due to Prof. E. B. Elliott (Educational Times, 1875).*

1184. As examples we may take

. /"" tan-1 a.?: tan-16^ . . a TT . a
1. rfo;= (tan~1 oo tan^O) log T = s log T .

Jo x ' 8 b 2 & b

*/:
These two examples are given by Bertrand, but arrived at in a different

manner.

* Both references are due to Prof. Williamson, pages xi and 156, Int. Cole.
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f r/ax+p\
n

/bx+p\
n
~\dx (. p"\. a ,

3. =(1- -) log j. a, b. p. q being positive
J l\ajc+ qj \bx+q) J x \ q

n
j

5
6'

quantities.

4. /
- - -<r= log-, which has been discussed earlier (Art.

Jo x a

1041).

1185. It will be observed by reference to the article cited that in

Ex. 4 the second mode of discussion was adopted. This was necessary,

for if we attempt to apply Prof. Elliott's extension the debateable value

cos oo appears.

As to the values of cos oo and sinoo, which we have in all cases

avoided, the student may refer to a remark of Todhunter, Int. Calc., p. 278,

and may also consult Memoirs XV., XIX., XXXII. in Vol. VIII. Camb.

Phil. Trans., there referred to.

. r F(ax) - F(bx) , .

In cases where the evaluation or I ax involves any
JQ X

doubt as to the definiteness of the value of F(xy), when x becomes

infinite, or doubt as to the evaluation of the limit Lth=a> I
- -dx,

Jk X
another method of investigation must be adopted.

5. Thus, in the case

.

)g

f

Jo

we may write the integral (by Art. 1134) as

[~ 2 |
JQ 1

f 22
Jo i

\ X /

-
I/cos ro^-

1186. In cases where ^(co) and F(0) both vanish, the result is of

course zero.

rp, r e~"xsin ajc - e~**sin lx ,

Thus, dx=0.
Jo x

o , f e~axcosa.v- e~bxcosbx , b
i>ut <u-=log -.

Jo x a

1187. Other forms of the general result may be obtained by
transformation.

Thus, replacing x by .r",

.

V

r

JQ
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Or again, putting y= \ogx, the formulae

1"

L
respectively become

and, writing f(log 2) =/(,?),

rea
A log

Again, if we write a = e
a

,
b= e^ x=ey

; x= Q gives y= -QO, #=oc gives

y=oo ,
and if f(z) be replaced by/(2), we have

f [f(a
J CO

=W )-/(-)] ('*
-

/3)- [ELLIOTT.]

1188. Elliott's Extension to Multiple Integrals.

Professor Elliott has extended the general form of Frullani's

Theorem to the case of certain Multiple Integrals in two

papers in Vol. VIII. of the Proceedings of the London Mathe-

matical Society, and a supplementary paper on these extensions

was published by Mr. Leudesdorf in Vol. IX. of the same

Journal. The singular elegance of the results arrived at will

commend itself to the attention of the advanced student who
should consult the original papers. We have no space here

for more than a brief indication of the method followed.

Adopting the notation used by Mr. Leudesdorf, let 8(p, q) denote any

symmetric function of p, q which does not become infinite for any positive

values of p, q from to oo inclusive. Denote

by [a], /" /"*(*, by/^ by [, 6].
./O ./o

a
-.y

Let a= e
a

,
b = ee

,
c = ey

,
d= e

s
.

Then Elliott's form of Frullani's Theorem may be written

[]-W = [#(>)
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Now, consider the integral [oc]
-

[be]
-

[ad] + [bd], or, as it may be

written for short, [(a-6)(c-d)].

By two applications of the above theorem this becomes

fJo Jo
x, cy)-8(bx, cy)-S(a

cy)-flf(0,cy)]^
-
f(o-j8)[S(oo, dy)-8(0,

y jo y

=(-) f [S(x>,cy)-S(oo, djr)]^-(a-0) j["
[8(0, ey)-8(0, <%)]*

/o / * "

=(o-j8)(y-S)[5(ao,oo)-S(QO l O)] -(a- /8)(y-8)[5(0, oo)-S(0,0)],

and as S is a symmetric function $(oo, 0)
=

/Sf(0, oo).

Hence, we obtain

(a
-

ft) (y
-

8) [S (oo ,
oo

)
- 25 (oo , 0) + S(0, 0)],

which, for short, may be written (a /3)(y -8)/S(oo O)
2

.

Hence, the extension to a double integral may be written

In the papers cited, the result is extended to multiple integrals of a

higher order. The student should have no difficulty in doing this for

himself.

1189. On the Transition from Real Constants to Complex Con-

stants in Results of Differentiation and Integration.

Let us premise that, in the remarks following, the variable is a real

one, viz. x, that the path of integration is along a portion of the .r-axis,

that the limits of any integrals occurring are real quantities, and that

the constants occurring are independent of the limits ;
also that

the functions dealt with are finite and continuous, and such as to

possess differential coefficients.

1190. Lemma I.

Let M, and 2 be two real functions of x which continually approach to

and ultimately differ by less than any assignable quantities from definite

limiting values vv and vt respectively as x continually approaches a

definite value a. We may then put U 1
= v1+ f1 and tt2

= wa+ 2 j
where ex

and e2 are quantities which ultimately vanish when x approaches

indefinitely closely to a, so that !+ t 2 also ultimately vanishes, where

i stands for <J - 1.

Then U1+ iu^
= vi + tv2+ e1 + tf2

and Lt (ui + iu 2)
= v1 + iv2+ Lt(f.l + u2)

= V!+ iv2= Li MI + iLtu2 .

1191. Lemma II.

If, upon putting x + h for x, u\ and 2 take the values Ut and U2 respec-

tively, it follows that Ui+ iu-i takes the value U^+ iUi, and therefore

d . . dui duz

-j- (i+ i'W2)
= -

r^+i-7j4 .

ax dx dx
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Hence, when a function of x containing a complex constant p + iq, but no

other unreal quantity, can be separated into its real and imaginary parts as

F (x, p + iq)
= F, (x, p, q) + iF2 (x, p, q),

then F (a?, p+iq) =-F1 (x, p,q)+i-Fz (x, p, q).

1192. It has been desirable to consider these results in detail, though

they might be thought obvious. For in our idea of a limit we have

had constantly in mind some real quantitative arithmetical or algebraical

result from which the function under consideration could be made to

differ by less than any assignable real quantity by making the variable

approach nearer and nearer to its assigned value
;
and it has not hitherto

been necessary to consider the case where the function involves unreal

constants.

1193. It is well known that the separation of a complex function into

its real and imaginary parts can be effected in all the ordinary cases when

the function is of algebraic, exponential, logarithmic, circular or hyper-

bolic or inverse circular or inverse hyperbolic form, such as

(p + iq)
n

, (p + iq)
n+ib

,
aP+ l(

*, log(p+ iq), ain(p + iq), tan-^p + iq), etc.,

as well as in any combination of such functions.

Lemma III. If F(z) be any function of z expressible as a power series

with real coefficients, viz. F(z)= 'ZA nz
n

,
with radius of convergency p, then

<-<>,
where r = </p

2+ q*< p, 6 = t*n-1
qlp

say,

where X= ^A nr
n
cosn9, Y= 'SA nr

n smn0, and both these series are

convergent if 2Anr
n be convergent, and then X + t-Y is convergent.

We then have X- iY= ^Anr
n e- ni0= ?An (p-t.q)

n = F(p-iq).
The separation into real and imaginary parts is then effected by addition

and subtraction of the equations

giving 2X = F(p + <.q) + F(p-iq), 2iY= F(p + iq)-F(p-iq).

1194. Lemma IV.

When F(x, p + iq) can be thus separated into real and unreal parts, as

F(x, p + tq)
=F1 (x, p, q) + iFa (x, p, q),

F! and Fz ,
besides containing x, may be regarded as conjugate functions

of p and q, and therefore

'dFijdFi aFi= _3^2.
'dp

~
?>q

'

~dq

~
*dp

'

and differentiating with regard to x,

J3 fdFj\_ _3 fdFj\ 'd_ (dFj\ _ 3_ (dF,\
c>p\dx)~'dq\dxj> 3q\dx) BjpVck/

dF dF
i.e.

-j-1
and -=-? are also conjugate functions of p and q ;
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i.e
dF

L
dFi dF2 ,

-j-, which is equal to -rr + t ^jT' Besides involving .r, involves p and
Gt, rf. W.#

q as a function of p+ iq, and =
4>(.r, p + iq), say.

It might be said that this also is a self-evident fact arising from the

principle that the process of differentiation with regard to x takes no

cognisance of the particular values of any constants involved. But as our

experience of this fact is based upon the behaviour of functions containing

only real constants, it is desirable at this stage to make this point also

clear and to establish it explicitly.

We have then -j- F(.v, p+ i-q)
of the form- <f>(x, p+ tq) for all real values

of #, p and q, and we have to identify the form of this function
<f>.

Now the/orm of a function is merely a means of defining the particular

manner in which the several variables and constants are involved in its

construction, and is independent of any particular values assignable to

those variables and constants.

Suppose then that it has been discovered in the case of a real constant

p that -j- F(.v, p) takes the form/(.r, p), a known form say, for all values
dx ,

of x and p ;
then since, when q= we also have -r-F(.v, p) = <j)(x, p) for

all values of x and p, we must have <(.*', p}=f(x, p) ;
that is, the form

of the function
<f>

is identified as being the same functional form as that

obtained in the differentiation of F(.v, p) for a real value of p.

1195. It is assumed in what precedes that we are dealing with a function

F(.v, p) which is continuous and finite for the whole of some range of

values of x within which x lies, whatever real value p may have, and that

the differentiation of F with regard to x is a possible operation ;
and

that these suppositions will not be affected if we change p to p+ iq-

Further, that F
l
and F% are continuous and finite functions of x for the

same range, and that differentiation with regard to x, p or q is a possible

operation. Under these circumstances we may infer that if

jj*<* *)-/(*A
where p is a real constant, we shall also have a result of the same form

when p is a complex constant.

If then it be distinctly understood that the definition of integration

used is that it is the reversal of the operation of differentiation, i.e. the dis-

covery of a function F(x, p+ tq), which upon differentiation with regard

to x shall give rise to a stated result /(.r, p + iq), it will follow under the

limitations stated above, that if \f(x,p)dx= F(x,p\ where p is a real

constant, we shall also have I f(x, p + tq)eLc=F(x, p + iq), where p+ iq

is a complex constant, and the integrals being indefinite a real arbitrary

constant C may be supposed added in the first case, and a complex

arbitrary constant C^ + iC^ in the second.
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1196. As examples of these facts, let us consider

(1) the differentiation of xp+iq
,
where p and q are here, as always, real.

We have

-=- A'jH-i = -,- (x"e<-<l
log *)

=
-j- [a? {cos (q log x)+ 1 sin (q log x)}]

#)}] > by Lemma II.,

= pxp
~l cos (q log x) + .vp

(

- -
j
sin (q log x)

r /Y\ / i \1+ 1 p.r sin (g log ) + xv I
i cos (5 log .r)L \Ay J

p~1
[cos (? lg J1

) + < sin (q log ,r)]
= (p + iq) .i*"

1
eiq log

*

as might be expected from the principle of permanence of form stated

above.

Hence the rule -r- xn = nxn~l holds whether n be real or complex
dx

Conversely, ixp+t^~ dx= ,

J P + '-q

r xn
and therefore the rule for integration, viz. \xn

~1 dx =
,
also holds

whether the index n be real or complex.

(2) Consider
fa

a(P+LQ)X -

This is ,- epx log a
[cos (qx log a) + 1 sin (qx log a)]

=^ epx lof? a cos (qx log a) + 1

^-
evx log a sin (qx log a)

log a
[cos (qx log a) + 1 sin (qx log a)]

which is the ordinary rule for differentiating anx when n is real.

Hence -5- anx= n log a . a"* whether n be real or complex, and conversely

/
anx

anx dx= ; whether ?* be real or complex.
wloga

(3) Consider
^logp+iq .v,

d log,.^ 1 d . ] 1
n a __!b_-_ _

I (") P" 71
" _ "

x ' x loge

which is again the ordinary rule for -j-^\osa x. viz. -
-. .

dx ' x logea

(4) Consider T-tan

Let tan"1 - =X i Y. and therefore tan"1 - =X + 1 Y.
p + t-q P~ 19
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rpi av 2px v 2o.r
I II All V A TH l"l 1 _ V r r o i-k Ii"~l. *
jL 11CH _.\ I ill I _. XJ J.

and -3

But since

we have
d

tan-1we Xlttvc j U1I1

= (p
z+ g

2+ .r
2
)

2 -

_
j 7 5 5dx P+ iq (P

-
<T + *

That is, the ordinary rule for differentiating

.x . d x a
tan"1 -

,
viz. -j tan"1 - =

-^
-

2 ,

holds whether a be real or complex.

/dx
1 T

9
= -tan~1 - holds whether a be real or

a* + or a a
complex.

(5) Similarly, we might go on to discuss the other standard cases. The
student may verify these for himself.

1197. Essential Difference in the Two Definitions of Integration.
Now the summation definition of integration loses its meaning when

the integrand becomes infinite or discontinuous between or at the limits

of integration. Let x=c be a value of x at which the integrand becomes

infinite or discontinuous. Then, if the integrand be regarded as the

differential coefficient of some function of x, say y, there is a discontinuity
in the value of dy/d.c for the value x c. And to interpret the summation

definition it has been seen in Chapter IX. how Cauchy has given a new
Ca

summation definition of I ( )dx, viz. the limit of the summation
Jb

where e and
r)

are to be diminished indefinitely in a ratio of equality,

obtaining what Cauchy calls the Principal Value of the Integral. In

this way the discontinuity itself is avoided. It is approached indefinitely

closely from opposite sides, but the discontinuous element is omitted.

Thus a geometrical meaning is given to the symbol / ( )dx, which, from
Jb

the summation definition, would be otherwise meaningless. But regarding
the integrand as the differential coefficient of the function y, the dis-

continuity itself is an essential characteristic of that function. Hence the

two definitions do not agree if such points as the one under consideration

occur within the range of integration. But it has been seen earlier that

in the absence of such cases occurring between the limits of integration,

there is agreement between the two definitions.
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In the general theory of Definite Integrals, i.e. of those integrals

between certain specified limits whose values may be sometimes found,

as has been seen in the last three chapters, without any knowledge of the

function which forms the indefinite integral, the indefinite integral is an

unknown function of x, generally not capable of expression in finite terms

by means of any of the known ordinary Algebraic, Exponential or

Logarithmic, Circular, Hyperbolic or Inverse Functions.

1198. If then f(x, c) be the known or unknown function of #, whose

differential coefficient with regard to x is F(x, c), we have

ra r~ ~i

F(x, c)dx=\ /(.r, c) =f(a, c)-f(b, c)
= x (o, &, c)

Jb L. -Jfi

say,

and the two definitions, viz. that of inverse differentiation and that of

summation, agree except in the case where F(x, c) assumes an infinite

value or becomes discontinuous between the limits x=a and x= b, and

this will hold when c is changed to any other value, say c', so long as

such change does not make F(x, c) become infinite or discontinuous for

any value. of x lying between x= a, and x= b, or at either limit.

It will follow that whichever definition may have been used in obtaining

a specific result such as

F(x, c)d.v
=

x(a, b, c),

L
where c is real, that result will still hold under certain conditions when a

complex p+ iq is substituted for c, that is,

r
\ F(x, p+ iq) dx= x (a, b, p+ iq),
Jb

that is, provided that none of the stipulations with regard to F and x have

been violated by the transformation.

This entails that F(x, c) shall definite and continuous for all values of

x from x= b to x= a inclusive.

That F(x, p + iq) shall be separable into real and imaginary parts as

^ifoftSj+^fo?, )

That when this separation has been effected both F^x, p, q) and

Fz (x, p, q) shall be finite and continuous functions of x for all values of x

from x= b to x a inclusive.

That x(> &> P+ iq) is likewise separable into real and imaginary parts

XiK 6, P, q) and X 2(, 6, P, ?)

That when any convergent infinite series has been used, or its use in

any way implied in the establishment of the primary result

/

Jb
F(x,

or in the separation of F(x, p+ iq), x(a> ^> P + t?) "lto tneir respective real

and imaginary parts, the convergency shall remain unaffected by the

substitution of p+ iq for the real constant c for all values of x from x=b
to x==a inclusive ; and further, that when this convergency holds only
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within definite limits of the values of p and g, the truth of the permanence
of form of the result can only be inferred between such limits.

That the path of the original integration for values of x from a point
x=b to a point x=a along the .r-axis shall not have been altered in any

way by the proposed change from a real constant c to a complex constant

p + iq.

With such stipulations, we therefore have

Co.

\b
{Fi(*, p, q)+<-F'^, P> ?)} <fc?-Xi( 6

> P' )+ lX2(> b, P, ?),

ra fa

whence I F^.v, p, q) dx= x,(, b, p, q) ;
/ F.^(.i; p, q) dr= xa (a, &, 7>, ?)

./ /i

1199. If F(x, c) and x(, &, c) be such that / F(x, c) tfa=x(, 6, c) for

all real values of c, and that F(.r, c) is developable as a series of positive

integral powers of c uniformly and unconditionally convergent between

specific values of c, for all values of x from b to a, so that I F(.v, c)dx is

Jt>

capable of term by term integration, and is also developable in a like con-

vergent series, and if x(, b, c) be also developable in a series of positive

integral powers of c convergent for a specific range of values of c, the

coefficients of like powers of c in / F(.c, c)dx and x(a. b, c) are equal for
' b

all values of c for which each series is convergent. And provided that

this convergency remains in both series when we substitute a complex

value p+ iq for c, the equality of / F(.e, p+ iq)dx and \(a, b, p + iq) will

still hold good for such values of p and q as do not disturb that con-

vergency and do not cause F to assume an infinite or discontinuous value

for any value of x between b and a.

If it be proposed to conduct the transition from c to p + iq by a pre-

/""

liminary change to p + q, we have I F (x, p + q)dx=x(u, b, p + q); and if

expansions of F(x, p + q) and x(> b, p + q) be possible in series of integral

powers of q, each uniformly convergent between specific limits of ^, the

fa
coefficients of like powers of q in the expansions of I F(a,; p + q)dx and

J b

X(, b,p + q) will be equal, and therefore, provided the convergency of

these series be maintained when a change from q to iq is made in them,
and provided also that such changes have not caused F to assume an infinite

or discontinuous value for any value of x between x= b and x= a, we

may infer that the transition to the complex p + tq is legitimate.

1200. In the use of the method the precautions necessary before the

results obtained can be accepted as rigorously established, are somewhat

irksome, and this has caused mathematicians to look askance at the

process. In fact it has become usual to regard it as a method of
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suggestion of new integrals to be verified by other methods rather than

as a mode of investigation. For instance, De Morgan remarks :

" It is a

matter of some difficulty to say how far this practice may be carried, it

being most certain that there is an extensive class of cases in which it is

allowable, and as extensive a class in which either the transformation, or

neglect of some essential modification incident to the manner of doing it,

leads to positive error. It is also certain that the line which separates
the first and second class has not been distinctly drawn."

De Morgan, after citing several instances of the success of the method,

gives as one of failure, the case of /

'

2
= [tan~

!

.g]
= -

.

By putting v v 1 in place of x. he obtains | ^ '=*] \\ - J - and
Jo I+x* Jo l-y*

1

remarks concerning this that it is
" an equation which we cannot either

affirm or deny, since the subject of integration in the second side becomes

infinite between the limits."

We may, however, note with regard to this, that it apparently escaped
De Morgan that having put x= \l ly, the range of values of y over

which the integration is assumed to be conducted is not a range of real

values, as was the case in the integration for the range of real values of x

from to oo . In fact y ranges from . to .
, corresponding to the

\< j. v ~~~ 1

real range of x from to oo
,
and all the values through which y passes in

this range are imaginaries, so that y never passes through the value 1 at

all, and therefore the subject of integration never becomes infinite as De

Morgan asserts. As a matter of fact, if we write .
,
for the upper limit,

,
and when K is oo

where n is an integer.

Hence
. f

v l dy . , ,TT ,

'_! /
r 2-= has one of the values of (2n-l)~, where n is

Jn I".'/
2 2

an integer. The value n = gives the particular value ^, which we have

/"" rf.r

assigned to the left^ side, viz. I =
g.
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/dx
1

.
2 2

= -tan~1

c^, c be replaced by ic, we have
1 + C X C

|y 2-2=-tanh
-1 c^. Both the right-hand side and the integrand

become oo at x=c~ l

during the march of x from to oo. Therefore, with

those limits, the change proposed is inadmissible. We defer the con-

sideration of the use of a complex variable to the next chapter. And it

is to be understood in all the remarks made in course of this discussion,

that the march of the variable between its limits is not to be interfered

with by the substitution of a complex constant for a real one, i.e. that

the change of c to p+ iq is not supposed to be one which can be brought
about by a change in the variable, as is done in the case cited.

ILLUSTRATIOXS.

/xn
xn-1 d.v=

,
write n= a+ ib.

Then
fx

a-lxlbdx=xa+lb/(a+ tb) [Art. 1196 (1)],

i.e. I xa~1
{cos (b log x)+ 1 sin (b log x)} dx

= \x
a cos (b log .r) + i.f sin (b log .r)] (a

-
ib)/(a- + 6'

2
) ;

whence, writing .v=e9
,

J
6

a2+62 '

J
6

a2+ 62
'

which are the well-known results proved elsewhere without the use of

complex values.

(2) In the integral /= I = \os(x+ c) =log , put c=qe
t<l

.
* ' "

'i' I * O ' I O ,. i _ ' l *
Ja * T L Ja (t + C

_x+ q cos a iq sin a

1 b2 + 2bq cos a + o2 / . osina , osina \
-log

2- + i(tan-
1 ^ -tan"1 -

).
<- 2 a2+ 2gcosa + 9

2 \ b+qcosa. a + gcosa/
Therefore

fb x + q cos a . _1. b'
2 + 2bqeoaa+ q

2

Ja ^2+2cosa+g2
'1

~2 ^ a2+ 2a cos a+ z2+ 2aq cos a+ q
z

and l
b

Ja
2 .

x cos a+ q
2 qsma gsma

results which are obviously true otherwise.

The process is valid, for all the conditions laid down in Art. 1198 are"

fulfilled.

(3) In /= I e~ax cosbxdx= ~^ j-2 ,
write a= ce

ta
,

(a, c both +"; a, acute),

r- c*cos tt

Jo
*

+ 262
c
2 cos 2a+ c*
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Equating real and unreal parts,

T I -CXCOSa. I I \ 7 6'(6
2 -fC2)cOSO,J

i
=

]
e

cxc a
cosbzcos(cxsma)dx= rt _, 9 .. _---.,

Jo 64 + 26V cos 2a+ c4

T l -cxcoaa r. / s 7 c(c
2 -62

)sina
*2
=

/ e
Ciccos a

cos bx sin (or sin a)o?^=,, ;., , _ ..

Jo 64 + 2&2
c2 cos 2a+ c4

The change from a to ce
ia does not affect the path of integration with

regard to x from to QO
; the integrands remain finite and continuous

throughout the range, and though the upper limit is infinite both

integrands are zero when x is infinite, and the conditions of the validity

of the process are all satisfied. Hence it will be fair to assume the

results correct. They may be readily verified otherwise.

(4) In 1= I e~atx'dx= -j-- ,
write a = ce

ia
, (a and c + Te

; a, acute).
t/0 ZiOj

Then r
e-c^(cos2a+ i

Jo 2cr-e-C*X* COS 2a cog (^,2 s j n 2a)
dx=~ COS a,

sn 0<

The new integrands satisfy the conditions under which the transition

is permissible.

Putting a -, we have Fresnel's integrals of Art. 1163, viz.

r \/7T

N/ff
/CO /

(5) In 1= / e~ a2;cV.r=
,
write a= w(l + a), (a, + ye

).
J oo C?

Then f e
- f

(l+')'
t

(^ = ^ %
.

J-m m(l + a)

Both sides are capable of expansion in powers of a, convergent for

values of a which lie between 1 and + 1. And both series remain

convergent when we replace a by an unreal quantity with modulus < 1.

Hence, writing /W- 1 for a, where /?< 1, we obtain

fJ- m + ii m
Whence (0 < 1) ;

f _
rC

f e~*
J 00

771 1 T" o

[SERRET, (7aZc. Jwf., p. 140.]
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(6) Taking the integral

r
7s

/
e-*

2*' cosh 2g.v d.v=
;- p

.

we observe that cosh 2q.v and eP* can both be developed in ascending

powers of q which are both convergent series, and that if we write iq for

q, the convergence will not be affected.

Hence, we may safely infer that

r -
t

cos2q.vclv= e *',
p

and as the integrands in these integrals are not affected by changing the

sign of x in either case, either integral may be taken from to oo
,
and

the results are still true, provided in that case the right-hand sides be

halved.

r
j-

r _c./>+ <L'\ /-

(7)InI= e
V W

d.t,- =y
r
e- 2c'a

,
write c= fce

ta
.

.'o Zc

r -** (*'+) , N/7T . -QaJfcV"*
/ e \ x '<Lv -

irr e
ia
e

Ml" e
;

'

Then -
irr
2k

= -sr e
2fl*2cos 2o

cos(u+ 2afc2 sin 2a),

e **' sin { W[ ,v
2 + -

} sin 2a V dx
\ \ arj i

-2ffl*'cos

[Cf. Cauchy, Jtf^m. des Sav. Strangers, i., p. 638.]

r >J* --.
(8) Taking Laplace's integral /

e~ a>a;1 cos26.rda--= 7^ e *, write
.'o 1"

I1T 11T

a = ce *
; then a2 = c2e

2 = tc2 and e~ flla:> = e~ tc
'x>= cos c2^-2 - 1 sin c2^2

.

r /~ t(-^-\
Therefore / (cost

>2
u;
2 - isinc2

.r
2
)cos26j;di

1

=-n- e
^ 4 c>

';

whence / cos c%2 cos 2bx dx= -^j- cos
(
-

5 ),

.'o 2c \4 cV

-
ir-

-
^,

results due to Fourier.*

* Trnite de la Chaleur, p. 533 ; Gregory, D.O., p. 485.
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PROBLEMS.

1. Show that I cos" cos nx dx = ,r- .

J 2n [COLLEGES, 1892.]

Show also that cos" cos (71
-

2r) Od$ = nCr j^.
Jo

f* / x\ k

2. Evaluate I ( 1 -
T)

x11-1
dx, where n is positive and k a

positive integer.
tST- JoHN '

s ' 1892-1

2 f
'

cn
3. Prove that I ec cos x sin (c sin x) sin ?tx dx .

7rJ w!

[MATH. TBIPOS., 1872.]

4. If m be a positive integer, prove that
IT

f* 7T

I (2cosx)
m~1 .rsin (m + l)x& = .

[COLLEGES e, 1883.]

5. If n be positive and less than unity, show that

rcos

rx
_,

rn-1 TT nir
ci/x ^ ^r~ r TT" sec ~

xn T(n) 2 2 [COLLEGES /3, 1889.]

6. Show that

T COS 25^008^
1 yop-

J cos^i/' s!

where p is any negative quantity or any positive proper fraction.

[COLLEGES 7, 1888.]

7. Establish the result

>
rfa?_ 1

f
TT I

[COLLEGES 5, 1883.]

8. Evaluate

f
'

i / T \ i /-, \dx 1
I cosh(p\ogx)\og(l+x) =

7
Jo 2

* - 2 sin a sin d + sin 2 6' [COLLEGES /?, 1890.]

9. Show that the product of the two integrals

7T

I e-x*x2n- l dx and
Jo J

e-x*x2n- l dx and e-*V~2M dx is
4 sin ?i7T

[COLLEGES a, 1890.]

7T

10. If u=
\

ex2 dx, show that it?= \ (**- 1)dO.
Jo Jo

[COLLEGES tt, 1890.]'

11. Show that I y 25~ dd = K-log{^(l
- e~20)}.

[COLLEGES, 1892, etc.]
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12. Show that

f
* a sin X , - / a3 a5 \
tan"1 - ax='z + 00 + ^0+ -

) <!.
J 1+acosa; \ v 5^ /

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1882.]

13. Prove that

p2r O
975-

cos wc# log ( 1 + 2m cos c0 + m2
) dO= mn or mn

,

Jo w n

according as 71 is even or odd (1 > w>0). [R. P.]

14. Find the value of I sin w0 tan-1
, -.dO,

Jo 1 a cos v

where - 1 <a<l and n is an integer. [OXFORD II. P., 1900.]

15. If TO, ?i being each less than unity, and sin x = n sin (x + y),

Show that /vr xs\nV (ly TT \

-5 = log =- .

J o 1 - 2m cos y + m* 2m 1 wm
[ST. JOHN'S, 1891.]

16. Show that

x2w , o^.^^.o^,,
coge(j

2 + l
/ A" 0*\ E. 1_1 ***^' VX 1C -* WWU A 1

Jo (x
2n + rt

2n
)
fc+1 2w 2w

where m, n and /<; are all positive integers and m<n, and Q is the

2m+l-2n
coefficient of ck in the expansion of (1-c)

2n in ascending

powers of c. [COLLEGES o, 1887.]

17. Prove that

f dx TT e + a , .

o (1 +z2
)(l -2acosa; + a2

)~2(l - a2
)
^

[COLLEGES y, 1888.]

, r cos?t^ , (a-Ja2 - 1Y"
18. Prove that 1

-

n dd = ^-T^-T, where
J o a - cos V /n<2 _ i a

19. Prove that

/n<2 _ i

[ST. JOHN'S, 1881.]

(o \l+2ecos0+e2
/ 2(1 -e2

) 2^(e
2
-!)'

according as e<\ or e>l. [R. P.]

,, , f""
^rfa; TT sinna

20. bhow that I r
- - =

. -. , where n is not
Jo 1 + 2x cos a + x* sin nir sin a

an integer and 7r>a>0. [ST. JOHN'S, 1891.]
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i00 7

21. Show that
j ^

' = cosec
,
if n> 1, and thence show that

Jo 1 +x11 n n
it n be positive,

log x log (1 -{ )
dx = Tra cosec -

( log a cot 1 ).

J
&

\ xnj ?i V n n J

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1883.]

22. Expand the definite integral

f
1 ra-in - 7^0-1j " \ * *'/

I dx - -,
Jo (l-a;^

in the form of a series of ascending powers of u; and thence or

otherwise find the relations which must subsist between a, /3, y and

the indices a', ft', y' of a like integral, in order that the two integrals

may be to each other in a ratio independent of u.

[SMITH'S PRIZE, 1875.]

23. Prove that

IVJo (
L 2(l -ab) b<lj

[COLLEGES y, 1893.]

24. Point out the fallacy in the following train of reasoning.

By putting ax = y, we have

fe-* Fe-v, r er-ax _ gr-bx r e~v , f erv ,~ dx=
\ ~r dy ' x

dx=
\ ir dy ~\ T.^"-Jo-c Joy Jo Jo^ Joy

Show that the value of the latter integral is log-.
(t

[TRINITY COLLEGE, 1882.]

25. Deduce from the expansion of log (1 +x) that if x > 1

Deduce Euler's series

1 l L 1 _![!
j

"*"

2s- ^ 4* -

" '
~

~6"

'

/rr /3

26. Show that if Ir = I sinr^cot-rf^, then Ir = Ir-^
Jo

Hence show that Ir = TT.

A

27. By differentiating M= I"
^

' dx with regard to a, show that
Jo ^
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Hence deduce
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a

on the supposition that <j>
is such that Z4= I 2

dx vanishes.
J h X
b

.
,

f cos oo; - cos bx , IT ,, ,

Apply this to show that I 5
- ax = -

(o
-

a).
Jo

[BERTBAND, Calc. Int., p. 225.]

28. Prove that if m, n are positive integers whose H.C.F. is r,

and m =
r/A, n = rv, and p, q numerically less than unity, then will

f* dx_ _ TT 1

J (l -2pc
~

29. Show that
r cosrx

,
TT rs/l-e2 -lT

I . <fo--T=r=5
J l+ecosx Vl-^L e+ecosx

W

30. Evaluate I sin2x log tan a; dx.

Jo

31. Prove that if n be a positive integer,
n it

F& /*7

(i) I cos '2nd log (sin 6} dQ = - p , (ii) I

Jo Jo

32. Prove that, n being a positive integer,
IT

f 7T

(i)
I cos 2n0 log sin 6 dQ = -

j- ;

Jo 4n
IT

f
7

(ii)
Jo

IT

(iii) fJO

where A n =

[COLLEGES 5, 1884.]

111 11
z+o + -j+ +-T + S--234 n-1 2n

33. Evaluate f* x

J (
1 -
xsinx

. 9a cos
a;)

2 (a<l).

rJ T iom ->

[Sr. JOHN'S, 1891.]

[COLLEGES, 1 890. ]

34. Prove that if n be a positive integer and 7r/2>a>0, then

r dx sin2"-1^
=

TT 1.3.5...(2re-3) 2B_j

J x
(

1
- sin2a sin2

a;)
n 2n (n-l)l

[ST. JOHN'S, 1887.]
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ITn
35. Show that 2 1 sec x log (

1 + sin a cos x) dx = -rra - a2
.

Hence deduce P log {2/(l
^x

2
)}^

Jo l- 2 [TRINITY, 1884.]

36. Prove that iix<l,

r , 1 + x cos 6 dd

Jo
1 - x cos cos 9

'

[COLLEGES a, 1891.]

37. If u + v = 4, u - v = 2 sin 0, show that

38. If m and w are positive integers, prove that

I"
50

cos (2m + l)a;-cos(2 + l)x 7 ,
,

1
-.

' dx = (n- WITT.

Jo a; sin a;

[OXFORD II., 1890.]

39. Prove that

f
2

TT a
I (tan~

1
(a tan x)

- t&n~l
(b tan x) } (tan x + cot x)dx

=
^ log T,

Jo

where a and b are both positive. [OXFORD II., 1886.]

f
"
e~bx sin Bx - e~ax sin ax , A . ,, a 5 .

40. Show that dx = if -
-75 = 0, and

Jo a P
a and b be positive. [CLARE, CAIUS AND KING'S, 1885.]

rrr lx-\-my-\-nz

41. Prove that 1 1 \e a
dxdydz extended over the volume of

the ellipsoid x-/a
2 + y-/b

2 + z'
2
/c'

2
l is equal to ^Kobcfe, a being'equal

to s/a
2
/
2 + 2m2 + cV2 and

/, m, n being direction cosines.

[COLLEGES, 1886.]

42. Show that

f~*> faax abx pbx*\ h

i s h (a
-

b) \dx = b-a-a log -,

Jo I a:
2 x )

& a

where a and b are positive quantities. [TRINITY, 1892.]

L P{0- tan-1 (?itan 6)} sin 26 dO ir , I+n.
t

43. Prove that I
* =

-j log s if w
L 1 + 2% cos 20 + n2 4n \+nz
v U

be less than unity.

Determine also the value of the same integral when n is greater

than unity. [ST. JOHN'S, 1891.]
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44. Prove that, for any value of n, provided a be between andr,

dx "POO

Jo 2 sin a
mr v \ / \ '

and f

J

_ -_.
(1 + xn)(\

- 2z2 cos 2a + sc
4
)

4sma
[ST. JOHN'S COLL., 1881.]

45. Prove that if c be positive and less than unity,

f
"

C
x

I cBn

sin2n< e-*el ini
*cos{ca;siii

2
<(l

- c cos
<f>)}

dx d$ = 2vc r -^
Jo Jo (

l
'

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1886.]

46. Prove that

dz di/ dx = 7= ^-

J o J o J my (z
2 +f + z2 + 4c2

)
4

1 2000cVl + m2

[ST." JOHN'S, 1885.]

47. Show that

fir
f-2ir

/(m cos + % sin sin < 4-^ sin 6 cos <) sin ^ dd d(f>

Jo Jo
/+!

= ITT I f\X<Jmz + 7t
2 + 2

} C?iP.

J_l [POISSON.]

48. Prove that if n be a positive integer,

r r sin2"+2 o; {sin
2n+2

y
- sin2n+2

a;} , , _vr
2

JoJo~ sin2
?/
- sin2* "-8

'

[ST. JOHN'S, 1888.]

49. Prove that
It V

fsi Ti m
I (1 siii

2
u> sin2

^)
2 sinn"'" w (ip (tw

Jo Jo

is a symmetric function of m and n. [MATH. TRIP., 1895.]

50. Prove that

f" f" e-
J-ooJ -co lo vl - sin2 asin2 ^

[Ox. II. PUB., 1902.]

51. Prove that

52. If ?t =
(aft'

-
a'b)x

2 + (ac!
-
a'c}xy + (be'

-
b'^y

2
, prove that

fX / TT

e~u''udxdy = j^,y
J-ooJ-ao VA

where J5 = 4(ai'
-

a'ft) (ic'
-

b'c)
-
(ca

1 -
c'a)

2
, provided

4 (6
2 -

ac) (b'
2 -

a'c') > (2bb'
- ac' - a'c)

2
. [ST. JOHN'S, 1886.]
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53. Show that

pco poo 1 C
e-ax1exy-by* fa fa = COS-1

-7=
Jo Jo 2s/aft-c2 Jab

if a>0 and a&-c2 >0. [I.C.S., 1897.]

54. Show that

/oO /"OO /

y cosh 2cxy e ax*-V dx dy = y-r-r
-^

JoJo 4(a-c
2
)

if a, b, c are positive quantities and ab - c2 > 0. [I. C.'S., 1897.]

55. Show that

a* F(l- sin cos <) sin d0 dtf>
=

|TT
P

F(it) du.
o

'

Jo

[ST. JOHN'S, 1891.]

56. Prove that

0" </>(V

nT
7

- taken throughout the ellips
7
'i
r
2

where r
x
and r

2
are the distances of the point x, y from the foci.

[COLLEGES a, 1889.]

58. If y^sinp^sinp^ sin j?3
# . . . sin^an+iA where ^> 15 p2,...pZn+i

are any positive integers whose sum is odd, prove that

rJo !
sin# [ST. JOHN'S, 1892.]

59. Show, by means of Landen's Transformation

that
ft--

Jo a2
(a

2 cos2 + b* sin2 0)s
J o (a* cos2 4> + bf sin2

<)*

where a
x
and b

l
are respectively the arithmetic and the geometric

means between a and b.

Point out the value of this result in the calculation of the

numerical value of the definite integral. [MATH. TRIPOS, 1889.]
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60. If p be the length of the perpendicular from the centre of the

ellipsoid '^; + ~ + ^s=l, on an element dS of the surface, prove that
a2 0- c*

R = 27r W /
d d IT

\P
C

\d(a
'

2

) d(b
z
) d(c

2
)jJ ON/(^

61. Show that pJo

*
+
d(e

2

sin r0 sin nO
[COLLEGES 7, 1901.]

0rin0 "5'

provided % is an integer and r any quantity >?i - 1.

[MATH. TKIP., 1873.]

62. Prove that f -j^Ldx
= Q.

[CLARE, CAIUS, KINO'S, 1886.]

w

63. Prove that 2 P
^ log (

1 + sin 26) dO + v log 2 = 0.

Hence, or otherwise, find the value of

- 3 1-3.5++
2T42 2.4.62

[Ox. I. P., 1900.]

64. If M, u' are essentially positive quadratic functions of x
; A, A'

their discriminants and // the invariant intermediate to A and A',

prove that n
>

(h v

[NANSON, E.T., 13406.]

65. If

show that

and
w=0 n=0

n=o

If also ^\c1lx
n = \(x\ show how to express ^.aJrfrfP by means

w=0 n=Q

of a double integral.

66. Prove that

IJLX fJ?X-+ +

[SMAASEN.]

/ 0\ / 6\
e'
icos9 cosh

( \/;r cos x
) cos-(/x sin 6} cos

(
Jx sin ^ )

dd - 1.

\ 2/ &/

[W. H. L. RUSSKLL.]
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p
I -

J
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Hence prove that _
+ 42

) (a
2 + 22

) (a
2 + 4 2

) (a
2 + 62

)

n

-^ v ea6cosh (\fxcos 6) dO.
ZJ .-

[W. H. L. RUSSFJLL.]

68
f -?*- ITT I

. Show that e *
(e*

- cos 2) <fo = 4 A/ - sinh -.
\ tt' rt

J 30

69. Establish the results

x r f( i

0) /(
a; + -

jo \ *

x r v/ i\* i
dx "r

(n) I /(a; + -)tan-
1
a; = T'

Jo \ W '*> 4 Jo

[W. H. L. RUSSELL.]

[LlOUVILLE ]

70. Establish the results

() fJo
..... fJF(sm2d) 7ZJ 1 f2 r/ .

(in) ^ ^d# =s F(s'

J l+tan"<9 2J
[GLAISHEB, Messenger of Math., No. 70.]

71. If Jn (x) be Bessel's function, show that

[MATH. TRIP., 1898.]



CHAPTER XXIX.

VECTORS. THE COMPLEX VARIABLE.
CONFORMAL REPRESENTATION.

1202. The Operative Symbol /.

Let i be defined as an operative symbol which, when applied

to any straight line of given length, and lying in a given plane,

has the effect of turning that line in the given plane about one

of its extremities through a right angle in the positive direction

of rotation, i.e. according to the customary convention, counter-

clockwise.

Then, if OP be any length measured along the positive

direction of the x-axis, tOP will be an equal line OP
l
measured

along the positive direction of the y-axis.

Fig. 340.

Now t(tOP), or, as we may write it in analogy with algebraic

custom, i
zOP, may be interpreted as the result of doing to tOP

^uhat i has done to OP ;
i.e. OP

l
has been itself turned counter-

362
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clockwise to a position OP2 lying along the negative direction

of the r-axis, the absolute lengths of OP
2
and OP

l being each

equal to OP.

Again, t {i(iOP)}, i.e. iOPz or <
3OP has turned OP

2
to the

position OP3 lying along the negative direction of the ^/-axis,

the absolute lengths of OP3
and OP being equal.

Finally, i[i{t(iOP)}],.i.e. iOP3
or 4

OP, has turned OP3
to the

original position OP.

1203. Interpretation of /!.
Let us next consider for a moment the symbol \/ 1, or, as

it is usually called, "the square root of 1," an expression
with which the student has grown familiar in algebra, in the

solution of quadratic equations, factorisation, etc.

Now all arithmetical quantities are either positive, zero or

negative. There are no others. Their squares are all either

positive or zero. There is no arithmetical quantity whose

square is negative. But the definition of \/ 1 is that

s/-l N/^I= 1,

or conforming to the usual notation and language (J 1)
2= 1

,

and " the square of \/ 1
"

is 1. The logical inference is that

\/ 1 is not quantitative.

But it is customary nevertheless to discuss and use such

expressions in algebra as they arise there, and as they obey
the same fundamental laws of algebra as are obeyed by

ordinary arithmetical and algebraical quantities, viz. (1) the

associative or distributive law, (2) the commutative law, (3) the

index law, so long as they are combined with quantities which

have magnitude only and no directive property.

Now, according to the usual Cartesian convention of sign to

denote the relative direction of lines, if OP be regarded as a

line drawn in the direction of the positive direction of the -axis

and OP2
an equal line in the opposite direction, OP2

= OP.

Thus <
2OP= - OP-(x/=l)

2OP.

We may therefore properly interpret \f 1 as being identical

with the operator i, and therefore regard >/ 1, which is not

quantitative at all, as being operative and having the property
that it turns any line to which it may be applied through a
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right angle counter-clockwise about one of its extremities.

It is not therefore commutative as regards such expressions as

have direction as well as magnitude, i.e. such expressions as

are known as "
vectors," in distinction from those which have

magnitude only, to which the term "
scalar

"
is applied.

1 204. Definition of the Term "
Vector."

The terms "
scalar

" and "
vector

"
are due to Sir William

Rowan Hamilton.

The definition of a " vector
"

given by Kelland and Tait

(Quaternions, p. 6) is,
" A vector is the representative of

transference through a given distance in a given direction."

In the consideration of such operative symbols and vectors

we retain, as is usual, the ordinary terms addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division, though the interpretation of the

results will differ in some respects from the results of the

corresponding common processes as applied to scalar quantities.

If a rigid lamina be displaced without rotation from one

position to another position in its own plane, points A, B, C, ...

of the lamina are transferred to new positions A', B', (7, ... ,

such that A A', BB', CC', etc., are all equal and parallel. A
knowledge of the length and direction of any one of them

would be enough to fix the second position of the lamina

relatively to its original position. They are all vector quan-
tities arid equivalent. That is, they are represented by the

same vector. A vector is completely defined when its magni-
tude and its direction are known. No account is taken of its

position. In this respect a vector differs from a force which

needs further description, viz. a specification of the point of

application.

Hence a force is fully defined by (1) its point of application,

(2) its representative vector.

In the case of the axis of a couple the only elements neces-

sary for its description are (1) its magnitude, (2) its direction.

Hence the axis of a couple is a pure vector and needs no

further description, the vector being specified.

A vector is therefore represented graphically by drawing

any straight line in the specific direction of the vector and of

the specific length indicated in the description of the vector.
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And all parallel lines of the same length, from whatever points they

may be drawn, will equally represent the same vector.

Thus, the force acting at a definite point, a velocity, an

acceleration, the axis of a couple are familiar examples of

vector quantities, whilst speeds, moments, energy, horse-

power, are scalar quantities.

1205. Laws of Combination of the Operator i.

The operator t obeys the "associative
"

or distributive law

of algebra. For if we apply it to the sum of two lines OA, AB
(Fig. 341) which lie in the same direction, say along thea;-axis,

it is immaterial whether we first add the lines together and

then rotate the sum through a counter-clockwise right angle,

Fig. 341.

or whether we first rotate OA through a counter-clockwise

right angle to OA' and do the same with AB, bringing it to

the position ABV and then transfer the result AB
V parallel to

itself to the new position A'B'. Thus

1206. The same is obviously true if the operator i be

applied to the difference of two lines or to the algebraic sum
of any number of lines in the same direction.

1207. Again, if a line be doubled or trebled or halved, etc.,

and then turned through a right angle counter-clockwise, the

effect is the same as if we turn through a right angle first

and then double, treble or halve, etc., i.e. i(pOA}pi(OA), p
being numerical, so that i obeys the commutative rule as regards

numerical, that is scalar, quantities. But it is not commutative
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with regard to the subject of its operation, i.e. we cannot write

lAB as ABi any more than we can write log x as x log.

Finally, i satisfies the index law of algebra. For to turn a

line n times in succession through a right angle in a counter-

clockwise direction brings it into the same position as it would

have had if turned in the same direction through n right

angles at a single operation,

i.e. i
nOA=i . i . i . . . to n operations . OA.

Thus i satisfies all the fundamental laws of algebraic com-

bination, except that it is not commutative with regard to any
vector quantities upon which it is operative.

1208. The symbol AB, as denoting a line starting from A
and terminating at B, drawn in a definite direction, may be

considered as a transference

of a point from a position A
to a position B, and may be

regarded as a vector, or in fact

itself as an operative symbol

which, when applied to a unit

line, viz. AB(l), extends that

unit in the specified direction

Fig 342i in a numerical ratio of the

absolute length ofAB to unity.

When i is applied to AB, there is further the rotation

through a clock-wise right angle to the position AB'.

If AB be itself unity, then AB'=t. (!)
=

/, say, and i may
itself be regarded as a vector.

1209. Vector Addition.

The general idea of a vector being that it is an operator
which has the effect of transferring a point through a given
distance in a given direction, we understand that " vector

PQ" means that the point P is to be transferred from P to

Q through a distance represented by the length of PQ in the

direction specified by the direction in which the line PQ is

drawn from P. This being so, it follows that

vector PQ+ vector QP=(),
for there is no change in the position of P when the whole

operation has been completed.
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But vector PQ-\- vector QR= vector PR, where the second

transference (Q to R) is not made necessarily in the same

direction as the first (viz. P to Q). And we must understand

by the sign of equality in such a relation as this, that it

stands for the words "are together equivalent to."

Q

Fig. 343.

Vectors are therefore added by drawing a line from the

initial position of the point to which the vectors are applied

to its final position when it has been subjected successively

to the transference indicated by each vector. The length and

direction of this line or of any equal and parallel line fully

represent the resultant vector.

It is clearly obvious that the order of the several trans-

ferences of the point is immaterial.

1210. Vector Subtraction.

If OP and OQ represent two vectors, complete the parallelo-

gram OPRQ and join OR. (See Fig. 344.)

Then vector OP+vector OQ
=vector OP+ vector PR
=vector OR.

It follows that

vector OP vector OR vector OQ
=vector OR vector PR

vector O.R+ vector RP.

And the result of subtraction may
therefore be obtained in the same way as that of addition, but

drawing the subtractive vectors in the opposite direction to

that in which they are drawn for addition.

Q

Fig. 344.
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Thus, if there be several vectors, OP, OQ, etc.,

vector OP+ vector OQ- vector OR- vector OS+ vector OT
= vector OP+ vector PQ'+ vector Q'R'+ vector R'S'

+ vector S'T'=vector OT',

where PQ', Q'R, R'S', S'T' are drawn respectively equal and

parallel to OQ, RO, SO, OT, and in the same sense. (Fig. 345.)

,0'

f'

Fig. 345.

1211. Let us express the vector OP in terms of the Cartesian

coordinates x, y of P referred to a pair of rectangular co-

ordinate axes through 0.

Let OA be unit length on the -axis. Then if x units of

length be laid off on the a?-axis (OM), we may regard x as an

operator (this time a mere numerical multiplier) which transfers

a point from (0, 0) to M (x, 0).

Similarly y regarded as an operator would transfer to a

point on the x-axis y units of length (
= ON') distant from 0,

and iy would be the vector which

would transfer a point from an

equal distance along the y-axis to

N, where ON=ON'.

Thus, if z represent the complete

operation a?+/?/ (Fig. 346),

z=x+iy= vector OM-\- vector ON
= vector OM-\- vectorMP
= vector OP,

A N'

Fig. 346.

M
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where P is the corner opposite to of the rectangle, with OM,
ON as adjacent sides, the coordinates of P being the numerical

values of x and y.

1212. If the linear magnitude of OP be r units of length and

d the angular displacement of OP from Ox, we have

x+iy=r(cosd + i sin$), or, as we may write it, re t(>
.

This expression therefore, viz. rei9
,
is a vectorial operative

symbol which has the effect of increasing the unit length OA
in the ratio r : 1 and then rotating it counter-clockwise through
an angle 6 radians.

Thus r(cos 0-\-i sin 6) in itself has no quantitative meaning.
It is an operator.

1213. The Analytical View of Vector Addition is as follows :

If, in Fig. 344,

2;
1
=

1+ t2/ 1
=vector OP and

2
=x

2+ i?/2
=vector OQ,

then z
1 -]r z

z
=z

1+ o;2+ t(2/ 1 +2/2)=z3 , say, and a5
x+ a;

2> y^+ y*

are the Cartesian coordinates of the fourth angular point R of

the parallelogram drawn with OP, OQ with adjacent sides.

Thus 2
3=2^ -j-;22

=vector OR,

and the rule can be extended to any number of vectors

z
lt

z
2 ,

z
3 , ..., zn ,

where zr=Xr+iyr .

If Z be the resultant vector of the addition,

where 2Jz=a;
l +a;2 4-...+, 2y=

o

Clearly the direction of the vector Z passes through C, the

/2x 2/zA
centre of mean position ( ,

-
)
of the several points P, ,

P .

V n n J

E. I.C. II. 2 A
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P3 ,
...

, whose coordinates are (xlt y^}, (xz , y2), (x3,ys), etc., and

its length is n times the distance of the centre of mean position

from 0, where n is the number of vectors added.

Exactly in the same way

1214. In writing z=x-}-iy, where x and y are the coordinates

of a point P, we regard z as a vector which transfers a point
from the origin to P along the line OP.

y

Fig. 348.

We may equally regard z as representing a label of the

point P on the x-y plane, and it is then referred to as a complex
variable. And in this sense every point in the plane may be

represented by a complex variable, and conversely to every

complex variable there is a corresponding point on the x-y

plane.

When the point P moves in the plane, tracing a continuous

path upon the plane, the relation between x and y is con-'

tinuous, and the variation in the complex variable z is

continuous.

1215. Modulus, Amplitude.

The letters r, 6 represent the ordinary polar coordinates of

the point P(x, y), and r~Jx2
-\-y

2
, 0=t&r\-1

(y/x).

Jxz
-}-y

z
is called the modulus of the complex z, and written

|

2
1

or mod. z.

ta,n~l (y]x) is called the amplitude or argument of z, and

written amp. z or arg. z.

The positive sign is always regarded as affixed to the

modulus \/x
2
-\-y

2
,
which is therefore a single-valued function

of the real variables x and y, whilst tan"1
(T//X) is a many-valued

function.
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The expression cos$+tsin# does not change its value when

any even multiple of TT, say 2\7r, is added to 6, A being an

integer, so we may regard the amplitude as 2\7r-\-0 or

2A-7r+tan-
1
(i//o;), where in this latter form we are to be under-

stood to mean by tan-1 (;?//#) the smallest positive value of the

angle whose tangent is y/x, usually called the "
principal value."

121G. Argand Diagram.

When any relation is assigned between y and x, the Cartesian

graph of this relation is called the Argand diagram of the

variation of z, and is the path of the extremity of the vector

OP, whose changes are denned by the given relation.

1217. Vector Multiplication. Demoivre's Theorem.

We use the term multiplication for want of a better term

and by analogy with algebraic multiplication. But what we
are about to discuss is the effect of the operation of one vector

operator upon another vector operator.

Let the operators be r^1 and r.
2
el9

*, the original subject of the

first operation being a line of unit length lying along the ic-axis.

The first operation r^
101

. 1

increases OA (a unit line on

the -axis) in the ratio r^ : 1, and

turns the resulting line through
an angle O

l
into a direction

indicated in the figure by OPl
.

The second operation rze
l6*

acting upon OP
2
does to OP

l

what r^01 does to unity; viz.

it increases OP
l
in the ratio of

r
2 :l and rotates the increased OP1;

which has thus become

r
z .OPl , through a further angle 2 . to a position OP2 .

Thus r#**[rj#'*(iy]=OPz .

A

The absolute length of OP2
is rjz

. The total angle xOP2
is

1+02
. But the operator which would increase OA (=1) to a

length r^r2 and turn it through an angle

Fig. 349.

s

So that r
2
etes

[r1 e
tei

(l)] is identical with r1rae'
w
+*>(l), which

is analogous to the ordinary rule of multiplication in algebra.
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Further, it is obvious that the order of the two operations

upon unity is immaterial, so that the operations are commuta-

tive with regard to each other. It will be observed that in

the multiplication of two vectors the modulus of the product

is the product of their moduli, and that the amplitude of their

product is the sum of the amplitudes of the original vectors.

Again we may write the result as

L sn 1

which accords with what we get by the ordinary process of

multiplication of ^(cos Q^i sin OJ by r
2 (cos dz+i sin 6Z ).

If r
l
and r

z
be both taken unity, we obtain

(cos Oz +t sin Oz)(cos Ot+ 1 sin 1)s3C08(0<+01)-fi sin (0 2 +0i)i

which means that to rotate a line of unit length through an

angle 6
l
and then to rotate the result through a further angle

6Z is identical with rotating the original line through a single

angle 6
2 -\-d l , and this can obviously be generalised for any

number of angles. Thus

sin02)(cos03 -f / sin03)...(cos#n -f t

arid if we make the angles # lf dz , 63 ,
...

, 6n each =6, we get

Demoivre's Theorem for a positive integral index, viz.

(cos0+sin$)
n=cos7i#+/ sinnfl,

and the geometrical meaning of that theorem is thus shown.

1218. We may proceed to consider Demoivre's Theorem for

fractional and negative indices from the same point of view.

When 7i is not a positive integer but =plq, say, where p and

q are both positive integers, f cos -Q-\-i sin- Qj
is an operator

which rotates a line of length unity through q successive

angles, each =-#, counter-clockwise, and therefore through

an angle p3 counter-clockwise, which is therefore the same as

if we rotated a line of unit length through p successive angles,

each equal ',
and therefore the operators

and (cos 6+i sin BY
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are identical in their turning effect. We may therefore,

consistently with the algebraic notation for indices, write

P

cos-#+ isin - 9 =(cosO -\-is\n 6)1 ,

p

it being supposed that (cos 8-{-i sin 9)? represents an operator

which, when repeated q times, gives the operator

Again, since cosines and sines are not altered if an integral

multiple of 2?r be added to their angle, and since to rotate a

line through 2?r is merely to bring it back into its original

position, it will be seen that cos(9+ 2\7r)-\-i sin(#-|-2A7r) is an

operator which has the same effect as cos 9+ i sin 9.

Hence the operator cos -
(#+ 2A7r)+ t sin- (9 -\-2\Tr), having

P

the same effect as [cos (#-f 2A-7r)-ftsin (#-f-2A7r)]?, is the same
?

as (cos 9-}- 1 sin 9)i.

Also, the various angles
-

($-|-2A7r) for different values of A,

viz. 0, 1, 2, ...
, q~l, are such that no two differ by an integral

multiple of 2-Tr, and therefore that no two have the same sine

and the same cosine. There are therefore q operators, viz.

7r , sn

any of which, after q of its own operations, will have the same

effect as (cos 9+i sin 9)v, and there are no more. For if A=q,

which is the first of the above operators over again, and so on.

A=g+ l, A=<?+ 2, etc., give the second, third, etc., operators

over again, so that other values of A merely repeat one or

other of the operators already obtained.
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It is customary in the proof of Demoivre's Theorem to state

?
this result in the form that (cos#+i sinfl)? has q values and

no more, these values being the above-mentioned expressions.

To complete the ordinary results of Demoivre's Theorem we

still have to show that the operator (cos #-fi sin d)
n
is the same

as cos/ffl-f tsin nO, where n is negative. Let n= m.

Then (cos #+ tsin#)-
m is an operative symbol of inverse

nature. Call its effect, when applied to unity, X.

Then l=(cos#+t sin#)
w
JT, which, by what has preceded, is

the same as (cosm$+ / sinm8)X, where m is positive and

either integral or fractional.

Now, to turn a line through a counter-clockwise angle md,
and then to turn the result clockwise through the same angle,

restores it to its original position, so that

[cos ( mO) -f i sin (
m 6)] [cos m6-\- 1 sin m6]X=X.

Hence

ie. (cos0+<sm0)
n
(l)=[cos(-m)0+tsin(-?n)0](l)
= (cos nd+ / sin n #)(!).

Hence it follows that the operators

(cos Q -}- 1 sin 9)
n and cos nd+ 1 sin nd

are identical when n is a negative integer or a negative fraction,

as well as when it is a positive integer or a positive fraction,

and therefore their identity has been established for any
commensurable value of n.

1219. Vector Division.

Let z
l
= r^cos O^i sin 6J, z

2
= r

2 (cos Q2+i sin #
2 ).

Then we have to consider the effect of the operator zjz2 .

Let Zi=z2z& and let Z
3
= r

3(cos#3+isin03).

Then z
1
= r2r3 (cos (02+ 3)+ / sin (02+ <9

3)},

and z^r^cos^+ isin^);
whence r

1
=r

2
?*
3 , ^=^2+^, and r

3=rjr2 , 3
^=6

1 2
.

v
Hence 3

= {cos(0j O
z)-\-i sin (d l

6
2)},r

2

i.e. the "quotient" is a single vector whose modulus is the

quotient of the moduli of the original vectors, and the amplitude
of the quotient is the difference of their amplitudes.
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1220. Geometrical Meaning.

Geometrically we may represent the result thus :

Suppose OP,, OPl
to be the original vectors z

t
and z

l
. Con-

Fig. 350.

struct a triangle OAR similar to OP21\, with OA= l lying

along the cc-axis.

f)K OP A A
Then TT^TTT,

1 in magnitude and AOR=P
2
OP

l
=9

l-62
.

\JA. (_/ a

Hence the vector OR has for modulus rjrz
and for amplitude

O
l

6
i) ,

i.e. the vector OR represents the "quotient" of the

vectors OP
1;
OP

2
.

Hence, summing up, it appears that addition, subtraction,

multiplication, or division of vectors always leads to a single

vector as the result of the operation.

1221. Laws of Combination of Vectors.

From what has been established for the addition, subtraction,

multiplication and division of vector

quantities, we have then the following

rules as to the moduli and amplitudes
of the results of these operations.

(1) The modulus of the sum, or differ-

ence, of two vectors is not greater than

the sum of the moduli of the original

vectors. For if OPV P
X
P

2 represent

two vectors to be added, their vector

sum is represented by OP2
and the

absolute lengths of these lines are the several moduli of the

vectors they represent.

Fig. 351.
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Hence we have mod. OP
2 > mod. OP

l + mod. P^P^
And similarly in the case of subtraction, or of the case when

more than two vectors are combined into one by the process
of addition or subtraction.

We may also see this fact analytically, thus : The modulus of

2/0(003 6+1 sin 6) is J(2P cos #)
2+ (2/> sin tf)

2
,
and this is > S/>.

For if it were, we should have

.e.
PiP-2 cos 1 2

and as all the p's are essentially positive and the cosines < 1
,

this would be impossible. This includes the case when some

of the vectors are subtracted, for in any such case TT 6 may
be supposed written instead of 6 and the result treated as

additive.

(2) The modulus of a product of complexes

is obviously Pip2ps---pn ^ i-e. the product of the moduli, and

the amplitude is 6
1+6z+69+ ...+0n ,

i.e. the sum of the

amplitudes.

(3) The modulus of a quotient, viz. ^~-, i.e. iel(9>
~

es)
,
is O7

,

P^1
to P-2

i.e. the quotient of the moduli; and the amplitude is d
l

6
z>

i.e. the difference of the amplitudes. .

1222. Revision of Definitions.

In dealing with the functionality of a complex variable

z = x+iy, it will be necessary to revise our ideas of continuity,

of the nature of the dependence of one function upon another

and of the assumption as to the existence of a limit as used in

the formation of a Differential Coefficient.

Throughout the author's treatise on the Differential Calculus

and up to the present point in this account of the Integral

Calculus, there have been but few references to a function of

a complex variable.

1223. Functionality. The idea of functionality has been

that when one real quantity y depends upon another real

quantity x, or upon a system of real quantities x
lt
X
2 ,
xs

in

such a manner as to assume a definite value when a definite
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value is given to x, or when a definite system of values is

given to the system of variables xv x2 ,
x.
A ,

... , the quantity y
is then said to be a function of x, or of the system xv x

z ,
x3 ,

etc., as the case may be.

1224. Continuity.

Our idea of the continuity of a function f(x) of a real

independent variable x between any two assigned values of x,

viz. x=a, the smaller, and x= b, the greater, has so far been

that if x be made to change from xa to x= b, passing at least

once through all real intermediate values between x= a and

x b, whether these intermediate values when expressed by
means of the ordinary system of numeration be represented by

integers, fractions or incommensurable numbers, the function in

question does not, as x passes through any intermediate value,

suddenly change its value. And in such case its Cartesian

graph has been regarded as capable of description by the

motion of a material particle travelling along it from the point

{a, /(a)} to the point {b,f(b)} without moving off the curve.

But such continuity does not also imply continuity as regards
the slope of the tangent to the graph, or of continuity in

the rate of bend of the curve at intermediate points.

1225. From a purely analytical point of view we may
regard a function /(x) as being continuous at a point x=x Q ,

if

when any infinitesimal change is made in x the consequent change
in f(x) is itself also an infinitesimal, and of at least as high an

order.

1226. We may put this condition into still another form,

which will be more helpful in enunciating a condition for the

continuity of a single-valued function of a complex variable

later, viz. that for any assignable positive infinitesimal e,

however small, which may be chosen beforehand, it may be

possible to choose another infinitesimal S of no higher order of

smallness than e, so that if x x <($, then will/(a;) ~/(a" ) < e.

1227. To examine the geometrical meaning of this condition,

imagine two lines AB, CD drawn parallel to the ic-axis at an

arbitrary infinitesimal distance e apart, and let these lines cut

the graph of the function yf(x) at points P, Q respectively.
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Let the coordinates of P and Q be XQ , f(x ) and XQ -\- S, f(x + 6)

respectively. Let P
l
be a point on the graph between P and Q,

the coordinates of P
l being or, /(#). Let Pfl, QM be drawn

at right angles to AB. Then PN=x-x
,
PM= S, MQ=e,

NP
l =f(x)-f(x ).

Then if, however small MQ be taken, NPl

is < MQ for all positions of N from P to .M, where PM
is of no higher a degree of smallness than QM, there cannot

be a break in the curve at the point P.

If this be so for all points x between x= x
l
and x=x

2 , f(x)
will be continuous for all values of x between these limits.

The figure is drawn for the case f(x)

122H. Definition of Functionality of a Complex Variable.

The nature and representation of an independent complex
variable having been explained, we may proceed as in the

case of a real variable to explain what is meant by the term

Function as used in the case of complex variables. When
one complex variable w is connected with another complex
variable z in such a manner that for each value that may be

assigned to z, w will itself take up a definite value, or a system
of definite values, which can be derived from the value of z

by some combination of the fundamental arithmetical rules,

then w will be said to be a function of z, and will be denoted

by an equation of the form w=f(z) or f(w, z) 0. Here z

stands for x-{-iy, and x, y are themselves supposed to be real

and may be regarded as the Cartesian coordinates of some

arbitrary point referred to a given pair of rectangular axes in

the z-plane.
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If one value of x and one value of y give rise always to

one value of iv and no more, then w is said to be a single-

valued or uniform function of z, i.e. of x+ iy. Such functions

as ii'~AznJrBzn~lJr + C, where n is a positive integer, sin 2,

cose, tan z, ez
,
ez sinz, etc., are single-valued functions.

But if several values of w result from one value of x and

one value of y, then w is said to be a many-valued or multiple-

valued function of z.

Thus w=az q is a g-valued function, for there are q separate

q
th roots of zp (p and q are supposed positive integers prime

to each other). So also w= sin"1
^, taii"1 ^, ez tan~ 1

0, ... are

multiple-valued functions of z, as also w=logz, for w may be

written log(0e
2 ' X7r

)
= 2<Xx+log2:, where A is any integer.

1229. Continuity of a Single-Valued or Uniform Function of 0.

Suppose that the point z ranges over a definite region F on

the 0-plane, and that z is a definite point in this region. Let

w be any single-valued function of z, which takes the value w
when z assumes the value z . Then if, for any positive

infinitesimal e of however high an order which may be

arbitrarily chosen, another small positive infinitesimal be

assignable, such that if z z < ,
we also have

]

w w 1< e ;

then w is a continuous function of z at z= z
,
and if this be

true for all points z which lie in the definite region T on

the z-plane, w is said to be continuous for all such points,

i.e. throughout the region.

1230. Geometrical Illustration.

Illustrating this geometrically, let P and P be the two

points z and z in the z-plane, and let Q and Q be the two

corresponding points in the w- plane. Let F and I" be the

corresponding regions on the two planes for which we are

to discuss the continuity of the function. Draw a small circle

with radius and centre P
,
and another small circle with

radius e and centre Q . Then, if can be so chosen that when

P lies within the ^-circle, Q lies within the e-circle for all

points P within the ^-circle, when e is arbitrarily chosen

smaller than anything that can be conceived beforehand
(

however small
;
then w is said to be a continuous function
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of z at the point z
, and for all points z which lie within the

region F for which the same is true.

If, then, for every small change in the modulus of either

of two variables, there be a small change of at least the same

o'
LU -plane

O

Fig. 353.

z- plane

order of smallness in the modulus of the other, the second of

these variables is a continuous function of the first.

1231. Positive Integral Powers of a Complex are continuous.

It follows from the definition of continuity above that all

positive integral powers of z are continuous. Consider for

instance w=z3
.

Then if w and z be corresponding points and zz =p,

WWQ
= z3 z 3=

3pz
z+3p%+ /o

3
.

Hence

mod. (ww ) > 3 (mod. /o)(mod. z 2
)

+ 3 (mod. /o

2
) (mod. z )+ (mod. /o

3
).

Now if we take (mod. p) small enough, say ,
we can make

the whole of the right-hand side less than any quantity

assignable beforehand, however small.

Hence can be chosen so that when

(mod. /o)<, mod. (it; W )< e,

any assignable quantity, however small, and therefore w is a

continuous function of z for all values of z in the z-plane.

Similarly we may show that any other positive integral

power of is continuous for all values of 0.
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123 '2. Continuity of a Finite Series.

If w, w', w", ... be a set of one-valued functions of a

complex variable z, finite in number, and each continuous for

values of z lying within a given contour on the s-plane, then

their sum 2u> will be continuous for values of z lying in

that region.O
For if w ,

iv
'

,
w ", ... be the values of w, w', w", ... respec-

tively, corresponding to z= z
,
it is by hypothesis possible to

determine the positive quantities , ', ", . . .
, so that for a

given assigned small positive quantity e,

when mod. (z z
) < , we have mod. (w w

) < e,

when mod. (z z
) < ',

we have mod. (W'WQ) < e, etc. ;

and if say, be the smallest of the quantities , ', ", . . .
,
then

it is possible to find so that when

mod. (z z
) < ,

we have 2 mod. (?u
- w

) < ne,

where n is the number of functions
;
and therefore, since the

modulus of a sum is not greater than the sum of the moduli,

mod. (Sty 2w ) <O?e for all values of lie, however small.

Hence Zio is a continuous function of z.

1233. As a case of this result any integral polynomial
function of 2,

a zn+ a^"-
1+ a

2
zn

~2+ . . . + an ,

is a continuous function of z, n being a positive integer.

1234. Discontinuity.

To examine the continuity of the function w - in the

region near z=a and elsewhere.

This function becomes oo when z=a, and therefore it is

impossible to assign an infinitesimal such that when

mod. (z ) < ,
mod.

(

--- = J
\z a O/

is less than any assignable quantity e, and the function is

discontinuous at za.
But at any other point z in the z-plane the function is

continuous.

For if z= z
Q -\-h, where z ^=a,

jmod. J i \ ^ r
- h i

-^
-

)
= mod. -.

--r. r-r ,

Q-\-h-a z
Q

aJ \_(z a)(z()
+ h a)J
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which can be made as small as we like by sufficiently

diminishing mod. h, i.e. by sufficiently diminishing mod. (0 ).

1235. CONFORMAL REPRESENTATION.

Let us consider the equation ivf(z).
We have z = x+iy, and if /(z) be separated into its real and

unreal parts, say f^x, 2/)+ t/2 (aJ, y), we may write iv in the

form u-\-iv, where

u=f1 (x, y) and v=f2 (x, y).

If we superimpose a relation y=F(x) between x and y, we

shall have, b}^ elimination of x between the equations,

u^f^x, F(x)}, v=f,{x, F(x)},

a resultant relation of the form v=<j>(u).

And to represent this to the eye we shall require two sets

of rectangular axes, not necessarily in the same plane. Call

these planes the z-plane and the w-plane.

'Q

O' w -plane z -piano

Fig. 354.

Then when a point P(x, y) traverses the graph of yF(x),
in the z-plaue the corresponding point Q(u, v) will traverse

the graph of v= ^>(u) in the w-plane.

When no such i elation as y=F(x) is superimposed con-

necting the values of x and y, there will be no relation

between the coordinates u and v of the corresponding point

in the w-plane.

If there be more than one value of w for a single value of z,

then each value of w is said to constitute a "branch" of w.

For instance, in the equation wn z the function w is many-
valued, and is said to have n branches. (See Art. 1256.)

Such a representation by means of the z-plane and the

w-plane of the associated z and w?-loci is generally spoken of

as a " conform
"
or " conformal

"

representation of these loci
;
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and it will be remembered that, u and v being conjugate

functions of x and y, the curves u const, and v= const, cut

each other orthogonally. (Di/. Calc., Art. 195.)

1236. Two Important Cases.

There are two very well-known cases of conformal representation in

Elementary Conic Sections.

1. If w= acosz= JT+tFsay (see Art. 590),

X+ 1 F= a cos (x+ iy]
= a (cos x cosh y - 1 sin x sinh y),

X=acos x cosh y, Y= a sin x sinh y ;

...

A''

+ P =1 (a) and -^ ^V=1 ($
orcoshj

y orsmir^ ai cos-i
.r a^sin"^

And for 2-loci of the form y= constant we have confocal ellipses in the

w-plane, whilst for loci of the form x- constant in the 2-plane we have

confocal hyperbolae in the w-plane ;
and the ordinary property of ortho-

gonalism of these two families of conies manifestly follows.

2. The other case is w= atanz,
Y , V

and
a ct

2aX 2aF
whence 2.v= tan- 1

-

' ^= tanh

and

i.e. (X+ a cot 2.p)
2+ F2= a2 cosec2

2a,-

and ^' 2 + (
I
r- a coth 2y/)

2 = a2 cosech'- 2?/,

so that for the z-loci x= const, and y= const, the w-loci are a pair of

families of coaxial circles, the two families of course being orthogonal to

each other.

Other examples will be discussed in due course.

1237. Case of Non-Existence of a Limit.

In the definition of a differential coefficient of a function

- _ f(x)
of a real variable as Lth= Q ,

J
,
it was presupposed

that such a limit existed, and this supposition was sufficient

for the time.

It is possible, however, for a function to exist for which the

f(x -L.ii\_ f(x)
expression in question, viz. / ,

does not approach

any determinate limit, finite or infinite, when h is indefinitely

diminished, although such a function may be continuous.

For instance, let us consider the case of a function of x in

which the infinites!mally close ordinates of the graph termi-
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nate at points Plt
P

2 ,
P

3 ,
P

4 ,
...

, such as shown in the figure,
A A A

the consecutive angles PjPgPg, P P
3
P

4 ,
P

3
P

4
P

5 , etc., being

alternately < and > IT, and the nature of the function being
such that each of the elements of the graph between these

successive ordinates can again be themselves divided up into

an infinite number of portions having the same peculiarity,

Fig. 355.

the distances between the new subdividing ordinates being
infinitesimals of a higher order than the infinitesimal dis-

tances between the first set, and so on with further sub-

divisions. It will be clear that the direction of the line

which we please to call the tangent at any point P will

depend upon the order of the infinitesimal closeness of the

ordinates, and may or may not have a limiting position.

1238. Weierstrass' Example.

An example is given by Weierstrass, viz. the case of

y=V bn cos an TTX,

where is an odd positive integer, 6 positive and < 1, and

ab > 1+ -q-, which, though continuous at every point, has no
a

differential coefficient determinable at any point. See Harkness

and Morley, Theory of Functions, p. 59, or Forsyth, Theory of

Functions, pp. 133-136, where the student will find the case

discussed at length.

1230. Differentiation of a Function of a Complex Variable.

It has been seen that in order to define a complex variable

z(=x-\-iy}, the values of x and y must both be separately
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assigned. They are independent of each other. Any law

connecting them may be arbitrarily assigned. But so long
as such law is unassigned z depends upon a doubly infinite

system of values. But when x and y have once been assigned,

then z becomes known. That is, to a definite value of z

corresponds a definite point whose Cartesian coordinates are

x, y on the x-y plane, and this point it is usual to designate
as the point z.

Conversely to any value specified for z, a definite specifica-

tion of x and y is implied. When z changes its value to z',

and in consequence x and y change to x' and y', say, the value

of z' does not depend in any way upon the manner in which

the point x, y has travelled to the point x', y', no relation

having been assigned to hold between x and y. Hence the

vector z' z is independent of any particular law which may
be arbitrarily assigned, connecting x and y. If w be any

single-valued function of z, defined as in Art. 1228, and ex-

pressed as w=f(z), then when z becomes z', w becomes w',

where w'=f(z). Thus w'w=f(z')f(z), and is independent
of any particular path by which z' is made to approach z on

the x-y plane.

Suppose the points z' and z to be infinitesimally near points

on the z-plane, and let z' be written z+Sz, and w' be written

w+ Sw. Then Sw=f(z+ Sz) -/(z).

We shall define Lt^ } "-^. when Sz is made inde-
oz

finitely small, as the differential coefficient of /(z) or w with

regard to z, provided such limit exists independent of the way in

which the point z-\-3z is made to approach the point z indefinitely

closely, that is, independent of any particular path which may
be assigned to pass through the points x, y and x-\-Sx, y+Sy.

We shall denote this limit by -7- or f'(z).

It follows that -5- is independent of
-jr-

by definition.

1240. Before assuming the functional relation w=f(z), but

assuming that u and v are functions of x and y, and that

w = u-}-iv and z = x-\-iy, we might enquire what relation, if

E. I.C. II. 2B
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any, must subsist between u and v in order that Lt -r- should

be independent of
Lt-^-.

Proceeding from this point of view, we have

, Sw_dw__d(u-\-iv)^ux dx+uv dy-\-i(vx dx-{-vv dy)

8z ~dz ~d(x-\-iy)~ dx+idy

dx+idy
di/

and in order that this should be independent of ~r , we

must have

x
= lUy-\-Vv ,

.e. ^x~ vv

whence uxx+uvv=Q and vxx+vvy=Q.

So that u and v must be conjugate functions of x and y

satisfying the Laplacian equation ^2~f~^2
= ^ whose general

solution is
<f>

=F
l (x-}-iy)-\-Fz (x iy), where Fl

and F2
are arbi-

trary functional forms. It appears therefore that in putting

w=f(z), i.e. u+iv=f(x+iy),

the property of independence of -5- and -/ is implied; and

C il_ i.1, L dW
further, that T-= UX -\-IVX or iuv+vv , i.e.

... , . , . . dw ,
Also it is understood in defining -j as LtSz= o ,3 dz 8z

provided such limit be existent, that the function f(z) is con-

tinuous at all points within a small circle on the x-y plane,

of which z is the centre, and whose radius "is not less than the

modulus of oz. Also it is presumed that either /(z) is a

single-valued function of z, or if not so, that in passing from

the point z-\- Sz to the point z, we adhere to the same branch

of w.

For example, in the case w2
=z, so that w=-Jz or *fz, it is to

be understood that we keep to the same sign in both cases, viz.

w-\-8w=Jz-\-Sz > orw= *Jz and

and that the gradation of values from >Jz to Vz+Jz is a

continuous gradation.
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1241. The Standard Forms.

It will be found that the ordinary "standard forms" of

differentiation still hold good when the independent variable z

is a complex. That is, we still have

dzn
-

dz
n 1

d d
1

!
. ng*-l S111 z CQS 2> Jog 2_ _

?
ekc-

dz dz z

Also the rules for the differentiation of a product or a

quotient still hold good, viz. the same for complex variables

as for real ones.

And in due course it will be shown that Taylor's expansion
of f(z-\-k) also holds.

1242. Geometrical Meaning of Differentiation.

Let OP, OQ represent the vectors z and z-f- Sz on the z-plane,
and O'P', O'Q' the corresponding vectors w and w+Sw, as

determined from the equation wf(z] on the w-plane.

O' w -plane z- plane

Fig. 356.

Then PQ and P'Q' respectively represent the vectors 8z

and 8w.

Then what we search for and represent by the symbol

T-, being Lt . is the limit of the ratio of the two vectors
dz Sz

PQ', PQ, when PQ is indefinitely diminished. This is there-

fore itself a vector quantity ;
and if the tangents to the z-path

and the w-path make respectively angles ^ and \j/ with the

axes Ox and O'u, the modulus of this vector is Lt
Tj-p

and

the amplitude is \f/\js (Art. 1220).
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1243. Zeros, Infinities, Singularities of a Function.

When w=f(z), and a value of z, say z=a, gives w a zero

value, z=a is said to be a " root
"
of w=0, or a " ZERO

"
of the

function w.

When z=a gives an infinite value to w, z=a is called an

INFINITY of the function.

The equations f(z)=0, 77-^=0 therefore respectively give
J\z)

the ZEROS and the INFINITIES of the function /(z).

A single-valued or uniform function /(z) which possesses a

differential coefficient, and which is finite and continuous for

all values of z for points within and upon the boundary of a

definite region F of the plane of x-y is said to be "SYNECTIC"

for that region.

1244. If an infinity of the function be such that at all points

in the immediate neighbourhood of the infinity the reciprocal of

the function, viz. ffz, is synectic, the point in question is said
J\z )

to be a " POLE
"
of the function.

The infinities of a function, whether poles or otherwise, are

generally referred to as the "singularities" of the function.

A singularity is classed as "ACCIDENTAL" or "ESSENTIAL"

according as ^ has or has not a determinate zero value at

the point in question, independent of the path by which the

point z is made to approach the assigned position. Thus,

it;= - has an accidental singularity, viz. a pole, at 2=0; for

its reciprocal, viz. z(= x+iy), becomes zero when x and y
become zero independently of any relation which might be

superimposed between x and y. But iv=e2lhas an ESSENTIAL

singularity at z 0, for if z approaches a zero value by a path

along the positive part of the ic-axis, the reciprocal of the

function, viz. -r, approaches the value ri
= --r-, that is or

e+b e+>' oo
e*

zero; but if the approach be along the negative portion of

the cc-axis, -r approaches the value r, i.e. or e, i.e. oo .-' -oo
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1245. The term Synectic is clue to CAUGHT. The terms

HOLOMORPHIC or INTEGRAL are also used to denote the

possession by a function of the same properties. The former

term is due to BRIOT and BOUQUET, the latter to HALPHEN.

These terms are applied to describe such functions in

distinction from functions which the same authors respectively

term " MEROMORPHIC "
or

"
FRACTIONAL," and which are charac-

terised by the possession of singularities at a point or at

points within the contour, viz. poles or ESSENTIAL singularities.

Thus sin z
t
cos z, exp z, are synectic or holomorphic functions

m Yi %
of z for all points of the z-plane ;

whilst -
,
cot z, etc., are

~~~

meromorphic at certain regions of the plane by virtue of the

existence of the pole at za in the first case, or of the poles

at the zeros of sin z in the second case.

At points of the region F of the 0-plane, for which w takes

a single definite value as z approaches such a point independent
of the path of approach, the function is said to behave

"regularly," and such points are said to be "ORDINARY" or

" REGULAR "
points.

1246. For details as to the tests for the nature of

singularities and other matters of this nature, we have no

space, and must refer the student to Forsyth, Theory of

Functions, pages 16, 17, 53, 66, etc.

1247. Isogonal Property of a Conformal Representation.

Suppose that the point P, (z), in the 0-plane corresponds to

the point P', (w), in the w-plane, and that QI} Q.2 , (zl
and 22 ),

O' w- plane
O

Fig. 367.

z -plane

are adjacent points to z in the 0-plane, whilst Q^ , Q2',

(wl
and wz\ are the corresponding points in the w-plane ;
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then, since the value of -r- is to be independent of the

direction of the differential element dz, we must have

r . w w
1_ j

w W2

Z Z^ Z
2

when the vectors z z
lt z-z.2 are infinitesimally small.

T wwl r.zzlHence Li- -*= Lt _ .

Let the moduli and amplitudes of zz
lt
zzz>

w-w
l>

iv w
z be respectively (p lt 0,), (p2 , 2\ (p{, #/), (p.2 , 6Z').

Then in the limit

/ /

Pz Pz Pz Pz

i.e. P'Ql
':Pf

Qt'=PQl :PQt
and Q1'P'Qt'=QlPQt .

Hence, in any such representation, infinitesimal triangles,

and therefore any other elements, preserve their similarity,

and angles are unaltered in such a transformation. But the

moduli of z and w vary with the position of P, and therefore

the ratio of such infinitesimal elements is not preserved as a

constant in general throughout BJay finite regions in the two

planes.

1248. It is also to be noted that it has been assumed that

the ratios (ww^^zzj, (ww2)Hzz2 )
do not become zero

or infinite within an infinitesimal distance of the points P, P'

considered. That is to say, that the theorem is not to be

applied at points for which
-y-

is zero or infinite.

1249. For the reasons given above a conformal representation

is said to be Isogonal. If, for instance, any two 0-paths cut

at an angle a the corresponding w-paths also cut at the same

angle a. To orthogonal curves on the z-plane correspond

orthogonal curves on the w-plane ;
and as a particular case

straight lines parallel to the axes on the one plane correspond
to curves which cut at right angles on the other plane. To

two curves which touch one another in the one plane

correspond curves which touch on the other plane, but
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as straight lines do not in general correspond to straight
lines in the conf'ormal representation, linear tangents do not

become linear tangents, but curvilinear tangents.

1250. Ratio of Elements of Area.

Again, the ratio of the infinitesimal areas P'Q{Q%, PQVQ2
is

that of the squares of the moduli of dw and dz, i.e. if

z=x-\-iy and w=u-{-iv==f(x-}-ty),

the lo-element of area_ |

dw
|

2_ |
du-\-i dv

\

z

the 2-element of area
| dz\^ \dx-\-idy^

\uxdx -\-uy dy-}- 1 (vxdx-\-vydy)\
2_ (uxdx+uydyf+ (vxdx+ vvdy )

2

\dx+tdy\* dx*+dy*
'

and since ux=vv and uy=vx ,
this ratio becomes

ux
z+ vx

2 or uy
z+ vy

z or ux
2
-{-uy

z or vx
z
-\-vy

2 or uxvy uyvx ,

(/\t

f
\)\

) ,
where J is the Jacobian of u. v with regard to

x, yj'

x, y. Or again, it may be written as

(ux+ivx)(ux ivx ),
i.e. f(x +iy)f'(x

-
t y).

Thus the ratio of the corresponding elements at u, v and at

. , , ,. r /u, v\
x, y is that of J 1:1.V &

It follows of course at once that the inverse ratio is

u,

and therefore that JJ'=l, as is otherwise well known. (Diff,

Calc., Art. 540.)

We may, if desirable to use a polar form for the moduli of

dz and dw, write \dz\
2=ds2 or drz

-\-r
z d6'2

,
and for

\dw\
2=ux

z
-\-vx

z or uy
z
-}-Vy

2
,

we may write

1251. Connection of the Curvatures.

The curvatures of the companion w and curves may be

connected as follows.

Let p and p be the radii of curvature at corresponding

points P, P'.
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Then \dz\ and \dw\ are the lengths of the corresponding
infinitesimal arcs.

Let
\lr and \j/ be the corresponding angles which the two

tangents make respectively with the x and u axes, 6 and 6'

the polar angular coordinates of the points and 0, <f>'
the

angles between the tangents at P and P' and their respective

polar radii r, r'.

Then z=re*
,

w=r'el6
'

, -^=0+0, ^'=0'+^
whilst #= amp. z and 0'=amp. w are the respective amplitudes.

O' T'

-plane
O

Fig. 358.

z -plane

Then, since w=f(z), we have r'ei6l

=f(re
ie

),

and dr'el6
'+tr'e

ie
'

dd'=f(re
l6

)(dre
ie+ tre10

dd).

Put f'(re
te

)
= Re 1*

, say, R and being the modulus and

amplitude of /'(re
1

*), ie. =
amp./'(z).

Then, since dr'=ds' cos0', r'd6'=ds' s'mfi, etc., we have

that is
|

cJw
|
e'*'=

|

ds
|

/

whence

\dw\=R\dz\ or \f(z)dz\ and
x/r'-x/r

whence d\js'd\ls=dalmp.f(z) ;

and since =~ and '~-
, we obtain

(A,

In many cases of conformal representation, the 0-curve is

taken as one of simple nature, usually a well-known curve,
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and the w curve is often one which is of more or less

complicated nature, and the labour of applying the ordinary

formulae to obtain p in such cases, may generally be avoided

by the use of this connection between the curvatures.

1252. Illustrations.

Ex. 1. Taking aw>= z2
,
where a is real and positive, we have ar'e

10 = r2e^i6
,

whence r'= r2
, 0'= 20.

Here

z)dz\
=

a

To verify in the simplest case, take the z-curve as r= a\ then

^ =0 . . 2_1 = 1 . , = ar 'd^ p'
" " '

a2

which is obviously correct. For if r = a, /= =
,
and the w-curve is

also a circle of radius a but described twice as fast as the z-circle, since

0' = 20, and therefore is traced twice over for one tracing of the z-circle.

Ex. 2. Consider w= +*Ja?+ bz, a and b being both real. We have

'tan"' brsin

r'e*' = Vaa + bre*= Va4+ 2aa6r cos 6 + &2
?'
2 c

2 a
'

2+6r cos *
,

i.e. ?-'
4 = a 4+ 2azbr cos + 6V2 and tan 20'= br sin 0/(a

Also dw =f'(z) dz
= b dz[2\/a*+ bz= ~~,e^ o?z,

and c?6'= {a
26 sin tf rfr+ br (a

2 cos ^ + br)d6}j2r'* ;

whence

(D

which will be the general formula connecting the curvatures of the 2 and w

curves in any transformation by means otw= \fd{l+ bz.

For instance, take the 2-curve to be the circle r= c. Then the w-curveis

a Cassinian oval. For /2e
2ie

' = a2+ 6ce'
fl

,
i.e.

r'
2 cos 26'= a2+ be cos 0, /2 sin 20'= be sin 0,

and ?
/4 -2aV2 cos20'+ a4= 62c2 [see Diff. Cole., Art. 458],

that is, if *S, H be the foci and P any point on the curve, SP . HP= bc.
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Putting r= p= c, -777= 0, in Equation (1), and substituting for cos B,

b 1 I

n / f .i j i\ v^ T^ "*
2r p c 2r *

\ be

i.e. p = 26cr /3
/(3r'

4 + a* 62c2), for the Cassinian.

If a?= bc, we have the case of Bernoulli's Lemniscate, and p'
= 2a2

/3r'.

In the case just considered, it will be seen that since

(to a)(w+ a)
=

bz,

we have mod.(u> a)mod.(tt>+ a)= &mod. z
;

and therefore that if mod. z be constant, i.e. if the z curve be chosen as

above to be a circle of radius c and centre at the origin, the correspond-

ing to-curve has the property that the product of its bi-focal radii SP,
HP is constant, the coordinates of the foci 5, H being (a, 0) and ( -a, 0),

and therefore it is one of the class of the Cassinian ovals Tir2= bc. This

result is therefore obvious as the immediate interpretation of the w-z

equation without reference to the polar form.

y

w -
plane

Fig. 359.

z - plane

Since in the 2-curve the loci r=const. = c,
= const. = 2a, form a pair of

loci cutting orthogonally, the corresponding curves on the w-plane cut

orthogonally.

The curves corresponding to r= const, have been seen to be Cassinians.

The curves corresponding to #= 2et are rectangular hyperbolae.

For since r'
2 e2'*'-a2= 6rctfl= 6re

2 'a
,

r'
2cos20'-a2= &rcos2a, r'

2sin 20'= 6rsin 2a,

that is, r'2sin 2 ($'
-

a)+ a2sin 2a= 0.

These hyperbolae for a parameter a are therefore the orthogonal

trajectories of the Cassinians r^= const.

Further, it may be remarked that in considering the transformation

w2 o2=
6z, we have really considered any transformation of the form

D
Aw1+ Bw + C=z ;

for by putting w= w' =-
^ ,

we have

which is of the form w- - a2= bz.
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Hence the results for Aw^ + Bw+ C=z are the same as those considered,

with a mere transformation of the position of the axes.

1253. Curvature ;
the Form for Cartesians.

We may put the curvature formula of Art. 1251 into

another form more particularly useful for a Cartesian z-locus.

For w=f(z)=f(x+iy}, dw=f(z)dz,

\dw\
=

\f(z)\.\dz\;

1254. Thus, if the z-locus is a straight line for instance, say y =mx+ c,

dy , |/()
=flo =m and -

1255. Illustrative Examples.

(1) For example, in the case w = a cosz considered in Art. 1236, for which

X= a cos x cosh y, Y= asin^sinhj/, so that y= c gives the ellipse

X'2 r2

-+ ., . ... =1, we have
a 2 cosh2 c osainh2c

/(z) = a cos z,

/'(z)
= - a sin z= a(sin x cosh y + 1 cos .r sinh y),

If (z) I

= a v/sin^r cosha
?y + cos2

.^ sinh2
y= av cosh 2y cos 2a/v 2

,

amp./' (z)
= tan"1

(cot ^ tanh y),

d .,. _
-j- amp./ (z)

=
, ;

di cosh 2y
- cos 2^7

and in our case for y= c, we have p=oo, ~=0, m= 0, and the radius
CtM?

of curvature of the derived curve is

a (cosh 2c - cos 2x)*
. . _- . where cos.r. . _- . . j -,smh2c a cosh c

which may be readily verified directly for the ellipse.

zn

(2) (A) In the case w=-^ (a real), we have

r'e
t6 =-

Hence to any z-locus F(r, 6)
= corresponds a w;-locus

F(^ A |)=o.
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In this case, since &' = nd, a 2-line through the origin corresponds to a

tt>-line through the origin, and in consequence in this case < = <', i.e. the

angles which the tangents make with their radii vectores are equal.

Hence to an equiangular spiral in the 2-plane and with pole at the

origin corresponds another and equal equiangular spiral in the w-plane
with its pole at the new origin.

(B) Moreover, since \^ Q \^'-6\ we have ^'-\//
= d'-d, whence

\dw\ \dz\ , ,

r1 - I =oanip. w-aamp. 2,

P P

which is what the curvature formula of Art. 1251 reduces to, since

/'(2)
= n

n-i et(n
~1)0 and amp./' (2)

-=
(
-

1)
= amp. tu-amp. 2.

(C) In this group of results, .if we take the 2-locus as the straight
line rcos0=a, we have

which gives the well-known property of all curves of the form

- 1 --
r = c

O'

w -plane

Fig. 360.

z- plane

which include as particular cases the Parabola (n= 2), the Rectangular

Hyperbola (n= J), Bernoulli's Lemniscate (n
-

J), the Cardioide (n= -2),

the Straight Line (n= l) and the Circle .(n= -1).

(D) To any curve rp ap c,o^pO corresponds the curve

- v6' v
(r'a

n~l

)
n= ap cos

,
i.e. rq = a''coaqd, where - =

.

zl 5zl n _i
Hence to r * =a * cos . d corresponds its own &tb

pedal curve, for

the ith

pedal is got by substituting for the present index and multiple of B

n-1
n-1

for

l+k

n-1
k '

which gives the ratio n : 1 for the indices and multiple of Q as required.
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(E) Quasi-Inversion.
7-J

The conformal representation of w=
,
where k is real, is very

important.
k2

Jfc
2

We have at once r'e
ie

^
= e > whence r'r= k- and B'-d.

Hence, if the same axes be taken for the z and w curves, we have a

combination of inversion and reflexion in the .r-axis. This process is

known as Quasi-Inversion. The name is due to Cayley.

Now, reflexion with regard to a straight line makes no difference in

the nature of a curve. Hence the usual' rules of inversion apply, viz.

a straight line which does not pass through the origin inverts into a

circle through the origin. If the straight line pass through the origin

it inverts into a straight line through the origin. To a circle through

the origin corresponds a straight line not through the origin. To a circle

which does not pass through the origin corresponds another circle which

does not pass through the origin. To a parabola with focus at the origin

corresponds a Cardioide with pole at the origin. To a conic with focus

at the origin corresponds a Lima9on with pole at the origin, and so on.

Hence when the z-curve is given, the w-curve is at once known and

can be constructed by the reflexion of the curve traced by a Peaucellier

cell linkage arrangement as explained in Diff. Calc., Art. 232.

(F) The Homographic Relation.

Consider next the conformal representation of w -,.

This is the general linear transformation. It is known as a "Homo-

graphic
" relation between w and z.

Obviously cwz+dw-az-b 0,

(o\/
d\ b ad be -ad

w
-i)(*

+ir-e~?
ss
-*-'

Now this transformation is unaltered by changes in a, b, c, d, which

preserve the ratios. In fact, there are only three constants, namely the

ratios a : b : c : d. There is therefore no loss of generality in taking

be ad=l.

This being done, let w= - + w', z= hz', which merely shifts the
c c

origins of w and z, retaining axes parallel to their original directions ;

for if - = a + i/3, say, and - = y + tS, the new origins will be the points
1

(a, /?) and (y, 8) respectively ; we then have w'z'= ~^,
i.e. another quasi-

inversion connection between the z and w loci.

(G) Obviously, if when w= =, z is itself connected with a third
C

tit 4- a
variable t by another homographic relation z= -, then upon subpti-

t-fc
^" *~ ^

tuting for z, w is of the form
-^ ^,

whether the variables and constants

involved be real or complex.
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That is, if w be homographic with regard to z and z be homographic
with regard to

t, then w is homographic with regard to
t, and so on for

any number of variables.

The relation may obviously be thrown into the form

wz w z
'

where A, //,,
v are constants. This relation is of much use in the theory

of geometrical optics, in various forms, the quantity A being there

usually zero.

The equation w = -7 may be written further in the form

w-X_ (a
-
Ac) z + (6

-
Ad)_ lf z-fj.

+ Ac) z + (6 + Xd)
~

,rzn = l^l rrr

And if we use bi-focal coordinates in each system, viz. (R, R) and

(r, r'), the two foci on the two planes being A, -A in the u>-plane and
72 T

[*,
-

fi.
in the z-plane, then

-p>
=

|^| >
8 that when z describes a circle in

the z-plane, viz. r : r' = constant, w will describe a circle in the to-plane,

viz. R : R'= constant, a result which has been already stated.

The case ^L=Z is a case of the above quasi-inversion.

We have I-
^ =|z|, and if the z-locus is the fixed circle |z|

= constant,

the w-locus is a fixed circle.

(H) Consider next the conformed representation of the equation

where A, B, C, ... and a, /3, y, ... are all real positive quantities.

/R

Fig. 361.

Putting, as in previous cases, z re
lS

,
w r't

ie/ X + iY,

7= -4
"
sin a0 + Br" sin 00 +O* sin y + . . .
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If we take the z-curve to be a circle of radius unity, then for the

w-curve X "2A cos a.6, Y= ~2A sin ad, and this locus can be constructed as

the locus of a point carried on one of a set of hinged rods OP, PQ, QR, ...

of lengths A, B, C, etc., the carried point being considered as the end of

the last rod and one end of the first rod fixed at a point 0, the whole

system moving in a plane and the several rods rotating with angular
velocities in the ratio a : (3 : y : etc., ... ;

in fact, what is usually known as

an epicyclic train of linkages.

(I) Consider the. case of two terms w= Aza+ Bz&.

Let Q be a point attached to a circle of 'centre P and radius b, which

rolls without sliding upon the outside of the circumference of a fixed

Fig. 362.

circle of centre O and radius a, and let PQ=p, and 1? 2 ,
the angles

which OP and PQ have turned through since A', the extremity of the

radius which passes through Q of the moving circle, was in contact with the

fixed circle at A. Let PX' be parallel to AO. Then the angle X'PA'

(marked in the figure as > TT) is 2 .

Then, for pure rolling,

Let 0!= dz= /36, and take A = a+ b, B=p.
a + b_b _A . ,_a .

a $' B
B-a= '

o -
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Then the coordinates of Q are

Y=A sin ad+B sin fid.

So w=Aza+ Bz& gives in this case a trochoidal locus for w corresponding
to the circular locus for 2, the trochoid being traced by the motion of a

point at distance p (= - B) from the centre of a circle of radius b ( =
j>
A

J

(R
n \=

^-75 A ). If p= 6, an epicycloid

is traced by the w-point, supposing 6 to be positive.

In the case a= b= p we have

A o r> * a b a \ . ,-.A = 2a, B=-a, and
^=-^

= =
^ i.e. /3

= 2a,

so that the w-z relation is w=2aza'

az
z<L

.

And in this case the epitrochoidal curve is a cardioide.

It is unnecessary to particularise the value of a which is the ratio of

the rates of angular description of the circle traced by P and the unit circle

traced by the z-point. If we take a= l for simplicity, then /3
=

2, and we
have 9w=2az-az2

.

The correspondence of the 2-curve and the w-curve is shown in the

adjoining figure, where corresponding points on the two loci are indicated

by the same letter, unaccented for the 2-curve, accented for the w-curve.

Fig. 363.

In the figure the w-plane is supposed, for convenience, to be superposed

upon the 2-plane.
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(J) If b be negative and p= b= b', we have a hypocycloid traced, and

it D it 13 a a .

-

b' a
A=a-b, B= b, ^~=^p, *.0--p-,

n-b'

giving w(a b
r
)z

a'+ b'z
^

b
'

Fig. 364.

And the particular case in which &'= gives w = -(z
a+ z~ a

).
2t

And \z\
= 1 by hypothesis, so z= e

id
.

Hence w= a cos ad, which is then a real quantity.

And as w= ti + iv, we have = acosa#, v Q, i.e. the diameter of the

fixed circle is traced by the w-point, as is well known.

(K) For a three-cusped hypocycloid,

, a 2a a a b 1

,=&=--, 4=
y> B=-,

^=z=-g;
:. 0=-2a.

And the w-z relation is w= %az
a'+ az~2a

,
and so on for other cases.

It should be noted also that the order of the terms Aza
,
Bz& is imma-

terial ;
that is, we might regard w as given by w= Bz^+ Aza.

And then the same epicycloid or hypocycloid, or epitrochoid or hypo-

trochoid, as the case may be, can be traced in another way, viz. by the

rolling of a circle of radius - B upon a fixed circle of radius - B.
a a

(L) The case = loq -. where a. a' are real constants.

This case gives
r
,e

l9
'= \og(-e

i6

)
= log

-
Ct \ (X / ft

T T
f

10
f

whence log-= -,cos d'
'

na

So that to a circle r= const, on the z-plane corresponds a straight line

parallel to the y-axis on the w-plane ; and to a straight line through the
1

origin,
= const., on the z-plane corresponds a family of straight lines

parallel to the #-axis on the r0-plane.

E.I.C. it. 2c
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Corresponding to the Archimedean Spiral r= aQ on the 2-plane, we

have, on the w-plane, a family of logarithmic curves, viz.

a a

Corresponding to the Equiangular Spiral r= ae coi P on the 2-plane, we

have, on the ?t'-plane, the family

,\+ log
-

1,

viz. a family of parallel straight lines.

As a further example of the use of the curvature formula of Art. 1251, viz.

I f'(z)dz\ \dz\ . . .

=aamp.jr().
P P

let us apply it in the last case.

We have /'(*)&= a' and amp./' (2)=
- $ ;

P P

In the particular case where the 2-curve is the equiangular spiral,

j.
0(cot/3+i) _

|

'

Z
~

r

and

sin/3
171 Jn

and p'=<x>.-, =-
3111/3' sin/5

Thus the formula reduces to p = rcosec/3, which is the well-known

result for an equiangular spiral.

1256. Branches and Branch Points.

In the case of a multiple-valued function, where each value

of the independent variable z leads to more than one value of

the dependent variable w, the several values of w are said to

be branches of the function Thus, if the equation connecting
w and z be F(w, z) 0, and if upon solution for w we find

wi=A(z), 2=/2 (2)> w&=fs(z
)'

etc->

each of these forms being now single-valued, then w
l}
w

z , w3 ,-

etc., are called the " branches
"
of w.

When z traces any curve in the (x, y) plane, each of the

functions wlt
w

z ,
ws , ... traces out a corresponding curve in

the (u, v) plane, and each curve is a graph of its own branch.

If for any point z two values of w become equal, such

point is said to be a "branch point" of w, A line which
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connects two and only two branch points is called a branch
line or cross line.

1257. The simplest example is the case when u?= z. Here
w is a two-valued unction. The function has "branches"

At the points = and 0=00 there are "branch points."
The positive direction of the -axis which joins = to 0=00
is a branch line.

1258. To examine the behaviour of iv
1
and w, in the

immediate neighbourhood of the branch point at z=0, put
z=r&6

,
and travel round the point along a small circle of

radius r
;
r remains constant, 6 increases by 27r.

Wi= -\--Jre
19 becomes s/re l (e+2"'>= elir

^/re
l0= <y/re^= u>

2 ,

w
2=*Jreie becomes Jrel(e+2lT'>=e Lir

'Jre^ Jre l =wr

Hence in passing once round the branch point z=0, and

therefore crossing the branch line, each branch changes into

the other.

1259. Similarly for the case 'ufl z, where q is a positive

integer.

Here iv is a ^-valued function of z, and we have

w=z'*\cos -+ *sin
j ,

where X= l, 2, 3, ... or q.

Let the q q
l* roots of unity be called a, a2

,
a3

,
... a?.

Then the branches of the function may be written1111
W

1
= azi

,
u>

2 azzv , W3
= a3

z, ... w
q
= a^z 1*

,

i

where by z? we mean any definite g
th root of z, the same to be

taken throughout.
The points z0 and 0=00 are branch points, and the

positive portion of the ic-axis is a branch line.

In passing once round a small circle of radius r encircling

a branch point, say that at 2=0, wa changes from being
i i

a s

(re
l

*) k> being as
[re

t <<)+2 'r)

]'? ,
that is to

27T 1 1

aV (re'
9
)
3 or as+1 (re

l6
)* ;

therefore ws changes to ws+l .
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Thus the system of branches changes from

and a second encircling of this small contour will cause the

further change to ws , w, w
5 ,

... w
ly
w

z ,
and so on. So that

when 2 has travelled q times round the branch point at 2= 0,

the original order will have been restored.

Similarly also for the case wi=zp
,
where p and q are positive

integers prime to each other,

1260. Reverting to the case iey= az, where a is positive and real, put

Then w
l

= r
l
el9l=

We show separate jo-planes for the separate branches. (Fig. 365.)

Take as the z-curve the circle r = a.

Here, as /', (^), moves round the circumference ABCD of the circle

=
<*,

the points Plt (wj), and P2 , (w8), respectively describe two semi-

circles shown in the accompanying figure, viz. the upper half circle A^^C^
for MI and the lower half circle CZD2A 2 for ic2 . When P traverses its

path a second time, Pl proceeds to describe the lower half circle of wn
viz. C

1
D

1
A

1 ,
whilst P2 describes the upper half J 2 Z?2 <72 for w2 .

1261. Sheets, Eiemann's Surface.

In order to avoid the inconvenience of the same value of z

indicating two or more values of w, the following device is

adopted.

Imagine the x-y plane upon which the point z travels to

be split into as many parallel sheets as there are values of w
to which any one value of z gives rise. Let these sheets still

carry with them the tracings of the original axes, and let them

be separated from each other by infinitesimal distances e, the
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origins lying in a line perpendicular to the several planes
and the axes remaining parallel, and let the same point z

be marked upon each plane. Let the several planes be

designated as No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, etc., and be associated with'

the several functions w=w
lt w=w2 ,

w=w
3 , etc., to which the

value of z gives rise, so that when z travels on plane No. 1,

the graph of w
l

is traced on the iv-plane, when z travels on

plane No. 2 the graph of w
2
is traced on the w-plane, and so on.

In this way each value of z with its particularising plane

gives rise only to one value of w, so that w may now be

looked upon as a single-valued function of z, and z requires
for its description not only the values of x and y, but also

the number or label of its particularising plane.

Now it will be inferred from the examples considered that

when z in its travel upon the original x-y plane in continuous

motion crosses a branch line AB in that plane there is a

change in the branch of the function, ^v
l
to wz say. In order

to represent the continuous motion of z in our new system of

sheets from plane (1) to plane (2) it will be necessary to suppose
the existence of a plane bridge extending from A to B, and

terminating at these points and leading from plane (1) on which

A, B lie to plane (2) on which A, B' lie where A', B' are the

new positions of A, B on plane (2), so that in passing from ^
on plane (1) to

2
on plane (2) the point z passes down the

bridge of infinitesimal length from the one plane to the other

without changing its value in so passing.

Fig. 366.

And ;.n the case when there are only two branch points and

one branch line, we shall consider the several z-sheets to be

nowhere else connected. Thus, as z passes over this bridge

from plane (1) to plane (2), wl changes to w
2

. After travelling

in plane (2) the point z must again cross the bridge to get back

to its original position z
ly

for there is no other connection
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between the planes (2) and (1). The excursion of z from plane

(1) to plane (2) and back again may be indicated to an eye

looking endwise along the branch line from E to A, as in the

^diagram No. 367, the bridge being represented in duplicate as

PQ or P'Q' for convenience.

Q' Px
Fig. 367.

Thus, in the case of wz
=z, we have the diagram of the

change indicated in Fig. 368.

Plane (1) gluing wt

Plane (2) gluing w3

Fig. 368.

In the case of wq= z the cyclic order of changes as z passes
the branch line is indicated in Fig. 369 (taking, for example,

g = 5).

(D * v ./-- (D

(3) *\f (3)

(4) < ^V < ,4)

(5)
-^ *

<: (5)

Fig. 369.

The whole system of sheets thus connected by means of a

bridge through the branch line is then regarded as forming a

continuous surface, and is known as a Riemann's Surface.

1262. Enough has been said to indicate one method of

representation by means of which the consideration of a

multiple-valued function z may be regarded as reduced to the

consideration of a single-valued function. And this will

suffice for our purposes in this book. The whole theory of

Branch points, Branch lines and Riemann's representation
would occupy far more space than is at our disposal, and we
must refer the student to treatises on the Theory of Functions,

e.g. Forsyth, Theory of Functions, Chapter XV., or Harkness

and Morley, Theory of Functions, Chapter VI., where this

very interesting matter will be found fully discussed.
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1263. Any Algebraic Equation of the nth degree has n roots, n
being a positive integer.

Let iv=F(z)= zn -{-pl
zn

-1
-\-pzz

n-2
-\-...-\-pn=Q, where z and

the several coefficients may be real or complex and n is a

positive integer.

Whilst z travels over the whole of the 0-plane it is obvious

that w will travel over at any rate some part of the w-plane.

y

o'
w- plane z-plane

Fig. 370.

Let and 0' be the two origins. Then we shall show that

w. must reach 0' in its travels over the u>-plane. For, if there

were any finite limit of the nearness of approach of w to 0',

let p be that limit. Let ZQ be the value of z for which w
arrives at its limiting value, w say, which must lie somewhere

on the circumference of a circle of radius p in the w-plane and

having 0' for its centre.

Consider the vector zz -{-h.

Then w=(z9+h)+p1(z +h)-i+pz(z +h)-*+...+pn)

which, by multiplying out the several terms and arranging in

powers of h, we may write as

where F(z ), F'(zQ), etc., are the several coefficients occurring,

and are, functions of ZQ alone, finite so long as is finite.

Then obviously wQ=F(z ), and therefore

Then, provided F'(z ) does not vanish, we can, by making.h

sufficiently small, make the ratio g:hF'(z ) less than any

assignable quantity.
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And even if ^'(^o) does vanish, as well as

hr

so that ,F(r}
(z ) is the first term which does not vanish, we

v !

can in the same way, by taking h sufficiently small, make the

kr

remainder of the series beyond the term
^'^(ZQ)

bear to this

term a ratio less than any assignable quantity, and therefore

ultimately, when h is indefinitely small,

W-U or 2
,

as the case may be.

Now let the point z -\-k travel in a small circle round as

its centre. In doing this the amplitude of h. is increased by 2-Tr

and that of hr
by 2r7r, r being a positive integer, whilst that

of F'(z ) or F (r
\z^) is unaltered.

Therefore the amplitude of w w increases by 2?r or by
2r?r, and the point w describes some curve about W which

returns into itself after one or r complete circuits, as z describes

a small circle about z . Hence it must penetrate at least once

into the circle of radius p in its travel about IVQ . And this

contradicts the hypothesis that there is an inferior limit to

the closeness of approach of w to 0'.

There must therefore be at least one value of z, say z=zlt

for which w coincides with the origin 0' and makes F(z)

vanish.

Hence z z^ must be a factor of F(z).

Dividing out zz
l
from F(z) we get an expression of degree

Ti1 in powers of z to which the same process can be applied.

And, proceeding in this way, it is clear that F(z) must

have n zeros.

And, if z
lt

z2 ,
z3 ,...zn be the values of z for which F(z)

vanishes, we get w=A (zzl)(zz2)(zz3) ... (zzn ),
where A

is independent of z, but may be a complex constant.

r=n
Thus mod. w=mod. A . H mod. (zzr ),

r=\

r=n

and amp. w=amp. A-\-^ amp. (z zr ).

r=l
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1264. Number of roots within a given Contour.

We are now in a position to assign the number of roots of

w=Q which lie within a given contour in the w-plane.

When z travels in a closed curve once round z the ampli-

tude of the vector z ZQ is increased by 27r, and if the closed

curve encircles z r times before returning to the starting

point, the amplitude of the vector is increased by 2r?r.

Fig. 371.

When z travels round a closed contour which does not

enclose ZQ the amplitude of z ZQ increases by a certain amount,

and then decreases again till it assumes its original value

when the whole circuit of the contour has been traversed, so

that there is no change in the amplitude.

Fig. 372.

If the z-contour passes through z at a point of continuous curvature of the

contour instead of surrounding it, there is a change of IT in the amplitude
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of z z . If z be situated at a node of the 2-curve, then, when z describes

a loop starting from the node by one of the branches which passes through
2 and returning to the node by another branch, the change in the ampli-
tude of z 2 is a, where a is the angle between the directions of the two

tangents at the node between which the loop lies.

Remembering that if

w=A(z-zl)(z-z2)(z-z3) ... (z-zn)

we have amp. w=amp. A-\- amp, (0 2^) -{-...+ amp. (z zn ),

it obviously follows that if z is made to travel round any
contour which encloses any r of the n zeros of w, viz. z

lf
z
z ,

z
s ,

... zn , and no more, and does not pass through any of them,

and if the contour be such as to encircle them each once only,

the change of the amplitude in w will be 2r7r. If, however,
it passes through one of the other zeros at a point of con-

tinuous curvature of the contour besides encircling the r zeros

considered before, there will be a change of amplitude to the

extent of (2r+l)7r. Conversely, if as z passes along the

perimeter of any region S it be observed that the change of

amplitude is 2r?r, we infer either that there are r zeros of w
within that region or r 2p zeros within and 2p upon the

boundary, and that, if the change of amplitude be (2r-f-l)"",

there will be r zeros within and one upon the boundary or

r 2p zeros within and 2p+ l upon the boundary, so that in

the one case there are r roots within or upon the boundary,
and in the other there are r+1 roots within or upon the

boundary, and the number upon the boundary is even in the

first case, odd in the second, and if the change of amplitude be

an odd multiple of TT there must be at least one zero of w on

the boundary of the contour.

1265. Illustrative Examples.

1. Consider the equation

w=z^ - 2z3 - z* + 22 + 10= 0.

Take a contour bounded by a circular arc, centre at the origin, and of

infinite radius R and the positive directions of the x and ^-axes, viz. the

quadrant OAB.
Then (1) as z travels along the .r-axis, y= Q and the amplitude of z, and

therefore also of w is zero, in moving from O to A.
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(2) As z travels along the quadrantal arc AB of the infinite circle,

(-3l0
-210 10

e-
16 - 2

~R
-
~w +

2& +

and as Q changes from to - the increase of amplitude is 4 .
- = 27r.

Fig. 373.

(3) As z travels from 2=00 at B down the y-axis to 0, x=0, and
y=

iy
=

ir, say, and w= r4+ 2ir3+ r2 + 26r+10= p(cos < + t sin
</>), say, where

so that tan < remains positive as r decreases from oo to zero, vanishing at

both limits. To find where it attains its maximum value, we have by
differentiation

l
,,

r6+ 2r4_ 29r2_ 10

2
SeC^ =

(r
*+ r2 +10)

2 ' (6)

and the equation to find the stationary values of tan < is

r8 4-2r*-29r2 -10 = 0, (c)

which being a cubic for r2 must have one value of r2 real. Moreover, as

r2 = oo makes the left-hand member positive, and r2= makes it negative,

a real value of r2 must lie between and infinity ;
and further, Descartes'

rule of signs shows that there cannot be more than one real positive root.

Let that root be r2= a2
,
and let the remaining roots, both real or both

imaginary, be /3
2 and y

2
.

TV,
1 ,2^_ (r

2
-a?)(r--/3

2
)(r

2
--Y*)

-Lnen .-. sec / *
; \ T r\\<>

2 dr (f^+ rj + 10)^

If both /3
2 and y

2 be real negative quantities, r2 - ft
2 and r2 - y

2 are both

positive.

If j8
2 and y

2 be unreal, the product (r
2 -

/3
2
)(r

2 -
y

2
) cannot change

sign as r changes through real values from oo to zero, and this product

is ultimately r* when r is infinite. Hence in either case (r
2
-/8

2
)(r

2
--)

2
)

is positive.
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Also r is decreasing. Hence

from r= E to r= a, we have -

=(-)"*, therefore tan
<f>

is increasing,

and from r= a to r= 0,
J- =

( + )
v

>
therefore tan < is decreasing.

But at r= R the amplitude < is 27r.

Hence < increases to some value between 2ir and 2ir+ ^, and then

returns to its value 2ir.

There is therefore only one root of the equation in the first quadrant.
If we take the first two quadrants as our contour we get a change of

amplitude + 4rr + = 47r.

Hence there are two and only two roots in the first two quadrants.
That is, there is one root in the second quadrant.

Similarly there is one in the third quadrant and one in the fourth

quadrant. As a matter of fact, the four roots are - 1 V - 1 and

2 \/ - 1, as may be seen by factorising the original equation as

and the localities of these roots are shown in Fig. 374.

y

Fig. 374.

2. Consider next the equation

w=z- 6* + 16* - 24s3+ 25a2 - 182+ 10= 0.

Take the same contour as in the last case.

(1) Along the .r-axis from O to A z=.v, and there is no change in the

amplitude, which remains zero.

(2) Along the infinite circle w is ultimately .RV'*, and there is a change

of amplitude 6 x - = 37r in passing from A to B.

(3) Down the y-axis from B to 0, z= ir, say.

Hence w= -r-6irs +16r4+ 24ir3 -25r2 -18ir+ 10

=p(cos <f>+ i sin <), say.
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Then n ^~
6rB -24r3 +18r 6(r

2 -

10 (r
2
-l)(r*-15r

2
+10)'

This indicates a peculiarity at r= ], i.e. z= t; and it will appear
from w=z8 Qz6 + ... + lO that z* + \ is a factor and two of the roots are

To exclude these roots we draw two small semicircles of radius r' with

centres (0, 1) in the first and fourth quadrants as shown in the

figure, thus amending our contour ; (or we might, having discovered these

roots, divide z2+ 1 out of the expression for w and start again).

Hence, except at the point (0, 1), we have

whence
6
sec

f* + 6r*+ 15^

Fig. 375.

so that -p is negative for all positive values of r, and therefore as r

decreases along the ?/-axis <f> increases, with the exception of in the

immediate neighbourhood of the point where r= \ ; and tan
<f>

vanishes

both at r= R= x> and at r= as well as at r= *Js.

To consider what happens in the neighbourhood of r= l, about which

the small semicircle is drawn, put zi+r'e
lff

. Then to first powers of r',

r'e*')
-
6( t + 5r'e

tfl

')+ 16(1
- 4trVe/

)
-
24(

- 1 - 3r'e'
r
)

+ 25(-l + 2irV')-18(i + r'e
l<

'') + 10= 8(3-t)rV
(

'',

and the variable portion of the amplitude diminishes from 0'=g to
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6'= -
* as z traverses the semicircle CED from C to D ; otherwise
2

along the y-axis the value of the amplitude is always increasing from

<f>
= 3ir at QO, where tan < = to < = 47r at r= \/3, where tan

</>
= again, and

except for the semicircle CED to
<$>
= bir at ?*=0, where tan < has again

become zero, besides the loss of tr in passing round the small semicircle.

Hence the change of amplitude round the whole contour is

from to A, Sir from A to B, tr from B to F, where OF= \/3,

TT from .F to except round the semicircle CED, IT round CED ;

i.e. in all, the change of amplitude is 4ir, which indicates the existence of

two roots in the first quadrant, besides the root z= i on the boundary.
In the same way, it can be shown that there is another root z= -i, and

two others in the fourth quadrant, but none in the second and third.

As a matter of fact, the expression when factorised becomes

(z
2+ 1) (*

2 - 2z + 2) (z
2 - 4z+ 5),

and the roots are z= i, \ and are indicated by dots in the second and

2=li, V fourth quadrants in the figure and the

2= 2i, ] centres of the semicircles.

3. Consider w = z*
n+*+ z+ I =0.

Taking the same contour as before :

(1) Along the .r-axis z= x, and there is no change of amplitude in z or

in w.

(2) Along the arc of the infinite circle, radius R say,

,-= 72<+V(4 + 2
>*, where R is very large,

and the change of amplitude is (4n + 2)- = (2 + l)7r.
a

(3) Along the y-axis put z= ir
;
then

w - r4n+2+ tr+ 1 = />(cos < + 1 sin <), say,

and

which is positive for all positive values of r. Hence, as r is decreasing
as z travels from B to down the y-axis, < is also decreasing, and the

decrease is from (2n+ l)tr through (2n+l)ir
- at r=l, where tan < =00,
f

to (2n + l)7r-7r at 0. That is, the total change of amplitude in passing
round this contour is 2nir, which indicates the existence of n roots in

the first quadrant.

(4) If we take the first two quadrants as contour with an infinite semi-

circular boundary, the change of amplitude is

Hence there are 2w+ l roots in the first and second quadrants, i.e.

+ ]) roots in the second quadrant.
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(5) Consider next the behaviour in the fourth quadrant.

For the variation of z down the y-axis, OB', put 2= -ir,

w - r4n+2
ir+ 1 = p' (cos (/>'+ 1 sin $'), say, B

r '

which is essentially negative ;
and r is

increasing, therefore <f>'
is decreasing, and

<'= () at 0, and again at B', where r=co,

and there is a loss of TT in the amplitude.

In traversing B'A there is, as before,

an increase of (2 + l)7r in the amplitude,

whilst in traversing A there is no change.

This gives a change of 2?wr, which indicates the existence of n roots in

the fourth quadrant. Similarly there are n+ l roots in the third.

Hence the localities are :

n roots in the first and in the fourth quadrants ;

Ti + 1 roots in the second and in the third.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the moduli and amplitudes of

(x + ty)
n

, log( + y), 0,*+*, (x + iy)
a+l6

,

sin (x + iy), cos (x + iy), sec (x + ty), tan"1
(x + iy).

2. If z= x + iy, show that

log |

c2
I

= x log \c\-y amp. c,

tan amp. cz = y log \c\ + x amp. c.

3. How are sin z, log 2, tan"1 z defined when z =

Show that if z = x + iy,

dz
= na"-1 .

rf sin r^ log z \ d
-j =COS2, r5 = -, -T-

a^ rt2 2 *

4. Discuss the locality of the roots of the equations :

(i) ws24 -2

(ii)
w= z4

(iii) w-^ + 603 + 1622 + 200+ 12 = 0;

(iv) w = 24 -6^3 + 16^2 -202 +12 = 0;

stating in each case how many roots lie in each quadrant.
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5. Find how many roots lie in each quadrant in the following cases :

(i) w = z* + z+ 1 =.0; (ii) w = z*n + z+ 1 =0;
(iii) w= 25 + 2-i-l=0; (iv) w = z4n+l +z + 1 =0;

(v) w = 4n+1 + 2 +l=0; (vi) w = z*n+- + z2 + \=Q ;

6. Discuss the localities of the roots of the equations :

(i )
w = z + 2*5 + 7z* + 1 (h3 + 14^2 + 82 + 8 =

;

t(ii)
w = 5 -6z4 + 523 -3022 + 4<?-24 =0.

7. Examine the nature of the conformal representation of the

equation w2 = 1 + z for the cases :

(i) when z moves on the circle mod. z = c
;

(ii) when z moves on the straight line y = 1 + x
;

(iii) when z moves on the straight line y = c.

8. Find the radius of curvature of the hyperbola

x- sec2 c - y
2 cosec2 c = a2

by a consideration of the conformal representation of the equation
w = acosz, taking for the z-path the straight line x = c.

9. Supposing a*w = z3
,
and a to be real, show that if z traces

the curve (y? -|-y
2
)
3 = a3

(a;

3 -
3xy"), then w traces a circle at three

times the angular rate. Deduce a formula for the radius of curvature

of the above z-locus, and verify your result directly.

10. Taking the equation w+l = (z+l)
2

, show that the w-path

corresponding to mod. z = 1 is a cardioide.

1 1 . Examine the w-locus in the case w = cosh log .?,
when the 2-locus

is mod. 2= 1.

12. Taking the relation ufl-3w = z, show, by putting w = t + -.,

that if i describes the circle mod. t = k :

(1) the z point describes an ellipse ;

(2) the three w-points corresponding to any value of t
3 describe

a confocal ellipse and form the angular points of a maximum inscribed

triangle. [HARKNESS AND MORLEY, Theory of Functions, p. 39.]

1 3. Discuss the conformal representations arising from the equation

w = log z,

and show that the curvature at any point of the w-locus is pro-

1 ds

portional to the value of -
-,--r at the corresponding point of the

z-locus, < being the angle between the tangent and the radius r,

and ds an element of arc of the -locus.
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14. Suppose w to be any rational function of z( = x + ty), and that

w is put into the form p + iq where p and q are real. Suppose that

as z travels in the positive direction round any contour F in the

x-y plane, p/q passes through the value and changes its sign k times

from -f to - and / times front - to +. Show that the number

of roots of w = which lie within the contour is ^(k-l], it being

further supposed that the contour is such as not to pass through any

point for which both p and q vanish, and that when repeated

imaginary roots of w = occur they are counted as many times

over as they occur.

[CAUCHY. (See TODHUNTEB, Theory of Equations, Art. 308.)]

15. If 4> be the longitude and A the latitude of a place on the

surface of a sphere and #=gd
-1A :

(i) Show that the coordinates of a point Xs ,
Ys of the stereo-

graphic projection of <, A are

(ii)
If Xm ,

Ym be the coordinates of the same point in a Mercator

projection defined as

express X3 and Y, in terms of Xm and Ym .

(iii) Considering the equation w/a = eLZl <l

(a real), show that w is

the stereographic projection of a point on the sphere, whose Mercator

projection is z.

(iv) Show that the magnification in the stereographic projection

<x (1 +sin A)"
1
,
and in the Mercator projection <x sec A

(v) Examine the stereographic and Mercator projections of :

(a) the meridians
; (b) the parallels of latitude

; (c) a rhumb line.

16. If +n? = (+i7/)
M

, prove that the systems of curves rn cosn8 = an
,

rn smn6 = bn
,
in the plane -77 correspond to straight lines parallel

to the axes in the plane x-y, and find the value of the integral

lr2n
~2 cL4 for the rectangular space included between any four of

them, dA denoting an element of area. [ST. JOHN'S, 1890.]

17. In the relation w = csiuz, show that the w-curve which cor-

responds to a rectangle x 7r/2, y= k on the s-plane is an ellipse

with two narrow canals extending from the extremities of the major

axis to the nearer foci, and that the interiors of the respective

regions correspond. [FORSYTH, Th. of F., p. 504.]

E.I. C. II. 2D
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18. Writing Z=X+iY, where X and Fare real, and taking

Z=siuz, determine a simply-connected region of the plane of z

which is transformed conformally into the half plane Y > 0.

[MATH. TRIP., 1913.]

19. For the equation \fX+iY=tnn (\TT\/X + iy), show that we
have as corresponding areas the area within the circle X 2 +Y2 =

1,

and that within the parabola ?/
2 =

4(1 -x). Examine also the nature

of the correspondence as regards

(i) the points on the circumference of the circle
; (ii) those on the

diameter F=0. [MATH. TRIP., 1887.]

20. If z = Bm*Z=8iia?$(X + tY) i
show that the lines Ar =const.,

F= const, correspond to a system of confocal conies, and that the

ratio of the areas of the triangles z
l ,z2 ,

z
a and Zlf

Z
2 , Z% is proportional

to the product of the distances z
l (or z

2
or z

s )
from the common foci

of the system, the points Zl}
Z

2 ,
Zs being the vertices of an infini-

tesimal triangle in the ^f-plane and z
lt z.

2 ,
z
3 the vertices of the

corresponding triangle on the 2-plane. [Ox. II. P., 1913.]

21. Show that =(z + a)
2
/(z-a)2 gives one conformal representa-

tion of the semi-circular area ic'- + ^
2 ^a2

, y^O on the plane of

z = x+ iy, upon the upper half rj^O of the plane =+ iy. Explain
how to modify the formula so that x = h, y = Q become ^ = 0, rj

=
0,

and x = X
Q , y = yQ become ^ = 0, 77

= 1 (A
2^ a2

,
z 2 + y

2 < 2
).

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1919.]



CHAPTER XXX.

INTEGRATION. CAUCHY'S THEOREM ON CONTOUR
INTEGRATION. TAYLOR'S THEOREM.

1266. Definition of Integration for a Function of a Complex
Variable.

Let/(z) be any single-valued function of z, and let any path
of z on the z-plane be selected which does not pass through a

point which makes /(z) infinite, and along which the change
in /(z) is continuous.

Fig. 377.

Let z
,
z
1;

z
2 ,

... zn ,
zn+1 (=z) be an infmitesimally close array

of points on this path from an initial point P , (z ),
to another

point P, (z).

Then the limit (provided a limit exists) of the sum when

n is infinite of the series

when the moduli

419
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are each indefinitely decreased, so that the successive elements

of the z-path are all infinitesimally small, is called the integral

of /(z) dz for the selected path, and is denoted by

\

Z

f(z)dz.
J Zo

1267. Obviously, the last term of the series, having an

infinitesimal modulus, the series may, if desired, be supposed to

stop at the term (zn zn_1)f(zn_l), as in the case of a function

of a real variable (Arts. 11 and 12).

1268. This definition clearly includes that of functions of

a real variable (Art. 11) as a particular case, the "selected

path
"

for the variation of x in that case lying upon the

z-axis.

1269. General Properties of an Integral.

Properties of the integral, corresponding to those of Articles

322, etc., for a real variable, may be established. Let wr =f(zr).

Then, in the first place, it is immaterial whether we consider

the limit, when n is oo
, of

(zl
-z )w +(zi

-z
l)wl+(z&-zJWs+... + (z,H.1-zn)wn ... = (A),

or of

(!
- Z )

W
t+ (Z2

-
Zj)Wt+ (2S

- Z
2)
W3+ . . .+ (Zn+l

- Zn )Wn+1 ... =(B).

For the difference of these expressions, viz. (B) (A), is

in which the number of terms is w+1, which is ultimately

infinite, but an infinity "of the first order," if we regard

r as an infinitesimal of the first order.
n+1

Let the greatest of the moduli of the several terms be

'1*r *-*i x Kvrffedi

which is finite, as the path of z has been chosen so as not to

pass through a point for which w becomes infinite. Then, since

the z-points are taken infinitely close to each other, and the

function w is continuous for variations of z along the path,

\zr zr_i\ is an infinitesimal of at least the first order, and

\wr wr_i\ is also an infinitesimal of at least the first order.
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Hence the difference of the (A) and (B) series cannot exceed

the value of the product of

(an infinity of the first order) X (an infinitesimal of the first

order) X (an infinitesimal of the first order),

i.e. a finite quantity multiplied by an infinitesimal, and must

therefore vanish in the limit.

1270. It follows that if w=f(z),
r=n+l - n+lfz

Wdz^
JZo

n+l PZO= -
] (zr_!

- z r)f(zr)
= -

f(z) dz=-\
l Jz J

1271. Again, since the sum of the series

r =l

n+l
wdz.

z

may be divided into any number of portions which together

make up the whole series, we have

f
l

f(z) dz+ f'/() dz+ [*/() dz+...+ \'
f(z) dz=

f

'

f(z) dz,

Jzo Jfj '6 Jfr J ^o

where ^, ^2 , ^3 ,
... r are the values of z at any points taken

in order upon the selected path from z to z.

fZ

1272. Again, consider [f(z)F(z)]dz.
J?o

Provided we follow the same z-path of integration in both

cases, and that both / and F are finite and continuous between

the points z and z on this path,

F(z) dz=Lt 2^(zr+l-z r) F(zr).

o

Hence

/(z) dz F(z) dz=Lt(z r+l
-

o
J

Zo

=
\

Z

[f(z)F(z)]dz.
J z

And the same is true if there be any finite number of

functions.

Also, somewhat more generally, if ^Akfk (z) stand for
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for a finite number of functions, where A lt A 2 ,
... , are all

independent of z, then

rzo Jz*

so long as the same z-path is followed in each integration, and

the conditions as to being finite and continuous from z to z

are satisfied by each of the functions.

The coefficients Ak may be any whatever, provided they are

not functions of z, and the number of terms in the summation
is finite.

And further, in these results each function has been sup-

posed single-valued, or if not, that the same branch is adhered

to throughout the integration in each case.

1273. So long as the path of integration from z to z is

finite, and passes through no critical points of f(z), i.e. points
for which f(z)

f becomes infinite, and is a continuous path so

far as variations of f(z) are concerned, the integral I f(z) dz

must be finite.
2

For this integral is, by definition,

and, by supposition, none of the expressions f(z ), /(^), --/(Zn)
have an infinite modulus.

If mod.f(zr)tsK, say, be the greatest of their moduli, the
r

modulus of the integral I f(z] dz, which is

Jzo

> Lt mod. (zr+l zr ) mo(\.f(z r ),

is > Lt KI, mod. (zr+l zr ),

and .Z^Smod. (zr+l r)
= the arc of the selected path from

ZQ to z, =$, say, which, by supposition, is finite.

Hence the modulus of the integral is not greater than K . $,
PZ

and is therefore finite. Hence the integral itself, I f(z) dz, is

finite.
Jz

1274. When the number of functions f^z), f2(z), fs(z), . . . fn(z)
is infinite, the functions being each single valued, or if multiple
valued, the same branch being adhered to throughout the

integration, the same theorem as that of Art. 1272 is true for
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their sum, provided that the sum forms a series which is

uniformly and unconditionally convergent,* and provided the

0-path of the integrations lies entirely within the circle of con-

vergence and is finite; for if we write u
l}
uz ,

u
s ,

... for

these functions, let f(z)
=u

l -{-u 2 -\-u3 -{-...-\-un -\-Rn ,
where Rn

is the remainder after n terms
;
and let the series

be uniformly and unconditionally convergent for all points
within the region bounded by a circle of radius p, then, when
n is indefinitely increased, \Rn vanishes.

But [\f(z)-%ur~\dz=[Rn dz,
J Zfl

L
1 J ?0

and if
\R'\ be the greatest value of \Rn \ along the path of

integration, which is finite, and which lies within and does not

cut the circle of convergence, then

rz Cz Cz

j

Rn dz is> R'dz\, i.e. $\K \dz\,
J%> J

Zfl
J 20

^> \R'\ x the length of the path of integration

3>\R'\ X a finite quantity,

and \R'\ is zero, by supposition, when n is made infinite
;

f
z

f
2

1 Rn dz =0, and therefore I Rn dzQ,
Jzo JZv

Lt

N
whence f(z)dz= 2j\ ur dz,

JZo 1 J ?o

where the path of integration is the same for each term of the

series and the conditions of the series are as stated.

1275. CAUCHY'S THEOREM.

It was shown in Chapter XV. that if
(f>

and ty be any two

functions of x and y which are single valued, finite, and con-

tinuous at all points x, y which lie within or upon a given

closed contour F of the x-y plane, then

3^ 30\7 7 (f^dx . ,dy\,
T- -f }dx dii= \( <p -j- +\Lr -/- ) ds,Vx ?>J J\ ds r ds/?>y

* A knowledge of the general theory of infinite series and tests for con-

vergency will be assumed here. The necessary information will be found in

Professor Hobson's Plane Triyonometry, Chapter XIV., or in the Treatise, on

the Theory of Functions, by Hark ness and Morley, Chapter III.
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the surface integral being taken over the area bounded by the

contour and the line integral being taken round the perimeter,

the direction of the integration being such that in travelling

along the arc in the direction of increase of s, the area bounded

by the contour is always on the left-hand side.

Consider the function iu=f(z)=f(x-\-iy)= u-\-iv, say.

Then u and v being conjugate functions of x and y (Diff.

Cole., Art. 190), we have

'bu__'bv , 3w,_3u
^ cLIlCl ^r T>

oy ox ox oy

Now, from the above theorem, we have, by two applications,

-v <fy)=_+ dx dy=0

and \(vdx-\-udy)= I If--- -jdxdy
= 0.

Hence l/(2:)dz= \(tt
J
riv)d(x-{-iy)

(u dx v dy)+ 1 1
(
v dx -\-udy)

= 0,

and the assumption in this theorem is that f(z) is synectic
within and upon the boundary of F along which the integra-

tion is conducted. That is, that f(z) is a single-valued, con-

tinuous function which lias no infinities, whether pole or

essential singularity, within or upon the boundary of the

contour. This extremely important theorem is due to Cauchy

(Comptes Rendus de I'Acdd. des Sciences, 1846).

1276. Deformation of a Path.

When w is a synectic function for a definite region F of the

z-plane, let ACB, ADB be two 2-paths which lie entirely within

that region. Then it follows from Cauchy 's theorem that

rB fA
iv dz (along ADB)-}- w dz (along BCA)= 0,

JA JB

as there are no singularities in the region between the two paths.
/fi fB

Hence w dz (along A DB)= \
wdz (along ACB).

JA JA

Hence, as far as the value of the integral is concerned, either
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path from A to B is deformable into the other without alter-

ing the value of \wdz along it. When one of these paths is

the straight line AB itself, the other path is said to be "re-

Fig. 378.

concilable with
"

a straight-line path of integration ;
and it

will appear that such deformation of the path from A to B
can be carried to any extent, provided that this deformation

does not carry any part of the path of integration outside the

boundary of the region F on the x-y plane, for which the

function f(z) is synectic.

1277. Differentiation of this Integral.

Writing for z and taking /() as synectic throughout the

singly connected region F of the z-plane, and starting from

any selected point z
, viz. A in Fig. 378, and travelling along

any path to z, viz. the point B, both terminals and path lying

entirely within the boundary of F, we see that the integral
rz

\
/() ^ is independent of the path of approach of to the

Jzo

terminal z. Let F(z) stand for this integral. Then it follows

that F(z) is a single-valued function of z; and it has been

shown to definite in Art. 1273. Let z+Sz be another point
within the region F intinitesimally close to z. Then F(z-\-Sz\

PZ+&Z

which is I /() d, is also independent of the path of approach
Jp

of to z-\-8z. We may therefore select the same path as before

from z as far as the point z, together with any additional

elementary path from z to z-\-Sz lying within the region F, and

along this /() remains finite and continuous by supposition.

The difference between /() arid /(z) for any point of this
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elementary path is therefore infinitesimal, and therefore we
rz+Sz

may write I f()d as {/()+ e}Sz, where the modulus of e

JZ

is infinitesimally small, ultimately vanishing with that of Sz.

Wherefore F(z+Sz)-F(z)={f(z)+ e}Sz, and therefore the

moduli of F(z-i-Sz)F(z) and Sz are of the same order of

smallness. Hence F(z) is continuous at the pbint z, i.e. at any
. , .... F(z+Sz)F(z) ,

point within the region F. Also - has a limiting
oZ

value independent of the direction of approach of z-\-$z to z,

viz. /(z), when |

Sz is made indefinitely small. That is F(z)

possesses a differential coefficient. F(z) is therefore a synectic
function of z for all points within the region F.

1278. Definition of Integration regarded as a Solution of the

Differential Equation -M-==f(z).a%
fz

It now appears that the integral I f()d defined in Art.
Jzo

1266 as the limit of a summation from a definite starting

point z to a definite terminal point z along any selected path,
both path and terminals lying within the region F, and the

terminals being not within an infinitesimal distance of its

boundary, throughout which region /(z) is synectic, is a

solution of the differential equation -^=f(z), whatever the

starting point z may be. And supposing z to have been

specifically selected, we may write the general solution of
rz

this equation as y=C-{- f()d, where C is the integral from
Jzo

any arbitrary point of the region F along any path lying
within F to the selected point z . In fact, we might regard

f
z

the notation y=C+ I f()d as only another way of writing
J?o

the differential equation, but one which emphasizes the interro-

gative character of the investigation it is proposed to conduct.

1279. Extension of Former Definitions of Integration. Re-

moval of Limitations.

So long then as F is a singly connected region in the

z-plane in which /(z) has no singularities, whether poles,
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essential singularities or branch-points and the path of

the integration lies entirely within the contour of F and the

terminals do not lie within an infinitesimal distance of the

boundary, the identity of the summation definition with that of

a solution of the differential equation -/f(z) is established.

Seeing that we have a mode of considering any multiple-
valued function of z as reduced to that of a single-valued

function by means of a representation -on a Riemann's Surface,

and under the understanding specified as to the nature of the

function, the path of the integration and the existence of a

differential coefficient, we may now remove the limitations

of the definition of integration as specified in Art. 17, Vol. L,

as to the reality of the variable, and of the function, and the

stipulated condition as to the single-valued character of the

functions dealt with. We may therefore regard the functions

which have been subsequently treated as subjects of integra-

tion, as functions of a complex variable with such alterations

in the several definitions of those functions as may be required
in. individual cases to give them intelligible meanings in

consonance with such as they possess when functions of a real

variable.

The proofs of general propositions as to integration given in

Chapter IX. (Art. 321 onwards), which were there established

under the understanding as to reality of the variable and

single-valuedness of the function, are now superseded for the

wider conception of the nature of the variable and the function

by the general propositions of Arts. 1269 to 1274.

1280. Loops.

As the property presupposed for the function w may cease to

hold and the function become meromorphic at certain points of

the plane by virtue of the existence of Poles, Branch Points

or other singularities, it is necessary to consider, in case the

specific region T should include such points, what paths there

are in this region which are deformable into a straight-line

path from any one point 0, which may be considered the

origin, to any other point P of the region. Also we shall have
rP

to consider how the integral w dz is affected when the path
Jo
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Fig. 379.

from to P is not one which can be deformed into the straight
path OP without passing through one of these singular points.

Imagine an infinitely extensible and contractible inelastic

thread attached at the points and P to the plane and.lying
in the plane. Imagine a pin stuck

perpendicularly into the plane at

a point A. It will be obvious that

the thread might pass on either side

the pin, or it might loop round it

one or more times as in the paths
in the diagram OXP, OSP (which
is straight), OYP or OZP. In the

case OXP the thread path can be

deformed into the straight path
OSP without moving the pin from

the point A. But neither of the

paths OYP, OZP can be so deformed

whilst the thread lies in the plane
without removing the pin. The path OXP is said to be
"
reconcilable with

"
a straight-line path. But the paths OYP,

OZP are not so reconcilable.

1281. The path OYP is
"
reconcilable with

"
a loop round A

consisting of a straight line OB, a portion BCD of a small

circle with centre at A, a straight line DO' parallel and equal
to OB, and O'P, and the thread OYP may be deformed into

this
"
loop and line

"
without crossing the pin at A.

The radius of the small circle may be regarded as any
infinitesimal and the breadth of the canal BO an infinitesimal

of higher order than the radius of the circle, so that the

angle BAD is evanescent; the circle BCD may then be

regarded as complete and the banks of the canal OB, O'D as

coincident. Thus B coincides with D and 0' with 0, and the

figure will be as-shown in diagram, No. 381. The portion of

the deformation consisting of the small circle and the two banks
of the narrow canal starting from and terminating at

after passing once round the point A is technically known as

a "Loop," and the integral \wdz taken round the circuit
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OBCDO will be called (A), and if U
l
be the integral along OP

the whole integral for the path will be (A)-}-U l
the suffix in

such cases denoting the number of loops that have been

traversed before starting upon the portion of the path
indicated by the letter to which the suffix is attached.

Fig. 380. Fig. 381.

If A be an ordinary point of the plane the region within

the small circle is synectic, as also along the canal, and (A)=0.
The value of w on the return journey DO is the same as that

of w on the outward path OB, and the integrations are of

opposite sign and cancel
;
and

the integral round the small

circle separately vanishes.

No "
loop

"

passes twice

round the same point A
without first returning to the

starting point. The canal

of the loop is usually but

not necessarily taken straight

(see Fig. 399, Art. 1294).

1282. If the thread ini-

tially lies as in the path Z
of Fig. 379, passing round the pin twice before arriving at

P, a deformation is possible into two loops + a straight path

OP, as shown in Fig. 382, the points 0, 0', 0" being ultimately

coincident. The value of the integration round this path we

shall denote by 1 = (AA)+U2
or (A*)+U2 ..

Fig. 382.
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If the thread passes round the pin n times before reaching

P, the thread-path will in the same way be reconcilable

with n A -loops -j- a linear path, and the value of the integral

\wdz along it will be denoted by I = (A
n
}-\-Un .

In the case of a single-valued function the suffixes used

are of no account. But in the case of a multiple-valued
function the return value after traversing a loop is not the

same function as that with which we start encircling the

loop. Hence it is necessary to keep count throughout of the

number of loops passed before starting upon the next in order.

1283. Next suppose there are two pins stuck perpendicu-

larly into the plane at A and at B. There are many varieties

of thread paths along which the thread may lie from to P.

(1) It may be deformable without crossing a pin (as OXP)
into the straight line OP.

(2) It may, if in position such as OYP, be deformable as

before into an A-loop + a straight-line path OP. I=(A)+ Ur
(3) It may, if in a position such as OZP, be deformable

into several .4-loops -f a straight-line path OP. I=(An
}
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(4) It may, if in such a position as OTP, be deformable into

a B-\oop or into several 5-loops + a straight-line path OP.

(5) It may be that the thread path surrounds both pins several

times, and then the system is deformable into a set of ^4-loops

and a set of 5-loops together with a straight path OP, in

which case B may be encircled as

many times as A, making each time

a double circuit, or there may be

more surroundings of one pin than

of the other.

or (AB)"+U2n ,

or (AB)
n+(Bll)-^U2n+q .

The notation for the integrals will explain itself.

1284. A loop round A and then round B will be called

a " double loop." This

term is often confined

to the case when lies

between the points in

question.

A double loop is de-

formable as snown in

Figs. 385, 386, and

l=(AB)+ Uy
In the same way, if there be several pins A, B, C, D, say four,

any thread path such as OXP may be deformed into four loops
and a straight path, and the integration will be represented by

(Figs. 387, 388),

Fig. 385.

or if the thread encircles a pair of pins as in Fig. 389, the

deformation and its integration will be represented by

or
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If the'thread encircles three pins ABC, as shown in Fig. 391,

the deformation and the integration will be indicated by

and similarly in any other case.

P

Fig. 388.

It will appear in general then that any thread path may be

deformed into a system of loops + a straight-line path,

however many pins there may be.

P

Fig. 389.

1285. Method of Exclusion of Poles.

When a pole exists within a contour F at a point z=a and

not within an infinitesimal distance of the boundary, it may
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be excluded from the integration by the artifice of altering
the boundary, as indicated in Fig. 392, by the introduction of

a loop so as to exclude the pole from the new contour F'.

Fig. 391.

A small circle EFG is drawn with centre at the pole (viz.

z= a), and two adjacent points of it EG are connected with

two adjacent points DH of the original contour forming a

narrow canal. We then regard the boundary of the contour

F' as the curve AECDEFGHA, and integrate round the

amended contour.

Fig. 393.

The breadth of the channel DEGH may be taken as zero

throughout its length, and it may be taken as straight, so

that the portions of the integration of a single-valued function

along DE and GH cancel each other, and it leaves us with
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the theorem that
|/(*)cfe,

round the outer boundary in the

sense of the arrow at A, + /0)d2 round EFO in the sense

of the arrow at F, vanishes, it being supposed that f(z)

possesses no singularities other than that at za, which lie

within the region F. That is, the value of l/^tfe, taken

round the outer boundary in the positive sense, i.e. leaving

the region always to the left-hand, is equal to
J/(2;)^2,

taken

round the inner boundary in the same sense relatively to

the region bounded by and lying within the inner contour,

as indicated in Fi. 393.

1286. The Integral \^-
J (I

Suppose then that f(z)=f~- ,
where 0(0) has no factor za,

% I v

so that there is a pole of f(z) at z= a, at which f(z] becomes

infinite, and that the point a is not within an infinitesimal

distance of the nearest point of the boundary.

To consider the value of
J/(s)d0,

taken round a small

circular contour with centre z= a and small radius p, which

will not cut the boundary, put z=
dz

Then - =id6, and if p be infinitesimally small we may
2 (L

put 0(z)
=

0(a)-

Hence [&dz=(d>(a)ide==id>(a)F*de=2vtA(a).
J z fi J Jo

This then is the value of the integral conducted round the

small circle, which is therefore, by the previous article, the value

of the integration round the outer boundary of the contour.

Thus dz, taken round the outer boundary of the

contour F, =2-7r/>(a).

Supposing, however, that the point a lies iipon the contour

along which it is proposed to conduct the integration, at a

point of the .contour at which the curvature is finite and

continuous, it may still be excluded by travelling round it

along an infinitesimally small semicircle with centre at a- and
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lying within the bounded region, cutting the contour at

P and Q. Then after putting, as before, z=a+ pe
l9

,
the limits

for 9 will now be from e to (e+7r), where e is the value

of 6 at commencing the small semicircular path at P, and

(C+ TT) is the value when the contour is recommenced at Q.

We then have

^0(2) 7 /taken round the whole contourN .
f-(*+")

-^-t-dz
( ., . ., . , nn)+\ (j)(a)idO=(\

jQZ a Vexcept the infinitesimal arc Ity/ J_ e

that is, Prin. Val. of

1287. The Integral

a

(z)dz

-a l)(za2)...(zar)

Similarly, if there be several poles of /(z) lying within the

contour F and none of them within an infinitesimal distance

of the boundary.

Suppose z a
lt
z=a

2 , ... z=a r ,
to be these poles.

; / \

Let /"(2)=7
-^ ^^ 7

-
r, where <6(z) is of degree ??,

(za^za^) ...(zar)

say, in z, and possesses no factors za
lt
za

z,...orzar .

By the rules of partial fractions, we have a result of

the form

=i (a, !)(, 2 )
... ( r) 2 a,'

where the factor as a s is omitted from the denominator

and n is supposed not less'than r, or if n be less than r the

integral polynomial part is absent.

The first part of this expression, down to K
,
constitutes a

function of z with no poles within the contour F, and therefore

its integral taken round the boundary of F contributes nothing
to the whole integral. We may construct a loop for each of

the infinities and proceed as in the case of a single infinity.

The term involving - ,
taken round a small circular

'

z-a,'
contour with centre as ,

contributes to the integral

-7
-- ,,

(as a
l )(as a

2)
... (as ar)

this small circle being taken of so small a radius as to exclude

all the other poles and not to cut the boundary.
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Hence the whole integral taken round the contour, viz.

I f(z) dz, being equal to the sum of the integrals round the

small circles which surround the several infinities,

Fig. 394.

r

the factor as as being omitted, =2?rt2 A s , say, where the
i

value of AJ may be reproduced as <a_o<$/(ai+3), i.e.

and similarly for A 2 , A 3 , etc.; or by the ordinary rules of

partial fractions.

The effect of pole-clusters within a contour will be discussed

in Art. 1317.

1288. Effect of a Branch Point.

If the function wbe multiple-valued, say two-valued, but each

branch being continuous and finite and possessing a differential

coefficient at all points of a certain region F of the 2-plane,

Cauchy's theorem as to the integral of \w dz from a point A to a

point B of this region along a path which does not pass beyond
the boundary of F is still true, provided that the paths from A
to B belong to the same branch of w ; and as long as the paths

ACB, ADB of Fig. 378 are both finite paths of the variation

of w
l lying entirely in the region F, or both finite paths of the

variation of w
2 ,

the theorem stated is still true, viz. that

\w
l
dz along ACB= I w

:
dz along ADB

and \w
z
dz along ACB= \w

2
dz along ADB.
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When, however, the 2-path encircles a branch point in one of

these paths from A to B, the functions w
1
and w

z interchange

values, and the integrals of \wdz along two such paths may
differ.

1289. For instance, in the case of the two-valued function w defined

by the equation w*= l+z, we have two branches

and there is a branch point at z= 1, and, as will be seen later, one also

at oo.

To examine this case, put z= -1 + re'
9

,
and let z travel round a small

circle of radius r with centre at z= -
1, and let us start with the branch

Fig. 395.

Then, in encircling the point
-

1, Q increases to 6 + 2-rr and e
id becomes

^ i.e. to e
iw
*jre

l9
, and hasHence w has changed from Jre

16
to

become -\/re
te

, i.e. w*.

Now, any path from to P will be reconcilable with (1) a number of

loops round -
1, (2) a straight-line path, and the integral will be

Now, (1) in case of a path such as OXP, which is reconcilable with the

straight line OP (Fig. 395), we have

1=1 w^dz u .

Jo

(2) In case of a single encirclement of the branch point
r-i r ro

(A) = I w, dz+ I wl dz + I wz dz,
Jo / ./-i

where I represeuts the value of the integration round the infinitesimal

circle
;
and this= I v re'

e
(ire

10
) dd, and vanishes when r is indefinitely

small.
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The third integral / w2 dz=-l wz dz= I w
l dz, ior w>2= -

>i ;

.-. (A) = 2 i \i\dz.
Jo

We thus arrive back at with the value w=wt ,
and with this value

must continue along the line OP.

Thus, HI= I w2 dz= o,
Jo

where u^ is the contribution of the path OP after one encirclement of A-

The whole integral is therefore

r 1

1=2 I WidtUt.
Jo

(3) If there be two circuits of the loop before reaching P, we have

I= (A) + (Ai)+ui
= I w

l dz+ I Widz+ I wt dz

+ I w2 dz+ I u'z dz+ I Wi dz+ I u\ dz,
Jo J<= J-i Jo

which is evidently= u
,
and we note that (A^ = (A).

(4) It will thus appear that if there be n circuits round the branch point,

The value of the integral I *J\ + xdx is [5(1 +.r)'J =
$.

Hence the values of the integral for the different paths are :

(1) direct path, u
;

(2) one loop+ direct path, -^-u ;

(3) two loops+ direct path, ;

(4) three loops+ direct path, MO ;

and so on, alternating in value.

Hence, if u= I *Jl + zdz, and z is thence regarded as a function of u,

say z = (f>(u), we have z = <f>(u )
=

<f>( $ u ), indicating that two values

of the argument lead to one and the same value of z.

1290. In the case of any branch point at a point z=a of a

function w=f(z&), which is such that Ltz=a\f(za)dz\ is

zero, as in the case considered in Art. 1289, the contribution

due to the circular portion of the loop is zero, being
'

o

and vanishing with r, since Ltr=Q\rf(re
ie

)\ vanishes; and the

only contribution from the loop is that due to the two banks

of the canal portion of the loop.
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If the function w be two-valued, it has been seen that in

passing round the branch point wl
and w.2 interchange values,

and the contribution of the loop is

fa f fO

I=\ w l dz-{-\ w
l dz-{-\ w.2 dz;

J J c Ja

and in the case considered, viz.

\
Jc

Z^Q, Fig. 396.

fO fa fa

whilst M>
2 <2z=| u\dz and 7 2 1 wl dz=(A).

J a J J

1291. More generally, if the function be w-valued, such as

so that w=rn
[cos(0+2X7r)+/sin(0+ 2Xx)]

n
,

where X = 0, 1, 2, ... nl, each branch ws=a srn e n
,
where a one

of the nttl roots of unity, changes into

and there is a cyclical interchange of the value of w as we

pass round successive branch points, so that w
z=awl} ws aw2 ,

and so on, and an=l. (See Art. 1259.)

So in this case, 7= I w
1 dz+ I w

z
dz

Jo Ja
fa

becomes /=(! a) I w
l
dz.

Jo

1292. To return to the case of a two-valued function, if

after a description of the -4-loop, starting from the origin

with value w=w
l}
wre pass along a second loop round another

branch point B, we start off along the second loop with the

value w>
2 ,
and return with the value wlt and for the two loops

fa f rn

dz
fa f fO

A /=] ^^2+ Wjtfe-M
Jo J c / J a

+ w
2 dz+ w.2 dz+ w^ dz

Jfl J c' J &

fa fb

= 2 1 w
l
dz 2 1 w

i
dz

Jo Jo
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and this we shall call (AB) for shortness, so that

Similarly (ABC)= (A)- (B)+ (C),

and so on.

It also appears that in a double looping of the same branch

point A, we have

In a triple looping of A,

(AAA)= (A)

These peculiarities are indicated in the notation

(A2n)=Q, (A
Zn+1

)
=

(A).

So we have

(AB)= (A)-(B), (BA)= (B)-(A), (AB)+ (BA)= U,

(ABC)=(A)-(B)+(C)=(AB)+(C)=(AB)+(C)-(A)+(A)

(A*BC)=(A)-(A)+(A)-(B)+(C)=(AB)+(C) or (A)-(BC)
or (A)+(CB).

For a double looping of any pair,

For w-encirclings of A and B we may write

(AB)
n=n(A-B).

Again, (B)= (B)

=(BC)+(DA)+(A).

1293. It appears then that to integrate round any com-

bination of these branch points, the whole can be expressed

linearly in terms of integration round any one loop, say the

-4-loop, together witli an integration round a combination of

double loops round pairs of others; and each such looping
'of two branch points is expressible as the difference of the

integrals which accrue from integrating round each of the

separate branch points of the pair. And further, that for a

two-valued function the value of the function on final arrival

at 0, and before starting on the straight part of the path
from to P, depends upon how many times the path has
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surrounded a branch point, and the final integration along the

straight path adds +w if an even number of circlings has

been effected, and u if the number be odd.

Thus, if be the origin, and there be branch points at

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, a path in which B, C, A, D, E, F, A, H
are successively looped before returning to 0, and then passing

to P, will give the integral of a two-branched function

and integration for a path for the loops round B, C, A, D, E
will give

and these may be respectively written

Now, if there be n critical points A, B, C, D, ...
,
there are

^ - sets of differences (we omit the brackets for short),

A-B, A-C, A-D, A-E,...,

B-C, B-D, B-E,...,

C-D, C-E,...,

D-E, ...,

and only n 1 of them are independent, say

A-B, B-C, C-D, D-E,...,

for any other, such as BE, may be expressed as

Hence the value of \wdz taken along any path from to P

must take one or other of the following forms :

X

or

where X, /UL, v, . . .
, A', //, /,..., are integers, positive or negative.

1294. If there be no branch point at infinity, and if w
remains finite and continuous for all other points of the z-plane,

an infinite circle, with centre at the origin, will contain all the

branch points, and can be deformed into a system of loops,
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each passing round a branch point once, as in Fig. 398
;
or in

case they lie in a straight line, as in Fig. 399
;
and the region

Fig. 398.

between this circle and the loop system being synectic, we have

I w dz, taken round the infinite circle, =(A) (B)+ (C) (-D)-f... ,

and \wdz round the infinite circle will be a definite quantity

which, in such cases as

1

or wl=
(z-aj(z-a.2)(z-a3)(2-a4)(z-a5)(z-a6)'

will vanish. For, taking the first of these, and putting
TTfc . O / Ti v \Jv> ,

-

,=0, whenfl=co;

and similarly in the second expression.

Fig. 399.

Thus in such cases there is a relation amongst these differ-

ences, viz. (4)-(5)+(C) (D)+ ...=0.

In the case of four branch points, the independent differences

will reduce from three, {(A)-(B), (B)-(C), (C)-(D)}, to two,

Ba,y(A)-(B), (B)-(C).
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And the forms possible for the value of the integration

along paths from to P will be comprised in

I=\

1295. Representation for Large Values of z ; Branch Points at

Infinity.

To represent the nature of the function for values of z at an

infinite distance from the origin, take a third variable z', such

that zz'=], and represent the travels of z on a plane of its

own. Then, for points z on the 3-plane which are at great
distance from the origin 0, the points z on the z'-plaiie are

near the new origin 0' on the 0'-plane.

. Taking the function

1

WI-T --------- -
,

^/(z-a l)(z-az)(z-a3) ...(z-an)

which is a branch of a two-valued function, let us find the

branch points.

Let be the origin on the 0-plane A I}
A

2 ,
... An , the several

points z=al}
2=a

2 ,
z = a

3 ,
...

,
and let P be the point z.

Let z=a
l -+-r1e

L9l=a 2 -}-r ze
ld*= <x

3-fr3
et93 =... .

Then w,= 1
=

Let P describe a small circle round any one of the points,

say ar Then, after the completion of this circle, r
1?

r
2 ,

r
3 ,

...

and $2 ,
9
3 ,
6
4 ,

... have resumed their original values, but 6
l
has

become
1 +27r.

Hence the function w/has become
, i.e. w. or !<;, and

e
l"

therefore there is a change of branch at Ar Similarly at

A
2 ,
A

z , Now consider the case when 2=00 .

Using the other representation we have, writing 04= , ,

a,^= 7, etc.,aa

... a' z

0,
and we have to consider the behaviour of this function for

values of z' near the origin 0' on the 0'-plane.
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Putting z=reLff

,
we have ultimately, when r is very small,

nfl'

w=rze 2
, and when z' is made to describe a small circle of

radius r about the z'-origin 0', 0' has changed by 2-rr, and the

function becomes multiplied by e
inir

,
i.e. by

(cos mr -f i sin mr) or cos mr.

Hence, if n be even, wl
remains unchanged, but if n be odd

u\ changes into w
l ,

i.e. there is a cliange from branch w
l
to

branch iu.2
.

1296. Thus, in the cases

1 1w= = and w= . ,

there are respectively two and four branch points, viz. z=a
l

and 2=&
2

in the first, and z=a
lt
z=a

z ,
z=a

s ,
z=a4

in the

second, but none at oc .

But in the cases

and w
l
=

there are branch points at av a
2 ,

a3
in the first, and at

t^, a.
z , a3 , at ,

cr
5 in the second, and in both these cases there is

also a branch point at oo .

In the latter cases the loop system, when represented on

the z'-plane, will be as discussed previously, the origin being
also a branch point. But if represented by loops on the

z-plane, we have (taking the case of three factors) a
1 ,

a
2 ,
a3 ,

oo

as branch points at A
, B, G, D respectively, the latter at infinity,

and, as in Art. 12SJ4, there are apparently three independent

pairs of differences, which we may take as (AD), (BD), (CD).

But writing w={(za1)(za 2)(za3)}~^, we have

(AD)=2\ wdz, (BD)=2\ wdz, (CD) =2 \ wdz,
Jai J at Ja3

and we shall show that (BD)=(AD)-{-(CD), which reduces the

three apparently independent pairs to two really independent

ones. For I w dz taken round any finite contour in the finite

part of the 2-plane, which does not include A, B or C and

cannot include D, vanishes
;
and such a contour is deformable

into an infinite contour, such as indicated in Fig. 400, with
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Fig. 400.

loops excluding the branch points. Therefore \wdz round this

deformed contour also vanishes. For convenience this defor-

mation may be taken as a circle of

infinite radius centred at the origin,

with four loops excluding the branch

points, the canals of A, B, C being of

infinite length and that of D finite.

The contribution to the integral

I w dz which accrues from these

loops amounts to (A)
- (B)+(C) - (D),

i.e. to (AD)-(BD)+(CD). The re-

mainder of the contour, which

consists of infinite circular arcs,

along each of which the same

branch of w is adhered to, and which

each extend from the canal of one loop to the canal of the

next, contributes nothing to the integral. For taking any of

these arcs, say from 0~a to 0=j3, where z= Rei9 and a</3<27r,

f I*we have I wdz=i I zwdO, and therefore
J Ja

f f3
f
3

mod. I wdz=mvd. \ zwdO > I mod.(zw)d&.

But mod.(zw) tends continually to a limit zero as mod. z is in-

definitely increased, and if K be its greatest value for points
fP

on the arc from 9= a to 6=(3, mod.(zw)dO is positive and
Ja

</(/? a), and therefore also tends to a zero limit. Hence

the whole integral for the deformed contour is that due to

the four loops only, viz. (AD) (BD)-\-(CD), which therefore

vanishes. It follows that the only possible values of the integral

f
50

dz
u I 7=- - are of one or other of the forms

Jz \f(zal)(za2)(z a
3)

p(AD)+q(BD)+
or p'(AD) +q'(BD)+ /(CD) +(A)- u

,

where p, q, etc., are integers, and that by virtue of the relation

(BD)=(AD)+(CD) these further reduce to

\(AD)+n(CD)+u or \'(AD)+fj,:(CD)+(A)-u ,
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where A, /UL, A', /u' are integers, and is the value of
J

wdz by
J %

any straight-line path from z to oo
, which does not pass through

A, B, or C.

1297. From these considerations it will follow that, if a

quantity z be defined as $(u}, and given by

f
z dz C

2

I I o/l fl<y GO 17
.-. - i TV uz, say ,

the possible forms of the result being limited to

u=-\(AB)+u ,
or u=\(AB)+(A)-u ,

and the same point z being attained for either of these values

of u, we must have, "when we regard z as being expressed in

terms of it, =/JL/ 7l \.

or

(f>
must therefore be a periodic function such that an addition

of (AB), i.e. (A) (B), to the argument any number of times

makes no difference, and also that, if (A) be added to any
number of sets of integrals round double loops (AB), the same

will be true if the sign of u be changed.
In the cases

f_ dz <*_dz_
I l~T^ \i \i ~~^\ anc* u~

I /; . . . . . .
=

I

J 2 J(z
-aj (z

- a.2) (z
- a

s) J J(z
-
aj (z

-a
2) (z

- a
3) (z-aj

snce u

or x'(AB)^-,ji (BC)+(A)-u

in both cases, for A, B, C are any three of the four branch

points, we have

or

and a double periodicity of z=(f>(u) is established.

1298. Period Parallelograms.

A geometrical illustration of this double periodicity may be

given.

Let 0(0) be a doubly periodic function of a single complex
variable z with independent periods co, /, viz.
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so that

where J9
and q are any integers, positive or negative.

Referred to any set of rectangular axes in the 0-plane, the

points (0, 0), (a, 0), (a+ a, $+&), (a, /3')
are the four corners

of a parallelogram (Fig. 401).

Fig. 401.

The adjacent sides of this parallelogram make angles

with the a;-axis. It is called a period parallelogram.

The four points, pa+ iqfi, (p-f l)a

will equally form the angular points of a parallelogram of the

same size and shape as before. The whole z-plane may be

regarded as mapped out into a network of such equal parallelo-

grams by giving to p and q all integral values. As z travels

over the region bounded by any one of these parallelograms,

i])(z) ranges through all the values it is capable of assuming.

If z travels into other parallelograms on the z-plane the values

of
(j)(z)

are merely repetitions of the values it attained at

corresponding points within the first parallelogram. Thus

points similarly situated with regard to any elementary

parallelogram of the network give the same value of $(%}.
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1299. If (f>(z) be Synectic throughout F, so also are its

Differential Coefficients.

We shall next show that when
(f>(z)

is synectic within and

upon the boundary of a given region bounded by a closed

finite contour F, all its differential coefficients are synectic
within that region.

We have seen that if a be a point within the region and

not within an infinitesimal distance of the boundary,

a

taken round the boundary of F, where z=a is not a zero of

0(4
Let z a-{-Sa be an adjacent point to z= a within the

contour and not infinitesimally near its boundary.

Then 0(tt+<ja)=_L [

* (z
\ dz

2TrijzaSa
taken round the boundary of F, and therefore

T
Now, by division,

]_ 1 Sa (<Ja)
3

i

z aSa za (za)2 (za)z(za6a)'
Therefore

Sa (S(t)
zIf

0()= 5
'

2-TrtJ a s az a

round tlie boundary ;
and the definition of a differential

coefficient is that it is the limit, if there be one, of

(a+*0-0(a)
(Artl239)f

when \Sa\ is made indefinitely small. Hence we may put

(f> (a+ Sa) (J> (a)
=

{ <f>' (a)+ e } 8a,

where e is something whose modulus ultimately vanishes with

1*4.
We may therefore write

z-az-a-a dz

(0)
_ If

*W d,^ -.+ *![,- -4<fl^- ...(I)- 2 2
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and therefore the moduli of the two sides of this equation are

equal. And since the modulus of the sum of two complex

quantities is less than the sum of their moduli, and the

modulus of the product is the product of the moduli, we have

mod. [right-hand side] < mod. e-\
--

n
'

mod.
| 7
-.of --

-j-^ dz.
2-7T J(z af(z a da)

Let K be the greatest of the moduli of the values of the

integrand as we travel round the boundary, which is a finite

quantity since
(j>(z)

is finite and z a, z a Set are not

infinitesimally small. Then the modulus of the integral in this

expression is less than K X Perimeter of Contour, which is a

finite quantity, the perimeter being supposed of finite length ;

.'. mod. ()- - ,-
2
dz

Lr '2-7rij(z a)
2 J

< mod. e+7r~ . mod. So. X Perimeter of Contour.
ZTT

Hence diminishing mod. Sa indefinitely,

mod.[V(a)~ [jfc&Ldfl-O.
27rij(z ay J

Therefore d>'(a)
=^- [,-^Ho dz,

2-Trt J(2 a)
2

the integration being in all cases taken round the boundary
of the contour.

In the same way we may prove

2! f <b(z)
<t> (a)= -7 / \8 dz, etc.

'2-TTl J(Z df
/

(

For if z=a-}-8a be a point within the contour and not

within an infinitesimal distance of the boundary, we have

=^ ,

^-
27rij(za

,

and
I

f j ,
. T

=n I0W
27TiJ

r 'L
n 2Sa 27TiJ

r 'L(za$a)z
(z

~]dz~

where mod. vanishes with mod. Sa,

__2[f
2-rtJi(z-a)

s

2F
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It appears therefore

(1) that *-i
j} approaches to and ultimately differs

by less than any conceivable quantity from ^
^

I
^

dz,

when mod. Sa is made to diminish indefinitely without refer-

ence to the way in which the indefinite approach of the point

a-\-Sa to the point a is conducted. Hence 0'(a) is a function

of a which possesses a differential coefficient ;

(2) since 0(a) and 0(a+&x) are by supposition single-valued,

the expression ^ is also single-valued, and also

its limit
;
so 0'(a) is single-valued ;

(3) (b'(d) is finite; for its equivalent ~ I.
^

\9 dz is such
2-jri J(z of

that the integrand is finite for all points upon the contour,

since the point a is not at an infinitesimal distance from the

boundary, and the boundary itself is of finite length by
supposition ;

(4) for any positive infinitesimal change in \Sa\ there is a

change (
gj

of the same order as \Sa\ in
| <'() |.

Hence
(j>'(a)

is con-

tinuous.

Hence 0'(a) has a differential coefficient at the point a, is

single-valued, is finite and is continuous. It is therefore

synectic at any point a within the specified region for which

<p(a) is synectic.

Also

the integration proceeding, as before, round the boundary.
And the argument may now be repeated with this result to

establish the successive equations,

all of which functions are synectic in the region for which

<f>(a) is synectic.
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1300. Taylor's and Maclaurin's Theorem.

We may now proceed to establish Taylor's Theorem for the

expansion of f(a-\-h}. Let f(z) be any function of z which is

synectic within and upon a given
circle C with centre at 2= a and

radius p, and suppose z= a not

to be a zero of f(z). Let a-\- h be

another point within this contour

and not within an infinitesimal

distance of the boundary.
Then

dz,
-..Js-tt-A

1"

the integration being conducted round the boundary.

Now, by division,

h

zah za (za)'
2 (zaj

hn
~t

(z
i

(za)n+1 zah'

(za)n+l '

(z a)
n+1 J_ld AJ

dz

= i

ffM27rtLJ0 a (z a)
2

f(z}dz

where Rn=-^ I

2-TTt J

and putting z

a)^1(zah)
Q
i9

,
we have

n
%TT p

njza

dz taken round the circle
;

h

Let the greatest value of be K, which is finitezah
since \f(z) \

is finite at all points within the circle, and the point

z=-a-\-h is not within an infinitesimal distance of the boundary.
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Then
27T

h**1 C'2i

^.e. h .K,

and
|

h
\
< p, so this may be made less than any assignable

quantity, however small, by increasing n indefinitely.

Hence the convergency within the circle of radius p is

established, and the usual form of Taylor's theorem still

holds for a complex, viz.

f(a+h)=f(a)+hf(a)+
J

f'(a)+... to oo

for all points within a circle of centre a and radius >
|

provided f(z) is synectic for all points within this region.

If the origin be at the point z=a, i.e. a=0, we have the

same result as for Maclaurin's theorem for a real variable, viz.

with the same limitations as before.

1301. Definite Integrals obtained by Contour Integration.

Cauchy's Theorem of Art. 1275 is of great use in establish-

ing in a rigorous manner many results in definite integrals
and in furnishing new results. In such investigations the

form of w as a function of z is at our choice, and the particular
contour of integration is also at our choice.

Consider the integration of I
- round any closed contour, a being

supposed real.

It follows from Arts. 1275 and 1286,

that the result of this integration is

(1) 2irt, (2) TTI or (3) 0,

according as

(1) the contour encloses the point

(2) the contour passes through z=a
with continuous curvature at

the point ;

(3) the contour is such that z a lies

outside it.

Take as contour a circle of radius R (drawn as > a in the figure) and

centred at the origin.

Fig. 403.
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Put z= Reie
;
then dz= iRet

'

.. 27ri, TTi or 0, as R > a, a or < a
;

to RelV - a

/2-r Reie
(Re-

i9
-a)whence / -^ -^^-7r

-! ~d8 ';Lir, TT or in the three cases ;*-s ?

/"

J

o

2ir R a COS B ^ ,
27T

and

in any of the cases, results which may be readily verified by direct

integration.

gifa
1302. Consider the integration of w= ,

where k is real and positive,
z

round a contour bounded by (1) an infinite semicircle BCD, centre at the

origin of the x-y axes, radius R (
=

00), (2) a small semicircle EFA, centre

at the origin and radius r, concave in the same direction as the former, and

(3) the two intercepted portions of the x-axis, viz. DE and AB.

w has a pole at the origin. The small semicircle excludes this pole.

Examine the behaviour of the function when z is infinite.

g.Wtoi
-kR sin 9

(cog (kR cos 0\ + t sin flR cog #)J
Letz= 7?e

t9
. Then w=-,- =-:---^----,

Re 16
. Re19

and therefore vanishes in the limit when R is increased indefinitely,

so long as sin Q is not negative; that is from = to = ir inclusive.

There is no pole in the region described, and w is synectic throughout

the region. The total integral / wdz taken round this perimeter therefore

vanishes. To estimate this we consider

the integrations :

(1) from r to R (
= QO ) along the .r-axis

;

(2) from = to #= TT round the great
semicircle BCD ;

(3) from - R to - r along the #-axis
;

(4) from = 7r to = round the small

semicircle EFA.

(1) Along AB,y= and dz= dx, and the corresponding contribution

raogikx
to the whole integral is I dx.

Jr x

(2) Along BCD, R = constant, z= Rel9
,

= idd, and the contribution

to the whole is

dz= f

W

e
ikKet9

i40- /* ie~kR 8iu '
{cos (kR cos 0)+ 1 sin (kR cos 6)} dO,

Z JQ JO

which ultimately vanishes when R increases indefinitely. Therefore

there is no contribution from this part of the integration.
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/
e
i*z f-r

e
<.kx

dz= I dx, and as x is negative we write -x
ior *,

/
e
~

1**
,

dx,
Jr x

which is the contribution for this portion DE of the integration.

C

(4) Round the small semicircle the contribution is / e
l^rel

i dd, and r

/IT Jir

being infinitesimally small this becomes I idQ= m.

Hence, summing up,

/--Cgtfcr foogikx
dx +0- dx-Trt = 0,

Jr X Jr x

i.e. in the limit when r is indefinitely diminished,

fV**
--'** rsin>h;, TT

dx= ur or / #=-,
Jo a; Jo x 2

k being supposed positive, which is in accord with the result of Art. 993.

[ e
lk*

1303. Consider I ^~dz, where k is a real positive quantity and a is a

complex, viz. a+ i/3, in which /3 is positive.

We take as contour the x-axis, an infinite semicircle whose centre is

at the origin and radius R (
=

00), and an

infinitesimal circle of radius r, and centre

at the real point (a, /3\ which, since /? is

positive, lies within the great semicircle.

There is a pole at z = a, which is excluded

by the small circle. Examine the behaviour
O A

elfa
Fig. 405. of w=--,when z is infinite. Put z Rel6

.

a

TV^ sin 0)}Then w= ! and therefore, as in
7?e

l(* - a

the last case, ultimately vanishes when R is indefinitely increased,

provided 6 lies between and TT inclusive.

There is no pole in the region between the two circles, and w is synectic

throughout it
; and lwdz= when taken round the boundaries in opposite

directions.

(1) Along the z-axis z=x, and we have as the part contributed by
integrating from C to A, i e. - oo to oo

,

.,

-
a) cos kx - ff sin kx} , f" (x

-
a) sin kx+ ft cos kx ^

2 +
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(2) Bound the infinite semicircle, we have a contribution

r e
*Reie

M\ de= r
e
~ kRsine{*(kR g>+* st" (*/* c s g ^* 4^

Jo Rel9 -a Jo lie* -a

which, by virtue of the ultimately zero factor e~*R * n9
,
adds nothing,

R being absolutely infinite and sin positive.

(3) Round the infinitesimal circle DEF, put z= a+ re
i9

.

The integration round the perimeter must give 27Tie
t* <-a+t

^, according

to the general result of Art. 1286, i.e. = 2ir (t cos Tea,
- sin ka)e~

kP
; whence,

as / f(z)dz round the outer boundary ABCOA is equal to that round

DEF in the same sense, we have by equating real and imaginary parts,

(x- ay-

which may be written

1304. In the case where /3=Q, the centre of the small circle lies on the

x-axis and a semicircular arc DEF, of radius r and centre at a, 0,

replaces the complete small circle before g
considered.

To consider the effect of this, we integrate :

(1) from G to D, (2) round DEF,
(3) from F to A, (4) round ABC.

For (1 ) and (3), we have

a
a r / \ pilcx

~

+
J )^<fo,

FiS- 406 '

i.e. when r is infinitesinmlly small, viz. the Principal Value of

'
" CbX*

O Da F A

For (2), putting z= a + re'",
=

i.dB, and the contribution is

f
/7T

r being infinitesimal.

For (4) we have, as before, a contribution nil.
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Hence ultimate]}
7
,
r being indefinitely small,

/
cos Tex+ 1 sin Tex , , i \ ndx TT (t cos ka sin Ka) = 0,

-QO x a

f
00

cos kx ,
i.e. dx= - TT sin ka,

Jao X a
Principal Values being taken in

sin kx , each case.
dx= TT cos a,

1305. Consider the integration I -
dz, a and b being real and

positive, taken round a contour consisting of

y (1) the positive portion of the X-axis ;

(2) an infinite quadrantal arc, centre at the origin

and radius R (
= 00);

(3) the positive portion of the y-axis ;

As in the last two cases, the function vanishes

in the limit when [2]
=

00, and it will be clear that

- there is no pole in the region round which it is

A
proposed to integrate.

We have then

rRfiax_ fibx / ftaRe
16 _ fibRe

t9 rO f ay_ p-bv
-dx + -id8+L -dy=0.

Jo x Jo 1 JR y

f
R

(cos ax - cos bx) + t (sin ax sin bx) ,

The first integral = dx.
Jo x

The second integral
=

[e
-aRBhie

eiaRcQ
* -e-bRaiueetbRcose]<.dO, which

o

vanishes when R= <x> by virtue of the exponential factors e~aRsln6

g-HZsin^ for s i n ^ j g positive.

The third integral
= log- by Frullani's Theorem, or by the summa-

tion definition of an integration as in Ex. 1, Art. 16.

Hence we obtain in the limit, when R=<x>,

T
00

cos ax - cos bx , . b [
M

sin ax - sin bx ,- rf = log-, /
dx= 0,

Jo x h a' Jo x

results previously established.

r.jO-1
1306. Consider the integral I .

-
dz, where a is real and < 1 and >0,

where by z
a~l we understand tliat particular one of its values whose amplitude

is (a
-
1) times that of z.

There are two poles, z= and z - 1. There are also branch points at

the origin and at oo .

Take as contour an infinitely large semicircle, radiusTZ
(
= oo ) and centre

at 0, the origin ;
an infinitesimally small semicircle of radius p and centre
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;
an infinitesimally small semicircle with centre at 2= - 1 and radius p,

the concavities of the circles all being in the same direction
;
and the

remaining portions of the boundary being the intercepted portions of the

w-axis
; the whole making the figure ABCDEFGHIJA (Fig. 408), within

which, with the meaning indicated for za~\ the function is synectic.

The poles are then excluded from the contour, and the integration is to

be conducted along the six parts AB, BCD, DE, EFG, GH, HIJA
indicated in the figure.

r-l-p xa-l

(1) Along AB the integral is / dx, or changing a; to -x,
J R i -rX

xa
~ lrn-p/ i\a i^-Jt p

-dx or -etaM
JR L-* h+pl-x

dz

dx.

(2) Along the semicircle BCD, put 2= -l+pe ; .'. ..
2+1

The contribution is then / (- l + pe
id

)
a~ l

i d&, or since p is infini-

tesimally small,

'
J-n

(3) Along the straight line DE the portion of the integral is

rp xa-\

i-l+pl+X dx, or changing a; to -
x,

rp /_j\a l^a 1 rp xa~^-
I

' dx or e
tair

I dx.

Jl-p l-X Jl-pl -X

(4) Along the semicircle EFG we have, putting z= pe
l9

,

which vanishes, p being an infinitesimal and 1 >a>0.

(5) The contribution from GH is I dx.
Jp I -\-x

(6) For the semicircle HIJA we have, putting z = Re.

Jo W+ L

which vanishes, since R is infinite and 1 > a >0.
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Let /! and 72 be the Principal Values of / -= dx and / dx, i.e.
JO l+X Jo l-X

r 00
g&~^- [~

/! p rx i ^a~l

Ltp=oJ ^r^dx and ^=0! / +1 I

'|
i
dx respectively ;

we then have, summing up the six portions,

xa
~ 1

rL-X
p 3?-* / r-l

+ eia
'r

/,
.- dx+0+ ] i

-
Jl-pl-x JP l+x

(> jM-l /-l-p ra-l-dx=- f
-

rfa;,
l-p 1 - # Jp \-x

/ ^l rp ~jttl f flp /< \ ^1- f dx+ ?dx=-( + )f
- dx,

A+pl-o; A-pl-a: VJp Jl+f/l.-X

and

so that

and in the limit, when p is indefinitely diminished, becomes = -/2 ;

/. -etair
/a + i7re'

air + /!= (),

J - e - -(COSOTT-H sina7r)/2+ 7r(i cos air - sin OTT) + Ii= ;

whence
/,
- cos a7r/2= ir sin OTT,

therefore II
= TT cosec air and /2

= TT cot an-.

These are the results of Articles 871 and 1103.

/giazr^ ^dzfor real and positive values of a and b.

There are poles at z= ib
; and when J2|

= oo the integrand vanishes.

B

Integrate round an infinite semicircle with centre at the origin and
radius /?(

=
oo), and round a circle of infinitesimal radius p with centre at

the pole ib.

Then the integral taken round the outer boundary= the integral taken

in the same sense round the inner boundary, and the latter is

irl -T--r =r~a
- (Art. 1286.)10 + 10

Over the outer boundary we have

r
eia

. 5H
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Writing x for x in the first integral, it becomes

/-oo
g

tax

,
i.e. I TO-; *dx,'

"

and the first two integrals combine to give / , 2 ^ dx.

rne aR sin 9
g
iaR cos 8

The third integral is / 5
- tReie

dQ, and vanishes by
./o b2+ Ji'

2 e
2

virtue of the factor e *Km* 9 when R is infinite, sin being positive.

Thus, summing up, we have

C
x co$ax, _TT _at

the result of Art. 1048.

1308. Consider the integration ofw= j^ ^ for real and positive values of
aandb.

The poles are at z=ib; and when
|z|
= oo the integrand vanishes.

Take the same contour as in the last example.
The integral round the small circle, whose centre is ib,

Over the outer boundary we have

, ,o ax

r,dx+T

Writing x for in the first integral, it becomes

_

"J
xe
~MX

which combines with the second integral to give / ^-n dx.
Jo 62 +.r2

The thii-d integral, as in the last case, contains the factor e
~aRslne

in

the integrand, and therefore vanishes when R is oo
,
sin 6 being positive.

Hence, as the integral round the outer boundary is equal to that

round the inner in the same sense,

e
1309. Consider the integration of w= ^ ^ fcr rea^ and positive values

J* 7 I ^ W" 1*1
o/ a na o.

There are poles at 2= and z=i&; and when
|2|
= oo the integrand

vanishes.

Take the same contour as in the last two cases, with the additior of a

small semicircle of radius p, with centre at the origin, to exclude the pole

at 2= 0.

Integrate, as before, round the boundary CDEFA BC, and equate to

the integral round the small circle encircling z= ib in the same sense.
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Thus

eiaxdx *
e
MRei ilte

9dd

_

Then writing -x for x in the first integral, it combines with the third

/"" 2i sin ax
to give TTT> 77-

Jo x(b*+ x*)

Since p is infinitesimal the second integral = I j-.,dQ= -TO-
JIT 6J 6J

The fourth integral vanishes for the same reason as in the last two cases.

r sin ax , IT /, _ fl
i,\

Hence / /10 . n.ax=^(l-e
ao

).

C eiaz

1310. Consider I j^ ^ dz, a and b being real and positive.

The poles are given by

= n-l / 9*4- 1

n (^-ZbzeOB. -
=0 >

.

7risin
2%

\ .

TT
)
= be

/

and lie upon a circle of radius 6 at equal angular intervals -, the #-axis

being an axis of symmetry with regard to the poles and not passing

through any of them. Also if
|s|
= oo the integrand ultimately vanishes.

We take the same contour as before, viz. an infinite semicircle of radius

R (
=

00) and centre at the z-origin 0, the .r-axis and infinitesimal circles

of radius p drawn round each pole as centre.

1 =-! 1 1

^"gf
1

,

1 L_
' 2s+l \2n-l /=0 2M (, -1-5^-" (

, -i
' / \z-be '
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the poles of the second group lying outside the contour of integration,

and therefore contributing nothing. The pole z= be 2w contributes

2+l
i if

giabe
2n

2l7T _ , , . 2n-l-

Hence the poles within the contour contribute in the aggregate

'

2n
*

ITT < -i^ n
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r
J

contour is equal to the sum of the integrals round the small circles which

contain the poles which lie within the great semicircle,

.

n-l -a6

which is the result established in Art. 1067,

It will be noted that in the summation above in equation (1), that the

imaginary portion vanishes, the poles being symmetrically situated about

the y-axis.

The arrangement of the poles iii the cases =
1,

=
2, n = 3, n= 4, n 5,

is shown in Fig. 411.

sinhas , . . ,

1311. Consider W=-TT ,
a real, positive and <ir.

Since the limit of this expression when |z|
= is -, there will be no pole

at the origin ;
and when |2|

= oo the integrand ultimately becomes zero,

since a< TT.

/ 22 \ / 22 \
Since sinh7T2= 7rz( l + rgHl+^j..., there are poles at z= i, z= 2i,

2= 3t, ... ,
which are all situated on the #-axis in the 2-plane.

Take for the contour round which the integration Iwdz is to be

conducted :

(1) the complete .r-axis ;

(2) the ordinates x= R, where R is infinitely great ;

(3) the portions CD ;
FG of the line y = \ shown in Fig. 412 ;

(4) the semicircular arc, convex to the origin, centre at 2= 1 and of

infinitesimal radius p, viz. DBF AS shown.

Then all poles are excluded from the region thus bounded, and the

function is synectic in this region.

The contribution to the integral for the .r-axis is I -7=- dx for
-a, . , J-m sinn TTX

z=x and dz= dx ; or, what is the same thing. 2 / r :
--dx."

J sinhTT^

y

G F D
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I 1
<*-g*w|f

Hence the integration along BC reduces to I wR
i dy, i.e.

n

Jo

which vanishes by virtue of the zero factor e^
a~^R in the integrand, since

TT is negative and R is infinite. Similarly for the portion GA.

For the portions CD and FG we have respectively

fp sinh a(i + x) , , C~ a>

sinha(i + #) ,

5 7 r dx and = ; rax.
Jx sinh7r(t + x) J- p snih7r(t+.^)

Considering the first of these integrals,

sinh a(i + x)= t sin a cosh ax+ cos a sinh ax,

sinh 7r(t-|-.2;)= sinh TTX ;

r t sin a cosh ax+ cos a sinh cu? T
.'. the integral becomes I r ; rtj; ;

Jp sinh TT.r

and writing x for # in the second integral, it becomes

sinha(t x) , I i sin a cosh ax cos a sinh ax ,

7 (-a^= -
/ r-j dx.

(i x) JP snunrx
-T-^T

-,

-
smh7r(t X)

i sinh ax
and CD. FG together yield 2 cos a I -^-r- dx.

JP sinhTr.v

To consider the contribution of the infinitesimal semicircle DEF, put
z = i4-/3e

tfl

,
and integrate from = to Q TT.

Thus sinh az = sinh a(t + pe
iS

)
= i sin a, p being infinitesimal,

sinh 7T2= sinh TT (t + pe
i9

)
=

Trpe
l9 cosh TTI = -

7rpe
td

.

The yield from this part is therefore

-"i sin a sin a
/=--

TT Jo irpe
iy

Hence, as the total integral found the contour vanishes,

o f sinh ax , f sinh ax , . . .

2| -^-r- rt^+ + 2cosa| -^r- cfa;+ (-8ina) =
Jo sinhTT^; Jp smhTr^

and p being ultimately zero,

rsinh
ax , 1

, a , r sinh a^; 7 a^r ofa; = -tan-, and I -r-r- dx= tan~.
sinh irx J-& sinh TT^ 2

1312. jVow ia^re w= r ,
ft being real, positive and <ir.

(4
22 \ / 4^2 \

l +
-g2-j( 1+-T2-

J,
...

,
the poles of w are at

5i

If we take a contour consisting of the #-axis and a parallel, y= ,
with

JU '

bounding ordinates x= B at infinity, and a small semicircle, convex to

the origin and radius p, described about z=
; the region thus defined
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excludes the poles, and w is a syneciic within it, so that / wdz= when

the integration is conducted along the contour of this region.

The points B, G, shown in the figure, are supposed at co
,
and A, G

at -oo, and DEF is the infinitesimal semicircle about 2=0 (Fig- 413).

f cosh ax . , . _ f" cosh .

The .r-axis contributes I r- dx. that is, 21 ,

J - oo COSH 7T# Jo COSI1 TTX

y

.

ax.

x' A o

Fig. 413.

The ordinates at infinity contribute

cosh a(R+ iy) ,

'idy and*
f*

I

Jo

coshaf R+iy)-- J ,

idy;^

and, as in the former case,

cosh aR, sinh aR, cosli7r.R, sinh TTR

may be replaced by $e
ali

, be
ali

, \e?
R

, \e"
R

i respectively,

since R is infinitely large ;
and we may write

cosh a(R+ iy)=$e
aR

etay
,

cosh TT (R+ iy]
=
\t?

R
eiiry

,

cosha( R + ty)
=

^e
aK e~ iay and cosli7r(

and the two integrals become

/*_ r
4 -

/ e^
a~ n'R e

l^l
~v'y

tdy and
/

e^
a~ n'

Jo Jo

which both vanish when R is infinite by virtue of the ultimately zero

factor e(a
~n)R in the integrands, a being <TT. Hence the yield from the

two ordinates is nil.

The parts CD and FG respectively contribute

p

J a

cosh af x+
J

dx and

I

cosh a

and

cosh TT

cosh a I x+
-jj- J

= cosh ax cos - + i sinh a.vsin ^>

(x+ -jr)= isiuliTr^,
\ ^/

COSh TT I

and the first integral becomes -
cosh ax cos

^ + 1 sinh a# sin -

i sinh TT.f
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and similarly writing -x for x in the second integral, it becomes
/*> /

1
\ /> a a

cosha(-~ &} I cosh ax cos t sinh ax sin ^

L / 1 \ t sinh TT.
COsb TTl n X I

^ P

Jp \2 /

Hence, in the aggregate, these two terms yield
- 2 sin - / -v-r dx.

To find what accrues from the semicircle DEF, we put z= ~+/ae
c9

,
and

integrate with regard to Q from = to Q= IT.

(I

\ Qt

;, + pe
t9

)
= cos - to the first term, p being infinitesi-

z '

) A

. , , /I ,a\ .0

mal, and cosh TT(
^ + pe )

=
7r/)ie ,

/
cos

'cosh 02 . . . ,
2 i9 j/i

a
-aground the semicircle = I toe" dv= cos ?, >

8 / ^^,"' ' ^

and the total integral round the contour= 0, since w is synectic

throughout the region bounded ;
hence

. a f sinh ax , a
r- - s -^r -^

Jo cosh irx 2 J smh TT^ 2

a s

s /
-

2 Jp s

and p being ultimately zero,

cosh a^;, a.
. , . a 1 , a- -tan-=sec ;r - - --

o cosh7ra; 2 222 2

cosh aa' , a- = sec-=.
2

, , , , p cosh rtj; , 1 a , fand thererore = a.r = -sec^. and
Jo coshTT^- 2 2 J-

e
iaz

1313. Consider w= =
,
where a is a complex constant =a+ ij3, in

COSh 7TZ

which (3 is not negative.

The poles are, as before, z= 5 , -5 , -n etc
->
and in addition, since

fi '' Z > JB

the function becomes infinite if /3x + ay= -oo. Hence we must take a

contour which excludes all such points.

->
EfD

Fig. 414.

The region bounded by the positive direction of the #-axis, an ordinate

x R where .R=oo, the straight line y= %, the quadrant of a circle of

E.I.C. ii. 2a
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centre z= ~ and infinitesimal radius p, viz. CDE and the portion EO of
JLJ

the ?/-axis, contains no pole and the function w is synectic throughout it

(Fig. 414).

The .r-axis contributes I

'

; d.v.

Jo cosn TTX

The ordinate AB at infinity contributes nothing, for the integrand

contains the factor e &, which vanishes wlien .r=oo .

The path y= | from x=R to x= p contributes

a / (3\
- I O.X Tf I

dx, for cosh
7r(-+.rj

= isinhir.i7.

For the infinitesimal quadrantal arc with centre -, put z=- + ne
t9 and

A

integrate from = to 0= --
.

it

Jo

This yields

Jo

i.e.
/D being infinitesimal,

[
_ dd= -ie~l(a+t^.

Jo ""

The portion EO of the ?/-axis contributes

TO e ille i^V i^apo-Xfi.^X
C, j l^roc- i

idy=i] dx.
Jk-p cosli nry Jo cosirx

Hence, as the total integral Iwdz vanishes,

r _; _ ter / 0\ ,

. / /3\n
/. T/ % e 2e p-l cos cur ^ +ism a^ ;-re pa:

(co3our + tsmour) , _ L \ 2/ \ 2/J
Jo coshTT^c Jo isinhira?

^i* T[~|-^i)-^"'
(rr

Hence, equating to zero the real and imaginary parts and proceeding to

the limit when p 0,

* sm cur - ~ .i . r,

f -BX cosa.a7 ,
- _ Bx \ 2/j [* -ax sin Px j * -% @

\
e ex r- dx-e, ^

e px AT--dv- e
ax-^ dx= ^e cos,

Jo cosh7r.r Jo sinafX Jo COSTTX 2

C os(a.x-@]
(^ -BX sin ax ,

,

-S _s^
C b

\
?

2/j /"* -ax cos^j 1 -*
. fi

e px - rf^;+ e
-

e p* r^- dx - I e
a dx=--e sin .

Jo cosliTT*- Jo smh TTX Jo COSTT^ 2 2
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If we put (3
= in the first, we have

r cos ax , 2 f
00

sin ax
dx-e *| -T-^T <

Jo coshTrj; Jo sinhTT.r

and changing the sign of a,

f
00

cos ax ,
,

I"

00
sin ax ,

i
dx+ e I -T-V d.%

Jo cosh THC Jo smh TTX

and solving these equations,

f
00

cos a.r , 1 , a f
00

sin ax , 1 .a
r dx= ^ sech ^ , / -^-j dx= - tanh -

.

Jo cosh i^v 2 2 Jo smh irx 2 2

1314. Consider 10=
3

:

^,
where l>p>0, a real and

TT > a > 0.

There are poles at 2= ae 'a=acosatasin a. Take as contour an

infinite semicircle, radius R (
=

00) and centre at the origin ; the

#-axis
;
and a small circle, radius p and centre at z= aeta

,
i.e. (a cos a, a sin a)

(Fig. 405).

The contribution from integrating along the .r-axis is

T& f r" r** \ x^

o x2 %a.v cos a+ a2
\J-= Jo / x2 - 2a.r cos a + a2

and putting -or for # in the first integral,

f -s s^J 2a^'

7 i

a^r +
Jo ^ + 2a.r cos

Round the infinite semicircle we have

f_RPe

Jo JffiV
l9 -2a/?el

which vanishes, since p < 1.

For the infinitesimal circle put z= ae1* + pe
t8

. The result is, by Art. 1 286

and p being infinitesimal, this becomes

Va
7T _! u

27Ti-=- ap i
etpa

'

;

a(e'
a -e ta

) sin a

and since the integral round 'the outer contour is equal to that round

the inner in the same sense,

r
xv r00

x2 2a# cos a+ a2
Jo

!+ 2ax cos a+ a2 sin a

and equating real and imaginary parts,

r x^dx r x*dx TV

I -5 s ;
o+ cospir } ~

; 2
= ^ a cosPa >

Jo cc
2 2ao7 cos a + aj

Jo a;
2+ 2a cos a+ a^ sin a

r/>2>
/7/y .

**/ U-*C/ 7T

, a
- - = . a v

x* + 2ax cos a -f a sin a
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r
Jo x1+ 2ax cos a+ a2 sin a

J x2 2ax cos a+ a2 sin a

the latter of which follows also from the former by writing IT -a for a.

ai.az

1315. Consider 10=
,
where a and b are real. (0<6<7r.)

cosh z- cos 6'

The poles are given by cosh z cos 6, that is

e
a -2cos6e*+ l=0, e

z=cos6isin b, z= t.(2nirb),

where n is any integer.

These poles are all situated upon the y-axis at distances from the origin

6, 2;r b, etc.

Take as contour the entire -axis, the ordinates x= R'(R= <x>), the

straight line y= ir, and an infinitesimal circle, radius p and centre z ib.

Then the function w is synectic in the region thus bounded, the only pole

(z
=

ib) which lies within the outer boundary being excluded by the inner.

(1) From the x axis DA, I =- rdx.
./-a, cosh x - cos b

O

Fig. 415.

The contributions from the various parts are :

is DA, I

(2) From the ordinate AB,

I** eia(R+iy) /-IT e~ay(cosaR+ is

K , _ A_ trfy
= 2t /

v

_
ft

^+ e
l^

i ^o e -{-&

Jo
-

g
~ cos6

where jR=oo; therefore AB contributes nothing. Similarly CD gives

no contribution.

(3) From BC, viz. y = ?r, we have

Z=X+ ITT, dz=dx, cosh z= -cosh a; and e
iaz=e~ ira

.e
iax

.

Hence BC renders

/"" e-vaeinx _wa r e
iax

I T^ idx= e
a

l i 5 dx.
Ja cosh x - cos b J-a cosh x+ cos b
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(4) The integration round the small circle gives

. i T~ ., i TJ
sinh 10 sin 6

and the integration round the outer contour is equal to that round the

small circle in the same sense. Hence

rw fiaxdr f"
I

e ax
^_na

I

.' w cosh x cos 6 J c cosh x+ cos b sin b

sn ax
f

cos o

r f cos ax , if sin a:
Let /.* I r TUX, l<i \ T

J ao COSH X COS 6 ' aoCOSh# i

/"OO

i^ = j

c s ^ /2
'=

/ ;"'"
"*

. dx.

Then

and therefore /i + 6-^/1
'= -je- aft and /. + -"*/.'= ().

sin 6

Also, if we write ir 6 for 6, the accented and unaccented letters are

interchanged. Hence

7,' +e-L =^, e-( W and A'+e-^/^O ;

sin o

and solving these four equations,

cos ax 2?r sinha(7r b)
(1)

-
T t

_oo cosh x cos b sin 6

cosao; , _-2ir sinhafe . .

' '

and
I.^
= I

2

' =
0, as is indeed obvious beforehand, since, in integrating from

oo to oo elements of the integrands for which x only differs in sign cancel

each other.

Obviously other results may be deduced from these by various selections

of a and b, combined with addition or subtraction of the results.

For instance, in the formulae for I
I
and //, the integrands are not

affected if the sign of x be changed, "so that

cos ax . _ TT sinha(7r 6)

cosh x cos b ~sino sinhajr '"

cos ax , 7T sinh ab
(4)

o cosh #+ cos 6
'

sin b sinha.Tr'

7T

2Changing b to - - b in (3) and (4),

r<a sinha( s--f w ,

/ cos ax , 7T \2 / /e\

/ r ^fdx= = M -, (0)

JQ cosh x - sin o cos b sinh air

roo sinha(--6)
f cosax

dx^
TT V2 /

(6)
.'o cosh x+ sin b cos 6 sinh a?r
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Putting a = 1 in (3) and (4),

/"* cosx TT sinh

J cosh x cos 6 sin 6 sinh TT
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The fourth vanishes, since it is ultimately

- LtR=x l^ e(-D +y>i dy and a < 1.

Jo

rr-u cr^u i.
r- 00

(cos^TT + t sina7r)e
aa!

jThe fifth integral =/ -

^
* -Ax.

The sixth integral ultimately vanishes when R increases without limit.

y

o
Fig. 416.

Thus
/ e

x

s, Prin. Val. of /
- dx+ (cos a-rr+ i sincwr)

;-l-e*

Hence
-asl+e*

and the Principal Value of

= ir cosec 7r

= 7T COt 7T.

-* l-e

This result is, however, only a transformation of that of Art. 1306.

1317. Effect of Pole-Clusters within a Contour.

If several poles, say ?i, be clustered together at one point of

the 2-plane, the point is said to be a pole of multiplicity n, or

to possess polarity of the nttl order at the point z=a.

It is useful to note that in applying the theorem

to the case in which

;=
~ty n\n ( n \n>

\ W<^ \Z> tt-1

where n is a positive integer, we have <^(z) 1, and all its

differential coefficients with regard to z are zero.

f 7

Hence I
- -

r^
round the multiple pole z=a is zero for all

J \-
U/

j

positive integral values of n except n=l, and when n 1 we
have

f dz _
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It follows that if w be of the form

(z uY(s b)v(z c)
r
...

where <p(z) does not 'contain any of the factors z a, z b,

z c,..., but is rational and algebraic, there is polarity of

order p, q, r, etc., at the respective points za, z=b, z=c, etc.,

and in putting w into partial fractions to prepare for integra-

tion round closed infinitesimal contours surrounding these poles

it will only be necessary to retain those partial fractions in

which z a, z b, etc., occur to the first power.
And supposing that the result of putting into partial

fractions is

A.'

then, in integrating round any closed contour which encloses

all these critical points and no others,

\wdz=2iri(A++C+...).

1318. Moreover, when the numerator of w, supposed rational

and algebraic, is of degree in z at least two lower than the

degree of the denominator, J.-j- JB+(7+... = (Art. 149), and

therefore in such cases ivdz0, however many critical points

may be enclosed within the contour, and whatever the degree
of their polarity, provided the contour of integration contains

all the poles.

It is worth notice that if

aj, a
2 ,

<x
3 ,

... be the zeros, of multiplicity p, q, r, etc.,

and a/, a
2',

a
3', ... be the poles, of multiplicity p/, <?/, r/, etc.,

of a function f(z), so that

, ,

we have
f(z)
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whence, if
(j>(z)

be any other function of z which has none of

the factors z a/, za.2', etc., then

the integral being taken round a contour which contains all

the poles without passing through any of them
;

or if 0(0) be unity,
|

1319. If, for instance,

i _,
.

.__ _
/(z) z

ftj
z a

2
z a

3

and if we integrate round any contour which contains some

or all of the roots,

for all the roots within the contour

=p+q+...
= the number of roots within the contour,

counting each root as many times over as it occurs in f(z).

1320. Again, if in integrating round the perimeter of a closed

curve which possesses no singularities and lies entirely in a

region of the z-plane' in which w is a synectic function, then if

w be constant along the boundary of this curve it is constant

for all points lying in the region thus bounded
;
for if z= be

any point of this bounded region, then if /() be the value

of w at the point ,
then

where z is a point on the boundary; and if /(z)
= const.= -

say, at all points of the boundary,

for is a pole of the function
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Hence, for all points which lie within the boundary, the

function w=f() has the same value as when lies on the

boundary.

1321. Further, if we are given the value of wat all points of

the contour of a region within which w is to be assumed synectic,

the equation

may be used to find the value of /( )
at all points within the

contour For if f(z) takes the form ^(z) at the boundary, the

value of /() for a point within the boundary is

1

1322. Ex. Supposing that at all points of the circular contour r=l a

certain function known to be synectic within the circle takes the value

cos 30 - a2 cos 0+i(sin 3#- a- sin 8), what is the function ?

Putting this into the form e
3t*-aV8

,
and writing z= e

i9
,
dz= ie

l9
,

i ,-2ir 3ifl 2 i

] dd

and logl being loge
2Xiri

, where A is an integer, we have/(z)= -

where the proper integral value of A is to be chosen ; and putting

i=e
i9

,
we have the contour value A(e

3'* aV9
).

Hence A = l and
'

f(z)= z(z*-a
2
) for any point z within the contour r=\.

1323. (1) Consider w = -, n being greater than and less than 1, and a

real and positive.

Here there is a pole at 2 = 0. We may avoid this pole by taking a

contour consisting of the portion of the .r-axis from x= p to x=R, a

quadrant with centre at the origin and radius R ; the portion of the y-axis

from y=R to y p, and a quadrant with centre at the origin and radius

p. And we shall choose R to be oo and p to be infinitesimal. Then w is

synectic in the region thus bounded, and we have

/"
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g
aR sin 9

The second integral contains the factor
j>n-\

>
*n whih sin $ i8

positive, and vanishes when R is infinite.

The fourth integral vanishes when p is infinitesimal since n<\.

Hence, proceeding to the limit R= oo and
/>
= 0,

/-c

/

. W7T

COS aX
_

7T r(l-ft 2

"~ ~

/o xn '2 a 1"" rtn] a 1 " sin mr 21 ()* ' nir
cos

WTT 2
/<*)' -n /i \ COS _ ~

i

f
M
sma.^ _ .

X
TT r(l-n)_ 2 1 TT TT i

;z Q/OC Sill (I 71) ;
~ ^^^^ *

i
*

* c\-r\ i \ i *i ^^*^^
Jo xn '2 al~n F(n)

1-n sinmr 2r(n)a
1 '

W7r :

giving the well-known integrals of Fresnel (Art. 1166). 2

1324. (2) Consider w=-^ pvn+T

Here there are poles of the n+ 1
th order at 0=16 and at z= ib.

Taking the contour to be the infinite semicircle, the #-axis, and the

small circle about z= ib and radius
/>,

as before, we have

and

dz 27T (2)! ,,. , , ,
-=

.-...,.. ,
.- , .... round the multiple pole ib.

n+i /o/1\2n+i /. \2

/*
jjr-p

/

-oo (^+ 62 )
M+1

F 2
Jo (

/TT iRe 1^ dB
Round the infinite semicircle we have /

-
5
-

,
which obviously

In I P2/>2i0 i 7>2\n+l
J

vanishes if R be made infinite.
'Ol-IP* +0)^

dx TT (2n)!Hence

The result is readily verified by putting .r= 6tan0, when the integral

becomes

1325. Instead of using the formula /.
^
\; ,

. dz= ^ ,2-n-t, as above,
J (2

-
a)

w+1
?z !

we might follow the method of Art. 1317, and put / _ /,\n+if 4. t ;,\n+i

into Partial fractions so far as is required to find the Partial fraction of
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A
the form 7. We then proceed thus (Art. 144): put z= ib+ i/.

We

then have

1

-( + l)^+ ...

whence ,1 = -1 (
- 1VWt ( 1.2...M (2t&)

1 1 (2?t) !

"

and the value required is A . 2n, z'.e. round the multiple pole at z= ib the

27T (2w) !

integral is

(2fc)2n+1 ^- ,
as before.

giaz
1326. Consider wsf(z) =^ ^2 p a real and positive.

There is polarity of the (n + l)
th order at the points z= ib.

Take the contour as before, viz. an infinite semicircle centred at the

origin, the .r-axis and an infinitesimal circle round tb.

ia

We have, putting /(2)
=

| / V / \ * VM v '" / \*, 1 iQg \'* I */ . W (?t 1^ i *., O 1(12
U1H I <p\

n f \Z )
=

^tCI^ ^ y-. j^j
=-

\t(ty ~. L'VnJ-V * 1 o \^^/ ^

n(n-l)(n-2) . xn_.
ia
*(+l)(n+2)(n+ 3) lflz/ .._ ( + l)( + 2) ... (2?z)^ ^ (tO ) ^-= . . . "f* I 1 )

^ i .

And since /. _ ,

n+l dz, round a multiple pole of the th
order,

= r ^^(aX W6 have, putting 16 for a.
!

r

,dbi,, I i\

.

(2i6)+
3

a1*"1

( + 2)(n + l)tt(n-l) a
+ "

3

,

n\ (26)
n+ 1 1

"
(2fe)+

2 2! (26)
n+3

(2n)! 1

Round the outer contour we have

Putting x for # in the first and combining the result with the second,

we get 2 1 775
-

...-., dx. The third integral vanishes as the integrand
J 2+ .^)

n+1
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contains the factor e~~**
,
which vanishes when R=cc, sin never

becoming negative. Hence we obtain

which agrees witli the result of Art. 1057, writing n for n+ 1 in the

present result.

1327. Consider the case w= zn
~

1 e~kz
,
where k is a complex constant

= a ib, in which a is positive, b positive and not both zero, and l>?i>0.

Since <1, there is a pole at the origin. Writing z= re
i9

, k=pe~
1

^, where

(3 is 3>7r/2, we have w= rn-i ei(n-V<>e-e<r*(e-P) e-w*(<>-P\ which cannot

become infinite, except at z= 0, unless cos (6 /8) be negative, i.e.

6>(3+ ,
or </3-~j in which case an infinite value of r would make w

2i 2t

infinite.

We shall avoid these poles if we take a contour consisting of a sectorial

area bounded by =
0, #= a(<7r/2) and by arcs r= /?

1?
r= jK2 ,

where /^ is

infinitely large and R
z infinitesimally small. The region thus bounded

is such that w is synectic within it, and we have

Rl

Fig. 417.

The second and fourth integrals contribute nothing, for in the second

the integrand contains the factor R
l

ne~PRi c08 (e
-P)^ which vanishes when

,/?j
is infinite, since we are supposing a<7r/2, and therefore, 6 being

<a, 6 /3<ir/2; and in the fourth, the integrand contains the factor

/?2
n e~~pB2COS (9~^, which vanishes when R% is infinitesimally small.

Hence, proceeding to the limit when /i^-Voo, Rz -+0, we have

I xn-i e
-ax

e
tbxdx=enui

! r1*-^""'^"^. .. ...(1)
-'o Jo
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If now we choose the angle of the sector, viz. a, to be /?, i.e. tan"1
-, we

have

j xn-*e-ax e'
i>xdx=en*l rn

-
l

e~<*dr, where p= Va2 + b\
Jo Jo

, p being real,

,

(a-i6;
n>

which shows that the theorem I xn~*e~*xdx= A, is true for a complex

constant k=a ibus well as for a real one, a being positive (see Art. 1159).

Also f *-' e-a*cos bx dx= FM ~

Jo

I .r
n- l e-ax*in bxdx=

J

1328. Equation (1) of the previous article gives

whence

-l
- (a cos -+b 8in a)* cos {na - .r(a sin a - b cos a)}cLc= I xn-l e~

-'or/-co.rn-i e-(acosa+68ina>*sin{a-.r(asina-6cosa)}<ir= /
x^-^e ax sinbxdx.

and therefore taking the case when 6=0,

I xn~ le~ ax cos a
sin (7m

- a.r sin a)d.r=0.
yo

If we multiply by cos nu and sin no. and add, )

and by sin no. and cos no. and subtract, /

we obtain / xn~ l e~ ax cos a
cos (a.f sin a) dx.= -~ cos a, I

[Q
xn-le~ax C08 a

sin (aa? sin o.)dx=^^ sin wa. I

[Cf. Briot and Bouquet.]

If y be any other angle, we have upon multiplication by cosy, sin y
and subtracting, and by ain y, cos y and adding,

f" xn~l e
axc08a sin (ax sin a + y )dx=^^ sin (na+ y ).

JQ d '

(a<7r/2, l>n>0, a + ve
.)
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PROBLEMS.

fzi
1. If w2 = z - 1, examine the value of I wdz,

Jo

(i)
via the branch w = Jz- 1 by any path which does not encircle

the branch-point at z = 1
;

(ii)
via a path starting with the same branch and encircling the

branch-point once.

2. Find the values of

fsin* f sinz f sins
U~. I , ... Uj*.. Ili4.

}z-a }(z- a)
2

](z- a)
3

taken round a small circle whose centre is at z = a.

3. Find the values of

f z f z2
f z2 f s2

I dz, \ ,

"
. 9 dz, IT rr-rfz and ,

"
. , dz,

}z-a J(3-)
2

J(z-a)
3

J(2-)4

taken round a small circle whose centre is at z = a.

f dz
4. Show that the values of the integral I -, ^- , taken

J (Z
-

'2)(z
-

4)

round the circles
| |

=
1,

|

z
|

=
3, z

|

=
5, are respectively

0, -IT i and 0.

dz
5. Show that the values of the integral I ^~2)(z-4)(Z -6)'

taken round the circles
|

z =1, z
(

=
3, z|

=
5, 2

[

=
7, are respectively

- "*"*
' I' -4-1

-

f Z2^
6. Show that the values of the integral I -. . rr

-
-^ ,

J(z-2)(z-4)(z-6)
taken round the circles

|

z
\

= 1
,

|

z =
3,

|

z
|

=
5,

|

z
|

=
7, are respectively

0, TTL, llTty 27Tt.

/* 7

7. Show that the value of the integral I -~ ^ -, taken round
J z2 - 2z + 2

a contour consisting of the z-axis, the y-axis and the arc of the

circle
|

z
|

=
2, which lies in the first quadrant, is TT.

J'

z2dz
-.

1
.

4
.

3 =-r, taken
(z- 1) (z + i)

round a contour consisting of a semicircle of radius greater than

unity, with centre at the origin and its diameter the y-axis and

lying towards the positive side of the a;-axis, is -oT> and the
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same integral, taken round the entire circumference of the circle

x2 + y
2 + 2z = 0, is TT-T

. Show also that the same integral, taken round

the rectangle bounded by x = 0, x O' 75, y 1, is -~
.

o

f dz
9. Show that the integral I

j-= ^-x,
taken round a contour

J (
z +'l)

which consists of the y-axis and that part of any semicircle z > 1,

which lies on the positive side of the y-axis, is - TTI.

[FoRSYTH, Th. Funct., p. 42.]

f Z2P
10. If p and

<?
be positive integers, show by integrating 1 =-^ ^z

round the perimeter of a semicircle of radius a (supposed > 1
),

having its diameter coincident with the axis of x and its centre at

the origin, that

f-. O?I

o l

.

"' '

and deduce that if 1 > a > 0,

J 1-OJ sin an- [MATH. TRIP., 1887.]

1 1. When is a function said to have a pole? Distinguish between

a pole and an essential singularity ;
show that a function which is

everywhere regular is a constant.

f eiZ dz
From consideration of the integral I

-^ ^.. where a and b

J (z-a)
2 + 62

are real positive quantities, taken round a suitable boundary, show

TTCOS
*

cosa; . f"

(a!-o)
8 + 63

M
} o (a

2

sina:
./ p e-y(a

z + ^~y^dy _7rsina

a;-a) + 6 J o (a
2 + *2 - y

2
)
2 + 4ay

~
"~P"'

[I. C. S., 1908.]

12. Determine a function which shall be regular within the circle

1

2
(

=
1, and shall have at the circumference of this circle the value

(a
2 - I)cos0 + t(a

2
-f I)sin0

a4 -2a2 cos 26 +1

where a2> 1, 6 denoting the vectorial angle. [I. c. S., 1909.]

13. Establish by contour integration the result

b being positive. [I. c. S., 1910.]
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14. By considering the contour integral

round a rectangle of infinite length (x = - oo to +00), and finite

breadth (y
= to

TT)
with a small semicircle excluding the origin,

prove that c eax

.
- dx ir cosec ira.

J-ool+e* [I. C. S., 1903.]

15. If a, b be two quantities each of the form a + (3i, explain the

f
6

meaning of the integration 1 (f>(z)dz, and point out in what cases
Ja

the value of the integral is dependent on the path chosen between

the limits. [ST. JOHN'S COLL., 1881.]

16. Prove that, a being positive,
f>x>

poo

e-2ax cos X2 dx = I sin (a'
2 - a2

)
da'

Jo Jo
/co

poo
I e-zax sjn x^dx I cos (a"

2 - a2
) da.

Jo Jo

[SMITH'S PRIZE, 1876.]

17. Evaluate the integral I -5
- dz. taken round the unit circle

J z3 - a3

in the counter-clockwise sense, where a is any real number other

than 1. [MATH. TRIP., PT. II., 1920.]

18. Evaluate the integral I
--

dz, taken round the unit
J z-a

circle in the counter-clockwise sense, where a is any real number

other than 1, and the logarithm has its principal value.

[MATH. TRIP., PT. II., 1920.]

19. Explain what is meant by a period of an integral of a

function, and investigate the periods of the integrals

[MATH. TRIP., PT. II., 1913.]

20. Show, by contour integration round an infinite semicircle and

its diameter, that

4?r . TT f
~a

a/
9 dx 4?r . 2w

~2 -TT
= ~^ sm ~o~

<

i

x* x + 1 o

2n
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21. Discuss, by contour integration round an infinite semicircle

f zP dz
and its diameter, I

-^ ^- => where p lies between 1 and

0<a<;r. **

n
r? TT 1

22. Prove that I log cos 6 dO = -= log
-

, by consideration of the
Jo *

integral I log -( z -f
-

) taken round a suitable contour.
J

23. By consideration of the integration I er~a>zt dz round the peri-

meter of an infinite rectangle of breadth I/a
2

,
establish Laplace's

integral of Art. 1041, a being real.

24. By consideration of le~^(fo round an infinite rectangle of

breadth b, a being real and positive, prove that

j" _ , , , , e
4&4

Jo 4a

f etkz

25. By integration of
^
dz round an infinite quadrant, where

a and k are real and positive, show that

f cos kx , TT

f
x smkx-e-kx

,
. , . , . .

ax = -.-, e-*a (sin ka - cos A;a).

Jo
4 4 * 3
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ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS AND FUNCTIONS.

1329. The Legendrian Standard Integrals and the Jacobian

Functions.

In proceeding to the further consideration of the Jacobian

Elliptic Functions sn u, en u, dn u already introduced in

Chapter XL, we shall adopt the same order of discussion as

that followed in the description of the ordinary circular

functions and of their inverses in Trigonometry ;
viz.

(1) The nature of their Periodicity; (2) The establishment

of their Addition Formulae
; (3) The examination of formulae

arising therefrom.

We have defined sn(u, k) as the value of z, which makes
Cz gz

u==
//-. ow 70 >

where k < 1
,
and en (u, k), dn (u, k) are

Jos/(l z )(1 kzz2
)

defined as \/l z2 and \/l k2z2 respectively.

1330. Periodicity of the Extended Circular Functions.

rz fa
Let us examine first the simpler integral u= I

, , the function
Jo Vl-z*

sinu being considered as not hitherto known, but now defined by the

rz dz
equation z= sin.u, so that the inverse function sin"1

;? is I , and
Jo \/l - z2

z is not restricted to real values, but may be a complex variable.

1331. If we write W'=- s, w is a two-branched function, its two
1 -z2

branches being wl
= + . and w2

=
,
and individually charac-

vl -& \l -z2

terised as assuming the respective values +1 and 1 at the origin.

The branch-points are at 3 = 1 and at z=-l. These points are also

poles of the function. There are no other singularities.

483
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The region between an infinite circle whose centre is the origin 0, and
a double loop enclosing the two branch-points, is synectic, and the infinite

circle is therefore deformable into and reconcilable with the double loop.

Hence, considering either branch, say tolf lw
l
dz taken round the infinite

circle has the same value as / w^dz taken in the same sense round the

double loop.

Fig. 418.

Now round the infinite circle, along which we may put z= Ret9 and

dz/z = idd, where R is infinite, we have

f f dz 1 Cdz .

I w
l
az= I .

=- / , \z\ being very large,
J ./ v 1 Z < J Z

_1 f* ,

9_~~
lh

Hence I w
l dz, taken round the double loop, is also= 27r.

Again, in integrating round an infinitesimal circle whose centre is at

the branch-point z= l, put z= l+rel9
.

f , P" <.re
l9 d0 ,.? e*d0Then \w,dz=\ Jr I -^= ==0.

jo / '-' fl

~ Vr ^ /"s/2+re"

when r is indefinitely diminished. Similarly the integral round the

infinitesimal circle with centre at z= - 1 also vanishes.

Hence the integral for the loop round 2=1 is in the limit

= / w
t dz+ I Widz+ I wz dz,

where / w
v
dz indicates the integration for the circuit round z=l

;
and

Wi has changed into u>2 after performing the circuit once (Fig. 419) ; and
since w.^ w\, this reduces to

= 2 I Widz=Z I . =Llt say.
Jo Jo Ji- z*

*
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Similarly, the value of the integral / w^dz for the loop round z= - 1 is

= I w1 dz+ I wt dz + I w.2 dz,
JO Jc' /I

where c' refers to the circuit of the infinitesimal circle round z=-\

and / Widz vanishes. Hence, for this loop, we have
J'

r-i /-! /--I r-i fa
I Widz + wl dz= 2 I Wi dz = 2 I -;

--
Jo J Jo Jo Vl-z2

= 2 I =L i, say.
Jo s'l-z*

Thus L! + L_I = O

and LI -L_i = integral for the whole loop

dz 7T ,= and

-i

= 2vr ; /

the direction of travel in each case being the "
positive

"
direction as

defined earlier.

Fig. 419. Fig. 420.

Now, if one of the branch -points, say z=l, be encircled twice, the path

starting from the origin and returning to it after two encirclings, may be

deformed into two loops round the point, and the integral, leaving out

the integrals for the two infinitesimal circuits about the branch-point,

which vanish, is = I w^rfz-f / w
2 dz+ I w2 dz+ I wt dz, which is zero,

and Wi has changed to w
2 and back to Wi in the double circuit, i.e. to its

original value at the origin.

Thus, for a loop with an even number of circuits round one pole, we

have a zero contribution with no aggregate change of branch, but for a

loop with an odd number of circuits round one pole, the equivalent is

ri

obviously a single loop, =21 Widz ir, accompanied by a change of

Jo

branch from wt to wz on arriving back at the origin.

The same thing happens for several encirclements of z 1, starting

from the origin with value wlt except that for an odd number we have

a contribution 2 / w^dz= IT ; and Wi has become w^ or Wi according as
Jo
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O

c o O

there have been an odd or an even number of encirclings of the branch-

point.

When both branch-points are encircled n times in the positive direction,

the integral will be n.Qir with no change of branch, or if the pair be

z encircled p times in the

yr positive direction and q

O times in the negative direc-

# tion, the contribution will

be ( p ~ q) 2ir= 2n . TT, where

n is the excess of the

number of positive encircle-

J1 ments over the number of

C,, ^r negative ones. And such

Q an encircling of both points
will result in w\ being
restored as the final branch

of the function when z has

returned to the starting

s point.

/ ^~\ Now any path from

to z is reconcilable with a

linear direct path, together

^ with such loops as have

s?
' *

^"yt keen described above or

^~^y some combination of them.
rz

,s And if I wt dz along the
A)

straight path be called u ,

the contribution to the

total integral from to z

.

t by any other path deform-

A ))) able into the straight line

OP witli a system of loops

will be +MO or -u , ac-

cording as z, after having
described its loop system

PJK 421 and before commencing the

portion OP, has returned

to the origin with a value w{ or a value tt>2 for the function, and the

total for any path will be u or -u , as the case may be, together
with whatever may accrue from the several encirclings of the branch-

points.
rz

Thus the total values of the integral I wt dz are:
Jo

o

rz

(1) for the direct path alone, I wl dz=
Jo
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(2) for an odd number of circuits of one \ =Li-u
loop + a direct path, J or =L_1 u

;

(3) for an even number of encirclements
^

of one branch-point + a direct
j-

=u
;
.

path,

(4) for n encirclements of both branch- 1 IT r \ ,

.
= n (Lj. -_i)+ M

;

points + a direct path,

(5) for n complete encirclements of both \

branch-points combined with an I =n(Li L_1 ) +L1 u

odd number of encirclements of
j

or =n(Li L^-L )+L_l u

one of them -f- a direct path, J

(6) for n complete encirclements of both

branch-points with an even num-*

ber or encirclements or one + a

direct path,

and seeing that L^-L^ would be replaced by -Lj + L-j if the description

were in the opposite direction, these results are all of one or other of the

forms
2pTr + u or (<2p+ l)Tr-u , i.e. pir + (-l)

pu ,

p being some integer positive or negative.
rz fa

If then, in the equation u=
\ , we express z as z (f>(u), it

Jo vl a?

appears that as all these paths lead finally to the same point z, we must

have 4>(u) the same for all the paths

and the general solution of the equation (jj(u)
=

(f>(u )
is U=PTT+ (- I)

pu .

This is the ordinary result of trigonometry, and for a real variable it is

a well-known theorem that sintt= sin{p7r + (
-

l)
p
u}.

1332. Let us next put ^l-z2=
x(^), and enquire which of the above

values of u lead to the same value of \/l -Z*.

Clearly the function v 1 - z2 has the same value at P1

, (-z), as it has

at P, (z) (Fig. 422).

Hence, besides the various paths which lead from to P must be

considered those which lead from to P'. And it is not all the paths
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which have been considered from to P thus restoring the value z at P,

which also restore the value o/\/l -z
2

. For after a description of an odd

number of single loops, Vl -z2 has become -<v/l-z2
. Hence, in order to

arrive at P or at P' with the value + \/l - z2
,
we can only take the cases

of description of an even number of single loops ;
also a double loop

traversed any number of times will restore the value +Vl z2 .

We therefore have the following cases :

(1) for a direct path from to P, ;

(2) for a direct path from to P',

I Jl^Zdz = -
f Jl^?dz= - u

;

Jo Jo

(3) for an even number of loops round either branch-point "i

+ a direct path OP, )

U
''

(4) for an even number of loops round either branch-point )

+ a direct path OP', )
'

(5) for any number of double loops + direct path OP, 2nir+ u ;

(6) for any number of double loops + direct path OP', 2nir-u ;

(7) for any number of double loops + any even number of 1

single loops + a direct path OP, )

(8) for any number of double loops + any even number of )

single loops + a direct path OP', }
Hence it appears that the values of u which lead to the same value of

</l -z2 are exactly comprised in and expressed by 27rtt
>

*'

if vl-22
=v(tt). then \(u)/\\ 73 A\ /

and the general solution of the equation

Thus, defining cosw as + vl z2
,

where w=
/ ,

we have
Jo + V1-22

costt= cos(27rtt), and the solution of costf = costt is u=2mru9 ,

which for real values of u is the well-known trigonometrical result.

1333. Further, in the case when on the whole an odd number of single

loops have been described, Vl z2 has on the return of z to the origin

become -Vl -z2
,
and along the direct path to P we have

dz

-v/1^2

and along the direct path to P 1 we have

/

~ z dz

/o _ J\^T^
=:UO '

So that on the whole we have, for the double loops, 2nir ;
for an odd

number of single loops, TT
;
for the final path OP or OP', u

, giving
the general value of u as (2nl)7T (2A + l)7rtt - And these

values will give
- \/l - z2 at the final position, i.e. x(u )

= -x{(2A+ l)ir},
which is the same as the corresponding result of trigonometry, viz.,

A being an integer, cos = - cos {(2A + 1 ) TT u}
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rz dz
1334. From the integral u= I /, .; it is also directly obvious by

.'o vl-z2

expansion and integration that u is an odd function of z, in which the

first term of the expansion in powers of z is z ; and, therefore, by
reversion of series, that z is an odd function of

,
in which the first term

of the expansion in powers of u is u. Hence it appears, from this

consideration also, that if z= (f>(u), then <()= ~4>(~ u )-
And further,

since \/l z2 is an even function of u, we have x(u )
=
X(

~ u
)-

Also

1335. Periodicity of the Elliptic Functions.

We now turn to the consideration on similar lines of

dz

where k is a real quantity < 1. This may also be written as

C
9 d9

^JoVl-^sin2^
where z= sin 9.

fl fly fl (1?

Let #= and #'= -_^L_,
J V( 1 - 22

) (1
- &2Z2

)
J x/(l

- Z2
) (1
- &/2Z2

)

where

The function defined by

is a two-branched function, viz.

having four branch-points A, B, C, D, viz.

z= - z=l z=- 1 z=-l
k' K'

symmetrically situated about the origin on the cc-axis.

Let P be the point z.

.P

CD O B A-v

Fig. 423.

There are no branch-points other than A, B, C, D (Art. 1296).

These branch-points are also poles of the function, and there
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are no other singularities of any kind. We shall first consider

i_

f* dz
the integration I .

, the path of the integra-

tion being:
W(l -*')(! -fe*)'

(1) along the x-axis from x Q to x= l p, viz. to L in

Fig. 424
;

a/-
8

B A x

Fig. 424.

(2) round the small semicircle LMN, centre at 2=1 and

radius p ;

(3) along the re-axis from #=l+ p to
j p, viz. NR in the

figure ;

(4) along a quadrantal arc, centre at z=j and radius p,

viz. RS.

In this integration which passes the point B, where 2=1,
the sign of 1 2 changes at B and the integrand becomes

imaginary. We have then to examine the behaviour of the

factor v/1 2 as we pass round the semicircle LMN, but do

not complete the circuit, about the branch-point. Put

Then Jl z--\/pe'-
e

,
and in passing round the semicircle

LMN above B, 6 decreases from QTT to =
0, and -Jlz

changes from the value \/pelir at L to the value <Jpe l at

iir

N
;
that is, its value has been multiplied by e~^ or t in

passing round the semicircle.

Therefore w
l
becomes tw

l
in passing over B.

If we pass under B, we have a change in Jl z from the

value v/--/3e
tir at L to the value \/ pe

1** at N, and therefore
(T

the value at L would be multiplied by e% in passing to N
;

that is, wl
would become nvr

Since the value of \/l z at L may be written as \/p, where

p is I x, x being the abscissa of L, it becomes ijp at J\T,
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where p=x l, x being now the abscissa of N, and along
NR there is no further change of amplitude. Hence

From to L \/l z= \/l x, x increasing from to 1 p.

From /, to N
\

round LMN } ^l-^V-pe
19

, Q decreasing from TT to 0.

From N to A <Jl z=i\/x l, x increasing from 1 -\-p to
j.

The factor -Jl kz=>Jlkx from '0 to R. But A being in

this case a branch-point, we take a quadrantal arc with centre

A and small radius p, avoiding the -branch-point.

Putzj -\-pe
l9

. Then ^l kz=Jkpel9
,in which decreases

1C

from 0=7T to 0=-s. We thus have as the contributions

from OL, LMN, NR and RS respectively,

fj-p dx f iper*dB

Jo 7(1- 2
)(1-F^)' J N/e^I

Jl+o l

and

and when p is indefinitely small the second and. fourth vanish

and the first is ultimately K. Transform the third by writing
kzxz+ k'

2
x'2= 1

;
whence

k'
2x'dx, ._ _ cx c __

~Kji-vw and ^- 1=v w~
- l=i^-*

2
-

Hence the third becomes ultimately

p
dx__ r/ 1\ k"2x'dx k J_

J i J(x*-l)(l-k*x
2

~
l

) i \ */ Vl-Aj'V2 k'JT^aT* k'x'

i

* rfs/

that is, I . =K+ iK', via a path aiWe 1?,
a2
)(l-/c

2
a;

2
)

=K iK', via a path below B.
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Now, noting that T is the value of x when x'= Q, and that

f~~o T '^ /i 75~ 1

Jxz I T-v/1 #
,
we have

/

/i J__^i' /i_j___i^-

^

1336. Remembering that when

cfrc_

and x=sinO=snu, also observing that o;=0 gives u=0,
we have snO=0, whence cnO=l anddnO= l; also

whence cn^L= and dnK=*Jl kz=k'.

1337. Again, if we write 6 for 0,

dd = r e do

^sin^" Jo

"
o v-

f

Jolo vi '

Therefore $=am( w) ; sn( M)= sin0= snu;
also en

( w)=cnu; and dn
( w)=dn u.

1338. It also appears directly from the integral

dzu=

by expansion, that u is an ocfcZ function of z whose first term

is z, and therefore, by reversion of series, that z is an odd

function of u, the first term of the expansion being u, and

therefore also that Ltu=^ = 1.
'{JL>

Also 'that, since cnu=Vl sn2 u and dnu=*Jl &2 sn2
it,

en u and dn u are both even functions of z (=sn u), the first

terms of the expansions being in each case unity. These

facts also show that

sn( u)= snu, cn( u)=cnu, dn( u)=dnu,
as seen before.
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1339. The Elliptic Functions of 0, K, K+iK'. Collected

Results.

We thus have

snO= 0, cnO=l, dnO=l,
sn =

l, cnK=0, dnK=k',

Jr, en (tf+<#')= -f, dn(+,')=0.

1340. General Values.

We shall now consider the variety of values of u which will

accrue from the integral

dz

in integrating from the origin to the point P, viz. z, along the

different paths which may occur, as was done in Art. 1331, for

f* dz

-Wl-z2
'

There are four branch-points A, B, C, D, and four loops

and it has been seen in Art. 1294 that for such a system any

path starting from and terminating at P is deformable into

and reconcilable with

(1) a straight line from to P
or (2) a straight-line path from to P, together with a com-

bination of loops,

and that in any system of loops about four branch-points
there are two and only two groups which give different values

to the integral taken from to P, viz.

(i) those which consist of the integrations for sets of double loops + a

direct path
or (ii) those which consist of the integrations for sets of double loops + a

single loop + a direct path.
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Moreover, resuming the notation of Art. 1292, any two of

the six possible double-loop systems may be selected as inde-

pendent. This time we shall take these two double-loop systems
as (AB) and (BD), and (B) as the principal single loop ;

and

remembering that after every travel round a loop the branches

of the function interchange, we have

. u=\(AB)+ fji(BD)+ u or u=\'(AB)+ fi'(BD)+ (B)-u.

as the only possible forms of the result, where w denotes, as

before, integration along the straight-line path OP starting

with the branch w l ,
i.e. the same branch with which the whole

integration was started from 0.

i^

Now (-4)= w
l dz+ 1 M^cfe-M w.

2 dz, where I w^dz refers
Jo Jo JL J

h

to the integration round an infinitesimal circle with centre

at A, which vanishes
;

i

.'. (A)=2\
k

w
1 dz=2(K lK'),

Jo

the -f- or the according as we pass over or under B in

arriving at A
;

1 1

(C)=2\
t

w
1 dz=-2\

k

w
1 dz=-2(KtK')',

Jo Jo

(D)=2| w
l dz=-2[

l

w
1 dz=-2K;

Jo Jo

and

Hence the general values of the integral which accrue are

u=2\iK'+ 4/J5C+M ^
where A, /x, X', / are

or u=2\'iK'+^'K+ZK u J integers;

that is, u= 2piK'-\-2qK-}-(I)'
1u

,
where p, q are integers.

If we write z=
(f>(u)

=
<f>(u ), it follows that

and taking q an even integer 2r,

0K)-^>(2^^'+
so that 2tK' and 4K are independent periods of this function.
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Conversely, it follows that the general solution of the

equation <(w)= 0(M )
is u=2piK' -\-2qK+( I)

q u
,
and (j>(u)

is

the Jacobian function sn u.

or, which is the same thing, putting ( I)
qu =v,

As particular cases of this double periodicity, we have

4> (tt)
= $ (4K + u) = </> (ZK - u) = </> (4K+ 2tK' + u) = <$> (<oK

-
u) = $ (2iK' + u)

=
4> [4 (K+ iK') + u] = etc.

1341. Having defined z as a function of u, =0(w), by the

equation dz^

let us examine the periodicity of the expressions

v/l-z 2 E=X (
M

)=X (
wo) and v/1-^2=^ (w)=^ (w )

regarded as functions of u.

Let P and P' be the points z and 2 respectively. Then, as

z travels from along any path which terminates either at P
or at P', starting with the respective branches for which

x(0)
= l and ^(0)= 1, we are to arrive at P or at P' with the

-Vi -1

Fig. 426.

values + N/1 z2 and + v7
l &2z2 respectively. And this will

be effected, provided that either no change has occurred in the

branches of the functions in the paths followed, or provided

that in either case an even number of such changes have

occurred. Such changes of branch occur

in x(u )
at eacn looping of B or of D, but not of A or C

;

jn \ls(u) at each looping of A or of C, but not of B or D.
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Hence in the case of x(u)
the number of times a single loop

has been formed about B or about D must be even, but a double

loop round B and D may occur any number of times. A double

loop about A and B counts as a single loop about B.

In the case of ^(w) the number of times a single loop has

been formed about A or about C must be even, but a double

loop round A and C may occur any number of times. A double

loop about A and B counts as a single loop about A.

Again, if the integral for the direct linear path OP be

denoted as before by W
,
that for OP' is

p
z dz_= _f

z_ dz

Jo N/(i-zW-&222)~ W(l-z2
)(f-A;

2z2
)

It has been seen that for the variety of paths from to P
the general value of the integral u is

u=*\(AB)+ft(BD)+u9 or u=\'(AB)+ft(BD)+(B)-u9 .

It follows that the general value of the integral from to

P' will be expressed by

u=\(AB)-\- fji(BD)-'u or u=\'(AB)+fi'(BD)+ (B)+u9 ;

that is, for those which terminate at an unspecified one of the

two points P or P',

u=\(AB)+,m(BD)u or u=\'(AB)+ fji(BD)+(B)u9 .

Now amongst those solutions which restore to the inde-

pendent variable either the value z or the value z, some

arrive at P or at P' with the value -fVl z2 and some with

the value \/l z2 for x(M)>
and similarly with the values

+ \/l &2 2 or x/1 /c
2z2 for >/^(w) ;

and those solutions which

arrive with the values \/l z2
, \/l &2z2 must be removed.

To do this in the case x(w)=N/l~~ 22 ^ is only necessary to

select those cases in which the number of single loopings of

B or of D must be even
;
that is, X must be even and X' must

be odd. And in the case of \js(u)=>Jl kzzz we must select

those cases in which the number of single loopings of A or of

C must be even
;
that is, X and X' must both be even.

Thus for \/l zz the form of u is

in which the coefficients of 2iK' and 2K are both even or both
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odd, i.e. in one expression u=p(2iK'-}-'2K)-{-q4>Ku ,
where p

and q are integers ;
and for J\ Jc

2z2 the form of u is

u=2m(2iK')+^Ku or u=2m'(2iK')+ ij.

f4kK+2Ku ,

i.e., in one expression, u=4>piK'+2qKuQ ,
where p and q are

integers.

Thus VF^EES x (u)=

and v/l-^2z2=^(w)=
The functions 0, x , \//-

are plainly sn, en and dn respec-

tively. Thus

snv= sn(2piK'-\-2qK+( l)iv), with periods 1iK',K,

cnv=cn(p(2iK'+2K)+qKv), with periods 2JT+2#,
dn v=dn (4^^L

/

+2^v), with periods 4jlT, 2K

Each function will have returned to its original value when
the '

argument
'

has been increased by any multiple of 4?tK' or

of 4<K, which are therefore the whole periods for the group of

functions, though individuals of the group will each have twice

performed the whole cycle of their values in these intervals.

1342. We may examine this periodicity of en u and dn u from a some-

what different point of view. Defining cnu as +Jl z
2 and di\u as

-&V, and noting that z 1 are the only branch-points of *Jl-z2

j __
and z T are the only branch-points of vl AV, so that an odd number

of loopings of B or D would change the branch of \/l -z2
, whilst an odd

number of loopings of A or G would change the branch of >Jl -Wz2
,
and

remembering that

(A) = 2(K + iK'), (B) = 2K, (C) = - 2 (K + iK\ (D)= -2K,

we have cn[u + (A)]=cnu, en [u + (B)]
= - en u,

and.'. en [u+ 2(K+ iK')] = cnu ; and en (u + 2K) = - en u
;

whence en (u+ 4K)= en (u + 2K)= en u.

Therefore 2(K+ iK') and 4K are periods of cnu, and

en [u+ 2\(K + iK') + 4[j.K]
= en u,

cn[u+ 2\(K+iK')+ 2/j.K]=-cnu (/JL odd) ;

i.e. cn[w+ 2Ai^C
/+ 2(A+ /x)]= -cnw

(//, odd),

en [>+ 2At.K
v+ 2(A. + //)#]= cnu

(/JL even).

Similai-ly dn \u + (A)~\= dnw, dn [u+ (B)]
= d.nu,

i.e. dn(u+ 2K) = dnu; and dn [u+ 2(K+ <-K')}= -dnu ;

whence dn [u + 4
(K + iK')] =-dn[u+ 2(K+ iK')] = dn u.

E.I.C. II. 2 I
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Further, dn (u+ 2iK')= dn (u + 2K+ 2iK') = - dn w,

We may sum up these results concisely thus :

sn (it+ 2piK' + 2qK) = (
- 1

)
sn it, \

cn(u+ 2piK' + 2qK)= (-l)p+g cnu, Y

dn(u + 2piK' + 2qK) = (-})Pdnu. J

1343. Values of sn tu, en iu, dn tu.

re fig
Let iu= I /- ,

and put sin 6=1 tan 0, an imaginary
Jovl 7c

2 sin2 ^

transformation. Then cos8d6=isec 2
(f>d<j> and cos#=sec0;

then r*
t sec2 d>dd> f* d<

tu= I . = 1 1 i
. j

,
,

. sn (it, A;')
/. =am (u, A;

) ; /. sn (m, &)
=

i

cp^
'

;

1 ,
7

dn (u, 7c')
whence cnlju, )

=
-, r^; an (at, )

=
-. TTT.

en (u, k
)

en (u, )

These relations are true for all values of u real or complex.

1344. THE ADDITION FORMULAE FOR LEGENDRE'S FIRST

INTEGRAL. EULER'S EQUATION.

^, W2s, where ^=(1-02)(1-F
Jo \/Z Jo -JL

Then x

Consider the differential equation

where ^^(l-^a-AjV). ^Y2-(l-*2
2)(l-/^2

2
)-

Let x
l
and a?

2
be regarded as functions of a third variable t,

such that dx.
" then A ^~^ -

and ^^l-
whence, differentiating and dividing by 2^ and 2.-r

2 respec-

tively, ^= _(/(

.2

Thus ^2 a?^ =2A:2
(ic1

2
a;,,

2
)^^,

whilst -o^ - a;
2-o; 2

)(l-/c;
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I

2kzxx d . .,o
Hence -^ , ? 9 2

fl&jOjg a?^ 1 k^-x^ eu

whence log (^oij xfa)= log (1 l&cfx/) 4- const.,

..
ij

-
j-^

-
2
-

2 3
c . . .- 7 g g 2

X rC^OC-i OCn i '^
i*^ ^2

Another i'orm of the Integral of (A) is obviously

f^ dx,
,

f*2 tfajg

'

^
i^+Ug^ ^=+ ^==const.=C.

Jo v-Aj Jo v^i 2

It appears therefore that when u^-u^ is constant, so also is

-^r TS ^ 5
2 a constant.

ls>&/y* SY* &
1 it* w* ***'*)

One of these constants must therefore be a function of the

other, say, C<p(C').

Hence -^ VT'.,
1 Z

=(t>(u^4-u1)}, and the form of
<f> mayi-^MA&v . ,
r

,
f J 10 f 2 ttZ

be readily identified. For, since Uj= I -^ and tt9
=

I -?=, it

is clear that,
Jo ^Z Jo ^Z

if ^=0 and therefore ^=
1, we have it

1
=

0,

and if
2

and therefore X
z=l, we have u

z
= 0.

Putting it
2=0, we have 0(ti1)=C1=snu1

. Hence the form

of the function is identified as the elliptic function sn.

Thus we have

^Wx *x z
tv iX/i **/o

sn u, en ? 9 dn ?. 4- sn ?<9 en ?, dn u^- ~ -
' .' . &11 \

' - i I .1 /* & ' V -1

Remembering that

sn'Uj, i.e. -* sni^, =cnu1
dn%

1
and cn'^^au

1

this formula may be written as

_sn Wj sn'^2+sn ?/2 sn'^j

For shortness write snw
1
=s

1 ,
snu2

=s2 ,
cnu

1
= c

1 ,

dn u
l
= d

1 ,
dn it 2=d2

and 1 /c
2 sn 2^ sn2u2=D.

Then 811(11^- u2)=(sl
czd2 -\-s.2icl

d
l)/D or ==(!*/-f% 1

/

)/I>.
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[Compare the ordinary addition formula of trigonometry,

sin (14!+^)= sin u
i
cos w

2+sin uzcos ult
which may be similarly

written =8
1
c
2+s.2c1

or = s
1
s
2

/

+s2
s
1

/

,
^ lz - the case of the above

elliptic function formula when & 0.]

1345. To obtain cn^+tt*), we have

en 2
(u^+ u2)

= 1 sn2
(^ -f- M2)

s^djd^/D, the positive sign being

taken because, when u
z=(\ each side must become cr This

may be also written

en

[Compare with the trigonometrical formula for

which may be written CjC2 8^ or c^c^c^, where C
1
=cosu

1 ,

etc.]

1346. To obtain dn(w1+ie2),
we have

dn2
(itj+u2)

= 1 A;
2 sn2

(u^

!V
and dn(?e1+w2)=(^1

c?2 ^s^S-^/D, the positive sign being
taken because, when u2=0, each side must become rfr This

may be written as

dn (MJ+w2)
-

1347. Derived Results.

From the three formulae

sn (MJ+w
2)
= (^c^+ s.frd

en
( 1+ M

2)
=

(c1ca
-a

1 2
rf

1
d1)/A (t), we obtain, by changing

dnK+ W2)H^2-^w2)/A J
the sign of u*'

sn (ul u
z)
=

(slc2d2
s
2
c

en (i/j
- w

2)
-

(c1
c2+s l

s
z
d

l
d
2)ID, \ (II).

dn (MJ M
2)
=

(rf^g+ k'^s^c
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The addition and subtraction of formulae (I) and (II) in

pairs gives

sn (wx+ w
2)+ sn (u l M

2)
= ^c^JD,

sn (w14-w2)
sn (u^ u^^ 2s.2c1

d
1//),

en (wx+w
2)+ en (wx

~ w
2)
= 2c

1
c
2/Z),

en (MJ+ w
2)

en (wx
w
2)
= 2s

1
s
2
rf

1
rf
2/D,

dn (M!+w
2) -f-dn (Wj w

2)
=

2d[d.2fD,

dn (Wj+Mg) dn (u1
u

z)= 2kzs
l
s
2
c
lcJ

Replacing u l + u2
and

, 2 by Z/j, ?/2 respectively and writing D' for

_
jfc2 Sn 2

,
we have

Z7= 2 sn 222
sn 17,

- sn f/2
= 2 sn ^ - en ^ 2 dn _j_

C72
= 2 en -

en ^ - en C72
= - 2 sn *

= 2 dn^ 2̂ dn

OM= - 2A;
2 sn

Again, by division of corresponding formulae from groups (I) and (II),

and writing ^ or tni for tanam^ and ctn u
t
for cota,mult etc.,

. _ 0,02 T siS^d}
d
2 _ ctn

!
ctn

2
T dn % dn w2

2
SjCgdj SsC^! ctn %2 dn 2 ctn w

t
dn Wj

'

1348. Following Cayley's notation (Elliptic Functions, p. 62), with a

slight modification, let us write

P=V -
2
Z= Cz

2

Q= 1 _ S]
z -

5z

12= 1 - fcV -

A;'^ij= /
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A number of identical relations immediately arise amongst the

capital letters. We have

(1) ^ 1
2 -^ 2

a=
5lV 2 -s2V2

=*i
2
(i-V)(i-fcV)-*2

2
(i-*i

2
)(i-*V)]

=K2 -
2
2
) (

i - &W)=PD.

(2) JB 1

2 -5 2
2 = c 1

2
c 2

2 -c 1'V2 = (l-*i
2)(l-O-*iV(l-*:V)(l-^V)

=(i-V-fi+***iVXi -**i*
t
)
s-QX>.

(3) C7-CV=dW-#iVciV=(l -*V)0 -W)-fcV22
(l -i2

)(!

=
(1
-&V -&V+ *V*,*X1 - fcV* 2

2
)
= ED.

AS-AS Bs-B t*_cs-cs_ DTP~ ~Q~ ~R~
Again,

(4) ^ - -V= (l
-

5l
2
)(l

- * 2
2
)(1

- k*Sl *)(l
-
fc*,)

-
(1

- *)!*,

(5) T 1
a -T 2

2= s 1
2(l-Ps 1

2
)(l-2

2
)-

=(*1
1 -

l
t
)(i-* l

t-*l

(6) f7 1
2 -C/ 2

2 =
5l

2
(l- 5l

2)(l-^2 2
)-

Hence

Also,

(7) (.B! + -B 2 )(C
(

1
- (7 2 )

=
(c^ij

- S
15 2d 1

and similarly, or changing the sign of s z ,

= ajCgdj (
1 - P.< 2

2
)
-
jjCjd, (

1 - PsS)

-S 1
t
s zc 1k

td i(l-s 2
z
)+s ls 2

zc 2k
t

=
( 1c2rf1

- saCld2 )(l
- P^'s, 2

)
- (T,

and similarly, or changing the sign of s 2 ,

(C'1 -C 2)(^ 1 +^ 2 )

(9) (A 1+A 2)(B1 -Bt )
=

(81c 2

=
(s l

c
ld 2 + s 2c2d1 )(l -k2s1

2s2*)
= (U 1 + U 2 )D,

and similarly, or changing the sign of *2 ,

(A 1 -A 2)(Bl +B2 )
= (U 1

- U 2 )D.
Thus

(A.+
A\tR=*^^
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With this notation, it follows at once that

A I A P TJ

sn(M 1 -w 2)=-J-p
2= _* 2 I

D

C f

1 -C 1 At-

~^~" -C! + C.-A^+T.-

1349. A number of identities immediately appear.
For example, since

and

we have

i.e.

and

^A t
- B2A Z

=DU 1 and B 1A 2 -BZA 1
=

1350. More important however than such, are the following :

2A, 2^
sn

(?( x + u z)+ sn (u l U 2 )
= ^ > sn (j + ^ 2 )

sn (u 1
u 2 )

= =

en (! + ?t 2) + en (M!
-

?< 2 )
=-^ , en (MJ + M 2 )

- en (?/ t
-

?/ 2)
=-~

;

2(7

which are the formulae of Group (III) in Cayley's notation.

. A,* -A.* PD P snX-sn2
tt2--

l-sn( 1 + tt i)sn(u 1
-

2 )
= l-

1 1
1

<
J H^+aWJ/A

1 -f-Psn (MJ + ,) sn (ti,
-

,)
= 1 +P5^5^ =

(^,2 + k*8l*ct*)ID,
1 AJ 5^ #2

1 - Fan
(Ml + u.) sn

(MI
-

,)
= 1 -

*~*
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2 _ JU2- 2^, 2

[1 + sn (%+ M 2)][l + sn (u l
- u 2)]

= sn (% +w 2 ) + sn (%!
- M 2 ) + [1 + sn (^ + 2 ) sn (

= (2*,^,+ c 2
2+ s^dtf/D= (c,

Again, cn( 1 + 2)dn( 1
-

2 )
=^.^

and so on for other cases.

Jacobi gives a list of 33 such results (Fundamenta Nova, pp. 32-34).

These are quoted by Cayley (Elliptic Functions, pp. 65 and 66) and by
Greenhill (Elliptic Functions, pp. 138, 139).

Several have been worked above as illustrative of the method to be

followed. They are too numerous to remember, but any one of them

may be readily obtained if wanted. This list we append as Examples.

EXAMPLES. (JACOBI.)

1351. In each case the denominator D\ kz

sfs, and the

previous notation is adhered to, viz. snw
1

= s1 ,
snw

2
=s

2 ,
etc.

Establish the results following :

1.

2.

3.

4. cn(u1 + u
lt)-cn(ul -u2 )

= -

5.

6. dn (i + u2 )
- dn (ut

- u2)
= -

7. an(!+ Us) sn(%-,) = (i
2 -

4
2
)/D.

8.

9. l-

10. 1+ Fsn (M! -f M2) sn (! - u2 )
= (d2

2+ &Vca
2
)/D.

11. 1 - Fsn (!+ 2) sn (% - 2)
=

(rf^+ WsJctf/D.
12. l +cn^+MaJcn^-Wa) =(c1

2+c2
2
)/D.

13. 1 - en (Ml+ tt2) en (
-

2
= sjd*

2+sJdD.
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1 4. 1 + dn (MX+u2 )
dn (uj,

- u2)
=

(d-f+ d2
2
)/D.

15. 1

16. {Isn(u1+ u2)}{lsn(u1 -u2 )}
=

(c2

17.

18.

19.

20. {licnK+ ttOMlicnftti-Wjj)} =
(G! C2 )

2
/D.

21.

22.

23.

24. sn (M! + %2 ) en (! -

25. sn (! - u2) en (%+u2 ) (siC^a
- s2c2dj)/D.

26. sn (% + it2 )
dn

27. sn (% - %2) dn (!+ u2)
=

28. en (HI + u2) dn (HI
- U2)

=

29. en t^ -

30. sin {am (% + 2 )+ am (ut u2) } 2 <s1c1d2/-D-

31. sin {am (wx + w2)
- am (M!

- u2)}
= ^Czd^D.

32. cos {am (%+ 2 )+am (HI
- u2) }

=
(Cj

2 - s^d^/D.
33. cos{am( 1 + w2)-am('M1 -M2)} =(c2

z s2
zd1

2
)/D.

To the above list it is convenient to add for reference :

(a) en (ttI + ,)ch(!-,) =
(c2

2 - aJdfijD= (cx
2 - 52^/D.

(6) dn (% + ,) dn (MI
-

,)
= (^2 - k^c^/D= (<22

2- WsSc

(c) { dn (!+ 2) en (ut + u2)} { dn (HI
- U2)

en (% - 2) }.= (

(d) { dn (MI+ M2) en ( x + M2) } { dn (u:
- u2) T en (u -u2)}

=

[(c) and (d) are given by Greenhill, E.F., p. 262.]

1352. Periodicity of the Functions considered by aid of the

Addition Theorem.

Starting with the addition formulae in which D= 1 - k2
Si-s2

2
,

and putting u^ u, u2
= K, we have, since sn JL = !, cnK= 0,

sn (u+K)= (sn u en K dn K+ snK en w dn u)/D,

d d d

c , ,_ Ic's
^

, v-\_^c/

d' d '

d'
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Putting u+K in these formulae in place of u,

=
c,

Hence the functions have all returned to their original values with

period K. It will be noted that dn u was restored with two additions

of K, and that an u and en u took the same value but the opposite sign

after two additions of K.

In the same way, since

, cn(K + tK')=-~,

we have sn(u+K+ iK') = r. cd/D, where Z) = l -&V. p=

sn (u+ 2K+ ZiK') = -
s, en (u + 2K+ 2t,K')

=
c, dn (u+ 2K+ 2tK') =-d,

')= -^, dn(u+3X+ 3itf')= -~,

')= c, dn(M +4^+ 4iX')= d,

and all the original values are again acquired after an addition of

4(K+ iK'), and it will be noted that after two additions of K + iK',

cnu resumed its original value, but snw and dnu resumed their original

values with the opposite sign.

Writing u K for u in the several cases of the last form,

dn (u - K) 1 id tc
-- - --

j J77 -j-,
- =-

7-, ,

kon(u-K) ks ks

= -sn(u-K) =
^, cn(u + K + 2iK') =

^, dn(+ K + 2tK') = --,

')= sn(u-K) = ~,

the last three being the same results as for the functions of u

Again, writing u-K for u,

=S r-S =*> cn(u + 2i') =-c, dn(w + 2iA") = -d,

') =^, cn(u + K + &K')= ^, dn( + K + 3iK')= -
,

KC KC C

1 dn(w K) 1 , ~ ,,.,. id . . .,.. tc= 7 z?7
= r- enftH-StJT') = j-, dn(u + 3iK') = -

kcn(u-K) ks ks a
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Writing u +K for u in the functions of
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--,kc

Writing u+K for u in the functions

r,ks

If' I

>= T^'J

W-5
1353. We exhibit these results for arguments of form u+pK+ qiK', in

tabular form for reference.

If A stand for the word denominator we have, tabulating the numera-

tors only and indicating the several denominators,

+O.K
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where p and q are integral, can now be written down
; e.g.

en (u+ 5K + 1 1 iJT)= en (u +K+ 3iK')= ik'jkc.

The tabulation is given by Cayley (E.F., p. 77) with a slightly different

notation.

1354. Putting u= 0, all the functions in the table for which A= &

become infinite.

There are four such groups, i.e. twelve of the functions. Cayley points
out the importance of their ratios even when themselves infinite, and

writing /Jfor the infinite factor l/sn we have, remembering that c= l

and d= l, in this case

-ik -1 -ik

ik -1 ik

_,

1355. Formula for sin 2 u, etc. Duplication Formulae.

Putting u
l

= u.2
= u in the addition formulae and writing *, c, d, D

respectively for sinu, cosu, dn and 1 -A;2 sn4
,

(1) sn 2u= 2scd/D, (2) en 2u= (c
2 -

(3) dn 2w = ((P
- kW)ID = ( 1 -

Hence we deduce, writing t= tn u= sn ?t/cn M,

(4) l+cn2? = 2c2
//>, (5) 1 - en 2u = 2 2d2

/Z),

(R\
)

(8) 1 + dn 2u=

(12)̂

'

(9) 1 - dn 2w =

l+cn2tt
d*-l ^.

l+cn2u_ __~ ~

;'
8+ dn 2tt - fe

2 en 2^_ fe'
2

l + dn2 ~d'

(16)

(17) From (15) and (16),

and
cn 2 + dn 2u

-en 2it 1 +dn 2u
'
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1356. Dimidiation Formulae.

By writing
- for u, we have

,

zu_l-cnu 2u_cnu+dnu , Ou k'2 + dn u + k2 en u
n
2~l+dnw'

U
2~ 1 + dnt* '

n
2~ 1 + dntt

1357. Again, since

k'2+ dn2u-

jfc'V c2 d2
fc'

2

we have
Cll

and putting = for u, we obtain further formulae for sn -, en -, dn -, viz.
Il Z 2 ' Z

, tl/ Q II *M- Cll U n**' us \ M. f~ i 1 1 it- / i >
" n/ \ *. -j- 1^.11 / 1=

7 ',
en J =

j r^ 1

' dn ~ = 77^ ^ .

2 &'*
2+ dn u fc'-'cnM 2 A /2 + dn u K2 cn u 2 A*

2+ dn u Jc
2
ci\ u

1358. Triplication Formulae.

Writing w,
=

tt, M 2
= 2w in the addition formula for sn(u l

sn3tt= (snttcn 2dn 2w+ sn 2w cut* dn

and substituting for sn2w, en 2%, dn2tt their values from (1), (2), (3) of

Art. 1355, we obtain, after a little reduction,

sn 3w/sn u= (3
- 4

(
1 + k'') s

2+ 6 2s4 - fcV) / D',

and similarly en 3w/cn u= {1
- 4s2 + 6&2s4 - 4&V+ W}//)',

dn 3/dn u= {1
- 4fcV+ GJfcV - 4Fs6 + Ar*-s

8
}/Z)',

where Z)'= 1 - 6Fs4+ 4fc2 (l + A;
2
)*

6 -
3/fc

4*8.

Cayley gives also the following results, which may be verified without

difficulty :

1 ~ sn3tt
. /)'= (11+snw

The formulae for sn Aw, en \u, dn Xu for the cases A= 4, 5, 6 and 7 are

also given by Cayley (Ell. F., pp 78 and 81 onwards), but these formulae

rapidly become more and more complicated. According to Cayley the

cases A= 6 and A -7 are due to Baehr (Grunert's Archiv, xxxvi. pp. 125

to 176).

1359. Dimidiation Formulae for the Periods.

ttl en M_ 2 _ ,
2 _n =

'
"

2
=

1+dnw '
n

2
=

J\ / K'
give many results for the functions of u +p + q -=-

, p and q being integers.
ij 2t
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Puttingi = 0in the formulae of the table, and therefore s= 0, c l, d=1,

K /1-cnJT 1 K .IcnK+dnK *Jk
1

2
=
VrTdn^

=
vr+T'

; C"2=V

i^T' . / 1 - en iK' . I l + il . _ . A / 1 t

i

. = -V
; = A/ (/=oo)=A/ =

;

'1 + dntJt' "1 ifet '
yfc Jjf

TK' i-ii-iki vr+ib.=
\ i-tw (/=00)=^7r'

sn

wn/j. *v fj. >

|-
v /-

^

-tj:'

2

^+ iK'
jc=
V

^ /fc
>2

"V

= -s/jfcVF^Tjfc=

The reader will find no difficulty in completing for himself and

tabulating the various results for the cases p= 0, 1, 2, 3 ; ?= (), 1, 2, 3.

Such a table is given by Cayley (E.F., p. 74).

1360. We now have

5

._ _

l+k'

with many similar results, and such results may be thrown into other
forms. For example, we may show that

c+ sd
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1361. Other formulae may be obtained by direct application of the

diraidiary formulae to the results for 2u+pK+ qiK', e.g.

, K -
whence + = =

'
eta

'

and many other formulae are similarly obtainable.

1362. A General Proposition.

Let U be a function of three variables
1( 2 , 3 ,

between

which there is a connecting relation, viz.

and suppose the function U to be such that when any one of

the three, say 3 ,
is regarded as a constant, then U vanishes in

one of the two cases
((f>i
=

<j>s , 02=0) or (^2~0s> 0i
=

^)> anc^

7*1 TJ 7}TJ

provided also that - A0 1

=- A0.? ,
then U must be zero

00, 000
always.

For if
</>3 =const., d03

=0 and ^/A^-f-d^/A^^O, i.e.

(Z01/A01
=

(?02/A02=X, say, and this would have been equally

true if the connecting equation were

(Z0J/A0,+ d02/A02
-
d03/A03

= 0.

But

n=
&1 302

.'. 7=const.= (7, say. But in the case (0x
=

^
r=

(); .'. (7= 0. Therefore U vanishes.

1363. Case I. Let

A . I ni I ni I p -\~\ (\ if /J/

1 A f\ J 9 A /I * wn
^.

illlLl ty I*-!

rp, 3C7 3C7 3w, 1 3^^9 1
Then ^ =

1, ^ =
1, ^

0! A0/ 302 A02

'

3C7 3C7 .

and - A0!- -A02
= 1-1=0.

30! 302

Also, if
X
=

03 and
2=0, we have ^=1*3 and w

2=0, ie.

W
i+ w

2
w
3

0. Hence the conditions of the general theorem

are satisfied, and u
l -{-u2 w

3=0 always, ie. according to
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Legendre's notation Ffa-^-FfaF^, which is the addition

formula for the first Legendrian Integral.

That is, F(a,m w1 )+ JF(am u.2)=F(&m w
3).

Another mode of treatment (Art. 1342) of the equation

dfa/&fa+dfa/&faQ led to the result that

sn M! en uz
dn w

2 -f sn w2
en ^ dn w

t_
z j^ 5

--
a const.

1 A;
2 sn2w

1
sn2w

2

when
3 =const., so that w3=const. ;

and as (u^=u^ w
2=0)

satisfies this, the constant is sn w
3 ,

so that

, S-,C.Ma ~\~ SaC^ GL i a

sn- 1 _i
)
as before.

1364. Case II. With the same definition of wp w2 ,
w

3 ,
and

taking ^ f^2

!?!== A0rf0, V
2
=

,

JQ Jo

and t/Ev
1 4-u2

v3 A;
2 sin

t sin02
sin

3 , then, proceeding as

before,

077
7)7^7

- A</>i- A^2=A^1[A01
-^ cos

t
sin

2
sin 8]

A02[A02
F cos 2 sin 0! sin

3]

= (A01 )

2
(A02 )

2 F sin
3 [A0! cos 0j sin

2 A02
cos 2

sin 0J

-o.

Also, if
2=0, V2=0 and if 0!

=
3 , ^=^3, and .'. i7=0 in

this case
; ,\ U=Q always, and

/. v^+ v^ v3 =A;
2
sin01

sin
2 sin03 ;

and writing v
l =E<f) l ,

v
2
=

"02 , v^=E(j>^, viz. the Legendrian

notation, Efa+Efa-Ef^k* sin fa sin
2
sin 3 ;

and since
1
=amw

1 , 2
=amw2 , 3

=aniM
3=arn(w 1 -|-w2), we

have

E am w
x+E am M

2 ^ am (t^+ w.2)
= &2 sn w

i
sn W

2
8n (

w
i+W

2)>

which constitutes the addition formula for the second class of

Legendrian Elliptic Integrals.
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1365. Caselll. Let

dd

where
^>1
=am u

lt
etc. Then, putting

f77?_
, an=(n+l)(n+k

z
),

w sn sn sn
1+ n n cos 0! cos

2
cos 3

'

we may verify as before by the general theorem that U 0, i.e.

!+ II02 n03=-y=tan~
1l?va or .- tanh-^Rv a,

va V a

which is the addition formula for a Legendrian Integral of

the third class (see Cayley, E.F., pp. 104 to 106).

The work of this verification is necessarily somewhat

cumbrous, and it is found best to proceed to discuss the Third

Legendrian Integral Ii(6, n, k) after a modification of its form.

Taking #=amw as before, -J^
= -T-^-^ . Let n~ &2 sn2

a,
dO A0 dnw

a being not necessarily real
;
then the transformed integral is

But instead of considering the original function H(9, n, k), it

is convenient to consider a somewhat different form II (u, a),

j , ["k^snacnadnasrfudu
denned as _ f

w k2 sn a en a di

J 1 A;- sn

The connexion between LT(w, a) and 11(0, n, k) is then

re sin2$ dd
n(v, a) 2?snacnadn|

J

& P= snacnadnajn y

kz

= snacnadna{F(0, k) H(0, n, k)},
n/

and the new function is proportional to the difference of the

first and third Legendrian forms.

E. i.e. n. 2n
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1366. Jacobian Zeta, Eta, Theta Functions. Introductory.

These functions, denoted respectively by Z(u), H(u),

are defined as

f
u
(

| (

J \

A 2 I
s= dn2w -j^K

with a constant of integration in the second case, such that

}')Tf'V

0(0)= A/-
__

,
and k being the modulus in each case. Also

7T

E
1

in the first of these Jacobian Elliptic Functions is the

complete Legendrian Integral of the second kind with limits

and 7T/2 (Art. 375).

1367. Obvious Elementary Properties.

Clearly Z(0)=0 and Z( u)=-Z(u).

Also Z (u)+ jf u
=

\

dn2w du= f A0 dB=E(9)=E(am u)
Zv J o J o

E
in the Legendrian notation, i.e. Z(u)=E(a,m u) ju in that

notation.

Again
2kk'K

and H(u = ^ snwe
7T

Also M = IWK
=A/--V TT

= H(u).

IT//U j r^ 2kk'K
Also /T0 = () and Z/ = = \u V TT

Thus Z(u) and .ff (u) are odd functions of u, and @(w) is an
even function of u.

1368. Properties of the Second Legendrian Integral.

(i)

(*"

(ii) ^(7r^)=
J

=
( +

^
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(iii) E(2ir<t>)=2E1+ E(Tr<l>)
= 4EL E(<f>),

and generally

,
.e.

(iv) Again, with u I T^;, v 1 A< d<f>,

JQ A JQ

=amw, v=E(a,mu),

and if 0=0, u=0 and v= 0, i.e. #(am O.)
=

;
whilst if

0=|,

u^F^K, v=E
lt i.e.E(&mK)=El

.

(v) Moreover #(am w)+'(am /^)

. TT

7: j
2 dnw

Alsp -

1369. Addition Formula for the Zeta Function, etc.

The formulae for dn(w+v), dn(w v) of Art. 1347 give

. 70 sn u en u dn w sn v en v dn v
dnz

(u+v) dn2
(w w)= 4Ar- 7= r, s o-rs 5

(1 kz sn2usn2
v)

2

and integrating with regard to v from v=a to v w,

2 Fsnw cnwdnwn"-"
sn2u LI kzsn2u sn2 vJ = a

'

2 sn M en M dn u / I __1_
\1 A;

2sn4w 1 Fsn'2asn2

sna

J^sn2t*sn(4-a)sn(M a) (Arts. 1351 and 1355);

sn(M-a). (I)
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Putting a=0, we have

(II)
Addin

9
--

&2 sn2wsn2 a

sn2
a(l &2sn%)

>,- s
---o- >

1 -,sn^wsn
2 a

r/ 1 \ \ it \ nrrt \ O7 9 sn w en w dn M sn2 a /TTT v~ 2^ -' ; <
ra >

and writing M+a=Uj,, u a=w2 , 2tt=!+t^, Eq. (I) becomes

Z(tt1+,2)=Z(u1)+Z(u2) Fsnttjsn^sn^+Ug), (IV)

which constitutes an addition formula for the Zeta Function.

TT

1370. Substituting for Z(w) its value E(a,m u} -u, we have

E(&m u
l )

viz. the addition formula of the Second Legendrian Integral.
If in (IV) we write ^+^+^=0, we have the symmetrical

form

sn u sn w.

1371. From (III), we have at once

0'(M+q) Q X

(M a) pfe)^ ,
2
sn M en M dn u sn2q

0(u+a)"
i

"0(tt- a) 0(w)~ l-Fsn2wsn2 '

1372. If we integrate with regard to a, instead of with

regard to u, from to a,

and interchanging u and a,

log||^-|-2Z(a)= -2H(, a)..........(VII)
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which expresses the Legendrian Integral of the Third Kind in

terms of the Jacobian Zeta and Tlieta functions.

There are in this form two arguments only, viz. u and a,

instead of the three, 9, k, u, in the Legendrian form (see

Greenhill, E.F., p. 192).

1373. From (VI) and (VII),

Ii(u, a)-H(a, u)
= uZ(a)-aZ(u) (VIII)

Since Tl(ult a)
= u

1Z(a)-}-^^og f^f
1

. \>

and 2

we have H(MI , a)+ II(w2 , a) Ii(ul -\-uz , a)
= ^

where

,
A

f

2 a)

which is a form of the addition formula for the Third

Legendrian Integral. Various forms of the function Q will

be found in Cayley, E.F., pages 157, etc., and The Messenger of

Math., vol. x. (Glaisher).

1374. In this brief notice of these important functions, we
have in the main followed the course suggested by Dr.

Glaisher in his note in the Proceedings of the Lond. Math. Soc.,

vol. xvii.

1375. Integration of Expressions involving the Jacobian Func-

tions.

[We shall write s, c, d for sn u, en u, dn u respectively when desirable

for abridgment.]

,,v f , /"
dcnu C dcnu 1 . , .kcnu

(I) I snudu = -
I . =^.= -

I
- = - T sinh"1

^7
J\/l-^sn2w J ^k't+ Wctfu & *

1, dnu + kcnu 1, Id-kc
-~r *& ----r/

-- = T lff \ j r~> or other forms.
k k' k = \ d + kc'

(2) I cnudu = I . -=. = 7 sin~
1
(fcsnM) = 7 cos~1

(dn'u)>
or other forms.

/ \/l tPsDfU * *

(3) I dn u du = I d8=0= '

(4)
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1

(5)

TGI

/
._. f r d(cnu) f(l -c2

)dc
(7) I sn3 du =-- - I sn 2 u-~
'}

/
O _ 2 J.2 9 _ Z.2 M
-^ + -sin2d= am + - an en

,

etc.

-
(
,
which suggests putting y= -\ whence

f
d r , r % ./y\ . ./ dnu\

I

-
i -ay= - __ = -cosh *

r-,}= -cosh"1
1 r.
--

I.

J snu Jc
; JV^-Jfc'

2 \k J \k'snuj

/n\ f du d j 7/-* j y--^ K*
(11) /

--
. Putting y^=-, dy= k*-

r> du, s2= -^ y^, c2=-'
J cnu c' c2 y^-jfc

2
? y

z -kz

f
du 1 r fc' 1 1 .

I
=

777, / -p= ay= I ,cosh~
1
v= T>cosh~

1
(

J cn k'~J ^Jy2_i
-

k' k' \cnuj

-^L f
d _[cose<^6d6_ 1 _jcot^_ 1

j

dnu J l-Jfc8in^-J cot2 + A;'2- F C
Hfc

7
" 1

~]fc'
CO

1376. Again log sn = ~= -d*-kW- C = *V_
attj du s s2 -

^ , d sd

f

tr^r, /io\ f ^M cnwdnttHence (13) / 5- = - +u-Esuuu.'
J sn-tt snu

/IA\ f du 1 snwdnw 1 /ri
(14) / 2-= j

J cn^tt cnu

k2 snu cnu 1
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1377. Other positive or negative integral powers of snu, cnw, dnu

may be integrated with regard to u by the reduction formulae

of Examples 24, 25, 26 at the end of the chapter, which can be

verified at once by putting respectively P= sn
~ 1

cd, cn
~l

sd, dn
~l sc

and differentiating.

1378. Again, by aid of the Period formulae of Art. 1352, viz.

- = ksn(u+ i.K'), -=--cn(u + tK"),
- = --

& Si S I

- = ksn(u +K + i.K'),

l

-=-~cn(u+K+ <.K'),
-= -

c c i ic c ti

we may readily deduce the integrals of integral powers of

c d s d c s

d' c' 3'
' ? c'

Thus, for example,

/on

2 11

^^du=
If 79sn u en u\=
rT,\ u E 'Amu + k^ -V+const.
k* v dn u /

1379. Again, since

. . /"^fc
2 sn 2 Msnacnadna , cnadna/""/ 1 .\,

ii(U, a)= -z-n-r,
-

5
- du= I (s

-
TT.
-

5
-

:;

-- 1 )du,
Jo 1 -fc^sn^a sn^tt sno Jo \1 A?Bn8asn" /

f" du sna , .

we have , ^ ..
=-

3 11 (u, a) + u,
Jo 1 -Fsn^asn^w cnadna

f
u du {" du r sno TTJ

i.e. = + =2 -3
- n M, a) +ul

J-Q } -K sn a sn u Jo 1 + sn a sn u Lcn a dn a J

f" cii* /"" c? _ T" 2A; sn a

Jo 1 Asnasnt* Jo 1 + fcsnasntt Jo 1 -&2 sn 2

2A; sn a sn u ,

&2 sn 2asn 2

& sn a ,
-

,
> ,= (sn u+ a + suu-a)du,

en a dn ajo

which is integrable by (1), Art. 1375 ;
whence by addition and subtraction

the two integrals

du " duf" du f"
= =
-

,

Jo l-esnasntt Jo
^ }
l + snasnM

. ,

are determined.
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PROBLEMS.

sn u 2
1. Show that ^ Q/VJ T

du cn u dn u cn 2w + dn 2u [Ox. II. P., 1903. j

2. Prove that

() s/( 1 - k'
2 sn4

M) (k' + dn 2?t)/x/l + k' = 1 -
(1

-
k') sn

2 M
;

(b) \/(cn 2w + i&' sn - k2 sn4
M)
= i&' sn u + cn n dn u.

3. Prove that the equation of the osculating plane at the point u

on the curve x = a sn u, y = b cn u, z = c dn u is

-k-k"2 ms u-
,
kz cn3 u + -dn.3 u = k'

z
. r/ . TT -r, 1ftn0 i

a 6 c [Ox. II. P., 1902. j

4. Ifw=[ {(a* + x*)(b* + xz
)}-*adx, show that

Jo

x = b tn M, (mod. Va
2 - 62/a), a > ft. [Ox. II. P., 1902.]

5. If the functions sn u, cn w, dn u be defined by means of

y- sn M = cn u dn M. -3- cn u = - sn u dn w, -7- dn u = -k2 sn M cn u,
du du du

prove that

snO = 0, cnO=l, dnO = l,

(i) dn
2 u = I - k2 sn2 u = 1 - k2 + k2 cn2 u

;

(ii)

sn u cn v + cn u sn v .

is a function of u + v.

[Ox. II. P., 1901.]

dx
6. If W 2 - v/3 = cos d> and the differential ~^= /x is

v 1 + 2x**J6 X*

transformed into .-
. ,

find the values of a and a.

v 1 - sin2 a sin2
<f>

[CAius, 1885.]

7. Prove the following results :

K
2

1

_jc '

J_
N/Jfc

K+iK' 3K + IK'

J_
Jl Vk

+ Lk

k Vk
+ tk'

k

and find the values of cn u, dn M in each case.

[See Table in CAYLEY, E.F., p. 74.]
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8. If tan |TT sin $ = sin
\f/
=Wi - a2

/v/l + x2
, prove that

'x dx If* d<J> . 21 P* d^

}
\/l-x8 2\/2 Jo N/l

- tan2
|7rsin'

2
< Jos/l

- tan2 in- sin2
1/'

[MATH TRIP., 1896.]

9. Prove that en \iK' dn }iK' -r sn i<Jf = - i
(

1 + v/A;)Vl + A;

and dn |t^T' 4- sn it/iT' en \iK'
= -

i{
1 + VI + -

[MATH. TRIP., 1896.]

10. If tnw1
= T

1
dn u^, tnu.2

= T
2
dn w

2 ,
dn 7*

a
= I^1

,

show that

7\ + T2 .... 2tn7*dn7*
(Otn(Wl + 7*

2 )
= --, and (n) tn 2M =

1 1 . Prove sin [am (u + v) + am (
u - v)J

= 2 sn u en u dn v/D,

1 + dn (u + v) dn (u -v) = (dn% + dnz
v)/D,

where D=\ -kz sn2w sn%

Prove that

K 1 k's + cd 1
12. sn M + -T

1 ld + (l+k')sc_ /dn^
~T+F V d + 1 - A;')sc~ V F(l-k')sc \ A;' + dn2w

[CAYLEY.]

/ K\ lie' c-sd
5. en (u + -^) = A / ^ p,

- ^ TTT-O
\ 2/ \ 1 + A; 1 - (1

-
k)s

2

k' c2 - A;'s
2

/77 /I
- sn 27*

14. dat . ,

2

'

+ dn 2i

K\ ij-,
d -

(
1 -

A;')sc /77
cc? + k's

+ k' dn 27* - A;
2 sn 27*

A;' + dn 27*

cd
1 5. sn ( u + r- 1

= -= = j^
= =.

\j-r: j4 ~t

1 Ik sn 2?* + 1 dn 27t

Jk ' sn 27* - t en 27*
'

[CAYLEY.]

/ iK'\ IT+k c - Lsd IYT~k I - ksz

16. en 7*+ -- = \ j -^j-9 =\j
\ 2 / V k 1 + A-s

2 V k c + is(isd

VI
i f& /I rCS C tSfv i i 1

k \ 1 +A;s2
'

c + isd~^/k v

dn 27* + k en 2?*

c + tsd
~~

V en 27* 4- 1 sn
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/-. T d - tksc /- f 1 - ks2, H.

17.

, n K+iK' lk + tk' - tk's + cd~~

1 + ks2 d + tksc

;"
2 sn 2u - t CM 2u - tk dn 2

sn 2u - i en 2u

Vk
+ tk' c + (k-tk')sd _ Ik + tk' lc + (k- tk')sd

k d + ksc ~V k Vc + (k + ik')sd

J_ / k en 2w + 1&'

\/% v en 2u + tk' sn 2%' [CAYLEY.J

19. Show that

t-\ 9 d , 0^1 d'2 d . ,

(i) s2 -5-
W s = - c2 j- log c = -

y^ -j- loer a = sm,*-5-
= -

j- = -
y^ -j-du du k* du

(ii) c*-^td = cW-c* + d
du

(iii) S2|_^ = .. t.2_ s2rf2
du s

\L\ J
V-*41 \US -f- bii. I W ~| j I

Q/U \ O

20. Show that sn2^ + u
2)
- sn2

(Ml
-

M,)
= 2 J- -^x * *' \ 1 ^' Ao/ 1 l/>

21. Show that

- en 2u
,- dn = -

log en u
t+ en 'Jw

l-dn2w, 1

_
2u 1

,.
N

f
"

/I
- sn 2 , 1

, f ;1 ^ / K\-\
(
1V

) I A/1 T-du= r,\og\J}+ksii(u + )\.
Jo Vl+sn2w k [_ \ 2/J

22. Find the values of

..x f .... fsn, ..... fsn%dn?< ,

(i) cnwrfw. (11) art, (in) 5
- du.

J
'

JciiM J cn%

23. If /= (snw)
n

rfw,, show that

24. If In = (en M)"C?M, show that
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25. If 7n = Mdn )"&*, show that

-?i(l + k'
z
)
In + (n

-
l)'

2/n_a - kW-isc.

26. If /_ = {(~}
n

du, show that
J \dn uj

and obtain reduction formulae for I ( ^ -
) du and 1 7-, r- similarly.

JVdnw/ J(dnw)
non ormuae or ^ -

)
u an 7-

JVdnw/ J(

27. Prove that

,.

'

sn(u + v) dn v - dn M

[M. TRIP. II., 1915.]

... dn(it-v)
- cn(w- #) _dn wcriv -cn?f dn v

sn (?i
-

v) sn u + sn

[Sis J. J. THOMSON.]
28. Show that sn

( x
+ M

2)

1 - A-
2
^2^2

CjCg + SjS^rfg

~
rf

[M. TRIP. II., 1889.]

29. If M
I}

u
2t

u
s ,

u
4 be any arguments, and x, y, z respectively

denote

sn (w4
- Mj sn (M2

- M
3 )

sn (u4
- u

2 )
sn (u3

- M
a )

sn (w4
- u

z )
sn (^

-
u^)

sn (w4 + itj )
sn (u2 + u

s )

'

sn
( 4 + u

2 )
sn (MS + MJ)

'

sn (u4 + M
3 )
sn (^ + ?fJ'

prove that x + y + z + xyz = Q. [M. TRIP. III. ,
1 885. ]

30. If A denote the function

31. Find the values of IdnwdM. 1^ ,

j J dn u' j

sn MX - Up en u^ + wM cn % - MM sn

then <B4iXt&&l&2yt8l + a5
41*28 +%% + a;

43
X
12
=

- [M. TRIP. II., 1889.]

--du.
sn u

[M. TRIP. II.
, 1888.]

32. Prove the formulae

(i)
3 dn4 w du = 2(1+ &'2

)
ezn u + k2 sn u en u dn u - k'2 u,

... j^Csnudu dnu
(n A;

2 U - = ezn (u + K+iK' )
+ -- ,

J 1 + sn % en M

r ...
7 f^ , 1, l+k

(m) A; snwrfM =
2log-j -^,

*

U
where ezn u =

-j^-
+ zn u, and zri u is Jacobi's Zeta function Z(u).

[M. TRIP. II., 1888.]
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33. Show that sn (x + K) = -5, sn (a; + 2K) = -
s, sn (ix)

= i tn (x, k').

'

[M. TRIP., 1876.]

Prove that, if D 1 -
A;
2
s
1

2s
2
2

,

34. (i) cn(Wj + u%) cn(u l u,,)
=

(c^
- s

2
2
e?j

2
)/Z)

=
(c2

2 - s^d^/D \

(ii) dn (MJ + u.
2 )
dn (1^

- w
2)
= (d^

- k2s
2\2

)/D = (d2
2 - k\ 2

c^)/D.

35. (i) en (MX
+ 2)

en
(?<j

- w
2) + sn (wa + w

2)
sn (wt

- Mj

(ii) en (w t
+ w

2 )
en (MJ

- ?t
2 )
- sn (MJ + w

2)
sn (MJ

- %2)

(iii) dn (Wj + i^
2 )
dn

(11^
- u

2 ) + A;
2 sn (u l

+ w
2)

sn (MX
- u

2)

(iv) dn (?i, + ?/.,) dn (?t.
-

M.,)
- i2 sn (M, + M.,) sn(, - MO)\ / \ i i \ i ^/ \ JL a/ \ 1 Z/

_ ... l-sn(w-a) l-sn(w + a) fsn(AT-a)-sn
OO. Ill

... - l -

1 - k sn (M
-

a) 1 + k sn (u + a)

2 sn u en ?< dn a

cn'-u -

2 sn a en a dn u

37. (i)

(ii) tn(tt+ a)-tn(-a)= .

cn 2a-dn 2 asn2
?t

38. Verify the identity Wk' 2S - kzC + D - k"2 = 0, where S denotes

the product of the four sn functions with arguments uv, uwt

C denotes the product of the four en functions and D the product of

the four dn functions with the same arguments. [M. TRIP. II., 1914.]

39. Prove that the length of the curve of intersection of two

right circular cylinders, whose axes are at right angles and radii

~ i

a, o (a < b), is 8a I I
]

dd>. where k2 = 2
/ft

2
; and verify

Jo \1 -
KrSKOrtpJ .

the result when a = b.
[ST. JOHN'S, 1886.]

40. Prove that the relation

Mdy dx

where M is a constant, can be satisfied by an equation of the form

yV= U, in which U, Fare integral polynomials.
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41. Show that the envelope of

t/'(cn u dn u + k sn2
u)

- x (dn u
- k en u) sn u = ok sn u

Z"'2 5 / II \~5 > /Jci/\^

is tP+9 0, where ** -1, -t

[This is St. Laurent's result for the caustic by refraction for

parallel rays falling upon a circle. See Heath's Optics, Art. 108.]

42. Show that the envelope of the straight line

k'
zx sn u + (en u + k dn u) y = k sn M (dn M + k en ?i)

11

[CAYLEY on Caustics, Ph. Tr., 1856.]

43. A particle under the action of a central attraction

ra

moves from an apse at distance l/(l+e) with velocity %//*(! +&)/&;

show that the orbit described is l/r=l +ecn 6, mod. l/v/2.

[TAIT AND STEELE, Dyn. of a Particle, p. 393.]

44. Show that Euler's Equations of motion of a body about a fixed

point under the action of no forces, viz. A j~
- (B -

C) w
2
o>
3
=

0,
, , dt

B-^-(C-A)^v
=

Q, C
C

^-(A-B)wl
w
2
=

0, are satisfied by

Wj
= a sn X(t

-
T),

w
2
= I en X(t

-
T),

w
s
= c dn \(t

-
T), provided the six

constants a, b, c, A, T, k be suitably chosen

[KiRCHOFF. See ROUTH, Rig. Dyn.}

[For the treatment of these equations by aid of the Weierstrassian

functions, the reader is referred to Greenhill, Ell. F., Arts. 104-114.]

45. Prove that

1 + ks'2 d - iksc c - isd

i(l+k)s c + isd d + iksc'

[M. TRIP., 1888.]

46. Prove that

i 2 / i v>\_D - ikS_ C-iS _C-kD-ik'*S_ D-kC
+^K) -7n^S~D^kS~ D-kC 'C-

where S, C, D denote sn 2u, en 2u, dn 2u respectively.

[M. TRIP., 1888.]

A T T> i.v i. f
"

/dn 2w + en 2tt , 1
,

47. Prove that I A/T- r- rfw = r/ log sn M.

Jx \dn'2u-cn2u k
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48. Show how snmu may be expressed in terms of snw, where

m is an integer; and if m be odd, prove that the numerator of

1 - sn mu when so expressed consists of a perfect square multiplied

[CAYLEY, E.F., p. 90.]by the factor 1 -
(
-

1)'

"

sn.

49. If k'
2 = -

CD, where w is an imaginary cube root of unity,

prove that 1 - sn (o>
- o>

2
)it 1 - sn u /I - w sn \2

1 +sn(w- o>
2
)w

50. Prove that

, 2
cn 2

(u + v) en
2
(u -v)\ *

dn'2 (M + ^)dn
2
(7t-y)

l + <omuj
'

[MATH. TRIP., 1878.]

51. Prove that

sn u en \u dn ^?t . en \u dn jM . en \u dn |^M . . .

"

52. Prove that

- sn u

53. Show that if 6r=

[MATH. TRIP., 1878.]

[MATH. TRIP., 1878.]

H-aj + ag), then

= - -
p log [

1 - ^2 sn2
(M + ftj)

sn2
(?t + a

2)].

54. Show that

-
a)_

@8
(z
-

o)
2
(y

-
o) (x + y + 2o)

~
1 -

Jfc
2 sn2

(x + a) sn
2
(y 4- a)

'

[GLAISHER.]

55. Show that

f
"

Jo

en u - sn u dn w
3

cntt+snttdntt

1 . ( / / K\ 1= r, log wl + k sn I M + -^ ) }.
k ^

[ \ 2/J

56. Prove that in a spherical triangle ABC, obtuse angled at C,

we may replace cos a, cos b, cose, cos A, cos B, cos C respectively by
en u, en v, en (u + v), dn u, dn v,

- dn (u + v), and then

where p is the perpendicular arc from C on AB, and point out any
other analogies between elliptic functions and spherical trigono-

metry. [MATH. TRIP. III., 1884.]
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57. Prove that

. ,

58. Prove that Z(u) =
TTU . ,,,+ <-Z(iu, k

).

59. Solve completely the differential equations

(i) ^ + w2 + aM2 = 0; (ii) ~S + n2u + PU = 0.

Show that in case (i) u is of the form

I en-fr T)

u = a-b rr , with <

[MATH. TRIP., 1878.]

b2 = (a
-

?w)
2 + n2

,

k* =
$(
i+ ~i

K> 2 7

or

or U =
~̂ a(

V with i # 2
1

(t \-h 2 (f- } \.~T2~ft
a

and in case (ii)

u = a en
jj (t

-
T), with (a

2

[Sou S.H. PROBLEMS, 1878.]

60. Prove that if a uniform chain fixed at two points rotate in

relative equilibrium with constant angular velocity about an axis

in the same plane with the line joining the two points and free

from the action of gravity, the form of the curve assumed by the

chain will be given by y = bsuK-, the axis of rotation being the
, &

axis 01 x.
[GREENHILL, M. TRIP., 1878.]

61. Differentiations being denoted by accents, show that

cnw su cndn^
dn u en u

8i\"u dn"u

sn u dn u

62. If
,

v/1-;

in an integral form,

=
0, obtain the relation between x and y

[MATH. TRIP., 1876.]
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63. Transform the differential dx/J(l -x2
)(l -kW) into a like

expression having, instead of k, the modulus 2-Jk/(l +k).

64. Accents denoting differentiations, prove that

(i) sn u, sn u, sn u

cnu, cnu, cnu

dnu, dn'u, dn'u

65. Show that

(i)

snu,

cnu,

dnu,

sn u,

cnu,

sn u

en."' u

=

s
2

, ss', s'
2

c2
, cc', c'

2

d2
, dd', d'2

en u, en u,

en u, dn u,

en u, en u,

en u, en u,
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69. If in2 + n2 = 1
, prove that x

cos2 e sin2 <i>d6d<t>r
Jo Joo (l-TO

2 sin2 0)*(l-7i
2 sin2 <)*

= P P 8in8

Jo Jo l-m2
si

if P P ra2 cos ,

70. If ?i= , =^-
, ^^a</>, then -^

=
Jo Jo VL -m2

si

[7 , 1891.]

71. P and Q are points one on each of two circles in parallel

planes with a common axis through the centres 6', C" at right angles
to the planes; CC' = b and the radii are A and a, PQ = r and the

angle between the planes C'CP and CC'Q is . Evaluate the integral
I t POS

^ 1 1 dsds', the integrations extending round each circle, and

throw the result into the form

M= lirjAa f
(c

- ~] P\
-
cEj],

where F
l and El

are complete Elliptic Integrals.

2L



CHAPTER XXXII.

ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS (continued). THE
WEIEKSTRASSIAN FORMS.

1380. It was stated in Chapter XI. that the integration of

fdx
-j= , where Q is a rational quartic function of x, could be made

to depend by a suitable homographic substitution upon the

f
z dz

integration w I
-

. where Jc is real and < 1,
2

'

and the properties of z when expressed as a function of u, as

also those of \/ 1 z~ and *Jl k-z2
, have been discussed in the

last chapter. This is the Legendrian and Jacobian mode of

procedure.
A more modern method is due to Weierstrass. In this

fdx
method the same integral, viz.

|-/^,
is shown to be also

reducible by a suitable homographic transformation to the

f dz
form w= I . . where I. J are certain constants.

W4z3-/z-7
viz. functions of the coefficients of Q, and of the constants of

the homographic transformation formulae. The function u,

regarded as dependent upon z, is considered as the inverse

function, and z expressed as a function of u as the direct

function. It is usual to write z=$(u), or $>(u, I, J) if it be

desired to put into evidence the values of / and J. $>(u) is

called the Weierstrassian Function.

The letters g.2 , g% are very commonly used instead of / and

J, but as powers of these letters occur very frequently there

appears to be less risk of error in practice if we use the I, J
notation.

530
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fdx
1381. The modes of reduction of the general integral 1-7=

to the respective Legendrian and Weierstrassian forms will

be discussed at length in the next chapter. For the present

we shall be occupied with an examination of the nature and

properties of the function $>(u) and the allied functions (u)

and <r(u), respectively defined by the equations

\ i CL \ / \

These are respectively referred to as the Weierstrassian Zeta

and Sigma functions.

1382. Preliminary Remarks.

The general binary quartic

f I
; ; /Y T1*

.--l-r. 4i/ / /yi *^'Jy I f\f~f rpLntt' \__ A.fi /y/i to ] /Y <?/*
<aj

^^ Li ft'X/
[

TLt/-itA/ II ^ VJCt^LV LI
j

TJt-totX/
If j" Lt/^ t/

possesses two invariants for a linear transformation

=Z
1^+m1 F, y=l2X-{-m.2 Y,

viz. I = a
4

4a
1
a3+ 3a

2
2

,

the quadratic invariant, or quadrinvariant,

a
,

a
t , a2 I, the cubic invariant, or cubin-

04, a
2 , 3 j

variant.

2>
a
3 ,

a
4 ;

If a transformation of this kind has reduced the original

quartic to the form

O.ZH-4X3 Y-f 6.

then for this new form

/'=0 . <-4 . las'+3 .

2= 4a
8

'

and J'=

and the form has become

0, 1,

1, 0, a
3

'

0, <x
3 ', a/

or if Y be unity, 4X
3 /Jf J, the accents being dropped as

the meanings of / and J will be obvious.

1383. If ev e
2

. e.
A
be the roots of the equation 4^3 Iz <7=0,

so that 4z3 Iz J =4<(z e
1)(z e

2)(z e
s ), we shall lose no
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generality in assuming for the present that ev e
z , e3 are all real.

For it will be shown that if two of these quantities be

complementary imaginaries, say ez> e
3 ,
then a substitution of

the form >/ 1
=

(z e.2)(z e3)/(z e^) will reduce the integration

z J4<(ze1)(zez)(ze3)

to the similar form

where t)v *]z , t]3 are all real constants such that
tji~}-tjz -\-}s=Q

(Art. 1456). We therefore assume for the present that e
l ,

ez ,

e3 are all real, e
1+ e

2+P3
=0 and e^ > e

z> es . We also have

e,
2
-fe9

2+e,
2- _1 t> - p L_ o o - /> L_ a - a -_~ e e "~ e

1384. The Differential Coefficients of #>().

f
w

fZs
The integral

-1
(2;)=u= I = is made definite at

Jz >J^z
z Iz J

the upper limit, the integrand vanishing when is infinite.

Differentiating,
- = - \'& ^Iz^J, i.e.

i.e. <p'
2
(u)

= ^(u) -
I<p(u)

- J. Hence also

^(tt) = [360#>
2
(w)- 18/]p' (tt)

= (3602
2 -

18/)/, etc. ;

whence it appears that the successive differential coefficients

of <p(ii) with regard to u are alternately irrational and

rational functions of p (u).

1385. Periodicity of <p(u\
It has already been seen that the function w defined by

wz
l/4(z e

l)(z e
z)(z e

3 )
is a two-branched function having

branch-points at z= e
l>

z
e.^,

z= es ,
and at = 00 (Art. 1295),
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=
jpl*)

r00

fa
and that in consequence J

. = has three

periods 2o)
x , 2o)2 , 2o>3 ,

where

P r
00

f

1 '2 '3
^ 6l J 00 )e3

these periods being not independent but connected by a

linear relation, viz. &>
x

&>2+&>3=0. Of the three we shall

consider 2o>
x
and 2ft>3

to be the independent periods.

We have also shown that if UQ be any definite value of the
/a

integral I

Jz
wdz, say that obtained by integrating along any

straight-line path extending from to GO, which does not pass

through any of the points z=e
1}
z~e

z ,
z= e

s ,
then all other

values are comprised in the system,

I where A, /UL, A', // are integers.
>)

In consequence we have ^(2mco1+ 2ww3 u)=^(w), where

m, n are integers, an equation which expresses the double

periodicity of the function. And this is equivalent to the

statement that the most general solution of the equation

^(u)=^(w ) is u==2m6o
1+2wco3

w
, m, n being integers.

Further, it follows that

=/ (u), <$' (2mft)1 4-2wco3 u}= <@ (u),

=$>" (u),

^
/

"(u), p'"(2mco1 -f 2ww3 u)= $>'"(u),

and so on.

And in the special cases when w=n=0, we get

p ( )=p (u), p' (-u)=-p
f

(u),

p" ( u)=p"(u,), p'" ( u) p'" (u), etc.

1386. These results are obvious from another consideration
;

viz. if we

consider (4z
3 Iz J)~^ as expanded in a convergent series of negative

powers of 2, that expansion will begin with the term j + ____ Integrat-

1
^

1

ing between z and oo, we have u= +... ; and squaring, u
2= -+..., and

z* z

therefore by reversion of series z ^4- even powers of u, i.e. %>(u) is an
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even function of u. [This expansion will be found carried out in Art.

1416.]

Thus <g>'(u\ $>"(u), $'"(u)... are alternately odd and even functions of

tt, whence <p(-u)= >(), #>'(-) = -P'( tt
)> $"( -)= ^"(MX etc ->

as stated.

Further, since these series for #>(), p'(tt), f"(tt), ... all start with a

negative power of u, it will be clear that f>(0), #>'(()), #>"(0), ... are all

infinite, and the orders of these infinities are respectively those of

, , ^,
...

,
so that, for instance,

U" It* U

fl_\*
1

=

4'

1387. THE ADDITION FORMULA FOR THE FUNCTION p(w).

A/^y (Jill

Consider the solution of the Eulerian Equation =r-f ==0
for the case when

Letu= ~, v=\
(

-~^,
i.e. a=p(w), y=p(). Then

Jx vA Jy v -t

1and

Thus, one form of the integral is u-\-v=C, a constant. ...(1)

We can obtain another form of the integral as follows :

Introduce another variable t such that

dx
__ dy _ dt

^/T~~^J~~"^y'
and let x-\-y=P.

dP dt dP JX-JY
Ihen . i.e." ' -^-~

dt x-y

Differentiating with regard to tt

d*P 1 r 1 dX -JX 1 dY= 1 r 1 __
dtz xyL2jX dx xy 2<jY dy xy

-JXVA-vr r-VA yj

(*-2/)
2 L-2/ a;-

_j ri /<zz <m x- 7i

~(x y)
2
L2\rfa; dy J xyj
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Now
jy JY v_ y
^:+ ?L = 12(x

2+v2
)-2/, and -=4(z2+^+ ?/

2
)-7;

dx dy xy
)_ . dP dzP_ dP

dt'dt*~dt'

dp
\
z

/D , n>\ v l/dP\* n ,

-77- =4(P+C) or P=j(-j7)C,
dtj 4 \ at )

where C' is a constant.............................................. (2)

Now this equation having been obtained on the supposition

else di/
that =+^==0, i.e. that w+v'-a constant C, it appears that

C' is a constant, provided that C is a constant
;

i.e. C' is a

function of C, say <f>(C).
We thus have the equation

and we have to identify the/orw of the function

Now
A dP

,
and -r

=
[p

/2

(w)
-

2p' (u) $>' (v)+ p'
2
(v)
- 4 (x+ y ) (x

-
y )

2
]/4 (x

(xy)2
.

Now let v diminish indefinitely. Then #>(v) or
^/

becomes
A

SY*/Jy2

infinitely great, and we have <j)(u)=Lt--T-^-=x=$>(u), and the
/

form of ^ is now identified as that of the Weierstrassian

function p.

Hence =

That is

which, as it expresses %>(u-}-v) in terms of $>(u), p(v) and their

differential coefficients, forms the addition formula for this

function.
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1388. Symmetrical Form.

Taking a third function w, such that u-\-v+iv=0, then

Therefore we have the symmetrical form

ir-
by symmetry, and therefore

whence

and we have the symmetrical relation

1389. Various Results derived.

In the formula

change the sign of v. Then, remembering that

and p'( )= p'() (Art. 1385), we have

whence

1390. Take a function of x, y, viz. ^(x, y) t such that

so that

and F(y> y)=4a/
3-Iy-J=
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Then

= {2xy(x+y)-I(x+y)-J}/(x-yY-=F(x,y)/(x-y)*-

whence ^-)

also u-*

1391. In the formula

let i1

approach to ultimate coincidence with u. Then

1

_
4

1392. Hence

which is a rational function of

1393. Moreover

1 d2

u=p(u)-^-^2
1394. Another form is

have

4p(2)-p(t,)--
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where A = (3/e, + 9Je
l + /2

)/4 (ex
- e

2) (d - e3 )

e^)']/^
- et) (e,

-
ej) (6263

- 4ex
2
)+Sefae^^ - e2)K - ea)

+ 2e,
2
)
- e2es + 2Cl

2 =
(ex

-
,)(^

-
e,

1395. Put v=2u in the formula

Then p(3W)+P (u)= |
80 that F (3u) can be

expressed rationally in terms of p(w).

1396. Now put v=ww. Then

which expresses p(n+l)w in terms of p(ww), p(n l)w and

p(w) in rational form, whence $>(n-\-\)u is a rational function

of p(w). Thus it appears that #>(2w), #>(3w), ^(4M), etc., can all

be expressed as rational algebraic functions of p(u). But the

expressions for these successive forms rapidly increase in

complexity.

1397. Again, using the formula

^-'~*-nSKap ^
and putting v 2w, 3w, etc.,

from which ^(3w), #>(4w), ... may be successively calculated;

and it is noticeable that

are all rational algebraic functions of
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1398. General Value of <p(mi)<p(u). SCHWARZ.

We shall show later that the general form of $>(nu) is given

by the formula
/

where
\jsn is expressed in terms of Sigma Functions.

Schwarz has shown that

1 d2
-&(u)=--z

where
\jsn

--

minant

and A stands for the deter-

The method of establishing this result is pointed out by
Greenhill (E.F., p. 300, etc.), but the proof lies outside the

scope of the present account.

For immediate purposes we may establish a difference

equation which will suffice to give us the values of the

function $(nu} p(u) in terms of $>(u) for low values of n,

such as w=3, 4, 5, 6, etc., which is all that we shall require.

1399. A Difference Equation.

From the formula

where x=p(u), y%>(v), we have, by putting

vnu and $>(nu} p(u)=Rn ,

Putting

#^i = !

X4

(I)
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where the suffixes of x denote the degree in x iu each case, the difference

equation is Rn l +Rn_l
=

B \ -, with the starting equations Rt
= 0,K

RZ = _ whenceJ^..-P, say, where X.= XX4- X'-
A3 A4 A4

The suffix notation will suffice until the case of R5 ,
when a second

factor of degree 12 occurs after Xi2 nas been used. We may denote this

second factor by <
12 .

1400. Other forms of the difference equation may be convenient, and

may be used, now we have found R3 ,
for we may eliminate \ z or Xs> or

both of them.

Since

Rn+lRn +RnRn_, = Xs + d RH+, R,,^ +Rn+l -R = Xs +

we have ^,i+2 Rn+l
- Rn Rn^ = -

x3 (-^
~
% \

or again, (R,,+2 +Rn)Rn+l -(Rn+ i +Rn_^)R l? = X2(Rn+i-R>l ) (HI)

From either of these equations or by another application of (/), Rt
can

be found
;
after which we may eliminate both X2 an^ Xs> and form an

equation connecting the R's of any five consecutive suffixes, viz.

= 0;

whence

!

in which a factor has been inserted for symmetry.
Now, putting n = 2 in (II), we may readily show that

,
where Xl>SX8 X6

-
X43;

putting n= 3 in (IV), we similarly get

JZ6= _X12^A., where ^llSXli -x,;
, A12

and putting n= 4,

*6= -
v
X ' 8

lrf* 2
Where ^>24

= X3
2
X6 ^>12

-
Xl2

2
,

XsX4 <Pl2

and so on.

From the several connecting equations,
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we can readily express x<>> Xm 0i2> e^c ->
*n terms of the original quan-

tities X2 Xs> X4> so ^at the successive values of %)(nu)-<jf)(u) maybe
obtained in terms of x. Collecting the results, we have

X4

*
,-, etc.,

Xi2 Xa X4

and the notation shows the nature of the factorisation of the several

numerators and denominators.

If we change the notation, and write

etc., with V^i
=

1, we get

T 4 i 5

W"/r o

1401. Factorisation of ^-3 ,
etc.

If we consider the solution of p(2u)= ^(u), we may infer

the factorisation of ^4 ,
i.e. \fss

.

The equation gives 2u=2incD
i -\-2nw3

u. Therefore

*2in 2?iu= o ft)
t -[- -;r- MO or 2?7ift)

1 -(-2Tito)3 .

The principal solutions are

1 > 1 I o
t

1 3
> * o ' O ' O ' O O '

O O O O *3 O

and any other solutions, such for instance as

j- 4^ 3 ofr*
I O o IE O ?

C^" '

3 3
'

3
"

3

are merely such that when added to one or other of the four

principal solutions we obtain a complete period. Hence the

factors of v, are

and since X4=3^
4
(w) f/p

2
(w) 3J^(M) TV/

2
,
we have various
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results from the consideration of various symmetrical functions

of the roots of the quartic x4
=

;
for instance

and similar results will follow from a consideration of the equations

p(3w) = p(uX p(4M) = p(tt), etc.

1402. Let ^ =
4(^-ej)(.r-e2)(a:-e3), .r= >(), # = #>(v), z = $(w). Then

That is

e
} {$> (v)

- p (w)} = \V - e
x \(z-e2)(^-e3)

-
^-e, <J(y-e^(y -e3)

with two similar equations.

1403. It will be noted that %>(v+ iv)-elt

perfect squares.

1404. In the same way

with two similar equations.

1405. If 2^, 2o>
2 , 2w3 be the three periods, then

&>! (o2+to3=0 and f(m^= e
lt p(o)2 )

= e
2 , ^(ft)3)

= e
3

and since e
l -\-ez -\-e3 =^Q, we have pM+$>((Dz)-}-$>((a3)

= 0-

Also

where

Then this quartic function Q is a perfect square. For the

solutions of p(2w)=p(cD1 )
are given by 2M=2Aa)

1 +2^ft)3 to)
1

.

That is u= nu odd multiple of l^+ a multiple of co3
.

Now and
-^-j-&>3

are the only independent solutions,

for any others are merely such that, with one or other of
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these, they make a complete period. Therefore the only
different factors of Q are the two

u - and M -

which must therefore be repeated. It is therefore indicated

that

no coefficient being required, because in p(2w) the coefficient

of p
4
(w) is to be l/p'

2
(w), which is so.

The actual factorisation is given in the next article, which

will show that the repetition could not be such that one

factor is repeated thrice.

1406. Since

/=- 4(e2
e3 -e1

2
); 2,7+ej = 4e

1(e2e3 + e*) ; ^/ 2+ e
1/=(e2

e
3 + e

1

2
)
2

,

=
\$*(u)

-
Zetf(u)

-
(e,e3 + e

= [IP () -
e,)

2 -
(e2e3+ 2efl?lp*(u),

which shows the actual factorisation of Q.

1407. The values of p( P + w 8 are therefore

e
1

1!

,
i.e. BI x^2 -

-JI,

and since p(
'

)
lies between e

t
and oo we take the positive sign for

>(

'

\ ^ / \ ^

[See Art. 1410]

1408. We have also the relations

with other results. For instance

where the negative sign is chosen, because when w is very small

Pf**>~3, f^)=gb ^()=-|3
-

1409. Putting 2 = en e2 or e3 in
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'2

Then

and 12e
1

2 -/ = 4(e1 -e2)(e,-e3),

Hence $>(u + o>i)-p(<i) = (e l
-e.2)(e l

-e3)/(z-el\ .................. (1)

i.e. {$>( + Wl)
- ?K)} <P() - P(eo,)}

-
{P('oi)

- P(w2)} (F(wi)
-
P(<3)}, -(2)

with two similar results by a cyclical change of suffixes.

1410. We may therefore write the result of Art. 1394 as

4p(2tt)=p()+p(ft+w,)+f9(w-|-<i>8)+p(+Wj). [M. Trip., 1888.] ...(3)

Other identities may be established. Thus, since

(e, -e,)(e, -e,)
P(w+w,)= e1+^ ,

2-Cj

we have

If in (1) we put u= o>, ,

=
p(^)

and
^(|l)- ei =v/(ei -e2)(e 1

-e3). (See Art. 1407.)

Now 2wj = 2 I . and is real ;
and as z increases from e

1
to oc

,

Je, */4:Z
3 -Iz-J

u decreases from Wj to and passes the value ojj/2 in the interval.

Hence the value of z corresponding to
-^,

that is ^>(-~\ lies between

e
l
and o>

,
and is therefore > e l . Hence we take the positive sign, and

Also, since yp'(u)=
- v/4(3-e 1)(z-e2)(2-e8), we have

- e3)He i -62 +^ -e2)(e,-e3)}{c 1 -63+ ^(6! -e2)(ei-e8)}

= - 2 (el
-
62X6,

-
e,) [Vcj

- e
2+ x/e

t
- ca].

1411. It may also be shown that

vr
i

- e3+ \/e2 -f3],

,

- e
2)(e2

-
ft.
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1412. Again

Therefore

two similar results.

1414. WEIERSTRASSIAN PERIODS IN TERMS OF LEGENDRIAN.

We have now to examine the relationship between the

Legendrian and Weierstrassiari systems. Taking e
1}

e
z>

e
z
as

the roots of 4z3 Iz J0, and supposing them all real and

e
l > e

2> e
s ,

the period 2^ is defined as

and is a real period (z > e
l > e

2 > e
3).

g _ g
Let e

l
=

(el e
3)cot'

2 and Jfc
2= -?

,

e
i

e
s

which is positive and <1.
Then zez

=e
1

e
z+(el

e
&) cotfQ=(el

e
3)
cosec2

(e2 e
s)

^-egXl-Fsm^Vsin^,
and 2; e

3=(e1
e
3)/sin

2
0; also dz= 2(el e

3)cosec
20cot OcZ0.

Again 2;=^ gives 9=7r/2 and 0=00 gives 0=0;

_ 1 ft 2 (et
- eg) cosec

2 6 cot sin2 d6
Wl
~ J '

2 J i3
2K

l
e
3

i
-e3f cot Ovl-

2

/l kz sin2 Jel
e

Again (2; real, and passing below z= ev see Art. 1335),

2a) ==2
J e e

x ) (s e
2) (0 e

3

ej)(z e^(z e
3)

E.I.C. II. 2M
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Let z=e
l
cos26 -f e

2
sin2

6.

Then e
l z=^(el

e
2)sin

2
$, z e^^ e

2)cos
2
#,

and e3=(e1
e
s)(l A;'

2 sin2
^),

where jfe'2=fii=i_t^=i_^,

;' being positive and < 1. Also dz= 2(e1
e
2 )

sin cos # cZ#.

Again 0=e
2 gives ^= H-5 z=ej gives 0=0;

A;'
2 sin2

t
2 ! r

^(ft)o
-

<t)i)
== "~ - - I

t \/el e
3
J o

Finally 2o,8
= 2

f
.

dz

J e3 \/4 (2 ej (2 e
2) (2 63)

)
= 2 .

--

Je3tV4(e1

dz

V4(z 6^

Let 2=e
2 sin

20+e3 cos
2
0;

e
2 z=(e.2 e

3)cos
2
^, 2 e

3=(e2
e
3)sin

2
#,

dz= 2 (e2 e
3 ) sin cos dd

;

2=e
3 gives =

0, z=e2 gives =
^',A

2 p ^0 25;
.. ^vo>3 fa>9)= o

I = -- .

rvej e
3 JON/! A;

2 sin2 v^ e
3

iiT ^-/^' -iX'Hence
^=-j= =, o)2=-^=, ft,3

=-
7
_,

V e
x

e
3 Ve1

e
3 Jel

e3

and o)
1 0)2+^3=0, as it should be.

1415. CONNECTION BETWEEN THE JACOBIAN AND WEIER-
STKASSIAN ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS.

In general, taking

Put z=e
1 -}-(el

e
s)cot

2
0, and we have

u= -
7
=

TO . =, where W=
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Then 6=am Je^ esu,

.e.

sn2
\/e, e.,u

1 o

dn2^, e<M
-,

sn2
^/^ e

3
w

9 / (A)

which may also be written as

M==s, ...(B)
p(0 V

which show the connection between the Jacobian and Weier-

strassian systems.

1416. Expansion of @(u) in Powers of u.

r /v

Taking M= I .
,
and z > e

1
> e2 > e,, we have

1/2 \'4& Iz J

r<fer i// ^T^Jw= / y *~5\a+3/ oS ant a convergent expansion,
2 % 4 \2 2 1

/J

i 1.3 / 2

We have to reverse this series, and expand z in powers of u, Squaring,
we notice that w2 is a rational function of z, viz.

:

Then

= - + + u2 + u* + . . . to the first three terms.

As z is obviously an even function of u, we may conclude that the

expansion is of the form

where A 6 ,
A s ,

... remain to be found. As the work of reversion of series
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is somewhat laborious, we may now use the differential equation z'"= \2zz'

(Art. 1384) to determine the coefficients from this point.

Now z = - ^ \-0 + =-^u+ ^ u^+ -~ u5+ -^~. uj + - V u9 + . . . ,

u3 10 7 5 ! 7 ! 9 !

, -1.2.3.4 2.3.7
i

g 3 Jg 5
A lo .

u& 7 3! 5 ! 7 !

'" '

whence
A \ \ D ! 2UU,

A /8 4 2

~7f
= 12

(Tof
+

5

giving ^1=2473755' 8l
=
24.5.7.lf T0!

=
2*. 3. ISVO^T2

/'
etC>

Hence

1417. It appears that ^)(tt) ^
vanishes with . That is, for very

i PM-SP /
small values of ti, >() = -^. Also Ltu-*o $

=
9n >

e^c<

2
Again ^(M)f'( tt

) + ~5 vanishes with tt.

Moreover the expansions of >'(M )> J>"(), ^'"(M)) e^c., are now all

known to several terms.

1418. The Expansions of the Weierstrassian Zeta and Sigma
Functions. /T%>(u)du= -j- logo-(w), we have

,.,
. 1, / J . /2 /./^ + -^3 - M -

^
" "

3. 5. 7.

_^_L_ _M3
, W*\ 11 /AX

2*.3.11.13V2.53+ 72 /
M

Also

IJ
26 . 3.52.7.11

whence
7 * ^* VHi* Uu"

2V3.5 f 2.3.5.7. e 2'.3.5.7 e 2'.3.6'.7.11

r, / 4 /2
t^
8 nr w n

L 2*.3.5
+

29.32.52 '-JL
1

23.3.5.7*"J

/2"8

Ifl J^10
1

27.3.52.7'"JL
1

25.3.52.7.ir"J'
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Equations (A) and (B) give the expansions of the Zeta and Sigma
functions.

The constants of integration are in both cases taken zero. That is,

t(u) and log
'
are taken as vanishing with u.

u ' u

1419. We note that both (u) and a(u) are odd functions of

u, and that in consequence ( u) ()> <*"( u)= ar(u).

Also that f(0)
= 00, nO)=ao, r

/

()= 00
.
etc->

o-(0)=0, o-'(0)=l, <r"(0)
=

0, <r
///

(0)
=

0, o-
iv

(0)
=

0,

0-^(0)=-/, etc.,

and for small values of u. (u)=, a-(u)= u.
u

1420. ADDITION FORMULA FOR THE ZETA FUNCTION.

Integrating the equation

with respect to v, C(^

and putting i?=0, ^(v) x; .'. 2^(w)
=

(7;

2^(u)= /.
/(M)

.
X
.......... (1)

Also ^(M) being an odd function, (u v)=
Hence, interchanging u and v in equation (1),

)-2f(t>)=
--

/ / v .......... (2)
<p(u} $>(v)

Hence adding,

or writing u-\-i=w and remembering that

where t/+v+w;=0. [See Greenhill, E.F., p. 205.]

Changing the sign of v in (3),

=\^^1............. (4)2 w t>
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1421. By differentiating (3) and (4) with regard to u,

d
tiu I r)

d
ffifl-

1 d P-P^ ' * { } ~' -

and
d ,. . d ,. . Id p'(u)-t-ff(v)-- -

(

whence p (M) ^ (w+ v)
=

-j-2 riw

1422. ADDITION FORMULA FOR THE SIGMA FUNCTION.

Integrating (u-v)+(u+v)-^(u}= with re-

gard to u,

log o-(w-v)+log<r(f+v)-2 log <r(u)=

and since, when u is indefinitely small,

- 1
i

= w and j3(w)= -^,s v ' uz

whence

and

Putting v=nw, we have

1423. If we integrate with regard to i; instead of with

regard to M, we have

whence log e-^<)
<r (u+ t>

)= f ^^^ ^
O-(M-W) Jo f(l)-~j()

(3 )
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1424. Starting with

and integrating with regard to u,

whence lOge-^)^^= _ f" *W du......... (4)
tr(vu) Jo &(u)-p(v)

cPloga-lu) dt(u}
1425. Since --fo =-V-^= P(M), we have

2

1426. In the result

make i; approach indefinitely closely to u. Then

for o-
/

(0)
= l (Art. 1419). Hence

1427. Differentiating ^(2w)-p(M)=
-
J^2 log ^'(), we have

2j/(2tt)
-

p'(tt)
= -

i log p>), etc.,

Integrating the same equation,

and taking tt indefinitely small, we have in the limit

23 1

whence

Again integrating -ilogcr(2tt)+ logo-(tt)+ C"= -^
and diminishing u indefinitely,

'
'' e - -(2<*)= -^(*)P'(X as found before.
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1428. Putting w= 2 in the formula

have
(^(aiOcr^tt)

1429. To find <r(4w), we have

a- (4u)
= - cr

4
(2tt)

>' (2ti)
= -

[o-
4() ^)'

and by aid of these results we might proceed to find o-(5tt), cr(6tt), etc.

1430. Corresponding to Euler's Theorem,

cos & cos 16 cos 2 2 ^ . . . cos 2"-1 = sin 2n^/2
n sin 0,

we have -^f"^ = -^(2~1

u), ^""^U -^(2"-^), ...

o-
4
(2"~

1

)
" -4n-2

- 2

whence -
-;
'= -

^'(
n~l

u) . ^(2n~2
u)

cr (M)

1431. Writing \lrn for - I. we haveo i 71 / \n& '

((TU)
n

-l)^ a-(n+l)u C (cm)"
2

|

2
_cr(n- l)ua-(n + '[)u

\<r(nu)j
'

<T*(nu)a*(u)

The value of
\fsn(u) found by Schvvaiv. has been shown in Art. 1398,

expressed in terms of differential coefficients of %>(u).

Supposing the functions Rn to have been found in terms of $>(u) as

explained in Art. 1399, etc., />
can also be expressed in the same manner.

For

-8_ p rljlL-'- _ J? 42_ P l_ D ."
'

'

~~

, . o-(2u) ,. . .

,
.

and y*j= TJ -^>(M), ^j=l; whence (n>2)

J^_ = (
_

1)<^M^_i ^_2^^ ..jzj-sj^-a
.
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<r(nu)

1432. General Form of the Differential Coefficients of #>() with

regard to u.

Writing P, Plt
P

2 , etc., for p(), p'(w), p"(w), etc., for short,

we have P
1

2= 4P3 IP J,

P
2
=6P2

-|7, P
8
=12PP

1 ,

say,

= 6aPP
1

2+ (3aP
2+ 6)P2

P
8=(12a1

P2+261)P1

2
+(4a 1

P3+26 1P+c1)P2

= a
2
P6+ k,P3+ CgP

2+ cZ
2
P+ e

2 , say,

etc. ;

whence it appears

that P2 ,
P

4 ,
P

6 ,
.,. are all rational functions of P

and that P3 ,
P

5 ,
P

7 ,
... contain an irrational factor Pr

If we suppose these equations solved to express the various

powers of P in terms of P, PI;
P

2 , ..., we have

whence it appears that any positive integral power of P
can be expressed linearly in terms of P and its differential

coefficients, and that the general result will be of the form

in which no differential coefficient of an odd order occurs, and

the coefficients are all functions of I and J not involving the

variable and readily calculable in the early cases.
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1433. Integration of Rational Integral Algebraic Functions of

$> (u) with regard to u.

It follows from the last article that

const.,

in which the Zeta function appears from the integration of

the term LP.

Any rational integral algebraic function of <p(u) and ^'(u),

i.e. of P and P
I(

can now be integrated. For if it be

separated into two parts, the first containing all the even

powers of <p'(u) and the second all the odd powers, then

after substitution of 4P3 7P / for P
a

2
, we have a result of

the form 0(P)+ ^(P)P1( and x being rational integral

algebraic functions of P. And when </>(P) has been expressed
as explained above as a linear function of P and its differential

coefficients, each term is directly integrable. And if x(P) ^e

expressed in powers of P each term of x(^)^i ^8 directly

integrable, for \prp
l
du=Pr+'t

/(r+l).

d /Pr+l \

Moreover, since PrP,=^ (--;-), which is of form
du \r+ l/

it appears that P rP
l
can be expressed as a linear function

of P and its differential coefficients, and that the same is true

of x(P)P1( x being rational and integral. Thus, whatever
rational algebraic functions of P, and ^ may be, the integral

part of 0(P)+^(P)P1
is expressible in the form

and is integrable with respect to u and expressible in the form

1434. Thus, for example, to integrate {p(u)+ p'(u)}
2 with

regard to u, we have
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1435. If we differentiate equation (1) of Art. 1420 with

regard to u,

and an interchange of u and v, or a differentiation of (2) of

the same article with regard to v, gives

a further differentiation with regard to v gives

etc.

Thus we can form fractions containing [$> (u) ^(v)]
2

,

EF(**)~P(W)P> e^c., in the denominators with no functions

of u in the numerators, and this will presently be found

useful (Art. 144-3); and since '(u)=$(u), we have

=

etc.

Integrating with regard to u,

(v)+ const.,

/y /y
i

etc.
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Each such integral is therefore expressible by means of

those which have preceded it, the first being completely

integrated. So that all such functions as

'

/ \ F / \ TJ r 7 \ T> 6UC.,

are integrable and expressible in terms of
#>,

or a- functions.

In the case where %>(v)=el ,
e
z
or e

z , we have v=co
l ,

o>
2
or o>3

and p'(v)=0.

We now have from the second result,

with corresponding suffixes for e and CD, replacing the first

integration above, and so on for the other cases.

And p"(w,)=6e1

2
^/=2c2

e
8+4e1 ,

etc.

I486. As a particular case, if we put #>(v)=0, v is a constant

f
40

by v=\
Jo

defined bv v \ -r And

p'" (
v

)
= 1 2p () p' (v)=0, #>

(iv)

(v)
= - 1 2J, etc.

;

. . f du C du f du
whence the successive integrals I 7

-. 9/ .
,

. .
, etc.

J P() P (
M ) J P (

u
)

may be at once expressed.

1437. The integration of the function ^ (a^=el ,
ez or e

3)

may now be effected.

Let a p(w), which defines v as a certain constant, viz.

p" rfs
V ^

J J4s*-lz-j'
and p

'

(v)= -V4a3- /a-J-
.

Then

1

V /

(or b^ Art 1435)
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whence

<r(-f)

1438. Art. 1435 shows that we also have

du

and so on.

C f
/ \ C f

I \

1439. Integrals of form f \~ du, ,
, , )n du are of

J p(?*) a j {$(11) a }
n

course directly integrable as

) a] and T r-r~\
-

T^~T-n 1 [^(w) aj
n-1

1440. Integrals of form I J- . -*^M, where F is a rational
Jp() a

integral algebraic function, can be integrated by expressing

.F in a series of form

and then dividing bj^ $>(u) a, thus reducing the integrand

to the form

,4V"-
1
(u)+5V-2

(M)+ . . .+ X'+ -T-T- ,

p(w) a

and each of the terms of form \$>
r
(u) may be treated as in

Art. 1433, whilst the integration oj: the last term is effected

above.

1441. Integrals of form

f F[<p(u)]du

follow the ordinary rules of Partial Fractions in the first
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place with an integration of the several terms of the form

2X(3
r(w)+2 7-T- which accrue, following the rules described

&(u)-a
above.

1442. Ex. Thus

f p(u)du_ f s
q2 _J__

J Ep()-a]B?(w)-&][P<)-cJ J ^(a-ftXa-c) >()-a
rt "

v f
m

dz ,

wners u-\
== I ;

i~- . it9 etc., ? etc., nncl
Ja S/423 -/Z-J

%>'(ui)
= v 4a:! la J, etc.

1443. GENERAL SUMMING UP. COMPLETION OF THE METHOD.

We can now consider the general case of the integration

of a function of form (A+BJQ)/(C+DJQ), where A, B, C, D
are rational algebraic functions of x and Q is a rational

integral algebraic function of x of degree 3 or 4, thus extend-

ing the result of Art. 318. By exactly the same process as

in Art. 318, the function may be thrown into the form

-p:
+ Tfr .

^, where 7, V, M, N are rational integral algebraic

functions of x. The transformation x=a +-^- may be

applied to both parts, or to the second part only, for I
-^

dx

is directly integrable in terms of x by the rules of the tirst

seven chapters. But for the sake of uniformity in the result,

let us suppose the same transformation is applied to both

parts. Then, having determined
/UL

and
r\

so as to reduce

= to the Weierstrassian form .

,
let us put, as" in

Art. 1432, #>(M)=P, p'(u)=Pl , etc., where u is $>~
l
(z). Then

U/V and M/N, which are functions of x, take the forms U'/V
and M'/N' respectively, where U', V, M', N'are rational integral

algebraic functions of P, or what is the same thing, z
;
and

[(
\ (

U . M 1\ , CU'r -ji , M'dz
F+F 7^ J r

u"
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where U"/V" replaces ~Vfj.\V\zr\f, and U", V" are rational

integral algebraic functions of z, i.e. of p(u) or P, and M', N'

are also rational integral algebraic functions of P.

Now U"/V" and M'/N' can both be expressed partly as an

algebraic series of powers of P and partly as a series of Partial

Fractions.

Suppose

U" it M'^ -*. -
. -i yi* j * ^^\ f ~r

p: Tcr aTld -^r7 ==-2j\

which are the most general forms.

r pr+i ( p (ju ] i

Thpn P rP dii __
I

-1 _ and1 * ra - -

^r 7>=log(P /3), so that all the terms of I ^r,P, du can beP& J >

integrated in terms of P, i.e. of $(u).

Also lPrVZw has been shown in Art. 1432 capable of integra-

tion, and the method to be followed has been there described.
r 7

Finally, the integration of terms of the form I

p- -^
or

C CJIJL

1 FP WV nas ^een discussed in Art. 1435. The total result

is therefore expressible by aid of the Weierstra.ssian function

$>(u) and its associated Zeta and Sigma functions, and the

addition formula for each has been established.

This therefore completes the theory of the integration of the

most general algebraic function of nature (A-{-B\jQ)l(C-\-D\/Q),

where Q is of degree 3 or 4, the cases of Q being of degree 1 or

2 having been completed in Art. 318.

1444. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE.

Consider the integration

f
"

73 dv
U^\

/Z
. (2<0<oo).

Jz 2-l 2 2-2v/423
l

dz
Let z= p(u, 0, 4), i.e. -=du; and let a, 8 be

two constants defined by #>(a)
=

2,
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'
2
(a)=36,p

/2

(/3)=8, p"(a)=6. 2 2=24, p"( jS)
=

and we have

Hence, by Art. 1437,

(+|8)

and (7 is to be determined so that U Q if u0. Simplifying,

and when u is diminished indefinitely,

+c

Therefore subtracting,

13
-=

S-s/2

u)

where
, 0, -4), a=

1445. For further development of this part of the Theory of Elliptic

Functions, the reader must be referred to some book expressly dealing

with this section of the subject, such as Professor Sir George Greenhill's

treatise, where he will find a large number of very elegant applications of

their use to the problems of higher Applied Mathematics, and a much
more extensive account of them than space admits here.
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PROBLEMS.

1. Eeduce the integral

dx
(2 < x < 2 . 5)

: v/4 (x
-

2) (x
-

3) (2x
-

5) (3a;
-

5)

to the Weierstrassian form, by putting ,r=2 + -. Show that the
J

moduli of the integral are 2/\/5 and l/N/5,'and that u = $r
l
{lj(x

-
2)}.

Show also that u= -r=dn~* /
-a;

,
mod. -7=.

2. In the integral w = =, show that if

- 20* - 28

z > e

(i) p()

l 2

-
2
+ M2 + w4 +

3

(ii) ^ = ' uS - u5
-'2l

u7

(iii) o-(M)
=it-tt-_....

3. If 2u= {*''-=
^ =, show by putting

J 1 7(4X
2 + 17a . + 4)(2x

2 - 3x + 1)

that the integral is reduced to Weierstrassian form. Prove

also that

14 + 1 /2\

52^T' Va)

f
00

rf0= I =, ^'(2^) contains $>(u) as a
J Z v/2

3 -2g -I

4. Show that

M
)
= 64^

6
(w)

- 207V(w) -
16/7jp('M) + (/

3 - 3272
).

Also show that if 2u
r
factor.

r /7^

5. Show that for the integral 2u=
\

.

,
the roots of the

Jz x/,s
3 - a3

equation $>'(2u)
= Q are given by g>(w)

= a(>/3 1), aw(N/3l),
aw2

(\/3 1), where w is one of the unreal cube roots of unity.

go _ 4-fX

Show also that jp(2')
-

$>(u)
-
\z~- 3
-

3-,
and that

Z d

2n
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("" dz 1 , fz-2aj2cosl5}
6. If2w=l . show that u = ^TT= en"1

-(

-
-p^> >

J * v/^T^s
'

2 /3a* \* + 2a^2 cos 16*J

Mod. sin 15.

7. For any Weierstrassian Integral, show that

= 2
; (ii) .

"-''l = 4.
-

8. If w = ^-
a

(2;, 84, -80), show that the values of
#>(-M and

(it>

\ \~ /

y + w
3
J
are 4 3v/3, and that

p'(u)\/^2u
- 4 + ^(w)

-
8^3 () -11=0.

Show also that

9. If u=
\ ;, transform the integral by the
If/ \/ \ //w A \ \ *

substitution ?/
3 = -

.

'2
.,

'

, and show that

10. Prove the relations,

(i)
(T
Z
(II)<T(V + w)cr(v W) + <r

2
(v)(r(tv + u)a-(w

-
u)

(ii) p(u)<T
z
(n)(r(v + w)<r(v- w) + p(v)<r

2
(v)(r

+ $>(w)a
z
(ir)<r(u + v)(r(u -v) = .

(iii) p
2
(it)cr

2
(w )o-(v + w)<r(v

-
w) + fP(v)a*(v)<r(iD + u)o-(w

-
u)

+ ^(w)u
z
(w)(r(u + v)<r(u-v)

= <r
z
(ii)<r*(v)<r

z
(w){p(v)

-
<p(w}} {y(w}

(iv) <r(; + w)o-(w- w)

+ a-(u + v)<r(u
-
v)v(w + x)v(w

-
x)
= 0.

[GBEENUILL, E. f.
, p. 208. ]

(v) o-
6
(w) v

3
(v + w) <r

s
(v -w) + <r

6
(v) <r

3
(w + u) <r

s
(w

-
u)

+ o-
6
(w) (r3(u + v) a-

3
(w

-
v)

3a-2(u) o-
2
(v) (r

z
(w) a-(v + w)'<r(v -w)a-(w + u) <T'.(W

-
u) a (u + v).cr (u

-
v).

11. If u = $r
l
(z, /, J), find the values of

L>)(fe,

r i &
,
/)&

,

f iyc)-/
f

J Jf
'
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12. Find the values of

J-*L, JJ*L.

13. Prove that

2
(#ra

-
e) (p -

#ra0
2
[<p (v + w)- e\\<p (v

-
w)

-
efi

=
0,

where the sign of summation refers to any three arguments u, v, w,

and e is any one of the usual quantities e
1 ,

e
2 ,

e.
A

.

[MATH. TRIP., 1896.]

14. Prove that

15. Prove that

N/^SM)-^ + s/p(2tt)-e2 + s/p(2it)- 3
=

{
1 2p2(M)

- / }/4^(u).

16. Show that

(
2%'(w)^ = l^(u) + log (p*

- CjMgw -
2 )

a|
(P

- esY*i

where ?i
=

(
e
i

~~ e
2)(

e
i
~ e

s)>
a
2
= etc., a

3
= etc.

17. If </.(, f)='/

(
"'>

'!

>

\ e-^), show that
a-(u)v(v)

(i) <f>(u, v)<f>(u, -w)=p(M)-p(w);

(ii) </>(, w1 )
=

<^(/t, -w
1 )
=

v/p(i*)-e 1
.

18. Putting
*
M + "^ e-""i> =

o-^tt), etc., etc., show that
"(
w

i)

<r(2w.)
=

2o-(w)cr ] (w)cr2 (tt)o-3(M).

[CREENHILL, ^. /?*., p. 208.]

19. If the function <f>(u, v) be defined by the equation

show that (i) <f> (, v) <f> (u, -v) = %>(u) -p(^) ;

Hence give the general solution of the following case of Lamp's

Equation, viz.
j

r4 = 2<p(w) + 0(v).
y fltt

2
[GREENHILL, E.F., p. 210.]
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20. Prove the results

<p'(u)&)'
2
(v) ,. . &"(v) r .

0)
- 2

i

l

,\
n

, ; 1q
= &(u + v) + K>'(U

-
1>)
+ Srv{0(M -

v) + <a(u + v)\
{<p

- "

.. <9"(tt
11

> v

/
{!

,. 0"(w)(i3

(in
8

f

/ v
, , ,, , ,.

(iv)
u v /J

, ; / L =
{ (v)

- (?()} >(- v)- 2

21. Obtain from the definition of the function $t(u) the formulae

(a) p(tt + ir)+p(tt) +?()=m8
; (i) p(M)

where 2??t^
(#>'(

M
) -p'(*)}/{p(M) ~P( z;)}- [MATH. TRIP. II., 1918.]

22. Prove that

du I T I 'tt

23. Prove that o\(2?t) + <r (2n)
= 2cr

x
2
(M)cr

2
(u), where A, fj.

are any
two of the integers 1, 2, 3. [MATH. TRIP., 1890.]

24. If &(?/)= |p ( + <>) + #>(w) -e, o- = e'-e", prove that

o- e - e' e - e" _

where ^, .#
2 ,

J?
3 are respectively e (9e

2 - cr
2
)i and - 2e.

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1919.]

25. Show that the function {(**) j}^ is a single-valued
function of M, and obtain its periods and its addition equation.

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1918.]

26. If u B I Y, verify that sin</> is

Jo.' {(sin (f)
- sin a) (I

- sin /3 siu
4>)}

expressible as a single-valued function of u in the form

(sin <j>
- sin a)/(sin <f> + 1)

= |(1
- sin a) sin2 (pM, k),

where

P
2 = i (

I ~ sin a si'1 /^) ^2 =
| (

1 - sin a) (
1 + sin $)/( 1 - sin a sin /?).

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1918.]

27. State the properties of the elliptic function >(M), which prove
that there is a single-valued function a(u), such that 2

(w)
=
^(M)

- e
l

and ua (u)
= I when u = 0.

Defining similarly b (u)
=

{$>(u)
- e

2 }i, c(u)
=

{$>(u)
- e

3 }%, prove that

a(u) b(v) c(v)
-

a(v) b(u) c(n)

a2
(v)-a

2
(u)

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1916.]
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28. With the notation of the last question, show that if

(i) a(u + (a)a(u)
= a

1

(a)= -

(ii) 2a(tt) b(u) c(u) a(2u) = a4

J ^--
[MATH. TRIP. II., 1916.]

29. Prove that

(i)

(ii)

(iii) p'(

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1913.]
30. Prove the formulae

n cna.cn (3- en (a + ft] dn a dn /3
- dn (a + /3)Sn <X Sn /3

=-
^j
-

;
-

777
- =-

j-j;
-

;
-

TT:-- <

dn (a + ^J) k* en (a + /8)

and hence verify Cayley's theorem, that if a + /3 -f y + 8 = 0, then

k"2 - kW2 sn a sn /3 sn y sn S + A;
2 en a en /? en y en 3

- dn a dn ft dn y dn S = 0.

Prove independently that with Weierstrass' notation the addition

theorem may be expressed in the form

(e.2
-
63)0-^ o-j/3 0^7 + (e3

-
ej o-

2
a o-^ a-

2y + (e x
- e

2)o-3
a o-

3/3
cr

3y
=

0,

where a + /? + y = ;
and show that the equivalent of Cayley's

Theorem is

(e2
- e

3 ) o-^ o-j/3 o-jy orjS -f (es
-
ej o-

2
a o-

2/3
o-

2y fr
2
S + (e1

-
e.2 )

o-
3
ao-

3/3o-3y o-
3
S

+ (
e

-2

~ e
s) (

e
-A

~ e
i) (

e
\

~ e
2)

<Ta
"/^ ^7 "^ = ^

where a + y8 + y + 5 = 0. [MATH. TRIP. II., 1890.]

31. Show that
o- ^w;

[MATH. TKIP. II.
, 1889.]

Show further that this result when expressed as a function of $(u) is

32. Evaluate (i) \{<p(u}-<p(v)}*du; (ii) \{%>(u)-<p(v}}-'
2du.

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1889.]

33. If one straight line cut the cubic curve y
2 = ax3 + bx + c in

(
xu y\)i (^2' #2)' (

x
s> %)' anc^ a consecutive straight line cut the

curve in (x1 + dx
l , yi + dyj, etc., prove that

z -f dx3/y3
= 0. [MATH. TRIP. I., 1914.]
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34. If a variable straight line cut the cubic y
3 = ax? + bx2 + cx + d

at the points (a^, yj, (x.2 , y2), (xs , ys ),
and a contiguous straight line

cut the curve in (xl
+ dx

} , yl
+ dyj, etc., prove that

(i) y\y&* = Ws + b
(
X
2
X
3 + X

3xi
+ x

i
x
z) + c

(
x

\
+ X

2 + *
3 ) + d

'>

(ii) dxjy^ + dx
2/y2

2 + dx3/y3
2 = 0. [GREENUILL, E. F.

, p. 170.]

35. Show that [^(wj
-
u)

-
e^\ \$u

-
ej

=
(e^

-
e.
2) (e l

- e
s).

fa
36. If u=\ (x

2 + a2
)~$(x* + W)~$dx, express x ag a single-valued

Jo

function of u. [MATH. TRIP. II., 1919.]

37. Prove that -
-r-^ -.

,
where /, m. n are the

pw
-

ei (ei
- em) (e t

- en)

numbers 1, 2, 3, taken in some order. [MATH. TRIP. II., 1913.]

pc fa
38. Develop a proof that if u= \ . then x and

'

v/1 - x2 are single-valued functions of u. Explain clearly what

conditions the path of integration must satisfy and how you fix the

value of the integrand at every point of the path.

Express a; as a single-valued function of u when

dt

I., 1916.]

39. If 2o>j and 2o>
3
be a pair of primitive periods of the elliptic

functions, /o>\ 12

(i) Show that

(ii)
If a; = -Hi- ,

then

and

Hence show how to express the coordinates of a point on the

quintic y = x(x
4 -

1) as elliptic functions of a single parameter.

[BORN-SIDE, Proc. L.M. Soc., 1892.]

40. Show that

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1913.]



CHAPTER XXXIIL

ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS (Continued}. REDUCTION
TO STANDARD FORMS.

1446. Preliminary Considerations.

fxP dx
Taking the general integral I 7=-, where P is any rational

J v Q
algebraic function of x, and Q the quartic function

we now proceed to show how it may be reduced either to the

Legendrian form or to the Weierstrassian form, as may be

desired.

1447. We shall assume that the several coefficients occurring,
viz. a

, aj, a
z , 3 , 4 ,

are all real constants.

The roots of a biquadratic Q= with real coefficients must

be either (1) all real, (2) two real, two imaginary, or (3) all

imaginary.
The roots of a cubic equation with real coefficients must be

either (1) all real, or (2) one real, two imaginary.
Further imaginary roots occur "

in pairs," and are conjugate,
i.e. of form a+

i/3,
where a, /3 are real and t V 1.

Hence when a =/=0, Q must factorise, a,t the least, into two
real quadratic factors, and it may further factorise into two
linear factors and one irreducible quadratic factor, or into

four linear factors, the coefficients of such factors being all

real.

And when a =0, Q must factorise, at the least, into one

real linear factor and one irreducible quadratic factor, or it

may be into three real linear factors.

For the present we shall consider a

567
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1448. The Invariants.

Now when any binary quartic

is subjected to a linear transformation

a;=Z
1Z+w1

Y
> y=Z2Z+w2 Y,

so that the modulus of the transformation beino1

Q takes the form

=
, a, a

8 ,
a
s ,

the quadrinvariant 7=a o
4

4a
1 3+3a2

2
is of order 2 and

weight 4
;

the cubinvariant J^ a
2a4 -|-2a1

a
2
a
3

a a3
2 a

4ax

2 a2
3
is

of order 3 and weight 6
;

and if /', J' be the same functions of the new coefficients in

Q', we have 7'=A4
/, J'=A6

J, so that ra
/J'

2=P/Jz
;
and this

is an absolute invariant, being independent of the letters of

the transformation formulae.

Now amongst the four letters l
l,ml>

1
2 , m.2 , there are three

ratios at our choice, and sufficient, if they can be determined,
to make either a/ and 3

'

both vanish, or aQ
'

and a/ both

vanish, and in either case we shall have a third choice

between the three ratios still available for any other purpose
of simplification which we may desire. The choice making
a/ and a

3

'

vanish is the Legendrian plan -of attacking the

problem of reduction. The choice making a
'

and a2

'

vanish

is the Weierstrassian method. The latter is the more modern
and the simpler. We shall therefore consider it first.

1449. REDUCTION TO THE WEIERSTRASSIAN FORM.

If a '=a
2'=0, the invariants become

/'=_4a
1

/

a
8

/

, J'=-a?a;,

Q' becomes Y (la'X*- -,
XY2-~ Y3

},
\ a

x Oj

and a/ still remains at our disposal.
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We could make it unity by a proper final choice amongst
the transformation letters. For the moment we reserve the

choice. In any case we have seen that it is possible to trans-

form Q to the form

where K, g?, g% are certain constants which are functions of

a
,
alt az , 3 ,

a4 ;
ll ,-m l ,

1 2 ,
m, 2 .

1450. Now let

f(x) -^ aQx
4+ 4a

x
3?+ 6a

2
x2+ 4a

3x+ a
4 ,

and let tlie roots of /(#)
= () be a

,
a
ls a2 ,

a
3 ,

so that

f(x)= a (x- a
) (x- QI ) (x- a

2) (x- a3).

From what precedes it appears that by a proper choice

amongst the letters ll}
m

l , 1.
2 , m.

2 ,
in the homographic sub-

stitution x= (ll z-}-m ])/(l2 z-\-m.2 ) ) f(x) may be reduced to a form

in which the term in z4 is absent in the numerator.

(I-, aQ L)z-\-(m^ aam9 )Now x a =-^- -^,
/
2z-fm2

and if we make our first choice amongst the three disposable ratios

l-^-.m^: Iq, : m
2
to be l^a^, we shall have

*im
^~T^ -A/I, - Mx a =
;

-"-=
j ,

i.e. x=a -{- , say,--

and the two quantities /m, >/
are still at our disposal.

We now have

/tx a a-,

Z
r} ZY\ \ a

do
/^ V ao

On Cto /x-as
= =^=--3^_,/

-j-^

and

//.\_ .. (qo~ ai)(o~ a2)(qo~ a
.s)

/m \

-J,
<

a3
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In order to arrange that the term in z2 in this numerator

shall be absent, we shall make the choice of a relation between
ti

and
fj., viz. that

- a
x

a -a2 a a3

and we still have one choice
left amongst the constants at our

disposal.

Moreover, since dx=fjLdz/(z-^)
2

,
we have

dx _ /u.dz

X

z-H c= JU-H ^ JU ?+
a (*!/ \ a a.2

/ \

Let us now make our final choice amongst the disposable trans-

formation constants, such that

/i
= ia (a -a

1)(a a2)(a a3 ).

Then, since f(x)=a (xa )(x a
1)(xaz)(xa3 ), we have

f'(x)
=

(x -a 1)(x az)(x -a3)+ terms containing (x a ) ;a

whence

Again,

whence

f"(
2a

and since

(x-a l)(x-a2)-i-(x-a l)(x-as )

-f- (x a2 j^ ot3 j j

a
:

a a2 a a3

this gives V*.i/W=l
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Thus jm and
>/

are now found, viz. /uL^f(a ), t]^f'\a \
CM IT Cl 'Z

and - == T=
'

=, where or.,, or, remain to be expressed.
'

And seeing that the relation =o6'f r^- gives an infinite

value to z when x=a , we have

dx f
00

dzdx _ f

and if this integral be called w, we have z= @(u).

1451. If fj, e
2 ,

e
3
be the roots of 403

(72
z

<73=0, we have

e
i~\~

e
2~i~

e3~V> e
i
e
z~^~

e
z
e
3~^~

e
3
e
i
=

~~f> e
i
e
2
e
Z
=

~T'

Moreover, regarding- 4z3
g2

z gs
as the. form assumed by

the transformed quartic function (a ,
a

lt
a
z ,
a
s ,

a
4)(x, y)*, viz.

0. z4+4a1
'z

3+6.0.22+4a3

/

z+a4', We have /=!, %'= i^2

a4
= ~93> so that I'=g.7 , J'gs

.

Also we liave
~ 2

-4-

X
4- M"~

I

Oj a a
2 a a3/

+ (a a1)(a a2)],

Similarly

_o

thus expressing the roots of the cubic 4z3
g2

z gs
= in

terms of the roots of the quartic Q= 0; and therefore g%, g%

or what is the same thing, /' and J', are now known in terms

of a , a1? a2 , a3
and a .

We shall now for convenience drop the accents from I and

J as being no longer necessary, and these letters will therefore

be for the future understood to refer to the new form of the

quartic function 0.24+ 4s3+6 . Oz2 /z J, and henceforth use

/ and J, as in the previous chapter, instead of the letters
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gz and gs respectively as may be desirable, aiid the accents

can be restored whenever we wish to institute a comparison
with the corresponding symbols belonging to the original

quartic Q.

1452. Our transformation is now complete, and we have

'=1f Ioo\/(a , ttj,
a

2 ,
a
3 ,
a

4)(a?, 2/)
4 Jz \/4s

3 IzJ
{

X
dz _ _j.

the transformation to effect the reduction being

X= (

1453. To find the Legendrian Moduli, the Boots of Q= being
known.

The transformation formula may be written

we have also e,= n-{ ,

i-o
i x^ /^t /x *c otiand .'. 2 e == ',

x OQ a
:

a a a
x
x a

..
j -j ,

a a
t
x a

-i i
ao / (o) a;~ ? c^o / () % a

similarly ze^=-^ -*, ze=-~ - - 3
.

1 a az
x a 4 a a3 CC a

Also the Legendrian moduli k, k' may be readily expressed
in terms of a , a15 a.2 , a3 . For since (Art. 1414)

^=(c2
-c

8)/(e1
-c

s ),
A;

/2

=(e1
-e

2)/(e1-es),

we have
1 1

7,g_
/C

i n

aO~ a3 aO~ a
l

1 1

7y2_
1 (o- a

-2)(
a

i
a

a

a ft a, aft a.
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1454. Cubic to find the Legendrian Moduli, available when the

Roots of $= are unknown.

We may obtain an equation for the determination of the

moduli k and k' for the case in which none of the roots of

Q=Q are known and are not readily obtainable.

Since kz
(e2 es)/(el <?

3)
and k'

2 l kz
,
we have

and

whence

'\=.Q \

-}-e3=0 ;J

and

Therefore - 4 (2+ P/c'2
) (fc

/2-
F)

'

73 72 73_0 (772
Writinp- P//2 P - 27-

J

4(1-P)3 /

(2+P)
2
(l-4P) 27P2

whence
(1-P)

3= 27 V
1" 27

P/'

72

and
^3

is an absolute invariant, free from the modulus of

transformation, viz.

2

/(a 4-4 1rt 3 -}-3a2
2
)

3

when expressed in terms of the coefficients of the quartic Q.

This cubic for P may be solved by Cardan's method, and

thus the product kzk'z can be found; and as kz
-{-k'

2=l, both

k and k' can be found.

1455. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES.

Ex. 1. Consider the integral u\

Here there are obvious roots of /(.)= 0, viz. ^= and ,r= 1,

/' (.r)
= 1 2*-

3 + 5 1 a* + 1 S.v -
5, /" (^)

Taking tlie root x - 1 as a
,

/(-1)=16, /"(-!)= -48, /i
= }/'(-l) = 4, 7

?
=
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Hence the proper reduction formula is

.

z-rj 2 + 2 2+ 2

Then /(*) = x (x + 1 ) (3.r
2 + 1 x - 5) = x (x + 1

) (.r+ 5) (3a?
- 1

)

= 64(2-2)(2-l)(2 + 3
and d.r= -

4tfz/( + 2)
2

;

^ dz dz___
>Jf(x)~ ^4(2-2X2- l)(2+ 3)~~v'423

Also x= - 1 gives 2= oo
;

v~1{z'
28>-*4 and 2=

In this case c
1
=

2, e2 =l, e3= -3, *2
=(e3 -e3)/(e1 -e3 )

= 4/5, Jfc'=l/5,

Ex. 2. Take the same example, and start with the root ^= 0.

Here a = 0, /'(0)=-5, /*(0) = 18, /*= -6/4, ^ = 3/4,

.r= -
5/(4z

-
3), d,c= 20 dz/(4z

-
3)

2
,

[*
dx =

f* dz

'* \if(x)~J-< x/423-28282 + 24

-<T f>
\h J, /\/423 -2-282 + 24

J* \/423 -282+ 24~'

Hence z= $)(2w1 u) = $)(u), as before.

s2 - 1
Ex. 3. Examine the same integral with the substitution ,r = 5 =

r,

20 .4s2 -5

Hence
1

/"' ds /-. , 2
w= -p f ; .'. = sn(wv5); mod. -=,

N/5Jo V(l- 2)(l-^
2
) V5

which agrees with the former result (Ex. 1), in which

5 4
and ,--
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1456. Transformation for the Case of Unreal Values of the e's.

So far e15 e
z ,

e
B
have been considered real. Now suppose e

l

real and e.2 , e% to be complementary imaginaries. Take the

(M .a \\OC_ , \

hyperbolic transformation y t)i= ,
where ^ is at

JL (s-t

our choice. Since e
1 -l-eo+ 6

3 0, we have

i ,= 3
Y '1 /._ s> 1._ s> _

*/ Ix-t i-O O-i

Let us choose ril
= 2el ,

i.e. choose the hyperbola so that the

oblique asymptote passes through the origin. Then the graph
of this transformation is a hyperbola with asymptotes x= e

l ,

y=x and centre (el , ej. Let ( 2 , >?2), ( 3 , >/3)
be the points at

which the tangent is parallel to the #-axis. These points are

theends of a diameter, and 72+ ?3
= 2e

1
=

^ x ; .'. >?1 +';.2~f~'73
= 0.

dii
Moreover, ^ and

2 ,
which are the roots of -,

y= 0, must be

repeated roots of the equations y=rj2
and y= t]3 respectively,

_(^-^)
2

nd v_ _(^zAI
2

y ^-^rr y iz- x_ &i

>

whilst -r, which is 1 f-^
-^-, must take the form

ax (x e^y
'

dx (x ej
2

Clearly the values of
2 , 3

are e
l \/eze3 -\-2e1

2
.

f dx

J i

Thus
\/4 (x ej (x ez ) (x e

s )

_f dy(xel )
2

~J (-^2)(-)
'

(x-erfdy

=1

in which ^j+^+^s ^~

The nature of the transformation graph, in which the

branches of the hyperbola cannot cut the line y= n^ since e
z

and e3 are imaginary, and which must therefore lie in the com-
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partments between the asymptotes as shown in Fig. 427,

establishes the fact that
t] l , >/9 , >/3 are essentially real quantities ;

2/=73 and yrio are the maximum and minimum ordinates of

9

Fig. 427.

the graph, and the line y=^= 2^ is a line parallel to the

cc-axis at a distance twice as far below that axis as the centre

is above it.

1457. Analytical Examination of the same Transformation.

If the roots of any cubic a<>r
3+ 3a1:F

l+ 3aljp+ai=0 be a1} a 2 , a 3 ,
we

have 6
(a 2

- a 3)'-'(as
- a1 )

2
(a1

- a 2 )

2= - 27 2
A, where A is the discriminant,

A= 2
3
2 - 6 i23 + 4a ffl

2
3 + 4a

1

3a3
-
3aj

2a2
2
,

(Burnside and Panton, Th. of Eq., p. 83.)

and the roots are all real or one real and two imaginary, according as

A is - ve or +".

In the case of the cubic 4j? Lv-J 0, with roots elt e 2 ,
e s ,

we have

and (e 2 -e 3 )

2
(e3 -e^(e1 -e 2 )

2=J
s (/

3 -27Ja
).

The roots are then all real or one real and two imaginary, according as

73 -2772 is +" or -". In the case we are considering, viz. one real, say

e,, and two imaginary, viz. e2=p + iq, ^3= p. '?? P *irid ? being real, and

ex
=

2^>, so that e1 + e i + e 3
=

0, we have

P- 27J2= 16(2ig)
2
(9p

2+ g
2
)
2= -64g-

2
(9^

2 + ?
2
)
2= -

.

R1

But when we transform by the equation y= x+ , where

2=e& + 2c
t

2= 5p
2+ g-

2= + ",

we have ^
= e1 + ^/^3

= e1 --R, ij t
=i 1+ 2R, ija

= e1 -2R, r; 1=-2e 1 ;

and in the new cubic, 4^ I'y- J'= 0, we have

/' - 27J'2 -
16(r, 2

-
T,,)

2^, - r/O
2
^! - 7/2)

2= 16 (4 JR)
2
(3e1

-
2fl)

2
(
- 3^ - 2.R)

2

= 25652
(9e 1

2 -4 JR2
)

2- 256 (5#
2 + g

2
)( 16^

2 - 4?'-)

2 =+".
Hence all the roots of the new cubic are real.
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1458. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE.

dx
Integrate u= I

#2 - 1OOx+ 57

Here x=\ is an obvious root of/(*-) = 0,

/' (x)= 4.v3 - 36-r2 + lO&e - 100, /'(!)=- 24, \

/'(.*?)= 12^-72*+ 108, /"(I) = 48; J

/*
= }/'(!)= -6, 7;

=
2V"(1) = 2.

The transformation formula is ^=a H = 1--
Z

?/
2-2

We also have

hence two roots for x, and therefore also for 2, in the transformed equation
will be imaginary.
The transformation is

Qdz [
l dx f dz =Qdz [
l

-!} whence l

Transform further by the rule of Art. 1456.

2

e1= -1, ^= -
2gl

=
2, y= r/1 +l , 1

_-
r_ __

and t = J

-(7+V2= gives " = ^~ L

Therefore
7j2
= 2^/3-1, %=-2\/'3-l and

r ^ r
^/ ^13 I I

. * W I
y

I

- z v4z3 4-4 ' (2+l)
2 -3

= 0-1
(y, 60, -88).'

In order of magnitude the values of the ?/'s are

whence

Thus y= <p(u) 2 + 4 \/3 --,^ ,
mod. sin 75 ;

whence we can express
2 and x in terms of it.

sn22V3

E. I.C. II. 20
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We have cn2 2\^3w =

1 /w + l-2v/3=
2̂

Cn Vand

1 /2 (7
- 5.*; + a,'

2
)
-

v/3( 1 - a?) (3
-
x) . , . ,--. x= 77= en"

1
A/ , (mod. sin 75 ).

2'#3 *27-5#+ #2 W3l-.r3-.r

1459. REDUCTION TO THE LEGENDRIAN FORM.

We next turn to the other method of reduction referred to

f dx
in Art. 1448, which endeavours to express I -7= directly in the

f dx *

Legendrian form 1-7= =. (k
z
<* 1).

Jv/l-z2 l-/c2z2

1460. Preliminary Geometrical Considerations.

It will be convenient to consider the expression Q made

homogeneous by the introduction of the proper power of y
where necessary, and written with binomial coefficients, as

Qa atft+la^y+ 6azx*y
2+ 4

3 ?/
3+ 4i/

4
,

and to imagine it to have been factorised into two quadratic
factors with real coefficients, as

Q= (ax*+ 2hxy -f by*) (a'x*+ 2h'xy+ b'y
z
).

Consider the two concentric conies whose equations are

ax*+2!Lxy+by*=--F, a'xz+2h'xy+b'y
2=G;

F and G being at our choice, we may select them so as to

give real intersections P, Q, R, 8, which will always be

possible if one of the conies be an ellipse. Then it is plain

that PQRS is a parallelogram concentric with the conies, and

that as PQ, QR form a pair of supplemental chords of both

conies, the lines through the centre drawn parallel to the

sides of the parallelogram form a common pair of conjugate

diameters, viz. OX, OY It is therefore possible by a change
of axes, to the axes OX, OY, to remove the term in XY in

each of the two conies simultaneously by the same linear

transformation, viz. (x=\X -+- ju.Y, y=\'X+/u.'Y), say; X, /u.,

X', /u.' being all real when one of the two conies is an ellipse,

or when both of them are ellipses ;
and the conies becoming

AX2+BYZ=F, A'XZ+B'Y*=G,
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Q can thus be reduced to the form

or, as we may write it,

We may obviously make a further reduction by putting

yA =g, Y^/A4=rj, thus reducing the quartic Q to the

canonical form

Fig. 428. Fig. 429.

If both conies be hyperbolae, the common conjugate diameters

may be imaginary lines. But in any case their equations are

xy,

-k,

-h',

(Smith, Conic Sections, p. 196.)

We may, however, readily avoid an imaginary transforma-

tion. For, as has been seen, the only case in which it could

occur would be that in which both conies are hyperbolae, as in

the case shown in Fig. 429, where there are no real inter-
c5 '

sections. In this case the factors of Q are all linear. Call

them (1), (2), (3), (4). Then, instead of taking the hyperbolae

.(1)(2)=^, (3)(4)=, we might take the hyperbolae (1)(4)=**,

(2)(3)= (Fig. 430), and with a proper choice of F and G we
can ensure real intersections and real common conjugate axes
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.to which we can refer the system. We infer therefore from

these considerations that it is always possible to remove from

Fig. 430.

Q the terms containing y?y and xy
3
simultaneously by a real

linear transformation.

1461. If in the transformation formulae

we write \'X= , /&'=*], the formulae take the simpler shape
x=\

l ^-}-fjL l t], y= -\-*i- It follows, therefore, that it is always

possible, by a real substitution x= (p-\-qz)j(\-\-z], to reduce

Q from the general quartic form

Q=a s

to the form Q=
and since dx=(q p)dz/(l+ z)

2
,
we have

dx__ (n ^ dz

T^T
and the values of p, q are in all cases real.

1462. Outline of the Process of Transformation.

As the whole discussion is necessarily somewhat lengthy,

we may with advantage stop for a moment to outline what is

to be done.
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I. It lias been shown that when =/=(), we can always,- by
the transformation x= (p-\-qz)/(l-\-z), remove odd powers
of the variable from the radical, p and q being real.

It remains to show how the necessary values of p and q are

to be found.

II. We shall show that the same transformation will also

reduce the integral to the desired, form in the case when
a =0.

III. That by a further transformation

or, which is the same thing, z*= (A+ Bsin2
0)/(C+Dsin

z
6),

the form now arrived at can be still further reduced so that

-= becomes a constant multiple of

J\/Q

da
f__d6

,,,

'

The ratios A : B : C : D are at our choice.

CM dx
IV. That starting with the integral 1-^- -r=, where M, N

are rational integral algebraic functions of x, we obtain after

the transformation x=(p-\-qz)/(l-}-z) a result of form

and that whilstlilst I
Vv / can ke reduced by

earlier rules, the portion I ,

<P\ ) can j^
jJiA^+B^tA^+BJ

expressed by means of Legendre's Integrals, and that there-

fore by these means I , T ,_ can in all cases be reduced to a

system of algebraic, logarithmic, circular or hyperbolic
functions together with one or more of the three standard

Legendrian forms F, E or II.

Hence, as in Art. 318, the integral I
f

J. dx, where

A, B, C, D are rational algebraic functions of x, and Q is now
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a rational quartic expression, can be reduced to the sum of

a similar set of terms by aid of the elliptic functions now
described.

1463. I. First consider ci =f=Q and imagine Q to be factorised

into two quadratic factors with real coefficients, as

Then putting x=(p+ qz)/(I-\-z),

H<
=

//(z
2
-(-2/z+(/)/(l+ z)

2
, where H=qz

^ -f

and /

Similarly, x*

where H', f, g' are the same functions of p, q, X', /u.',
as H, f, g

are of p, q, X, //.

Hence Q^a H H'(z*+2fz+9)(z*+2fz+g')/(l+z)*.

We shall be able to make /and/' zero by taking p and q

so that

L=0 and

.. __ =
\/uL\'/m /m jui.'

X' X \/(/x /u')
2

4(X' X)(X/x' X'/x)

Now
( yu-/)2

-4(X'-X)(X y
ot'-X

=( /u+ /x'-2XX
/

)

2-4( /
a-X 2

)(/x

/-X /2

)= JK'
2

, say.

So p+ q= (/ui /UL')/(\' X) and pq= K/(\'\), whence

p and # are found.

This completely determines the necessary transformation,

and we shall show that K is real
;

so that in all cases

p and q are real.

The form of Q is now reduced to

Also dz=(q-p}dzj(\+zf.

m, e dx qp dz
Therefore ==
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1464. Next, to examine the Reality of K.

(i) When the roots of Q=0 are all imaginary, X2 < /j.
and

X'
2 < //.

2
, /-=X

/2

+/o'
2

. Then

and is essentially positive. Hence K is real and p, q both real.

(ii) When Q=Q has two real roots and two imaginary,

X 2
ju and X"*fj.' have opposite signs, and

/ 2XX')
2+ a positive quantity =-f ve

.

Hence K is real, and therefore alsop, q are both real.

(iii) When the roots of QQ are all real, say a1; a2 , a3 , a4

arranged in descending order of magnitude, we may take

, 2X' (tt3+a4 ), /u'=a8a4 ;

= [0^2+ a
3
a
4 | (a x+ a

2)(a3+ a
4)]

2

-
i [4a!a2

-
(!+ a

2 )
2
]

- [4a3 4
-

( 3+ a
4)

2
]

=
(a 1
-a

4)(a2
a
3)(a 1

a
3)(a2

a
4 ),

which is again positive, and therefore K, p, q are all real.

In the case/=/', we may put z-\-f=u.

Then Q=a<) HH'(u
z+g-fz

}(u
2+g'f2

'},
and the required

form is taken without further reduction.

1465. II. Case when a =Q.

In this case Q= 4a
1
cc
3+ Ga^x

2+ 4
3
o;+ 4

.

The case a
x
=0 need not be considered, as the integral would

then reduce to a standard form.

One factor of Q must now be real. Let e be the real root of

g=o.
Then Q-4a1 (cc-e)(cc

2+2Xx+ /u) ) say. Then, putting

x=(p-ir qz)/(l+ z\ as before,
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say, and c
2+2Az+ /tA=#(z

2
+2/z+#)/(l+ z)

2
,
as before. Then

proceeding as in Art. 1463,

H'=q-e, 2H'f'=p+ q-2e, H'g'=p- ;

and making f=f'=Q, p-\-q=2e arid pq-{-\(p-\-q)+ fjL=Q

Therefore p+q=2e, pq= 2e\ /u,
whence

Thus, (i) if the factors of xz
-}-2\x-}- /UL

be imaginary,
X2 < JUL, p q is real, and therefore p, q are both real

;

(ii) if the factors of 2
+2Xz-f-yu be real, let the roots of

$= be e
1(

e
2 ,

e
3 , arranged in descending order of magnitude.

g I

Then we may take e=el} X=
(~, /x=e2

e
3 , and

a

which is real, since e
1>e2>e3 ;

and p, q are real in this case

also. And the rest of Art. 1463 still applies, and the reduction

to the Legendrian form is effected as before, Q becoming

and *L= -- dz

1466. We have therefore in all cases reduced the differential

= to one of the forms C ^= :, where C may be
JQ x/(z2 a2

)(z
2

/3
2
)

taken a real constant function of
, 1}

a
2 ,

a
3 ,

a
4 of known

value and a, ft both real. For if ^aQHH' or J^aJlH' be of

unreal form, we may replace them by v/ #//' or J^aJlH'
carrying the negative sign into the other radical.

The case \/ (z
2+a2

)(z
2
+/3

2
)

is obviously unreal and need

not be discussed, as we are now dealing with real functions.

1467. III. We have therefore only to consider the reduction

of the five cases :

(1) V+^-a2
)^

2
-/^); (2) V-(z2-a2

)(z
2-

(3) +(+ a )-(?=^); (4) V-

(5)
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The final substitutions to reduce these five cases are all of

the form z2= (yl+ Bsin2
0)/(C-fZ)sm

2
0), where the values of

the ratios A:B:C:D are to be suitably chosen. We consider

each case in detail.

1468. Case (1), J(z
2- az

)(z
2
-/3

2
) ; a2 > 82

. This is unreal if

z2 lies between a2 and /3
2

.

(i) a>/3> z. Put z=p sin 9, k==ft/a.

dz

JLP
aJ

1

a

Hence z /3snem; mod. ft/a.

(ii) z>a>/3. Put z= a cosec 0, k=ft/a.

f
x

dz 1 f a cosec cot dO
u= \

_ _ I _____
J* V(2

2-a2
)(z

2
-/3

2
)

a J v/cot
2
0(u

2 cosec2
0-/3

2
)

If
9

dO ^n-lfl
aJox/l^Fsm2^ ~a

a

Hence z=a/snau; mod. ^8/0.

^ . d9
Also w =

(f
^Jo

c^O \ fr==- (A am~

where /^ is the complete elliptic integral.

Hence z= a/sn(K au'}
= a dn(aw')/cn(ai/).

1469. Case (2), x/-(z
2- a2

)(2
2-

/
82

) ; a2 > /3
2

. This is un-

real if z2 does not lie between a2 and ft
2

.

Put Z2=a2
-(a

2
-/?2

)sin
2
<9, i.e. a2 cos2

<9+/3
2 sin2

e.

Then a2-z2
=(a

2
-/3

2
)sin

2
0, z2-

/
82-(a

2-
/
82

)cos
2^

7 2 /32\
S^n ^ COS ^ ^

~^ Va2
-(a

2
-/3

2
)sin

2 ^'

w= f"
^ _1

where k2= ^ , k'
2=^L
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Hence

w
1

l

s.
a

1470. Case (3), v/(22+ a2
)(2

2
-/3

2
).

This is unreal unless

22 >/3
2

. Put2=/3sec<9.

dz _f
9

/3 sec tan

-f*t
={

9

Jo

I" C8

=-\aJo

dd

a2
+,8

2/'

d# fc

x/l-A;2sin2 a

TT /O / \Hence z=8/en -j- I.

A;

1471. Case (4), x/-(z
2+a2

)(z
2
-/3

2
).

This is unreal unless

</3
2

. Piitz=j8cos0.

Hence 2=/3cn( ^-- ),
mod.

1472. Case (5), v/(2
2+a2

)(2
2+

)
82

); a2 >/32
. Put2=/3tana

f
z

dz f
9

M=| =1

= lf* dO = l
am-i$ (tf=

= /3tn(aw) TmocHence 2

For convenience of reference we exhibit these cases in

tabular form :
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1474. The More General Case
fM dx
\\T--^=-JN J

Here M, N are any rational algebraic functions of x, and

Q, as before, =(a ,
alt a.2 ,

o
s , aj(x, I)

4
.

By a proper choice of p, q, the transformation

has removed terms of odd degree from Q'. M/N becomes a

rational algebraic function of z separable into two parts, the

one an even, the other an odd function of z, expressible as

fM dx . (>(z
2
) ,

, fzx(2
2
) jHence 1^ -- is reducible to I

-i-~-
dz-\- 1

A * '
dz.

J JM ^JQ J JQ J *JQ

By putting zz=y the second integral is immediately reduced

to a form integrable by earlier rules.

We have therefore only to consider the first integral.

Now
<j>(z

z
)

is itself separable into two parts, the first in-

tegral, the second fractional, and is expressible as

dz
But both \-F=dz and I 7= can, by integration by'

parts, or the use of reduction formulae, be connected with

the integrals

dz Cz2 dz f dz
t ., Of71 ot_.,-
(Arts. 271 to 274).

f

fM (Za?

Accordingly all functions of form
J -=^-= t

where M, 2V^, Q

are of the forms specified, can be reduced to a series of

known integrals, together with one or more of the integrals

dx
in} (

x x* dx

-/;2x2
)'

J
J J(l-x*)(l-k

z
x*)'
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The second of these, viz.

dx
1 If* /I

_ ffix
2

=p-
X (first integral)- p- J y l_^

1 f (Jfi 1 ffl_
=4-1

u
. , -JJ Vl-A;2 sin20da2

Jo VI &2 sm?
'0 F Ja

fM dx
Therefore . any such integration as I ^ -j=

can be effected

by aid of the three standard Legendrian forms

F(0, k), E(9, k), 11(0, k, n); k < 1. (See Art. 371.)

The same is true of the more general form

^~ iA/JU

J
: p^~

C+ZK/Q
discussed in Art. 1443.

1475. The Case when the Factorisation of Q is unknown.

To effect the foregoing reduction, a knowledge of the

factorisation of the quartic Q has been presupposed. When
there is a preliminary difficulty in this factorisation, we may
still obtain the desired form by a use of the invariants I and

J. Suppose the quartic made homogeneous by the intro-

duction of a suitable power of y, and expressed as

Q s= a x4+ 4a
x
x3
y -f- 6a2

x2
y
z
-\- 4a3xy

3+ 4y
4

= (a , Oj, 2 ,a3 ,
a
4)(a;, ?/)

4
,

and let it be reduced by the linear transformation

to the form Q'=(', a
i'>

a
-i->

a
s'j

ai}(X, Y)
4

.

Let A^l
1
m

2
I
2
m

l ,
viz. the modulus of the transformation.

Then xdyydx=A(XdYYdX)
xdyiidx .XdYYdX

and _ =A /=- >

i.e. writing x/y=u, X/Y=U,
du _ rfC7

where w ==!-== i.

Lc/-!-m2
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Also

7=a a
4 4a

1
o3+3a2

2
, J^a a

2
a
4+2 1

a
2
a
3 a a

3
2 a^2 a

2
3

are connected with /', J', t.he same functions of the accented

letters, by the relations /'=A4
/, J'=A6

J, whence P/J
2=I'S

/J"
2
,

in which we have an absolute invariant free from the co-

efficients of the transformation formulae.

Supposing the ratios /
:

: m
x

: 1
2

: w
2 to have been so chosen as

to make /=() and
3'=0, as has been shown to be possible,

with real values of these ratios, Q' takes the form

which can now be supposed expressed as

and we have to show that p, q can be found in terms of the

original coefficients
,
a
15

a
2 ,

a
z ,

a
4

.

We have

/'= '

. a 'pq -f -^ a
'2

(^ + g-)

2=
-^- [(p+ y)

2+ 12pq],14 iZi

'3 /, '3

whence

or putting p=pq,

4.27/3

27 /s
where K=-r /3_97/2 >

an(^ ^8 a ^nown function of the

original coefficients. This is a sextic equation to find p, viz.

the ratio of p :
q.

1476. Solution of the Sextic.

The equation is obviously of the reciprocal class, and therefore its

solution may be reduced to that of a cubic, and the cubic may be solved

by Cardan's method.

Writing the equation as If 3
=

* Pu t
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i\

Then p+ p~* + 14= 16 ^ =
,
and the equation becomes

16 \2

(-^-
I /j i

\(7
~~ 1

Now adopting Cardan's method, put =
fj+ ^ ;

then

and taking -nt^ltK,

, ,

Ks
1

,

_ n , ..
,

77
3+ -^r +A = 0, a quadratic for 17.

3 T
Hence

r\
and ^ can be found, and therefore also Q. Suppose l

a real

root of this equation, then p*
-
p~* = 4:/\/t> ]

-
I, and therefore

Thus Vp= (2 + v/#j + 3)/\/0^T and p = (7 + ^ + 4\/^T3)/(^- 1).

Then a value of the ratio ^):^ has been found, say p1 :qlt where p l , qt

are specifically known numbers, so that p/Pi = q/qi
=

s, say, which remains

to be found.
,

du A dU
Thus

Putting U=JsU', we have_^M__ A__\/a d U'

N/(OO, alt oa> a
s ,
a
4)(w, I)

4

Finally, A= A/?=

A */^i
2

-t- 14Pi5
f

i
+ ?i

2

whence /v'f-!

nnr "^j a?i<* 5 ls now Knoivn, which completes

the determination of p and q. We therefore have

f du Ipi*+ 1 4p^ }
+ q^ [I -

. in ^\j
"" I -

dU'

1477. Cayley points out that if one of the roots of the sextic for p be

/M ,- *.i t (/o
2
+14/3 + l)

3
(a

2+ 14a+ l)
3

,

/3
= a = /3

4
,
the equation is of the form -.

r
n . .

= --
-.
-

TTJ ,
and

P(p-Vr a(a-l)*
that the solutions of the equation may be written

which the reader may verify. [Elliptic Functions, p. 320.]

1478. When a reduction to the form

dU f dUf dU_
F

1 v/a 't7
4+ 6 2't/

2+ <""-/ Ja9'(U*

has been effected, then in case p and q are both real, i.e. 9a2

'2>a 'a^ this

factorisation will suffice. But in a case when p and q are imaginary,

i.e. 9a2
/2<a 'a

4

/

,
we put U= Ax/(l + T)/(l T), and we observe that a

',
a4

'

could not be opposite signs, for if so 9a2
/2>a 'a4

/
-
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We shall choose A.= A-*?J which will be real. We have

and

Oo
/^4 + 6a2'C7

2 + c/
4

/ =
[

= 2[(a4'-3a2'A.
2
)
7'

2 + (a4

' +3<A2
)]/(l

- T?

and
rf?7 1 dT

which is now of real form, since a 'a^>9a2

'2 for the case considered.

1479. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE.

It will be instructive to consider one case from several points of view.

f* dx
Take U=L -T,

(a) First let us reduce it to the Legendrian form.

a? - 5.r2+ 4.v+ 6 = (x
-

3) (x
z - 2.r - 2).

Put Jf=(p + qi)/(l+e), &v= (q-p)ds/(l+z)*.

x-3= [(p-'3)+ (q-3)z](l+z)l(l+z)
2

. (See Art. 1465.)

,t-
2 - a* - 2= [(p + qzf -2(p+ qz)(l+

Putf>-3 + j-3 = 0, ^-(^ +^-2 =
0, i.e.

Take the solution p = 4, q=2.
Then

x - 3 =
(
1 - 22)/( 1 + s)

2
,

x* - ar - 2 = 2 (3
- 22)/(

Also .r= 3 gives s=l ;

2 dz . 2 d6

=
\/3(^L

-
sn"^), X' being the real quarter-period, mod. l/\/3 ;

n?tv-cnM\32 , . . ,-
p==- p^=, mod. 1/V3.

dnri\/3/2 + en Ms/3/2

(6) Next let us reduce to the Weierstrassian form.

x3 5x2+ 4x + 6 being already a cubic expression, it is only necessary to

remove the term involving the square of the variable. Put ,r= 2 + |;
a;= 3 gives z =

j$.

2dz
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and

(Art. 1414),

/C not being the same asK in solution (a), the modulus being a different one.

and

cn 2
(-MC08l5)__1_

'

dn*(ttcoal5 )-(#-3)tanl5 +l (

/ o\i I K O dn2
(ttcosl5) - ,,., sn

2
(wcos 15)

(.r- 3) tan 15 =
57
--^-1 = ^:

2 ^--^,j

i.e. #-3 = tan 15 tn 2
(7/cos 15) ; mod. V(\/3 1).

(c) The results arrived at by these two processes are of different form,
the moduli being different.

P d()
Take the integral / ,

-
occurring in the Legendrian reduction.

J, l-s 2

Put ~(2 + \/3)cot
2
(A, so that when =

,
d>= '22

, . .. 1- cot 15 cot2 <i ,, 2\/cotl5 cot
Ihen sin 0=. , rs-J, cos ^=-----'

.
, rs-, = r----^-^ -r,

l + cot!5 cot2 ^>' 1+cot 15 cotJ
</>

, _ 2\/cot 15 cosec2
(f>d(f>

l + cotl5cot2
<

'

1 . 2 ^_2 1 +4 cot 15 cot2
<ft+ cot2 ! 5 cot4

<fr
. I 1 1' I J ~ Sin \J

~
T~Z

~

^^TQ ~"o / \.

3 3 (1 + cot 15 cot2
9)-

2 cot2 1 5 . cosec4
<^>

3 (1 + cot 15 cot2
<^>)

2
\ cos2 15

Hence

dQ /2

-*sin2 ^~ \3^

-
cos 15 Jfy v 1 - A.

2
9Wr<p cos 15

mv /Vr -.ra^ f i >/COS 30\
Thus <f>

= am (A -M cos 15). ( mod. 5- ;

V cos ] 5 /

IV ,-c. en (?< cos 15) ,

whence sin cp = sn (A wcos 15 )
= -, ;
-TPT^ mod.

cos 15

r v? , ,,

[A - am"1
^].

/COS 30
-, ;
-TPT^ .

-
TTS-J

dn (?t cos 15
)

cos 15

i ro sn (% cos 15) .. 10 ro\
15 j ^

--^-~ (Art. 1352).

Hence cot < = tan 15 tn(wcos 15),

and x 3= cot 15 cot2
/>
= tan 15 tn2

(wcos 15),

which is the same result as that obtained in solution

E.I.C. II. 2P
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1480. LANDEN'S TRANSFORMATION.

From the above example it appears that the reduction of

an elliptic integral to the Legendrian form is not unique.

The transformations

a?=3+l~
S
!

n
^ and x=3+ cot 15 cot2

both succeeded in such a reduction, but the moduli in the

two cases were different.

For the general theory of such transformations the reader

is referred to Cayley (E. Functions) or Greenhill (E. Functions).

One well-known transformation, however, must be noticed

before leaving the matter, viz. that due to Landen.

Taking two variables 6Jt 2
connected by the equation

sin(20 1 2)=yusin02 ,
so that 6

1
and 2

vanish together,

we have cot (Wl 2)('2d6l
d02)=cot,6z clQ2 ;

whence

2d0
1 .cot(201

-08)=(*0{cot(20l
-02)+cot0.t }

= .

sin
2
sin (ZV-i-

2sin02 rf01 _ d92 _ d02"
sin 20! cos (W l

-02)~Vl M
2 sin2

2

'

Also sin 20
t

. cot
2

cos 20
1
=

/ , cot 0.2
=

(/x+ cos 20^/sin

.*. cosec2
2=(

^2 O/J

/,

J, V
1-

/. u=am-1
(02 , At)=

!+/*

or, what is the same thing,

I+ /JL ( , 2v/M\
sin ^^sn ^ u, [

mod. -
J

;
sin 2

=sn u, (mod. /UL),
2t \ 1 ~TyU/

or putting a7
1
=sin0

1 , 2
=sin

2 ,

C?iC
au

f
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e\ / 9 /~\
so that u=sn~1

(a;2 , )
=

^
- sn'Ma;,, ),

and therefore
/

u is expressible in either of these ways as an inverse elliptic

function.

Writing X for ^-
- and X'=,

,
^, i.e. X2+X/2=: 1, we have

o i_ \ r

= l-f-X', n= i | ^>, and the connection between o^ and o;
2

!+/* 1+X
is obtained from the initial formula

i ,

9 ;
whence o?

2
=

'

Therefore

This is known as Landen's Transformation.

For many such results and other transformations, see

Greenhill, E.F., pp. 55, 56, and Chapter X. Greenhill gives

a very elegant interpretation of the above transformation

with reference to the motion of a pendulum (pages 318,

319, E.F.).

In such transformations, when F(6l} k) becomes MF(62 , k'),

F representing the first Legendrian Integral, M is technically

known as the "
Multiplier," and the relation between k and k'

is known as the " Modular Equation." Thus, in the foregoing

case the multiplier is |(l+ yu), and the modular equation is

1481. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES.

Ex. 1. Reduce v= I

J*- 6x - 20

to standard Legendrian form.

We have U = x* + 8-r3 + 20x2 + 56.r - 20 = (a
2 + 1x +10) (x*+ Q.v - 2).

Here, with the notation of Art. 1463, A = l, /A
=10

;
A' = 3, //= -2,

o=-2,

= 6, \
= -IG,J

and ,=2? =

gvng
pq
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dx= -Wdz/( 1+2)
2

;

dx dz

F
"

z8 + 9) (e* -11]'

which is Case 4, Art. 1473. Put 2 = Vll cos 0.

dx \/Ffsin0d0 1 dO
Then

2\/5 \l -

and the limits for x corresponding to and Q for Q, are Vll - 3 to x.

I {* d6 l
Therefore v = 7= /

= = 7= * > ^TTT >

2^rJo Vl-isin2 ^ 2s/5 V
'

10 )

and 2v\/5 = cn~1 -r= -
(mod. ^v/55).

v 1 1 #+ 2

Ex. 2. Examine the same integral without factorisation. With the

notation of Art. 1 475,

=
1, rt

t
= 2, a., = *$, a3

= 14, 4
= 20,

J=

^
108/3

:=
27 .373

'

Hence, following the notation of Arts. 1475, 1476, our equation for is

2 37
To simplify, let (^=

'

r2

. ,3_
52 /2.37 \ .

3 _74 25-~-'"' ~^~'
of which an obvious root is t= - 1.

74 1 16x74 . 9 11
Hence 6= -^ and

/> +
^+l- -^9-, P= -jy

or
-9-

Therefore
(\
=

r\
=s

>
sa^ ' Pi~ ~^> <?i

= H-

and

Then A- (Q
2 - 14 . 9. 11 + 11 2

)
=A

A

Let f/' = 3sec6'. Then ^=\/IT-3 gives Q = 0, U'= 3, V' = ;

* 3 sec ^ tan ^^ 1 f^ dff =J_ ,
,_~

Jo - "^^'^ )j~.o x/9 tan'^(9 sec^lTlT)
~
2 s/5 o

which agrees with the result of Ex. 1.
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fx 3C~~ dfi
Ex. 3. Consider the integral u= I .

----
[Legendre, Exercices, p. 561.

Jo v 1 #

This does not become infinite in the vicinity of x= (Art. 348).

Put A' = (l+2
2
}~*, dx = -3z(l+z*)~?dz, ] -.?:2

dz

The factorisation of the desiredform (U'
2
'+p)(U'

2 + q) is

Therefore p and q are complex. Following Art. 1478, put

l'3dTv-.z= \3'\J -
^, dz =M-7" x--

and z= QO gives T'^ 1, and

2" + 322 + 3 = [(6
- 3 x/3) 7' 2 + (6 + 3 x/3)]/( 1

- T7

)
2

;

1-7T

2 sin 15

3^ . 3* ,2
2 -\/3 3* ,.r- f -\/3-l= 7T cn

~ ^= IT cn P = -^ cn
~

i
~

'

s2 ^3 2

8 .

, (mod. sin lo
).
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PROBLEMS.

1 . Find the values of / and J for the quartic function

and show that 4A3 -/A-/ = 0. Form also the Hessian of the

quartic, and the discriminant.

2. Examine the modification in the reduction to Weierstrassian

form which accrues from the quartic Q having one root a zero,

i e. a
4
= 0. Show that in this case

a,a.2a,/l 1 2\ a,a.,aq /I 1 2
a ft _L_4_P I __I__ _ 1 p //

123 / j__
1 ^n in ' / >

C9 l
*'0 i r> r1 12 \a2

a
3 aj/' 12 \a3

a
1

a
g

and that

3. If

and

*= 1

J"*~ |/"
3

.

1/Oj-l/Og

x-
a,?/) (;c

- a.
2y x -

show that /=
a--

(P2p'2 + ^2^2 +
2t$:

J=-^2 (QQ
r -

and As /s _

-
QQ'),

Also, if S
l
= '2a.

1 ,
<S

2
=
2aja2 ,

5
3
= 2a

1
a
2
a
3 ,

9
4
= a

1
a
2
a
3
a
4 ,
show that

2 n 3

12,

2$
2 ,

-3S^
3 , 12S4

4. If $= o;
4 + 6Aa;2y

2 + #
4 and the Hessian

fl"=y^2

show that H-k(f> is a, perfect square if k = A,
-
|(A + 1) or -

J(A - 1).

5. Show that p-i (?, 76,
-

120) = -= sn
2v/2

-1
; mod.'

6. Show that ^-
1
(^, 28,

-
24)

=
-J=

dn-1J- | ; mod. -L
V 5 V ^ + o

7. Show that p-
1
^, 36, 0)

= -= en-1
; mod.
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dxf*
8. Reduce the integral u= \

Ji v/-70o;4 + 253a;3 -327a;2 +179a;-35
/ x \

to Weierstrassian form, and show that u = &*1 ['*) Show also
\x-\J

that it can be expressed in a Legendrian form with a modulus

,
viz. u = -j= sn

i~l

v/6

9. Show that if e
l
> e

2
> e

s
and e

l
+ e

2 + e
3
=

0, the substitution
/? p= e

3 +
1

2

3 will convert the Weierstrassian Integral

fJ2
into the Legendrian form

1

p
-e

3 Jo
O 10 __ ^

where &2 = -. and conversely that the substitution x=\p a 9 V y t>e
l

K
3 -

,

3

will convert the standard Legendrian form into the Weierstrassian.

10. Reduce I .

' = to the Legendrian form
4z(z*-9)

* dx

and show with the usual notation that

11. Show that

12. In the standard Legendrian form I
- discuss

the degenerate forms assumed when k and when k 1
,
and

state to what forms sn"1
^, cn-1 :c, dn x and tn x ultimately degenerate

in these cases.

13. Discuss the integration of the degenerate cases of

dx

(i) when a =
f$, (ii) when a = (3

=
y, (iii)

when a = (3
= y = 8.

14. Discuss the integration of the degenerate cases of

I
. >

i [ i

}z J4(z-e 1 )(z~-e2)(z-e3 ) U
1
+ e

2 + e
3
= OJ

(i) when e
2
= e

3 , (ii) when e
l
=

e^, (iii) when e
l
= e

2
= e

s
.
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15. Express both in Weierstrassian and in Legendrian notation

the interation / j

16. Make use of the substitution 3 + z~3 = 2r* to reduce the

[x du
integral u = I -^= = to the form of an elliptic integral, and reduce

J o v 1 + yP

it to the standard Weierstrassian form.

17. Use the substitution /
3 =

(1 -f z + .r
2
)/(l -a:)

2 in the integration

u\ ? ;
and show that = e>(-pr, 0, 1 ).

Ji
(i -a*)* W3

18. Show that if

f
=

J a
(a;
-

2)(5fl:
-

ll)(lla:
-
21)(3

-
7)

(2<a;<2-2),

1 9. Show that the solutions of the sextic equation

(p
2 + Up + l)

3
(13

s + 14/3
4 + I)

3

are /3*, w , [--%}, (--^. ), [- )
and

/3
4 \l+/V V1-/V \l+t/?/ \.

[CAYLKY.]
1*1 -7

20. Transform the integral w = I -^ into one in which z is

JO
(1 _)*

the variable by the relation 4.r
6
(l -x6

)
=

5^, and the result by putting
z2 = 1/(1 +y2

) ;
and lastly, by the further transformation

4/- 4>

y v 3 tan
I|

;

/3* \ TT

showing that sn
(

'

u
}
= -

, (mod. sin 1 5).
X^jl / 2

Hence show that w= 1-927622...
,
and verify this otherwise.

[BERTRAND, I.C., p. 687.]

21. Show by Landen's Transformation 2 sin (2<
-

0)
= sin 6 that

fa dd _lf*_ d^
Jo vl

-j-
sin 2 ^ Jo s/ 1 ^ sin2

<^)
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22. Express by means of the Weierstrassian elliptic functions

(u), ((u), o-(u) the results of the following integrations :

. f zdz . .... f" dz
(' TT-7' ( !<^ (ll)

~f

-
oT/-1 ' (2< *);

Jz \/?
3 - 1 Jz (~

- 2)V
I - 1

.

(111)

(iv)

(x
-

1) (x
-

2) z3 - 5z2 + 42 + 6

xdx
fVJ*^ - 12

23. Express by Weierstrassian functions the second Legendrian
re

standard form I v'l k'
1 sin2 6 d6.

Jo

24. Express by Weierstrassian functions the third Legendrian

standard form I .

I A M - 2r2 \ ^ 1 1 ~2\ / 1 Jf2,ry\J \i 'I *
/ > V

*
/ V /

25. If u= |\/lJ I

'

, prove that

# (v/11 en u - sn u)
= 2 sn u, (mod. v/T

8
T ). [Ox. II. P., 1913.]

26. If w = 15r
dx ==, prove that

x(3 en u - 2 dn u)
= dn u, (mod. 1/5). [Ox. II. P., 1915.]

Cx (fi
27. If u= I

j express a; as a single-valued function

of u by help of (i) Jacobi's functions, (ii) Weierstrass' functions.

[MATH. TRIP. II, 1914.]

Prove that xj3 dn (uJ3) = sn (ws/3), (mod. v/2/3).

28. Show that the integral

Cx .

{(x
-

a^) (x
-

a^) (x
- a

3) (x
- a

4)}
* dx

jai

is transformed to the integral

o

by the relations y
2 =

(a2
- a

4) (x
- aj/^ - a

x ) (x
- a

4 ),

k2 =
(a2

-
aj (os

- a
4)/(os

- a
: ) (az

- a
4 ),

and obtain an expression for the general value of the former integral.

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1913.]
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29. A heavy particle attached to a fixed point by a light thread

of length a oscillates under the action of gravity in a vertical plane.

Show that the height of the particle above the lowest point of its

path at time t from the lowest position is

2asin2
K sn2

( \-t], (mod. sin-),
2 \Va / \ 2/

where 2a is the whole angle of swing.

30. Show that the potential of a uniform thin ring at any point is

fa dr

where y is the constant of gravitation, m the mass per unit length,

a the radius of the ring, r the distance of the point from a point of

the ring, j-j
and r

2
the least and greatest values of r. Prove also

that the potential may be expressed in the form 8ym K, where

K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind with modulus

(
r
2
- r

i)/(
?<
2 + r

i)- [Ox. II. P., 1914.]

31. A heavy elastic string which is uniform when unstretched is

passed through a smooth semicircular tube which is held in a vertical

plane with its vertex upwards. The radius of the tube is r. The

modulus of the elastic string is equal to the weight of a length r of

the unstretched string. It is observed that the two equal portions

which hang vertically outside the tube are each equal in length to

the radius. Show that the unstretched length of the portion which

lies within the tube is

4r
i i /3 / j 2 \

-^dn-1
^/^, (mod. =).

s/5 \5 V v/5/ [Ox. II. P., 1915].

32. Assuming that the law of central attractive force under which

dzu
an orbit u=f(6) can be described is given by P/h

zuz = u +
-j7^,

show

that if a particle describes an orbit r = acn V'3 under the action of

a central attraction p.u
5

,
the modulus of the elliptic function is S~ .

[Ox. II. P., 1913.]

33. A particle of unit mass is projected horizontally with velocity

u, and moves under gravity in a resisting medium such that the

path is a portion of a circle of radius a. Show that the motion will

cease after a time
i^dirtr*,

(mod. 2^).
[Qx n p^ lwg^
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34. Show that the area A bounded by the y-axis, the asymptote
x=l and thecurve?/2

(a;-l)(.T-3){(a;-4)
2 + 3}

= l is

1 .H-3>/3
,

-f~ cn
-1-

px
-

, (mod. sin 75
).

35. If A be the area in the positive quadrant bounded by the

curve 2y^x(x- + ix + l)==3, the coordinate axes and an abscissa x,

show that
(a

. + j^ _ !
j
= dn ^/cn ^; (mod tan v^

36. A ring is generated by the motion of a circle such that its

plane passes through the centre of an ellipse and a perpendicular to

the plane of the ellipse through the centre, and the centre of the

circle lies on the ellipse. Show that the volume of the ring is

4;TrKbc2
,
where b is the semi-axis minor of the ellipse, K the complete

elliptic integral of the first kind with its modulus equal to the

eccentricity of the ellipse and c (<b) the radius of the circle.

[C.S., 1895.]

37. Prove that the equation of the osculating plane at any point

of the curve x = a sn u, y = bcuu, z = c dn u, (mod. k), is

- &2
(1

-
Jfe
2
) sn

s u -\W cn% + -dn3 = 1 - W.
a v

b c

[Ox. II. P., 1902.]

38. An elliptic wire of semi-axes a and b moves so that its plane
is always parallel to a fixed plane while its centre describes in a

perpendicular plane a circle of radius c which is greater than either

a or b, and the minor axis is perpendicular to the latter plane.

Prove that the ring surface formed by the circumference of the

wire cuts itself in two hyperbolic edges, and that its volume is

where K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and

second kinds with modulus a/c. [MATH. TRIP. 1886.]

39. If the modulus k and the amplitude $ of the elliptic integral

F(<f>, k) be given by k = cos Tr/12, cos $ = 2 - J3, then will

[J. C. MALET, E.T., 9677.]



CHAPTER XXXIV.

CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS. (SECTION I.)

1482. To ascertain the greatest or least values of which a

given function is susceptible under specific conditions, it has

been found necessary in the Differential Calculus to allo-w it

to grow, and then to find the magnitude attained when the

rate of growth stops. And methods have been formulated

by which this rate of variation can be ascertained and tests

constructed for the discrimination of maxima values from

minima values and from other stationary values which the

method may discover.

The functions considered in the Differential Calculus have

all been expressed directly or indirectly in terms of a set of

one or more independent variables not usually involving signs

of integration, and if any dependent variables have occurred

in the functions under discussion their connection with the

independent ones has always been specified and known.

We now have a problem of different nature. We are to

consider the maximum or minimum value of a function

usually expressed by an integration, in which the integrand
contains not only an independent variable or set of inde-

pendent variables, but also one or more dependent variables

and their differential coefficients, for which the relationship

between the dependent ones with the independent ones is not

specified, but remains to be discovered, in order that a stationary

value of the integral may result under any conditions with

regard to the limits of the integration which may be imposed.

1483. Preliminary Ideas as to the Mode of Procedure.

As before, it will be necessary to allow the function to grow
and to ascertain the rate of its growth under the imposed

604
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conditions when the variables it contains are made t'o vary
in an arbitrary and independent manner consistent with

the retention of the continuity of the function and consistent

with the imposed conditions.

We shall first take the case of one independent variable

only, viz. x, and we shall suppose that the form of the relation-

ship between x and the dependent variable y is required

which shall be such that the integral with respect to x of a

given function V of x, y,
-

, -^, ... , viz. I V dx, acquires a

stationary value. For amongst the stationary values the

maxima and minima values lie. To fix the ideas we may
regard x and y as the Cartesian coordinates of a point. And
here it will be observed that y is to be regarded as a function

of x, but that the form of this functional connecting relation

is unknown and is to be the subject of investigation.

The form of V is supposed known. The limits of the

integration may be regarded as being from a point P, (x , yQ ),

to a point PI} (x^, y^), which will be referred to as the terminal

points or terminals, and which may be specified either as

fixed points, or as points which lie on specific loci.

It is then our object to discover the relationship between

x and y which will compass the object of making I V dx assume

a stationary value with such terminal conditions.

1484. For instance, if we require to find the shortest path in the plane

x-y from the given line x+y Za to the circle jr
2+

<y
2=a2

,
we have to

make I ds, or what is the same thing I vl+y'^tfce, assume a minimum

value, where the things at our choice are (i) the positions of the terminal

points on their respective loci, (ii) the nature of the path from one

terminal to the other. And the solution we should expect will be that

there is a linear relation y=mx+ n between x and y, and that the values

of m and n will be such that the line cuts both the terminal loci at right

angles ;
which we shall presently find to be the case.

14-85. The Symbol 8 of Arbitrary Variation.

When a known and definite relation exists between x and y,

say y=f(x), and when we pass from a definite point Pv (x, y),

on the graph to an adjacent point Pz , (x-\-dx, y-\-dy}, travelling

along the curve, there is a relation between the differentials dx, dy,
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viz. dy=f'(x) dx, to the first order of infinitesimals, wheref (x)

represents the differential coefficient of f(x) with regard to x.

We may, however, assign quite arbitrary independent
infinitesimal variations to x and y, and thus pass from the

point P
l
to a point Ql ,

not necessarily upon the curve y=f(x),
but indefinitely close to Plt

and we shall denote such inde-

pendent and unconnected arbitrary variations by x and Sy.

Thus, in Fig. 431, Pt
P

2
P being the graph of y=f(x) and P^,

P
2
2V

2 , (^Mj perpendiculars upon the axis and PfiR a parallel

to the x-axis cutting Ql
M

l
and P

2
N

Z
at S and R respectively,

we have dx=N
l
Nz,dy=RP2 , Sx=N^ , Sy=SQ^ .

1486. Arbitrary Variation of a Path.

If every point of the P-path be thus treated and the

variations of the several P-points are such as to give a series

of Q-points which lie upon a continuous curve, we may regard
the P-path as being deformed in an arbitrary manner from

point to point into an indefinitely close Q-path, and the

arbitrariness in the deformation is such that the deformation

at P
l
from P

l
to Q l

does not in any way fix the law by which

the position of P2
is deformed into the position Qz ,

the only
restriction upon the removals of the various points Pv P2 , ... P

upon the P-path to the corresponding points Qlt Q2 ,
... Q upon

the Q-path being that each such removal shall be through an

infinitesimal distance, and that the aggregate of the Q-points

shall form a continuous curve. This deformation of the

P-path, whatever that path may be, whether f(x) be a function

of known form or not, is therefore entirely, point by point,
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at our choice along the whole path of P, with the exception
of the terminals, which in any particular case may have

definite loci assigned to them, where there will be definite

relations between the terminal values of Sx and Sy at each

end, but the variations, at one terminal being quite inde-

pendent of those at the other.

The processes of the Calculus of Variations are essentially

conducted by means of the consideration of such arbitrary

differential variations as the 8x, Sy here defined.

1487. Results of the Differential Calculus which do not

involve . the nature of the connection between the variables

occurring remain the same with the one set of variations dx,

dy, ... as with the other Sx, Sy, ... . Thus, if F be a function

of any set of variables x
l}
x
2
x
s , ...

, say, V= <f>(xl , x%, x
s , ...),

and if these variables receive two sets of variations,

(dx,, dx,,, dx~, ...) and (Sx. , 8x9 , Sx, ... ),\JL' B* o ' / \ 1 ' & * o *

then, if dV and 8V be to the first order the corresponding

changes in F, we have, whether the variables be connected

in any way or not,

1488. 8 and d Commutative.

We shall now prove that d(Sx)=o(dx).
Let AA

l
be any curve y=(f>(x), and let P, Pl

be contiguous

/B,

y

N, M,

Fig. 432.

points upon it, viz. (x, y) and (x-\-dx, y-\-dy) respectively.
Let the curve AA

l
be deformed to a contiguous curve BB

l
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so that the arbitrary point to point deformation displaces
P to Q, P! to Qlt etc. Let the ordinates NP, N^, MQ, M&
be drawn, and PST parallel to the -axis cutting the ordinates

of Q and P
t
at S and T, and let PU, the tangent at P, cut the

ordinate of Q at U, and let V be the pqint in which the ordinate

of Q cuts the curve AAr Then NN.=dx, NM=Sx. The

change in NM due to a change from x to x-\-dx is d(NM),
i.e. d(Sx). But d(NM)=Nl

M
l
-NAf=MM

l
-NN

l)
which is

the arbitrary change in NN
l
due to the deformation of the

curve, and is therefore S(dx). Hence <l(Sx)S(dx).

1489. It follows that 8d(d.v) = d8(dx) = dd(8x), etc., and generally
8dn V= dm8dn~m V= dn8V- and so on. (See Lacroix, Cole. Dt/., ii., p. 658. )

1490. 6* Commutative with regard to the Sign of Integration.

Let s=: (Vdx, Then dz=Vdx, and dSz=Sdz=S(V tlx).

Therefore integrating Sz= I S(V dx).

That is <$f FcZ&=[<$(Fda?).

1491. The Quantity w.

dij

Again, UQ=SQ8U=8yy'8x, where y' stands for -~
,
or

the tangent of the slope of the curve at P. We shall call this

quantity . It is the amount by which .Q is raised by the

variation 8y above the tangent line at P, and the distance UV
is a second-order infinitesimal. Thus, to the first order, to or

Sy y'Sx is the amount by which Q is raised above the curve

y=(f>(x) at the point V.

1492. Differential Coefficients of o>.

dij

Supposing y^=(h(x), consider the variation in ~, where
(.too

x and y are arbitrarily changed to x-\-8x and y+ Sy respec-

tively. We have at once

dy=d(y+Sy) dy fdy dSy\^
dSx\-1

_dy
dx d(x-\-Sx) dx \dx dx J\ dx J dx

d , d

=Tx 8y~y dx^
to the first order of infinitesimals.
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Hence

, d

Similarly, Sy"y'"Sx=(a", y'"yx=w"\ and so on.

1493. Geometrical Proof.

/x t}dx=y, i.e. y represents the area
t

bounded by the curve AP (Fig. 433), the ordinates AL, PN, viz. X= a

and X=x, and the a:-axis.

Let the curve APP
l
be displaced by an arbitrary infinitesimal point to

point deformation to the curve BQQ l ,
A going to B, P to Q, Pl

to Q ly etc.

O L l! N M

Fig. 433.

N,M,

Let (x, rj), (x+ Sx, tj + Sr)), (x + dx, rf + dnj) be the coordinates of P, Q, Pl

respectively, and draw the ordinates AL, BL', etc., and PH, PiHl parallel

to the j;-axis.

Then

= I r/dA'
= area LNPA 8y= 8l -aresi LNPA,

and

d(8y) = d (area L'MQB)-d (area LNPA) = area MM&Q-tun&ffN&P. (1)

Also
TI

8a;= area NMRP to the first order
;

.-. d(ij&p) = area N^SP^-^v&A NMRl\ .................. (2)

Hence d(Sy) -d(r)8x) = area MM&Q - area N
1
M

1
SP

1

-area

i.e. d\ 8 I -r]dx--r)8.v =area

and to the first order RQ= 8ij
-

rf 8x ;
and

J l̂=Jf 1̂ Hr^,lf1-3^-dU>
E. I.C. II. 2Q
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So that to the second order, area RSQ lQ=(&rj rj' 8x)dx ;

"
dxL

8
ja

i
?
eZaj - i

J &r
j

=r fy-'i
?'

&|! and *?=/> T/=/';

T~ ^y
~
y'^= ^y

1 ~
y" ^*

>
an(^ ^y'

~~
y" ^x= w/>

dx

This geometrical proof appears to be due to the late Dr. E. J. Routh.

1494. Notation.

We shall use accents to denote differentiations with regard
to the independent variable x, and when accents become

inconvenient by their number, we shall replace them as

ct ti ci^i/
elsewhere by an index in brackets. Thus y'"= -r^, y

in}

=-r-^-

We shall represent by V any known function of x, y, y',

y", ..., y
(n)

;
the independent variable being x, and y a function

of x of unknown form, and therefore, also, its several

differential coefficients being of unknown form.

For the present it is also assumed that V is independent
of the limits of integration. We shall adopt the notation and

follow the method of De Morgan (Diff. and Int. Cole., p. 449,

etc.). In this notation Capitals denote partial differentiations

of V. Thus

the suffixes indicating the particular differential coefficient

of y with regard to which the partial differentiation of F is

effected. Also accents will be used in these cases also to

denote total differentiations with regard to x. Thus

Lagrange, to whom this Calculus is in the first place due,

uses a different notation, convenient when no differential

coefficients of y beyond the second order occur, but not so

convenient otherwise. In Lagrange's notation p stands for y',

q for y", etc., and
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1495. Variation
-JVdx.

Supposing V=(j>{x, y, y', y", ... ,y
(n)

}, where the relationship
of y and x is unassigned and held in abeyance, remaining to

be chosen to suit circumstances which may arise, let us take

AA
l (Fig. 434) as the graph of a supposititious case of such

Q, ,

Fig. 434.

relationship, and let us suppose it subjected to a point to point
deformation to a contiguous position BBl

of the kind described.

Then we shall find the consequent variation in the integral

where the integration is taken from one terminal

point A to another terminal point A I} which, like other points
on the curve, may be subject to small variations of position,

which may, however, in.these terminal cases be partially pre-
scribed by the terminal circumstances, A going to B, P to Q,

P
l
to QI}

etc. Then, since 8 is commutative with regard to an

integral sign,

8u=8(vdx=\S(Vdx)=[(8Vdx+VSdx')=\(SVdx+VdSx)

f p
r- -ii

p=
\8V dx+[V Sx] \8xdV=\ V Sx + \(8VdxdV Sx),
J J L Jo J

the integral being taken throughout the whole length of the

curve from A to A
lt
and the square brackets or round

-% *-
-**&

the integrated portion indicating that the included portion is

to be taken between the same limits, viz. (x0> y )
the coordi-
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nates of A to (xlt yj the coordinates of A
l

. Now to the first

order,

SV=X Sx+ YSy+Y, Sy'+ Y,, Sy"+ . . . + YM <V
n)

,

and dV=Xdx+Ydy+ Y,dy'+Y,,dy"+ ... + Y
{n) dy

M
;

.: SVdx-dV Sx= Y(Sy-y'Sx) dx+ Y,(Sy'-y" Sx) dx

-
{ y<o+ Y, to'-f Y,, to"+ . . .+ Y

(n)
u(n)

} dx

to the second order.

Hence to the first order

1496. The integrand admits of a considerable amount of

integration. We have

Yu)dx = IWa;,

y,-o)'cZa; = Y,w \Ytwdx,

Y,, to" dx = Yr, <a Y',w + I Y',' to dx,

o - frrto^,

> dx=-. y
(ll)

'-- y;yn-2)+ - - - +(- ir-
i

yj:)

-
1) +(- 1

)

n
y|:)

Now make a further abbreviation, and write

y,,= y,,-y;,,+ ...+(-l)-
2
y!:)"

2)

, etc.; we then have

^-rF(5.r+y,to+y,,to'+y,,,to
//

+.

which may be written for short as

or

which gives the variation of the integral to the first order 1

.

Terms of the second and higher orders of the variation are

not needed for the present. We shall recur to a consideration
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of such terms later when we corne to formulate an analytical

test for the discrimination between maxima and minima

values. But in a large number of cases the nature of the

stationary result found will be obvious from the circumstances

of the problem without any formal analytical discriminatory
test.

1497. We shall now count up the number of first-order

variations involved at the terminals. Written at full length
to exhibit all these variations, we have, to the first order,

i

Vdx

the suffixes to the square brackets having their usual signifi-

cance. There are in each square bracket n+1 variations, viz.

Sx, Sy, Sy', . . . Sy
(n~l}

;
but these are not necessarily all inde-

pendent.

(i) If the terminals be fixed we have four equations of

condition, viz. &e=0 and Sy= Q at each end, and n 1 arbitrary

variations are left in each bracket, viz. Sy', Sy", .... Sy
(n~ 1

\

depending upon the direction of the tangent to the path, the

curvature, etc., at each terminal.

(ii) If the terminals be not fixed but constrained to lie upon

assigned curves, say y=xo(x)> y= Xi()> tnen <tyo
=

Xo'(z ) Sx ,

Sy1
= xl

f

(x1)Sxl ]
so that two conditions are imposed and tivo

variations, viz. Sy and Sy, cease to be arbitrary, which leaves

n independent arbitrary terminal variations in each bracket.

(iii) Other terminal stipulations may be made. For instance,

if the end XQ , y is to be fixed, and also the direction of de-

parture from that point and the curvature at that point also

fixed, this will entail cJx =0, Sy = 0, SyQ'Q, Sy "=0, and the

number of arbitrary variations left in that bracket is n 3.

Similarly, any specific data may be assigned for the other

extremity.

Thus, on the whole, there are in the two brackets 2?i+2

terminal variations. Every imposed terminal condition ex-
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pressible by one equation, such as xQ=a, y
"=

c, etc., which is

to hold at a terminal, reduces the number of independent
terminal variations by unity. Hence, if there be p equations
of condition, there are 2n-\-2p independent terminal varia-

tions. E.g. if the terminal (XQ , yQ) be given, and the abscissa

of xlf and the direction and curvature of the direction of

approach to (xlf i/ : )
be given, there are 5 equations of condition

and 2n 3 independent terminal variations.

1498. In the remaining part of the total variation, viz.

Kw dx or \Y
(Sy y' Sx ) dx,

there are an infinite number of variations, each pair Sx, Sy

indicating the displacement of a point (x, y) of the curve to

be found to a hypothetical adjacent position. The function

Y or K is a linear function of the total differential coefficients

with regard to x of the partial differential coefficients of F,

standing for Y-Ttt+YZ-...+(-\}*J%.
In general Y

()()
itself contains y

(n
\ and therefore in general

Y contains a term y
(

'

2n)
. Hence, if Y be equated to zero, as we

shall see will be necessary in a search for a stationary value of

jFcfa:,
Y=0 is in general a differential equation of order 2n,

i.e. of double the order of the highest order differential

coefficient occurring in F. The solution of such a differential

equation will contain 2n arbitrary constants. This is less by
2 than the number of terminal conditions + the number of

independent terminal variations, which is 2

of I1499. Conditions for a Stationary Value of I V dx.

The same line of argument as that employed in the Differential

Calculus (Art. 496), in searching for the maxima and minima

values of a function of several variables, will now apply in a

search for the stationary values of I Vdx. It follows that
v J^O

the first order terms of the variation of this integral, viz.

K dx, must vanish, and further that the coefficientsI

JXn
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of the several independent arbitrary variations contained in it

must separately vanish.

Now one system of choices of these independent variations

will be that in which all variations at each terminal are fixed

so that H is made zero at each end. Therefore we must have
tx

in all cases I K(Syy'Sx)dx=Q. Moreover, as Syy'Sx is

JX

arbitrary at every point of the path, it follows that K must

vanish as a primary condition. Hence the aggregate of the

terms in [H]l must also vanish in any case. And further,

since it has been seen that if the number of prescribed

terminal conditions be p, the number of independent terminal

variations is 2n+%p, there will be 2n+2 p relations arising

from equating to zero the coefficients of these independent
terminal variations.

It has been seen that the solution of the differential equation
K=0 contains in general 2n arbitrary constants (Art. 1498).

It then appears that as the conditions for a stationary
r*i

value of I V dx, we have
J x

(
1 ) Y or K=Q, the solution containing 2n arbitrary constants,

(2) 2w+2 p independent equations arising from [H1^=Q,

(3) p terminal equations.

Thus we have 2w+2 terminal equations in all to find the

2n constants, which fix the nature of the path and two other

quantities, usually the abscissae of the terminals. The pro-

blem is therefore in general completely determinate, as will

be seen when we come to discuss*examples of the method.

1500. Cases of Integrability of JT=0.

The chief difficulty in this problem lies in the solution of

the differential equation K=0, and often this cannot be

obtained.

(1) There is one case in which at least a first integration

can be effected in general terms, viz. when V does not ex-

plicitly contain x; i.e. V=<p(y, y' t y", ... y
(n]

).

For now
dV

X=0 and =Y'+Y,"+Y,,"'+... + Y
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But

dx =

Jy,,</'"<fo
Y,,y"-Y',y'+

\Y';,y'dx,

Hence F= { 7,?'+ Y,,y"+ Y,,,y'"+...+ Y(n)^} +C,

for the coefficient of y in the integrand of the unintegrated

part is K, whicli vanishes.

(2) Another case of integrability (to a first integral) of the

equation K=0 is obvious, viz. when F does not contain y, so

that Y does not appear. For K=0 then becomes

Y', Y',','+ Y'", ... =0, of which a first integral is

y,-y,;+y;;-...=const., i.e. Y,=C'.

(3) If F contains neither x nor y explicitly, we have also

1501. A very Common Case.

If V=<J>(y, y'), in which x does not explicitly occur, and

no differential coefficients of y beyond the first, we have

V=Y,y'+C, with the condition V Sx+Y,(Sy y' 6x)=-- at

each terminal, i.e.

(1) If the terminal points be fixed, the terminal conditions

are identically satisfied, and the two constants which will be

present in the final integration of V=Y,y'-}-C will be de-

termined by making the curve obtained pass through the

specified points, whose coordinates are in that case known.

(2) If the terminal points are to lie on specific loci

we have fyo=Xo'(xo) $xo> fyi^Xi'M Sx
i

and therefore

[C+Y,Xo'(*o)Jo=0 and [C+ Y,Xi'(*i)]i=0.
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And supposing y=F(x, G, C'), the solution of the equation

K=0, the substitutions of this value of y in the above

equations, together with the equations

Xo(*o)=n*o, C, C'}, Xl (x1)=F(x l , C, C'),

suffice to determine the values of the two constants of the

differential equation and the abscissae of the terminals of the

path. (See Art. 1499.)

1502. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES.

1 . Let us apply the rule to find the nature of the shortest distance between

two given points (x , y ), (xly ?/,), the result to be expected being of course

obvious. (See Art. 1484.)

Here lds= \J\+y
f
'*dx is to be a minimum.

We have

V= \/l +y"
2
, X=0, Y=0, Y,= y'l*J\ +y'

2
,

V= Y,y'+ C.

Thus v/1 +y"
2
=i/

2
/>Jl +y'* + C, i.e. \/l+y''

2 =\/C or y' const. = m, say.

Then y= mx+ n, m and n to be determined so that the straight-line

path indicated shall pass through the terminals, i.e.

, y, 1 =0.

2. Suppose we require the shortest distance from the curve y = XoCr )
to the

curve y = \i (x).

Then, in addition to the above, we have terminal conditions at each

end, viz. V S.r+Y,(8y-y' 8.r)
=

0, i.e. C8x+y'C8y = or 1+/gf
= at

each end, i.e. the straight line is to cut the terminal curves at right

angles at each end

Also the equations

1+^Xo' (*<>)
=

0, 1+mxi(xl )
=

0, ww + n = xo(.'o), w^i + ' = Xi (-
r
i)

deteftuine the four quantities m, n, .r
,
x

l
.

It will be noted that maxima as well as minima distances are

included in the solution. The discrimination depends upon the nature

of the terminal curves, but in particular cases the nature of the result

will usually be obvious without formal test.

3. Let us enquire next the nature of the curvz for which, with specific ter-

minal conditions. \( -=--% )
dx attains a minimum value. [Lacroix, Calc. D.,

J voar/
p. 704.]

Here V =/'2
,
X = Y = Y, = 0, Y,, = 2y", Y,,, = 0, etc.

K= Q gives

(2/') = 0, i.e. = or y^C. + C + C. +C3 (1)
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The terminal variation conditions are for each end

,,(%
/

-.y"&F)= .............. (2)

If we impose the condition that the curve is to pass through (0, 0),

(a, 0) and its tangent to make with the #-axis angles tan""1
a, tan"1 a' at

these points, equation (2) is satisfied and

whence (7 =
0, C

1
=

a, C2
= -2(2a+ a')/, Cf

3
= 6(a + a

/

)/a
2

;

and we have
?/
= ax - (2a -f- a').r

2
/a + (a + a'J^/a

2
.

If a.' a, this becomes the parabola ?/
= cur(a #), in which case

y"= -2a/a, and is constant throughout the curve.

4. / fAe case q/ a 6ead sliding freely on a smooth wire in a vertical plane
under the action of gravity, to find the form of the wire so that the time of

descentfrom one point of the wire to another is the least possible. This curve

is called a brachistochrone.

The energy equation is v2 = 2gy, where y is the vertical distance of the

bead at time t from the horizontal line of zero velocity. This gives

dx,

which is to be a minimum.

Line of zero velocity

Fig. 435.

Here

V=Y,y' + C gives C^yjl+y''
2=l

; or, writing

/= tan\/r and C7=l/\/2,

y = 2acos2
i/r

or 2a-y= 2asin 2
^, (1)

which indicates an arc of a cycloid with cusps on y= 0, i.e. on the line of

zero velocity. (D.C., Art. 395.)
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At each terminal V8.v+ Y,(8y y' &x) = Q, i.e.

C8x+Y,Sy = or &r+y
/

Sy = ...................... (2)

(i) If the terminal points be fixed, equation (2) is identically satisfied.

Equation (1) is only a first integral, but sufficient to determine the

nature of the curve.

To proceed with it, -f-
= tan ^ =/\

'

-,

and putting y= a
(
1 + cos 6), we have

d.v=-a(l + cos6)de, i.e. x-C'= -a(6+sin 6).

So the equations of the curve are

Moreover, as y= a(l+cos#) and also =a(\ + cos2i/'), we have # = 2i/'.

If the curve is to pass through (.r , j/ )
and (#j, 3^), both supposed fixed,

we have two equations to determine C' and a, i.e. the position of the

cusp and the magnitude of the curve.

If the bead is to start from rest at (TO , y )
this point must lie on the

line of zero velocity, i.e, y =
0, and this point is then a cusp of the cycloid.

But if the end (.r , y )
be fixed, and the other end (x^ y-^) is a point only

known to lie on a detinite locus y= x(/r
)>
we nave &cb= &/o= 0, 8i/ t

=
x'(-ri)^i>

and the terminal equation at (selt y^ gives Sx+y' 8y = at that point, i.e.

y' -/-
=

1, and the path cuts y = x(x) orthogonally, and the same is true
OMV.

if (.#!, yj be fixed and (# , ?/) lies on a fixed locus y = \(x), viz. the path
must be such as to cut orthogonally the line from which it starts.

If both ends are to lie on fixed curves, viz. .y=Xo(^)> y \i(x\ we have

the conditions y' -/- = -1 at each end, and therefore each terminal curve

is to be cut orthogonally.

If, for instance, the terminal curves be (1) the line of zero velocity,

(2) a vertical line at a distance 6 from the starting point, the starting

point is the cusp of the cycloid, and

the other terminal is the vertex.

The value of a is then found from

the equation b= ira, i.e. a = b/Tr, and \ 2a
the constant C is ^Tr/26. It will

be noted that the starting velocity

from (^ ).yo) n tne firgt curve must

be that due to a fall to that point
from the line of zero velocity, i.e.

J2gy . Paths starting from any Fig _ 430.

other given horizontal line, and

therefore with the same velocity, and describing paths in the least time

to a given curve cut the curve at right angles, but not the straight line,

except in the case when the line is the line of zero velocity itself.
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The problem just discussed is the celebrated problem of John Bernoulli

which gave rise to the Calculus of Variations. It was proposed in the

Acta Eriiditoruni, 1696 (see Cajori, Hist, of Math., p. 234). The general

problem of brachistochronism for any conservative system of forces will

be considered later (Arts. 1537 to 1544).

5. Taking two given points A, B as terminals to find a curve connecting

them such that the area bounded by the arc AB, the radii of curvature at A
and B and the intercepted arc of the evolute is least. [De Morgan.]

1 f 1 fO+v' 2
)
2

Here = / pds=~ I
---~-^~dx is to be a minimum.

2 J
r

2J y"

givesand V

or, putting y'
= tan^, p = Oisin i^ + C% cos ^=A sin(^'-t-.B), say.

The curve is therefore a cycloid.

The terminal conditions are Vfa+ Y, (8y-y'Sx) + Y (8y
f -y"ox) =0 at

each end, and since &r= Sy= at each end, this reduces to Y,,8y'
= at

each end.

Also y,,= y,,= -(H-/ 2
)

2
//"

2
,
and the values of 8y

r
at each end are

arbitrary. Hence y" must be QC at each end, and the radii of curvature

must therefore vanish. The ter-

minals must therefore be cusps of

the cycloid.

If a condition be added that these

are consecutive cusps the cycloid is

then determinate, the length of the

chord AB being given, say I, the

radius of the rolling circle must be

1/-2TT. If the cusps be not neces-

sarily consecutive the area might
be that contained between a set of

such cycloidal arcs as shown in

p- 437 Fig. 438, and their cycloidal evq-

lutes, and it will be obvious that

if the number of these arcs be infinite, the area thus bounded becomes

ultimately zero, the radius of the rolling circle having become infinitesi-

inally small.

Fig. 438.

If the terminals A, B be not fixed but constrained to move on given

curves, there is a relation between &r and By at each end, but the values of

Sy' are still independent and arbitrary ; therefore Y,, still vanishes at
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each end, which are cusps of the cycloidal path, which may or may not

be consecutive
; and other relations also arise by equating to zero the

coefficients of Sx for each end after substitution of the terminal conditions

which give 8y in terms of 8x.

1 503. The Case when V depends upon the Terminals.

If V contains the coordinates XQ , y and x
l , y l

of the ter-

minals and differential coefficients of yQ and ylt
in addition to

x, y, y', etc., i.e.

v=<t>(n> y, y', y"> , o> i. y< yv y*> yi> )>

the variation SV will include terms in addition to those of

Art. 1495, and now

and these additional terms in the variation S\ Vdx give rise to

-,dx-\- ...
,

the variations Sx , Sx
t , Sy , etc., not being functions of x

but only of the limiting values of x, and the integrations

being from x to x
l
as before. These extra terms are all to be

added to the terminal variation portion of the total variation

S\ Vdx. The differential equation will be unaltered, and the

general value of y in terms of x thence derived may be sub-

stituted in the several additional integrals above, and their

values may then be found and treated as part of the ter-

minal variation [//].

1504. Relative Maxima and Minima. Lagrange's Eule.

Many problems occur in which I Vdx is to be made

a maximum or a minimum with the condition that at the

same time a second integral I Wdx is to acquire a given value

a, where W, like V, is also a function of x, y, y', y", etc. For
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instance, we might require the curve joining two specified

points, such that with the rr-axis and the terminal ordinates

a maximum area is to be enclosed whilst the length of the arc

between the terminals is given.

Lagrange solves this relative species of maxima and minima

problems by making <$|(F-|-XTF)rfa;=0 unconditionally, where

X is some constant to be determined.

For clearly this gives S \Vdx+ \S \Wdx=0, i.e. S\Vdx

vanishes for all such relations between y and x as make IW dx

any constant quantity. Now, upon solving this unconditional

problem in the way described in the preceding articles, we shall

get a relation involving X as well as the constants of integra-

tion, say 2/=$(X, x, Cl ,
C2 , C3 , ...). Then substituting for y in

I Wdx and integrating, we are to make such a choice of X as

will give the integral I Wdx the stipulated value a.

We then have S\ Vdx+\Sa=0, i.e. S\V
r

dx=0, and the

variation of Vdx is zero, and the integral has a stationary

value for such a relation between x and y as gives to I W dx

the prescribed constant value a. The constants of integration
are to be determined as described before from the terminal

conditions.

1505. Illustrative Examples.

1. To two points A, B given in position, whose distance apart is 2c, an

inextensible thread is attached by its ends, whose length is 2ca cosec a. To
examine in what curve the thread must be arranged so that the area enclosed

by the thread and the chord AB shall be as great as possible.

Taking the mid-point of AB as origin and OA as .r-axis, we are to

make -
Ipds a maximum with a condition I ds= 2ca cosec a.

By Lagrange's rule we are to make u= (p+ 2\)ds=-A maximum, i.e.

in Cartesians

u = l(y xy' is to be a maximum.
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Here V=y-jry'+ '2,\\/l+y"
2
,
X= y', Y=l, F,= -,

r

,,
= 0, etc. Along the path we are to have

Hence

*and (x-a]dx

Fig. 439.

Thus the thread must lie on a circular arc of radius A of which AB
is a chord. Therefore the centre lies upon the ?/-axis and a = 0.

A
Let D be the centre and A DO = ft. Then A = c cosec

/3, and the length
of the arc = 2(7r ^8) c cosec /3, which is to be 2cacoseca

;
whence

(B
= ir a, A=c cosec a and 6= A cos /3

= c cot a.

The equation of the arc is therefore ,^
2 + (/+ ccota)

2 = c;
2 cosec2 a.

In the limiting case when c = 0, a = 7r, and if r be the radius

L<ccota= L<rcosa= r and Lc2
(cosec

2 a-cot2
a) = c2 = 0,

and the equation becomes o;
2 +

<?/

2 =
2ry, where

%Trr= l, the length of the thread. The thread

then forms a complete circle %2+y2=
ly/7r.

Incidentally this shows that the closed

curve of given perimeter and greatest area is

a circle. The process is the same if we

require the curve of least perimeter with a

given area, which is therefore also a circle.

Note also that if the length of the thread

exceeds ire, the curve will cut the ordinates

drawn at A and B and lie partly outside

them. For this reason we did not express the area as lydx, for in

that case the limits c to +c for x would not contain the whole area

bounded, but only so much of it as lies between the ordinates at A and

B, and there would be the difficulty of assigning such limits for the

integration as would give the whole area.
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A Case of Discontinuity.

If the condition be superimposed that the thread in the above example
is not allowed to extend beyond the ordinates at A and B, we should prefer

/c ydx. But when l>irc a discon-

tinuity will be introduced by the imposition of the new condition. We

still have the condition
|\/1

+ ?/

/2 <te=the given length = 1. Hence

is to be an unconditional maximum, where A. is a constant to be

determined.

Here Y=y + AVf+y2
,
X= 0, F=l, Y, = A//N/TT/

2
, r,, = 0, etc.;

>/+ A\/l + '2= + b, where b is a constant (1)

Hence

So long as ? ^> TTC this will lead to the same solution as before. But

the arc is now, by the new condition, precluded from lying outside the

ordinates at A and 5, and therefore, for the case where A > TTC, we must

re-examine the problem. Now, it has been assumed in the reduction of

equation (1) and in integrating, that y' is finite throughout.
But equation (1) can be satisfied by

making ?/ infinite, which indicates that

part of the boundary of the area may be

a straight line perpendicular to AB.

Examine next the limiting conditions along

the ordinates AL, BM at the extremities

of the chord ; ox is to be zero, but 8y is

arbitrary. Now, for the terms involving

the terminal variations

and if the thread be arranged as AL and BM, straight portions, with an

arc of a circle LM, which satisfies equation (1), we have at A, L, M, B,

i.e. at the terminals and at the points where the thread leaves the

ordinates, &r= ;
whilst at A and B, 8y is also zero. This reduces

the conditions to [ F, 8y]
= 0.

That is ( F, 8y at A - Y, Sy at L) for the line AL + ( F, 8y at L - Y, 8y at M)
for the circular arc +(F, 8y at M Y,8y at B) for the line J//?= 0, and

8y at L is independent of Sy at M.

Hence F, for the line AL at Z= F, for the circle at L \

MI Jand F, for the line BM at M= Y, for the circle at
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,/
But in each case F,/A = . _ becomes 1 for the lines, y' being infinite.

' v 1 +/*
Hence = i fol. the circle also, both at L and at M. Therefore

vl+y *

y' = oo for the circle at L and M, and the circle touches both the ordinates.

The area in question is therefore that of a rectangle surmounted by a

semicircle, and is such that 1= AL +MB+ ^rrAB, which gives the lengths
of the straight portions as i( TTC), when I > TTC.

2. Ths ends of a uniform heavy chain ofgiven length I slidefreely upon two

smooth curves which lie in the same vertical plane. Let us investigate its

form on the supposition from the energy condition of stability that the

centroid of the arc will assume the lowest possible position.

Let the chain assume a position such as indicated by AB in Fig. 442,

the terminal curves being y = f (x), y =fi(%)- We assume it as obvious

y

s

Fig. 442.

that the chain will hang in the vertical plane of the terminal curves.

Take any horizontal line in that plane as .r-axis. For the position of

this .r-axis shown in the figure we are to make / yds Ids a minimum

with condition \ds= l. Therefore, by Lagrange's rule we are to make

A)\/l +/
a mnmum.

'

The equation F= Y,y'+C gives (y + A)\/l +y'
2

(y + A).y
/2

/Vl+y'
2
+C',

i.e. y + A = C\'l +y"*= (7 sec !/, where y' = tan
i/*.

This is enough to

indicate that the chain is to lie in the arc of a certain catenary curve.

Proceeding further with the integration,

6V,/
- = dx,

y + A_
C

i= cosh
C

E.I.C. II.
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where C" is a new constant. The catenary is therefore one with its

vertex at (
-

C",
- A + C) and with parameter C.

As to the terminals, we are to have
[ V8x+ Y, (8y y

r

ox)]
= 0.

But 8yl
= fl '(.r l )8.v1 , oy =/ '(a; )S.r ,

so that only two of the four

variations at the terminals are independent, and we have C8x+Cy'8y =

at each end, i.e. \+y'jr=Q at each end, and therefore each of the

terminal curves is cut at right angles by the curve of the chain.

The seven quantities ,r
, y ,

.r1? yt , (7, C" and A are determinate from

the seven equations

~ Cainh
C

Fig. 443.

B

3. A vessel which is in the form of a surface of revolution with parallel

circular ends of given diameters is just filled with an inelastic fluid. The

capacity of the vessel is given and the whole

fluid is made to revolve about the axis at a

definite angular velocity w. It is required

to find the shape of the vessel so that the

" whole pressure
"
upon the curved surface

is a minimum, neglecting the effect of

gravity.

Take the origin at the centre of one

end and the axis of figure as A'-axis. Let

the radii of the ends be a and b and

the length of the axis x
l

. Taking the

density as unity the hydrostatic pressure

equation gives dp= (a'*ydy, where p is the

pressure at any point; whence jD
= |w

2
y

2
,

for p vanishes along the axis by the

condition of the vessel being just full.

Now, the quantity known as "whole pressure" is given
where 8 is an element of surface.

Thus / p-27ry\/l +y'
2 dx is to be a minimum with condition

(
I TTi/

2dx= a given quantity.

Hence \(y*>J\+y"*+\y
r
)dx is to be an unconditional minimum.

So ?/
3 \/l +y'

2+ A?/
2=y3

y"
2
/-Jl +y 2+ C, i.e. y

s
l\/l + y'

2+ Ay
2=

(7, and for

the terminals [ Vox + Y,(8yy'8x)]= 0, and at the end through the

origin 8x and 8y both vanish, whilst at the other end 8y = 0, for the radius

is fixed, i.e. C$x=0, and therefore as 8x is not necessarily zero, (7=0,
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Hence y/\/l +y'
2= - A or y cos i/>=

-
A, where y'= tan

i/'.
This indicates

that the arc of the generating curve is a catenary with parameter
-

A,

and directrix along the axis of revolution.

The constants of the catenary and the value of A are determinable from

the facts that the curve is to pass through (0, a), (j?t , 6), and that the

vessel is to have a given capacity U.

If the abscissa of the vertex be
,
we have for the equation of the

curve .- = cosh
A A

a , b , x, i-

Hence r- = cosh\, r-= cosh --**
A A A A -/:

A? cosh'2 -A Ida? =17, three

equations to determine
,
x

l
and A.

4. If the^ assumption be adopted that the pressure upon a small element

dS moving with uniform velocity u in a still fluid is normal to dS, and

proportional to the square of the normal velocity, it is required to find the

form of a surface of revolution with a flat base, which, when it moves in

the direction of its axis, will experience the least, resistance upon its curved

surface. (Lacroix, Gale. Diff., ii., p. 698.)

Let
i/'

be the inclination of the tangent to the axis of figure. The

resolved pressure is then I^Tryds. ku* sin2
)/',

sin
t/',

which oc / ^ ^.

Fig. 444. Fig. 445.

Here F=y/3
/(l+./

2
), Y,=y(Zy'* +/*)/(! +/2

)

2
.

Therefore for a minimum V= Y,y'+ const, yields

yy'
z
l( 1 +#/2

)
2 = const, or y cos $ <x. cosec3 \p.

That is, the generating curve must be such that the projection of

the ordinate upon the normal varies as the cube of the secant of the

inclination of the normal to the axis

// we add the condition that the flat base is to be of given area, and that

the volume of the solid is to be given, we have the conditional equation

TT / y'
idx= i\, given constant.
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Then F=y/3
/(l+/

2
) + A/, Y, =y(3/ +y'

4
)/( 1 +/2

)

2
;
whence

2 ~ = 2
.(1)

For the terminals [ V8x+ Y,(8y-y'8x)] = 0, /.e. [C&r + 7,o>] = 0.

The origin being taken at the centre

of the flat base (Fig. 446), and the base

being given, we have 8x and 8y both zero

for the terminal of the generating curve

which lies on the y-axis. Also CSx + T, 8y

must vanish at the other terminal. Re-

jecting the supposition of a discontinuous

flat-nosed surface, this other terminal

must be on the .r-axis and 8y = 0. But 8x

is arbitrary. Hence C=0. Rejecting

also the solution of an end-on straight line

experiencing zero resistance, we have

y = ^ sin3
\j/
cos

\f>.

It follows that = -

d\f> ay d\(/

-4-
sin

\f/
A

and
2

s= =- cos 3^+ const.,

which indicates that the generating curve is part of a three-cusped

hypocycloid, and the values of A and the constant may be found from

the given data.

1506. The Case where Vdx is a Perfect Differential.

We have assumed so far that I Vdx is not directly integrable. If

however this be so, the function is free from an integral sign and merely

depends upon the terminal values of x, y and the differential coefficients,

and is independent of the path of integration from the one terminal to

the other. We are therefore not much concerned with this case. Such

a case would occur if, for instance, V= <, , for then
a--

2

/*! i

x i d fv'\ rv~p i

Vdx= j
- }dx= \

Jxo Jx dx\Xj \-xJxQ

1507. Tests of Integrability.

Our method of procedure, however, yields a test of integrability. For

supposing V to be the differential coefficient of some function of form

f
'

Jxo
y

and assuming the variation to be one which does not affect the terminal

values of the variables, this vanishes independently of any assigned
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relation between x and y. That is, the relation Y= is identically

satisfied. And the converse is also true, and the condition is sufficient

as well as necessary.

For the demonstration of this converse the student may be referred

to Todhunter, Int. Gale., p. 365.

1508. Two or more Dependent Variables.

Let V be a function of one independent variable x and two

or more dependent variables y, z "with their differential

coefficients with regard to x, and suppose we are to search

for the nature of this dependence which will give a stationary

value to I V dx.

Here V= F(x,
*"

, ,/
'"

).
We may proceed to find the

\ z, z
,
z

,
. . , /

first order variation of the integral exactly as before, but it is

necessary to extend our notation.

let
9F-T 3F -7 37 -7
~^x~

'

cy>
-*<>' ?)zW~ (H} '

n
(n)= 8y

(n)_
y
(n+l) fa ()=^)_ 2(+l) fa

Mn) i(+l)"l~ -Mn+2)
=

*() ^(n) ^(H-l)+ ^(ra+2)
t==

^(n)-

Then, just as before, the first order variation of 1 Vdx is

*
J
F<te=

or

a result similar to that of Art. 1496.

Obviously, a similar form will hold however many dependent
variables there may be.

1509. The Subsequent Procedure.

As in the case of one dependent variable, in a search for

the forms of the functions y and z which will give I Vdx a

stationary value, we are to put S \ Vdx=0, and now two cases

arise, viz.

(i) When y and z are independent functional forms
;

(ii) when they are connected by an equation L= Q.
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(i) In the first case, t]=Syy'3x and =Szz'Sx are inde-

pendent variations, and we get Y=0 and Z= separately,

which form two differential equations to determine y and z

in terms of x.

(ii) In the second case, rj
and are not independent varia-

tions, but we have F>;+ Z^=(), together with L= 0.

We shall consider these cases in detail.

1510. Case I. y and z independent.

Here

Y=Y-Y;+Y;;-...=O, z=z-z;+z;;-...=o.
Besides these equations, in the event of V not explicitly

containing x, we have, as in Art. 1500,

And further special cases arise. For instance, if y and z

are also absent from V, we have

y;-y;+...=o and z;-z;+...=o,

whence Y,= (7
1
and Z,=--C2 ;

.'. V=C,y'+C2z'+C+Y,,y"+...+Z,,z"+...;

and similarly in other cases.

Also, if other dependent variables be present, a corresponding
modification of these results will obviously hold.

1511. Case II. The Case when the Path lies on a Specified

Surface.

Before considering Case II. in detail, viz. y and z inde-

pendent, we may point out one very useful case which

follows immediately from what has been said, viz. the case

where the equation L=Q is a relation between x, y and z

alone. This equation is that of a surface on which the path
to be discovered must necessarily lie. And the case is useful

for the very large class of problems dealing with maxima or

minima conditions for lines drawn upon a given surface.

In addition to Yi7+Z=0, we have

Lxdx-\-Lydy-}-Lzdz=0 and LxSx+Lv 8y-+-Lz 8z=Q.

Multiplying the first by Sx/dx and subtracting, we have

Lyt]-\-Lz^~0; whence, eliminating t]
and

, Y/Ly=Z/Lz and

L=0 for all such cases.
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1512. Next suppose the equation of condition to contain

x, y, z and differential coefficients of y and z with regard to x,
'

Lagrange adopts a method similar to that of Art. 1504,

and makes

8 (V+\L)dx= Q without condition, ............(1)

where he regards X as a function of x only.

It is clear that this will make 3 I V dx vanish for all such

values of the variables as make L= 0, which is what we require.

Now

(5 \Ldx=\(Ldx.8X+\dx.SL+\L.dSx)

=[\LSx]+(\(8Ldx-dLSx)+(L(S\dx-Sxd\).

The first term is a function of the variables and variations

at the terminals only, and vanishes with L.

The third term is the only one in which variations of X

appear. And it will be noticed that if X be regarded as a

function of x only, say X=x(aO> then since d\= y^(x)dx and

S\x'(x) Sx, we have S\dx Sxd\= Q, so that the suppositions

(i) Z,= 0, (ii) X=x(x) produce* in that term the same result.

Therefore, in finding the variation S \ (V
'

+\L)dx without

condition, it is unnecessary to consider variations of X when

we consider X to be a function of x alone. The variation

of I \L dx therefore produces in the unintegrated part of

8 ( (V+\L)dx, the additional term I X (SL~ SxJ
dx.

1513. Regarding X therefore as a function of x alone, and

writing V+\L instead of V, let us put
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the square brackets indicating that the substitution of F-f \L

for F has been made therein. Thus

and as the variation is unconditional, we have ^ and inde-

pendent and [7]= 0, [Z]
= 0; that is

-dL d (^ 3L\
,

d1
f. 3L \

and 2X^- -T- A^-/ ) + T^,(X^-7/ ...=0,-

i.e. X being a function of x alone,

dx

92 dx\" 'dz'J
'

dx-

which, with

give three equations to determine y, z and X as functions of x.

1514. It will be observed that the terms after the first

in the first and second of these equations, are those which

accrue from the treatment of the term

jXL<fa,
in the variaton of XL<fa, after the manner of Art. 1496.

We may note further that when L does not contain differ-

ential coefficients of y or 2 with respect to x, these equations
reduce to

O, Z+XLX=0, L=0,
and therefore give again the result of Art. 1511, viz.

Y/Ly=Z/L, and L=0.

1515. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES.

1. As an example of Case I. of Art. 1509, let us find the shortest distance

from the surface F(x, y,z) = Q to the surface f(x, y, z)
= without any further

condition as to the path. This should obviously be a straight line cutting
both surfaces perpendicularly.
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We are to make lds = I >J I -fy"*+ z'* d.r a miniumin, with specific ter-

minal conditions. Here

+?S Z=s0
,

7 = 0,

The equations Y = 0, Z = give

and therefore
-^
= v/i -Cf-Cz*.

That is, the tangent to the path is in a constant direction, and the path
itself is a straight line.

At the terminals we have

and the variations at one end are independent of those at the other,

i.e. 8x+ y' 8>/ + z' 8z must be zero at each end, i.e.

dx du . dz 2
j- 8*'+ -r Sy + j- 62 =
as ds " ds

at each end. But the variations 8x, 8y, 8z must refer to displacements in

the tangent planes of the terminal surfaces, for which

Hence the path sought must cut each surface orthogonally.

2. As an example of Case II. of Art. 1509, examine by aid of these

equations Lagrange's first rule, Art. 1504, where we have to find a function y

such that 8 1 V dx = under condition I W dx= a constant a.

Putting z= I W dx, we may write this as L = z' W= 0.

Then we make 8 1 {V+ A (2'- W)}dx= 0, A being a function of x alone.

We have F+ ^- A (z'
- W) - -*- ~-> X(z

f

and ^+^~ A(z'- W) j- ^, \(z'

But S-X(z'-W)=-\.^, J^-.Afz'

Hence these equations become

dY V.L.V" 1\ W d i\^W\^ \ 1
dX

f - r,+ Y,,-...-\ A-^-- j-[A.~-r ]+..A = and --r- = 0.
I. oy ax \ oy } ) dx
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The second shows that A does not contain &, and is a constant ;
and

the first inav then be written

=,

where [Y] refers to the operation

(2. - d _ _ _

\y dx'dy' dx* 3y"
'"

upon V AW, regarding A as a constant, which is the rule of Art. 1504.

j*6 \

x
ydx

3. Consider the stationary value of I 2 dx. Comparison of the two
Ja y

cases. [Ohm. Todhunter, Hist., p. 35.]

Let z= / ydx. Then z'=y, z"=y'. We may either
Ja

rb z
(i) consider I -,,d.v unconditionally,

/&
jy

or (ii) / 7 dxy
with condition z' -y= Q.

(i) Here F =
,
Z = 0, Z=^>, Z, = 0, Za=-.

The equation V=Z,z'+ Z,,z" + C gives F= (Z,
-

Z;,)z
/+ Z,,z" + C', i.e.

a first integral of the equation to find z as a function of x.

(ii) Or make [T] = 0, [Z] = 0, with condition L= z'-y= 0,

d ( z\ . 1 dX
j-(-7o)-A=0. -

f --j-= z'-y= 0.
dx \y*J y dx

Eliminating y and A, we have

If (1) be differentiated to eliminate (7, we find a result identical with

j(2), and equation (1) is a first integral of equation (2). The first method

has therefore carried us one step onward in the integration, whilst the

second has produced the original differential equation itself.

1516. If s (or t) denote the independent variable, and x, y,

z, viz. the Cartesian or other coordinates, be the dependent

variables, it will be desirable to alter our notation a little in

conformity with such requirements.

We take the case of three dependent variables. It will

make no difference in the investigation however many there

may be. Accents will denote differentiations with regard to

the independent variable.
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/ x, x', x",...\

Let 7=0 s, y, y', y", ...
,

\ Z, Z', Z", .../

and we shall write

__ 7 (r)

>

x=x-x;+x;;-... , x,=x,-x,:+xz-... , etc.,

with similar meanings for Y, Y,, etc., Z, Z,, etc.

Then we have, to the first order,

?, say, as in earlier cases.

1517. As before, if it be desired to discover the functional

forms of x, y, z which will be required to give \Vds a

stationary value, we have to make the above first order

variation vanish.

There are two cases to consider, (i) when x, y, z are inde-

pendent of each other; (ii) when some relation Z/= 0, or

some set of such relations exists between them.

1518. In Case (i), in the absence of any such relation, the

arbitrary variations from point to point of the path, rj, ,

are independent of each other, and we have

jr=o 7=0 ~7 o

three differential equations, whose orders are, in general,

double the order of the highest respective differential co-

efficients contained in V, and whose solutions severally con-

tain the same number of arbitrary constants as their order.

Secondly, there are as many equations arising from [77] =0,

by equating to zero the independent terminal variations therein

contained, as there are independent terminal variations.
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Also, as in Art. 1500 (i), if F does not contain s explicitly,

so that S=0, we have

Other special cases may arise. For example, if

7=0 (x, y, z, x\ y, z')>

the independent variable being absent, we have

If V'(f>(x', y', z', x", y' ', z"), we have

+(z,-z;,}z
f

+z,,z"+c-

and also X.X^C^ Y,-Y:,=Ctt Z,-Z;,=C3 ,

viz. the solutions of X = X',-{-X",=Q, etc.,

so that V=C+Clx'+C.2y'+C.,iz'+X,,x"+ Y,,y"+Z,,z" ;

and so on with other cases.

1519. In Case (ii), when there is a connecting equation LQ,
we make S\ (V-\-\L)ds=Q, according to Lagrange's rule, and

consider X a function of s only.

rru v , ^ ^L d /\ VL\
,

d* / "dL\
Then ^+X- -y- (\ -, +-, X^-,>) ...=0,

fix ds\ ?>x/ ds2
\ fix /

which, with the two similar equations in y and z and the

connecting equation L= 0, give four equations from which

x, y, z, \ are to be determined as functions of s.

When L contains only x, y and z, so that L= is the equa-
tion of a surface on which the path lies, these equations reduce to

X+\LX=0, T+Aj,= 0, Z+\LZ=Q,

i.e. X/Lx=Y/Ly=Z/Lz ,
with L=().

These equations could be derived otherwise, as in Art. 1511
;

for we have

LxSx+ LySy -\-Lzoz= and Lxdx -\-Lydy+Lz dz= ;

and, since g=Sxx'S8, rj=&yy'Ss, g=Szz'Ss,
we get Lx +Lyr,+Lz

= 0,

an equation which constitutes a linear relation amongst the

otherwise arbitrary variations t], g,
which involve the four

variations Ss, Sx, Sy, Sz.
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We also have Xg+Yr]-\-Z= 0. Let one of these variations

be taken such that 0, then X/Lx Y/Ly . Similarly taking

another variation in which
rj
= 0, then X/LX=Z/LZ . Thus we get

X/Lx=Y/Ly=Z/Lz, with L== 0, as before.

1520. When z and its differential coefficients are absent

from V and L, we obtain over again the relations of Art. 1511,

viz. X/Lx=Y/Ly and L= Q.

1T>21. In any case, where we are to make I V ds a maximum

or a minimum and s is an arc of the path and x, y, z, Cartesian

coordinates of a point upon it, we have the relation

L=x'*+y'
2+z'2-l=0,

and we may make \\ V-\--> (x'
2
-{-y'

z
-\-z'

2
l) \ ds an uncon-

ditional maximum or minimum. Here JX has been written

instead of X for later convenience. If V be a function of

x, y, z alone, not containing s explicitly, we have

,]^y, [Z,]=\z',

[F]=etc., [Z]=etc.,

and [F]=[X]aJ
/

+[y,]y'+[Z,X+C,

.e.

i.e. 7-X+C............................... (1)

1522. Again the terminal equations give

.e.

or

or

i.e.
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and therefore C^ & )=0 and XO'&c+T/'cty+z'&z) =0,

for the terminal variations of s are independent of the terminal

variations of x, y, z.

In isoperimetric problems, i.e. those concerned with an arc

of specific length, Ss
1

SsQ vanishes; but in other cases S^
and &? are not necessarily equal, and then (7=0. Thus,

for isoperimetric cases, V= \-\-C, and the value of C is to

be determined by the length of the arc; for non-isoperi-

metric cases with an undefined length of arc (7=0 ando
V=\.

In either case, provided X be not such as to vanish at either

terminal, we must have x'Sx+ y'Sy-\-z'Sz
= Q at each terminal.

That is, if the terminals are to be on specific terminal curves

the path must cut each orthogonally. But if the terminals be

fixed points this expression will vanish identically by virtue

of the vanishing of Sx, Sy, Sz.

Since in non-isometric problems F=X, we may write

as l

at once. (See Williamson, I.C., Art. 296.)

1523. If V be any function of x, y, z alone, and \Vds is to

be made of stationary value for curves to be discovered lying

upon a given surface <f>(x, y, z)Q, and with fixed terminals

or fixed terminal curves, we have
|F<Z0 0, and we may

treat the variation ab initio as follows.

We have \(SVds+ VdSs)=0.

But SV=Vx6x+ VySy+ Vz 6z, and dSs=x'dSx+y'ddy+z'd6z,
so that

=[V(x'Sx+y'8y+z'Sz)]
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So that we must have [V(x'8x-+-y'Sy-{-z'Sz)']
= Q, as the

terminal condition and

along the path.

We also have <
l
t>x 8x-{-(t>y8y-\-(l>z Sz=Q, a linear connection

between the otherwise arbitrary 'point to point variations

Sx, Sy, Sz. Hence

Now, two of the variations are arbitrary, and X is at our

choice. fj

V FJ/'" da y
Take Sz=0, and choose Sx not equal to and X= --

Then it follows that Vx -j-Vx \(j>x
=

;
and similarly we

j

may show, by taking Sx=Q, that Fz ^-7s' X02 =0.
rts

Thus

The terminal condition \V(x'cx-\-y'Sy
J
rz'Sz)'\=0 shows that,

provided V be not zero at the terminals, the path must cut

each of the terminal curves orthogonally.

IMPORTANT APPLICATIONS.

1524. GEODESICS.

To find the shortest line, or geodesic, on a given surface

(f>(x, y, z)
=

Q, from one given terminal curve to another drawn

upon the surface.
r>

Here u=\ds, i.e. V=Jx'2
-i-y"

2
+z"*.

Then Z=0, X,=-

=X-^X,= -~x'=-x", Y=-y", Z=-z".
ds ds
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Thus, by Art. 1519, x"/(f>x =y"<j>y =z"/<f>x ,
i.e. the osculating

plane at each point of the curve must contain the normal to

the surface at that point.

The terminal condition is [F&+X-f F/jf+iTg|=0,

i.e. [$s-\-x'(Sx-x'Ss)+ y'($y y'Ss)-\-z(Sz-z'Ss)]=0,

i.e. [x'Sx+ y'Sy+ z'Sz]
= 0.

Now fix one end, then x'Sx-}- y'dy+z'Sz at the other end,

so that the line sought must cut the terminal curve at that

end orthogonally. Similarly for the other end of the path.
Thus the path must be such that

(1) the osculating plane at each point contains the normal

to the surface at that point ;

(2) it must cut both terminal curves orthogonally.

1525. We might, without quoting the general theorem of Art. 1519,

proceed as follows, a course which is usually preferable.

Since we are to make 8 I Vote2 + dy
2+ dz2 = 0, we have

C

J
0;

/. \x' 8x +y
'

8y+ z' Sz]
-
J(*" 8x+y

"
8y + z" 8z) ds = Q;

and along the path we'have

x"8.K+y"8y+ z"8z= 0, with condition
<t>x 8x+ <t>y8y+ <t>z

8z= Q,

i.e. (x"
-
A0.) 8.v+ (y"

-
A&,) 8y + (z"

- A< 2 ) 8z = 0.

Now of the three 8.r, 8y, 8z, two are independent, say 8y and 8z.

Let 6*2= 0, and take 8yQ ; A is at our choice
; take it = #"/</>*. Then

y" = \.<$>y. Thus .v"/(f)x =y"/4>y> a d similarly =z"/<f>l .

We also have the terminal condition a' 8x+y' 8y+z' 8z= at each end,
and the path cuts the terminal curves orthogonal!}

7
.

1526. Geodesic on a Surface of Revolution.

Let the surface be, say, x2
-\-y

2
=f(z), the z-axis being the

axis of revolution. Then x"lx= y"ly, i.e. xy"yx"=Q, or

xy yx const. =h, say. Referring to cylindrical coordinates

(p, <f)y z), p*(j>'=h, i.e. psin^h, where ^ is the angle between

the path and a meridian at any point of the curve. This is

the leading property of such geodesies.

1527. Geodesies on a Quadric.

For geodesies upon an ellipsoid we have the relation

pd= const., where p is the perpendicular on the tangent plane
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to the ellipsoid at any point on the curve and d is the semi-

diameter parallel to the tangent to the curve at that point.

For proof of this and for the general properties of geodesies
on a quadric, see Smith, Solid Geom., ch. xii.

1528. Required the nature of the projection upon the z-plane of geodesies

upon the helicoidal surface z= a taw1
y/x.

Here <=.?; sinz/a-y cos z/a= 0, <f>x
= sinz/a, <

y
= - cos z/a.

The geodesic equations give x"/sin -=y"/( -cos- Y i.e. xti"+yy"= 0;

changing to cylindrical x= pco$ 6, y= psin 0, z= aO, ds2 = dp
2 + p

2 dBz+ dz2
.

Then indicating differentiations with regard to 6 by suffixes, and those

with regard to s by accents, S1
2=p1

2+ p
a+ a2

,
i.e. S1s2 = p1p2 + ppi .

Now p
2= x2+y 2

, pp'=alx'+yy'.

Hence pp"+ p'
2 = xx" +yy"+ x' 2 + y'

2= x'2 + y'
2=

p'
2 + p

2
6'

2
;

" *a>2 ^ d*p fds\
2

. d fdp\ p d /pA p
:. pa = p

2d 2 and -7-7
'

JTJ =P. *-e- TZi /- )
= or j7i ( )= '

ds2
\dtfj dQ\ds J 8t G?#V*i/ si

whence (Pt*i-pit)l*i*=*pli, i-e- P2

i.e. (pz-JiS+ t +a^t+ !) or

,
then Pl

= -a cosec2
X ; .'.

= - in X cos X >

~n\\
~ sin2 X+ p> where p is a constant > 1

;

-- and Y = am( T + a ), where a is a second arbitrary
\k f

constant. Hence the projection of the geodesies on the z-plane has an

(B
\

T+al, mod. k, k and a being constants

depending upon the position of the terminals.

The reader will have no difficulty in showing that if
<f>

be the angle
which the tangent at any point of the geodesic makes with the generator
at this point, and ^r the angle the normal to the surface makes with the

axis of the helicoid, then sin <=&sin
\f/ ;

and hence that if A^A ZA 3 ... be

any closed geodesic polygon drawn upon the surface, and <
r , </ be the

angles which J4r4 r_1 ,
ArAr+1 make with the generator through J r,

then

II sin
<f>r
= II sin </.

1529. Suppose we are to obtain the stationary value of

where E, F, G are known functions of the variables x and y.

Here F- Ey+^yy'+Gy y'
z

__F+Gy'
2F

"~
'

~~V
'

where suffixes denote partial differentiations.

E. i.e. it. 2s
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The differential equation to be satisfied is Y=Y y,'=0,

vtf*_d F+Gy'~
27 ~dx V

After differentiation and considerable reduction, this leads

to an equation

^+%'+C^2+Zy3
+2(^-GO*/''=0, ............ (1)

where A=EEy-2EFx+FEx> B=3FEy-2EGx-2FFx+GEx ,

C=-ZFGx+2GEy+2FFy-EGy ,
D=-GGx+2GFy-FGy ,

for the terms in y'
4

, y'y", y'
z
y" all cancel out.

The equation (1) is incapable of general solution, but many
cases arise in which at least a first integration may be effected,

and sometimes the complete integration.

1530. (i) For instance, if E, F and be constants, A =B= C=D =
0,

and the solution is that ofy=
0, i.e. a straight line.

(ii) If E=0 L-M where L is a function of x alone and M a function

of y alone, and if F= 0,

A = (L-M)(-Mt ), B=-(L-M)LX ,

C=(L-M)(-MV ), D=-(L-M)LIy

and equation (1) becomes

Lx-Myy' Lx(\+y'*}_
-r+7~ L-M L-M

rf

i.e.

_- \ d 1 dz
or putting -40

=
z, -j log z+ Lx= 0, whence -

2 ^+ L,= 0.

,.L-if r . . ,, M-X
Hence a first integral is --

T2
-L= -A, i.e. y =-\ -^ >

1 -\-y A. Li

i.e.
/

' = I . _ + const., a second integral,
JojA-L J^/M X

for by supposition L is a function of x alone and M a function of
?/ alone,

so that the variables are "
separable

" in such cases.

1531. The case of Art. 1529 is an important one, for it will

be remembered that if the coordinates of a point upon a surface

be expressed in terms of two parameters u and v, the element of

arc may be expressed in the form ds2=E duz
-\-2F dudv-\-Gdv

z
.
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Hence the determination of a geodesic upon the surface

depends upon the possibility of integrating the differential

equation (1).

1532. The direct investigation of the geodesic may be sometimes

effected by a transformation. For example, if the square of the linear

, , .
, , , (l-v

2
)du2 + (l-uz

)dv
2 + 2uvdudv

element on a surface be given by dsz = --'---
2

7

2
-

,

let us take a third variable w such that uz'+vz+wz
=l, whence

u du+ v dv+w dw= 0.

Then ds2= {(u
z+w2

)du
2+ (v

z+w2
)dv

z + 2uvdudv}fw
z

= {(u du+ v dv)
2 +w2

(du
z + dvz

)}/w
z = du z + dvz + dw z

,

so s = I <Jduz + dv2+ dw2
,
with condition uz + vz +wz = l.

That is, the arc of the curve on the original surface is the same length
as the corresponding arc of a corresponding curve on the unit sphere
in a system of rectangular coordinates u, v, w. And the geodesies on

the sphere are given by the great circles, i.e. by equations of the form

au+ bv+cw + ;
hence the geodesies on the original surface are given by

au+ bv+ c\/l u2 v2=
0, where a, b, c are constants.

1533. Principle of Least Action.

Suppose a particle of mass m to be in motion under the action of any
conservative system of forces and either to be moving freely or under com-

pulsion to remain on a smooth surface from any one point to any other

point. Then, if v be the velocity at any time t, and ds an element of the

path, we shall show that the integral m I v ds has a stationary value.

The quantity A defined as mlvds is called the Action, or the

Characteristic Function, by Sir W. R. Hamilton, and the principle is

known as the Principle of Least Action.

1534. If X, Y, Z be the force components per unit mass, R the normal

pressure exerted by the surface, if any pressure exist, and A, /M,
v the

direction cosines of the normal, the ordinary equations of motion are

and the energy equation is

v2 Cm
y
=m

I (Xdx+ Y dy+ Zdz)= my^(x, y, z) say,

for the expression Xdx+ Y dy+ Zdz satisfies the condition of integrability,

since the forces form a conservative system, i.e. are such as occur in

nature.

Hence, we have v 8v=X 8x + Y By+Z 8%,
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But we also have ds2= dx2+ dy
2
+dz*, so that sd8s=xd8x+yd8y+ zd8z,

and the variation in A, i.e. 8A=m8 I vds=m I (Svds+ vdSs)

= m f {(X 8.K+ Y 8y+Z Sz) dt+x d8x+yd8y+z d8z}

-m f

and since the direction defined by A., fj., v, i.e. the normal to the surface, is

necessarily perpendicular to any displacement 8x, 8y, 8z on the surface,

X.8.v+ fi8y i-v8z vanishes, as also does each of the terminal values of

x 8x+ y 8y + z 8z.

So that the variation of A is zero and the "action" has a stationary

value. Conversely, if we assume that if I v ds has a stationary value, we

can establish the general equations of motion of the particle.

1535. It follows of course that if X, Y, Z be all zero, i.e. if the particle

be in motion on a smooth surface under the action of no forces except

those due to the constraint of the surface, then v is constant, as shown by

the energy equation, and I vds being of stationary value, so also is I ds.

That is, the particle searches out for itself and travels along a geodesic

on the surface. (See Tait and Steele, Dyn. of a Partide, Art. 233, also

Routh, Dyn. of a Partide.)

1536. Path of a Ray of Light in a Heterogeneous Medium.

When a ray of light travels in a medium of variable refractive index
/*,

from one point to another, it does so in such a manner as to make I /A
ds a

minimum. It is required to deduce the equations of the path of the ray.

This case is similar to the one just discussed.

We have 8 / p.ds=Qt
i.e. I (8fj.ds+ fj,d8s)

=
0,

and ds d8s= dx d8x+ dy d8y+ dz d8z ;

:.
f\8fji ds+n(x'dox+y'd8y+z'd8z)}=0,

and 8p,

Hence IJJL.V'
ox+ py' 8y+ \tz' 8z]

and since the ray is to pass from one definite point to another, the

integrated portion vanishes at each terminal, and the variations 8xt
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8y, &z under the integral sign being arbitrary from point to point,

we must have also

/*_ d f dx\ 3ju._ d f dy\
r

dp_d_f dz~~
which form the differential equations of the path of the ray.

1537. Bracbistochronism. The General Problem.

A particle is in motion under the action of a given conservative system of

forces. It is required to find the path along which it must be constrained to

move so as to accomplish that path from one given point to another, or from
one given surface to another, in the shortest time. Such constrained paths

are called Brachistochrones. The case of brachistochronism under the

action of gravity has already been considered.

Let m(f>(x, y, z) be the potential energy of the force system, m being the

mass of the particle.

Then the energy equation gives |v
2+ c(:r, y, z) const.

The force-components per unit mass are <*, <^y ,
<

2 , being the

rates of decrease of potential energy. By varying v, we have

Also dsd8s= dxd8.v+dyd8y+ dzd&z, i.e. d8s=x'd8x+y'd8i/+ z'

= I a mini
J v

Now we are to make t= a minimum.

So

Therefore
+)}+ f{^(

and p, 8y, 8z are arbitrary all along the path and independent of each

other, and of the variations at the terminals. Hence

'&ri , d(x'\ <f>x d(y'\<t>y
d

(z'\ </,,'

I
- " CIIIU. T- I

-
I - -q > ~T~ 1

-
. I
- -

5 1 ~f I
-

I
- U

J ds\v 1 tr ds\vj & ds\vj V A

1538. Tne Terminal Conditions.

If the terminals be fixed points, the expression in square brackets

vanishes identically at each end of the path.

If the path start from a fixed point (x , y ,
z

)
and terminate at the

surface F(.v, y, z)
= 0, then Sx, 8y, 8z vanish at the starting point, and

provided the velocity be not infinite at the other terminal x' 8x+y'8y + z'8z

must vanish there
;
that is, the path must cut the surface F(x, y, z)

=

orthogonally, for the only admissible variations 8x, 8y, 8z at this end are

such as lie on the surface.

If the path start from a point x0) y ,
z

,
which is only defined as lying

upon a surface F (x, y, z) =0, a similar result will hold, provided that the

whole energy of the system be a given quantity, and that F = be an
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equipotential surface of the force system. If the surface F = were not

an equipotential surface, terms depending on &r
, 6> ,

3z would make their

appearance in the integral, and such terms if existent would have to be

included with the rest of the terminal terms.

If the motion terminate at a given curve instead of at a given surface,

the terminal conditions may be discussed in a similar manner.

1539. The Normal Pressure in the Case of Brachistochronous

Description.

From the general equations ;r(- jjfW^'
etc

->
wnic^ niay be written

iPx" w'x'
<f>x

=
0, etc.,

we have, by eliminating t>
2 and w',

*", *', <k
=

0,

so that the resultant force at any point lies in the osculating plane of

the curve.

Moreover, multiplying the equations v*x" vv'x' $>x
-

0, etc, by

px", py", pz" respectively, p being the radius of absolute curvature,

we have by addition v*lp
=

<f>x px" + <?>,py"+ (j>1pz"= -N, where If is the

normal force component.

If, however, 11 be the pressure per unit mass upon the curve, the

normal resolution gives the equation v*/p
=N+R.

Hence R= - 2N. That is, the pressure upon the curve is equal to twice

the normal component of the forces, and acts in the opposite direction.

Now for a free path under a conservative system of forces for which

the components in the direction of the tangent and principal normal are

T and N', there being no component in the direction of the binomial, we

have ^ = T and =N\ whilst for the same path to be brachistochronous
as p

under frictionless constraint under the action of a corresponding set of

forces whose components are T, N, 0, we have = = T and = N
(i.e. =N+ R where R= -2N).

1540. Hence we have Townsend's theorem : "If for the same velocity

of description any curve, plane or twisted, be at once a free path for one

conservative system of forces and a brachistochronous path under fric-

tionless constraint for another conservative system of forces, the resultants

of the two force systems must at every point of the curve be reflexions

of each other as regards both magnitude and direction with respect to the

current tangent at the point."

1541. The principal cases are :

(a) When the motion is under a single force in a given direction.

(6) When the force tends to or from a fixed point.
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1542. Case (a). Force in a Given Direction.

Take the y-axis parallel to this direction. Let m be the mass of the

particle, mF(y) the potential energy. The force to increase
?/, being the rate

of decrease of potential energy, is -mF'(y}. The pressure on the curve

is R= 2mF'(y)cos \p, if? being the inclination of the tangent to the .-axis.

Fig. 447.

Lety = a be the line of zero velocity; then we have

and v2
/p
= F '(y) cos i/-.

Hence - r = F '(y)
= - V

-r^ ,

p cos
if/ dy

I dv dy I . d\L
i.e.

-
-5-= j^ 7= -tan i/'-r^jv as as p cos y as

whence v=ucos \, where u is the value of v when
\fs
= 0.

Also the y-\l> equation of the brachistochrone is \ %2
coi

It is convenient to use the angle i, the angle between the ordinate and

the current tangent, in place of
</,

and l = o -$

Then the law of force necessary for brachistochronism is given by
v? dP= -

-7- (sin
2
t), per unit mass, repulsive from the #-axis, with a line of

zero velocity found by the vanishing of i. Also the pressure upon the

curve is R= 2mF' (y ) cos \p
= 2mPco$\f/ towards the centre of curvature.

1543. Case (b). Central Force.

Take the origin at the centre of force. Let mF(r) be the potential

energy. The radial force from the origin is mF'(r) and R = ZmF'(r)sin<l>,

where < is the angle between the tangent and the radius vector. Let a

be the radius of the circle of zero velocity.

Then ^v
2+F (r)

= F (a) and v"/p
= -

F'(r) sin
<f>.

"2
y/ \_ v ^v

.
1 dv_ dp r _\ dpHence
v dr~rdr p p dr'
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Therefore v/p = const. = h, say. Whence the pedal equation of the

W dp"
2

brachistochrone is ffip^ +F(r) = F(a), and the law of force is P= -/-,
2t CiT

repulsive from the origin, with a circle of zero velocity whose radius is to

be obtained by the vanishing of p.

(r)sin<f>

Fig. 448.

The pressure on the curve towards the centre of curvature is

- 2mF '(r) sin
<f>
= 2mP sin

(f>
= 2mP ^

.

1544. Comparison of Analogous Results.

It is worth while for the student to note that

(a) For parallel forces :

(i) for a free path lvds=mm., v cos
\l/
= u (a constant) ;

/ds
- = min., v/cos\f/

= u.

(b) For central forces :

(i) for free path lvds=min., vp = h (constant) ;

/ds
- =min., vjp = h.

Compare the following laws of central force for various circumstances :

h2 dp
(a) Particle in free motion P=-~. pv= h.

p
3 dr'

(lff\

(b) Particle in brachistochronous motion P = Wp-f-, v/p= h.

(c) Equilibrium of inextensible string P =
2 ~, Tp= h.

(d) Equilibrium of extensible string P=~z ^+ ^- ~s ji Tp = h.

1545. Energy Condition for an Equilibrating System.
If V be the potential energy of a field of force in which any system of

material particles has assumed a position of equilibrium, it is known that

the configurations of stability and instability are those of minimum or

maximum values of V.

Cases in which a stationary value of V occurs without a true maximum
or minimum give neutral equilibrium, in which there may be stability
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for some displacements, instability for others. The Calculus of Variations

supplies a very powerful instrument for the discussion of such problems.

1546. Ex. An inelastic string of uniform density and length I is attached to

two fixed points A and B. Find the condition that it disposes itself in a

curve of specified shape under the action of a central force in a field of

potential V.

Let m be the mass per unit length. Then the potential energy of the

whole string is ImVds, and for stability "we are to make I (V+\)ds a

minimum, V being a function of r alone. Then, with the usual notation

of polars,

.-. (V + \)\/^+^2=(V+\)-j^^-2+ C
or

J.^
X

,<

Hence V + A = -^ ,7,
=

r sin <p

'

(ft being the angle between the tangent and the radius vector, i.e.

F+A=^, (1)

C being a constant.

This gives the law of potential of the field of force.

Thus P (viz. the repulsive force from the pole)
= -5- = ^

~-
(2)

V being supposed a known function of r, we now have a relation from

(1) in terms of r, 0, A, C, and another constant which will be introduced

when we have integrated equation (1) to get that relation into the r, 6

form. Two of the equations to determine the three constants will be

obtained by making the curve pass through the terminal points ; the

other is provided by making ,B

JA

If T be the tension, a resolution along the normal gives

Tds

That Tp is constant is also obvious by taking moments about the

centre of force for any portion of the string. (See Art. 1544.)

Taking the more general case of a string of length I, attached to two given

points A, B, and of variable line-density p, which is a function of s, the arcual

distance of any point from A, and constrained to lie upon a given smooth

surface f(x, y, z)
=

0, and in a field of force of which the potential is V,

now a function of x, y, z, we are to make
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a minimum, A and p. being functions of s alone, to be determined so that

,r'
2
+y'

a +z'2=l and that /(#, y, *)
= 0.

The terminals being fixed, we vary x, y, z alone, keeping s constant.

Then 6w=
[[/otF.&M- +) + A(/,Sa?+ +) +p(af^8x+ +

\]ds.

The terms of the third group may be integrated by parts.

/(/*.</
-T- 8x\d8= [fjue' S.r]

-
I -I -7- (fjuv') 8x \ ds, etc.

Hence, for a minimum, we have

with two similar equations.

These three equations, combined with #'2+ + =1 and /(.r, ?/, z)
=

0, are

sufficient to determine A, p., .r, y, z in terms of *.

PROBLEMS.

1. Given that (#,, y^, (x2 , y2)
are two points movable in a plane,

and such that their distance apart is always equal to a definite

constant a, what must be the circumstances of the motion in

order that we shall always have

x
1
8x

l
+ x

z
8x

2 + yl 8yl
+ y2 8yz

= 1

[DE MORGAN, D.C., p. 455.]

2. Prove that to the first order the variation of the integral
/ P f *2\f J /O-/*\ "\

I f(x > y> P) &x
i
w i fch constant limits, is 1 w

|
J-- - -r (^- ) \dx,

where
J J t y (ix\op/ j

and P = -r-

Determine a curve joining the origin to the point (a, 1) for which

the integral \(p
2 + n2

y
2
)dx has a minimum value.

J
^

[MATH. TRIP., 1896.]

3. Prove that the shortest time path between two curves which

lie in one plane when the velocity varies as the distance from a line

in that plane, is the arc of a circle cutting the curves orthogonally,

and having its centre on the line. [COLLEOKS^, 1893.]

4. Find the relation between y and p in a curve which makes

+p2dx a maximum. Obtain the polar equation of the curve

whose pole will generate this by rolling on a straight line.

[COLLEGES, 1877.]
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1.

3.

5.
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10. Find the equation of a curve such that the area between it

and the z-axis has a given value, whilst the area of the surface of

revolution, bounded by it when revolving about the zaxis, is a

minimum. [Oxr. II. P., 1880.]

11. A piece of string of given length in the plane of the curve

ax2 = y
3
,
has its two ends movable on the two branches of the curve

;

find the form of the string when the area between the string and

the curve is a maximum, and when that is the case prove that the

string at each of its ends is at right angles to the curve.

[ST. JOHN'S, 1889.]

12. A surface of revolution has a given area, and its generating
curve intersects the axis in given points ;

determine the form of

the surface so that its volume may be greatest. [7, 1899.]

13. Show how to connect two fixed points by a curve of given

length, so that the area bounded by the curve, the ordinates of the

fixed points and the axis of abscissae shall be a minimum.

[MATH. TRIP., 1887.]
14. Find the curve in which at every point

is a maximum or a minimum. Interpret this problem geometrically.

[LACROIX, Cede. Di/. t II., p. 689.]

1 5. Prove by means of the Calculus of Variations that the minimum
Cx\ fdy\ z

value of (a
-

z)
2 f }

dx is (yl
-
yj-(a

-
,)(a

-
)/(,

- z
),

where
JXo

y , yl
are the values of y corresponding respectively to the initial

and final values of x, and supposing that ~- does not become

infinite between the limits.
LVJXF. ii, i .

,

/I

Jo

16. Find what functions of x, satisfying the conditions y = 0, when

Cl /dy\ 2

= Q and when x = L make I ( -/ )
dx stationary in value when

Jovte/

y*dx is given. [MATH. TRIP., 1876.]

17. Show that the equation in polar coordinates to the plane
fds

curve of given length, for which I
- is a maximum or minimum,

is of one of the forms

- --= >/l - m2 - cos m (Q
-

a),
- = cosh m (6

-
a)

-
v/1 + m2

.

[OxF. II. P., 1890.]
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,
18. A lamina of given mass is symmetrical with respect to an

axis, and its density at any point varies as the square of the abscissa

measured from one end of its axis
;

if the attraction upon a particle

at that point of the axis be a maximum, prove that the lamina is

bounded by the oval ^2==A/^ cos#, where ra is the given mass

and o- the density at unit distance along the axis, assuming the law

of attraction to be that of the inverse square of the distance.

[MATH. TRIP., 1875. J

19. A curve passing through the point whose polar coordinates

are a, acos-1 e, is such that I {2?'"
1 - arl

}^ds, taken along the arc of

the curve between the initial line and the given point, is a minimum.

Prove that, provided that 2? 1 - or1
is always finite and greater than

zero, the required curve cuts the initial line at right angles in two

points, the sum of whose distances from the origin is 2
;
and find

the equation of the curve. [Oxr. II. P., 1903.]

Interpret the result dynamically.

20. If \J\ + fJi.p

2 dx has a maximum or minimum, and A, p are

independent of p and of any higher differential coefficients, and the

differential equation resulting is satisfied by y = ax + b for all

constant values of a and b, prove that A and p. must be mere

constants. [Oxr. II. P., 1918.]

21. A swimmer who can swim at a given rate v starts from the

bank of a wide straight river, and the strength of the current

varies directly as the distance from the bank. He wishes to get

as far down the river as he can in a given time T. Show that

he must start from the bank at an angle whose tangent is

proportional to T. Show also that the tangents of the angles

his direction of swimming makes with the bank at equal intervals

of time are in arithmetical progression, and that at the end of the

time T he is swimming directly down stream. If the -axis be

taken along the river bank, p.y the velocity of the stream and a his

initial angle with the bank, show that he is ultimately swimming

at a distance 2vsec2
jr //xcosa from the bank.
a /

22. An oval curve of given length rolls on a straight line ;
find

its form when the area traced out in one revolution by a given
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point on the plane of the curve is a minimum, the boundaries of

the area being the curve traced out by the moving point, the given

straight line and two perpendiculars upon it from the extremities of

the .curve. [MATH. TRIP., 1870.]

23. If the velocity of a carriage along a road be proportional to

the cube of the cosine of the inclination of the road to the horizon,

determine the path of quickest ascent from the bottom to the top of

a hemispherical hill, and show that it consists of the spherical curve

described by a point of a great circle which rolls on a small circle

described about the pole with a radius 7r/6, together with an arc of

a great circle. How is the discontinuity introduced into this

problem? [MATH. TRIP., 1873.]

24. If rz =*xz + y
z a,nddsz = dx2 + dy

2
, prove, assuming such results

of theory as may be convenient, that the curves, along which from

point to point \rds is a maximum or minimum are rectangular

hyperbolae.
J

[QXF. II. P., 1886.]

25. Find the curve of given length joining two fixed points,

which is such that the distance of the centroid of the arc from the

chord connecting the two points may be the greatest possible.

[OxF. II. P., 1887.]

26. A variable curve of given length 7rrt v/2/4 has one extremity
at a fixed point (3o, a) and the other on a fixed line x 2a. Show
that when the area enclosed by the curve, the axis of x and the

lines & = 2a, x = 3a, is a maximum the curve is one-eighth of a circle.

[OxF. II. P., 1888.]

27. On the surface of an ellipsoid a curve is drawn which

intersects at a constant angle all the geodesies passing through a

given umbilic. Prove that its total length from umbilic to umbilic

is / sec a, where I is the geodesic distance between that umbilic and

the opposite one. [MATH. TRIP. I., 1888.]

28. Find the form of the function p, in order that
\(p

+ J

may be a maximum, subject to the condition that \(p + jjz

constant, and interpret the result geometrically.

[Oxr. II. P., 1889.]

29. A man swims from a point on the bank of a straight river to

a point in mid-stream, with a constant velocity relative to the water.
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Prove that, in order that the passage may occupy the shortest time,

his actual course must be straight if the strength of the current is

constant, but that if the strength of the current is proportional to

the distance from the bank the path must have for its equation

(
$

b , . cb + x b , ,

+ - cosh"1
r cosh-1 c,

where the starting point is the origin, the bank is the axis of y,

b the distance from the bank where the velocity of the stream is equal

to that of the man relative to the water, and c is a constant. How
is c obtained] [COLLEGES, 1896.]

30. Apply the principle of energy to determine the equation of

equilibrium of an inextensible string under the action of a central

force, its ends being fixed. [ST. JOHN'S, 1881.]

31. A heavy particle moves on the surface of a smooth circular

cone with a vertical axis and vertex upwards. Find the brachisto-

chrone from a fixed point on the surface to a fixed generating line.

[ST. JOHN'S, 1881.]

32. Show that the curve, such that \rn ds between two fixed points

in the plane of the curve may be a minimum, is rn+l = an+l sec(n + 1) 6.

[TRIN. COLL., 1881.]

33. A man walks up a uniform incline from a given point to reach

a given height. His velocity varies as the sine of the angle between

his path and the line of greatest slope on the incline. If he exhausts

himself at a rate proportional to the product of the whole height

ascended, and the square of the cosine of the inclination of his path
to the line of greatest slope, show that he will get to the required

height with least exertion along a curve whose equation is

y3
= axi

f [Si. JOHN'S COLL., 1883.]

34. Prove that the minimum value of \(xydxdyy* between the

limits x a, y b and x a\ y = b' is equal to | (a'
2 - a2

)^ (i'
2 - i2

)^.

35. A curve is drawn on the surface x(y + z)
= a? such that

f ds .u ,. ids\
z c*

-s is a maximum or a minimum : prove that I -r- =.
J x

2
\dxj a;

4

C being an arbitrary constant. [ST. JOHN'S COLL., 1882.]
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36. Show that the surface, whose superficial area is given and

which encloses the greatest possible volume between itself and a

given plane, has the sum of its curvatures at every point constant.

[MATH. TRIP., 1888.]

37. Geodesies are drawn upon the surface formed by the revolution

of the curve x = 2asecu, y = a (sec u tan u - cosh"1 sec u) about the

y-axis. Show that the projections of these geodesies upon a plane

perpendicular to the axis of revolution are of the forms of the

inverses with regard to the origin of a certain Cotes's spiral.

38. Show that if S, H be two fixed points at distance apart 2a,

and the mid-point of SH, the law of repulsive force from under

which the curve SP . HP = c* can be described in a brachistochronous

manner is one varying as (OP* +d4
) (30P

4 -
d*)/OP

z where a4 + d* = c4 .

Show also that the normal pressure upon the curve varies as

(OP* + </
4
)
2
(3<9P

4 -
d*)/OP

5
.

39. Find the variation, to the first order, of the integral

J
f(r, y, *) d*

taken along an arc of a curve traced on a surface <j>(x, y, z)
=

between two given points of the surface
;
and show that if the

integral have a maximum or minimum value the curve is found from

the differential equat
;ons

d_/Fdx\
_ 3JH / <ty _ rd

( v dy\ _ 3*n I 30 \^_(v^\ _ <^] Ity
ds\ ds) 37; J/9Tc ~[ds\ ts) By J/ ^y ~{ds\ ds)

~
3* \\

The line joining the centre of curvature at any point P of the

above curve to the centre of curvature of the corresponding normal

section of the surface meets the tangent plane at P in G; GT is

perpendicular to GP, and PT is the tangent at P to that curve of

the family < = 0, V const, which passes through P. Show that

V ~ = GT
I ds [MATH. TKIP., 1897.]

40. A heavy particle moves on a smooth surface of revolution

2=/(v/x
2 + y

2
), the axis of which is vertical and vertex upwards.

Find the brachistochrone from a fixed point on the surface at a

depth c below the vertex to a given meridian, and prove that the

brachistochrone cuts the given meridian at right angles, and that

the area swept over by the radius vector on a horizontal plane is

proportional to the Action. If the brachistochronq be from the
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fixed point to the curve defined by the equations z=f(<J.x'* + y*),

y + z = 2c, prove that, if r and 6 be cylindrical coordinates, the lower

end of the brachistochrone is given by the equations

r sin 6 +f(r) = 2c,

[sin

[Si. JOHN'S COLL., 1884.]

41. Show that ^(x)
d

^^-(-iy^(x}
d

^^- is an exact

differential.

42. Show that the conditions that l.iFefoefo; is integrable per se,

where V=<$>{x, y, ?/, ...?/"'}, are

-bV d ^V & -dV ds 3F___ __r__ _ _ ._ __l _ A

'dy dx ~dy' dx2
'dy" dx3

'dy'"

and ^_9-lf^+ 3^1^_ =
'dy'

"
dx 'dy" dx2

'dy'"

[TODHUNTER, I.C., p. 369.]

43. Show that the conditions that I I Vdxdxdx is integrableperse

are those of Question 42, together with

"bV
, d_

?>V & W ds -dT
-"" 6 ' 777 + 4 ~ 4 - & +-"->

and generally, that V is integrable n times per se, provided that each

of the functions V, xV, x2
V, ... xn~l F"be so integrable once.

[TODHUNTEB, I.C., p. 369.]

44. Show how to find the relation between x and y which will

Cxi

make the expression 1 f(x, y, x
lt yly X

Q , y , p, plf p )dx a maximum
Jzo

or a minimum, it being given that x
lt yl

are connected by an equation,

and that X
Q , yQ are also connected by an equation.

A curve of given length I is drawn in the plane x, y so that one end

is on the axis of the parabola x2 = 4ay arid the other end on the arc

of the parabola. If the figure revolves round the tangent at the

vertex of the parabola, show that when the surface generated by the

curve is the greatest possible the form of the curve is that of a

portion of the catenary

, , 2a . 2a , 2a . , /x . , 2a\
I cosh -y + a cosech r-y smh -y

= I cosh (
j
smh

-j- ).
I L L \l I /

[MATH. TRIP., 1886.]

E.I.C. II. 2T
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45. It is required to find a smooth guiding curve for a particle

moving under gravity from rest, such that the horizontal space

described in time t is the greatest possible. Show that the curve

must be a cycloid, and that the space is gt^jir.

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1914.]

46. Uniform elastic wire is held bent by proper forces between

two points A and B so that the area between the wire and AB
being given, the work expended in bending the wire may be the

least possible. Show that the curvature at any point varies as

?'
2 -a2

,
where AB = 2a and r is the distance of the point from the

middle point of AB. Show also that if the wire be bent completely

round to satisfy the same conditions, the form of the wire will be

given by r3 = c3 cos30. [MATH. TRIP., 1878.]

[It may be assumed that the work done in bending the wire is

1 f a
2 "

measured by
-

I ds.]

47. A right cone is capable of revolving freely round its axis,

which is vertical. A groove is to be cut in the surface of the cone

such that a particle of mass m sliding down the groove without

initial velocity from a given point may in the shortest time reach

a given point in the horizontal plane through the base of the cone ;

show that the differential equation of the particle's path projected

on the horizontal plane is

/dr\ 2
9 /r

2 A
(7-

2
(r

2 + 2
)

.1 . ,

( Ja }
= 1' TT, + 1

) 1 S7 r ~ 1
(
SU1 a

>

\dO) W J\V(r-r )c J

where a. is the semi-vertical angle of the cone and mk2 its moment

of inertia about its axis. [MATH. TRIP. III., 1885.]

48. A curve is drawn to touch two fixed straight lines at the

fixed points P and Q. The area included by its pedal with respect

to a fixed point and the perpendiculars from to the fixed

tangents is a minimum, whilst the area included between the curve

and the straight line-? OP, OQ is constant. Show that the curve

is part of an epi- or hypo-cycloid.

49. If a point move in a plane with velocity always proportional

to the curvature of its path, show that the brachistochrone of

continuous curvature between any two given points is a complete

cycloid.

Prove that in the ordinary gravitation brachistochrone (which is

also a cycloid), the velocity is inversely as the curvature of the

path, and state the connexion between the two results.

[MATH. TRIP., 1875.]
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50. Prove that the curve of a uniform chain of given length

joining two fixed points is given by an equation of the form
/v

y = bsnK-, when the moment of inertia of the chain about a given
QJ

fixed line, in a plane with the two given points, is a maximum
;

tC

and by an equation of the form ycnK-=b, when the moment of
Cv

inertia is a minimum, the given straight line being taken as the

tf-axis. [MATH. TRIP. III., 1884.]

51. Use the method of the Calculus of Variations to show that

the general equation of the geodesies on a right circular cone, whose

equation in polar coordinates is 6 = a, is rcos {(< -/?) sin a} a,

where /3 and a are arbitrary constants. [OxF. II. P., 1914.]

52. Prove that the polar equation of the projection of a geodesic on

a catenoid formed by the revolution of a catenary about its directrix

upon a plane perpendicular to the directrix is of one of the forms

(a

\

T . &) = const., rsnO = const., rtanh 6 const.,
k J

and distinguish the cases.

[MATH. TRIP. III. 1884, II. 1913; GREENHILL, E.F., p. 96.]

53. Prove that if, from any point of a surface, geodesic lines of

equal length be drawn in all directions, the curve which is the

locus of their extremities cuts all the geodesies at right angles.

54. Prove that on the surface of revolution determined by the

equations
/*OJ

x = ak cos w cos <, y = ok cos <o sin
<f>,

z = a I \/l &2 sin2
u>e?a>,

Jo

the equation of a geodesic line is tan u> = A sin&(< + (3).

Prove also that the locus of the extremities of geodesic lines of

length ^Tra drawn from the point at which w = f2 and < = is

cos k(f> + tan w tan fi = 0.

[MATH. TRIP., 1896.]

55. Prove that the projection of a geodesic on a surface of

revolution on a plane perpendicular to the axis is in polar

coordinates r-2 = a-2cn2
ju# + /3~

2 sn2
//,0, if the meridian curve of the

surface is the roulette of the focus of an ellipse rolling upon the

axis, a and /3 denoting the greatest and least values of the focal

distances.
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Show that if the geodesic cuts the meridian plane at its maximum
distance at an angle y, then

It.
=

J3 cot y/(<* + ), fiW = (a*-p*) tan 2
y .

[MATH. TRIP. III., 1885.]

56. The line element of a certain sm-face is expressed in terms of

parameters u and v by the equation

da12 = {(duY + (dv)*
-

(u dv
- v du)*}l(l

- 2 -
i>
2
)
2

.

Prove that the equations of the geodesies on the surface are of

the form au + bv + c 0, where a, b, c are constants.

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1920.]

57. Prove that a surface for which

ds* ={dx* + df -(xdy-y dx)
2
}/(l -x

2 -
y
2
)

2

has its geodesies represented by straight lines on the plane of x-y

and its geodesic circles by conies having double contact with

x- + y~
- 1 =0, and the geodesic distance p between (x , y )

and (x, y}

being given by

Prove also that the specific curvature is constant and equal to - 1.

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1919.]

58. Show that the conditions that the parametric curves may be

geodesies on the surface of which the line element is given by

rfs
2 = E du? + '2Fdu dv + Gf dv* are respectively that (E du -f- Fdv)[-JE

and (Fdu + Gdv)l>jG must be complete differentials. Show also

that if these conditions be satisfied, the specific curvature at a

1 ^2

point of the surface is yv^ j-, where V2 =EG-F2 and <o is the

angle between the parametric curves at the point.

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1919.]



CHAPTER XXXIV. (Continued). SECTION II. f

DOUBLE INTEGRALS, ETC. CULVERWELL'S
METHOD OF DISCRIMINATION.

1547. Double Integrals. The Case of two Independent

Variables.

Suppose there are two independent variables and a depen-
dent one z which is a function of x and y, but of unspecified
form. Let (p, q), (r, s, t), (u, v, w, m), etc., be the partial

differential coefficients of with regard to x and y, of the

first, second, third, etc., orders. That is,

= 3z _3z _32 32z &z _3
3z

P~' q-> =2 '
= ~; ~' e

We shall also use capital letters with the following signi-

fication, viz. :

37 y_37 37 37 37 37X^> =V Z
=Vz>

P
=^> ^V B3SW 6tC"

and the notation

P -t.p _3.a _&.R
'IT' ^=^T' ^=

^^"'
fcc"

the dots being intended as a reminder to the reader that the

letters x and y not only occur explicitly in the several subjects
of partial differentiation, but also implicitly through the

presence of z and its partial differential coefficients.

1548. We propose to discuss the variation of \Vdxdy,

where 7 is a function of x, y, z ; p, q ; r, s, t; u, v, w, m; etc.,

and the integration ranges over the region bounded by a
661
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given contour in the x-y plane. Moreover, we shall assume

that F and the several differential coefficients occurring remain

finite, continuous, and single valued at all points of the region

bounded, and at all points lying upon its contour.

For each point x, y we shall suppose an infinitesimally

small variation of position arbitrary from point to point and

denoted as before by Sx, Sy.

Now x and y being independent, Sx ought not to vary in

consequence of changes in y, nor should Sy vary in consequence of
Ti

-pv

changes in x. We should therefore have &c=0, SyQ.*
?>y ?>x

y

For convenience in the analysis, then, we shall suppose the

variation Sx in x to be the same for all points which lie on

the same ordinate in the x-y plane, and similarly the variation

Sy in y to be the same for points which lie on the same line

parallel to the x-axis. The variations being quite at our choice

from point to point, we are entitled to do this. In other

words, we shall assume Sx and Sy to be respectively inde-

pendent of y and x. And this supposition in no way limits

the results arrived at. The supposition that Sx and Sy might
be functions of both x and y is discussed by Poisson (Mem. de

I'Institut, T. xii.), and the investigation there given leads to

precisely the same result as that obtained by the supposition

here made. [See De Morgan, D. and I.C., p. 454.]

1549. Preliminary Considerations.

If any function x(cc, y) be varied by changing x to x-\-Sx,

we have, as in Art. 1492,

Thus, if we write &> for Szp SxqSy, we have

SprSxsSy=u)x , SqsSxtSy=(ay ; SruSxvSy=toxxt

SsvSxwSy=(Dxy , StwSxmSy=<ayy ;
etc.

equations similar to those of Art. 1492 for one independent

variable.

"Lacroix, C.D. et I., T. ii., p. 679.
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Again, to the first order,

SV =*XSx+Y3y+Zgz+P8p+QSq+R3r+88*+T
3. 7

whilst =X
?KC

3.7

+QS +RU

dy

~

3.7
Sx

Y +Zq +Ps

9.7
^ Sy
O'l/

to the first order.

1550. Variation of I I Vdxdy.

Let the region of integration be bounded by any specific

closed contour, consisting: either of one closed curve or of a
' ~

system of arcs of different curves in the x-y plane, each of

y

RL

N

Fig. 449.

such arcs being itself subject to variation. Let the region in

question be such as shown in Fig. 449. We have

Now

Integrating V-~r~dx for a strip Q.2QZQ^Q 1
defined by

tiguous lines MQZQS , Q-^Q^ parallel to the as-axis, we have

con-

and this is to be integrated with regard to y to add up the
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results for all such strips. Let da- be an element of the arc of

the contour
;
then

\{[V Sx}^ -[V Sx^J dy=\ {\VSxjl] +[><S*fn }d<r,J J <-[_ erJat<23 L ua-JntQj

for, if we integrate with regard to a- travelling in the positive

or counter-clockwise direction, the value of dy in passing from

$! to Qz
is of opposite sign to that of dy in passing from Q3 to

Q4 . Thus, this integration yields I ( VSx^-Jda- taken round

the perimeter. Hence, double integration referring to integra-

tion for the whole area bounded by the contour, and single

integration to that taken in a positive direction round the

perimeter,

In the same way, with V dxdSy, we have

for a strip P1
P

2
P

3
P

4 ,
defined by the contiguous lines iVP

1
P

4 ,

P
2
P

3 , parallel to the y-axis, which is

and this is to be integrated with regard to x to add up the

results for all such strips ;
then

= I ( VSy-j- }d<r round the perimeter.

Hence [[y<fe<%= ~\(
VS^) d(T-

\\(jfsy)dxdy.

Therefore the total result of the variation is to the first order

--
1 F( Sx^r Sy f-)d(r, round the perimeter,
J V da- da-/

over the area.
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1551. In proceeding further it will be sufficient for our

purposes to limit the discussion to the case where

V=<p(x, y,z; p,q; r, s, t\

containing no partial differential coefficients of z of higher
order than the second. For this will include all cases likely

to be useful, and in any case if higher order differential

coefficients should occur the process to be followed would be

the same.

Now, by Arts. 47Land 472, writing to for U,

1 1 (Ptox+ Qa)y)dx dy= I <j

and
-ft

d~
2.R

-f
IT/ , v

JLl T, Ty

Vx'dy

R, R
W, tl)x

*\

\dxdy

\dy~l

\dcr,
J

where in each case the line integral is taken in the positive

direction round the contour of the region.

Thus we have S I Vdx dy= [H] -f I Kw dx dy,

where K=Z ^

and H
la-

(t>*

dx
^-
d<r

m
1,

\dx
\-j h
) da-

-

d

tia~

R, Rx

to, a)x

The terms of the group H depend solely upon the variations

at the boundary of the contour. The terms in the surface

integral are multiplied by the variation to, i.e. by SzpSxqSy,
which varies arbitrarily from point to point of the area

bounded by the contour.

1552. Conditions for a Stationary Value.

As in the case of one independent variable, if the functional

relation of z with x and y is to be determined so that Vdxdy

is to have a stationary value, i.e. so that S\ \Vdxdy= Q, we

must have in the first place K=0, viz. a differential equation
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between z, x and y ;
and in addition the coefficients of the

several independent variations in the limit terms [H] must

also vanish.

1553. The Differential Equation.

For the case considered, viz. V^(j>(x, y, z
; p, q ; r, s, t), the

equation K=Q is a partial differential equation, in general

of the fourth order.

Forsyth (Diff. Eq., Ch. X.) discusses the solution of some

forms of Partial Differential Equations of the second and

higher order, but so far, even in the case of partial differential

equations of the second order, it is only possible to perform
the integration in special cases.

The chief methods available are in the cases in which the

equation takes the form

(a) Ar+Bs+Ct=U 1 where A, B, G, D, U are

or (/3) Ar+Bs+ Ct-\-D(rt s2)=C7J functions of x, y, z,pandq,

for which we have the methods of Monge and of Ampere

(Forsyth, Arts. 232, 265).

These methods, however, are purely tentative and may fail.

(y) We have also an important method known as the

Principle of Duality, which amounts to reciprocation with

regard to a quadric, usually taken as an elliptic paraboloid

(Forsyth, Arts. 197 and 242).

(S) For equations of form A=(rt s
z
)
n
B, where A is a

function of p, q, r, s, t, homogeneous with regard to r, s and t
;

and B a function of x, y, z, p, q, remaining finite when rt=s2
,

we have Poissoii's method, which begins with the assumption
of a functional relation between p and q, and which thereby

limits any solution to be found in that way to developable

surfaces satisfying the equation.

(e) We have the case where the differential equation is of

the class
" linear with constant coefficients."

() There are also various miscellaneous methods applicable

in particular cases.

The solution of the equation K is therefore in any but

very simple cases, in the present state of knowledge of the

mode of treatment of Partial Differential Equations, an

insuperable barrier.
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When r, s, t are absent and F=0(z, y, z, p, </),
we have

o 7D o
(~)

J?=#
'---~^-, and K= is in general an equation of the

?>x 3?/

second order, and if it be of one of the forms enumerated a

solution may perhaps be effected.

Ex. It is required to discover the class of surfaces for which I I (p
2 + q-)dx dy

has a stationary value.
~_.

Here V=p*+ q
2

, Z=0, P = 2p, Q = 2q; and K= becomes ^J +^=
0,

whence z= F^x+ iy) +Fz(x
-

iy~).

1554. It will be seen, however, that in some cases, even

when the solution of the equation K=0 in general terms

is impossible, important geometrical properties of the class

of surfaces satisfying it may nevertheless be deduced.

1555. If F be of form V=A+Br+2Cs+Dt+E(rt-s*), the

capitals A, B, C, D, E being functions of x, y, z, p, q, it will be

found by ordinary differentiation that the function K is an

expression of the same type. Thus K=0 becomes in this

case an equation of the nature to which the tentative processes

of Monge or Ampere may be applied.

1556. The Boundary Conditions.

Taking the case V=.<j>(x, y, z; p, q; r, s, t), we have

(T-=
J L a-

\dx f R,RX \dy~\ ,

f-7-+ 1 +bWy\J- \d(T,
) da- { co, MS ) da-.!

which is to vanish when taken round the contour of the

region.

There will be as many equations resulting from this as

there are independent boundary variations amongst the

three Sx, 8y, Sz, and this will depend upon the nature of

the boundary.
Take the case r, s, t absent, i.e. V~(f>(x, y, z; p, q).

Then

where aoSzpSx
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1557. The ordinary cases occurring in geometrical applica-

tions are :

(i) When the boundary is altogether unspecified.

(ii) When the surface to be discovered is to pass through a

given plane curve fixed in space.

(iii) When the surface is to be bounded by a curvejwhich
lies on a given surface but is otherwise unspecified.

(iv) When in the latter case that given surface is a plane,

to which the z-plane may be taken as parallel.

Take the case F=0(a;, y, z\ p, q) and consider these cases.

(i) Boundary unspecified. Here 8x, Sy, Sz are all inde-

pendent at the boundary. Hence

that is, P ~r- Q -7-= and F=0 are to hold at all points of
da- da-

the boundary for which all conditions are unassigned.

(ii) Boundary a given fixed curve in a plane parallel to the

x-y plane.

Here z is incapable of variation at all points* of the

boundary, i.e. Sz=0. Also at all points of the boundary,

Sy dy . dy dx

(in dir

Hence P j Q-j-
= Q for all points of the fixed boundary.

CL(T G/CT

(iii) If the boundary of the surface sought is to be on a

fixed surface, <j>(x, y, z)=Q, but to be otherwise unspecified,

we have
<j>xSx+ ^ySy+<^z= 0, i.e. Sz= Sx Sy ; Sx, Sy

being independent variations.

Hence
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and therefore

dx

Remembering also that dz=pdx-\-qdy at all points of the

surface to be discovered, and that tfcxdx+fady+fadzQ along
the boundary, we have ((fix+p^dx+^y+q^^dy^O along
the boundary, i.e. dx/(<hj+q<f>g)=dy/(<f>as+p<t)t}.
Hence the equations obtained above become

and

i.e. they each reduce to V(f>z=P((px +p(f>z)-}-Q(^)y-\-q(l)z) >
or

(F Pp Qq) fa P<f>x -\-Q<t>y> which is to hold at all points of

the bounding line upon the given surface.

(iv) When the surface is merely a plane z= const.,

<j>x Q> 0j/
= 0, 02=1,

and the condition becomes VPp Qq= 0, which is to hold

at all points of the bounding line which lies on the given

plane.

1558. Relative Maxima and Minima.

In the case where a maximum or minimum value of

u=\ \ Vdxdy is sought conditionally upon a second surface

integral FSE 1 1 Wdxdy retaining a definite value
,
the same

process applies as already employed in the case of a single

independent variable (Art. 1504), viz. to make

\{(V+\W)dxdy

an unconditional maximum or minimum. For it is obvious

that if u is to be a maximum or minimum, u-\-\a is a

maximum or minimum
,
i.e. I (F+ATF ) dxdy is so also.
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1559. Surfaces of Maximum or Minimum Area ; Bubbles.

Apply the theorems now established to obtain the condition that

J J vl+p
2+ q'*dxdy shall have a stationary value. That is, we are to

find the nature of a surface which, whilst satisfying certain bounding
conditions which ruay be subsequently imposed, is to have a maximum
or minimum curved area.

Here 7=

The equation K= gives
~--h -W-^= 0, i.e.

y

P(pr+qs)

This is a second order partial differential equation to determine z as

a function of x and y. Without proceeding to its solution, it will be

noticed that since the equation giving the principal radii of curvature

at any point of a surface z=-f(x, y) is

this equation reduces for such surfaces as we are searching for to

The roots are equal and of opposite sign. And if p t , p,2 be the roots,

/3 1
+ />2

==
0, or what is the same thing,

--
1

-- =0, i.e. the sum of the
Pi Pi

principal curvatures is zero, and the surface is an anticlastic one with

this peculiarity. Moreover, this is the condition of equilibrium (stable

or unstable) of possible shapes of soap-bubble films with equal pressures
on opposite sides of the film. For the hydrostatic equation for that

difference of pressure is p= -+ ,. where T is the surface tension. And
P P

it will be recalled that a number of known surfaces satisfy this condition

and are possible forms for soap-bubble films, e.g. the catenoid formed by
the revolution of a catenary about its directrix

;
and this is the only

possible form if it is to be also a surface of revolution. The helicoidal

surface and the surfaces e
2= cos y sec #, sin z = sinh.r sinhy are shown by

Catalan to satisfy the same differential equation (Journal de I'Ecole

Polytechnique, 1856). See Besant, Hydromech.; p. 217, who refers to

Darboux, Theorie Generale de Surfaces, T. i., Liv. iii., for a full discussion

of minima surfaces.

Since the Potential Energy of a soap-bubble film is IrdS, where T is

the surface tension and a constant, it will be evident that if the potential

energy is to be a minimum the surface is to be a minimum.
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If the pressure on opposite sides of the film be not the same, we have

11?)- + ,
= -, and the mean curvature is constant but not in this case zero.

p p T

1560. If the boundary is to be on the surface <j>(3?,i/, z)
=

0, the equation

(V -Pp-Qq)$z
=

P<l>x+ Q$>y of Art. 1557 (iii) gives (f>z =p4>z+ q$v,
indicat-

ing that the minimum surface is to cut <(#, y, z)
= orthogonally at all

points of the bounding curve.

1561. Let us next find the conditions that must hold when, for a

given volume expressed by / / zdxdy, we have a surface of maximum or

minimum area.

We are then to make / I (\/l +p 2+ q'
2+ Az) dx dy an unconditional

maximum or minimum. Here

F=v/TTF+?+ Az, Z=A, X=T=0, P=

and K=Z ^---~ = gives, similarly to the work in the last case,
ox dy

so that in this case we have I =A, a constant, which is the case of

Pi Pz

soap-bubble films in equilibrium, with a constant difference of pressure
on opposite sides, such as might be maintained by closing the ends in

the case of a film in the form of a surface of revolution and maintaining
a constant air pressure in the interior, so that, provided the temperature
remains constant, the volume also remains constant.

It may be noted that a sphere and a right circular cylinder are surfaces

which satisfy this differential equation, but that neither of them satisfy

that of Art. 1559.

1562. Case of a Surface of Revolution.

This case may be discussed in an elementary way by making / Qiryds

a minimum whilst / Try^dx is constant ; i.e. 8 I (y\fl +y''
1+ Ay

2
) dx 0.

Here F=v/TT

whence y v/1 +y'
2 + k//

2
=yy'

2
/<Jl+y'*+ C or y/\/l +y"*=C- Xy

2
.

One of the radii of curvature (p') of the surface is equal (in magnitude)__ i c
to the normal () =Wl + ?/'

2
. Thus, -=

. A.
' n y

2

For the other, we have

dx _C x dhc_ (C .\&y'~~^> *~ + '

1 -dtxldy G
and -"*--r;/^ =B -3

p as2
/ as y*
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whence = 2A; and if p' be measured in the same direction as p,
p n

p' n, so that - + ,
= 2A = const.

;
the same result as before.

P P

450.

1563. It is convenient in many cases to choose a less

general variation.

Let us take Sx and Sy both zero, but vary z and the partial

differential coefficients of z. We shall then have

u>=^oZ, <*)x
=

op, (t)
IJ

==
o^, (Oxx of, (aX i/

=: oS ) a)yy=ot.

With this variation the limiting terms [//], when r, s, t are

absent, reduce to

(P ^-- Qj)d(r\ (Art. 1556);

and for the very important case frequently occurring in

geometrical applications, in which the region to be considered

is bounded by a fixed closed curve in the plane of x-y, we
have Sz=Q at every point of the bounding curve, so that [H]
vanishes identically.

The partial differential equation K= will, when solved,

usually give z as a functional form containing x and y, and,

in the case cited of a fixed boundary, the functional form

occurring in the solution will have to be so chosen that the

surface obtained passes through the bounding curve.

1564. Ex. Find whether a developable surface can be found which passes
r
f

through the circle 2 = 0, a;
2+ 7/

2= a2
,
and for which I I vl +p* + q'*dxdy has a

stationary value.

The partial differential equation to be satisfied is
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If the surface is to be developable, we must take q=f(p).

This will give [l+{f(p)}
2
]-2pf(P)f'(p) + (l+p*){f'(p)}*=0,

i.e. (f(p) -pf<?)}*= -l-{f'(p)}* or

which is of Clairaut's form (see I.C. for Beginners, p. 230), with a

-l-A*, i.e. Ap-q= -*J-l-A'2
.

Applying Lagrange's method to this (Forsyth, D. Eq., Art. 184),

dx_ dy _ dz
~

whence x + Ay= S, z-y-J -I -A'*=

i.e. z=y\ 1 - A^+ (p(x+ A>/} is the functional solution sought.

If we take
<f>

to be zero and A to be V- 1, we have a solution of our

problem, viz. z= 0. The circular disc bounded by #
2+ ?/

2= a2 is the develop-
able surface which has a minimum area, and the principal curvatures

of the plane surface are both zero, so that all the conditions are satisfied.

1565. Consider the stationary value of I

jt/e&S,
where dS is an

element of the surface represented by a supposititious relation be-

tween x, y and z, and suppose that there is an accompanying

condition that \\Wdxdy--a, taking U and W to be functions of

x, y, z alone.

Here F=?/l+^2+ g
2+ A IF, Z=* ~,

> T P 1

"d.P fdU W \ p r TT p(pr + qs)
-7T- =\^- + -^

-- U- -17-"*-
;

q(ps+qt)

Hence K= Z ^---^-^= becomes
ox oy

2TT
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If I, m, n be the direction cosines of the normal to the supposititious

surface z= <j>(x, y\ say, viz. (^-x)/(-p}--=(rj-y)/(-q)
= ^-z,

-PF

'dU VU

and when
|

I UdS is unconditionally stationary,

1 1 l/.Btf 3ff, 3*A
h =

r7 t^s hW'sr+w-^-
PJ p2 U\ ox oy oz J

If the surface in either case is to terminate in a line on any surface

(x,y,z)
=

0, the bounding condition ( V-Pp- Qq)$t
= P^x + Q^y becomes

and in the unconditional case p^ + q\^y -^z =0, and the surfaces then cut

orthogonally at each point of such bounding line or lines.

1566. A Method of Discrimination when the Limits are fixed.

If we consider the case of fixed limits of integration for such an integral

as v= I Iv'l +p"*+ q
z
dxdy, say from yy to y=y\, and from x = x$ to

x=xlt the discrimination between maxima and minima may be conducted

as follows, taking such a variation as described in Art. 1563.

Suppose z becomes z+ 8z and p, q respectively p + 8p and q + Sq. Then

V becomes *Jl +(p + 8p)
2 + (q + S?)

2
. This we must expand to terms of

the second order, and we have

2 + (p Bq
-

Hence the second order variation in 8v is

dx dy,

which being essentially positive for all variations, the solution of Art. 1559

gives a true minimum solution.

1567. Taking the case of Art. 1561, the second order terms in 8 Fare

those in v/1 + (p + 8p)
2+ (q + 8q)

2 + A (z + Sz), i.e. the same as the above, and
are essentially positive. We therefore find a true minimum in this case

also. We turn, however, to a more detailed consideration of the second
order terms in the general case.
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1568. Culverwell's Method of Discrimination between Maxima
and Minima Values. Reconsideration of the Variations to be given.

In estimating the variation of

f*i

u=\ Vdx, where V=(f>{x, y, y', y", ... yM },

JXo

we have so far given to each letter, inclusive of x, an arbitrary

change, so that the point x, y is displaced to x-\-8x, y+ Sy;

and the direction of the path, its curvature and higher order

peculiarities, indicated by y, y" and higher order differential

coefficients, have also undergone arbitrary variations and

become y'-\-Sy', y'
/J
rSy", etc.

Many writers prefer to keep x unaltered, and to vary y and

its differential coefficients alone (see Art. 1563).

Considerable simplification results in taking Sx to be zero.

For then we have (a= Sy, w'=Sy', w"Sy", etc., instead of the

more cumbrous expressions Syy'Sx, Sy'y"Sx, Sy"y'"Sx, etc ,

for which they respectively stand. But there is this dis-

advantage, that when in an investigation Sx has once been

taken to be zero it cannot be restored at a later stage, whilst

if we retain the variation of x from the beginning we can at

any time make it zero. And in dealing with the terminal

conditions, these terminals are not in general compelled to

move upon lines parallel to the y-axis, but may lie on specific

curves in which Sx necessarily varies with Sy, and it has

therefore been so far convenient to retain command of the

variation of x as well as over those of the other letters.

1569. To make Sx= throughout clearly means that the

deformation chosen of the hypothetical curve which represents

a relation between y and x, is one which is obtained by an

arbitrary point to point variation of each ordinate. That is,

each point is displaced parallel to the y-axis, through an

arbitrary small distance with consequent alterations in the

values of the differential coefficients of y, which depend upon
the particular variations arbitrarily assigned from point to

point to the ordinates. That is, taking y=x(x) to be a

supposititious relation between x and y, which we are to test

as to the possibility of its giving a stationary value to

I Vdx between the limits x=x and x=x
l ,
then yx(x)+eQ(x),
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where e is an infinitesimal constant not containing x, and 9(x)

is an arbitrary function of x understood to be finite for the

whole range of integration, would be the equation of a

contiguous curve to y= x(x)>
an(^ sucn that the variation

of y at any point is Sy=e6(x). We shall write x and for

x(#) and 0(x) respectively for short; and we shall take to

have been chosen so that neither it nor any of its differential

coefficients up to the (n l)
th becomes infinite or discontinuous,

but that they each remain either zero or finite throughout the

whole range of integration. Then as e is taken independent of x,

Sy'=S', <Sy"=e0", Sy'"=<&", ... Sy^-v^eO^-v and <$y<>= f0<>.

But with regard to the last of these, viz. e$(n)
,
we reserve

to ourselves the right to make an abrupt change in the value

we choose for it, provided such change be from one finite

value to another finite value. With this supposition all the

differentiations performed are valid operations, all the functions

differentiated being finite and continuous real functions of x

between the limits of the integration.

1570. With such a system of increments, F is changed to

V+SV= ({>{x > y+e6, y'+eO', y"+e6", ... ?/<
n>+e0(M

>};

and assuming F to be such that we may use Taylor's Theorem,

where A=0-+0'+... + 0<w), and isthe"Remainder"

after three terms. This expansion involves the assumption
that all the Partial Differential Coefficients of F of the first

and second orders with regard to y, y', y", ... y(n) are finite

and continuous functions for values of y, y', etc., within the

ranges from y, y', etc., respectively to y-}-e6, y'+ eO', etc., for

all values of x which lie within the limits of integration of

the integral \ Vdx, i.e. from x to x.

Now x being taken as not subject to variation, we have

and by taking e sufficiently small each of the terms on the

right-hand side may be made greater than the sum of all that
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follow it. Hence, so long as (AF)c& does not vanish, the sign

of S Vdx can be made to change by changing the sign of e.

Therefore the primary condition for a maximum or a minimum

value is that (AF)c?o5 should vanish, the limits being the

same as those of the integral Vdx.

Now

where itself is arbitrary. And this will be recognised as

what the expression Y(a-}-Yi w-{- Yit w"-\-... of Art. 1495

becomes upon putting Sx=0 therein.

By integration by parts, as in Art. 1496,

the term VSx not now appearing in the limit terms, as &c=0.

Now let us take one variation between the two points

(xo> Wo) and (#!, 2/i) to be such that at each terminal the values

f x > y> y'y y"> y(n ~ l) are the same for the varied curve

y=X+ e0 as for the supposititious curve y=x itself. That is,

suppose the two curves to have contact of the (n l)
th order

at the terminals. Then 8y, Sy', ... Sy^
n~ 1 ^ all vanish at the

terminals, and therefore also 0, 6', 6", . . .
(re-1) all vanish at the

terminals.

Therefore, with this variation J(AF)^a;= \ YOdx, and being

arbitrary from point to point along the path of integration,

we must have Y--0 as a necessary condition that l(AF)f/a;

should vanish. This is the differential equation before obtained,

and its solution has been seen to be of the form

y=F(x, c
lf

c
a ,

... c8n ), or shortly, y=F, say,

in which- we may suppose that the several constants occurring
have been found as heretofore explained by aid of the terminal

conditions existing, and their values inserted. This relation

is that for which the integral I Vdx assumes a stationary value,

and the graph is called a stationary curve. This value of y
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and those of its differential coefficients may now be substituted

in F.

1571. The variation of the integral now reduces to

to eZ to 3 to

S\ F<fe= (A*7)<fe+V, R**,
Jxo 4-Jxo d-Jxo

in which we are to consider a variation from the stationary

curve, the supposititious curve y= \(x) having been discovered

to be of the now known form y=F.
As before, if we take e sufficiently small the sign of

e
2

f*1

^-r
1 (A

2
F)<fa governs the sign of the right-hand side of the

J!J *
t

c*

equation, so that the variation S \ Vdx is positive or negative
to Jx

according as
|

(A
2
F)cfce is positive or negative for all

JlTo

sufficiently small values of e of whatever sign.
to to

Therefore if 1 (A
2
F)<fo be positive, I Vdx is increased by

J Xt J XQ

such a variation from the stationary curve, and if negative,

decreased. It follows, therefore, that the stationary curve
to

y=F gives a maximum or a minimum value to Vdx
to J *

according as I (A
2
F)cte is negative or positive. We therefore

J *o p

have to examine the second order terms

1572. In the following examination of the second order

terms, we shall follow the method given by Mr. E. P.

Culverwell in Vol. XXIII. of the Proc. of the Lond. Math.

Soc., 1892. It is only possible to give here a very abridged
account of the results arrived at in Mr. Culverw ell's researches,

and his paper should be read carefully by the advanced

student. Various modifications of his notation and procedure
are necessarily adopted here to bring the discussion into line

with previous work, but the main course of his work is

adhered to.

1573. Such a variation of a path y~x between two specific

terminals P and Q, as has been described in Art. 1570, having
contact of the (n l)

th order with y= x a^ the terminals, so

that 0=9'=0"=...= 9(n-V= Q at P, and at Q, is said to be a
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"
fixed limit

"
variation, and is a legitimate variation, provided

the conditions for the existence and continuity of the several

differential coefficients and the validity of Taj'lor's Theorem

are not violated.

1574. " Short Eange
"
Variation.

Let APCQB be any path y= x ,
and let PC'Q be a "fixed

limit" variation of the portion PCQ. Let the abscissae of

P and Q be and respectively (^ > ),
and let be the

abscissa of an intermediate point C on the arc PGQ. Then

f* -i
*

Jfc,

'

^

where n <t p > 0, for by the condition of Art. 1573, (p ~
l)

( )
= Q-

If then the greatest numerical

value of (J))
(#) in the range to

be called p, which is by supposition

finite, we have (p~ 1)() > (~Q)P>
and therefore > ( )p, and if A

we take a very short range from P
to Q, ^^o may be made as small

as we please. Hence the numerical value of each of the

quantities 0, 6', 9", ... 6(n '
l)

,

(n
\ may in such short range be

regarded as indefinitely small in comparison with the next

in order. Therefore 0, 0', 0", ... 0<- 1 > are all negligible in

comparison with the last variation (n) for a "short fixed

limit" variation.

Now A27=0-+0'+...+ 0(
n), and for such a

32F
variation reduces to (0

(w)
)''T

(

.

Hence for this short variation,

and Q(n) occurs with an even power, so that if ,

(n) ^
dx retains

one sign within these short limits from P to Q, S\ Vdx is

327 .

positive or negative according as 00^2^
^s Posl^lve or
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negative throughout that range when e is taken sufficiently

small.

Now, considering the finite range from X=XQ
to x=xlt the

f*1

integral Vdx could not have a maximum for this range unless
J XD

32F
_ .

(n)
.

2
dx remained negative throughout the whole range from

\y ) ^Zyx=x to x=x
1 ,
nor a minimum unless .

(n)
.

2
dx remained posi-

tive throughout the same range. For suppose that there be a

small portion of the range from x to xv say from to
lt

in

92F
which . .

2
dx has ceased to be negative and become positive.

We could then take a " short range fixed limit
"
variation from

P where x=
,
to Q where x= l} without any variation at all

for other parts of the stationary curve from XQ to x
l

. Then

for this short range variation,

and for the rest of the range from x to x
v
there is no variation

;

I*'
1

therefore S I Vdx for the whole range is positive for such a
JZQ

variation, and the condition for a maximum is that it shall

be negative. Hence, unless
(n) 2

dx retains a negative sign

for the whole range from x to x
ly

a maximum value of

Cxi

Vdx cannot occur. Similarly a minimum could not occur if

XQ

.

(n)v2
<fa, starting with a positive value, became negative for

part of the range.

Hence, supposing that in the whole range from A(xx ) to

B(x^x 1 ),
x increasing throughout, there is no point at which

Cx

(A
2
V)dx vanishes, small short range variations such as that

^ XQ

just described from the point P to the point Q upon it can

be supposed to be made, and if in each of these ^. ..... dx retains
nl1i^n'}^

p,
UW I

the same sign, Vdx will have a
J Xa

maximum or a minimum
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value according as that sign is negative or positive, remaining
so throughout the whole range of integration.

1575. It will be noted that in the above statement we have

nwritten . .

2 dx, including the dx as a factor, because if i

the case when in travelling from A to B we pass a point C
at which the tangent to the path is parallel to the 7/-axis, and

x increases up to a certain amount, viz. the abscissa of C, and
then decreases on approaching B, dx itself in such cases changes

32F
3
must for a maximumsign. Hence also in such cases

or minimum also change sign at G in order to preserve an

invariable sign in
(n)\2^

x throughout the path.

We have now to consider the stipulation that there shall be

no point between A and B, say ivith abscissa X, at which
rx
A2F dx vanishes.

J Xn

Fig. 453.

1576. Conjugate Points on a Stationary Curve.

Let A, Q be two points on a stationary path ACQB.
Then, if Q be the first point along the arc for which it is

possible to draw a contiguous fixed limit variation AC'Q, which

is itself also stationary, the points A, Q are said to be '

conjugate
'

to each other.

If both paths be stationary, we must have
6|

Frfa?=0 to the

first order along each, and therefore each must be a solution

of the same differential equation Y=0. Therefore, if the

curve ACQ have the equation y=F(x, c
l}

c
2 ,

... c2n ), the varia-
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tion AC'Q must have an equation of the same form, and the

corresponding ordinate may be written

y+ Sy=F(x, CJ+^CL c
2+Jc2 , ... cZn+ScZn ),

~dii 'by . 'dii
so that o2/=^

iL oc
1 -| oc9 -|- ...-| oc,M .

Differentiating this (n 1) times with* regard to n,

etc.,

Now cty, <$i/', ... Sy
(n~l) are to vanish at A(x , y ) and also at

Q(x, y). Hence we obtain by elimination of 8cv Sc2 ,
... Sc2n

between the 2n equations arising, a determinant with 2n

rows and columns, viz.

= 0,

/3(n D\ /'dt/(
n
-v\ /9y"~

1 '

") ~7S ) 5 ("%
\ dc'i y \ oc, /o \ oc.2n

in which the first n rows, without suffix, denote the values at $, (x, y\
and the second n rows, with suffix

,
denote the values at J, (.r ,y )-

This equation determines x in terms of x . That is, it gives

the various points Q on the first stationary curve ACQB,

starting from A, to which it is possible to draw a contiguous
fixed limit curve AC'Q, which is also stationary. And the

first of the points Q which satisfies this condition is the point

conjugate to A.

1577. Now let a point P (abscissa X) travel along the

curve AB from A(x , y ) towards B(x} , y^, the curve being a

stationary one for I Vdx. Then we have seen that for this

curve to give a maximum value to the integral, it is a primary
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necessary condition that .

(n)^dx should be negative for all

values of x from A to B.

We shall show that as P travels along AB, the point con-

jugate to A is also the first position of P for which
A

JX

Take a position of P very near A and connect AB by a

short range fixed limit
"
variation AQPDB having contact

Fig. 454.

of the (n l)
th order with the stationary curve at A and at P,

and coinciding with it from P to B. Then, for this variation

Rdx,

and over the short range XQ to X, A
2 Fis replaceable by (n) 2 ,

V _/ /

which is of necessity negative, and therefore within this short

f*1

range I Vdx is decreased by the variation whatever be the
J *o

^2 p-

sign of e when sufficiently small. Therefore .

(n)
,

2
dx negative

\u /

is a sufficient condition that the stationary path should yield

a maximum value to I Vdx for this short ranye.

Now let P travel onwards towards B. Then, A2 V being by

supposition a finite and continuous function of x, it cannot

change sign except by passing through a zero value. Suppose
that A2

F, which started from A as a negative quantity, retains

that sign until P arrives at a point C on the stationary curve
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AB, and that at C, A2 F=0, and beyond C that A2K becomes

positive. Then A^efce from A to C is a negative quantity.

Suppose now that P travels beyond C to a point D such that

A2 F=0 when the integration is from A to D, the positive

values of the integrand which accrue beyond C having can-

celled the aggregate of the negative values occurring before

arrival at C. Take a " fixed limit
"

variation connecting
A and D, viz. ARDB, having (n l)

th order contact with the

stationary curve ACDB at A and at D, and coinciding with

it from D to B. Let X be now the abscissa of D. Then

S\

Xl

Vdx=S\
X

Vdx=~ f

X

tfVdx+~ \

X

Rdx=f~ [* Rdx,
Jx Jx ^-Jxo 3-Jxo 3-Jxv

and therefore vanishes to the second order of infinitesimals.

Hence to that order

Vdx for the fixed limit variation ARDB
= Vdx for the stationary path APDB.

It will follow that ARDB is itself also a stationary path
from A to D.

For if any short portion of it, say LRM, were not of

stationary character, we could connect RM by a stationary

short-range fixed limit path LR'M, and therefore

J
Vdx (for LR'M) > f

Vdx (for LRM} ;

/.
Jy<fo

(for ALRMDB)> ( Vdx (for ALRMDB),

and .'. >[ Vdx (for APDB),

and this would necessitate A2 Vdx becoming positive between

A and D, which is contrary to the hypothesis that D is the

first point for which the integral ceases to be negative.
Therefore the variation ALRMD must itself be a stationary
curve between A and D, and D is itself the point conjugate
to A.
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f*
Since I A2F dx is negative so long as x<^X, viz. the abscissa

f*
of D, 1 V dx has a maximum value along APD for all values

of x which are less than X.

f*
In the same way V dx has a minimum value for all values

of x which are <^X if A2F be positive at starting from A.

1578. If, however, the conjugate point of A occurs before B

JX
V dx, though stationary, will have neither a maxi-

.TO

mum nor a minimum, as we shall now show.

Take a short-range fixed limit variation FGH connecting
two points, F on ALRMD, H on DB having (w l)

th order

contact with these curves at the terminals F and H. Suppose

'B

Fig. 455.

this variation to have been selected a stationary curve. Then,

327
since by hypothesis (n)\z^

x *s negative,this variation gives a
>t/ /

maximum value for I V dx for that range, and therefore

f
Vdx (for FGH) >\Vdx (for FDH).

Hence
f
Vdx (for ARFGHB) >(v dx (for ARFDB),

and therefore >
f
V dx (for APDB).
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Hence I F dx along APDB would not have a maximum

value
;
and it could not have a minimum value, for

(n) 2
dx

is negative.

Therefore, if the conjugate point to A lies between A and B
the stationary path AB gives neither a maximum value nor a

minimum value for I F dx for that range.

We therefore have the following test :

The stationary path AB having been determined, it will yield
r

f
/
:$v

a maximum or a minimum value for I V dx, according as
(n)^

ax

is negative or positive from A to B, provided there be no point

conjugate to A lying between A and B. But in case of such point

being existent between A and B the stationary curve from A to B

yields neither a maximum nor a ninimum.

32F
In the case when

(>t) 2
dx vanishes at a point between A

and B, but does not change sign, we could take a short-range
fixed limit variation, including the point in question, vanishing

to the second order, and the sign of S I Vdx for this variation
J*o

depends on third-order terms, and unless these also vanish for

Cxl

the value of x at the point, the sign of S Vdx could be made
J*o

to change by changing the sign of 6. Hence there would be

neither a maximum nor a minimum for such a variation. But

f*
1

for other variations 1 Vdx has a maximum or a minimum as

before.
J *

1579. Illustrative Examples.

(i) Take the case of the integral ((y'^djc of Art. 1502 (3). To find the

point conjugate to the point x , y on the stationary curve.

The stationary curve is y c + c
1x+^cyv

2+ ^Cyt?.

Here 8y = 8c +x8c l + x2 8ci+ x3 8c3 , 8y'
= 8c1 + x8cz+ x2 8c3 , and

these are to vanish at (x , ?/ ) and at (x, y). Hence the point conjugate

to(# , y ) is given by
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0, 1,

1 T

0, 1,

.r
3 =0, that is iV(# # )

4 = 0,

and X = XQ is the only
solution.

3!

2!

Hence, in this case, there is no point on the stationary curve which is

conjugate to any other.

We also have V=y"2 and ^-^= 2, which, being positive, the stationary

curve gives a true minimum value to ly"
2 d^v for any selected portion

of the curve.

(ii) In Ex. I of Art. 1502, viz. the shortest distance between two points,

-^= ~
,
-- ---

;

= -

3 , and is essentiallyFWl+y*. ^B'~

positive. And there is obviously no point conjugate to any other on the

locus y = c + c 1x, which is the solution of AF= 0. The solution arrived

at is therefore a true minimum solution, as is obvious of course from the

nature of the case.

1580. The Case of two or more Dependent Variables.

Resuming the discussion in Art. 1508 for the case

''
z z' z" *(m)

'

**,,..* )

and taking efl, e2 as the fundamental variations of y and z,

we have, upon putting Sx=0,

C ~~ Q% ^-^ foCO
) (T n(p y

C 6orf) GtC.
,

*~\
^S ^V

and taking A^O h0 /+ ...4-6 (ra)
-i-, ,e I ^11 '

-^/i/'
' ' CW'M '

R dx,

and the general forms of y and z are deterrninable from' the

differential equations Y= and Z=0, and the constants

involved obtainable from [//] as before explained. And
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the same theorems hold as in the case of one independent
variable. But the second-order variation will in its highest
differential coefficients become

in which the integrand is of the form

,
r , \ r t /

and, as in D.C., Art. 497, the condition for an invariable sign
is that rts2 shall be positive, and the sign in question will

be that of r or of t, for since rt sz is to be positive, r and t must
have the same sign.

Thus it will be essential that

shall be positive, and for a maximum we must have .

(ro)
,
2

negative, and for a minimum, positive.

Io81. The case rt=sz in general necessitates an examination
of the terms of (e1Ai + e2A2)

2
F, which contain lower order

differentials. This case is discussed by Mr. Culverwell in the

paper cited above, to which the reader is referred.

The method employed in the last article is clearly applicable

if there be more dependent variables than two. Following
the same method as before, the second-order variation takes a

form similar to that discussed in Art. 502, Diff. Gale., with an

exactly similar result.

158*2. Relative Maxima and Minima.

It has been explained that when we are to search for the

maximum or minimum value of v= I V dx, with condition

w= \Wdx- a given constant, say a, we are to treat
|(

as an unconditional maximum or minimum, and we get

S(v+\w)=8\(V+\W)dx=\(SV+\SW)dx
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and with the same precautions as before with regard to choice

of legitimate variations which will not violate conditions of

continuity in the several differential coefficients, and which

will ensure the validity of Taylor's expansion, the terms of

first order having been made to vanish as a primary condition

for a maximum or minimum, we have uAF+A AW)dx--Q, an

equation already arrived at in Art. 1-504
;
and then

and the terms of the highest order in the integrand A
2F+AA2TF

are all we require in the discrimination between maxima and

32y -$.-]$
minima. These terms are -

.

(n) 2+\ ( (n)
.

2 ,
and for a maxi-

mum this expression must be negative throughout the whole

range of integration, and for a minimum, positive. In case of

the existence of a point conjugate to (o; , y ),
such as D of Art.

1577 on the stationary path, with abscissa X, lying between

the limits of integration, the variations chosen must be

rx
such as to make S\ Wdx zero. For (see Fig. 455) beyond the

J * cXl

point D the variation S\ Wdx has been taken as zero.
Jx *x

Therefore X must be such that I Wdx along the stationary
J *o /*,

fixed limit variation ALRD has the same value as I Wdx
Jx

along the original stationary curve APCDB, for which in

general the value of X is different.

The equation to find the position of the conjugate point is

therefore modified by the introduction of A.

The equation of the stationary path is now of the form

y=x(%, A, c
1(

c
2 ,

... c2n): If, upon substitution of this value of

y and its several differential coefficients we get
rxi

w= I Wdx=F(x , x^, A, Cj, c
2 ,

... c2n)-=a,
Ja!6

upon variation of the constants we get the additional equation

J. H

and the equations arising from the vanishing of &y,

B. i.e. ii. 2x
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Sy", ... &/'
1
' 1 ' at (x , */ )

and at its conjugate, which are now

altered by the presence of X to

If
* + =0,

etc.,

true at

- and its

conj ugate

9X ac
x

l ac2

These 2n-fl equations give, upon the elimination of

ax '

a?/"- 11 a?*"-
1

)

-ff~
,

-2-
,

ac2 ac2),

dCi/o* \ac 2 /o'

\ ax /o* \ dct A' \ ac, A' \ ac2),

ai-

ax'

=0,

to determine the position of a [>oint (x, y) on the stationary

path conjugate to (x , yQ).

If such a point occurs between the limits x x and x=x
l

on the stationary path, this path will give neither a maximum
nor a minimum.

1583. When V contains more than one dependent variable,

and these dependent variables are connected by an equation

=0, viz. the case discussed in Art. 1513, we proceed as there

explained with the first-order variation to obtain the stationary

solution. In passing to the second-order variation, we have

x, where A (Art. 1580),

where eft and e2</>
are the fundamental variations of y and

0, and e^'"', e2
(n) those of y

M and z(n)
. We shall suppose
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that the orders of the highest differentials occurring in V and

L are the same. Then taking as before a short-range varia-

tion, the variations 0, 0', 0", ... 6(n~ l] may be all neglected in

comparison with d (r<}
,
and 0, 0', (j>",

...
(n-1) in comparison

with (n)
. The only terms of A2

(F+AL) which need be

retained are therefore

where M
,<J>

(n} are riot independent but connected by the equation

. dn2 (n>

must retain the same sign throughout the integration if a

maximum or a minimum is to occur; and that sign must be

negative for a maximum, positive for a minimum.

For details of the case in which the orders of the highest

degree differentials in V and L are not the same, the reader is

referred to Mr. Gulverwell's paper [p. 252, L. Math. Soc. Proc.,

Vol. XXIII.].
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of Variations during the nineteenth century and Researches in the Calculus

of Variations, and to the treatises on the subject by Jellett and Strauch.

Professor Williamson, in Chapter XV. of his Integral Calculus, gives an

account of the "
Sign of Substitution " used by Sarrus in his Essay,

Recherches sur le Calcul des Variations, and makes much use of the same.
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with regard to the bounding variations in the case of a double integral

and a discussion of some cases which arise in the treatment of the partial

differential equation as well as several other interesting matters. The

papers by Culverwell, of which considerable use has been made, should

be referred to in R.8. Trans., 1887, and in Proc. of the Lond. Math. Soc.,

1891-2. Other writers are Moigno and Lindelof referred to by Dr..

Williamson (I.C., p. 465), Lagrange (Th. des Fonct.), Lacroix (Calc. Int.,

pp. 655-724), Jacobi, Legendre (Mim. de TAcad. des Sc., 1783), De Morgan

(D. and I. Calc., pp. 446-474), Poisson (Mem. de Flns'itut, T. XII.), Abbott

(Calc. of Far.), Airy (Math. Tracts), Woodhouse (Isoperimetrical Problems).
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PROBLEMS.

1. Find the stationary value of I Vdx
t
taken between definitely

fixed limits, where V= y"
2 + 2myy' + ny

2
,
and discuss its nature.

[LACROIX, C.I., II., p. 721.]

2. Mark out the range of limits on the parabola (x + a)
2 = 4cy

f*i /du\~ z

between which the integral I y(-r) dx is a maximum, the range

between which it is a minimum, and the range between which

it is neither. [MATH. TRIP., 1890.]

3. The integral /(:r, y, z, p, q)dxdy is found to be stationary

when taken over the surface z = <f>(x, y) ; show, by confining the

actual variation of z to a small area on this surface, that the variation

of the integral cannot always have the same sign within limits

specified by a given curve through which the surface must pass,
r)2 / 7^2/ r)2 /

unless ^ Sp
2 + 2 5

|=r:
fyfy +di &/

2
always retains the same sign

within these limits, and deduce a criterion for discriminating maxima
and minima. Show further that, for a true maximum or minimum,
it must not be possible to draw a consecutive surface of stationary
character which meets the original one in a closed curve within the

given limits. Are these conditions sufficient as well as necessary]

[MATH. TRIP., 1890.]



CHAPTER XXXV.
'

SECTION I.

FORMULAE OF LAGRANGE AND FOURIER.

1585. When a material particle is affected simultaneously

by two harmonic oscillations, c^sin^^-f 04), a
2 sin(n1^+a2),

of the same period 2^^, but their amplitudes 04 and 2
an<^

their phases c^ and a2 being different, they compound into a

single simple harmonic oscillation A sin (n^-}- a) of the same

period but with amplitude and phase respectively

15 ^ 7 x-; o i a i
sin

i + a? sin ?
Va 1

2+2a1
a9 cos(a 1 aJ+cv and tan"1 -1

;a
x cosaj+ag cos a2

and any number of such simple harmonic motions may be

compounded in the same way, provided they all have the same

periodicity.

Graphically the resultant motion may be represented by

constructing the graphs of the several vibrations on the same

plan and forming a new graph by the addition of their

ordinates. And this always results in an ordinary
" curve

of sines."

1586. But if the periodicity of the two or more funda-

mental vibrations be different, as in

ttj
sin (nj-}- c^), a

2
sin (w2 + a2),

the above analytical process of composition breaks down but

the graphical method still holds, the resulting graph, however,

no longer being the simple curve of sines.

Taking for instance as a simple case the graph of

j y
= sin j; -^ sin 3*+ ^ sin 5^ -

jp
sin 7.^ + . . .

,

where the periodicities of the constituent vibrations of y are respectively

27T/1, 2-7T/3, 27T/5, etc., and their amplitudes 4/7rl
2
, 4/7r3

2
, 4/7r5

2
, etc., we

693
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have, from the first three terms only, a figure shown for the extent x=Q
to #=7r/2 in Fig. 456. And even for three terms of the series it will be

Fig. 456.

seen that the resultant graph is rapidly approximating to a broken

system of portions of straight lines parallel to y=x and y -x alter-

nately, the breaks in the continuity occurring at #= 7r/2, 37T/2, 57T/2, etc.;

y

27T X-2ir

Fig. 457.

and the more terms we take the closer is the approximation to this

discontinuous system of lines (Fig. 457).

1587. The Building up of a Function for a Definite Range by
Means of Harmonic Elements.

Let us examine then whether it be possible to build up a function of x
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viz. /(.<), discontinuous as regards its differential coefficients at x=-rrft,

37T/2, 57T/2, ... and equal to

STT

fir 3ir\ /37T 57T\
*" ~

"*''

V2
< x<

2) '

~ + x>

V~2~
< x< TJ

'
efcc '

Let us assume tentatively that it is expressible as a uniformly con-

y^uo

vergent series of the form /(.r)
= a + 2 (ap cosp.v + bp sinpx), and let us

P=I
attend to the portion ( -7r<.r<7r).
Then (i) integrating from TT to TT,

i"* r"* P r*
a .2ir= /

/"(.r) d.r
= /

(
- TT - .r) dx + I .r dx + (TT-X) dx 0.

>-*'
'.

-1-! 'f

(ii) Multiply by cos TT^P, and integrate from - TT to TT,

/> /-"I ,'f /

ap / CQtrpO! dx = /
(
- TT

.r) cos >.r dx+ \
x cos p.r rf.r + I (TT

- ^)cos^
-/-T ^- J_T J|

. sin 0^7 cosm-~l~^ F sin 7>x cosa;nT=
-|(ir+ar)

- + ^ + a?
^- + f-

^ i^ j- L p p2 J_

P. .s'uipx cospx~]'+
\ (TT-X)

-- - -^ =0;
^ P- J

f
.'. ap7r = and ap = 0.

(iii) Multiply by sin pa:, and integrate from TT to TT,

p p _ T

cos px sinpof]'- -f~ . cos
-Iv-x)-

P - J

, 4 . pir .
^

.'. 6P7T = -s Sin t
,

whence F
f(x)= 2 ssin^r-sin px = -( sin a;-

j
sin 3a; + -^ sin 5a;-^ sin Ix +...

P=i *J^ TrV 5 2 7 Z

If we write x+ 2mr for
a;,

each term of the series remains unaltered,

and the result is therefore a periodic function with periodicity 2ir, which

is in conformity with the graph in Figs. 456 and 457.

The series is manifestly convergent for all values of x. Hence we have

expressed a discontinuous function of x which takes the value (
-

\)"(x mr)

from (2/i-l) - to (2 + l) -, TO being integral, as a series of sines of odd

multiples of x.

1588. Functions consisting essentially of a set of simple

harmonic terms are of constant occurrence in problems of

Mechanical and Physical Science, e.g.
in the vibration of a piano

wire, the propagation of a signal along an electric cable, in

problems on the flux of heat, or in the motion of a slide valve
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whose mode of travel is actuated by a system of linkages, or

by a cam driven by a uniformly revolving shaft. Primarily
the nature of the problem in such cases as the latter is that

of the resolution of a compound motion known to be periodic,

or of the function which expresses it, into its simple harmonic

constituents.

A graphical method of procedure is sometimes adopted in

the analysis of such a given complex periodic vibration into

its simple harmonic elements useful for the practical engineer.

Such methods may be found described in treatises on advanced

practical mathematics. The resolution may also be performed

by mechanical means.*

1589. A series of the form tt -j- ^ (^pc
00 P=l

may be written as - +^cp sin (px+ap),
where cp

2=ap
z
-\-bp

z

i

and tan ap=ap/bp ,
in which we have half as many simple

harmonics as before, but the phases are different.

That a single-valued finite and continuous function is under

certain circumstances, and for a certain range of the variable^

expressible by means of such a series is usually known as

Fourier's Theorem.

1590. Extension of the Rules of Art. 1121.

Taking p, q and n as integers,

r

r*
C1nv

Ja

r

rnn
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1591. We shall assume for the present that we are dealing

with a function of x, f(x), which is single-valued, real, finite

and continuous and integrable for a range of real values of x

from x a to x=a-\-27r', or that if f(x) be unbounded as to

the values of which it is capable in that range, that its

integral for that range is absolutely convergent. Moreover,

we shall assume that f(x) is such that it is possible to find a

series of the form A
Q
Jr

t̂
(Ap cospx-\-Bp smpx) which is

i

uniformly convergent, converging to the value f(x) for each

value of x within the given range, and that for such series

term by term integration is a possible operation. Then the

values of the several coefficients may be found as in the

particular case of Art. 1587. For we have

pr+o. pr+a
(i) f(x)dx=A 1 dx=

/a, J a.

pr+a pir
+a

(ii) I f(x)cospxdx=Ap I cos2
pxdx--7rAp ;

jr+a.
|"2ir+a

f(x) sinpx dx=Bp sin2
px dx= irEp .

" a

Before substituting the values of the several coefficients,

write g for x in the several integrands.

Then

-JLf
2

ZilT J a

ir+a 1 P^> f2ir+

CZir+a

+smpx\ u
J a.

In the cases a=0 and a= TT, we have respectively

-f(x}
\ f(g) d-\ ^ 1 /(^) cos^9.(^ a?) rf^, (2?r > a; > 0),

and

1
[*

1 p^ f
ff
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If we write =y? and x=~, then dg=~- drj. Also writing

=
^(</), and we have

and

1592. This celebrated theorem was given by Fourier in 1822,

in his Theorie Analytique de la Chaleur. A particular case

had been given previously by Lagrange (Anciens Mem. de

I'A cad. de Turin). See Thomson and Tait, Nat Phil., p. 58.

We lack space for a full discussion of the many difficulties

which beset this theorem as to the propriety of integration
" term by term," as to uniform convergence of the series, etc

,

but must refer the reader to other treatises expressly dealing
with it, e.g. Professor Carslaw's Introduction to the Theory of
Fourier's Series and Integrals. We only seek here to present
to the student a practical working knowledge of the methods

to be adopted.

1593. The Cosine Series.

If f(x) can be expanded as a convergent series of cosines

alone, for values of x between and TT, as

i

we have (TT > x> 0),

I f(x)cospxdx=Ap \
cosz

pxdx=$TrAp ,
and I f(x)dx=^TrA

Jo Jo Jo

(TT > x> 0).

()
.

o o

Then

1594. The Sine Series.

Similarly, if/|a;) can be expanded as a convergent series of
sines alone, for values of x between and TT, as

(7T>Z>0),
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f-ir /rr

we have \ f(x)siupxdx=Bp I sin2
px dx\-jrEv .

Jo Jo

Thus /()=- f>inpa;f/() sinj>d (TT > x > 0),
7T i Jo

a theorem due to Lagrange.

1595. As before, writing g=jti, #=|2/> f\^y)=F(y\
we

have in the one case,

*+

and in the other case,

1596. It will be noted that in the determination of these

several Fourier coefficients as above, viz.

these coefficients are respectively the mean values of

2f(x)cospx, 2f(x)sinpx, and f(x)

taken through the period to TT.

1597. A Remarkable Limiting Form.

As a preliminary to the further consideration of the results

obtained for the expansion of f(x) as a Series of Simple
Harmonic terms, let us examine the limit when a-^1 of the

/a J_ gZ
integral /= I f(), -T-T

-
r
-

5 d, the range from 8 to aV6 ' 2

not exceeding 2-Tr, and /(^) being any finite function of for

which /'() when existent is finite for all values of within

that range. We see at once

(i) that regarded as a function of x, I is a periodic function

with periodicity 2-rr, for if x be increased or decreased by any

multiple of 27r, / will be unchanged, and therefore will have

gone through the whole cycle of values of which it is capable

as x increases through 2?r
;

.

(ii) that when a approaches unity as a limit the integrand

vanishes unless the denominator vanishes at the same time,
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i.e. unless gx, x <

2,7r, x4>ir, ... x2mr, where n is an

integer ;

(iii) that in consequence of the last fact, the only cases

when the integrand can have a sensible value being in the

vicinity of one of the above values of x, we may confine our

integration to such limits as will just include such vicinity ;

(iv) that when g=x or x2mr, the denominator becomes

(1 a)
2

, and therefore the integrand tends to an infinite value
;

but its integral is not necessarily infinite ;

(v) that if g increases through any small interval to g-\-h,

then f(g) becomes /(+A)=/()+*/'(+ 0A), where is a

positive proper fraction, provided f'(g) be existent and remains

finite throughout the interval g to g-\-h ;
and therefore that in

that case when h is an infinitesimal, f(g) only changes by an

infinitesimal amount in the interval.

(vi) Since a /3}> 2-*, g in its march from /3 to a can only

pass through one of the values x, X%TT, x4nr, ...
, and it may

not pass through' any. But if a /3=27r, it must either pass

through one of these values or start from one and terminate at the

next in order of magnitude.

Suppose first that a /3<2?r, and consider one cycle of the

values of 7, x lying intermediate between @ and /3+ 2?r.

First let a^>x^>/3.

Then
["( )d=/r~'

1

+r
+ '"

+ r }( )dg, where e,, e2
J/3 U/J J*-i Jx+ t J

are any two selected very small positive quantities. It has

been seen that when a is ultimately =1, the first and third of

these integrals vanish through containing the factor (1 a) in

the numerator. Hence

1-a2

and putting g=x-}-<j> and remembering that f'(g), being finite

by supposition, the change in f(g) is insensibly small between

these close limits, we have

. f)t1 2ttcos0-fa

tan
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r
(fr

~i f2=
2f(x) Lta^.i\ tan-1 i-2

, since is very small,I" _!-!

=2/()^a_>1 {i
tan-*

In proceeding to the limit, however small e
l
and e2 may have

been taken, I a becomes, in its unlimited decrease to zero, a

positive infinitesimal of higher order than either e
x
or e2 .

Hence I converges to the limiting value

or

Secondly, supposing x to lie beyond the limit a but< (3 -\- STT,

i.e. /3<a<</3+27r, then evidently 7=0, for the denominator

of the integrand never vanishes as
( ranges from {3 to a.

Thirdly, supposing x to lie at the upper limit, i.e. x=a,
fa. /

pa
e fa. \

then I
( )

d
( \ +1 ) ( )

dA in which the first integral
J0 \J/s Ja e

/

vanishes as before and the second becomes

. ^/(a); /. /= w/(a).

In the same way if x lie at the lower limit, i.e. x=/3, we

have similarly 7=7r/(/3).

Fourthly, supposing a /3 2?r and /3<#<a, we have, as

before, I^^irf(x). But if #=/3 or x= a, the integrand becomes

infinite at both ends of the range, and in either case we have

Finally, supposing that at any point x= c between a and
/3,

becomes discontinuous, suddenly changing its value from

to/2 (c) as passes through the value c
;
then

i (*C+f2 fa \

+ + )( )^
JC-ei Jc+e,X

2

( )dg, as in the first case,
c-e

=L^ 2
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This completes the investigation of one cycle of the changes in

the value of / as x increases from x=/3 to #=/

1598. Extension of Range of Integration.

For a greater range of values of x the values found in the

above cycle are merely repeated. For instance, in the next

cycle, viz. x=($+2-jr to x=$-\-4sTr, putting x=27r-\-x, we have

merely to replace f(x) in the above results by f(x), i.e.f(x27r),
and to make no other change. If x lies between x~,
and a;=

l8~j-2(/i+l)7r, we replace f(x) ~by f(x 2n?r).

We exhibit in Figs. 458 to 401 graphs of

J-T-. / / v -L
"~

'-V -f -

for the four cases a /3<2?r, a /3=2?r, with no discontinuity
and with a discontinuity.

It will be noted that in the case of discontinuity in the

ordinate of the graph of the limiting value of this integral,

the value at the change is represented by half the sum of the

two immediately contiguous adjacent ordinates on either side

0.

a -
/3 < 2 TT ; no discontinuity

Fig. 458.

a-/3 = zir; no discontinuity

Fig. 459.
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third, fifth, etc., giving the maxima, and the second, fourth,

sixth, etc., the minima.

These maxima and minima values are alternately
I a l~ a

and
,
and the range from one stationary point to the next

Fig. 462 represents a cycle of the values of theis TT.

ordinate. The remainder of the curve consists of repetitions
of the portion between any two successive maxima.

Q

X R X+7T

Fig. 4G2.

As a increases to the vicinity of 1 the maxima increase

very rapidly and tend to infinity, and the minima become

indefinitely small.

The area bounded by any complete half-cycle, the a;-axis

and the terminal ordinates, extending from a maximum
ordinate to the next minimum, is

= 2tan

for any of the values of the parameter a.

Thus, in Fig. 462, the area ANMBQA=2ir.
Let PR be an ordinate with abscissa x-\-e. The area of the

f*
+< /1+ ct e\

portion ANRP is I
tj dg=2 tan-1 (

y-
- tan ^ ),

and evidently,\i a

however small e may have been taken, when I a, which is

decreasing indefinitely, has become an infinitesimal of higher
order than e, this converges to the value TT. Hence it appears
that the descent of the curve on each side of a maximum
ordinate is very rapid when a is nearly unity, and that between
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two successive maxima the curve in that case flattens out into

ultimate coincidence with the intercepted portion of the -axis,

so that a point travelling along the curve travels along the

-axis up to immediate contiguity with a maximum ordinate,

then travels to infinity along that ordinate, descends on the

opposite side and then resumes its march along the ^-axis.

Hence in integrating from any value ^=/3 to another limit

=a, in which the range from (3 to a is < ITT, the result will

be zero unless a maximum ordinate lies between the limits,

and the result will be 2?r if a maximum ordinate does lie

between the limits.

Also if a /3
= 2?r, one maximum must lie between the limits,

and the result will then be 2-jr, as is also the case when one

maximum lies at =(3 and the next at =a, the integral in

that case becoming sensible at each limit.

It becomes clear, then, that if two ordinates be drawn on

opposite sides of a maximum ordinate and contiguous to it,

the area bounded by these ordinates, the curve and the

intercepted portion of the os-axis tends to the limit 2?r when a

is made sufficiently near unity, however closely the ordinates

are made to approach the maximum ordinate.

1600. Further, the presence of any finite factor /() in the

integrand for which the integral takes the form \*if()dg

will only affect the value of the integral when the value of

r\
is sensible, even if at any point ^x between the limits /()

be discontinuous and suddenly changes its value from f^x) to

fz (x) at such point, provided that both fl (x) and/2 (oj) be finite.

So that 1 tif()d is zero when the range from ft to a does not
h

include cne of the maximum ^-values. In case a maximum
of

t]
does occur between the limits, say, between =x ex and

=aj-fe2 , where e
x
and e2 are very small, let A and B be

respectively the greatest and least of the values of /(() in

this range. Then

i.e. I tif(g) dg lies between 2frA and
ft

E. i.e. ii. 2y
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Now, if /() be single valued, finite and continuous, as

passes from ^x e
l
to g=x+e2 ,

where e
l
and e2 are made

infinitesimally small, the change iu/() in passing from to

g+h intermediate between these limits has been shown to be

infinitesimal, provided /'() be finite. That is, A and B are

ultimately equal when e
:
and e, are taken sufficiently small.

But if whilst the range 8 to a includes one of the maxi-O I

mum ^-values there be at the same point a discontinuity, /()

changing from /\(x) to/2(x) as passes through g=x, we have

[See Donkin, Acoustics, pages 60-66.]

1601. Consideration of Fourier's Series from the Point of View

of a Summation. Poisson's Method of Investigation, mainly of

Historical Interest.

We may now turn to the consideration of the formulae of

Art. 1591, from the point of view of a summation of the series,

supposed to be uniformly convergent,

and endeavour to discover what such series represents in the

various cases : (i) /3<os<a; (ii) =/3ora;=a; (iii) x outside

these limits; (iv) when/() presents discontinuities.

Starting with the identity
1 a2

=:- ^ ,,
1 2ttcos#+a2

in which the left-hand member preserves its uniform con-

vergency for any range of values of 9 so long as a
\
< 1,

put 6=gx, multiply by /() and integrate from ft to =a,
where aft^ 2?r.

We then get

I _
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If we then make a approach indefinitely near to unity, the

left side tends indefinitely closely to the value of the series (1).

The right-hand member of the equality (2) under the same
circumstances tends to a limit which has been discussed in

the previous articles.

If we assume the uniform convergency of series (1) and
that what is true within any infinitesimal distance of the

limit, of however high an order of smallness that distance

may be, is true in the limit, we have

=f(x) if a>x>(3
}

or =/(a) if X=a or |-/(/3) if X=/3 I a-/3 < ITT,

or -0 if 27r+/3>cc>a
or =f(x) if a>z>/3 \

ft
_ == 27r

or =K/(H/(/3)} if x=aorx=(3J
The assumption made in Poisson's investigation in the

words italicised will be avoided in the method of investigation

adopted by Dirichlet and discussed later.

In either case, if there be a discontinuity at x c, where the

value of f(x) changes abruptly from /x (c) to /2 (c),
both being

finite, the value is |{/i(c)+/2(c)} f r sucn va^ue f x-

If x lie outside the limits /3 and a, say between j3 -\-2n-n-

and /3+ 2(n+ l)7r, f(x) in the above results is to be replaced

by /(a 27i7r).

1602. Important Cases.

The most important cases are (i) /3=0, a=27r; (ii) /3= TT,

a=7r
; (iii) |8=0, a= ir, and in these we have respectively

o

=/(*) if 27r>>0;
or =H/(0)+/(27r)} if x=Q or 2ir or 2mr;

or =a;-2n7r if 2(n+ l)-7r > x

=/() if TT > a? > TT ;

or =H/(-7r)+/(7r)} if X=-TT or TT or

or =a?-2w7r if
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=/(*) ^ 7r>a;>0;
or =0 if 2?r>a;>7r;
or = |/(0) if =0 or 2w7r;

or =|/(TT) if X= TT or (2n+l)7r;

or =/(z-2nir) if (2n+l)7r > x> 2mr
;

or =0 if 27i7r>a;>(2n-l)7r.

1603. The same results may be exhibited in another form

with limits in terms of I instead of TT by changing the variables

7T 7T
so that ^=-r/, x=-;y. Then

(/ i

d=fo and

Then the result

becomes

of

^ L'

And the particular results (i), (ii), (iii) become, if we finally

replace >/ by , ?/ by x and ^ by / to preserve conformity in

the notation,

or =J{/(0)+/(20) if =0, 21 or 2nl;

or =x-2nl if 2

(ii) __
= if

or =-+ *=- or or

or =aj-2 if 2n+ll> x

(iii) /(^)^+ jS /(^) cos

=f(x) if
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or =0 if 2lxl
or =

or = &= or

or =f(x-2rd) if (2n+ l)J > z> 2nl;

or -0 if 2wJ>a;>(2n-l)J.

If, in Art. 1601, we had written g-\-x for instead of gx,
equation (iii) above would have been replaced by

= if Z>z
or = i/(0) if z=0;
or =/() if x=l.

Hence adding,

= i/(x) if ^>x>0;
or =|/(0) if z=0;
or =^/(Z) if x=l;

i.e. the formula holds inclusive of the values at the limits, viz.

r

from a;=0 to ic= i inclusive.

If we change the sign of a; the left side is unaltered. The

right side must then be written /(as). From a?=Z to x=2l,

putting x=2l x', cos-=cos(2lx')=^cos )
and the

result is /(a/) or/(2 x) ;
and so on. So that the results are

-Ho 01 to n Ho U 1 2Ho 3H SI to 4^ 1 4Z to 5^ \

/(-*)/' /(x}y f(u-X}}' f(x-u] r/(4z-z)j '/(*-) J'

and so on, as illustrated in Fig. 463.

1604. If we subtract the same integrals, we get

x if

or =0 if '05=0 or I.

Hence in this case the values for x= and x= l are excluded.
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Moreover, a change in the sign of x changes the sign of the

left side. Hence if x lie between I and 0, we have

for any value of x.

The graph of the several changes is exhibited in Fig. 464.

1605. Graphical Representation of the Previous Eesults.

Let Ss
jjf'/<)

d +
|
2 co

Then if Z^.rS^O, 8=J(x).

(a) Consider 21^x^1.

Put x=2l x'; then ^.
Then S=f(x')=f(2l-.v).

(ft) Consider 31^x^21.

Put x= 2l+x"; then

Then S=f(x")=f(x-2l).

pirx'"= cos-
-,

(y) Consider

Put #= 4Z x'"
; then

Then 8 =/(#'") =f(4l
-

x). And so on.

Also since a change of sign in x does not affect the value of S, the

y-axis is an axis of symmetry of its graph.

The graph of y= S therefore consists of a succession of repetitions of the

alternate arcs of y=f(z) from I to 0, and of y=f(x) from to
I,

coin-

ciding with the graph of y =f(x) only from to I and with its image with

respect to the y-axis from - 1 to 0.

1606. Let S'^j 2 sin ^r- I sin^-j^df for all values of x.
i i I Jo I

Then if #= 0, S' = 0; if l>x>0, S'=f(x) ;
if x= l, S'= 0.
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. PTT.V= si n =-a
K

(a) Consider 2l>.v>l

Put x=2l-x'; then

Then 8'= -/(#')=
-

(/?) Consider 3/>#>

Put x = Zl+ x"; then Z>.r">0, sin=sin

Then S'=f(x")=f(x-Zl) ; and if #=3Z or 2Z, S'= Q.

(y) Consider <il>x>3l.

Put ^41-tf'"; then

Then 8'= -J(x'")= ~/(4Z-.r) ;
and if x= l or 3i, /S'= 0. And so on

Also S' changes sign with x. Therefore the ?/-axis is no longer an axis

of symmetry, but the origin is a centre of symmetry for the graph of &'.

y

21 3/ 5/

The graph of y = 8
f
therefore consists of a succession of repetitions of

the alternate arcs of y= -/( x) from I to and of y=f(x) from to I,

coinciding with the graph of y=f(x} only from to
I, together with a

series of isolated points on the .r-axis equably distributed at distances =1,

starting with the origin.

The effect of a discontinuity in f(x) existing between and I would be

similar to that shown in Fig. 461 at C in the segment from /3 to a, with

a corresponding change in each of the other segments in Fig. 464.

if -

1607. Let flTs
f

of x.

Then if *= -I, 8*= $

**=*{/(*)+/( -I)}.

(a) Consider 2>l>x>l.

~Put x= 2l+ x'
;

then -l<x'<l, cos~(g

Then 8*=f(x')=f(.v-2l) ;
and if x= l or

.r)^ for all values

l, 8"=f(.v) ;
if x = l,
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(/3) Consider 5l>x>3l.

Put x=4l+ .v"
;

then -l<.v"<l, cos^ ( -.v)= cos^( -#*).
t t

Then 5* =/(*") =f(x - 41) ; and if x= 31 or 51, S" = ${f(l) +/( -I)}.

And so on.

O / 2/ 31 47 5/ -v

Fig. 465.

Hence the graph of y = S" consists of a series of repetitions of the

portion of the graph of y=f(.v) which lies between x= Z and x= l,

together with a series of isolated points whose abscissae are -3Z, -Z, Z,

31, etc., and ordinates ${f(I) +/( !)} ',

the graph of y = S" coinciding with

that of y=f(x) itself only between Z and Z.

1608. Case of a Discontinuity.
If a discontinuity in /(.r) occurs between x= - I and x= l, say at x= c,

where Z>c> -Z, the function changing abruptly from /j(.r) to fz (x), say,

botli finite, the graph becomes that of Fig. 466, where the thick line shows

y

-3.' O 3'

Fig. 466.

the variation of the expression 8" for different values of x and the dots,

the values at /, c, I, 2l+ c, 31, etc. The graph of y = S" only coincides

with that of y =ft (.r) from -I to c, and with that of ?/=/2 (.r) from c to I.

1609. Another Form of the Result.

Writing for in the formula

between -I and Z,

we have

(.r) between -Z and 7,

or =${/(*)+/(- Z)} at *= I.
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Hence

=/(.r) if *>.*>-* and =

And the three integrals occurring between limits I and I are each

double of the interals from to I.

=/(.r) if Z>.r> -I and =${/(*)+/(-*)} if # =

1610. It has been seen that a Fourier-Series

is under certain very general conditions a proper analytical

expression for an arbitrary function f(x) between specific

values of the variable x. The function has been assumed

single valued, real, continuous and either lying between

certain finite limits, and integrable for the range, or if not so

bounded its integral for that range is assumed absolutely

convergent. The possibility of expansion has been assumed

in the method of undetermined coefficients, and the possibility

of integration of the series term by term when multiplied by

f(x) throughout has also been assumed. With these assump-
tions it appears that when such a solution can be found and

the convergence of the resulting series is uniform, the solution

is unique.

1611. Applications.

(1) Apply Art. 1595 to expand x in a series of sines of multiples of x

(ir>x> 0).

The formula is f(x)= \ f sin&?
j /() sin rfrf (I > x > 0). But if

i 1 I JO v

x=0 or l,f(x) on the left side must be replaced by 0.

Take I= TT. Then
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/A\
. y-. -.- ......(A)

for values of x between 0. and IT. And the left side must be replaced by
if .r= or TT. The expansion holds therefore from # = (inclusive) to

x= ir (exclusive).

A change in sign of x affects both sides. Hence if the theorem holds

for any particular positive value of
.r, it holds also for the corresponding

negative value of x. It therefore holds for all values of x from TT to

+ TT both exclusive.

If 7T < X < 27T, let X= 27T - .?', 1.6. 7T > x' > 0.

(1

1 1 \ x' x STT- sin x' - z sin 2.r' + - sin 3.r' ...)=
~ = = .

1 2i o / 2t 2t

If 27T < x < STT, let x=2ir+ x", i.e. TT > x" > 0.

rpi 1 /, 1 o // ,

1 o /, X"
Then the series = - sm a; - sin 2# + - sin 3x -... = =

1 2t o 2 2

,
andIf Sir < x < 47T, let^= 4w-d?" /

. Then the series = -~x'" =

so on, and the graph of y = -sin.r - sin2^'+ -sin3^ ... will consist of
1 2i o

lines through 0, 27T, 47r, etc., parallel to 2y= x, with points on the #-

at TT, Sir, STT, etc.

O

Fig. 467.

1612. (2) Expand e
ax in a series of sines of multiples of x, 0<.r<7r, and

examine the series obtained.

f
W

7T

Taking e
ax=^Bp sin px, we have I e

az sin px dx= Dp .
~

;

1

'

JO A

.

( >*

o T l -i- eair i _ ga=- - 8in ^ + 2 --

But the series =0 at #=0 or X= TT.

If 2ff > x > IT, let #= 27T - ^', t.e. TT > x' > 0. Then the series becomes

9 f 1

- -
1 _ " 1

sin^+ 2 Vr^2 sin 2a?
/+ .

T
= -"'= -e"'2"-".

a2 + 22
J

If 3;r > x > 2;r, let .r= 2r+ #", i.e. TT > ^" > 0. Then the series

becomes e*r"= eo(a:
~2n'

)

,
and so on. Also at x=Q, TT, 27r, etc., the series

is zero.
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Hence we have for the graph of

715

a figure consisting of a series of arcs equal to that of the curve y= e
ax

,

between and TT, alternately above and below the ^-axis, the origin being
a centre of symmetry, together with the points #= 0, TT, 27r, etc., on

the A'-axis, any of which is a centre of symmetry for the whole graph

(Fig. 468).
y
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the y-axis is an axis of symmetry. Any series containing only sines of

multiples of x, as 2 Bp sin px, changes sign with x, and the origin is

therefore a centre of symmetry of the graph. Therefore if it be required
to construct a series which shall represent a discontinuous system of lines

or arcs of curves for which neither kind of symmetry 'exists, it will be

necessary to assume the most general form of Fourier Series, viz.

as the representative form.

1615. (4) Devise a series whose graph shall agree with

y = c from to a, from b to b+ a,from 26 to 26+ a, etc. \ and so on,

and y = c' from a to 6, from b+ a to 26, from 26+ a to 36, etc., / (a< 6).

Here there is no symmetry with regard to the origin or the y-axis.

The period is 6.

Assume f(x) = A
i "i "

so that the series is unaltered when .v is increased by 6, 26, 36, etc.

We have

fa rb Q
Af.b I cdx+l c'c/a; = c + c'(6 a) : .'. A n=(c C')T + C

'

Jo .' b

. b f 2pirx j /"" , 2pirx ,

A - = I c cos ; ax+ / c cos =
- cix '.

2 Jo 6 Ja 6

c-c . ZpiraA v
= sin , >

irp b

6 {" . Zprrx , [ , %PTTX , n c-c-= I csin r
, ax+ I c sm . ax

;
.'. Bv =

2 Jo 6 Ja 6 p
irp

c - c , 1 .

2, -sin
TT Tp 6

cos

c c , 1 27ra . 2pirx
H 2 vers -^ sin -*=

TT i p b b

a, 6 i+ a 2<J 2t>+a s6 X

Fig. 470.

It will be seen that at the values xa, or x= b the series becomes

(0 < B < 27r).

by virtue of the result
IB

The graph is represented in Fig. 470.
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PROBLEMS.

1. Show that from x = to x = TT exclusive

T cos a; =^ sin 2a; + ^-v sin 4a; + V-HT sin 6a; + . . .

4 1 , o o . O <-*

Sln

and examine what is the sum of the series for other values of x.

Show by a graph the nature of the series for all values of x.

TT . 1 cos2z cos4z cos 60; r\^-~^r
2. Show that

jBins-2 -T7Y" -375- -577--""

Show by a graph the nature of the series for all values of x. Show

also that this result may be derived from that of question '1 or vice

versa.

3. Establish the result -. = sin a; + 5 sin 3x + - sin 5 + . . . from to
4 o O

TT exclusive.

, ^sin(2+-l)fl!
Draw a complete graph ot y=2j 2p + l

--

4. Prove that (0< x <TT)

1 a cos a; a cos 2x /I ft cos x
t

a cos 2x \
ea*

~to-'ifi + V~!P + &~ A2^"a2 + l
2 a^ + 22

sina; 2sin2x 3sin3a; /sin a; 2 sin 2a: 3 sin 3x"" +

5. Prove that (-7r<o;<7r)

TT sinhax sin a; 2 sin 2x 3 sin 3a;

'
'

. TT coshacc 1 a cos a; acos2a; a cos 3x

W 2'
= ~ + '

.. cos a; cos2x cosSa;
and

6. Prove that, provided a be not an integer, and
(
- TT < a;< TT),

TT sinaa; sinx 2sin2a; 3sin3a; 4sin4a;

2 siro 22 22 _ tt
a 322 42_ a

. , 1

7. Draw a graph of y -^ +

'

8. Exhibit graphically the nature of the curve y =^ .

2 _
-^

for

all values of a;.
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9. Deduce other series from Examples 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 by differentia-

tion and by integration.

10. Find a function of # in a series of sines of multiples of x which

shall be equal to c
x
from to a

lt
c
2
from a

l
to

2 ,
c
3 from a

2
to a

3 ,

and trace the graph for all values of x.

11. Find a function of x which shall be equal to c
x
from to a

lt

c
2
from a

l
to a

2 ,
c3 from a

2
to a

3 ,
c
x
from a

3 to a
3 + a

l ,
c
2
from a

s + <ii

to
3 + a

2 ,
c
3 from 3 +% to 2<i3 ,

and so on. Trace the graph

completely.

i n rr> i. r NT r ll
12. Irace the complete graph ot - = > - vers = sin j- tor all

,-

/nil
real values of x.

13. Show that if f(x) = x, a, w-x in the respective intervals

to a, a to TT - a and TT - a to TT, then

TT
f _

4
/( " "

and give a geometrical interpretation.

14. Prove that

x(7r
2 -

a:
2
) _ sin x sin 2x sin 3a;

J2 ~I3~ ~2^
' P

-- '"'

and examine the graph of y = ^( -
l)^"

1

| for all values of x.

i P
15. Show that

but that if a; = 0, this expression =|/(0), and if a; = /,

16. Show that

or =J/(0), (ar-O); or -

rS f6 " Jo
COS1L""

(+*)<**=<>. (o < ^< ;

or -, as-; or --
LTODHUNTEB, /.(7., p. 306.]

17. Assuming that /(x) can be expanded in a Fourier's series of

sines and cosines of multiples of re in the interval TT>O;> -TT, obtain

a series of sines only which shall represent the function in the

interval ?r>a;>0.
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If f(x)
= Q, 1, in the respective intervals (1/2

- b> a;> 0),

(Z/2 + b>x>l/2-b) and (l>x>l/2 + b), prove that throughout the

interval (Z> z> 0)

s, x 4v^(-l)n
. (2w+l)7r& . (2n+lWa;/()=- XT; vein--7^ sin- ^r^

2 Z

What are the values of the series when x has the values 1/2
- b and

1/2 + 51

18. Show that

or -
0, (a;

=
Z).

' --

or =0, (z
=

0).

Apply these theorems in the case /() = a;.

[TODHUNTEB, /.(?., p. 307.]

Exhibit by means of graphs the values of the above series for

values of x beyond the limits and I.

Also examine in each case the effect of a discontinuity at a point

c between and I in the value of the function /().

19. Show that a function defined as equal to I when - 21 <x < - I
;

= -x when -Z<x<0; =x when < x < /
;
=1 when /< x < 21 ;

can be represented by

31 41 1 >irx 21 1 IX TTX
cos

(
2m + l/T--4

---
3 /o

--TT^ Ui
~

~1 /y /U
-

TTV24 7r2^(2w+l)2 '
21 TT ~ (2m +l)

[I.C.S., 1899.]

20. Prove that the graph of the function f(x)
=
~\

'

.
---- dt

'KJo

consists of parts of the lines 4y= -1, y = 0, 2y=l, together with

four isolated points. [MATH. TRIP. II., 1916.]

21. If the function defined by y = x2 from to TT and by y =

from ^TT to TT be represented by a series of sines of multiples of x,

show that the coefficient of sin nx is

/ 4 TT\ 1 2.1 4
( 3

- 7T- cos s mr + sin H rnr - .

\7rri
3 2nJ 2 nz * 2 Trns

To what value does the series converge at the point x ^irl Sketch

the graph of the function represented by the series for values of .a;

not restricted to lie between and TT
;
and also indicate the graph of

the cosine series which represents the same function in the interval

to v, [MATH. TRIP. II., 1916.]



CHAPTER XXXV. SECTION II.

DIBICHLET'S INVESTIGATION.

1616. Fourier's Formulae. Dirichlet's Investigation.

// (x) be a single-valued finite and continuous function of x

which remains positive and either constant or continually decreas-

ing throughout the whole range of integration from x=Q to x=Ji,

where < h 3* 7r/2, then will

This result is due to Fourier. Separating the integration

range to h into intervals

7T 7T , 2?T / ,x 7T , W7T TlTT , 7
to

,

- to
,

... (n 1) to
,

- to h,
(I) CO ft) ft) ft) ft)

where is the greatest multiple of - contained in h, we have

w_

f* sinwa; , . , / f- f

-rf>(a;)rfa;=^
J smz Y

Uo J

(r+D

SHIS

, . , n .

(x)dx. ...(1)V ^

Now as x increases from TTT/W to (r+ 1) TT/W, wx increases by
TT. Hence sinwa; in this interval is of opposite sign to the

value of sin wx in the next interval. But sin x and (x) retain

the same sign. Hence the several terms in the above series

are alternately positive and negative. (r+i)ir

f~"
Again comparing corresponding elements in 1 ( )dx

'

*** 7T

and 1
, ( )dx, write x-\ for x in the second, which then

J(r+l)ir
x

u)

(r+l)JL
- sm CDX . , , ,

-37--j-^d>(x+Tr <0)dx.
J^ sm(x+7r/ft))^

becomes

720
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And since x has increased to x-i-Tr/co, but is still < 7r/2,

sin (x+ TT/o>) is > since, whilst <(a;+ 7r/fc>) > </>(:)
the element in

the second integral is numerically less than the corresponding

element in the first.

Hence the several terms of (1) are (a) of alternate sign, (b) of

decreasing numerical magnitude.

Putting a)X=z,

(f+l)rr

. , , T . .1*' sinz ,

d> (x) ax=Lt^ - r e/> (z/co)
azrv ^

sin x

p+i^sinz
=0(0)

J rir z

Hence the sum of the first r terms of (1) becomes

dz. (See Art. 1902.)

(r-l)ir

when r is infinite.

And for the remaining terms from

(f+l)ir MTT

f sin wx , f sin co^c ,

:
-

</> (x) dx to j
-- <b (x) dx,

J**; sma; rv '

J(n-i)ir sm a;
T

O) (O

the interval of each is infinitesimally small, and the integrands
are finite. Each integral is therefore infinitesimally small,

they are of alternate sign and each numerically less than the

preceding one. Hence their sum is less than the first of the

group, which is itself infinitesimally small.

Again, as to the final integral \ nw $(x)dx, it is

(O

integrated over an infinitesimal interval with a finite integrand*

and therefore also vanishes.

Thus we have

sin cox[
h si

I

Jo sisince

where < h > ^ under the special conditions stated as

to <p(x).

The method adopted in this proof is due to Dirichlet. It is

given by Bertrand, Cole. Int., p. 228.

B. i.e. ir. 2z
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1617. If
<f)(x) becomes negative but not numerically greater

than a definite positive constant C, remaining finite and

continuous as before, then since (j>(x)-\-C is positive and

decreasing, we have

f
h sin cos

I

But the theorem is also true for a function which remains

constant and equal to C- Hence subtracting,

This has therefore been now proved whether
(j>(x)

be positive
or negative, provided it is either constant or decreasing so

long as it remains finite and continuous between the limits.

1618. Further, if
<j)(x) be an increasing function, (f>(x)

is a

decreasing function to which the theorem is applicable, and

therefore

sn coo?i, T* o . . 7 TT /r..whence Lt^A -
</>(x)

dx= 0(0),
J Q

nl 11 Ju &

whether
(j>(x) be continually either increasing or decreasing

between the limits.

1619. Since the formula established is independent of h,

taking p and q any two quantities between and ?r/2,

we have

Hence if -^(ic) be any function of x, continuous and

coincident with
<j>(x)

for the portion of
<f>(x)

between q and p,

smx

and here it is supposed that from q to p, F(x) is always

increasing or always decreasing, for it is coincident with

(j>(x) throughout that interval.
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1620. Existence of a Finite Number of Maxima and Minima.

Suppose that there are a finite number of maxima and

minima on the graph of y=<j>(x) between #= and x=h,

say at x=x
l ,

x.2> xs ,
... xn . Then when &>->*>

Now
<f>(x)

is

continually increasing or continually decreasing from to x
l}

continually decreasing or continually increasing from x^ to x2 ,

continually increasing or continually decreasing from x% to x
3 ,

etc.

The first term therefore contributes <>0. Each of the

others contributes nothing by Art. 1619. So that if the

number of maxima and minima be finite, the Fourier formula

still holds good.

1621. Existence of a Finite Number of Discontinuities.

Finally, suppose a discontinuity in
(f>(x)

occurs at a point

x=x
1 h), where the function changes abruptly from ^(xj

to ^fsfa), remaining finite and \}s(x) retaining the property

possessed by <fi (x) as to continual increase or decrease through-
out the remainder of the range of integration. Then

h

[
h sin cox

\ ^* %l
^L

>^
JQ

Thus each discontinuity introduces a zero term, and

provided the number of such discontinuities be finite between

and h, their aggregate contributes nothing to the integral.

1622. Generalised Eestatement of the Theorem.

We may now restate the theorem thus :

Let
(f>(x)

be any function of x with any finite number of

discontinuities and any finite number of maxima and minima

between x=Q and x=h, where h is positive, not infinitesimally

small, and not greater than 7r/2 ;
then
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1623. Geometrical View of the Result.

Drawing the graph of ysincox/sinx, the curve has a large

maximum, viz.
,
at a;= 0; and crossing the a>axis at x=7r/a),

27T/W, 3x/ft>, etc., there are successive minima and maxima,
their positions being given by tan <o:r=eo tana;.

Since sin wx lies between 1 and goes through a cycle of its

numerical changes in each of the above intervals, whilst sin x

is increasing throughout the whole range from x=0 to x="^,z

the excursions of the graph to one side or the other of the

-axis diminish in extent, and these subsidiary maxima and
minima are relatively unimportant. The multiplication of

the function by <p(x) alters the magnitude and position of

the maxima and minima ordinates, but leaves the general
characteristic appearance of the graph unchanged (Fig. 471).

Fig. 471.

The geometrical interpretation of the formula of Art. 1622

is then as follows :

Let the graph of y
8inu>x

sin a;

be drawn starting from

x=0 and extending as far as x= h, and also the graph of

y= (f>(x) extending as far as x=7r/2. Let the areas enclosed

by the successive portions of the former bounded by the

x-axis, and, for the principal maximum, by the ?/-axis, and

lying alternately above and below the a;-axis be A
19
A

z ,
A

3 , A,
etc., and let B be the area of the rectangle of which two
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adjacent sides are the initial ordinate of the second graph,

viz. 0(0) and the length ^; then when co is indefinitely
a

increased A
l

A
t> -\-A 3 A^-\-... tends to the limit B.

Fig. 472.

1624. Extension of Range of Integration.

If the range of integration be extended beyond 7r/2, and h lies

between mr and (n+ I^ir, we may break up the whole range
into sub-ranges of extent Tr/2 as far as n-n; and we have

f*si
:

Jo s

fT Fn
f* \ si

+...+ \
JT J , } nj s

l -'1 ''
smz o T , n smx

2
l -'1

''I

In the second, third, ... 2?i
th

integrals replace x successively

TT y, 7T+ i/,
27T y, ... 717T y.

If we take co to be an odd integer, these become

fsin6t)(7r y)

J. rind-y)
f

. .(,+,)

-
T sm(27r y)

rv
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. .,
<j>(Tr+x)dx,r

f

J

--
,

o sin a?
Y

J

-
a sm (ox

r
f

~.-
Jo smx

f
)!7r sin tox , x 7whence I

-- d>(x)dx
Jo sm

As regards the final term \ --d>(x)dx,
j nv smx *

(a) if h lies between mr and 7ix+7r/2, inclusive of the

latter, put x=mr-}-y and hmr+li, where h' > -. The final

integral then becomes in the limit

.- -

o am(nir+y)
Y

f
h

'

sin u>x
=--Lt^A -

J o Sill X

(6) and if h lies between 7i7r+7r/2 and (n-f I)TT, the integral

sn cox ^. . ,

may be written Ltui ^. (a
\ \ }\- <fr(x)(txr', and
\Jnn- Jnr+|^ I Sin a/ )

putting x=n-7r-\-y in the first and (71+ 1)71- y in the second, the

first becomes ^<j>(n7r), as has been seen, and the second becomes
a

,

,

Sin {(?fc+ l)7T I/}

, ,

x}dx,

where h'=(n+ l)Tr h, which is positive and > ^. Therefore
2

this limit vanishes by Art. 1619. Hence in either case the

contribution of the final integral is
^^>(mr). But if h=mr

the contribution is zero.
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Hence in the limit when to is indefinitely increased,

I (p(x)dx
nn sin x

But if h=mr the last term in the square bracket is to be

$(n7r).

This therefore is the extended form of Fourier's formula

for a range to h, where h lies between mr and (n-fl)7r, and

o> is an indefinitely large odd integer with the same conditions

for
<})(x) as before stated.

If to became infinite as an even integer, the signs would be

alternately + and .

If there be discontinuities in the value of (p(x) in the range
to h, and if the starting values of

<t>(x)
as x begins each of

., , TT TT , 2?r 2?r , STT 3?r , 4?r j i

its marches to =-, ?
- to -,

- to -, to
, etc., be

a a a a a a a

respectively f-^x), /2 (x), f3 (x), f(x), etc., the formula must

be amended to

when o> becomes infinite as an odd integer and the number

of discontinuities between and h is supposed finite.

1625. If a and b be two positive quantities, a > b and

m?r<a < (ra+ l)7r, WTT < & < (n+ l)7r, then

O

= 7rEm , say,

and

O

= -7r^n> say.

Then t+ f

"

^-^> (x) dx= ir(Em-En).

j j sin cc
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If a & ^> 2-Tr, so that a > (-fl)7r+ 2-7r, -i.e. > (71+8)71-, the

limit is 7r[>{(u+ l)7r}+0{(Ji+2)7r}, (n > 0).

If 6 < TT, then a -< STT, and the limit is

Still supposing a and b both positive, and

a>& and nnr <a<C (m-fl)Tr, WTT < 6 < (

~

consider Lt
C~ Sill (^ i'

\ .
- d>(x)dx: write a??/. Then the

Jo Brno?*

integral becomes

nir)]= 7TJ&_n , say.

-
-i i r ^ C~a 8i

imilarly LtM^ x
j o si

o-
Si

Thus we have

sin x

r , f
a sm w

Lt
] b 1SE

r
J_& si

(x)dx=Lt rr
a
_

[Jo Jo J s

In the case < 6 < a < TT,

m > n > O.J

=o,

i.e. if the limits be of the same sign the result is zero ;
if the

limits be of opposite signs the result is 7r^>(0) or 9r0(0),

according as the upper limit is positive or negative.
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1626. Application to the Evaluation of Fourier's Series.

Taking the identity ^^j^=l+2^ cospO, write

therein d=^x=2y, 2w+l=; multiply by /() and in-

tegrate with regard to from /3 to a, where a /3 3> 2-rr.

We have

and increasing w without limit, to >co and

For the right-hand side we have the following cases

Case. Upper Limit. Lower Limit. Result.

r n - id
2 /V<

Dividing by TT, we therefore have, if a /3 < 2x,

= if a>/3>a>a-27r
or 27r+/3>ar>a>/3.,

Again, if a /3=27r, we have as before for the limit, irf(x), if

a> 05> /3.
But if se=/3 the limit becomes
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and if x=a, the limit becomes

and dividing by TT, we therefore have, if a /3=2-7r,

*) i

And these results are the same as those obtained otherwise in

Art. 1601. It will be noted that this method of procedure is

free from the objection of assuming that what is true within

an immeasurably small distance of the limit is true in the

limit. (See Art. 1601.)

For values of x which lie beyond /3-J-27T in the one direction

or a 2-7T in the other, we may proceed exactly as before in

Articles 1601, 1602, etc.

1627. Cauchy's Identity.

Taking the identity used in Art. 1626, and putting

0-2 and
we have

[ (1 + 2 cos 2 + 2 cos4+ ... + 2 cos2)- 1
f
irf= r sin

(
2

\r --
But

J
e-'fi

cos2rc*=^e
a

,
aud by Art. 1625 the limit of the

TT / \

right-hand side, wlien n is indefinitely increased, =- (
l + 22e~" r*'rla>

)-

Hence ^
and writing a = a/7r=

a curious and remarkable result due to Cauchy.
Series of the character here involved occur in the theory of Theta

Functions, where Q(M) may be defined by the equation

_ jr

where q= e K and x=-^g, K and K' having their usual significations as

used in Elliptic Integrals.
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1628 . To prove LtM^ f*^^ <t>(x)dx=
J Q X A

This limiting form follows at once by writing
nf*

sma;

7T
For we then have, if < h > ^ ,

f'sinctix , N 7 T . f*sin-
({>(x)dx=Lt<a^>ao

J Q X JQ blllJC

under the same conditions as regards ^(sc) as stated in Arts.

1616 to 1622.
mm

And further, when h has a larger range, beyond
-

,
as in

Art. 1624, we have as the limit,

TD i- / / \ I /' \ /\ I /Ct \
O1UL *J /I y^J \ /\ 4-

7T ^7T

so that whatever the range of integration provided A be

positive and not an infinitesimal, we have

j- psinwic , TT

^J x 2

In the same way the result still holds good if
<j>(x) presents

a finite number of finite discontinuities, none of which are

infmitesimally near x=Q.

1629. Graphical Illustration.

Since Za>-> I
-

j- $()d^= -
0(0), putting =

T/,
Jo c ^

and writing </>( -^) =

and the letter denoting the function i/r being immaterial, we may replace

it again by 0, so that
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Also if a;= the limit vanishes and there is a discontinuity. Hence the

graph of fx
T . [

x

y = Ltv-^v
I

is that shown in Fig. 473 consisting of two straight lines parallel to the

.r-axis, with an isolated point at the origin.

*' O

y'

Fig. 473.

1630. Let a, ft be any two positive quantities.

Then Ltw -+<

Therefore

Similarly

Again Mo

and /"

a
si

I

I - p

Hence when the limits are of the same sign, the result =0. When of

opposite sign, the result is 7r<(0), the sign being that of the upper limit.

(Compare Art. 1625.)

Again

/A r ft
i.e. (}>() cos uddu= -(f> (0), the sign being that of h.

Jo Jo *
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ra r&

Further, / <p () cos u d d
Jp Jo

ra f ra)

=#- 4>($\ cos(
J v Jo

ra

Jp

=
0, if a, (3 are of the same sign,

or =T^>(0), according as a is positive or negative when (3 is of

the opposite sign.

1631. Graphical Illustration.

Taking a > ft > and - x=
i],

C
a smw(-#) ,,. ,,. T . f

a *
si

-T* ^(t)4t=<-* I

J/3 ft-* y/s-a;

= =

The values of this integral may be shown graphically by the heavy

lines and the two isolated points in Fig. 474, in which the dotted line

is the graph of y irfy (x).

y =

ft

Fig. 474.

a x

Obvious modifications will occur if a or ft or both of them be negative

or if a < /?.

1632. Still supposing that a and /8 are both positive and a>/3, and

putting + *'=
T7,
we have

C
a
sin<a

L<a^ x h t

=
if x>-ft>-a if x=-ft>-a
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And the graph of this integral is shown by the heavy lines and the

two isolated points in Fig. 475, and is an image with regard to the y-axis
of the graph of Fig. 474.

v

y

-/? O

Fig. 475.

1633. Various Deductions.

cos it(x) <() dg du
o

__ p sin &>( a;)
"

J/s

and
/5 JO

gx
cosu(g-\-x) (}>(} dgdu

~
J^Vf-i X

whose values
> liave been
found above,

we have by addition and subtraction, if x be positive,

noo 0() sin u sin ux dg du

Vor 4'

ifx>>^J ifx=a>/3

or

if a

or r

-f -if a>=
and if cc be negative,

n
("a

pco

<j)(g)cosugcosuxdgdu= <J>(g) smug sin uxdgdu
JftjQ

=
'C -^ O -^ /

wl
/

VJl

ita5> p> a .
c ..^ .,.\ix= 8> a) if

7T

or ~"4

if -
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1634. If /3=0 and a= 00 and x be > 0,

pOO p pOO pCO

(j>(g)cosugcosuxdgdu=\ \ <}>() sin ug sin MX d du
Jo Jo Jo Jo

;
and if x be < 0,

poo poo

Jo Jo
cos w cos MX

poo po

=
Jo Jo

sn wo;

These results are all obvious on compounding the two

graphs, Figs. 474 and 475.

When x= Q the second integral in each case vanishes.

1635. Since the products cosugcosux and sin ug sin ux are

both even functions of u, they are not affected by a change
of sign of u. Hence the integration of either of them with

respect to u from oo to oo yields double the result of that

from to oo
;
therefore if x be positive,

fa. po>
/a

poo

I I 0()costtcosiiZ<ftt=| I <}>() sin ug sin uxdgdu

= 0,

and if x be negative,

(f) cos w(- cos wx dgdu=
J^J-co J (3 J

^ K0(/3)> 7T<f>( x), (a) or in the corresponding cases

1636. If = and a=*>, we have

pw poo poo poo

() cos w cos ux dgdu=\JoJ- JoJ-

7T

, K-^() or in the several cases,

sn u sn MO;

sn M sn wx

/ p pco poo

0(^) cos w^ cos uxddu
\

Jo J w JoJ-
sn ^aj

(1)

(2)
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1637. Fourier's Formula.

Put g= q, and write
\{s for 0. Then, as x is -f

ve or ve
,

ro r
^ ro r

\js\ /) cos n tj
cos uxdrj du= + 1 !//( /) sin urisinuxdtjdu

J -ooj -co J _oo J -oo

=
TT\}S(X) or Tr\fs(x), as a; is -f

ve or ve
.

Let \^( t])
=

(j>(n), and write
(
for ^. Then, as # is + ve or Te

,

r
f

"
_{ r

J oo J oo J co J - oo

=
TT({)( X) or

TT<J>(X),
as a; is + ve or ve

. ...(3)

Hence from equations 1, 2 and 3, whether x be + ve or ve
,

r f* i

</>() cos w cos t/a; d^du TT {0 (x) -f-0 ( x)}
J CO J - 00

f" f"

J -co J -co

By addition,

r
f

73

^(^)COSM(^ ;

J 00 J CO

which is Fourier's Formula.

1638. For + ve values of x it follows that the graph of
/"VO /CO

J - CO J - 00

only differs from that of i/
=

0(x), in that all the ordinates

of the latter are increased in the ratio 2ir : 1.

Similarly for ve values of x.

1639. A Remarkable Application (Bertrand, Cak. Int., p. 238).
/ 3O /*30

If in the formula I I $>()co8ugcosuj>;ddu= -<f)(x) or <( #),
. o Jo 22

as a; is +" or -", we put <f>(g)
= e~ a

t, where a is + ve
; and since

/'

co
COStt^,' TT -,. If axWe 6

! ^+^2
rftt==

2^
e r

2^ '
accordlng HS ^ 1S +" or -

(Art. 1048).
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PROBLEMS.

1. Find in a series a function of period 4a which shall be equal to

a + x from x= - 2a to x = 0, and equal to a - x from x = to x = 2a.

[TRIN. COLL., 1881.]

2. Expand xz in a series of cosines of multiples of x between IT

and -
TT. What will the series so obtained represent for other values

of*1

3. Find a series of sines which shall be equal to Jcx from x = to

x = 1(2, and equal to Jc(l
-

x) from x = l/2 to x = I.

Find also a series of cosines to answer the same description.

[Ox. II. P., 1900.]

4. Expand X(TT-X) in a series of sines. . [Ox. II. P., 1900.]

5. Find a series of sines which shall represent nkx/l from x = Q

to x = l/n; k from x = l/n to x = (n~l)l/n; and nk(l-x)/l from

x = (n
- 1

) l/n to x = I. [COLLEGES, 1878. ]

6. Trace the locus of the equation

y ^ (
- 1 )

n
. rnra . mrx

- = 2 v
s-i- sin -7 sin -jr- .

c n2 2c 2c

[Si. JOHN'S, 1884.]

7. A function of x is equal to x2 for values of x between x = and

x = l/2,
and vanishes when a; is between Z/2 and /; express the

function by a series of sines, and also by a series of cosines of

multiples of nx/l. Draw figures showing the functions represented

by the two series respectively for all values of x not restricted to lie

between and I. What are the sums of the series for the value

x = l/21 [7,1899.]

8. Show that

log cosec x = log 2 + cos 2x + ^ cos 4a; + ^ cos 6x +...+- cos 2nx + . . .
,

(6<X<7T),
and deduce therefrom

f* 7T f* 7T

(a) I log sin a; (fce = TT log
i

; (b) \
cos 2nx log sin x dx = --T-.

Jo Jo

9. Prove that

2c2 ^, 4c? f , . 7i7rc WTrcl nn-x

y = ^j + X ~r^ m -j-
- n7rc cos -,- V cos r3d ^ ^3^3 ^ rf rf J

c?

represents a series of circles of radius c with their centres on the

z-aods at distances 2d apart, and also the portions of the axis exterior

to the circles, one circle having its centre at the origin. [y , 1893.]

E.I.C. II. 3 A
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10. Find a series of cosines of multiples of irx/l which shall repre-

sent a function which is equal to x~/4a for values of x between and

//2, and is equal to (/
-
x^'/la when x is between 1/2 and /.

What does the series represent for values of x not lying between

and 11 [COLLEGES, 1892.]

11. Find a Fourier series to be equal to x3 between x= c, and

trace the locus
y 2 -

(-l)^/ 6\ . *rx

12. Show by evaluation of the integral that

2 f
00

(h sin qb
- s\n qa\ ,

sin ox {
- + tan a 5

-
t da

irjo \q q
2

is the ordinate of a broken line running parallel to the axis of x

from x = to x = a and from x = b to x = oo
,
and inclined to the axis

of x at an angle a between x = a and x = b. [MATH. TRIP., 1883.]

13. If f(x)
=
'ZAnsii\mrx/l and f'(x)

= B + '2Bn cosnnx/l for all

values of x between and /, prove that, provided f(x) be continuous

from x = to x =
I,

Write down the corresponding formula if f(x) be discontinuous

for the value x = a which lies between and /. [COLLEGES, 1896.]

14. Prove that the locus represented by

^ ^
sin nx sin ny =

n=l n

is two systems of lines at right angles dividing the coordinate plane
into squares of area 7r

2
. [MATH. TRIP., 1895.]

15. Show that the equation

_a 4a f TT . 1 STT 1 5w

represents a staircase formed of straight lines of length a, starting
from the origin and parallel, alternately, to the axes of y and x.

[ST. JOHN'S COLL., 1881.]

16. If f(&) be a finite function of B with the period 2ir, show how
to find a function which, in the space between two concentric circles,

is a finite and continuous solution of the equation^ + ^-~
=

0, with
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the value /(0) at the point of the outer circle whose polar coordinate

is 0, and the value zero at every point of the inner circle.

[MATH. TRIP., 1896.]

[After transformation to polars,

00 00

+ Bnr~n}
cos nO + T) (Cnr

n + Dnr~
n
)
sin 116

i

may be taken as the solution of this equation.]

17. If y be defined as coincident with y = x from = to x = 7r/2 ;

y = 7T/2 from x 7r/2 to x = 3ir/2 ; y = 2ir~x from x = Sir/ 2 to
'

x = 2ir,
00

arid be represented by a Fourier series of form y = A +^ .^cos^a;,
show that

= 37r
2^cos(2j?-l)a;

1
^cos(47r- 2)x

y ~ 8 TT^ (2p-l)
2 T^ (2^-l)

2

and draw a graph of this series when x is not restricted to lie between

and 27T.

18. Prove that the series

/()

fl

f(v)-f(-v) . mrv ,7-7- o
--Uin-r-*

^71^1 * JO Z

is equal to /(a;) between the limits x = + 1 and x = - I
;
and trace the

curve represented by the series for values of x outside these limits.

[MATH. TRIP., 1885.]

19. Find by Fourier's method a function of x which shall be equal
to + 1 from x = to x = a, and equal to - 1 from x = a to x = 2a, and

so on alternately.

20. Two uniform plates of the same substance and thickness a are

in contact. The outside surface of one is impervious to heat, and

that of the other is kept at zero temperature. It can be shown that

if one slips over the surface of the other with constant velocity v, the

friction per unit of area being F, then at any time / the temperatures
of the two plates are given by

c

(2n+l)Wt
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respectively, at a distance x from the impervious surface, where J,

C, c are certain constants. Show that, if when t = 0, is zero every-

where, the coefficients AZn+l are given by

[MATH. TRIP. III., 1884.]

21. Deduce from the result I e- x'cos2bxdx = ^ir*e-
b
\ or other-

wise obtain the result

e -x* + e -(x-a)> + e -(x+a)' + e -(x-Za)
t

+

A . T' 4.r 9
""- /i n "^ ZTTO; --f 47TZ ~-rr GTTX \=

(
1 + 2e

a
cos + 2e

a
cos + 2e

"
cos -- +...).a \ a a a J

[MATH. TRIP., 1887.]

22. Prove that the equation .,

7T
2

1, 1. 12, 2,
24=

- COS
2(

:c + 2/)
cos

2^"-/) + :^
cos 2^ + ^ COS 2^~^

1 3 , 3 ,-
3-2

cos
2 (* + y) cos

g
(a

-
y) + ...

represents a series of circles of radius TT, and trace them.

[MATH. TRIP., 1885.]

23. Show that if all effects of atmosphere be neglected, then the

intensity of daylight at a given place at t o'clock true solar time at

an equinox will be

,|~1 1 vt 2 f 1 wt I 2irf 1 STT/ )~1/ - + ^cos + -
\ T 5 cos -^

-
7r

-- cos -^- + =-= cos -5-
- ...

[ ,

|_JT 2 12 T 11. 3 6 3.5 6 5.7 6 jj

where / is the intensity at noon. Examine the values of the above

expression when (i) t = 0, (ii) t = 6, (in) t= 12. [MATH. TRIP., 1884.]

24. Prove that if

*/(f) = v/2 I
<^> (x) sinpx dx

t

Jo

then will .

[MATH> Tmp<( 1884-]

f2 e*
25. Show that, if Ei(x)= I dx, then

J --00 X
1 f

30

{e?
xEi (-qx)- e~ixEi (qx) } sin a; d

9. Jo9.

cospx dx= -

[MATH. TRIP., 1884.]
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26. Find two harmonic series, each of which shall be equal to

bx/a from x = to x = a, one containing only harmonic functions of

the form sin2iTrx/a and the other those of the form cositrx/a, where

i is any integer. Trace the complete curve given by the harmonic

series in each case. [MATH. TRIP., 1876.]

27. Sum the series mcos#-^m3 cos3# + ira5 cos5#- ... ad inf.,

m being < 1, and prove that it always has the same sign as mcos 9.

Trace the curve

r = a(cosacos 0-^cos3acos3#-f ^cos5acos50- ...).

[MATH. TRIP., 1878.]

28. Express the doubly infinite series

in the form of a singly infinite series of cosines of multiples of y.

[S.H. PROBLEMS, 1878.]
Exhibit the result in the form

from the formula

1 i 1 (
x

i / u , "1(
- l)

ncosny
2

^ 2 + -
I sinh n (x

-
u) log cos - du -

.

""Jo

ier's formulj

1 fJ> f* /.>

= I

29. Deduce Fourier's formula

[PoissoN. See TODHUNTER, /.C*., Art. 332.]

30. Examine the limiting form of the curve

y = - e-kw dwi I cosw(v-x). vdv\

when k, being positive, tends to a zero limit.

[DE MORGAN, D.C., p. 629.]

31. Prove the two formulae

2 f f
03

f(x) cos xu du I /(/) cos ut dt ;

^Jo Jo

2 f
00

f
30

/(a;)
= - sin xu du I f(t) sin M^ rf<,

J JO

and point out the distinction between the two expressions for f(x).

[ST. JOHN'S COLL., 1881.]
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32. Show that for all values of x between - b and b,

2 f f
6

F(x)
- F( -

x)
= - sin xu du

\ F(y) sin uy dy.
""Jo J-*

[ST. JOHN'S COLL., 1881.]

33. If a uniform horizontal bar, both of whose ends are fixed, be

so displaced horizontally in the direction of its length that initially

one half is uniformly extended and the other uniformly compressed,

and then let go, prove that the displacement y of any particle x at

any time t will be

8nl -c-^ 1 , . irat . . TTX

2/ being the length of the bar, the middle point being the origin and

nl the displacement of the middle point.

[The equation determining these vibrations may be assumed to

be ^s = 2
^-4, and a suitable form of solution of this equation is

otz dx2

y = 2 6
Y

W cos mx cos mat.

32w ?PyOr more generally, for an equation of type ^ =
^^> + k, y is

of the form

A+Bx+Ct + Dx* + Ext + Ft2 + 2Z sin {n(at
-
x) + a}

+ 2M sin \n(at + x) + /?}

with certain conditions. (See Forsyth, I). Equations.) We are to

have y = for all values of / when x = 1; and if / = 0, y = n(l-x)
from x = to x = I, and y n

(I + x) from x = - / to x = 0.]

34. A .stream of uniform depth and of uniform width 2a flows

slowly through a bridge consisting of two equal arches resting on a

rectangular pier of width 26, the bridge being so broad that under

it the water moves uniformly with velocity U. Show that after the

stream has passed through the bridge the velocity potential of the

motion is

a-b rr ZaU-r-^l . nrb ^^ry
-

- -
IwX

sin cos - e
a

the axis of x being in the forward direction of the stream and the

origin at the middle point of the pier. [MATH. TRIP., 1878.]

[The equation for
</>

is
^- + ^-y

=
0, and we are to have

= U when x is infinite, ^=U when x = 0,
da a 3z
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"\ i *2\fL

except from y=-btoy = b, where =
;

also = when y = a,

and a suitable solution of the equation is

> iwx -i

t^JjK+^AiCOB e "^'

35. Show that T ^ =S /7T~
:

vj
s^n ('^ + 1 )* s 'n (^P + 0# repre-

o C-^ + l)

sents the four sloping faces of a regular pyramid built upon a

horizontal square base of side ir units, two sides coinciding with the

axes of coordinates, the height of the pyramid being ?r/2 units.

[TODHUNTER, I.C., p. 304.]

36. A membrane is uniformly stretched upon a square frame to

which it is attached along the edges. The centre is displaced slightly

through a small distance k perpendicularly to the frame, the form

being that of four planes passing through the edges of the square
and a common point above the centre. The side of the square is a.

The constraint is then removed. The equation to determine the

32w /32w 32w\
subsequent vibrations is -

-^
= c'

2
( ^-^r + ^-5- ). and a solution suitable

3^ \dx
z

?*y* J

for such a case as the above may be assumed to be

r(x + a) . rir(y + a)
^ -sin- ~: -,
2a 2a

the origin being taken at the centre of the square and the axes

parallel to its sides, t being the time measured from the instant of the

removal of the constraint, and n and r being integers. Also it will be

noted that x= a and y a will each give w = for all values of t.

Prove (i)
4 2

y
2 = c'

27r2 (w
2 + r2

), (ii) that n and r are odd,

(in) A n
,
r = if n*r, (iv) An>n

= 8k/n
2
ir
z

,

and

37. The fixed boundary of a membrane is a square, and the centie

ot the membrane is displaced perpendicularly through a small space

k, the membrane being made to take the form of two portions of

intersecting circular cylinders. Taking the same general form of

solution as before of the equation for the vibrations when the con-

straints are suddenly destroyed, prove that n and r are odd integers,

and that \28k /nz + r2 . nw . m
2 sin -r- sin -=

Sk
i . a.

[MATH. TRIP. III., 1886.]
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38. Ohm's Equation for the flux of electric current in a wire of

section w, conductivity k, and electrostatic capacity per unit length
'bV 2&w B2 ^"

c, is -^7
= - x--, giving the potential F in terms of t the time and

ot c Ox

x the distance of a point on the wire from a given origin on the wire.

ax
Assuming as a solution of this equation V=

-j + ^Ae~Pl sin (qx + B),

where a is the constant potential for all values of t at the battery
end of the wire and x is measured from the earth end, / being the

length of the wire and A, R arbitrary constants, show that

and if when / = 0, V= for all values of x from to
I, show that

2i-<o nV.
-,. ax 2rt .^ cos HIT

- - '
. mrxr=-r +--V- -e sm-=-.

/ TT ^ n I



CHAPTER XXXVI.

MEAN VALUES.

1640. We next exhibit the application of the principles of the

Integral Calculus to the calculation of mean values. This sub-

ject and that of Chances to be considered in the following chapter
are wide, and the devices and artifices numerous. The general

principles and theorems are however but few, and the problems

arising depend for the most part directly upon the fundamental

definitions. A considerable number of illustrative examples
are appended to illustrate the more important modes of

procedure in the application of the Calculus, and also in the

evasion of the necessity in some cases for absolute integration.

Many of these are fully worked out
;
others are left for the

reader to complete the details of the integration when it is

not necessary to supply them
;
for it is in the formation of

the proper expressions to integrate and in the assignment
of the correct limits that difficulties arise rather than in the

subsequent mechanical process of evaluation.

1641. DEF. The quantity -(rt1+a2 -f-...+an) is defined as
TL

the Mean Value of the n quantities a
l}
az ,

... an , supposed all

of the same kind, n being a finite number.

This is the quantity known arithmetically as the " arithmetic

mean
"

or average value. It may be written as -
S(a), and

denoted by M(a).

1642. Combination of Means of Several Groups.

If there be several groups of quantities of the same kind,

viz. (alf
a
z , ... ap), (blt b.2 , ... b

q ), (clt c
2 ,

... cr), ... of respective
745
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numbers p, q, r, etc., and M(a), M(b), M(c), ... the respective
means of the groups, then the mean M of the whole set is

which is the same formula as that for the ordinate of the

centroid of weights p, q, r, ... placed at points whose ordinates

are M(), M(b), M(r), etc.

1643. Mean Values of Products two and two, etc.

Let there be a group of n quantities of the same kind.

rpi (2)2 2a2 22a/, 1 2a2 n -men - = --|
--

7i
2 2

?i
2 n n n \n(n 1)

Hence {M(a)}'
2= -

J/(a
2
) H M(atal).n n

Similarly

3

n n2 2
^(?i l)(w 2)

We may note that when n is indefinitely large, the mean of the products
of pairs is the square of the mean of all quantities ;

and the mean of the

products three at a time is the cube of the mean of them all.

These rules determine the mean values of the products, two at a time

and three at a time respectively in terms of the means of the original

quantities, of their squares and of their cubes.

1644. Extension of the Conception of a Mean.

If the number of the quantities a
1?

a2 , etc., be very large,

and their sum very large, the .fraction - Za tends to take the

form oo /oo . In this case suppose the several quantities

ttj,
<7

2 , etc., to be the equidistant ordinates of a continuous

curve y=<f>(x) corresponding to abscissae

x=a, a-\-h, a+2h, ... a-\-(nl)h=^b, say.

Then the mean is

-

which may be written as ^^0{a+ (r l)/t}/2/i, which
i

when n is indefinitely increased takes the form

fb (f)(x}dxj(b a).
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It is assumed here that the several quantities a
a , a2 ,

... an
are such that no two consecutive ones differ by a finite

difference when n is indefinitely great, but that the curve

y= (f>(x) is one in which there is a continuous change of

the ordinates between the limits considered. Otherwise the

integral expression would be meaningless.

1645. Geometrical Meaning of the " Mean Ordinate."

It follows that the value of the mean ordinate, taken for

equidistant and indefinitely close ordinates, is represented by
the area bounded by the curve, the cc-axis and the terminal

ordinates divided by the projection of the curve upon the os-axis.

That is the mean ordinate PN of a curve P^, between the

initial and final ordinates N
l
P

l , M^ is such that the area

P
1
N

1M^Q1
PP

1
is equal to that of the rectangle FN^M^G, where

FG is drawn through P parallel to the x-axis (Fig. 476). So

that as much of the area of this figure lies between PG
and the curve as lies between PF and the curve.

O N

Fig. 476.

M,

1646. The Case when the Quantities are Functions of Several

Variables. Nature of the Distribution.

If the quantities a
lt

a
2>

a
3 ,

... be functions of several

variables, first say of two, x and y, let us consider a
x ,
a

2 ,
... to

be the z-ordinates of a surface z=
(j>(x, y). Let the plane

x-y be imagined ruled by lines $x apart parallel to the

y axis, and by lines Sy apart parallel to the re-axis. Let one

ordinate z, viz. <f>(x, y), be erected at the corner x, y nearest

the origin of the elementary rectangle Sx, Sy, and let the same

be done at each of the corners nearest the origin of the

remaining net-work of elementary rectangles. Then we shall

understand by the " mean value
"
of z the limit of the fraction

whose numerator is the sum of all these ordinates and whose
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denominator is their number, or, what is the same thing,

I z dx dy 1 1 dx dy, i.e. the volume bounded by the x-y plane,

the surface z(j>(x, y), and cylindrical surface bounding the

portion of the surface considered, whose generators are parallel

to the 2-axis, divided by the projection of that portion upon
the x-y plane. It will be observed that the number of these

ordinates is measured by 1 1 dx dy, that is the area of the

projection described.

And if there be three independent variables, so that

u=(f>(x, y, z), we shall understand in the same way that by

the "mean value" of u is meant mcfcedh/ 1?0/ I \dxdydz,

and the number of cases is measured by 1 1 \dx dy dz
;
and

similarly if there be a greater number of independent variables.

And as before it will be noted that it is assumed that no two

contiguous quantities of the group considered differ by a finite

difference when their number is infinitely great. That is

to say, that unless some other distribution of the various

quantities alt a2 ,
a
s , etc., is expressly notified, the distribution

in the case of two independent variables is that in which

there is one ordinate to each of the elementary areas SxSy,
which go to fill up the area on the x-y plane which may be

bounded by the prescribed limits of the summation
;
and that

for three independent variables the region through which

the summation is to be effected is divided into equal volume

elements Sx Sy Sz, and that this summation is to be taken for

one value of u, viz.
(f>(x, y, z), for each element of volume

fa Sy Sz.

1647. Other Systems of Variables.

Of course the elements of area and of volume expressed in

the Cartesian manner as Sx Sy, or as Sx Sy Sz respectively, may
be replaced at will by the corresponding expressions rSOSr
or r2 sin SO

S(j> Sr, if work in polar coordinates be indicated

as more convenient for the problem under consideration, or

by the corresponding elements for any other system of

coordinates.
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And if there be more independent variables than three, so

that we fail to interpret the summation by geometry of two

or of three dimensions, we shall still understand the mean of

the function i<,==<j>(xl} xz ,
x
3 ,

... xn)
to be

... I u dx
{
dx

z
. . . dxn

II
...

|

dx
l
dxz

. . . dxn ,

and the number of cases to be measured by

|

...
Icfa^

...dxn

when the limits have been properly ascribed so as to effect

the summations in the numerator and denominator for all

values of the independent variables included in the compass
of the summation to which the " mean value

"
refers.

1648. Nature of Various Distributions.

It will be manifest that in the case of a distribution of an

infinite number of quantities such as the ordinates of a curve

or of a surface, and whose mean is required, and which have

so far been taken as equally distributed along the aj-axis in

the one case or over the x-y plane in the other, if this equable
distribution ceases to hold good it will be necessary to form a

clear conception of the nature of the distribution which is to

be adopted. It will make this

matter obvious if we take a simple

example.
Consider the problem of finding

the mean value of all focal radii

vectores of an ellipse. Usually we
should understand this to mean

Fi 477

that if A
, B, G, D, ... be indefinitely

close points on the circumference and S the focus from which

the radii vectores are drawn, then the mean is to be taken

for all the radii vectores such that the successive angles ASB,
BSC, GSD, etc., are all equal infinitesimal angles SO. In which

case, r being the radius vector for an angle 6, the mean value

= {

But it might be that the successive arcs AB, BG, GD, ... are

to be taken as equal, or that the successive areas are all equal,
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or that the successive points A, B, C, D, ... are defined by an

equable distribution of the feet of their ordinates upon the

aj-axis, or other conceivable distributions may be adopted.
The mean values in these cases are respectively

frWfcfo,
{r.r*d8/\r

z
d6, {rdxlldx,

and the several results are obviously not the same.

1649. "
Density

"
of a Distribution. General Remarks.

It will appear therefore that in each case the nature of the

distribution, or, as it may be called, the "
Density," must be

carefully defined. This is of primary importance.
When the distribution is one in which the angles between

the successive radii vectores are equal infinitesimal angles, as

in the case cited, they may be described as equally distributed

about the origin from which they are drawn. This is the

usual case.

In the same way, in three dimensions, when a distribution

of radii vectores drawn from an origin to a surface is said to

be "equable," we shall understand this to mean that a unit

sphere having been drawn with centre at the origin, and its

surface having been divided into equal elementary areas, one,

or the same number of radii vectores, passes through each of

these elementary areas. The mean value of r will then be

1 1 r . sin 6 dO d$ 1 1 sin 6 d6 d(j>
or I r dw I dto, where S<a is the

elementary solid angle subtended at the origin by each element

of the surface.

If the surface itself be divided into equal elementary areas

SS, and the same number of radii vectores pass through each

such element, the distribution may be called an "
equable

surface distribution," and the mean value will be
|r

If radii vectores be drawn from the origin to points within

the region bounded by a given surface, it is usually under-

stood that they are drawn to equal elements of volume.

The mean is then

[ [ [r
. r

z sin dO d<f>
drl

[ f [r

2
sin 6 dB d<j>

dr.
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1650. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES.

1. Find the mean distance of points on the circumference of the ellipse

from a focus, the density of the distribution being defined as one in which

successive pairs of points subtend equal angles at the focus.

Taking the equation as lr~l= 1 + e cos 0, we have, b being the semi-

minor axis,

[rdS 2l( (\+ecosB)-
ldd

M(r)=i = J^

fdO
1 2 r. i/^/i^i. 0\T 2fc ^

z.=
. tan" 1

1 A/
- tan - = - = b.

Tv/l-e2 !- \M+e 2/J TT 2

2. Find the mean inverse distance of points within an ellipse from the

focus, the distribution being an equable areal one.

r n ft r
I I -.rdddr I I dd dr IrdQ ,

\r}~ Area Area irab a'
I I rdddr

a, b being the semi-axes.

3. Find the mean distance of a point within an ellipse from a focus.

[COLLEGES o, 1886 and 1879.]

9 C" 9/3 fn dftTT Ttf / \ J J ^ 9 7/1 '*'''
/

'*"
Here Jf(r)=^~ = 5 7 r^dd = ~ r 7^ r^,x '

T T 7/1 7 SirabJo 3irab o (1+ecos^V
I Ird&dr

r*
I (1 ecosu)^du (Art. 196)
/n

1

^\2c*
l7r

)=
l

\
* + e

l^a
l

-

\
L ~ e r

4. Find the mean distance of points within an ellipse from the centre.

[COLLEGES a, 1886.]

Here, measuring 6 from the minor axis,

sin2

o ,-H and Jf(r)= 5a 6 "** 37r

7r

=
^ra! ""I^^T^P/ ^1

~ *'^*^^ (Art. 391(1))

=
5 x (Perimeter of Ellipse) (Art. 567).
57T

5. Find the mean of the distances from one of the foci of a prolate spheroid

to points within the surface. [WOLSTKNHOLME, Educ. Times.]

Taking ?r~1 = l +ecos 6 as the generating ellipse,

f f fr.r*sined8d<t>dr
if/ \ 'JJ 2ir I* r s\nd ,n a /0 ,

,.

M(r)= ^r-.
~ =TT-TT 7TT 7A4^= etc. = 7 (3+ e2).Volume Vol. 4 Jo (1 + ecos^)

4 4
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6. A particle describes an ellipse about a centre of force in the focus S.

/ g2\
Show that its mean distance from S with regard to time isa[l+ ). rR p n

dd
If t be the time, then r2 -5-

= const. =h, for equal sectorial areas are

described in equal times.

(rdt /W0
Hence M(r)= J

fdt fr

(byE,3).

7. Find the mean value of r~2 with regard to time under the same circum-

stances. r i
/

dO

fdt
fr-

dV
2. Area ab

8. Show that the mean distance of points within a square from one of the

angular points is to a side of the square in the ratio (\/2 + /oj7 (\/2+ l)} to 3.

Take OA, OC, sides of the square OABC, as coordinate axes. We may
confine our attention to points within the triangle OAB without altering

the result. Let a be a side of the square. OP= r. Then (Fig. 478)
7T

nJo Jo

a sec 9
i

= |af
t

f3
Jo

= \ { N/2 + log (v/2+ 1)}.

O

Fig. 478. Fig. 479.

9. Find the mean distance of a point within a rectangle from the centre.

[Ox. II. P., 1885.]

Taking 2a, 26, 2d as the sides and diagonal, and axes parallel to the

sides through the centre (Fig. 479),

/ / r . r dO dr

"U~rdSdr

la?(d b= ---,-!-.-

3. Area (Jo

a a " a ) b a

d a2
,

d + b
.
62

,
d+ a

b J
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This is also obviously the result for the mean distance of a point

within a rectangle of sides a, b and diagonal d from one of the angular

points.

10. Find the mean distance of points on a spherical surface from a fixed

point on the surface for an equable surface distribution of radii vectores.

Here M(r)= IrdS IdS, where dS is an element of the surface, and

with the notation indicated in Fig. 480,

M(r)=f I
Jo Jo

11. Find the same mean for a distribution of radii vectores equably drawn

in all directions from 0.

Here M(r)

f

ZacosO.sin 6d6d<j> = a.

Fig. 480. Fig. 481.

12. Triangles are drawn on a given base a, and with a given vertical angle

a. Find the average area. [SAN^NA, Educ. Times.]

Let A be the vertex, BC the base= a, O the circumcentre, OAE,
making an angle Q with a perpendicular to the base. Then J?= a/2sin a.

The perpendicular from A upon BC = R(cos + cosa), and if the mean

be for an equable distribution of positions of OA, (Fig. 481),

i aR r . -p a2 / i i \= - sin 6' + 6'cosa = -r(r
--'H

--
)

2 TT - a L Jo 4 \tan a TT - a/

13. (a) A person is left a triangular piece of ground whose perimeter only

is known ; show that he may fairly calculate that the area is to that of a circle

whose radius is the known perimeter as 1 : 105, sides of all possible lengths

being equally likely to occur. [MATH. TRIPOS.]

K, I.C. II, 3B
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(b) A straight line of length a is broken into three parts at random. If the

three parts can be formed into a triangh, find its mean area.

[ST. JOHN'S COLL., 1881.]

(a) and (b) are the same problem.
Let OA be the line, P, Q the random points of division, P being the

nearer to 0, OP=x, OQ=y, OA = a. Then

and

O x p y-x Q a-y A

Fig. 482.

The limits of integration are to be such that

(i) x+(y-x)<(a-y); (ii) (y- x) + (a-y) x ; (iii) (o
-
y) + x <fc (y

-
x),

i.e. y<fc-, -r>-, and y3>~ + x. So the limits are, for x.y-- to -;
* 35 SB 2i 2

for y,
- to a. Now putting

- -
tr=M, a~y= b

y

Therefore writing ^=

Also

.'. Jf(A) = T7^ = T7:^ of the area of a circle whose radius is a.
105 105

1651. The Mean Inverse Distance considered as a Potential

Function.

In problems on the mean value of the inverse distance

between pairs of points, much labour of integration may
often be avoided if it be recognised that such problems are in

fact problems on the mutual potential of two gravitating

systems of material particles.

The potential at any point P of a system of gravitating

particles of masses m
1 ,
m

2 ,
m

3 , etc., at distances r
lt

r
z ,

r
3 , etc.,

from P is defined as Zw/r.
The Mutual Potential of two gravitating systems of masses

of two separate groups (ml , m^, m^', ...) and (w2 ,
m

z', m2", ...)
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is defined as 2m
1
m

2/r12 ,
where r12 represents the distance

between m
l
and w

2 ,
etc.

But if the particles be particles of the same group, the

mutual potential is |2w1
w
2/r12 . [See Routh, Attractions, p. 29.]

1652. Theorems in Potential required for the Problems to be

considered.

In the case of a spherical shell of mass M, the potential at

an external point at a distance r from the centre is M/r. But

at an internal point it is M/a, where a is the radius.

In the case of a solid sphere, the potential at an external

point at a distance r from the centre is again M/r ;
at an in-

ternal point -^(3a
2 r2

),
M being in each case the mass and

o

p the uniform volume density.

The potential of a thin rod AB at any point P is

m log cot \PAB cot \PBA,
tn being the mass per unit length= mass/length.

These integrals are all well known, and are useful in the

present class of problem. Many other cases will be found in

Routh's Attractions.

1653. Suppose we are to find the mean of the inverse distance

between two points P and Q, of which P lies on a spherical surface

of centre C and radius a, and Q lies in any other region R which

lies entirely without the shell.

Let dS be an element of the spherical surface, dR an ele-

ment of volume of the

region R.

Then

M(^) =
dSdB

Fig. 483.

Suppose the surface and v.olume densities to be unity, and

let PQ=p. Then

M (p/i)= & [(potential
of shell at Q) dR

\-t v/ ^ "" J
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If any portion of R lies within the shell, let R
t
and R

be the masses of the portions lying respectively within and

without the shell
; Q and Q' two points of the region R, the

one outside, the other inside the shell. Then

'dS.dR CCdS.dR. . CCdS.dR,

PQ ^Jj PQ'

=S . potential of R at C+S .

f
.

p

Fig. 484.

Hence M(~J=-^ jpotential
of R at C-\ 4.

(See a Theorem due to Gauss
; Routh, Attractions, Art. 70.)

If R lies entirely inside S, R =Q, Rt
=R and M (-)

= -.

\/>/ a

1654. EXAMPLES.

1. Find the mean inverse distance between a point P which lies on a

spherical surface of radius a, and a point Q which lies on a circular disc of

radius b, whose plane passes through the centre of the sphere, and the disc

lying (i) entirely without the spherical surface, (ii) entirely within.

Fig. 485.

(i) Let be the centre of the sphere, p the distance between a pair of

the points. Then we have

M (- )= T2- potential of disc at O,
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If c= the distance between the centres, this may be expressed as

1 f
2* b(b-ccos6)de

j. TRIP., 1884.]

(ii) If the disc lie entirely within the spherical shell, we have at once

2. Find the mean inverse distance of two points P and Q, one within a

sphere of centre A and radius a, the other within a sphere of centre B and

radius b, the centres being at a distance c apart (c > a + b).

Fig. 486.

If V, V be the respective volumes, PQ= p,

/(potential of

JfliJ* VV
dV I

VV
I CdV I

V) AQ
=
r' P tential f V

1G55. A Useful Artifice.

Let M
l represent the mean value of any function of the

distance between two points, one fixed on the boundary of any

region, the other free to traverse the region. Let M
2 be the

mean of the same function when each point may traverse the

region: Then either of these quantities may be deduced from

the other.

Let A be the area, or F the volume of the region, according
as it be of two or of three dimensions.

Let R stand for A or F as the case may be. Construct a

parallel curve or surface by taking a length dn (a constant)

upon each outward drawn normal, thus making an annulus

or shell round the original region. (Fig. 487.)

By this increase of the region -R, Mz is increased by the

cases in which one or other of the points lies in this shell, or

by both lying in the shell.
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The number of cases to be examined in finding M2
is

measured by Rz
.

The sum of the cases is measured by M2
R2

.

The increase in this sum due to the increase of the normals

from n to n+dn is
-j-(M2

R2
)
dn.

Again, the number of cases added by taking one end of the

line on the shell and the other free to traverse the region it

encloses, is measured by R . S dn, where S is the perimeter

(or the surface, as the case may be) of the region. The same

is true if the second end lies in the shell and the first is free

to traverse the bounded region, whilst if both ends lie on the

shell the number of added cases is measured by (S drif.

Hence (MZRZ
) dn=2A^ . R . Sdn+M^S dn)

z
;

and as the second term on the right is a second-order infini-

tesimal, we have in the limit when dn is indefinitely small,

j- (M.2I&
i

)
=2M lRS, by which equation the value of either

Mj or M
2
can be deduced when the other has been found.

This artifice is useful for circular areas or spherical regions,

and may be used in other cases.

Fig. 487.

1656. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES.

Fig. 488.

1. (i) Show that the mean distance of points within a circle from a fixed

point in the circumference, viz. Mv is 32a/9;r, a being the radius.

(ii) Show that the mean distance between any two points within the circle,

viz. Mz, =128a/457r. [ST. JOHN'S COLL., 1885.]

Let be the fixed point on the circumference and Ox the diameter

through 0. r, the coordinates of any point P. (Fig. 488.)

JT 97T

fjrdtidr
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(ii) Again d {(ira?)'*M2}
- 2 . ira2 . 2Tra da .

- = - Tra4 da,
y?r y

and M 2 vanishes with a.

128 ,, 128a
Tra5 and Jtfa

= .

45 45?r

2. (i) J'md Jfx , Ae mean distance of a point on the surface of a sphere of

radius a from internal points.

(ii) Find M z , the mean distance between two points within a sphere of
radius a.

jf{r.r*Biv8d(td4>dr
(0 MI= , rf -=7=-?-i-27T.(2a)

4 cos4 e sin v ^.Jo o

(ii) d {(7ra
3)W2 }

= 2 . ^Tra
3

. 47ra2 da . ,
D

and Jf.j vanishes with a
;

.'. (^7ra
3
)
2
Jif2

=
|^7r

2a7 and M3
= $a.

3. Mean distance of points within a sphere of radius a and centre C from
a given external point O ; OC=c.

Let OQQ' be a chord through an internal point P, whose coordinates are

r, tf with reference to as origin, and let < be the azimuthal angle of the

plane OOP. Then

Q'

Fig. 489.

J^et QQ' Zz
;
then

and the limits for z are from a to 0.

4. Mean distance of points upon the surface of the sphere from a point O
without the sphere.

The number of cases in which P can traverse the whole sphere is

measured by $iro
9 Therefore the sum of such cases is ^TTO* c+ - --

.

O C I
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The change effected in this by increasing a to a+ da is

d 4 S/ ,

! 2
\^ 2/ ,

! 2
\J

3- 4ira8 1 c + - -
I da= 4ira2

{
c + ~ I**da a

\ 5 c/ \ 3 c/

The number of these introduced cases is to the first order 4-n-a
2
da, the

new cases being those of the points on the shell. Hence the mean
1 a2

required =c+ = .

3 (

5. Find the mean distance of all points P within a sphere of radius a and

centre C from a fixed internal point ; OC = c.

Here M(OP) =^ fltr*
sin0 dti d<f> dr=-^ .

~
f
[r] ain B dO.

Let QOQ' be the chord through P, AOA' a diameter and BOB' the
A A

perpendicular chord. Let AOQ= 6, A'OQ'= 6'. We may replace [r
4
] sin 6

by OQ*sin d+ OQ'*sin 0' and integrate with regard to 8 (
=

tf) from to

^ ; for having integrated for
<f>

from to 27T, all elements will be thus
2t

summed. Now OQ2+ OQ'* *= 2(a
2 + c2

)
- 4c2 sin2 0, and

Hence

When c = a this becomes 6a/5.

6. Deduce from the last result the mean distance between two random points

within a sphere.

Taking C for pole and rlt Bv <}>i
as the coordinates of 0, the sum of the

cases with a given point for an extremity ia

a

Multiplying by r
1
t ainB 1 dtfl d(f) 1 drl and integrating through the sphere,

we have

1 4 r3a a 1 a6 1 a 7
-) 36a

Mean value required =^^,.3^.2^.
2.

|_T .- +-.--_. TJ
=

,

as otherwise in Ex. 2.
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7. Find the mean distance of a given point within a sphere from points

on the surface.

The sum of the cases of distances of internal points from O being as in

the last example, 7r(a*+ c*a 2 -
y^c*) is increased by 7r(4a

s + fc
2
a)d by

increasing the radius to a+ da. The number of added cases is to the first

order measured by 47ra* da. Therefore the mean of distances of points

on the surface from the given internal point is

a+ -
.

o aK
8. Find the mean distance of points between the surfaces of two concentric

spheres of radii av a 2 from an external point P at a distance c from, the

centre O.

Fig. 491.

Taking Q any point of the shell distant x from the centre, the mean
1 x*

value of PQ is c+ -
,
and the number of cases between the spheres of

radii
a;, x+ dx is &-jrx*dx. The sum of the cases for this thin shell is

therefore irx* dx
(
c+ -

) ;
/. for the shell of finite thickness,

\ 6 c /

I "2 / 1 3?
2 \

I 47r*2
( c+ - - }dx

M(PO\-il L 1 as
5-^ 5

FTT; ^ ^^r3
'

/
4irx* dx

J i

9. Find the mean distance of points within a sphere of radius a and

centre from points within an external concentric spherical shell of
internal and external radii a x and a,. (Fig. 492.)

Let P and Q be two such points, Q lying within the shell, OQ x. For

1 a2

a given position of Q, M(PQ)=x + -
. The number of cases is measured

o x

by g
Tra8

,
and their sum by

- ira3 (x+ -
j

. Now let Q traverse the shell.

Let dV be an element of its volume. Then

3a.-a..8 .a,' -.a,'-- +
lO

a a-a
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In the particular cases stated below, we have

1 a2

-

20

(ii) a,

(iv) a
t

, ..

(vi) aj

6a
:

~jf

. 3a,=~-
4

Fig. 492. Fig. 493.

10. Find the mean distance of a point P which lies betiveen the surfaces of

a spherical shell of inner and outer radii a^ and a 2 from a point Q, which

lies between the surfaces of a concentric spherical shell whose inner and outer

radii are b^ and b t (6 2 >b l >at > Oj). (Fig. 493.)

Let be the centre, OQ=x. For a fixed position of Q,

and the number of such cases is measured by ^7r(a2
3
-aj

3
),

and their

sum by M^-^+ --^^ 7 sa Hence when

free to traverse the outer shell, we have

36,4-V
4 & - 6 10 a a

3 - ax

11. Mean distance of points Q within a sphere of radius a, from points P
on the surface of a second of radius b external to the former.

A and B being the respective centres and P a given point on the

surface of the second sphere, the mean of distances from P of points

1 a2

within the first =r+ ~
,
where AP=r.

5 r
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4/1 az\
Hence the sum of the cases is measured by -ira3 [ r+ -

I. HenceJ 3 V 5 rj

are to find for the second sphere

Now

Fig. 494.

>
2 x mean distance of points on the second sphere

/ 1 b*\
from A = 47T&2

(
c + -

V 3 cj
dS ,,,,..,., .

.
47T&*

and / = potential of a shell of unit density at the point A =

.'. mean value required =

1 b z
\ 4irb* a 2

-z I-

3 c)
+ la 2

5 7'

12. Mean distance of two points Q and P, one on each of two spherical

surfaces of radii a and b, each outside the other.

A and B being the centres, r=AP, the mean of the distances on the

Fig. 495.

1 a2

surface of the first sphere from P=r+ -
,
and the sum of the cases is

l *\
measured by 47r 2

(
r+ - \ Hence, we have to find for the second sphere

lb* la'
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13. // each of the points in Case 12 be allowed to traverse the interior of its

own sphere,

f
4

. ( A a-\
,_ J3

77
"

l
?+

5 r)
dV

taken through the second sphere

1 62 \ 1 Airb*\ /4 .

- - +-a23-
\ /-irb

3 =
5 c / 5 cJ/3

-- - =-5c5c
14. Mean distance between points P and Q, P lying anywhere within a

sphere of centre A and radius a, Q within a sphere of centre B and radius b,

enclosed entirely by the first.

Let AB= c, BP=r. First fix P. Then

(i) if Pile without the smaller sphere
1 6*~

,
and the number ofV(PQ)m

such cases is measured by f7T&
8

;

(ii) if P lie within the smaller sphere

M(PO)= -b + ^r ^r ri, the number of
4 2/> 20 68

cases being, as before, measured by

$Trb*.

The sums of the cases are therefore

4

3
1'"

V
'

5 r.

Fig. 496. and
<l>

These are to be summed for all positions of P. In the second expression,

P necessarily lies in the smaller sphere and in the first expression the

integral through the shell is the difference of the integrals taken through
the two spheres.

The first therefore yields o 71"^"! /
r ^' r

+~r / )
^V being an element

of volume,

The second yields

Adding and dividing by ^Tra
8 x ^irZ

3
,
the mean value required is

35* 1 ffc 3 6*

10a3 ~140a'

When c= and a= 6 this reduces. to a, the result "'Sx. 2.
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16. Mean distance PQ, where P and Q lie, one within a sphere of centre A
and radius a, and the other within a sphere of centre B and radius b, the

spheres intersecting, where AB= c (> a).

Let BP=r. Fix P. Then, (Fig. 497),

(i) if P lies without the 6-sphere, the sum of the cases is measured by

(ii) if P lies (at P') within the 6-sphere, the sum of the cases is measured

by TTbb + -j where r is now BP'.

Fig. 497. Fig. 498.

/4
/ 6 2 \

o7r&
3

( r+ }d Ffor the a-sphere, omitting the lens,

and - d v for fche lens
-

and after addition to divide by the measure of the whole number of

compound cases, viz. ira* . $Trb
3

.

Now the integration of any function <j>(r) of the distance r of a point
P from an external point B, can be conducted through the region enclosed

by the lens as follows :

Let V, V be the vertices of the lens (Fig. 498). Then if x be distance

from V of the common plane section of the sphere of radius a and

centre A with the sphere of centre B and radius r, we have

ra + ca -a2 a*-(r-c) 2

x=r-r- --=--^
-

'-',
2cr 2c

and if r increases to r+ dr, the volume of the lens increases by

this being the volume of the added layer.

Every point of this layer is at the same distance r from B. Hence the

integration of
<f)(r) through the lens is I

</> (r)
- {a

2 -
(r c)

2
}
r dr with
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limits c a to b
;
and for the rest of the a-sphere with limits from b

to c+ a. And we have

jr
n d V= - /Vn+1 {(a

2 - c2 ) + 2cr - r2} dr

( rn+ 2 rn + 3
,.n + 4 ^= ?TJ(a2_ c2)r +2c .?__.?_U / say.

c l
v ' + 2

Hence

I- -ic + a r~ -16

The integrals I 7_
x

and 7 are interesting from another point
l I/,

i Jc tt

of view, and reduce as follows :

r- Ic + rt _
7_j =^-(c+ a 6)

2
(2a+ 6 c), and is the potential at B of the

meniscus FCG taken as of uniform unit

volume density.

r i* *
7 =

TH~ (a + b c)
2
[(a + &+ c)

2
4(a

2 a& + 62
)], and is the volume

of the double-convex lens.

1657. Mean Square of Distance between Two Points.

Let P and P' be random points in the respective regions

R and R, which may be one-, two- or three-dimensional. Let

G, G' be the respective

centroids of these regions

for a uniform mass-dis-

tribution, and the line,

surface or volume den-

sity, as the case may be,

be taken as unity. Let

H and H' be the moments of inertia with regard to the respec-

tive centroids, viz. Sw6rP2 and Zw'6rP'2 Then taking R, R as

the lengths, areas or volumes of the regions, as the case may be,

For M(P
Z
)
-

f[pP*dR dR\\[dR dR,

[pFzdR=R. PG/Z+H'and

(Lagrange's Theorem, Routh, A. St., I. 436.)

((pP'z

dR'dR=\(R. PG'z+H')dR=R(R . GG'*+H)+H'. R ;

also (idRdR=R.R, ;. M(P
z
)=GG'

z
+H/R-\-H'IR'.
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The values of H and H' are known for many elementary
cases.

Cor. I. Centroids coincident, GG'=0, M(p
z
)=H/R+H'/R.

Cor. II. (i) Regions identical, M(/>
2
)=-- 2H/R.

(ii) If the region be a plane lamina,

H/R=sq. of radius of gyration=&2
; .*. M(p

2
)=2k

z
. .

1658. EXAMPLES.

1. For two ellipses, semi-axes (a, b) and'(', b'), lying in the same plane,

c the distance between the centres, J^(/o
2
)
= (a'

2+ 62+ a/2
-f 6

/2
)/4 + c2 .

2. If R and R' be the same square of side
, J^(p

2
)
= a 2

/3.

3. If R and R' be the same sphere of radius a, within which each point

may move, J/(p
2
)
= 6a2

/5.

4. If R and /' be the same sphere of radius a, on the surface of which

each point may move, M(p
2
)
= 2a?.

5. If P moves on the surface of a sphere, and Pf
on a diametral piano,

6. If P moves on the surface of a sphere, and P1

on a great circle,

7. If P and P7 move one on each of two straight lines of lengths 2, 26,

whose centres are a distance c apart, J/(p
2
)
= c2+ (a

2 + 62)/3.

If the lines be identical, 3/(p
2
)
= 2a2

/3,

with the same result if not identical, but with the same centre and of the

same length.

1659. If one of the two points be fixed, say /", and P traverses a

region /?, then taking P' as origin 0. Then

J
UR = OG* + HIR.

1660. EXAMPLES.

1. If be the centre of a square of side 2a which P may traverse,

2. If be a point at distance c from the centre of a circle of radius a in

any position which P may traverse, M(p2
)
= c

2+ a2
/2.

3. If be the centre of an ellipsoid of semi-axes a, b, c, throughout
which the free point may travel, J/(p

2
)
= (a

2+ 6 !!+ c2)/5.

If be the extremity of the a-axis, y(/o
2
)
= 2 + (a

2+ &2+ c2)/5.

4. If P lies on the circumference of a semicircle and P" on the diameter,

pf length 2a, 4 , .

4
,, , .

=^ + TTO
(
a2 -^ )/7ra + \ = 4 2

/3.
7T" \ 7T" // O
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Otherwise : with the notation of Fig. 500,

(* fa

I \ (a?-2axco$0 + x2
)ddd.v

JO J-a

C P' N B

Fig. 500. Fig. 501.

5. If P lies on the circumference of a circle, and on one side of a given
diameter AB and P' on the opposite semi-circumference, 6r6!/ = 4a/7r ;

4 2 2 216a2

Otherwise : If be the centre, AOP=6, AOQ= <f>, (Fig. 501),

1661. Mean nth Power of Distance between two points P and Q.

EXAMPLES.

1. Let AB be a given straight line of length a
;
P and Q two random

points upon AB, P being the one more distant from A
; AP=x, AQ=y.

fa (x I fa fx faf~ / r _ ,.\n+ l-|y=z , fa= (x-yrdxdy \ dxAy=\ dx xdx
JO Jo I Jo Jo Jo L + 1 Jy= / Jo

"=^7f
I" xn+1dxl I" xdx= 2a"/(n + l)(n + 2).

2. If P lies on the circumference of a circle, and Q be at a fixed point
of the circumference, C the centre, (Fig. 502),

o 7T Jo 7T

. (-l)(tt-3)...2. , (tt-l)...l 7T
where A,=- . .

'

(n odd) or v -- -
(n even).-
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3. If P lie within the circle, and Q be at 0, (Fig. 503),
IT

fZacose 2n+ 3
/z"

where

769

Fig. 502. Fig. 503.

4. If P and Q both lie within a circle of radius a, M(PQn
) may be

inferred from the last result. Let M be the result required. The

number of cases is measured by Tra2 x Tra2 and their sum is measured by
Mrr2a4

. If the radius be increased to a+ da, the increase in the sum

= -r- (Mir
2
a*)da. This increase is brought about by the addition of the

cCd

cases in which P or Q or both lie on the annulus, and is

2 . 2Tra da . Tra2 + 27ra a"a . 27ra da . K
l ,

(n + 2)ir

the first factor 2 being inserted because either P or Q may lie on the

annulus, and the second term arises for the case in which both lie on the

annulus, but is a second-order infinitesimal.

Hence, M vanishing with a, no constant of integration is required, and

d . 2M+6an+3 . 2n+ 5an K9

-j- (
MTr

2a4
)
= irK2 ; .'. M=

-. ^-. r\ca v n + 2 (n + 2)(n+ 4) IT

[The result was given by the Rev. T. C. Simmons, Educ. Times, 7943,

p. 120, vol. xliii., a different proof being adopted.]

5. If P lies on the surface of a sphere of radius a and Q is at a fixed

point of the surface, then, (n > 0),

)
=_L f

6. If P and Q are both free to move on the surface of the sphere and

n>

[This result might be inferred from Ex. 5.]

7. If P lies within the sphere and Q is at a fixed point on the surface,
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8. If P lies within the sphere and Q be at the centre C,

M(CPn
)
= 3an/(n+ 3). [Si. JOHN'S COLL., 1883.]

9. If both P and Q lie within the sphere, proceed as in Ex. 4.

Then M(PQ
M

)
= 2n+8

. 32 n
/(n+ 3)( + 4)(n + 6).

10. If one point lie within the sphere and the other lie at a fixed point
without the sphere, let OQQ' be a chord through P, C the centre,

=
6, a the radius, CO= c, OP=r,

M(OPn)=jff
rn . r2 sin dd d<f> dr/vol =~ ^^ f (OQ'

n+3 - OQn+3
) sin 6 d8,

and OQ, OQ' are the roots of p*-2cpcos + c2 -cr 2= 0.

For the evaluation of this integral it is convenient to take QQ' as the

variable when n is odd and 6 as the variable when n is even. There are

two algebraical identities useful in such cases. Let r
l +r1 s, rt r2

=
rf-,

Vj=jp.
Then, by putting into Partial Fractions (x

l
8x+p)~'

i
t expanding both

sides in inverse powers of x, and equating coefficients of \jx
m+l

,

Fig. 504. Fig. 505.

If m be odd, the indices of s are all even. Substituting for 2 its value

d2+ 4p and expanding each term, the series all terminate, and we obtain

_
ra

r =dm+^CT-^ +"M^ dro
-V +^(^-4)(m-5) dn

_v+ ........
\ . 2t 1 2 v

If m be even,

uo J

TO- 6

whence, expanding as before, the series all terminate and, m even,

rl
m -ri

m=sd{d
m-*+ (m-2)dm-*p+

(
m ~ 3)(~ 4) dm-<p* + ...} .......(B)

\. 1 . 2i )

(i) Suppose, for instance, n= 3, w= 6. Let QQ'= x,

sm 6 dd (from B).
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Also

s=2ccos0, .r
2= 4(

2 -ca sina
0), p = cz -a2

, xdx= -4c2 sin 6 cos

whence s . sin 8 dQ = - x dx/2c,

and MOP3 =-~ x <ix*+3pW)dx=cs+ ^
2c +4 -

6O C
(OP3)=-~ f (x

oaCj2a

(ii) Suppose =
4, w=7,

n ,--
=
y^3 J

c

(#
7 + 7p^

5 + Up*a* + 7p
2
x) sinB dd.

.a
,-siii-1 -

Let Ir= Vsin Q d6. Put P=xr cos 0, xAx=- 4c2 sin d cos 6 rf^,
Jo

dP (9n\r dr

^=etc. =-(r+l)^sin0-4^r^-asin^; .-. Jf

Using this reduction formula, we may show that

and finally

11. Find the mean value of x
zn

for all points on a spherical surface with

centre at the origin and radius a, the distribution being for equal surface

elements.

M (.) = [
/acos 0)tn . 27ra sin B .

47raJ
Jo

M(jc
2n+1

)
is evidently zero. For the values of x2n+1 for which x is

negative, cancel the corresponding ones for which x is positive.

12. Find the mean value of (Ix+my+ nz)
2? taken over the same spherical

surface.

Changing the axes so that Ix+my+ nz= becomes the new y-z plane,

lx+ + =X<J12++, and

13. Find M(x2p
y
Mz2T

)
over the same spherical surface.

The

= coef.

= coef.

k\

. f

p\-g\rl

. (2p)l(2g)l(2r)!~
p\qr
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14. Find M (Pxzpy
ZQzzr

)
taken over the surface of an ellipsoid of superficial

area A, semi-axes a, b, c, where P is the central perpendicular on a tangent

plane, the distribution being for equal elements of area.

Then writing =
, =, ?=,

where da- is the corresponding surface element on the sphere
2+ tf+

2= IP,

we have as the mean value required

abc tgHrj
* ! (2j>)!(2g)!(2r)! 47T

? ~
A &P+W+"' R3

where p+ q + r= k. (See Routh, .Rigr. Dyn., pp. 7 and 8.)

1662. Mean Areas and Volumes.

EXAMPLES.

1 . Find the mean value of the areas of all triangles which can be found by

taking at random three points on the circumference of a circle of radius R.
A A

Let O be the centre, ABC a specimen of the triangles ;
AOB= Q,BOC= <1>.

We may fix A.
<f)

varies from to 2ir- 0, and from to 2?r. Then

rZrr f2ir-e

h Jo

2. Find the. mean of the areas of all acute-angled triangles inscribable as

in Ex. 1.

Here 6 <w, <|>< IT, Zir-6 < <TT. The limits are therefore = to TT,

<f>
= ir- to TT, and the mean =3-R2

/7r -

3. .Find <fe ??ie7i oreo of all right-angled triangles inscribed as before.

Take A as the right angle. Then < = TT and the mean = 2R2
/ir, and

there are the same number of cases with the same sums if B or C be the

right angle. Hence the mean = 2.R2/7r.

4. Find the mean area of all obtuse-angled triangles inscribed as above.

Let A be the obtuse angle. Here 6< TT, </>
> TT, 2?r - - < < TT. Then

the limits for are and TT, and for <, TT and 27T- 0, and the mean =R2
/ir.
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5. Find the mean area of all triangles formed by joining three random

points on a sphere of radius a. [MATH. TRIP., 1883.]

Let be the centre. Consider first all the circular sections normal to

a given direction OA. Let P be any point on this circle, PN a perpen-
A

dicular on OA. AOP= x- Then the mean area of all triangles inscribed

in this circle =3o2sin2 x/2:r, and the number of such triangles is measured

by 27T
2
(Ex. 1). Therefore the mean for all triangles perpendicular to the

[^ 3d2 sin2Y
line OA for equal increments of x is -d\/ir = 3a2

/4Tr, and the
JO ^7T

mean is obviously the same for all directions of OA, since the number ofcases

and the sum of the cases is the same for each direction of OA. (Fig, 507.)

A distribution of different nature, e.g. for equal increments of x, would
1 C '3NP2

erive.a different result, viz. / dx^a^/ir.
O/y I O, . '

ZiWj n 4TV

P'

TNP

Fig. 507. Fig. 508.

6. Find the mean value ofthe volume ofa tetrahedron whose angularpoints are

four random points on a sphere ofradius a. (Fig. 508.) [MATH. TRIP., 1883.]

Without affecting the problem, we may take a set of bases fixed in

direction, say normal to a given radius OA. Let one of the bases be on

the circular section through the ordinate PN. Then, as the vertex of the

tetrahedron travels in a circular section parallel to the base and through
a second ordinate P'N', the volume remains constant. Therefore the

mean volume of the tetrahedron, with vertices on the plane through P'N'

and bases on the plane through PN

The measure NN' of the perpendicular height of the tetrahedron changes

sign as N' passes through N. To avoid negative signs for the volumes of

tetrahedra with vertices on opposite sides of their respective bases, we

separate the integration into two parts. The expression for the mean

volume required is then

cos Xi
- cos X2) dXl dXz + I

*
I

'

o '-^r (cos X2
- cos Xl ) dXl dXs

/*/!
J 3

which, after integration, gives 16a3
/97r

3
.

The distribution here taken is for equal increments of and
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7. // P, Q, R be random points on the three sides BC, CA, AB of a

triangle, find the mean values of the triangles AQR, BRP, CPQ, PQR.
[R. CHARTEES, Educ. Times.]

Let x
lt
x
2 ; yn y2 ; z,, z

2 be the respective

parts into which the sides are divided at P,

Q, R ; A the area of the triangle ABC,

Similarly
P

Fig. 509.
M(BRP)= M(CPQ)= .

fa fb

M(PQR)= I

o 'o

1663. Miscellaneous Mean Values.

EXAMPLES.

1. The value of a diamond being proportional to the square of its weight,

prove that, if a diamond be broken into three pieces, the mean value of the

three pieces together is half the value of the whole diamond. [M. TRIP., 1875.]

Let *, y, z be the weights of the portions, W that of the whole. Then

we have to find the mean value of xz+ y
2+ z2

,
where x + y+z= W. Refer-

Fig. 510.

ring to Cartesian coordinates, x+y+z=W is the equation of a plane. If

da- be an element of area of the intercepted triangle, the mean value is

I
(a:

2 + y
2 + z2

) d<r I I do-= (mom. of in. with respect to the origin)/area

= (the sum of the moments of in. about the axes)/area.

Let 3.4 be the area of the triangle. Then, concentrating A at each

mid-point (Routh, Rig. Dyn., Art. 35),

Mean value= -

t
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2. It is required to find the mean value of the inverse distances of points
on a circle of radius a, from points on a fixed diameter AB.

Let P be a point on the arc, Q a point on the diameter, the centre.

POB=0, POA = d' = ir-B, PAB= $ 1 ,

= 2<
1 , 6

> =
2<f>z

. (Fig. 511.)

o -a P
r ("

k J-a

ra dxNow / - is the potential at P of a material line AB of unit line
j a

f-*

density = log cot^ cot ^( Art. 1652).

-i{floe cotI ** +fa cot T^ } =lafa cot

= 4s'
2/7ra. (Art. 1074.)

Fig. 511. Fig. 512.

3. is a fixed point on the circumference of the base of a hemisphere
with centre G. P and Q are randompoints on the surface ; find the mean value

of the angle between the planes OOP, OCQ. (Fig. 512.) [CAICS COLL., 1877.]

Let AOA'O' be the base of the hemisphere, and B its vertex, C the

centre, CA, CB, CO being taken as the rectangular coordinate axes. Let

<p l
and

<(> 2 be the azimuthal angles of the two planes OCP, OCQ, P being
taken as the point on the plane with the greater azimuthal angle. Then
if the distribution of the points P, Q be one for equal elements of area,

the mean required is

rir /-TT fir /-<f>i

I I I I (<}>i-<i>2)sin6isindt d0l
d02

Jo Jo Jo Jo

fir fir fir //>,

I sin
1
sin 0, dO

t dd^ d(f> v
JO JO JO Jo

= etc. = 7r/3.
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4. Prove that if 2c be the distance between the foci of an ellipse of semi-

axes a and b, the mean value of r
l

~ 2 r 2

~'2
f{^(rl + r2 )

2 c2
}, with respect to the

'
r

1 ,
ra being the focal radii of any point

[7, 1890.]

area, is equal to
\do Jo A(</ +A)

within the ellipse. (Fig. 513.)

Taking
- = 1 as confocals through the point,

Mean

the integration being taken through the first quadrant,

4 ft* fc* 1 1 f(X.)d\dfj.

~irabJQ Jo 4

Let
C C

.= (1-cosO), dfj. -^

r r
! -u Jo

Hence the mean required =
. , 1 [V /'(A)rfApnmirpn = . i-i -J. _

Fig. 513. Fig. 514.

5. Through P, any point within an ellipse, a chord QPQ' is drawn parallel

to a given semi-diameter p. Show that the mean value of <fc(QP . PQ') for

all points within the ellipse is

it

r?

21 <.(/
2 cos2

#) sin 0cos 6 dQ.

Draw a similar and similarly situated ellipse through P. (Fig. 514.)

Then QP . PQ' retains the same value for all points on this ellipse, viz.

Bz -OB'*= p
2
co$*0, where p=OB and sin 6 is the ratio OB' : OB.
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If A and A' be the areas of the larger and smaller ellipses,

A'= As\\\*6 and dA' = 2A sin OcosOdO.

U(QP.PQ')dA'
J -

I dA'

6. Ellipses are drawn with the same major axis 2 and! am/ eccen-

tricities ; show tliat the mean length of their perimeters is

[ST. JOHN'S, 1886.]

Taking all eccentricities as equally likely, the mean perimeter is

Now

4a I I \/l - e2 sin2f d& del P de. (Art. 567.)
Jo Jo . I Jo

I \/] -e2 sin2
i/rG?e

=
sini/<- I Vcosec2

1
- e2 <i?e

Jo Jo

=
0Sini/M e v^cosec'-'^

~ tj2 + cosec'2
i/'

sin~1 esin
\/^^ I Jo

= -
(cos

Mean Perimeter
IT 7T

*= 2a I (cosi/r + i/rcosecii-Wi/'= 2a -! 1+ I .

Jo I Jo si

,

-i"+i
-...)},

by Art. 1074,

=ax 5-66386....

7. >SAow <Aai <Ae average values of the lengths of the least, mean and

greatest sides of all possible triangles which can be formed with lines wliose

lengths lie between a and 2a are in the ratio 5:6:7. [MATH. TRIP.]

If the sides be taken a+ x, a+y, a+ z, the ratio of their means is

fa rz ry ra ri ry fa
rz Cy

I dz I dyl dx(x+ a):l dz dy\ dx(y+ a): dz I dyl dx(z+ a).
Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo Jo

8, Find the mean value of xyz for points within the positive octant of the

ellipsoid a~
2x2+ b~2

y'
2+ c~V= 1. [Ox. II.

,
1 890. ]

Use Dirichlet's integral, Art. 962.

9. If a point be taken at random within a tetrahedron, then, of all

parallelepipeds which can be described having the line joining the point
to one of the angular points as diagonal and its edges parallel to the

edges of the tetrahedron which meet at that point, the average volume is

one twentieth that of the tetrahedron.
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10. Show that for positive values of .v, y, z, with condition

a-V+ &-y+c- 222 =l, and r being > 1,

the mean value of (xyz)
r~l for an equable distribution of area on the x-y

which for r= 2 reduces to 4a6c/157r.

11. Find the mean value of (xyzy-
1
,

r > 0, where .r, y, z are areal

coordinates for points within the triangle of reference.

Y'1(\-x-y)
r~l dx Ay

We require :

-
J jdxdy

for positive values of .r, y, z (see Art. 975) = 2{r(r)}
3
/r(3r).

12. Show that if x, y, z, u are the tetrahedral coordinates of a point

within the reference tetrahedron, M^xyzu)'-
1
}, (r > 0), =6{F(r)}

4
/r(4r).

13. Show that if r > and sclt x t,
... xn be all positive and subject to

the condition x1 + x 2+ ...+xn =l, then

M{(xlX , ... xn)'-*}
= r(n){r(r)}/r(nr).

14. Show that if t t ,
i 2 , ...t,, be all positive, the mean value of

a^i-iovs-i ...a;,,
1"-! for positive values of xu x^...xn subject to the

condition |>r=l is r(w)r(t!)r(i 2 ) ... Y^IT&i,).

15. Show that the mean value of Ayz+ Bzx+C.vy for positive values of

x, y, z subject to the condition x+y+z= 1 is ^ (A +B+C).

16. Show that the mean value x* +y*+ z* for positive values of x, y, z

subject to the condition x+y+z=l is }.

17. Show that the mean value of (A, B, C, D, E, F)(x, y, z)
2 for positive

values of ., y, z subject to the areal condition x+y+z=l is

\(A+B+C+D+ E+F).

18. Let there be n points upon the x-axis, and let positive ordinates of

increasing magnitude be erected at these points, their sum being I. Find the

mean length of the rth ordinate. [LAPLACE; TODHCNTER, Hist., p. 545.]

Taking as ordinates y lt i/i+y 2, y t +#2+3/3, yi + ---+y )
then

Putting */!
=

.?!, (n 1 )ya
= x t ,

. . . yn= xn ,
we have x1+ xt+ . . . + xn= I.

We then require

which gives --j-H , H
n (n n l n
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19. The density at any point of a triangular lamina varies as the

product of the perpendiculars on the sides. Show that the mean density

is 9/20 of the density at the centre of inertia of the triangle.

1664. Certain Inequalities.

If a, b, c, ... be any positive quantities, n in number, and

m, r, n, ft, ... positive integers and a+ ($-{-... =m. and m>r,
we have

,...;

0")
/0 ... A1 . , . ,

-- (Smith, ^., Art. 348.)

That is, the mean of the squares > the square of the mean
;

the mean of the mth
powers > the product of the means of

the r
th and (m r)

th
powers ;

and so on.

1665. If a, b, c,... be replaced by <f>(a ), 0(a -fA), <(a +2A), ...
,

the values of a positive continuous single-valued function of x

for equal infinitesimal increments of the variable, we have the

mean value of the square of the function > the square of the

mean value of the function between the same limits, with other

theorems of a similar nature. That is,

/

JP \
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.

Let Mlilt ^2,2 -^1,2 be !>the mean values of
<f> respectively

in case (i), case (ii), cases (iii) and (iv), and let M be the mean
value of when the positions of P and Q are unrestricted.

The number of cases occurring are measured by the magnitudes
of the regions, viz. Q x

2 if both lie in Q l5 Q2
2 if both lie in Q2 ,

0^2 if P lies in 17 X and Q in Q 2 ,
and Q^g-if Q lies in Q t and

P in Q2 ,
and (1^-f Q2)

2
if they lie in either region, unspecified.

Hence ^zMlilt 2 2
2M2 , 2 , 2fi 1Q 8Mli8 and (f21+n2)

aM are the

sums of the several cases occurring. But the first three must
make up the whole sum of the possible values of $, i.e.

2. 2

1667. Ex. If the two regions be mutually exclusive spheres of radii

a and b and centres distance c apart, then for the mean distance PQ,

,, 36 ,, 366 a?+ b2

^1.1=35-. ^2.2=35-, *i,i-+Tp-.
Hence the mean distance between P and

<i>
when each may lie within

either sphere or in different spheres is

36 4 4 / ffl' +^ 4 2 36

36

~̂
35 (

s+ 63 )

+
(a

8+ 63 )
2
C

5 (a
s"+W~

'

c
'

In the case where the spheres are equal and in contact, c=2a = 2b and

JT-W-

1668. In the same way, if there be three or more mutually
exclusive regions i^, 2 ,

O3 , say, and be a function of the

positions of three points P, Q, R which lie in one or other of

these regions, then (a) all may lie in any one of the regions,

(6) two may lie in one region, and one in either of the other

regions, or (c) one may lie in each region.

Let -Af3i0 ,

be the mean value of when all lie in f}1}

-^0,3,0 when all lie in 22 ,
M

2i Ii0 when two lie in O
a
and one

in Q2 ,
and so on

;
and let M be the mean irrespective of

where they lie. The respective numbers of cases are measured

by Q^, H2
3

, Sft^fig, etc., and (ft 1+Q2+fi3)
3
,
and the sums of

these cases are respectively measured by

^3,0,0' 2
3^ ,3 o. SfVQA.Lo, etc., and
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and the last, being the sum of all possible values of
<f>,

is equal to

the sum of all the several cases previously enumerated. Hence

(Ql+Q8+p8)

and so on if there be more than three mutually exclusive

regions.

1669. Regions not mutually exclusive.

To go back to the case of two regions, suppose next that the

regions fi
x
and Q2

have a common region fi. The whole region
bounded is then

(Mutually exclusive regions)

(Not mutually exclusive)

Fig. 515.

Let MQI +^_^ be the mean value of 0, when the random

points P, Q lie anywhere in the whole region; Mfli _Q the

mean when both lie in Oj fi
; M^ _ ^ the mean when both

lie in Q2 Q ;
M the mean when one lies in Q

x
and one in O2

.

The respective numbers of cases are (Q1+02 Q)
2

, (l^ Q)
2

>

(Q2 fi)
2 and 20^ Q2

;
for in allowing P and Q each to

range over O
t
and Q2 respectively, or Q2

and Oj respectively,

the region fi is counted twice over.

The sum of the values of when one lies in Oj and one in O2

The sum when both lie in Q
1

0, is

The sum when both lie in 122 Q is

and the three make up the total sum (
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1670. Similarly more complex cases may be examined. Also the

present formulae admit of considerable reduction for special cases,

e.g. when the regions are equal or when one region is enclosed completely

by the other.

1671. The Geometric Mean. Clerk Maxwell. An Integral

useful in Electromagnetic Problems.

If log RAB be the mean value of the logarithm of the distance

between points P and Q, one in each of the areas A and B
lying in the same plane, then obviously

log RAB=\ [log PQ . dA dB\\\dA dB,

the integrations being conducted for all elements of area in A,
and for all elements of area in B.

The integration I 1 1 log r dx dy dx' dy', over two such areas

occurs in the determination of the electromagnetic action

between two parallel straight currents flowing in conductors

of given sections. (Clerk Maxwell, E. and M., ii., p. 294).

Clearly A . B . log RAB --= f flog PQ . dA dB.

If C be a third area in the same plane, in which P or Q
could lie, (-4 -}- B)C\ogR^+B) C represents on some scale the sum
of the logarithms of the distances of points in C, from points
in the composite area A+ B, whilst A C log RA c represents on

the same scale the sum of those cases of the aforesaid group
which refer to lines joining points in A with points in (7; and

similarly with BClogRsc- Hence

(A+B)C\ogR(A+B)C=AC\ogRAC+BC\ogRBC .

And this rule may be extended. Thus, if there be a fourth

area D in the same plane,

(A+B+C)D\ogR(A+s+c)D=(A+B)DlogR(A+B)D+CD\ogRCD

=ADlogRAD+BD}ogRBD+CDlogRCD ;

and so on.

Thus, if R be found for pairs of parts of a composite figure

the rule will give R for the whole figure.

Also A, B, C, ... are not necessarily different figures.

Maxwell states the results for a number of cases. He calls

the line R thus determined the Geometric mean of all the

distances between such pairs of points.
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1672. Cases of Maxwell's Geometric Mean.

I. To find R for a point C, and a finite straight line AB. (Fig. 516.)

Let CO be drawn at right angles to the direction of AB.

P a point on AB, OA=a = x^ OB= b = x z , OC=p, OP=x, CP=r,
AB=l= b-a. CA = r1,CB= r2 .

Then l\ogR= I logJx*+p*dx=\ xlog\fx
Ja

n-1-
;

-^O,

ACS,

i.e. (xz
- xt ) ( log R+ 1

)
= xz log rz

- xl log rl +p . r

In the case when C lies on AB produced, p = 0, and

log R+ 1 = (xt log Xz
- *i log Xi)/(x2

-
xj.

C
D Q

A P

Fig. 516.

p a - x

Fig. 517.

1673. II. Let ABCD be a rectangle, AB= a, AD-b. Let P and Q be

points respectively upon AB and CD. PO the perpendicular upon CD.

AP= x. (Fig. 517.)

For a given point P let ^
t
refer to the value of R for the fixed point P,

(log /?! + !)
= OD log PD+ OClog PC+bCPD

Integrating with regard to x from to a,

+ 6
[#

tan- 1

1
- 6 log v/^Tfe

2

]"
- 6

[(a
-

a;) tan-
1^ - 6 log x/(a-

where D is the diagonal.

1674. III. If P lies upon AB and Q upon AD, and R
l
as before refers

to the result for a fixed point P,
1-t

b (log /^
1+ l)

= 61ogvo;
2+ 62+ ^tan~ 1 -

; and integrating from to a,
x

+ 62
, b
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1675. IV. If Q lies on the circumference of a circle of radius a, and centre

0, and P be any point in its plane distant c from the centre,

Fig. 518.

27ra log R = 2 I log \/a2 2ac cos 6+ c2 . a d(j
Jo

a, (c<a) ; or 27ralogc,

Therefore R= the greater of the two a or c; and the mean of logr
is accordingly

log a, (c<a), or logc, (c>a).

1 676. V. If P travels on the circumference of a second circle of radius b

entirely without the former, the distance of the centres being d, and if log It

stand for the mean value oflogPQ,

Fig. 519.

Zirb . 2ira log R = 2ira . 2 (* log PO . b dff
Jo

log \/62 -

= 2ira . Zirb log d ;
.'. R = d.

Similarly if one circle be entirely within the other,

b dff
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1677. VI. If Q lies upon a circular annulus, centre 0, external

and internal radii a
l
and 2 ,

and P be at a point distant c from 0, and

log R= M(log PQ), QO = r, QOP= 9,

7r(ai
2 -a2

2
)log#= 2J "f log Vc

2 - 2cr cos 6 + r*.rd8 dr

/! /!
= 21 -rrlogc.rdr, (Or); or = 2f TT log r . r dr, (c< r),

J a% J&2

= IT log c . (a^
-

2
2
)
if c> a

l ,

p r2~P
l

/ a 2 a 2\
or =

7r|r
2

logr--J
=TT( a^ log at

-
2
2
log a 2

- -L
-^-
M if c<aa ,

i.e. if Oa1} \ogR = \ogc; (a)

1fo< 2 ,

Fig. 520.

If a^oag, and 7* itself lies upon the annulus,

TT (a^
-

a./) log #= I 2vr log c . r dr+ I 2ir log r . r dr
;

Ja, ^c

c2 -a,2
, a,

2
log a, -c2

logo 1 a, 2 -c2

whence log^= ^logcH--
1 % J

2 -5.2 2

Since R= c when P is without the annulus, the mean value of logPQ,
where P lies upon any region entirely without the annulus is the mean

value of logPO. And if P lies upon any region entirely within the

annulus, the expression for R, in that case not containing c, is independent

of the shape or position of the region.

We may deduce the result (y) from (a) and (/3) by Art. 1671. Let A
and B be the regions of the annulus respectively outside and inside a

concentric circle througli Q. Then if C be an elementary small area

in which P lies,

(A +B) log R{A+B)c= A log RAC+B\og RDC ;

-^a^^
giving the same result as before.

E.I.C. II. 3D
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1678. VII. // P be not at a fixed point within the annulus, but may
travel anywhere within it,

{TT
-

2
2
)}

2
log R = log v/V - 2y2 cos (^- 2) + r2

2
. r,

where rn $j and r
2 , 2 are the polar coordinates of P and Q.

The limits for 0j are 2
to dz+ 2ir ; for 2 ,

to TT, and double the result ;

for r2 from 2 to
T*J
and i\ to

j ; for rj ,
from 2

to a
l

.

The first integration gives
<

2(ir\ogr} )r lr^drl
drzdd2

or 2(?rlogr])r1rs(2r1(irf(l0s ,

according as r
l
or r

2
is the greater.

The second merely multiplies the result by 2ir.

The third gives

47T2
/ r

1
r

2 logr1 rfr 1 dr2+ 47r
2

/ r
1
r
2 logr2 (/r1 dr 2

.'a.2 .'r,

= STr'tV log a x . rt
-
a.,^! log^ -^a^ - r^dr^

The final integration gives, after dividing by ?r
2
(a^ 2

2
)

2
,

^4 ^ g^ 2 _ Q 2

log ^= log rt,
-

p
- TTT log + 77 V> a result stated by Maxwell.

(i -z ) 2 4(a 1
2 -rt 2

2
)'

I'or <Ae mean o/ <Ae logarithms for pairs of points within any circular

area, put rt 2
= 0; then log R= log a t |, that is R= a

l
e~* or -R is a little

more than 3a/4.

Other results of similar character are stated by Maxwell with a

reference to Trans. B.S., Edinb., 1871-2.

1679. Other cases of mean values will be considered in the next

chapter, which are more intimately connected with the general Theory of

Probability.

PEOBLEMS.

1 . If the sides of a rectangle may have any values between a and

b, prove that the mean area =(a + >)

2
/4. [R. p.]

2. Find the average area of a random sector whose vertex is taken

at a given point on a given circle.

3. ABCD is a square. Show that the average distance of A from

points on EC for an equable distribution of radii vectores about A is

log
--

-f-j5 >
^>ut f r an equable distribution of points on BC

7T

. . AC AB, AC+AB

4. A rod of length a is broken into two parts at random. Show
that the mean value of the sum of the squares of the parts =

2a?/3.

[Ox. II., 1886.]
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5. A rod of length a is broken into two parts at random. Show

that the mean value of the rectangle contained by the parts is a2
/6.

6. The sum of two positive numbers is given = N. Show that the

mean value of the product of the p* power of the one and the g
th

power of the other is plql NP+i/(p + q+ 1)!, p and q being positive

integers.

7. Find the mean value of the (i) squares, (ii) cubes of all radii

vectores of a cardioide for an equable angular distribution of radii

vectores about the pole.

8. Given the base and the radius of the circumcircle of a triangle,

determine its mean area, stating clearly what assumptions you make

as to equal probability. [Sx. JOHN'S, 1884.]

9. Show that the average of the squares of the distances of all

points within a given circle from a point on the circumference is

three times that of the squares of all points within the circle from

the centre. [COLLEGES, 1878.]

10. Find the mean value of the squares of the distances of all

points within a rectangle (i)
from the centre of the rectangle, (ii)

from any point in the plane of the rectangle, (iii) from any point not

in the plane of the rectangle.

11. Find the mean value of the focal radii vectores of a cardioide

(i) for an equable angular distribution of radii, (ii) for an equable

arcual distribution.

12. If a solid be formed by the revolution of a cardioide about its

axis, find the mean value of the focal distances of points on the

surface of the solid (i) for an equable surface distribution, (ii) for an

equable solid angle distribution.

13. Find the mean value of the squares of the distances between

any two points within a given (i) triangle, (ii) square, (iii) sphere,

(iv) cube.

14. (i) Find the mean of the inverse distances of points within an

ellipse from a focus for an equable areal distribution.

(ii)
Find the mean of the inverse distances of points within a

prolate spheroid from a focus for an equable volume distribution.

15. Show that the mean distance of points within a sphere of

radius a from points of the surface of a shell of double the radius of

the sphere is 21a/10, and that the mean distance of points on the

surface of the sphere from points on the shell is 13a/6.
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1 6. Show that the mean distance of all points within a sphere of

radius a from a point midway between the centre and the surface

is 279a/320.

17. Show that the mean distance of a point on the external

surface of a spherical shell of thickness T from points in the material

6 1 (R-T)Z(2R-T)
of the shell is - E + = . o u >

where R is the external- = p. opa o uv , T*\>O li(6K* 6K1 + 1 )
radius.

18. Show that the mean distance between points P and Q, of

which P lies within a sphere of radius R and Q lies between this

sphere and a, concentric sphere of double the radius, is 3 5
72/140.

19. There are two concentric spherical shells, the bounding
surfaces of which are 1 inch, 2 inches, 3 inches, and 4 inches. Show

that the average distance of points in the material of the first from

points in the material of the second is 3f inches.

20. Two equal spherical surfaces are in contact. Show that the

mean distance of points on the one surface from points on the other

= 7/3 of the radius of either.

Show further that if the points may lie anywhere within their

respective spheres, their mean distance is 11/5 of the radius of either
;

but that if one of the points lies within one of the spheres and the

other point on the surface of the other sphere, their mean distance

is 34/15 of the radius.

21. If Mn be the mean of the nth

pOM
rer of the distance between

two points on the area bounded by a circle of diameter unity, show

that Mn+z
=Mn (n + 2)(n + 3)/(w + 4) (w + 6).

22. If Mn be the mean of the nih
power of the distance between

two points on the surface of a sphere of unit diameter, show that

23. If Mn be the mean of the ?i
th

power of the distance between

two points within a sphere of diameter unity, show that

24. A point is taken outside a sphere with centre and radius

a. CO = 2a. Show that the mean of the cubes of the distances of

from points within the sphere =731a3
/70, and that the mean of the

fourth powers =171a4
/7.

25. Show that the mean value of tfy*z* over the surface of a sphere

of radius a is a12/5005.
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26. Show that the mean value of scP-'
i
y4-

lzr
~l for positive values

of x, y, z, subject to the condition a~2x2 + b~-y* + c~2 2 = 1 for an

equable distribution of areas on the x-y plane, is

where p, q, r are all greater than unity.

27. On a straight line of unit length two random points are taken.

Show that the mean of the square of the distance between them is

1/6 of a unit of area.

28. Circles are inscribed in the triangles formed by joining points

on an ellipse of semi-axes a, b arid eccentricity e to the foci. Show

that the mean value of the areas of the circles for equal increments

of a focal vectorial angle is

7ra2 (l
-
eY(a/b

-
1). [MATH. TRIP., 1892.]

29. Show that the mean value of the product of the three per-

pendiculars from any point within a triangle upon the sides is

PiPzPat* where plt p2 , ps
are the perpendiculars from the angular

points upon the opposite sides.

30. Show that the mean value of the product of the four per-

pendiculars from any point within a tetrahedron upon the faces is

PiP2pzpJ56Q, where p, p2 , ps , p are the perpendiculars from the

several quoins upon the opposite faces.

31. Five points, A, B, C, D, E, are taken upon a straight line AE,
to which perpendiculars are drawn through these points of increasing

magnitude. The sum of these five perpendiculars is 10 inches.

Show that the mean length of the middle perpendicular is 47/30 of

an inch.

32. Show that the mean distance of all points within a given

regular polygon of side 2a from the centre is
-^ + ~ log ,

where
o o a T

R and r are the radii of the circumscribed and inscribed circles.

33. Show that the rectangle contained between the average value

of the radius of curvature at points equally distributed along a curve

and the corresponding arc is double the area contained between the

curve, the evolute and the normals at the extremities of the arc.

[5, 1883.]
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34. Prove that the mean value of the radius of curvature at points

equally distributed along the cardioide r = a(l +cos 6} is ajr/3, while

the density distribution of the corresponding points along the pedal

with respect to the pole varies at any point as the curvature at the

corresponding point of the cardioide. [5, 1883.]

35. Prove that the square of the mean value of any function of a

variable between any limits of the variable is less than the mean

value of the square of that function between the same limits of the

variable. [Si. JOHN'S, 1883.]

36. Find the mean value of the squares of the distances from a

focus of all points within an ellipse whose eccentricity is v/3/2.

[5, 1881.]

37. The circumference of the auxiliary circle of an ellipse, whose

axes are ACA' = 2a, BCB' = 2b, is divided at Qlt Q2 ,
... into a large

number of equal arcs. At P
lf

the point on the ellipse whose

eccentric angle is ACQl}
a circle is described so as to touch the

ellipse at P
l
and to have its centre on the major axis. Show that

the mean area of all such circles is 7ri2 (a
2 + i2)/2a

2
. [o, 1881.]

38. At any point P of a catenary whose parameter is c, the ordinate

PN and the normal PG are drawn to meet the directrix at N and G

respectively. Prove that the mean values of the area of the triangle

NPG for points proceeding by equal increments of (i) abscissa, (ii)

ordinate, (iii) arc, up to a point whose coordinates are (x, y), are

respectively
/ 4r \ /

(i) (f - cs)/6z ; (ii) c2
(c

sinh - - 4z
) /

64 (y
-

c) ; (iii) (y
4 - c

4
)/8cs.

\ / /

39. Find the mean of the inverse distances of two random points,

one on the surface of a sphere, the other on a circular area exterior

to the sphere and whose plane is at right angles to the line of

centres.

40. Prove that the mean of the inverse distance between points

on the surface of a sphere and points on a straight rod of length Z,

external to the sphere, which is bisected at right angles by a per-
O i

pendicular upon.it from the centre of the sphere, is -s log tan ,
' I *

where a is the angle at the centre of the sphere subtended by the rod.

41. Prove that the mean inverse distance between points on the

surface of a sphere of radius a and points on a concentric ring of

radius b is b~l if b> a or a"1 if b < a.
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42. Prove that the mean value of x for all points within the

positive octant of the surface (xjaf + (y/b)* + (zjcf
= 1 is 21a/128.

43. On a given finite arc n points are drawn dividing it into equal

small lengths, and n other points are taken, parallels to the normals

at which divide the angle between the extreme normals into equal

small angles. Prove that when n is indefinitely increased the mean

of the radii of curvature at the former n points is greater than the

mean of the radii of curvature at the latter n points, the curvature

being supposed finite at every point of the arc. [ST. JOHN'S, 1889.]

44. If log It be the mean value of the logarithm of the distance

between two points P and Q which lie on a line AB of length a,

show that R = ae~*. [CLERK MAXWELL, El. and Mag., II., p. 296.]



CHAPTER XXXVII.

CHANCE.

1680. DEF. If an event can happen in a ways and fail in

b ways, and all these ways are equally likely to occur, the

probability of the happening is a/(a-\-b) and of the failure to

happen is b/(a-\- b).

These measures are essentially numerical positive proper
fractions. Certainty is denoted by unity. A mean value is

essentially a quantity of the same kind as those of which the

mean is taken. So long as a and b are finite, the theory of

probability does not call for any mode of treatment other

than the processes of ordinary arithmetic and algebra. If,

however, a problem incurs the existence of an infinite number
of ways in which an event could happen and an infinite

number of ways in which it could fail to happen, all these

being equally likely, the calculation of a, b and a+6 may call

for the processes of the Integral Calculus, or at least the

fundamental conceptions of the Calculus, to effect the neces-

sary summations, though sometimes in such cases the actual

labour of integration may be avoided by geometrical or other

considerations.

1681. Take, for instance, the case of a material particle

thrown down upon a region of area A, and which is equally

likely to fall at any point of the area
;
and let us explain this

phrase. Imagine the area A to be divided up into an infinite

number of intinitesimally small elements of equal area, and

suppose that an infinite number of trials is made. We shall

also suppose that, after these trials, the particle has fallen as

many times upon any one element as upon any other. Then

if a be any region of finite area enclosed completely within

792
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the contour of A
,
a and A contain numbers of the infinitesimal

elements of area proportional to and measured by their own

areas. Hence the numbers of particles which have fallen respec-

tively upon a and upon A are measured by the respective areas

of a and A, and the chance that a particle which falls upon A

also falls upon a is -r, and that it does not so fall is l~-j-

The chance that of two hazard throws of a particle upon A

both fall upon a is
-j -j.

That the' first does and the second

does not, the chance is -j(l T)- That the first does not
A \ A/

and the second does is (l jW; and that neither does is
\ A/A

(l j)(l -T)I and the sum of these is unity. And so on if

\ A/ \ A/
there be more than two throws.

It will appear that in such cases, unless the areas be known

or obtainable by some elementary means, either the Integral

Calculus or some equivalent graphical method will be neces-

sary for their evaluation. Taking any pair of rectangular axes

in the plane of the region A, the chance that the throw upon
A results in the particle falling upon a may be expressed as

I If&ccfo/ (taken over a) I \dxdy (taken over A).

1G82. We note that the chance that a particle should fall

upon the perimeter of the contour of a is infinitesimal in com-

parison with the chance that it should fall upon the area of a.

1683. We indicate by a few examples how the Integral

Calculus is to be applied in some cases, and how the actual

integration may be evaded in others.

1. OA = 2a is the axis of a cardioide. C is the mid-point of OA. What

is the chance that a random point P taken within the cardioide is further from
C than C is from ?

Drawing a circle with centre C and

radius CO, P must lie without the circle

but within the cardioide. The area of

the cardioide

= 2 . | f
2
(1 + cos 0)

2dQ= fra
2

.

Jo

Therefore the chance required is

(7ra
2

7ra'
2
)/|7ra

2=
^.
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2. Given that p, q are any positive quantities of which neither is >4; what

is the probability that when real values are assigned to them at random, the

roots of the quadratic x*-px + q = Q shall be real ?

If real, p2
<4q. Construct the parabola Y*=4X. The point (4, 4) lies

upon it. We may then interpret the condition geometrically. A random

point H is selected upon a square ONPQ, whose side is 4. The above

parabola is drawn with axes ON, OQ. The values of p and q are denoted

by the abscissa arid ordinate of H. When H lies without the parabola

p^>4q. Therefore the chance that p2 <4q is measured by the ratio of

the area OPQ to that of the square ; that is, 1/3. (Fig. 522.)

A'

Q
.H

N

Fig. 522.

B' P

Fig. 523.

What is3. A rod, three feet long, is broken at random into three parts.

the chance that we may be able to form a triangle with them ?

(i) If .r, y, z be the parts, x+y+z= I, the unit being a yard. We are

to have y + z>.v, z+x>y, x+y>z. Interpreting x, y, z as areal co-

ordinates, then y + z= x, etc.,

are the joins of the mid-

points of the sides of the tri-

angle of reference. In order

that all the inequalities may
be satisfied, the representa-
tive point x, y, z must lie

within the triangle formed

by them (unshaded, Fig.

523), which is one quarter of

the whole triangle. Hence
the chance is .

(ii) We might also regard

x, y, z as the rectangular
coordinates of a representa-

Fig. 524. ti ye point. Taking 1 foot as

unit, x+y + z= 3; and this

is the equation of a plane making intercepts 3, 3, 3 upon the coordinate

axes. If A, B, G be the intercepted triangle ; P, Q, B the mid-points of
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its sides, y + z= x, etc., are the respective planes OQR, etc., and of all the

unrestricted positions upon the triangle which the representative point

x, y, z may occupy those for which y+ z>x, etc., lie within the triangle

PQR. Therefore, as before, the chance =
J.

(iii) Again, without evasion of integration, we may proceed thus :

O P Q A

Fig. 525.

Let OA (
= a) be the rod, P and Q the random fractures, P being that

which is nearer to O
;
OP= x, OQ=y y > x.

Then, since

x+ (y-x)>(a-y\ (y-x) + (a-y)>x, and (a-y) + x >(y-x\

we have x < ~ , y>n-> #~ *'< Hence the chance required ismm 2i

n"
f+*

/ [ fy 2 [%
dxdy/l dydx= S) \

xdx= \.a
l Jo Jo

* 2
Jo

t

(iv) Or still again, with the above inequalities, construct a square
OABC of side a, OA, OC being the x and y axes. Let P, Q, B, S (Fig. 526)

be the mid-points of the sides, T that of the square. The representative

point must be in some position on the triangle OBC as y >x, and both are

positive and neither of them >a. The conditions <, y>ni y~ x <ly
ii JL a

restrict it further to the triangle TR8, which is obviously of OBC.
Hence the chance required is j.

It will be noted that the integration process is merely the evaluation

by that method of the areas of the triangles TRS, OBC.

y

c

Q

P

Fig. 526. Fig. 527.

4. An ellipse has its centre at a random point C of a semicircle ACB,
and two vertices at A, B the extremities of the diameter. AB= c. Find (i)

the mean area for different positions of C ; (ii) the chance that its area shall

be less than that of the circle. (Fig. 527.)

(i) Let be the centre of the circle ;
BOC= V, AC= r^ BC = rz .
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7TC2

Then Area of ellipse
= Trr

l
r2 = -^-

sin 0,

r
I

sin

and Mean area = -=-

t'dO
Jo

(ii) When area of ellipse
= area of circle, ?V2

= Jc
2
,
ar>d #= 30.

Hence, from = 30 to 0=150, we have area of ellipse >area of circle.

Therefore the chance that the area of the ellipse is less than that of the

circle =2x^ =
|.

5. // a quantity of homogeneous fluid contained in a vessel be thoroughly

shaken up and allowed to come to rest again, prove that the chance that no

particle of the fluid now occupies its original position is 1/e.

[WHITWORTH'S PROBLEM.]

Let there be n particles a, /3, y, ... occupying specific positions :

N the number of ways of arranging them in those positions
= II (/t),

say, =
!,

N(A) the number of ways of arranging them with a in its original

place,

N(a) the number of ways of arranging them with a out of its

original place,

N(aB) the number of ways of arranging them with (3 in and a out

of their original places, and so on.

Thus N=ll(n); N(A) = tt(n- 1) ; N(a)=U(n)-TI(n--l).

Hence N(aB) = lI(n
- l)-II(-2) ;

.'. N(ab) = N(a) - N(aB) = II (n)
-
2II(

-
1) + H( -

2) ;

/. writing n - 1 for n, N(abC) = U(n-l)-'2U(n-
.-. subtracting,

and so on.

Thus

Hence the chance that all the particles are misplaced

N(a,b,c,...)_ 1 1 1_^n = 00
--__ +___ + ...__.

[See the Problem of "n letters and n directed envelopes," Smith,

Algebra, p. 293.]

In this case, although the number of cases is infinite, the problem does

not call for the assistance of the Integral Calculus.
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6. Find the chance that a random triangle inscribed in a circle is (i) acute

angled, (ii) obtuse angled,

(i) Let ABC (Fig. 528) be the triangle ;
the centre of the circle.

Let the angles AOB, AOC, measured in opposite directions from OA, be

called and (.

Then J=(2ir-0-<)/2, J5=^>/2, 0=8/2, and if ABC be acute angled,

6<ir, <f><ir, $+ <$>> TT.

The chance for an acute-angled case is therefore

rir rir fir

d6d<b 6dO
Jo Jw-e Jo

rlir tr6 ftirr-itt rVn0 ,->

dd d<t> I

Jo Jo Jo

(ii) The probability that A is obtuse is

fir r-n8 i fZir fZir9rir fw9 i fZir [

L L Md
+ll, L

The probability that one of the three A, B or C is obtuse =f.
The probability that the triangle is right angled is of course

infinitesimal.

B

Fig. 528.

(iii) Let us examine this problem in an elementary way. Three points

being taken at random on the circumference of a circle, what is the chance

that they lie on the same semicircle ?

Let the arcs EC, CA, AB be x, y, z
;
and take the circumference as

unity. Then x+y+ z=l. The triangle will be obtuse angled in any of

the three cases y + z <x, z+ x <y, x+y < z.

Interpreting x, y, z as areal coordinates of a point referred to a reference

triangle A'B'C', we may proceed as in 3 (i), and if P, Q, R be the mid-

points of the sides, the chance required will be the same as the chance

that an arbitrary point of the triangle A'B'C' shall fall upon one of the

three equal triangles A'QR, B'RP, C'PQ (shaded in Fig. 529), i.e. f, and

the chance the triangle ABC is acute angled is J.

(iv) A curious fallacy lies in the following argument. One pair of points,

say A, B, must lie on a semicircle terminated at A. The chance that C
lies on this semicircle is

;
therefore the chance that all three lie on the

same semicircle is !
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This is incorrect: where lies the fallacy? (Rev. T. C. Simmons, Educ.

Times). Let the student obtain the correct result by this line of

argument.

7. Two points P, Q are taken at random within a circle whose centre is C.

Prove that the odds are 3 to 1 against the triangle CPQ being acute angled.

[ST. JOHN'S COLL., 1883.]

Let a be the radius
; P, (r, </>),

the position of one of the points.

Let a diameter ACE and a chord DPE be drawn perpendicularly to

CP. Then (Fig. 530)

/\ rm. u ^u i. -orin \ t.
area f a semicircle AFB 1

(i) The chance that PCQ is obtuse is ^ -. = =-.
area of circle 2

A
(ii) The chance that CPQ is obtuse is the compound chance that P

should lie on the particular element rdtydr, and that if so, Q lies on the

a.- 1- j.\- i j r d<t> dr area of segment
smaller segment cut on by the chord, = <-* x- There-

Tra2 Tra2

A
fore the whole chance that wherever P lies, CPQ is obtuse is, with the

notation indicated in the figure,

-
?,

2sin20 ,
.

=-5 , (where r= a cos 8) = etc. = *.2

re

/

J

(iii) Similarly the chance that CQP is obtuse =^. And these are

mutually exclusive events. Therefore the chance that one of the three

is obtuse is 2 + J+ J = f- Therefore the chance that the triangle is acute

angled is J, and the odds against this are 3 to 1.

D

Fig. 530. Fig. 531.

1684. We have seen that when a region Q entirely encloses

a second region CD, the chances that a random point taken

within 7 should or should not lie within w are respectively

^ and 1 Q-
If n random points be taken within 17, the

chance that r specified points lie within CD, but the rest do

(ci)\

r / u)\
n~ r

^J (1 Q) 5
and if the several points be denoted
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as A, B, C, ...
,
the chance that some unspecified r of them lie

within &), whilst the rest do not, is nCr times as great, that is

/ft>V/ d)\
n~ r

/nCr ( 7f) ( 1 ~ ) And the chance that at least r unspecified
\2/ V Q/

points of the whole number lie within &> is

Now suppose that the region w itself is variable with the

different trials, and let the regions which it represents in the

several trials be denoted by top &>2 ,
o>3 ,

... wm ,
and let there be

a very large number m of such trials, and that any of these

<o's may be equally likely to be selected for any particular

trial of the taking of a random point P within the region Q.

The chance that at any particular trial any specified one

value of to), say a>D , is selected is
,
and therefore that r specifiedm

points of the whole group should fall within u>p ,
and the rest

not within it, we have the compound chance

mV(2/ V 11

Hence in all the m trials the chance that r specified points

lie within the particular co selected for each trial, and that the

rest do not, is

i
<0P\

n- r

* AMYi ^
(1 7f) =the mean value of (-^) (1 7^
\ O/ \O/ A U

And if the r points be not specific points of the group

A, B, C, ... which are to fall within the selected w's, the result

will be the mean value of !<?, l-. That is, the
,.

two results are

r -cop
n-rn or "

according as the random points falling within the particular

to's are to be specified or unspecified members of the group of

random points A, B, C, ... .

It is convenient to picture the two cases as those of n sand

grains thrown at random upon the region Q, the grains being

coloured differently in the first case, uncoloured and in-

distinguishable in the second.
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1685. Taking, for instance, the case of a rod AB of length a
; this is

the region fl. Take, two points at random upon it. This marks a

random region w, viz. PQ, within 12. Now take n other random points
on AB, say differently coloured sand grains thrown at hazard upon the

line. The chance that a specified group of r of these lies between P
and Q, and the rest do not, =M{PQr

(a-PQ)n
-r

},
lan

;
and if the group be

unspecified, the chance will be =^ nCrM{PQr
(a-PQ)n

-r
}/a

n
.

Let P be the random point which is the nearer to A
; AP=x, Aty=y.

Then M{PQr
(a
- PQ)

n~r
]
= I

"

f

'

(y
- xY(a -y+ x)

n~r
dy dx/ f {' dy dx

Jo Jo / Jo Jo
l

Therefore the chance required for r specified points, and r only, to

lie between P and Q is > L ^-j and if the r points be
- --

a j 2(n-r+l)
unspecified = -

1686. This result is obtainable directly. For the total number of

points to be chosen on A B is n + 2. The number of permutations of these

is (?i+ 2)! Let us fix positions for two of these, X and Y, on the array,

say the 1
A and mtl>

. Then there are n ! permutations of the remaining

points. Hence the chance that two particular points X and Y shall be

2 . n\
the th and wth of the array =-. gyp for these two may stand in either

order, either as first and (r+ 2)"
1

,
second and (r+ 3)

th

,
third and

(r+4)
tk

,
... (y&-r+l)

th and ( + 2)
th

,
i.e. in n-r+ l ways, events equally

likely to occur, and therefore the total chance that these two points shall

2 (11 _ f I

find r unspecified other points between them is, ..

(n +!)(

1687. For instance, if there be eight indistinguishable points taken at

hazard on AB after P, Q have been selected at random, the chance that

three unspecified ones should lie between P and Q and five on the rest of

the line AB is
'

O =TT) and the chance for three specified ones to lie
10 . y 15

between P and Q and the others on the rest of the line is

2_ J^_^ 1 1

15' C,~15' 56~420'

1688. Random Points.

It is necessary to examine carefully what is meant when it

is stated that points are taken at random within a given

region.
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(i) When a point P is said to be taken at random upon a

line AB of length a, it is understood that AB is divided into

an infinite number of equal elements, and that each element

has the same chance of finding itself the recipient of the point

A P Q R B

Fig. 532.

P. Thus, measuring a length x along AB from A, the chance

of the random point P falling between x and x-\-dx is dx/a.
If a random selection of several points P, Q, R be made upon

the line, the chances they will severally fall between the respec-

tive distances x and x+dx, y and y-{-dy, z and z-\-dz from A
are dx/a, dyla and dz/a, and the compound chance that all

f/f (1^1 CM Z
three chances should concur is

, dx, dy, dz denoting
df Cft (Xt

increments of equal length.

But if, after a choice of P and Q has been made at random,
R is then selected at random between P and Q, the respective

chances are dx/a, dy/a, dz/(y x) ;
for now the possible region

for the selection of a position for R has been restricted. The

compound chance that all three things should happen is

dx dy dz

a a yx'
If a rod be broken simultaneously at two points at random,

the chance that one fracture lies at a distance between x and

x-\-dx from A, and that the other lies between the distances

y and y-4-dy from A, is . But if the rod be first broken
a a

at P and then the portion AP be again broken at Q, the

chance that these fractures should respectively lie at distances

from A between x and x-\-dx and between y and y-\-dy is

dx dy
a x

'

(ii) When a point P is said to be taken at random on a

given area A or within a volume V, then, if R be the whole

region in question, and if R be divided up into an infinite

number of equal infinitesimally small regions SR, SR', SR", ...',

it is understood that each element has the same chance of

finding itself the recipient of the point P, and the chance

E. i.e. ii. SE
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that specified points P, P', P", ... should occupy the respective

i or>or>/pT>// Oil O/t Oft
elements 6ti, 6H ,

ori , ... is -~- -=- -... .

K K K

1689. To return to the case of a distribution of possible

positions on a line AB
(
=

a). If, after a random selection of

one point P on AB, a selection of Q be made at hazard upon

A Q P B

Fig. 533.

AP, it is evident that, since the number of possible positions

for Q on AP is smaller than the number of possible positions

for P in the whole line AS, the chance of any one element of

AP distant between y and y+dy from A being the recipient

of Q is greater than that of the element between x and x-\-dx

being the recipient of P. The circumstance of the random

choice of Q being made subsequently to the random choice of

P, upon a limited range, has increased the chance of the dy
element, but all equal elements between A and P have the

same chance, the compound chance being, as before stated,

dx dy
a x

'

1690. We have, then, for the total chance that AQ shall

not be less than a certain length c
),

n x dx dy Ca dx a
-(xc) acc\oge

-
c a x Jc<tx

& c

n
x dxdy fa dx

a x J ax

1691. Thus for a rod four feet long and AQ to exceed one

foot, the chance = (3 log 4)/4= '4034... .

1692. It will be observed from Art. 1690 that for the com-

pound event the chance of the element between x and x-\-dx

being the recipient of the random point P, and also being such

that the subsequent random choice of Q will give a result for

/'* /
f* rl^fa

which A Q <t c, is no longer
- - but -

,
and therefore the

a oo a

density of the possible positions of P on the line is not the

Q
same at various positions, but varies as 1

, i.e. in a hyper-
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bolic manner. This "
density

"
of distribution may be repre-

sented graphically as in Fig. 534, and shows that the

condensation of points P in an element dx, which can bring
about a value AQ greater than c, increases from zero at x= c,

and continues its increase as P approaches B, tending in a

hyperbolic manner to an asymptote parallel to the as-axis.

V* f\

Taking >;
= & - as the equation of this graph, rj

dx is a
x

measure of the number of cases in which P lies in the element

dx. That is, this number is proportional to the ordinate of the

graph. And the total number of cases is measured on the

same scale by the area between the x-axis, the curve and

the ordinate at x a. This area up to any definite ordinate is

k dx=k\x c clog
; X

4 x

Fig. 534.

If we take an ordinate which bisects the whole area, viz.

x=x
,
we have k(x

- c
c\og^j=- kfa c

clog-J ;
and

this ordinate divides the whole line AB into two portions such

that there are as many favourable cases for the event desired

in defect of AP(=xQ) as there are in excess. On these grounds
the value X=XQ is said to give the most probable case to secure

the event.

In the case a = 4 feet, c = 1 foot, x - 1 - log .r = | (3
-
log 4)

= 0'8068.

.'. x -
]og.ro

= 1'8068, and by trial, or graphically, x = 2 '8563 nearly.

That is, in order that the portion AQ should exceed one-fourth of the

rod, the most likely position for the first fracture to have been made is

a little less than three-fourths of the length of the rod from A.

We shall call such a graph, indicating the density or con-

densation of points P in an element which are such that the
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event may be brought to pass, the " Condensation
"
or " Den-

sity
"
graph. We shall return to it later. It is also sometimes

called the "Curve of Frequency." (See Williamson, Int. Calc.,

p. 369, ed. 8.)

In all previous cases the density or condensation has been

uniform. It will now appear that many cases will arise when
this is not so.

The mean value of the ordinates of the graph from x=c to

x=a is given by

f
rt

7 cc c, lfa , ,( a\ I. kc , a
k - ax 1 1 dx=K(a c clog-) / (a c)

= tc Jog->
Jc X I Jc V C/I tt C C

for which the abscissa is

log a log c

In the numerical case cited, viz. a = 4, c=l, # = 3/loge 4 = 2'164... .

1693. Illustrative Examples.
1. From a rod of given length a piece is cut off. From the remainder

another piece is cut off. Show that the chance that the second piece is less

than the first is loge 2.

Let OA
( =a) be the rod ; P and Q the fractures

; OP=x, OQ=y. Then

y>x,y-x<x,y <a.

0~ P Q ~~A

Fig. 535.

So that if x < a/~2, y < Zx
;
but if x > a/2, y cannot range as far as 2x,

and the inequality y < 2x is necessarily satisfied and replaced byy < a, i.e.

when x ranges from to \a, y ranges from x to 2# ;

when x ranges from \a to a, y ranges from x to a.

The chance of R lying between x and x + dx is dxja, and the chance

of Q lying between y and y + dy is dyl(a x).

Thus the chance required= P T -^-+ f f -^- = etc. = loge 2.
! J* a a - x Ja Jx a a - x

2

2. (i) Find the average distance between two points P and Q, where P is

taken at random on a line AB of length a and Q is taken at random on AP.

[MATH. TRIP., 1883.]

Let AP=x, AQ=y, x ^y.

Q P

Fig. 536.

Then
(a f

xdxd
Jo Jo a x
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(ii) Find the average distance between the two points P and Q when

P and Q are taken at random on AB. [MATH. TRIP., 1883.

Here Q may be on either side of P, and xy changes sign as Q passes P

ir, ... , e /ir>\J/(positive value of QP) =

(''/*
(

-' -'

dxdii
y)
--^
a a

f
a

f
adx dy

Jo Jo a a

. dx du
(y-x\ 2

o Jx
' a a a= etc. = -.

3. Two lines are taken at random, each of length < a. Prove that the

chance that, together with a line of length \a, they can form the three sides of
a triangle is . [ST. JOHN'S, 1883.]

(i) If
a;, ?/, Ja be the sides, we have

x < a, y<a, x+y>\a, y + \a>x, x+ \a>y.
Take

a;, y as Cartesian coordinates of a point. Construct a square
ABC of side a, with OA

,
OC as coordinate axes. Let P, Q, ft, S be the

mid-points of the sides (Fig. 537). Then, of all points within the square,

any point within the shaded area PSBRQ will satisfy the conditions of

the problem. Hence the chance required is .

(ii) Or we may proceed directly thus : The chance that x lies between

x and x+ dx, and that y lies between y and y+ dy, is dxdi//a?.

T . a . a . a . e a . a
If x < -,y ranges from ^.x to - +x ;

it a; >-,?/ ranges from a;-- to a.
2 & A 2i 2

a a jrX

m, . ,, ,
. , f

? P dxdy [
a
f
a dxdy 5

Therefore the chance required = I
/ ~+ \

I ^ = etc. = -.
J Ja_ x

a* Jajx_a a2 8

It will be noted that this is the exact process of integrating dxdyla?

over the shaded area.

Q

P
Fig. 537. Fig. 538.

4. Three lines are chosen at random, each of length < a. Prove that the

chance that they can form a triangle is |.

If x, y, z be the lengths, we must have x < a, etc. ; y+ z > x, etc.

Cdnsider x, y, z the rectangular coordinates of a point. Of all points
within a cube of edge a, three of whose edges coincide with the axes of
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coordinates, those which give the result sought must be included between

the three planes y + z= x, z+ x=y, x+y= z, i.e. half the whole cube.

Hence the chance is |.

5. A rod of length a is broken at random into two parts, and one of the

two parts is taken at random and again broken at random. Show that for
the two parts thus obtained the chance that neither is less than Ja it J.

[Ox.' II. P., 1886.]

Let OQ be the part first broken off (Fig. 539), P the second fracture
;

OP=x, PQ=y, QA = z, x+y+ z= a. Unless x+y>2a/3 there is no chance

that x and y shall be each > a/3. Therefore the larger portion must be

Fig. 539.

selected. Regard x, y, z as the rectangular coordinates of a point. This

must lie on a plane A'B'C' making equal intercepts a on the coordinate

axes. The planes x= a/3, y= a/3, z= isolate on the triangle A'B'C', a

triangle PQR whose area is J that of the triangle A'B'C'. In order that

the specified condition must be satisfied, the representative point x, y, z

must lie within the triangle PQR. The chance is therefore \.

6. If three points P, Q, R be taken at random on a straight line OA (
=

a),

what is the chance that, if n > 3, OPz+ PQ^ +QW+RA 2 shall be > 7

a2
?

4n

Let OP=x, PQ=y, QR = z. Then RA = a-x-y-z, and we are to have

x~+yz+ z2 + (a-x-y-z)2 > a2
,
whilst x, y, z are positive and their

sum < a.

Take an orthogonal transformation in which

x+y+ z= Z^3 and a?+y'

where X, Y, Z are new variables. Then

J: 2+F2 + Z2 + (a-
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The whole range of the values of X, Y, Z is comprised within a

spheroid of semi-axes a/2s/w, a/2\/??, a/4\/, which lies entirely within the

tetrahedron #= 0, /
= 0, 2 = 0, x+y+ z = a, provided n be large enough.

The centre of the spheroid is at the point given \)j x=y= z = a-x-y z,

i.e. (a/4, a/4, a/4). The minor axis lies along x=y = z. The perpendicular

from the centre on the plane x+y+ z= a is a/4 ^3, and the minor semi-axis

being a/4sj, we must have n> 'A in order that the spheroid shall not cut

the face x+y+ z= a. The same limitation will secure that the spheroid

shall not cut any of the other faces of the tetrahedron, and must therefore

be completely contained by the tetrahedron. With this limitation we

therefore have
. , Vol. Spheroid TT

Chance required = X7 . .

r
, , =

Vol. Tetrahedron

7. // n random points P, Q, R fee taken upon a line OA, what is the

chance that the sum of the squares of the (n+ \) parts shall not exceed - the

square of the whole line ?

1 1 1 1 4

O -V
1 P 'ra Q 'rs R A

Fig. 540.

Let tfj, #2, x3 ,
... #, a-x^ x^ ... xn ,

be the lengths of the successive

parts. We are to have x
1
z+x2

2+ ... + (a-x l

- ... -xn}
z > az

jn.

Take an orthogonal transformation in which x
1 + x%+ ...+xn >JnXn ,

and let Xlt
X 2 ,

... Xn be the new variables. Then 2>r
2= 2^r

2
,
and the

condition becomes

Zj
2+X*+ . . . + Xn

*+ (a -^'nXnf > a>.
i.e. A', + Z, +... + (n + 1) {Xn - a*Jnl(n + 1)}

2 > a*/n(n + 1 )

or X\ + Xl+... + Xl^ + Xn3>a*ln(n + \),

where Xn
- a\/n /( + !)= Xnl\*n+l.

With the new variables the signs of Xlt
X

2 ,
... may be either positive

or negative.

[ r r

The chance required is -A
7/A where N=\ \ ...\dX l

dX
2 . . . dXn

for all values of Z,, X2 , ... Xn_i, Xn',
for which

+ Xl-i + X'^^ a z
/n(n + l) (see note in the next article);

and D= I I ... idx
l
dx.2 ... dxn for positive values of xlt

x.2 ,
... xn ,

for which

By Dirichlet's theorem N= _= 2 tlie last

factor 2n occurring because at each integration the result is to be doubled

to take into account the negative signs of the respective variables
;
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-, and D=~
V+ir(5+i)

/. the chance required=.==. \ V

1694. NOTE.

Consider the equations

Multiplying the second by 2a/w and subtracting,

/ \
2 / o\8

/ o\2
,/l 1 1\

(*! ) +1*2-- I +... + {* +i--) =a2 --- + );
\

l

n) \ n) \ n) \p n nz
j

and therefore when one of the it's is zero, say +],

and if
jo > ?j, this would be negative, and therefore impossible to be

satisfied by any real values of xlt x2 ,
... xn . If p = n

t
the unique real

solution would be xt
= x2

= ... = xn= a/n, where T,,+I = ;
and similarly if

any of the other a;'s were zero. We may suppose a:n+1 as an abbreviation

for a-x
l
-x.

2
-

... -xn ,
and *M a;.,,

... * as generalised coordinates.

(i) If 7i = 2, x1
z + xi* + xa

t =
a'*/

<

2, where xa = a x1 x2 ,
is a conic, and can

only meet the lines ^ =
0, x.2

= 0, x3
= Q at

*,
=

0, A-2
= a/2, x

3
= a/2 ;

x
l
= a/2, x.2

= 0, x3
= a/2 ;

x
l
= a/2, x2

= a/2, *3
=

;

i.e. it is the ellipse which touches the lines *i
=

0, #
2
=

0, #3
= 0, at the

mid-points of the sides of the triangle formed. The centre is at

.v1
= .v2

= xt
= a/3,

and the ellipse is the maximum ellipse inscribable in the triangle. In

homogeneous coordinates .r1} .r2 ,
^3 we may write it as

2 to* + + )
=

(.''I + x2 + .r8 )

2 or *Jx~l + N/^ + \/a^= 0.

(ii) If ? = 3, X
1

2 + x2
2 + x3

2 + x^ = nz
/'^, where ^sa-Xj--^-^, is a

spheroid inscribed in the tetrahedron #j = 0, *i= 0, 3
=

0, 4
=

0, touching
the faces at their several centroids.

In homogeneous coordinates x
lt
x
2) x3 , 4 ,

3
(a;,

2+ a:
2
2+ a;,

2+ x*)= ( t + a;
2+ o;3 + ^4)

2
.

The centre is at x
1
= x.2

= x
3
= x

4
=

a/4, and the spheroid lies entirely

within the tetrahedron.

(iii) In the general case,

may be arranged as

(n
-

I)*,
2 -

2-^C.r,+ x.A + . . . + .rn+l) +"jtfo
- *r)

2+ "S (at,
-
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Hence if n > 1, x\ cannot be negative unless xt+ x3+ . . . + #n+l be

negative, which is impossible, since x
l + (x2+ ... + xn+l )

= a, which is

positive. And the same follows for each of the variables. That is,

using language in analogy with the geometrical interpretations of (i)

and (ii), the w-dimensional "spheroid" xl+ xl+...+x l̂+ i
= a2

/n, in which

xn+l
= a x

l
... -xn ,

lies entirely within the ?i-dimensional "region"
defined by 0^

= 0, x2
= 0, ...a;n+1

=
0, and touches each of the "faces," viz.,

say, x, = Oat (0, -, -, .,.-), i.e. at its "centroid," and has its "centre" at
V n' n' n)

a/(n + l), ... af(n + l), i.e. the " centroid " of the region, and may be written

It will be seen, therefore, that in the integration of the preceding article

it is proper to take the limits for X
l ,
X2 ,

... for all values of the variables

for which X^+ ... + X'n
2
^>

2
/n(?i + 1) ;

for negative values of these vari-

ables cannot imply any but positive values of the original variables

#! ,
#
2 ,

... xn+l .

1695. GENERAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

1. If a rod be divided into p pieces at random, prove that the chance that

none of the pieces shall be less than l/m
th
of the whole, where m > p, is

(l-p/my-
1

. [MATH. TRIP., 1875.]

n pieces p n pieces

Fig. 541.

Let x be the distance of the ?i
th

point of division from one end, and let

the length of the rod be taken as unity. Then, as each piece is to be

> \/m, we must have

x>njm and 1 x > (p-n)/m, i.e. 1 -(p-n)jm > x > n/m.

Hence each point of division, Pn> has a favourable range from x= n/m to

#=1 p/m + nlm, and the length of this range is (1 -p/m) of the whole.

And since there are p l points of division, the required chance is

2. To examine the same problem by means of the Integral Calculus.

O~~ X, X 2 X^ X 4 ~A
Fig. 542.

If JTj, .Xg,... be the several points of division of the rod OA (
= a) at

respective distances xlt x2 , etc., from 0, we have xr>ra/m and <xr +i
~ aim

from r=l to r=pl, and xp= a = \. And the required chance is NjD,
where /- -^ r*3

-~-
r*i-%N=\ ...

m "'

dxj^ dx^ ...dx
l ;

J (-D - J J
m mm

and D is the same when m= QO .

Hence performing the integrations, N/D=(l -p/m)"-
1
, as before.
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3. A rod XY (=a) is broken at hazard into three portions. If these three

parts can form the sides of a triangle, what is the chance it is acute angled ?

P

Fig. 543.

Q

In Art. 1683, Ex. 3 (iv), it has been seen that the chance the parts form

a triangle is \.

Let P, Q be the fractures, XP = x, XQ=y, y>x. As in the article cited,

we must have
x < a/2, y<x+ aftt y > a/2.

To be acute angled, we must also have

(y-x)* + (a-y)
2 > x\ (a-yY+ x* > (y-x?, x*

i.e. y(y-.v-a) + az
/2>0, y (#

-
a) + 2

/2> 0, (.r-

All values of x and y from x = to x=y, and y = to y = a, are equally

likely. Refer to rectangular axes Ox, Oy, as before, with the same

description of figure.

The region bounded by the hyperbolae y(y x a) + az
j'2
= 0, etc., in-

cludes the only positions in which the representative point (x, y) can lie to

ensure that the triangle formed by the portions of the rod shall be acute

H B

O F A -v

Fig. 544.

angled. These hyperbolae, which we designate as L, M, N respectively,

pass through R and H, H and /, / and R, and touch each other at these

points. The three segments bounded by L, M, N and their respective

chords are

for L.
* 9 a

1 n= -a2 - Iog2;

/"v \ j r f a 2 * N A 3
2

2
1

for N, I (y--\dx=\ (x+--- -
}dx = - a2 - -

log 2.
'o V 2/ Jo V 2 2 a-xj 8 2
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Therefore the area of the curvilineal triangle RHI

811

Therefore the chance that the three segments of the rod form an acute-

angled triangle =
(| iog 2 _ i) a

2
/la

a= 3 log 2-2.

The chance that any specific angle is obtuse

The chance that the triangle is obtuse angled = f (3 -4 log 2).

The chance that the triangle is right angled is of course infinitesirnally

small.

4. P, Q, R are, random points, one on each of three equal lines -X^Fj,
X2Y2 , X3

Y3 (
=

a). What is the chance that the portions X^, XZQ, X3
R

may form an acute-angled triangle ?
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5. Two points P and Q are taken at hazard upon a line AB (
= a), P being

the nearer to A. What is the chance that the sum of the products of the

segments two and two together exceeds one fourth of the square of the line ?

Let AP=x, AQ=y, y > x. Then x ranges from toy andy from to a.
Q

The limiting case is x(y-x)+(y-x)(ay) +(a-y)x= -.

Referring to rectangular coordinates Ox, Oy, the representative point x, y
may lie anywhere within the half OBC of a square OABC of side a,

whose sides OA, OB are along the axes Ox, Oy ; and the favourable cases

a2

are indicated by points lying within the ellipse x^ xy+y2 -
ay+ =0,

Q <*-y

Fig. 546.

which touches the sides of the triangle OBC at their mid-points, and is

the maximum inscribed ellipse.

By projection its area is to that of the triangle OBC in the ratio of

that of a circle inscribed in an equilateral triangle to that of the

equilateral, i.e. 7r/3V3. The chance required is therefore ir/3\/3.

6. A rod of length a is broken at random into three parts. What is the

chance that the square on the mean segment shall be less than the rectangle

contained by the other two ?

Let x, y, z be the lengths of the segments. Suppose y the mean

segment. Then

x >y > z or x <y < z
; x+y+z=a; y*<zx.

Refer to rectangular axes Ox, Oy, Oz. Let OA = OB= OC= a (Fig. 547).

Then x+y+ z= a is the plane ABC. Let D, E, F, be the mid-points of

the sides, G the point (a/3, a/3, a/3). The equations of the planes COF
and AOD are respectively y = x and y= z.

The inequalities y < x and y < z for points on the plane ABC limit the

region to the triangle AGF.
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The cone y
2= zx has OA and OC for generators, the coordinate planes

x= and 2 = being tangential, and it passes through G, cutting the

plane ABC in an arc APGQC. For points of the triangle AGB on the

concave side of the arc we have y* < zx. This further limits the range

Fig. 547.

of the representative point x, y, z to the segment APGA. Therefore, for

the case x > y > z, y
2 < zx, the chance required = Area APGA/Area, ABC.

Now, since 2xz=(ay) 2 x2 z2
,
we have along the intersection of

the cone and the plane ABC, x2 +y2+ z2+ 2ay = a2
;
so that it is possible to

pass a sphere through the arc APQC, which is therefore 'circular, as may
be seen geometrically, the centre being at the point K where AK drawn

parallel to FG meets BE produced. The radius of this circle =v'2/3 ;

1 0^,2 1 9^,2 /o ~2
L ^a vs_ a .. 75.

2
'

~3~
" 3~ 2

" T '

~2~~~ 18 \ ova),

' 2
/- 2iPs/3-9

and Area

27
Hence for this case the chance is --

(2r 3V3)/-r N/3 = :

lo / 2

There are six such cases, viz.

x>y>z) .... V>z>a >

| .,, z>x>y\ .,
J-
with w- < za;

;

*
J-
with z2 < x>/ :

J
\ with a;

2 < ?/z.

a;<y<zj ?/<2<.rJ z<x<yf
Therefore the total chance =

s
<V(2W3-9) = $ (2W3"- 9) = '418399.. ..

If a specific segment of the line, say the middle one, is to satisfy the

same conditions, we then have the two cases x> y > z,
x <y <z, with

y
2 < zx, and the chance is ^ (27JA/3

-
9), i.e. one-third of the total chance

considered above.
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7. A rectangular parallelepiped is constructed with a given diagonal, and

edges of any possible lengths are equally likely. What is the chance that a

triangle could be constructed with its sides equal to those edges of the

parallelepiped which meet in a point ?

Let x, y, z be the edges, a the diagonal. Then x*+y*+ z'
2= a? ; y+ z > x,

z+ x >y, x+y > z. Referring the problem to a set of rectangular axes,

the planes y + z = x, etc., form a spherical triangle PQR on a sphere of

radius a. The points P, Q, R are the mid-points of the sides of the

quadrantal triangle ABC formed on the sphere x*+y
z+ z2= az

by the

coordinate planes. The sides of the triangle PQR are each ir/3, and

Fig. 548.

cos P= cos Q = cos E = . Th e spherical excess = 3 cos"1
|
- TT. The area of

the triangle PQR= a 2
(3 cos"1

J
-

IT). The area of the triangle ABC = %ira
2

.

The " favourable "
region for x, y, z consists of the three spherical

triangles, AQR, BRP, CPQ, the sum of whose areas

Hence the required chance = - sin" 1 -
.

7T t>

8. A rod AB (
= a) is broken at hazard at two points P, Q. What is the

chance that PQ shall be such that PQ* < - (AP*+QB2
) ?%

Let AP=x, PQ = z,QB=y, x+y+ z = a, and we are to have nz2
x*+y\

Befer, as before, to rectangular axes Ox, Oy, Oz. Then, of all points in
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the plane x+y+ z = a (Fig. 549), those which lie within the right
circular cone xz +yz = nzz are "favourable." The projection A"B" of the

line of intersection A'B' upon the z-plane is x2 +y z= n(a-x-y) 2
,

i.e.

y B

A x

Fig. 549.

a conic with focus at 0, directrix x+y = a, eccentricity *j2n. Turning
the axes round so that ON, the perpendicular upon x+y= a, is the new

07-axis, the conic becomes X*+ Y z = n(a X\f^)
z
,
i.e. in polars

a\/n/r= 1 + \/2?z cos Q.

The area of the portion of this conic between the radii OA", OB" (Fig. 549),

in the case when n < ,
is

-2n f= etc. =-r COS"1

2 -* L
/-=- - V 11

2 J_

And the chance required

nAni\ 2n f _!/l + 2x/w 1\ /- N= Area O4 5 /Area 0^45 =- - cos ^ ^ .=)-\Jn -

(l-2?z)^
L \l + Vn \/2/

^
If w= |, the conic A"B" is a parabola, viz. a/r\/2 = 2cos2 -.

TT
,

In this case, Area OA"B"=^ f

^
sec4

|rf^ etc. =~ (4 v^2
-

5),o Jo 2 "

and the chance required = (4 \/2
-

5)/3
= -21895 q . p.

If n >
,
the conic ,4".C" is hyperbolic, and the chance required is

2n ( ,-v/^-l 2\/ + l \= -r-lvn T=
-- cosh ' --

fl Vn 1
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9. The equation ax*+ '2hxy+ by
2=l is written down at random with real

coefficients. Find the chance that it represents a hyperbola.

[Ox. II. P., 1887.]

The condition is h2> ah. Consider the portion of the volume of the

cone z*=xy enclosed by the planes x=. c, y=c, z=c. Let PMN

y

(Fig. 550) be a parabolic section by a plane parallel to the y-z plane
bounded by the planes .v=y, 2= 0. The volume, to x= c,

The volume enclosed within the cube, x= c, y= c, z= c, is 8 . . c3
;

and the volume of the cube = Be3.

The representative point of a, b, h, viz. x, y, z must lie outside the cone

but inside the cube, however large c may be.

Hence the chance required =1 f = $.

10. Six points are taken at hazard on the circumference of a circle.

What is the chance that no two consecutive selected points are separated by
more than a quadrant ?

It will not affect the problem if we regard one of the points, viz. A, to

be at a particular point of the circle. Let AC, BD be perpendicular
diameters. Let the other five selected points be Pu /*

2 ,
P

3 ,
P4 and Q at

arcual distances x
lt
x2,

x3,
xt and x respectively from A measured counter-

clockwise. One of these five must be in each quadrant, and not more
than two in any one quadrant. Let P1? P2 ,

P3 ,
Pt be the points which

lie in the first, second, third and fourth quadrants, and Q the one whose

quadrant is unassigned. It will be sufficient to consider the two cases, (1)

when Q lies in the first quadrant, (2) when Q lies in the second quadrant,
for the number of cases when two lie in the fourth or third quadrants
are the same as if two lie in the first or second respectively. Also when

Q lies in the first or the second quadrant, we shall suppose that point of
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the two which is nearer to A to be designated as Q. Let the length of a

quadrantal arc =. Then the two cases to consider are

(1) x<xl <a and a<x<x2 <2a (Figs. 551, 552).

B B

D

Fig. 552.

Then the chance required= ^--, where

(a

/-a t-a+xi ra+xz ra+x3

dx I dx
l \

dx
2

1 dx
3

I dx, ;

_U Jx Ja J2a J3a

(a
ra+Xi t-2a ra+x% ra+Xs

dx
l \

dxl dx2 l dx3 l dx,,
->0 Ja Jx J2a JZa

fia
fxt rx3 fxt p,D= I dx, I dx* dx9 dx, dx.

Jo \'o
3
Jo

2
Jo Vo

The values of these integrals are readily shown to be jV
1
= 4a5

/5! ;

2V2= 9a5
/5!; D= (4a)

5
/5 ! .

., , . , 26a5
/5! 13

Hence the chance required =... J,-, = ^f
(4a)

6
/5 ! 29

11. Three random points L, M, N are taken within a circle of centre

and radius a. Find the chance that the circumcircle of LMN lies wholly

within the original circle.

Let P be the centre and x the radius

of the circumcircle, and OP=r. Take an

arbitrary and indefinitely small strip of

breadth k round the circumcircle. Its

area= %irxk to the first order. The chance

that three random points should fall upon
/2r$V

it = (
2" )

which we may. write as

g^s
A8 yc&p. Integrating with regard to x

from x= to x= a r, which varies the

size of this circle from radius zero to such

a size that it will just not cut the original

circle, we have
'

[R.P.]

Fig. 553.

(a r)
4
,
where k2 is an arbitrary elementary area at our
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choice. We are now to sum up all such results as the above for various

positions of P within the original circle. Replace k2
by rdddr, and

integrate over the large circle.

The required chance = -g I

|
(a-

12. If n + 1 particles P, Q, R, 8, ... be thrown down at hazard upon a

straight line OA (
= a) each has the same chance of finding itself the (r+ l)

th

in order reckoned from O towards A. Also, since some one of them must

occupy the (r+ \)
th

position, that chance is !/( + !). Examine this otherwise.

Fig. 554.

The composite chance that P falls at a distance from lying between

x and x+ dx, and that r unspecified particles lie between and /', and the

(x\

r fa x\n
~r dx

_)(__) (
an(j therefore the chance

a/ \ a j a

that P occupies the (r+ l)
th

place irrespective of where it lies upon

OA = nCr xr
(a

-
x)"-

r
dxla"

+1 = etc. = l/(n + 1).
.'o

13. Two points P and Q are selected at random within the volume of a right

circular cone, and circular sections are drawn through them. What is the

chance that the volume of the slice exceeds 1/8 of the cone ?

Take the vertex as the origin and the axis as .r-axis, x and y the

abscissae of the points and y > x. The chance that a random point has an

abscissa lying between x and x+ dx is proportional to the volume of a slice

of thickness dx, the abscissa of one of its faces being x, i.e. to x2
dx,

Also if a be the length of the axis, y
3 - x3

|a
3

. The chance may
then be written either as

a ..,_

f'9.^

PJ
x2dx

i y
z
dy

,a ra

x2dx y
z
dy

Jo > x

or as

x2dx

f
a ,j

y*dy
Jo Jo

x*dx

Fig. 555. and each gives a result 49/64.

The condensation curves (Art. 1692) for P-points and for ^-points,

indicating the density of clustering on the #-axis of the ends of their

abscissae, are
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Each touches the -axis at the origin ; (i) crosses the -axis at - v 7, and

has a maximum ordinate at = a>/2
7
^=ax '70473... ; (ii) crosses the

-axis at -, has a minimum ordinate at = a ^/o^, and
77

increases and is
9

positive from - to a. In Fig. 556 a is taken equal 2 units.
B

We are only concerned with the part of (i) from to
^ ,

and of (ii)

from - to a.

Both densities increase from - to a N//<J.2

Fig. 556.

The first decreases and the second increases for the rest of the range.

If we require the chance that under the stated circumstances the point

P possesses an abscissa lying between certain limits, say /3a and aa, where

< /3 < a < 1, that chance is

c=
i~a

I

Jo

It will be found that the chances that x lies between '6a and '7a, or

between '7a and '8a, are respectively '151257 and '151255, and are almost

exactly the same. This is in the immediate neighbourhood of max.

condensation.

The point at which the condensation of the .r-values reaches its maxi-

mum is a \/2^j
= ax '70473.

If ya be the "most probable value" of x, i.e. such that it is an even

chance whether x exceeds or falls short of ya, it is given by
T
7i'

The ordinate at this point bisects the portion of the area in the first

quadrant of the condensation curve for P-points.
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1696. Inverse Probability.

Questions involving the probability of causes as deduced

from observed events are called questions on "inverse" pro-

bability. Supposing P
I}
P

2 ,
... Pn ,

the probabilities of the

existence of the several causes of an event known to have

happened, and that these causes are mutually exclusive, and

that these are the only causes through which the event could

have happened ;
and further, supposing that plt p2 , ... pn are

the respective probabilities that when the cause exists the event

will follow, then it is known that in any case when the

event has been observed to happen, the probability of its

having done so from the r
th cause is Prpr ^Prpr (Smith,

Alg., p. 521). This result is stated by Laplace [Mem. sur la

prob. des causes par les evenemens, Mem. . . . par divers savans,

T. vi, 1774].

If Q r be the probability of the compound happening of

the r
th cause followed by the event, Qr=Prpr , and the above

expression may be written

1697. Let the probability of the happening of a certain event A,

which we may call the cause of a second event B, be x, which varies

from to 1. Let the happening of B depend upon the happening

of A in such a manner that the compound probability of B's

happening is
<f>(x).

It is observed that B happens. What is

the chance that x lies between two assigned limits j3 and a ?

(0</8<a<l.)
Let OC denote unit length on the x-axis, and let the graph

of y = <f>(x) be drawn (Fig. 557). The ordinates represent the

probability of B happening corresponding to the abscissa

which represents that of A.

Let OC be divided into n equal elements of length h, nh = 1.

The points of division are at distances from O, 0/n, l/n,

2/n, etc., and the probability of the existence of the r
th cause is

.e. -

Hence the probability of the abscissa lying between x and
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/P
x-\-dx is </>(x)dx \ (h(x)dx; and therefore the chance that the

fa
IPl

abscissa lies between (3 and a is 1 (f>(x)dx \ ij>(x)dx.
Ja I Jo

Fig. 557.

This chance is therefore measured by the ratio of the area

bounded by the curve and the x-axis comprised between the

ordinates x=($ and x=a to that comprised between x=Q
and 03=1.

1698. In the same way, if the secondary event B be de-

pendent upon two (or more) primary events A
I}
A

2 ,
whose

probabilities are represented by xv x
2 ,

whilst that of the

dependent secondary event is
(f>(xl ,

x
z ),

the chance that the

probabilities of these primary events respectively lie between /3:

and a
x , ftz and a

2 , where 0</31 <a 1 <l and 0</32<a2 <l, is

/
f1

f
1

\

JoJo

with corresponding expressions if there be more than two

variables.

1699. Recurring to Ex. 12, Art. 1695, we have seen that if

a point X be taken at random on a line OA = a, and then

m-}-n other points be taken at random on the same line, the

chance that m unspecified points of the group lie between

and X and the remainder between X and A is

CVsWa x\dx_ 1

\Jo\a/ \ a / a m+n+1'
a fact obvious from another consideration as pointed out.

We may use this problem to illustrate the result obtained in
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Art. 1697. The fact that X lies at a distance x from may
be regarded as a primary event or cause from which the

nature of the secondary event, viz. the particular allocation

of the m-}-n unspecified points, arises; and the chance of the

happening of the secondary event is a function of the variable

x which defines the cause.

O X A

Fig. 558.

The total number of ways in which it can happen that

whilst X lies between an unassigned x and x-\-dx, an un-

specified m of the m+n random points lie on OX and the

remainder on XA for all values of x from to a is measured by

x\m/a - x\n dx .

\Q\a) \ a / a

and the number of ways the same thing can happen when

X lies between an assigned x and x-\-dx is measured by

a / a

Therefore, when the compound event happens, the chance

that x lies between x and x-\-dx is the ratio of the second of

iff
these expressions to the first, i.e. xm(ax)ndx I xm(a -x)

n dx.
I Jo

And the chance that when the compound event happens, X
will lie between x=(3 and x= a, (0</3<a<a) is

fa /fa
I xm (a x)

n
dxl\ xm(ax)n dx.

J/3 /Jo

1700. Next suppose that a new group of p+q random

points is taken upon the line OA. What is the chance that an

unspecified p of these points also lie between and X and

the remainder between X and A ?

The total number of such cases when X falls between

x and x-\-dx will be

and the total number of cases for all positions of X, in which

m unspecified points of the m-\-n lie on OX, whilst the other
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n lie on XA, whilst the p-\-q points are distributed any-
f(t //T-A m /a __

\ n /7/v.

where on the line, is
m+nCnam+n+1aP+n (-) (- -J .

J \a/ V a / a

Therefore the compound chance that (i) X lies between x
and x+dx; (ii) m unspecified members of the first group fall

on OX and the other n on XA
; (iii) that p unspecified members

of the second group fall on OX and the other q on XA, is

ra

Jo
xrn(ax)ndx

Hence the whole probability that this compound event

happens when X lies anywhere on OA is

l(n->rq)l (m-\-n+ l)l

*/ \,, 7 >!</! (m+n -\-p-\-q+1)1 mini
-pllll / i

'

I
' ' /IW -* * ^ * *- '

I // \\AJ \JU I U-JLt

Jo

1701. The above problem forms a landmark in the History
of Probability. It is associated with the names of many
investigators, Bayes, Condorcet, Trembley, Laplace and others.

(See Todhunter's History, pages 295, 383, 399, 414, 467, etc.)

It is often enunciated in a different way.
An urn is supposed to contain an infinite number of white

tickets and an infinite number of black tickets, and no others,

and that is all that is supposed to be known as to the tickets.

These tickets correspond to possible situations of a point to

the left of X or to the right of X in the foregoing problem.
Then m-{-n tickets having been drawn from the urn, m are

found to be white and the remainder black. What is the pro-

bability that a further drawing of p-\-q tickets will result in

p being white and q black ?

f
1

xm+p(l x)
n+vdx

Laplace gives the required result as
ft

f xm
(

Jo
x)

ndx

which, without the factor (p-{-q)l/plql, supposes the tickets to

have been drawn in a specific order. Todhunter quotes the

following remark of Laplace :

" La solution de ce probleme
donne une methode directe pour determiner la probability des

eVenemens futurs d'apres ceux qui sont deja arrives."
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1702. Next suppose that on the line OA (=(i) several random

points Xlt Xz ,
...

,
Xn_i be taken at distances xlf x2 ,

...
,
xn_ 1

X 2

Fig. 550.

from 0, in this order, and let Pi+p2+ +pn other random

points be taken upon OA. Then the compound chance that

(i) Xl
lies between x

l
and x

l -\-dxl ,
X

2 between x
2
and x2+dx2 ,

etc.; (ii) p1 specified points fall on OX\, p2 on X
1
X

Z , p% on

X
Z
X

Z , etc., is

Hence, for unspecified groups of p l points between and X
l ,

pz between X
1
and X

lt etc., whilst J^, X^^.^Xn^ lie at any

points of OA, in this order, the chance is

i+ya+...+?n): f
a
f*- 1

P"-
2 P2 /^

^1^2!. ..pn l J J J "J ^ a

which at once reduces to l/(Zp-^l)(I,p-{-2) ... (1,p-\-n 1). And
this is an obvious result. For of the Pi+^+'-'+^Pn+w 1

points of division, the chance of the nl points standing in

the specified order in the (j91+ l)
th

, Go1 +7>2+2)
th

> etc., positions
is clearly

If now another group of ql +qz+ ...+qn points be chosen at

random on OA, the chance that ql unspecified ones shall lie

in the same segment as the pl points, q2 in the same segment
as the pz ,

and so on, will be
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the limits for xl being to a;2 ;
for xz ,

to x3 , etc.; for xn_ lt

to a, which we may evaluate as before.

1703. Ex. From a bag containing an infinite number of tickets, each of

which is known to be black or white, ten are drawn at random, and found to

be four white, six black. What is the chance that a further draw of two

tickets gives one white, one black ?

Here m = 4, n= Q, p=l, ?= 1, a=l, and the chance required

_35
~78'

What would be the chance that a draw of one ticket only should yield a

white one, and that a subsequent draw should yield a black one ?

The chance for a white one at the next draw

I
1

If
1 5

Jo /Jo 12

f
l

/ f
l 7

The chance for a black to follow = ,r
5
(l x^dxi I x*(l A')

6
cfo? = .

Jo /Jo 13

5 7 35
The chance for the two draws to result in this order = . = ^-.

12 1 .5 156

The chance that .r, which represents the proportion of the number of

white tickets to the whole number of tickets in the bag, should be more
/i i [i

than of the whole is / .v*(l -x)
6dx x\l -.r)

6^=281/210
.

Ji / Jo

1704. Buffon's Problem. Parallel Rulings.

An infinite plane is ruled by an infinite system of equidistant

parallel lines, whose distances apart =2a. A thin rod of length

21 2a) is thrown at random upon the plane. What is the chance

that the rod will cut one of the, parallels ?

Take as ?/-axis that one of the parallels to which the centre

C of the rod falls nearest, and the x-axis perpendicular to the

set. The problem is unaffected if we suppose the centre of

the rod to fall upon the. aj-axis, for the proportion of the

number of cases in which the rod cuts one of the rulings to

the whole number of possible cases is not altered thereby.

.Let be the origin, OC=#. Let the figure represent the

case in which one end of the rod lies upon the 7/-axis, the

angle between the rod and CO being 0. Then a;=Zcos0.
Then for a given position of C, the chance of a cut

2<_2 _jX.

TT TT I

and the chance that C lies between x and x-\-dx on a line of
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length a is dx/a, and when C falls between x I and x=a,
there is no chance of a cut. Hence the whole chance required is

AT* _1? __2j_r* double the length of the rod= --
^
-

i ^ -
c -^ .

circ. ot a circle of radius a

Fig. 5GO.

This is a particular case of a remarkable general result to

be seen later. It is another landmark in the history of the

subject. It was given by the naturalist Buffon in his Essai

d'Arithmdtique Morale, 1777. Also see Laplace, Thdorie de

Prob., p. 359 (Todhunter, History).

1705. Rectangular Killings.

Suppose a second system of parallel lines drawn at right

angles to the former set, whose distances apart =26
( > 2/),

thus mapping out the infinite plane into a net-work of equal

parallelograms. Consider that rectangle formed by a con-

secutive pair of each family of rulings which finds itself the

recipient of the centre of the rod. Suppose the rod to have

come to rest, making an angle with the side of length 2a.

If we join the centres of the extreme positions of the rod

at this inclination, an inner rectangle is formed of sides

2a 2/cos
<j>,

26 2Zsin
<j>,

and no rod at this inclination, whose

centre falls within this rectangle, can cut a side of the mesh,

whilst those whose centres fall without it do so. Taking axes

coincident with two sides of the rectangle, the angular position

of the rod may range from being parallel to the x-axis to

being perpendicular to it. The chance that the inclination

lies between and 0+d0 is proportional to
d<f>,

and we are
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to evaluate the ratio of fff^
JJJ a

for the favourable cases

to the same integral for the whole number of cases. The inte-

gration for x and for y has been effected geometrically above.

The chance required is therefore

n_
TT

|~ |{2a
. 26- (2a-2Z cos 0)(26-2Z sin 0) } d<p\J\

*

ab
d<j>

a

21 f2
"

I
- Y I (a sin ^+6 cos Zsin0cos<)d!0=- r(2a+26 /).

BufFon's result 2Z/7ra follows at once by making 6 infinite.

Putting a= b, the result is /(4a ^)/?ra
2 for square meshes.

y 2a

X

2a

Fig. 561.

2a

Fig. 562.

1706. Suppose a square of diagonal 2Z to be thrown upon the above

rectangular mesh-work, I being less than either a or b, and let the

inclination of a diagonal to the side of length 26 be <.

To avoid a cut, the centre of the square must lie within an inner

rectangle of area 4(a-Zcos </>)(6-Zcos</>). The range for
</>

is from
T

to
,
and the result ==. r{4(rt + 6)\/2- (7r + 2)Z}.

4 ZTTCtO

,. , ... , perimeter of square .~ A , -.^/v-x
If 6= 00, this becomes -

^ F--. . -*a j . (See Art. 170/.)
circumf. of circle of rad. a

If a circular lamina of radius r (< a or b) be thrown at hazard in the

same way, the chance of a cut is obviously

2a.26

And when b becomes oo this becomes
circumf. of circle of rad. r

circumf. of circle of rad. a'
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This class of problem leads us to enquire as to the chance of a hazard

throw of a lamina of any shape cutting one of a system of equidistant

parallels drawn upon a plane. This we proceed to consider.

1707. RANDOM LINES.

Let an infinite plane be ruled by parallel lines at distances

apart =2a. Let n equal short lines of lengths Ss, whether in

rigid connection or not is immaterial, be thrown down at

hazard upon the plane so ruled. Then each one has an equal
chance of finding itself crossing one of the rulings. If p be

that chance, the chance that some one of them crosses a ruling

=np.

Suppose that the n elementary lines Ss are the infinitesimal

elements of the perimeter of some oval of perimeter s. Then

n Ss=s, n being infinitely great. The chance of the perimeter
79

of the curve cutting one of the rulings is therefore ~-
s, that is

os

Xs, where X is the limit of p/Ss when Ss is infinitesimally

small. Next consider the case of a circle of radius a. If

this be thrown at hazard upon the plane, it is a certainty

that it must cut one of the rulings, and only one. Hence

X27ra=l. This determines X.

Thus the chance of a curve of perimeter s, whose greatest

breadth does not exceed 2a, cutting a ruling is
s/2-TrO..

Curves

therefore of the same perimeter, and whose greatest breadths

do not exceed 2, have equal chances of cutting a ruling.

1708. Examples.

1. If a circle of radius b (< a) be thrown down at hazard upon the

plane, the chance of crossing a ruling =
2irb/2Tra

= 6/a.

2. If the contour be a square of side b (< a\/2), the chance is 2b/rra.

3. If the "curve" thrown down be a straight line of length 21 (< 2a),

it may be considered as an ellipse of minor axis zero and perimeter 4l,

and the chance is Zljira (Art. 1704).

4. For a semicircle of radius b (< a), the chance is (ir + 2)6/27ra.

1709. Let be a point fixed to the contour thrown down,
and OA a fixed axis on it.

Let fall at a distance p from one of the rulings, RS, and

let OA make an angle \fs
with the perpendicular p. Let this

contour be thrown down at random upon the ruled plane a

very large number of times, and let the trace of the rulings
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Fig. 563.

the lines (p, \fs)
and

be marked at each throw upon the plane of the contour.

Now it is immaterial whether we regard the contour as

thrown down at hazard upon the

ruled plane, or the ruled plane

thrown at hazard upon the plane

.containing the contour. Take the

latter case. Let a doubly infinite

number of lines be drawn upon the

plane of the contour according to

the following plan :

(a) Let the lines be drawn parallel

to a standard line

p=x cos
\/r+ y sin ty,

which we may call the line (p, \[s),

at equal distances apart, such that

n of them are contained between

(p+ Sp, \jr).

(b) Let us suppose drawn for each value of p, p-\-Sp, etc.,

the infinite family of lines
\fs, \js-\-S\fs, \fs-\-28\fs, etc., there

being m lines with the same value of p between (p, \}/)
and

(p t ^,-j-^^ viz. those for which p makes with OA angles

l 9

m m>

We shall define any line chosen at random from this

double set for equal gradations of p and of
\//-

as a " random

line."

The actual number of lines from (p, \Js)
to (p+ Sp, \Is+ S\fs)

is mn, and we obtain in this way the same system of lines as

those obtained by the tracings of the rulings upon the plane

of the contour after the contour plane is thrown down at

hazard upon the ruled plane.

Taking the case of a circle of radius a and centre 0, the

number of such lines crossing it is

mn
n2ir

dp d\}r=
o

mn say.

Hence the number from (p, \[s)
to p+ Sp,

\

vz - mn

is
2-jra
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Now, if be a point within any closed convex contour,

I dp d\}s
= p d\js

= perimeter.

Hence the number of lines crossing such a closed convex

contour = H X perimeter, i.e.

No. of lines crossing any closed convex contour _perim. of curve

No. of lines crossing a circle of radius a perim. of circle
'

The length of the perimeter therefore measures the number

of lines crossing the contour.

This is the same result as that of Art. 1707, from a different

point of view.

1710. If there be any re-entrant portion of the contour,

the perimeter must be regarded as the length of a stretched

elastic band which encircles it
;
that is, the re-entrant portions

must be excluded by double tangents. Otherwise some of

the random chords will be counted more than once by the

above rule.

1711. Examples.
1. If a closed convex contour of perimeter 2 completely encloses a

second closed convex contour of perimeter $, the number of chords of

the outer which cut the inner is A.5/27ra. And the total number of chords

of the outer is A,2/27ra. Therefore the chance of a chord of the outer

cutting the inner also is $/2.

If the outer be a circle of radius R, and the inner a square of side 6,

the chance is 2b/irR.

2. If the inner degenerates into a straight line of length 21, and the

outer be a circle of radius R, the chance is ^l/2-n-R
= 21/TrR.

3. The chance that a random chord of a circle cuts a given diameter

is 2/7T.

1712. We may then speak of /S or 1 1 dpd\fs as
" the number

of lines
"
which cross any convex contour throughout which

the integration is conducted, whenever a comparison is to be

instituted between the number of lines which cut one convex

contour with the number which cut another.

1713. Various Cases.

In the case of a straight line of length c, which is the limit

of an ellipse of zero minor axis and perimeter 2c, the number
of random lines cutting it is then measured by 2c.
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1714. In the case of an arc of length s bounded by a chord

of length c, there being no re-entrant portion, the number of

random chords crossing the contour is measured by s-fc.

But the number which cross c is 2c'.

Hence the number which cross s twice and do not cut c is

s c.

Fig. 564.

c

Fig. 5G5.

1715. In the case of the contour bounded by an arc s and a

pair of tangents of lengths x and y, let c be the length of the

chord
; then, if s be concave at each point to the foot of the

perpendicular upon the chord,

the number of random lines which cut x and y, but not

c, isx+y c;

the number which cut s, but not c, is sc.
Therefore the number which cut x and y, but not s, is

x+y s.

1716. In the case of two arcs s
lt

s
2 and a chord c, each arc

being convex at every point to the foot of the perpendicular

upon the chord, as in Fig. 566
;
let c

lt
c
2

be the chords of the arcs s
l}

s
2 respec-

tively.

Then the number of chords cutting

c
1}

c
2 ,

but not c, c
l -\-c2~c. These

necessarily all cutSj and s
2 ,

each once

only.

The number of those which cut ^ twice, but not c
lf

s
l

c
l

.

These also cut s
2 once and c once.

The number of those which cut s
2 twice, but not c

z>
=s

2
c
t

.

These also cut s
l
once and c once.

Hence the number which cut both s
l
and s2

Fig. 566.

1717. In the case where the region considered is bounded

by three arcs s
l ,

s
z ,

s3 , lying within the chordal triangle

C'i>
c
3 ,

and each concave at all points to the foot of the
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ordinate from the point to the chord of the arc (Fig. 567),

the number of chords cutting s
l}
but not c

lt =! cr These

necessarily cut s
2
and s3 ,

c
2
and c

3 .

The number of chords cutting one or other of the three arcs

twice, and therefore cutting all three arcs,

The number which cut s, and s
3 =s.2 -\-s.i c

1
.

Therefore the number which cut S2 and s
3 ,
but not s

lt

=
(
S
2~\~ S3 Ci) (*i C

i)
=52~^ 53~ 5

l-

Therefore the number which cut any two of the arcs, but

not the third, is

Fig. 567. Fig. 568.

1718. Consider the case of a region bounded by such a com-

bination of arcs and lines as exhibited in Fig. 568, where t is

a chord or a double tangent; s
lt

s
2 any arcs convex at each

point throughout their lengths to the foot of the ordinate to t
;

l
lt

1
2 straight lines tangential to s

1
and s

2 , and a- an arc concave

at each point to the foot of the ordinate drawn upon its own

chord, which lies within the region considered, and either

touching 7
:
and l,2

or meeting them and lying between ^ and 12

produced.
The number of lines crossing this contour, but which do not

cut t, with the exception of such as meet Sj+Zj or S2+12 twice

and incidentally meet t, is

where the meanings of the various letters are indicated in the

figure. For the first bracket includes those which cut 0^4-^,

ylt
but not s^l^; or X

2+12 , y.2 ,
and not s

2 ~\-lz ,
the number of
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which cases is subtracted in the second and third brackets.

The expression reduces to s
l -+-sz -\-l l +l2 -\-a- t.

1719. In the case of two non-intersecting non-re-entrant

ovals A and B, of perimeters PA ,PB , external to each other,
let the lengths of the several arcs and tangents be as indicated

in Fig. 569. Let $. and /3U be the stretched lengths of the

crossed and uncrossed elastic belts surrounding the ovals.

Random chords crossing both ovals must either

(i) cross the region s^x^T^ and except for those which
cross s

1 -{-xl or <r
l -\-xz twice, not cross T

l ;
or

(ii) cross the region s^y^y^T^, and except for those which
cross s

s -i-yl
or cr3 -\-y2 twice, not cross T2 .

Fig. 569.

Their number is therefore

i.e. the difference of the crossed and uncrossed belts. Hence

the probabilities that a random chord of A crosses 5, or that

a random chord of B crosses A, are respectively (/3C PU)/PA

1720. If the ovals touch externally /3C=PA+PB .

1721. If the ovals intersect, indicate the several arcs and

tangents as in Fig. 570.

The chords which cut both may be classified as

(i) those crossing s
l
and a-lt

but which, with the exception

of those cutting s
t
twice or o^ twice, do not cut T

l ',

(ii) those crossing 2 and cr2 ,
but which, with the exception

of those cutting s
2
twice or cr2 twice, do not cut Tz ;

(iii) those which cut the region bounded by s
3
and <r3

.

E. i.e. ii. 3o
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Their number is therefore

i.e. the sum of the perimeters less by the belt.

T,

Fig. 570. Fig. 571.

1722. If one oval B lie entirely within the other one A,

every random chord of B is a chord of A. The number of

chords which cut both is therefore PB .

1723. If a third non-re-entrant oval X lie partly between A
and B and be cut by the uncrossed belt, but not by the crossed

belt, as shown in Fig. 572, we shall consider how many random

lines can be drawn cutting all three contours, it being under-

stood that the ovals are so situated that for all chords cutting
all three the X-segment is intermediate between the other two.

Fig. 572.

Indicating the lengths of the several arcs and tangents as in

Fig. 572, all such random lines as are chords of all these regions
must be chords of the region (slt t

: , e, t
z , tr

1 , T), but must not

cross T, with the exception of those which cross Sj+^i twice or
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0^+^ twice, with an incidental crossing of T. By Art. 1718

their number is s
1 +^1 +e+^2+"i -^

',
i.e. the amount by which

the uncrossed belt has been lengthened by X having been

pushed into position from outside the belt.

1724. If in the last case the oval X has been pushed com-

pletely within the region bounded by the uncrossed belt, but

still not so as to cut the crossed one, denote the various lengths
of arcs and lines as in Fig. 573.

Fig. 573.

Then the number of random lines which cut all three ovals

is a /3 y+S, where

(i) a is the number which cut the contour (s^e^ay;), but

do not cut c, with the exception of those which cut ^+ 3
or

Oi+ <4 twice, =s1+ 3+e1+ 4+cr1 c;

(ii) /3 is the number which cut (^y, t
z x, c), but do not

cute, =t
l y-\-tz xc;

(iii) y is the number

which cut (x, y, c
2), but not

C2 , =*+&- C2 ;
Fig. 574.

(iv) S is the number which cut e2 twice, but not c2 , ea c2 .

The total, after rearranging, is

which is the difference of the increases of length of the un-

crossed belt caused by its being made to pass round the contour

of X in opposite directions (Fig. 574).
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1725. In a similar manner it is easy to examine other

special cases. The last two results are due to Sylvester [Educ.

Times], who refers for simpler cases to Czuber's Geometrische

Wahrscheinlichkeiten.

1726. Ex. Three pennies of diameters d are soldered together in mutual

contact at their edges.

This figure is throum upon a table ruled with parallel lines at equal

distances (2a) apart (a > d). What is the chance of 2, 4 or 6 intersections ?

[BIDDLE'S PROBLKM.]
Let the discs be labelled A, B, C.

Let the number of chorda which cut

(i) A alone, (ii) A and B, but not C, and (iii) all three

be respectively x, y, 3z. Then

; length of surrounding belt = (7r + 3)rf,

32= 3 x lengthening of an uncrossed belt round A and B
by pushing C into position

y = (crossed belt round A, B -uncrossed belt)
-

= (Tr-2)d-(Tr-3)d= d.

Hence x=y= d, z= (ir-3)d/3.

Therefore the chances required are respectively

Fig. 575. Fig. 576.

1727. Crofton's Theorem.

In anycentric convex contour ofarea A,letAB be a diameter

and G the centroid of the area of either semi-oval. Let P be

the perimeter of the path of G as AB rotates; then the mean
radial distance of any point within the contour from the

centre is P.

If x, y be the coordinates of G referred to OB as a-axis,

W the weight of the half oval, AB=2r, and if we place two
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small weights w and w at distances %OB and fOA from 0,

the new coordinates of G will be

Hence dx=^ -^rrf, dy=0.
3 W y

>

The centroid has therefore been moved parallel to ^45. The
effect upon Cr is the same as the above, if AB rotate through
a small infinitesimal angle d\Js to a contiguous position A'OB',
and then w is the weight of the sector =^r2

d\js, and

'0

and dx is an element of the arc of the (r-path =ds. Hence the

4 7^
intrinsic equation of the 6r-path is ds~

^ -jd\]s,
and its radius

<. 1 (Chord AB)* , 1 f
2
*, -,.

or curvature = ^
~- * ^ and P=. r I (Chord)

6 Area of oval (iA J
x

r

T ff 2jr

Again M(r)=
J-L- -=

z J^
2

^^^24Z (dud)d^
1 1 r J

Prof. Crofton's proof of this result [Proc.Lond.Math. *

runs on different lines, but he indicates the above as a method
of procedure.

1728. Useful Results for a Convex Contour of Area A and

Perimeter L.

Let G be the length of a chord, coordinates (p, >/>), with

regard to an origin within the oval, G the centroid of the

oval, OG (
=

c) the initial line from which ^ is measured,

a line parallel to the chord, p the perpendicular from G upon

Og ; p1
and pz the perpendiculars upon the tangents parallel to

the chord. Then we have, taking limits from pl
to p%,

(i) (cdp= A; (ii) {pCdp=Ap; (iii) f^
2 Cdp=Ap*+ Ak*,

where Ak2
is the moment of inertia about a parallel through G.
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Hence integrating (i) and (ii) with regard to
\Js from to

which takes in all random chords,

contour

(i) C*d;pc?\/r=M d\fs=TrA ;
whence

(ii)

Jtf(Chord)J\
dpd+

_, .

Area of

ffdjxty

and in this

integration it is to be noted that p changes

sign as passes through the origin.

Fig. 577. Fig. 578.

If the oval be centric and the origin be taken at the centre,

we shall integrate for p from to plt the perpendicular upon
the tangent parallel to C, and for ^ from to 2-Tr. Then

(i) I

|(7dpdh/r=:.4.27r=^7r,
as before;

(ii) I \pCdpd\fs=^A\pd\ls, where p is the perpendicular from

the centroid of the half area upon a line through

parallel to the chord (p, \Js)
= %A . Perim. of (r-path.

Thus M(AOAB)=
\dpd\fs

=H-
. of G-path

Perim. of oval

1729. Mean 71th Power of the Distance between two Random

Points within an Oval.

This mean may be expressed as an integral in terms of a

chord. Let X, Y be the random points, and
\js

the inclination
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of XY to a given direction. Let C be the length of the

chord AB through X, Y
;
ON (=p) the perpendicular from

an origin within the oval to AB; XA= r, XB= r',XY=p.
Keep X fixed at first. Then the sum of all the values of p

n

which are contained between AXE and a chord A'XB', making
an angle d\^r with the former, each multiplied by an element

of area, is

and integrating this for all positions of

X lying between the parallel chords

(p,^f) and (p-\-dp, ^), we have

r .

d\js dp dr,

dp dr being the element of area in which

X lies. And r varies from zero to C and

r'=Cr. We therefore obtain

'-d^dp -d\l/-dp. Fig. 579.

The final stage of the integration is to sum this expression

for all elements dp d\{s within the contour and then to divide

by the number of cases, which is measured by A z
.

Hence

1730. In the case, where n= l, we have

(>-2).

This may be interpreted as an expression for the mean value

of the mutual potential of a pair of unit particles at random

points within the contour.

The case n= gives A'2= U I (7
3
dp d\js.

The case n=l gives M(p)= ^-r2 \\C*dpd\fs.<oA J J

Tlie case n= 2 gives ^(/
2

)=TQ]j2 \\
(
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But since M(p
2
)
= 2kz

,
where k is the radius of gyration

about the centroid,

We obtain thus the mean values of various powers of C for

cases in which the mean values of the corresponding powers
of p have been otherwise found.

Thus, for instance,

(Area)

L

,, ,~
5

. _J J
^ _ 20 . Area . (Moment of In. about centroid)

fr Perimeter

1731. Other Results due to Crofton.

Let p be the distance between any two random points X, Y
within a given convex contour of area A and perimeter L.

Then the probability that any random line drawn across the

contour also crosses a particular position XY of the line

joining the random points is 2p/L.

If n be the number of cases of a random line XY, the chance

that any particular one is selected is l/n. Therefore the

chance that a particular one is selected and cut by the random

chord is 2p/nL ;
and the chance that a random chord cuts a

random line XY is the sum of the values of 2p/nL for all the

cases of a pair of random points (Fig. 580),

Again, suppose the random chord to divide A into two

parts 2 and 2'. The chance that X lies in 2 and Y in 2', or

X in 2' and Y in 2=222'/^
2 for any particular position of

the chord. If m be the number of random chords, the chance

of selection of any particular one is 1/m, and the chance that

a particular chord should be selected for which X and Y lie
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1 222'
on opposite sides is - ^ : and the chance that a randomm A? '

chord should cut a random XY,

o rf=Jj [
ZZ'

Hence, by equating the two values of the chance, we have

j \C
4
dp d^= 6

j f22'rfp dtyr.

Moreover we have two expressions for M(p), viz.

and

(Crofton, Proc. Land. Math. Soc., viii.). This furnishes an

interesting illustration of a difficult geometrical result arrived

at by a consideration of mean values and chances.

Fig. 580. Fig. 581.

1732. A and L being respectively the area and perimeter of a

given convex contour which encloses a second contour of area B, it

is required to find the chance that a pair of random chords PQ,

P'Q f the former should intersect within the latter. (Fig. 581.)

Take an origin within the smaller contour, and let the

random chords be denoted by the p-\fs system. Let a par
ticular position of PQ intersect B, and suppose C the length

of the chord intercepted upon it by B. The number of

random lines cutting C is measured by 2C. The number of

random chords of A is measured by L. Therefore the chance

that one of these cuts C is 2C/L.
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The chance that the particular chord C is one of the lines

whose p and
i//-

lie between p and
\]s, p+ dp and \js-\-d\js

is

dpd\fsl \\dpd\ls=dpd\fr/L, the integration being taken for

the A-contour.

Therefore the chance that whilst the chord PQ lies between

these limits it is met by a second random chord at a

point within B is 2C dpd\Js/L
z

,
and the total chance of the

intersection of two random chords of A lying within B is

^2 1 1 C dp d\fs for all values of p, \fs
which can give chords

intersecting B. Therefore

the required chance=27rB/L
2=27r Area of 5/(Perim. of A}

2
.

1733. The above result is independent of the area of A or

the perimeter of B, and except that it involves B and L it is

independent of the shape and relative position of the ovals.

When the inner curve coincides with the outer, BA, and

the result becomes 2-rr . Area/(Perimeter)
2

.

1734. Next take a very small convex contour of area da-

external to A. Let a random chord of A cut the perimeter of

this small contour at P and Q, and let PQ=\, which is a

small quantity of, say, the first order. The chance that

the p and
\{s

of this chord should lie between (p, \js)
and

(p-\-dp, \lr-{-d\lf) is dpd\js \ \dpd\fs, the integration being for

the contour A, i.e. dpd\]s/L.

Let Ol
and 62

be the angles which the tangents from P to

the oval make with any specific position of PQ (Fig. 582).

Then regarding the chord PQ as itself a narrow oval whose

greatest breadth is an infinitesimal of the second order, the

chance that a random chord of A cuts this line PQ is, by
Art. 1719, (Crossed Belt Uncrossed Belt)/Z, i.e. in the limit

(2X A cos 6l
\ cos 2)/L. Hence the chance that the chord of

A should be selected to lie between (p, \js) &nd(p-}-dp, \js+d\ls\

and then cut by a second random chord of A within the small

contour, is d d^ xr ^
.
-
(vers vl+ vers v

z ).

Li Li
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Now X being an infinitesimal of the first order, 1
and 9

Z

may be regarded as constant throughout da- for a given

direction of PQ, and the integration I X dp gives the area do-

when taken for the small area. This integration therefore

gives da- d^ (
vers 6l+ vers 92)/L

2
. We next integrate with

regard to \^, and vers Ox+vers 9.2=2 cos (co $2)
cos $2 ,

where

o> is the angle subtended by A at. the elementary area da:

Fig. 582. Fig. 583.

The possible directions of the chord cutting PQ will vary

between the directions of the common non-crossing tangents

to A and da; and one of these tangents may be taken as the

fixed direction from which \js
is measured. We therefore

have d\fs
= d02 ,

and we have to integrate from \//-=0 to \js=a).

This gives

da- f
M
rn , -ij ,

%da- , x

y^ [2 COS
(ft) \lf) COSX^]rt\^

= -
F2-((0 Sin

ft)).

Li" Jo -k

We may now integrate this through any finite convex oval

of area B external to A. Thus the chance that two random

2 f
is

y:2 |(ft>
sina>chords of A intersect within B is

1735. If B be taken as the whole of space external to A,

the chance of the random chords intersecting outside A must

2-TrA
be 1 the chance of intersecting within A, i.e. I--

j^-

Hence we obtain the remarkable theorem that
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where the integration is taken over the whole plane external

to A. This theorem is also due to Crofton. It is quoted by
Bertrand, Calc. Int., p. 491. It is another curious example

(see Art. 1781) of a geometrical fact brought to light by
consideration of chances.

1736. D'Alembert's Mortality Curve. (See Todhunter, History,

p. 268.)

Definitions. Mean Duration of Life. For a person of age x

years, the mean duration of life beyond x years is the sum

of the lengths of the lives lived by a large number of persons

beyond that age, divided by the number of persons.

Probable Duration of Life. For a person of age x years, the

probable duration of life beyond x years is such a period

that it is an even chance whether the life of the individual

exceeds or falls short of it.

1737. Let \fs(x) denote the number of persons still living

x years after their births. Then the graph of y \fs(x) is

known as the curve of mortality.

Let c years be the supreme limit of life, i.e. the greatest age
to which any person can attain. Then \fs(c)

= Q.

By the definition,

Mean duration for a person aged a years = I \fs(x)dx/\fs(a),
Ja

Probable duration for a person aged a years 6 years,

where

M P

Fig. 584.

In Fig. 584, OCc is the limit of longevity, OA a years.

The ordinate AR represents the number of persons alive at

age a years, AP the probable duration of life beyond the
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age a for persons now of age a, the ordinate at P being
half that at A. AM measures the mean duration for persons
of age a years, and is such that AR . AM= area, RAPCQR.

1738. A Different View.

The usual method of estimating the mean and probable
duration of life for a person aged a years is somewhat
different from that explained above, but will be shown to be

in agreement with it.

Let <j>(x) dx be the number of persons who die between the

ages of x and x-\-dx. Then, since
\/r(a;)

= the number of persons

living at age x, \fs(x-{-dx) is the number living at age x-{-dx.

Hence to the first order, (j>(x) dx=\Js(x)\}s(x-\-dx)= \fr'(x)dx

and 0(ic)= ty'(x). Suppose a person to die at the age of a;

years, where x> a. The length of life for this person beyond
a years =x a, and the average value of this is

cc / re

I (x a) (f)(x)dx I I (f)(x)dx.
Ja I Ja

This then is the mean duration for persons of age a years.

The probable duration is b years where
cb

f
c P f

c

I <j>(x)dx I (j>(x)dx, i.e. I <J>(x)dx=^\ (f>(x)dx.
Ja Jb ^a Ja

1739. Agreement.

The agreement of these estimates with those of D'Alembert

will be clear.

C 1
'

For(i) (j>(x)dx=
J a

re Cc

and I (x a) <p(x)dx I (xa)\[s'(x)dx
Ja J a

[~\ f
c

f
c

(x a)\jr(x)\ + \fs(x)dx=\ \fs(x)dx;
Jfl ^a Ja

fc I Cc Cc

.'. I (x a)<t>(x)dx 1 <f>(x)dx=\ \{s(x)dx/\fs(a).
J a I Ja Ja

fb Cc

(ii) Again, since I <j>(x)dx=\\ <j>(x)dx, we have
Ja Ja

I \js'(x)dx=\

C

\!s'(x)dx:
Ja Ja
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1740. Chance of Survival.

For a person of present age a, the chance of death between

the ages p and q (p <<?) is . , ^W' }
and

i t \
^>

and the chance of survival to at least the age of q is

The probability of death between the ages of x and x-\-dx

for a person of age. a is

) _ \Js'(x)

The probability of death for a person of age x years,

between the ages of x and x-\-dx, i.e. of almost immediate

death, is -^'(x) dx/\js(x)=d log \// (x).

1741. Expectation of Life.

Defining the "
Expectation of Life

"
at a definite age of a

years as the average or mean duration of life after that age, the

following results were calculated by Neison (Vital Statistics,

p. 8) from the tables of the Registrar General. (See Boole,

Finite Differences, p. 45.)

Ago 10
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In the decades of the first differences from 20 to 60, it will be

noted that there is but small change. Hence in the graph of

the expectation the fall in the value of the expectation
between these ages is roughly uniform, and this portion of

5U

1

30

20

I

10

1
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1743. Let us take a supposititious law that the probability of a person
of present age x years dying before he is aged x + dx is Xxn

dx, where A
and n are certain constants.

Let ty(x) denote the number of persons alive x years after their birth,

<f>(x)dxthe number who die between x and x+ dx. Then <(#)= -</'(*')

,

And I,
^

is the probability that a person aged x will die between

x and x+dx. Hence ^'(x)l^(x)=
-
Xx'\ i.e.

where A is a constant and

re _j^*
Hence the mean duration of life from birth is I e n+ l Ax.

Jo

When x is large, the integrand becomes extremely small, and its value

is insensible. Hence we may, without sensible error, take c, the superior
limit of age, to be co . Put

_i _i
h IVH-i "+i j

IT;
* ^ =

AV~;rJ
dz -

xn+i , 1 /
-^-z; .: dx= =(n + l + 1 \

/. Mean duration at birth

A TI / n+iI /

) t

The Probable duration of life at birth is b years, where e "+ 1
=^,

For a person of age a years, the probability of death within the next

r years
Xa"+1 A(a+r)n+1--

^+i =l ~ e

e "+ 1

If r be small in comparison with a, this becomes approximately

where ^=
'
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PROBLEMS.

1. A cardioide is drawn upon a plane and a point P is taken at

random within the contour
; show that the chance that it is nearer to

the vertex than to the cusp is

1 /
,

\/5 3 \ 7T

V
a + ~-T cos a

)>
where cosa = 2 sm^--.i" \ o / 10

2. Given that p and q are any two positive quantities, of which q
cannot exceed 9 and p cannot exceed 6, show that it is a 2 : 1 chance

that the roots of the quadratic x2 -px + q
= are imaginary.

3. Three positive quantities are chosen at random, except that

their sum is known. Show that the chance that the sum of any
two is greater than l/?i

th
of the third is 1 - 3f(n+ I)

2
, provided n<fcl.

4. There are n letters and n directed envelopes. The letters are

placed at random, one in each envelope. Show that the chance that

r specified letters go wrong and s specified letters go right is

where

5. A circle of radius r lies entirely within an ellipse of semi-axes

a and b
;
m + n random points are taken within the ellipse. What is

the chance that m of them lie. within the circle and the rest do not]

6. Let two points P and Q be taken at hazard in a line AB in

either order, and let three other points be now taken at hazard upon
the line. What is the chance that (i) all three should lie between

P and Q, (ii) one should lie between P and Q and the others not so,

(iii) two specified ones should fall between P and Q and the other

not so 1

7. A point P is chosen at random upon a line AB, and then a

random point Q is taken upon AP. Show that the chance that AQ
is less than l//i

th of AB is log \Jen, (n> 1).

8. Four random points are taken upon a straight line. Show that

the chance that the sum of the squares of the five parts should not

exceed the square on half the line is 37ra/100\/5.

9. A rod is divided into five pieces at random. Show that the

chance that none of them is less than 1/10 of the whole is 1/16.

10. A rod AB is broken into three pieces AP, PQ, QB at random.

Show that the chance that the sum of the squares of AP and QB
shall be less than the square of 5PQ is T |^-(35

- 6 log 3/J2).

E. i.e. ii. 3a
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11. A random point X is taken upon a line AB. Six other

random points are then taken on AB. What is the chance that two

of these will lie on AX and four on XB1

12. From an urn containing an infinite number of balls, all of

which are known to be either red or white, a group of seven is

drawn out at random, and four are found to be red and three white.

What is the chance that a second draw of seven shall also produce
four red and three white 1

13. A square ticket of side a is thrown at hazard upon a large

table ruled into squares of side 2a. Show that the chance that the

ticket will cross a ruling is about 0'86.

14. A circle of radius a is thrown at hazard upon a table ruled in

squares of side 3a. Show that the chance of crossing a ruling is 5/9.

15. A large table is ruled with parallel lines two inches apart. A
one-inch equilateral triangle is thrown at hazard upon the table.

Show that the chance it cuts a ruling is 3/2jr.

16. A letter L, with thin arms 3 inches long and at right angles

to each other, is thrown at hazard upon a large table ruled with

parallels 4 inches apart. Show that the chance of crossing a ruling

is 3(2+v/2)/47r.

1 7. A cardioide of axis 2a inches is thrown at hazard upon a large

table ruled with parallel lines at a distance 4a inches apart. Show

that the chance it cuts a ruling is 9\/3/87r.

18. Show that the mean value of the cubes of all random chords

of a circle = f x area of circle x radius.

19. Show that the mean value of the cubes of all random chords

which meet an equilateral triangle of side a is 3a3
/16.

20. Show that the mean value of the lengths of all random lines

terminated by the sides of a square of side a is 7ra/4.

21. A circle of radius b lies entirely within a circle of radius a.

Show that the chance that a pair of chords of the latter intersect

within the former is b2/2a?.

22. Show that the chance that a pair of random chords of the

director circle of an ellipse of semi-axes a and b should not intersect

within the ellipse is 1 -o&/2(a
2 + ft

2
).

23. Evaluate the integral I (w
- sin

<o)
da- for all elements of area

dv which lie outside a given circle of radius a,
w being the angle
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between the tangents from the element d<r to the circle. Explain
the connection of this integral with the theory of chances.

24. Find the chance that if two points be taken at random within

a circle of radius a the distance between them will be <c where c<2a.

[Si. JOHN'S, 1885.]

25. Two men, A and B, are walking at rates equally likely to be

anything from to a miles an hour and from to b miles an hour

respectively. They walk in the same direction along a straight road

for a time c/(a
-

b) hours, where c miles is the initial distance between

them. What is the probability that A, who starts behind 5, will

overtake him 1

? [TRINITY, 1889.]

26. Suppose there are n sugar sticks each of length 2a, each broken

at random into two pieces. A child is promised the biggest of the

2n pieces. What is the value of his expectation 1

[W. A. WHITWORTH, E.T., 13736.]

Show that the expectation of the piece of r
th

largest size is

{(r+ l)n+ l}/2r(n+ 1) of a whole stick.

27. If there be an infinite number of balls in an urn, each ball

being known to be of one of n different colours, and ifp 1 +p% + ... +pn
balls have been drawn and found to be pl

of one colour, p2
of

another colour, etc., what is the chance that a further drawing of

ql
+ qz + q3 + ... -\-qn will yield q l

of the first colour, qz of the second,

etc.? [ZERR, E. T., 11924.]

28. Two points are taken at random within a circle of radius r, and

a chord is drawn at random. Find the chance that the chord passes

between the points. [COLLEGES /3, 1888.]

29. An equilateral triangle lies entirely within a regular hexagon

whose sides are equal to those of the triangle. A random chord is

drawn to cut the hexagon. Show that it is an even chance that it

also cuts the triangle.

30. In a circle of radius a the mean of the inverse distance between

two random points within the circle is 1 6/3?.
[CROFTON, Lond. M.S. Proc., viii., p. 309.]

31. If the probability of a person of age x years dying before he

is aged x + dx be Xxdx, show that the average length of life from

birth is vAr/2A.. (See a problem by Stanham, E. T., 13021.) Also

show that the probable duration of life is >/(2log2)/A, which is

rather less than the average duration.
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IT

o /'o

(9 - sin cos 0) sin 6 cos 6 d9 = 7^ - -^-r-^ ID o4
*

Two points are taken at random within a circle. Find the chance

that their distance apart is less than the radius of the circle.

[Ox. I. P., 1916.]

33. Show that the mean of the cubes of all lines PQ, which are

random chords drawn across the contour, are (i) fora square of side

a, 3a3
/4 ; (ii) for a circle of radius a, 3;ra3/2 ; (iii) for a semicircle of

radius a, 37r2a3/4 (TT + 2).

34. Show that the mean of the fifth powers of all lines PQ, which

are random chords drawn across the contour, are (i)
for a square of

side a, 5a5
/6 ; (ii) for an equilateral triangle of side a and area A,

5aA2
/9 ; (iii) for a circle of radius a, 5ira5 .

35. If two pennies of diameter d be soldered together by their

edges so as to be in firm contact in a plane, and be thrown upon a

plane ruled with equidistant parallel lines whose distance apart is

a (a> 2rf), show that the chance of both pennies being cut by a ruling

is
(:r

-
2)d/Tra.

36. If a straight line be divided at random into four parts, prove
that the chance that one of the parts shall be greater than half the

line is 1/2. Show also that the chance that three times the sum of the

squares on the parts is less than the square on the whole line is

7TV/3/18.

37. If a straight line be divided at random into five parts, show

that the chance that four times the sum of the squares of the parts

is less than the square on the whole line is 3jr2s/5/500.

[WOLSTENHOLME, E.T., 2753.]

38. If random values between a2 be assigned to H and between

(2a
3 + /82) to G in the cubic x3 + 3Hx + G = 0, show that the chance

2 a3

of three real roots =- ^-5 TT,.
5 2a3 + /i

2

39. Obtain the mean value of x2 + y
2 + zz subject to the condition

=
0, and that x, y, z each lie between - c and + c.

[LAPLACE; TODHUNTEB, Hist., p. 4I1.J
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ERRORS OR UNCERTAINTIES OF OBSERVATIONS.

1744. Suppose a large number of observations to be made

to ascertain the measurement of some physical element. To

fix the ideas take one of the simplest kind, the distance

between two marked points A and B on a straight rod.

Suppose the distance AB to be roughly known to be 10 feet

long, but that its true value T is unknown to the observers,

of whom there are many, but known to some other person.

And suppose that as great accuracy as possible is required.

Out of a large number of observations by careful observers,

it is clear that there will be none of them which differ very
much from the true value T. The more care is taken, and

the more accurate the means of measurement at disposal,

the closer will the estimates be together. And it is a matter

of experience that slight over estimates are as likely as

under estimates, and occur with equal frequency. Absolute

"mistakes" of counting feet or inches, or of registration of

units, or of the use of the instruments we are not considering.

In fact we eliminate from this explanation any errors which

are of the class of careless
" blunders."

It will be found by the person who knows the true value

T, that very few of the estimates differ from T by as much

as | an inch either way; fewer still by f of an inch, still

fewer by a whole inch, whilst errors of 4 or 5 inches would

not occur in the tabulated results of the observations at all.

And if the number of observations which give an error -be-

tween x and x-\-dx be represented graphically, it will be

found that the graph takes the form of a curve symmetrical
853
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about the y-axis, having a maximum ordinate at the origin,

falling rapidly to the se-axis, the ordinate speedily becoming

insensibly small (see Fig. 586).

1745. It follows, therefore, that for the existence of an

error of magnitude lying between x and x-\-dx, there will be

a far greater probability when x is small than when x is

large ;
i.e. a far greater number of errors of observation will

fall between x and x-\-dx for small values of x than for larger

ones. Let <f>(x)dx be that number. We wish to examine the

nature of this function 0(aj). And about it we know that

(i) it decreases very rapidly as x increases
;

(ii) it must be such as to become insensibly small within a

short range of values of x
;

(iii) it must be an even function of x, as errors of excess or

defect are equally numerous within corresponding
limits

;

(iv) it must contain some constant or constants depending

upon the goodness of the observation, the training

and competence of the observer, the accuracy of the

instruments used, and the circumstances under which

the observation is made
;

r

(v) the number of observations must be I (f>(x)dx, and
J -00

supposing N be this number, the chance that the

error of any particular observation lies between

x and x+dx=<f>(x)dx/N=\]s(x)dx, say.

1746. Laplace's Investigation.

Starting with the hypothesis that an error in an observation

is due to no one single cause, but is the aggregate of the
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cumulative effects of a large number of causes, each pro-

ducing its own separate effect, and that these effects are

extremely small, and as likely to be positive as negative,

Laplace has shown by a very laborious and difficult investi-

gation that the chance that the error lies in magnitude

between x and x-\-dx, viz. \Js(x)dx, is A/ e~ uxtdx for some value

of to which depends upon the goodness of the observation.

The argument is of such length tha't we must refer the reader

to Laplace's original work (Theorie Analytique des Probabilites).

We therefore assume the law as our fundamental hypothesis
in what follows. A good idea of the principal steps in the

process, which avoids the obscurity of the original work of

Laplace, will be found in Airy's Theory of Errors of Observation,

pages 7 to 15. Todhunter's History of Probability, Arts. 1001

onwards, may be consulted, also a paper by Leslie Ellis (Trans.

Camb. Phil. Soc., viii.), and a paper by Merriman (Trans. Conn.

Acad., iv.).

1747. The Frequency Law.

The law \}s(x)= A/ e~ wx*

is termed the law of
"
Facility

"
or

"Frequency" of Errors. It will be noticed at once that this

is a probable law, for it answers all the requirements laid

down in Art. 1745. It has a maximum at xQ, it is an even

function of x, it contains an arbitrary constant o, it diminishes

with great rapidity as x increases, and speedily becomes of

insensible magnitude, and

J

1748. Weight and Modulus.

The constant o> is called the weight of the observation. It

is sometimes replaced by -s. Then c or -= is called the*
oz Vco

modulus. The weight <a measures the care, skill and precision

of the observer, the goodness of his instruments and the

excellence of the conditions under which the observation is

made.
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1749. The ordinary method of estimating the value of a

physical element of which a number of presumably equally good
measurements have been made is to take the arithmetical

mean of the result. As a matter of experience this gives good

results, and therefore this mean is frequently adopted as giving
the best estimate available, and regarded as the most likely

value. If we might assume this, the above law of Facility of

Errors easily follows.

Let T be the true value of the measured quantity, T being
unknown. Let z

lt
z
2 ,

... zn be n independent results of obser-

vation
; (f> (x) the law of Facility.

Then z
l T, z

2 T,...zn T are the actual errors, some

positive, some negative, and the a priori probability of the

coexistence of these errors is proportional to the product

Then, by the principles of inverse probability, the probability

that the true value lies between T and T+dT is PdT

the limits being such that the integration is conducted over

all values of T which it is capable of assuming. That is,

after the observations were made, the probability that T is

the true value is also proportional to the product P, and

therefore this expression is to be made a maximum by
variation of T. Taking logarithms and differentiating, we

have

Now, if we take for T the arithmetic mean of the observa-
n

tions, this equation is to hold when nT=^ zr . To find the
i

form of which will satisfy these requirements, take the case

Z
2
=z

3
=...=zn=z1 n-r. Then

nT=z
1 -\-(n I)z2

=z
1+(n -

I)(z1 WT)=nz1 w(n !)T,

i.e. z
l-T=(n-l) T ,

z
z-T=(z^-zl }+ (zl-T}^ -T,

z
3
T= T, etc.

;

n

r)'
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which is independent of n; and this is to be true for all

positive integral values of n.

This will be satisfied if <h be such that - '.. .const.= C;u <f>(u)

u* c
2

whence \og(f>(u)=C-^ and <f>(u)=Ae
2

.

2i

And since (j>(u) is to decrease as u increases, C must be

2 -t1

negative. Let C= ^ Then (J>(u)=Ae
c\ Again, if N be

C

the total number of observations,

/. n-*>
_?f!

^=1 (f>(u)du\ Ae ci
du=Ac\/7r', .'. A Njc-J-rr,

J 00 J 00

N -*
i.e.

<j>(
x)=-e ',

CV/TT

which establishes the law of facility under the hypothesis

specified as to the Arithmetic mean.

This remark is made by Dr. Glaisher in the solutions of

the Senate H. Problems for 1878, pages 167, 168, where there

will also be found a concise account of the allied subject of the

principle of
" Least Squares." [See also Todhunter, Hist.,

Art. 1014.]

1750. Mean of the Errors, Mean of the Squares, Error of Mean

Square, Probable Errors.

The following facts will now appear :

(1) The mean of all the positive errors

f 1 _??

I x j= e c
'

dx
Jo CVTT c 1

'o CN/I

j V 7T N/7TO)
c dx

(2) The mean of all the negative errors with their signs

changed is also ==..
V 7T VTTto)

C 1

(3) The mean of all the errors taken positively is == =.
V7T VTTft)
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(4) The mean of the squares of all the errors

fl _!
xz^=e e'dx

/oo

J-o
dx

(5) The " Error of Mean Square," i.e. the square root of the

c 1
mean of the squares of the errors. ==.==. This is the

abscissa of the point of inflexion on the Probability Curve
_*"

y=e c\

(6) The " Probable Error," which is such that the number

of positive errors which are greater than itself is equal to the

number which are less, is given by the, value of p, where

CP
ct ~ c>

T .

4
=e

Jo CV/TT

"I
|

Let x=cz. Then = I

V 7T J

2 Jo c>/7r

Tables have been calculated for the values of this integral

for various values of the upper limit [Kramp's Refractions;

Encyc. Metropol,
"
Theory of Probabilities "], and interpola-

tion from them gives -='476948 Hence the "Probable

Error
"= '476948... c or '476948... /Vw.

1751. Kramp's Table is given by Airy (Th. of Errors, p. 22),

also by De Morgan (Diff. Calc., p. 657). We reproduce Airy's

abstract of this table for convenience for other purposes.

1 Cx

Integral tabulated, /= -T tr**dz,

VTTjO

X
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1752. Relative Magnitude of Probable Error, Mean Error,

Error of Mean Square, Modulus.

To sum up, we have

Probable Error= '476948.../x/;

Mean Error=l/x/^>=-564189.../v/;
Error of Mean Square= l/x/2<o=-707107.../v/a>;

in each case varying inversely as the square root of the

weight, i.e. directly as the modulus
;
and obviously, when any

one of these is found the rest may be deduced. They are

arranged in ascending order of magnitude.

Taking the a;-axis as the axis of magnitude of errors and

the ?/-axis as' the axis of frequency, Fig. 587 will exhibit to

the eye the relative magnitude of these errors and the fall in

frequency. The figure is that given by Airy (loc. cit. sup.).

The abscissa is the ratio of the magnitude of an error to the

modulus. The points P, M in the figure indicate respectively

the abscissae for Probable and Mean Error.

\

O P M M.Sq. Mod. %
Axis of magnitude of error *?

The Probability Curue ys*e
c*

Fig. 587.

1753. Several Observations. Resultant Weight.

Suppose there to be a result b dependent upon two observations

a
x
and a

z of weights w
l ,

<o
2 respectively, say b=tj>(al ,

a
2 ).

To

find the weight of the result.

Let xl} xz
be the actual errors and z the consequent error

in b
;

all being small quantities of the first order, then to that

order Z==x:r =
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The chance of the co-existence of errors in c^ and a
2

respectively between x
l
and X

1 +dx1
for the one and x

2
and

xz -\-dx.2 for the other is

Therefore writing = 2
-|

2
,

and A a,, the

chance of an error in 6 lying between z and z-{-dz is

r
^..JM'/i--,,)

1
"!

P.
\ <

*
>
< 2 / \ i /

r /7-y -WiZ, 1 -

,1 j \

(IZ

dx, e
TT J- 'L^a, J

1 i i V 'Wito.'o .j w2J I ***<&. -j

that is, -^g-"2 - e ""
rfa;

00

The law of facility for the compound result 0(a15
a
2) is

therefore of precisely the same form as that for each of the

original observations, but the weight of the combined result

, 1 1 /30\
2

,

1 /30Vis co, given by -= {-) -\ l^2-). And exactly m the
/) M \O(t / M \ (Jd /

same way if b depends upon several observations a
1}

a
2 ,

... an
of weights wj, ft)2 ,...ft)n respectively, we have a resultant

weight to for the cumulative measure given by -= V* (
-

J
.

It follows that, writing P.E. for Probable Error,

[P.E. in 0(ap a
2 , ...)]

2
=(P.E. in a

l )
2

(^-) -f(P.E. in

and the same law of combination holds for Mean Error (M.E.)

or Error of Mean Square (E.M.S.).

1754. For example, if we require the weight of the Arith-

metic Mean of n observations of equal weights a)p

b=^]ar/n and = 2-2= , i.e. (a=nu)r

That is the weight of the combination is n times the weight
of any of the original observations, and

the Probable Error in 6= (P.E. in any of the a's)/\/w, etc.
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Similarly the weight of a resultant pa^qa^ra^ ... is

given by i ^2 az rz

-=-+2-+-+...;
(t) (t)1 CO., ft>3

j -e 1 ?>
2
+<7

2+r2
+..ana ir ft),=a) 2

:=: to)o=...
,

-==- .

ft) 0)
1

1755. If observations be taken upon a single physical

element, and the weights and probable errors of the several

observations (als
a
2 ,

ffl
3 , ...) be respectively (a^, a>2 , a>3 , ...) and

(ex , e2 , e3 , ...), whilst w and e are those of a resultant formed

according to the law '2pTar/2lpr, which is the usual form

adopted, where (plt p2 , p3 , ...) are certain constant multipliers,

called " combination weights," to be so determined as to give
a minimum probable error in that resultant, we have

and differentiating with regard to p lt p2 , p s ,
. . .

,

i.e. the combination weights are to be proportional to the

theoretical weights. Moreover, it follows that

f Ce
l e2 e3

and the theoretical weight of the result is equal to the sum of

the theoretical weights of the several collateral measures (see

Airy, Th. Err., p. 56).

1756. To estimate the actual value of the weight of a

series of observations upon a single physical element, we have

seen that ^
=mean of squares of the errors.

If then the actual errors of each observation were known,

we should have a rule to determine 05. But the exact measure-

ment of the quantity upon which the observations are made

is rarely known. Let T be its true value, Av A 2 ,
... A n the

observed values. Then A
l~T, A 2 T, etc., are the actual errors,

1 1 \
and g-

= -
2j (Ar T)

2
. But T being unknown, we have to

approximate. Let us adopt the arithmetical mean of the

1
n

observations as the value of T, and write T=-^A r ,
which
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is known as the "
apparent value," but is not necessarily the

true one. This gives as an approximation

i.e. as an approximation we have ~ =-^A r
2--

2

_ /Mean of squares\ _ /Square of mean\

V of observations / Vof observations/

1757. Determination of the " Error of Mean Square,"
" Probable

Error," etc., of a Measurement of an Element from the Apparent
Errors.

Since the true value of the measured element is rarely or

never known, we have to devise a method of obtaining the Error

of Mean Square, etc., by some way other than as being l/\/2ft>,

which would require a knowledge of CD. Let A
lt
A

z ,
A

3 ,
...

be the actual results of n independent observations on the

single physical element in question, alt
a
2 ,

a
3 ,

... the actual

errors, T the true value; then A
1
= T-\-al ,

A
2=T-\-az , etc.

Let M and m be the arithmetic means of the A's and of

the a's. Then

The difference a r m, viz. the difference between the actual

error and the mean of the actual errors, is called the "
Apparent

Error." And the sum of the squares of the Apparent Errors

Therefore, if Q = 2(A r-M)z
t
we have #=Zar

2--(2ar)
2

.

Now let e be the error of mean square of each measure.

Then (Art. 1750, 5) e
2=-Var

2
, i.e. Var

2=we2
.

n
j j

Again, the square of 2ar=sq. of error in 5M r

(Error of mean square in 3M r)
2

n

= y] (Error of mean square in A r)
2

i

= we2 (Art. 1753);

/. sum of squares of Apparent Errors=we2-- nt-
2=(w l)e

2
.
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Hence e=A/-^; and Q being known, this determines e.
v n j[

Since the Error of mean square =l/\/2<a, we have

Also Mean Error

Probable

=-7=-.= A/
"

;

v'TTft)
* T W 1

-

s/w

1758. Again, since the Error of mean square of the mean
of n independent measures of a physical quantity

= .^X Error of mean square of any one measure (Art. 1754)
\/n

-\/ / , v> we also have*nn-l6=

Mean Error \ _ 1 2 (T~
of the mean/ VTTW(W 1)'

Probable Error") / 20
c^u =0-476948... A/-7

--n .

or the mean J
V n(n 1)

1759. Case of a System of Physical Elements.

Suppose next that it is required to discover the values of

a certain set of physical elements ;,,..., and that observa-

tions upon certain connected groups of them have been taken

giving results of the form

0i( * ...)=#i. 2 ( 17, ...)
= tf

8 . etc.,

the forms of
1( 2 , etc., being known, and all the constants

involved being known from theoretical or other considerations,

whilst Nr Nz ,
... are the results of observation, and therefore

subject to small errors.

Theoretically, if the number (m) of observations be the

same as the number (/JL) of elements to be found, there will be a

definite number of sets of solutions of these equations depend-

ing upon the degrees of the several functions. If, however,

the number of observations exceed the number of elements,

it will not in general be possible to satisfy all the equations

by the same values of
/, etc., and it becomes important to

examine a method of finding their most probable values under

the circumstances,
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1760. Eeduction of the Equations to Linear Form.

The observed quantities N19
N

z , etc., will not differ largely
from those which would give true values to

(-, q, , etc., and if we
solve

/JL
of these equations we shall obtain close approximations

to the values of
, */, , etc., or in some cases such close approxi-

mations may be otherwise available. Let these approximate
values be a, /3, y, etc., and x, y, 0, etc., the small residuals of

the true values of
>/, , etc., so that =a+x, t]=ft+y, etc.,

and these residuals being small their .second and higher powers
and products may be rejected, and each equation of form

0<( *l< > )=Ni may be regarded as reduced after expansion
of ^(ct+z, fi+y, ) by Taylor's theorem to the type

such equations being m in number. Now nt being itself the

result of the subtraction of
</>(a, {3, y, ...) and various second

and higher order small quantities from N
f depends upon the

observations, and is a small quantity subject to error, whilst

an bit c
f ,

... are supposed known from theoretical or other

considerations.

1761. The Equations of Condition.

We therefore have m linear equations connecting p un-

knowns x, y, z, etc., /JL being <w. Let a typical equation
be a&+biy+ciz+... ^=0, where i=l, 2, 3, ... m. We need

not for the moment consider x, y, z, ... to be small.

These m equations are not in general capable of being satisfied

by the same values of x, y, z, ...
,
but we have to obtain the

most probable values of x, y, z, ... from them
;
that is, as good

an approximation as we can under the circumstances.

These equations are called the "
Equations of Condition."

1762. Standardisation of the Equations.

As to the several results of observation, n
lt
n

2 ,
n
3 , ..., let

us suppose that they are each the result of several separate

and independent observations; e.g. taking the typical case 'nit

suppose it to have been formed as the arithmetic mean of

Wf observations upon the value of ct^c -{-&$+ >
and suppose

all these wf observations to be equally good observations.

Then the weight of this observation is proportional to w^
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Therefore, unless the number of observations in forming
wi> w2 ,

n
3 , ... has been the same and the individual observa-

tions equally good, some of the Equations of Condition will

have greater importance than others.

If n
t be found by Wi observations, each with the same pro-

bable error e, the probable error in % is e/s/o>i3 and the probable
error in n

t
. s/wj is e.

Hence, if we multiply the Equations of Condition by
vcol5 ve02 , vco3 , etc., we get another group in which the pro-

bable errors of the right-hand sides are each e.

We shall suppose our m Equations of Condition to have

been already subjected to this preparation, and therefore

suppose that the quantities nlt nz ,
w
3 ,

... which occur are sub-

ject to the same probable error e.

1763. PRINCIPLE OF LEAST SQUARES.

If xoy 2/o >
zo> be the most probable values of x, y, z, ...

respectively, then, by the nature of the case,

is a small quantity of the nature of an error. Call it v
t
.

Then the probability of the occurrence of the error v
t being

A/ e"*
1
'' dvit the probability of the co-existence of errors

v-,, v, ... v
i

... vm is n\/ e~ a>iVit dvi
and as these errors have

.

i V?r

occurred through taking XQ , y ,
z

,
...

, etc., as the true values

of x, y, z, ...
, etc., the probability that x

, yQ , etc., are the true

m I / i*
00 f I*

00 wi /

values is II J-* e~"ff dvt \
... HJ-^ dvtt

in

1
V 7T / J-ooJ-oo J-oo 1

V 7T

which the denominator is a definite constant ; and, supposing

the Conditional Equations to have been prepared as described

in the preceding article, the o>'s occurring are all equal.

But in any case we have to determine x , y , etc., so that

this probability shall be as great as possible ;
and this .will be

m
achieved by making2 &>A

2 a minimum; or, if the co's are

i

equal, 2^2= a minimum. The method of procedure is therefore

called the method of " Least Squares."
E. I.C. II. 3 I
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1764. The "Normal" Equations.

The primary condition for a minimum is

and therefore, on equating to zero the coefficients of dx
, dy ,

. . .
,

we have m linear equations to determine XQ , y ,
Z

,
...

,
viz

2(0^^=0, 2>j
&

i
v

i=0, 2<t)Aui=0, etc.;

or in the case when the equations have been prepared before-

hand, so that the weights are equal,

2a
t
-v

i=0, 26^=0, 2^=0, etc., i.e.
;

. y, +2c2
. 2 +-= Sen, E uations .

etc.,

The very compact notation [ab], [aa], etc., is often used for

2a6, 2a2
, etc., but we adopt the sigma notation as a little

easier to write.

These equations determine the values of x
, yQ) etc., so as to

give the most probable values of x, y, etc., to satisfy the

original group of Conditional Equations in which the ris are

subject to small errors.

1765. Before proceeding further, let us examine the m
prepared equations of type a tx-\- bty -\-CjZ+ ...=% from another

point of view.

Multiply the several^* equations by plf p2> ..., pm and add;

then by q lf q2 , ... qm and add
;
then by r1} r2 ,

... rm and add
;

and so on
;
viz. by // groups of multipliers, m in each group.

We obtain /x equations,

... ='S,nipi ,

,

t
- ...=(,

etc.

Again multiply these by A 1; A 2 , ..., A^ and add, and choose

the X's so as to remove the terms y, z, ..., i.e.

etc.
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Then a^ Xi^
A ^ciipi+ A 22a<<?<+ XsSa^+ . . .

where ^=A 1^+A 2?t4-A 3ri+... ;
whilst 2&f

&
f=0, 2^=0, etc.,

and the new constant multipliers klt k2 ,
k3 ,

... replace the

p's, q's, r's, etc., and A's.

Let to be the weight of each of the observations n v n 2 ,
... nm ,

by supposition prepared to be of equal weight, and let wx , wy ,

a)z ,
... be the weights of the deduced values of x, y, z, ....

1 Y& 2 1

Then -= *K
\ V2 -, Art. 1753...................(2)

u>x (Safajr CD

And if e be the error of mean square, or the probable error

in each of the n's, and ex , ey , ez ,
... the resulting error of mean

square, or the probable error in the deduced values of x, y, z, ...
,

Z&-2
we therefore have ^=T^ ^ e

2
,
and we have to make this

\^ai^i)

error of mean square, or this probable error, as small as

possible with the conditions 26^=0, 2^=0, etc.

1766. To do this we have the k's at our disposal. Their

number is m and their connecting equations number yu 1,

which is < m. It will be observed that the expression ex

contains only the ratios of the k's, and when their ratios to any

particular standard k have been fixed ex becomes determinate.

We shall therefore in no way alter the value of ex by the

addition of some one additional linear equation amongst

the k's. For convenience we take that relation as 2^/^=1,

which will give x='Zni
k

i . We then have to make e^ 'Zk^ . e
2 a

minimum with the
/u.
conditions 2aA r^l> 26^=0, 2^=0, etc.

We obtain at once ZfcA=0, 2a^=0, 26A=0, etc., and by

Lagrange's method of undetermined multipliers

k1
=Aa 1+Bb 1 +..., k2

=

whence 2

Also

etc.,
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whence A= and is known,

and A= 'Zki

2
. Therefore ex

z Aez and ex e-jA; and A is

essentially positive, being the sum of a number of squares of

real quantities. The weight of the deduced value for a1

is

f
we ae w as

1767. The symmetry of the work shows that the same

process will give us a minimum error of mean square, or a

minimum probable error also for y or for z
t etc., arid that the

weight of y so deduced may be found by solving equations of

the same form as those in group (3), but with the 1 now

replaced by in the first equation and the by 1 in the

second
;
and so on for the weights of z, etc.

1768. Again it will be noticed that if we choose our

preliminary multipliers, viz. the p's, q's, r's, etc., as the

coefficients of the original prepared conditional equations, viz.

pt
a

it <&=& r
t
=cti etc., we have /c

f=Aiai+A2&i+A3Ci+...,
and for this choice

That is, substituting for the ^'s, q's, r's, ... in equations of

group (1), the equations which will give a value of x with

the least error of mean square, or least probable error for x

are the "normal" equations arrived at in Art. 1764 otherwise,

and the symmetry shows that the values of y, z, etc., will

also be determined by the same equations with the least error.

But as these equations are the same as those arrived at by

making 2(a i
a3+ 6

iy+--- %)
2 a minimum by variation of

x,y,z, ...
, this is a convenient way of reproducing the equations

for these unknowns. And the result is the same as that

arrived at in Art. 1764, the weights of the several observations

having been made equal by preparation of the conditional

equations.

1769. If the conditional equations are left unprepared, we
arrive at the proper equations for the values of x, y, z, etc., by

making 2wi(o^j+feiy+ ... %) 2 a minimum.
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1770. Reality of 7Z.
The determinants occurring in Art. 1766 are essentially

positive. For such a determinant as

Sac, .

S6a, S62
,

Sea, Sc6, Sc2
,

...

occurs in squaring
the rectangular array

Ci

in which the number of rows (/z) is less than the number of

columns (in), and is therefore expressible as the sum of the

squares of all possible determinants which can be formed from

the array by taking p. columns (Burnside & Panton, Th. of Eq.,

p. 260). Such a determinant is therefore essentially positive.

1771. To complete the theory we must examine how the

quantity e is to be found from the details before us
;
that is,

we are to do for the case of measurements upon a system of

physical elements what was done in Art. 1757 for the measure-

ment of a single element. We have used e indifferently in

Art. 1765, etc., for either the error of mean square, the probable
error or the mean error. We shall now define the letter as

standing definitely for the " error of mean square
"

in the

measure of an observation. Let v
t be the residual error in

^05+6$+ ... %, when the values x
, yQ ,

z
,

... obtained from

the " normal" equations have been substituted for x, y, z, ... .

V2\y.2
-

replaces

that of Art. 1757.

Let the true values of x, y, z, ... be xQ+ Sx, yQ+Sy, zQ -\-Sz,

etc., and let

a
i (z +<Ja:)+&,(y +<$y)+ ...-n,=Mi (i=l to = m).

Multiply by a< and add the system. Then

Sa2
. +Za&. ?/ -f-Zac.z -|-... Saw

. Sx +

Similarly S6a . &x+ S62
. Sy + S6c . Sz+ . . .

which, as in Arts. 1765, 1766, give Sx=I,ku.
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1772. Equations of type a^o +6^0+-. %=^i(* :=l to*=m),

multiplied by v
t and added, give '2v?= 'n

i
v

i ,
since

2av=0, 26v=0, 2cv=0, etc.

And equations of type a
i (x -}-8x)-i-bi (y<) -\-$y)-

ir...ni
=u

i give
in the same way 'Zui

v
i
= ^nt

v
t .

Hence 2vf

2=Sw^= Sw^ .

1773. Equations a
i
x -}-biy -{-ciz -}-...ni

=v
i , multiplied by

Ui and added, give

Equations a
i (cc +<5a;)+ 6

i (y 4-5y)+ ... w
<
=w

i , multiplied by
u

t
and added, give

Hence 2wf

2= 2v4

2

And, since Sw<
2 is the sum of the squares of the true errors of

the observations, Sw^me2
.

Now, in the terms '2ai
u

l .Sx-}-'2bi
u

i .8y-\- ...
,
we must neces-

sarily approximate.
Take for them their mean values. Then

whose mean value is that of a1&1w1
2+2&2w2

2+ a3^3w3
2+ ; for,

remembering that the errors ul} u z , 3 ,
... may have either

sign, all products involving errors with unequal suffixes will

disappear in taking the mean. And the mean values of

M
i
2 M2

2
i
W 3

2
> are eacn fZ-

Hence 20^ . Sx will be replaced by Sa^ . e
2

, that is
2

.

Similarly 26^ . 8y, 20^^ . Sz, ... will be replaced by e
2

.

Therefore me2=2vi

2
+/xe

2
, /JL being the number of unknowns

x, y, z, ... .

Et>"
Hence e

2=-
m/m

1774. If there be but one unknown, i.e. when the observa-

tions are made upon a single physical element, we have

e
2^-^. (Art. 1757.)ml
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1775. Effect of Exact Co-existent Relations.

If, in addition to the m conditional equations of type

there be p (<//) exact equations of type

these latter equations may be regarded as determining p of the

unknowns in terms of the other /mp. Upon substitution of

these in the conditional equations > we have a system of m
conditional equations amongst /u. p unknowns. Hence the

error of mean square e will in this case be given by
/ S^~

e=*J
, wjiere vt is, as before, a.iX -{-b$ +-... nit and

the summation is from t'=l to im.
If

/j.
be large, or if there be several exact equations, a

different process is usually employed to reduce the labour of the

elimination. (For this see Chauvenet, Astron., p. 552, Vol. II.)

1776. Finally, if ex ,
ey , ex ,

... be the errors of mean square
in x

, yQ ,
ZQ ,

...
,
and if X, Y, Z, ... be the respective weights

of XQ , y ,
ZQ ,

...
,
then e=-4=, ey=-j=, etc., and the values of

X, Y, Z, ... are to be determined as follows (Art. 1766) :

For Z : 2

For Y.

2ra -^

2 2 - 4*

1
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Hence we obtain X, i.e. the value of -
A (Art. 1766), etc.
A

Moreover, in cases where the values of XQ , yQ ,
z

,
... are

expressed in terms of letters and not numerically, their

weights may be obtained more readily, as in Art. 1753, by
differentiation.

This completes the details of the process to obtain the

Mean Square error for each element, and the Probable and

Mean errors may be at once deduced.

1777. Order of Procedure.

To sum up, the order of procedure is as follows :

I. Given the m conditional equations amongst /j.
unknowns

(m > /i) of type a
ix+biy+ciz-{-... n

i=Q, let each have been

prepared by multiplication by the square root of its weight,
viz. x/tOj.

II. From these prepared equations, or by differentiating

deduce the normal equations and find x , y ,
z

,
... .

III. Form 2><

2
E=2( i

a; +&i?/ +... Wj)

2
.

IV. Find e, the error of Mean Square of an observation

V2\j,2
.

V. Then to find ex , ey , ez , etc., in the normal equations

replace 2cw, 26rc, Sew, ... by 1, 0, 0, etc., and solve for x, say

x ^; then replace Saw, 2w, Sen, ... by 0, 1, 0, ...
, etc., and

1
solve for y, say 2/=y,

and so on; then X, Y, Z, ... are the

several weights of x
, y ,

z
,

...
,
and the errors of Mean

Square are ex =, cv

These values may also be obtained by Art. 1753 without

the trouble of solving the normal equations when the results

of the observations are given in letters instead of numerical

quantities.

VI. Having found e, ex , ey , ez ,
...

,
we may then deduce the

Probable Error or the Mean Error by Art. 1752.
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1778. For further information, the reader may consult the appendix
to Vol. II. of Chauvenet's Sph. and Practical Astronomy.
For those interested in the Bibliography of the subject, reference may

be made to

Legendre, Nouvelles Methodes pour la determination des orbites des Cometes,
1806.

Gauss, Theoria Motus Corporum Coelestium, 1809.

Disquisitio de Elementis Ellipt. Palladis, 1811, etc.

Bertrand, Methode des moindres carrees, 1855.

Encke, Ueber der Meth. d. Klein. Quad., Berlin (Astr. Year Book, 1834, etc. ).

Laplace, Theorie analytique des Probabilites.

Poisson, Sur la probabilite des resultats moyens des observations (Con-
naisance des Temps, 1827).

Bessel, Astron. Nach. (357, 358, 399).

Hansen, Do. (192, 292, etc.).

Peirce, Astron. Journal (Camb. Mass., Vol. II.).

Liagre, Calc. des Prob., Brussels, 1852.

And other references have been made to the works of Airy, Glaisher and

Merriman in the course of this chapter.

1779. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES.

1. Suppose a central station on a plain, and A, B, C, D four distant

points. Let the angles AOB, BOO, COD, DOA be respectively estimated

by p, q, r, s, equally good measurements to be a, /5, y, 8 ; and suppose that

after all due care has been taken a+ (3+ -y
+ o falls a little short of 360,

say by k". It is required to find the corrections to be applied to the several

observations.

Suppose the true values of the several angles to be a+ x", /3+y",

y + z", 8+ w".

Then x+y+ z+w= k is an exact equation. The equations of condition

are x= 0, y= 0, z=0, x+y + z k= Q, which cannot be satisfied simul-

taneously. Making px2+ qy
2 + rz2+ s(x+y+ z k)* a minimum, we have

px=qy=rz= -s(x+y+z-k) = \, say. These are the Normal Equations.
A A' A , , /I 1 1\ . A . . k

Thus #= -, y -. z= - and A(-H \--}= k
; ^.e. A=

;

p
'

?' r \p q r) s'
^1'
P

, k I v l ^/v 1 ^/v 1 ^/v 1
whence x=- Z-. y=-\Z-, z = - Z-. w=- z-.

PI P <i\ p f\ P si p'

which give the probable values of x, y, z, w.

2. Let p observations of the zenith distance of a circumpolar star be made

at the upper culmination, and q at the lower. It is required to find the co-

latitude of the place. [AiRY, p. 42, Errors of Observation.]

Let a and b be the means of the two sets of observations. Then z
1

a

and z^ l> are the estimated zenith distances at the two culminations.

And we are to find the probable error in ^(a + b), which would be the

true co-latitude if the means of the observations were accurate.
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Let w be the weight of any of the original observations, all supposed
of equal value ; w' the weight of %(a+ b). Then

1
=r

1 l
\

l l = l P+3
to' 4 pw 4 qw 4w pq

Hence if and ' be the probable errors of an observation and of the

deduced co-latitude. e'= - /
V/^- -

e. with the same formula connecting
2 > pq

the errors of mean square and the mean errors.

3. Consider a rod, whose accurate weight is h grammes, to be broken into

three random pieces of unknown weights x, y, z grammes ; y and z are weighed

together I times ; z and x, m times ; x and y, n times, and the means of the

three sets of weighings are a, b and c grammes, and all the weighings are

equally good observations so far as is known. It is required to find the most

probable weights of the several parts and the probable error in each.

[MATH. TEIP., 1876.]

Here x+y+ z= h, (1) ; y + z= a, (2) ;
z + x = b, (3) ; x+y=c, (4).

Equation (1) is exact. The others are subject to error. Let w be the

"weight" of any one observation. The "weights" of the means are lw,

mw, nta. The equations (2), (3), (4) may be written h-x-a=0,
h y 6= 0, h z c= 0, and we are to make

= a minimum with condition x + y+z= h.

Thus, l(h-x-a)dx+ + =0,dx+ + = 0, whence l(h-x-a) = . .. = ... = A,

e. 3h-(x+ y+z)-a-b-c=\(\ +-+-\ i.e. 2A-o-6-c= A(-, + + Y
\( m nj \l )

e. x=h a-(2h-a-b-c)-= =
,

w= etc., z= etc.
'mn+ nl+lm'

If (ox be the "
weight" of this expression for .r,

- = lY^Y ^Y /" Y= tc = -
m+n

(ox tal\da) <am\db) ow\36'/
~

w

Now h being known exactly, Z/i-a-b-c is a known error, and it is

the only known error, and if ii be the "
weight

" of this expression

^= ,+ + (Art. 1753), and ~ = (2A-a-6-c)2
(Art. 1750). The

i: tot <am tan
^

2i2

latter equation is the approximative one for ii. Hence

1 Zlmn
(

. ,

y
1 _ 2lmn(m + n)

( h ft y\fiil U U t), ; 7 ; rsl ttll> It V C I .
*j ; fi

, ;w mn+ nl + lm <ax (

The probable error for #, viz. p, is such that

"4769...* rj
I e->xFax=- and p

Jfl

/c., , .

i.e. ='4769...x --'(2h - a - b - c).mn + nl+ lm

Suppose in the same example that h were not known, but that the

several observations are (a,, a2 ,
... a), (6,, b^ ... bm), (cj, c-2 ,

... cn ).
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We then have I equations of type y+z-ar
=

Q, m of type z+x-br
=

0,

n of type x+y-cr
= 0.

Then x, y, z are to be found from making

from which

mx + Iy + (l+m)z = 2>

We then have as an approximation
I m

T
2 (y + z -

r )
2

2fe>

-<V a minimum ;

^o, #0, z being the values
which give the minimum.

-
<v)

2

4. A, B, C, D are four points in order on a straight line ; AB, BC, CD,
AC, BD, AD are measured respectively a, (3, j, 8, e, times with mean

respective measurements a, b, c, d, e, /. Find the most probable value of AB ;

andif a. = (3
=
y = o= =

, find its probable error. (MATH. TRIP., 1878.]

Let AB= x, BCy, CD = z
; then we are to find a minimum for

detenuine

The conditions are :

^
~|

+y+i-f)=Q,

In the case a = /3
=

etc., these become

3x+ 2y + z = a+ d+f,
whence

e+f); y = \(
-

and the sum of the squares of these six expressions is, say K.

We also have

- = ^(4 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1)^,
1 = 1(1 + 4 + 1 + 1 + 1)-,

(ax ID a) Wy Ib co

1=1(1 + 4 + 1 + 1 + 1)-,
o>z 16 co

i.e. (ax =2(a, tOj,
=

2a), wz
= 2co by (Art. 1753), or they may be derived

as in Art. 1776.

1 ^r~K A IK , 1 1 1 I JitNow -=A/- -=A/- (Art. 1773); .-.= = - = -V -;
to '6 3 '3 ci)zCOj,(oz 2'5

whence the Mean Errors, Mean Square Errors and Probable Errors of

.v, y, z may be at once written down.

[See Sol. S.ff. Prob., Glaisher, 1878, p. 165.]
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PROBLEMS.

1. In a plane triangle the angles A, B, G are respectively

measured m, n and p times, and the means of these measurements

are respectively a, /3 and y, and a + /3 + y = T + e. The separate

measurements are equally good. Show that if a + x, (3 + y, y + z be

the true values of the angles, the probable values of x, y, z are

npe/S, -pme/S, -nine/ 8, where S np+pm + mn.

2. In the plane triangle ABC, the side b is to be determined in

terms of a from the measured values of B and C. Find the actual

error in the determination of b in terms of the actual errors of

measurement of B and C, and the probable error of b in terms of the

probable error of any measurement supposed to be the same for

the measurement of any angle. Show that of all the directions

in which the side b can be drawn, that gives the probable error

of the determination of its length a minimum for which the

angle C satisfies the equation

ab (2a
2 + 3i2

) (
1 + cos2 C)

=
(a

4 + 7a2i2 + 264
) cos C.

[MATH. TRIPOS.]

3. At Pine Mount, a station in the U. S. Coast Survey, the angles

subtended by four surrounding stations A, , C, D were observed

as follows :

A B, weight 3, 65 1 1' 52"'500
; CD, weight 3, 87 2' 24"-703

;

BC, weight 3, 66 24' 15"-553
; DA, weight 1, 141 21' 21"-757.

The five points are in one plane. It is required to estimate the

corrected values of these angles. The result is that the several

results in the seconds should be 53"-4145, 16"-4675, 25"-6175,

24" g

5005, the degrees and minutes being unaltered.

[CHAUVENET, Astron., II., p. 551.]

4. Taking the equations

x - y + 2* - 3 = 0, 4x + y + 4z - 21 = 0,

3x + 2y-5z-5 = 0, -x + 3y + 3z- 14 = 0,

show that (1) the probable values of a;, y, z are 2-470, 3-551, 1-916

respectively ;

(2) the weights of x, y, z are 24-597, 13-648, 53-927
;

(3) the error of mean square of an observation, i.e. of

the numbers 3, 5, 21, 14, is 0*284;

(4) the errors of mean square of x, y, z are 0-057,

0-077, 0-039
;
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(5) the probable errors of an observation and of x, y, z

are respectively 0-192, 0'038, 0-052, 0-026.

[GAUSS, Th. Molus; CHAUVENET, II., p. 521.]

5. In finding the latitude of a place by observation of two
meridian altitudes of a circumpolar star, p observations are made
at the upper transit, q at the lower. Taking the probable error of

each observation at the upper transit as e
a ,
and at the lower as

2 ,

and all astronomical and instrumental corrections to have been

applied, show that the probable error in the determination of the

latitude is Vpe2
2 + ?

6. If the altitudes of the upper and lower transits of several

circumpolar stars be observed and ff
ly H%, H3 ,

... be the harmonic

means of the numbers of observations at the upper and lower transits

for the several stars, and all observations be equally trustworthy,
with a common probable error f, supposing all astronomical and

instrumental corrections to have been applied, show that the probable

error in the determination of the latitude will be
-p.p5.ff]"*,
\/2

7. At three stations P, Q, R on the same meridian, the zenith

distances of n
v
stars are observed at each of the stations P, Q, R;

n
2 at P and Q ;

7?
3
at Q and R

;
w
4 at R and P. It is required to

determine the amplitude of the portion PQ of the meridian. Show
that there are four independent modes of determining that arc

;
and

on the supposition that the probable error of each observation is

the same and =e, show how to determine the combination weights
of the four measures. If n

l
= n

2
= n

s
= n

4
= n, show that the square

4 e
2

of the probable error in the result = =
5 n

8. State the criterion for the selection of the combination weights

of n independent measures of a magnitude. Determine the probable

error of the result in terms of the probable errors of the n measures.

In the observation of the zenith distances of stars for the amplitude
of a meridian divided into four sections by three stations intermediate

between the extreme stations, a stars are observed at the first,

second, third only; b at the second, third, fourth; c at the third,

fourth, fifth
;
and the probable error of every observation is e.

Show that there are only three independent modes of measuring
the whole arc, and obtain equations for determining the combination

weights of the three measures. In the case where a = b = c, prove

that the square of the probable error of the result is 10 2
/3a.

[MATH. TRIP.]
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9. If a, b, c, ... be the actual errors in n measures of a physical

element, the apparent error of each measure is defined as the

difference of each measure from the mean.

Let Q be the sum of the squares of the apparent errors. Then

prove that (i) the Probable error of a measure, (ii) the Mean error

of a measure, (iii) the Probable error of the Mean and (iv) the Mean

error of the Mean are respectively

0-674506 -, 0-7978855 OI
\n-\

J\70-674506 .

Q
... 0-797885

10. If we have any number of sets of n observations of the value

of a physical element, all of which are a priori supposed to be equally

good, and if the difference between any observation and the mean

of the set of n observations to which it belongs be called the

apparent error of that observation, then, assuming the usual law

of frequency of errors, prove that the mean of the squares of the

apparent errors = - m2
, where m- is the mean value of the square

of an actual error of observation. [SMITH'S PRIZES.]

11. A rod of known length I is broken into four portions. The

lengths x, y, z, w of these portions are measured respectively p, q, r, s

times under the same circumstances and with the same care. The

means of these several measurements are a, (3, y, 8. Show that the

,, c
. cA K l -(a + P + y + 8

) /l/l 1 1\
probable length of x is a + '6745 S -T .

'--\\-( -+-+-)
Sp"

1

\p\q_ r sj

12. The angles of a geodetic triangle of known spherical excess

are measured, and the probable errors of the several measurements

are
1} 2 ,

e
3 respectively. It is found that the sum of the three

measurements needs a correction of 6". Show that if a", ft", y" be

the corrections to be applied to the angles,



CHAPTER XXXIX.

THEOREMS OF STOKES AND GREEN.
INTRODUCTION TO HARMONIC ANALYSIS.

1780. It is proposed to give in this chapter several theorems

of the Integral Calculus which are of especial service in the

higher branches of Physical Analysis.

1781. STOKES' THEOREM.

Let X, Y, Z be the components referred to rectangular axes

Ox, Oy, Oz of any vector quantity U. Then the line integral

of this vector taken along a given path on any given surface

from a fixed point A to another fixed point B is

Ts+ Y
Ts

Let us deform this path into an adjacent arbitrary path
from A to B on the surface.

*~. ~\7 > V
Then 8X=Sx++, dX=-dx++, and

3a; ax

=
{
J

879
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But if P, Q be adjacent points (x, y, z), (x-\-dx,y-\-dy,z-\-dz)
on the path APQB, and P', Q' the points to which they are

deformed, having coordinates (x-\-8x, etc.), and to the first

order'(x-\-dx+ $x, etc.), these four points are to that order the

corners of a parallelogram the area of whose projection upon
the plane of y-z is SydzSzdy.

Fig. 588.

Let dS be the area of the element PQQ'P' ; I, m, n the

direction cosines of the normal to the surface at x, y, z. Then
to the second order

8ydzSzdy=ldS, SzdxSxdz=mdS, 6xdySydx=ndS.
Therefore the variation in the line integral along APQB by

deformation into AP'Q'B is

the integration being for all the elements of S which lie

between the two paths.
If we enlarge the strip by taking a new variation of the

path AP'Q'B to an adjacent path AP"Q"B, the extra increase

is the same integral taken over the area between the second

.and third paths; and this process may be followed by
other deformations to any extent so long as X, Y, Z and
their differential coefficients remain single-valued, finite and

continuous in the deformation (Fig. 589).

If then A and B be any two points upon a contour ACBD
drawn upon the surface within which contour X, Y, Z and
their differential coefficients are at all points single-valued,
finite and continuous, the difference of the line integral along
ACB and that along ADB is measured by the surface integral

f?)7 ?)Y\ ~\

l( ---
^~) + + \d&>

taken over the whole surface bounded

by the contour. Also the line integral from A to B along
ADB= the line integral along EDA (Fig. 590).
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Hence the line integral round the whole contour is equal to

K/oJf
9)V\ ~l

A3 ~^z)
+ +

\
d8

' ver the whole

area bounded by the contour.

Fig. 589.

Now let R be some vector quantity whose components
f, 2/, 2 are such that

9 __ 9^_
c>z'

n ~-dz 3x' *~dx
then we have

v dx v dy rrdz\j /taken round\ _ffX
di
+ Y !&+*&)*'( the contour )=2JJ

taken over the bounded surface.

But 2(-fw,7+ 7i) is the component of the vector 72 along
the normal =R cos e, say, where e is the angle between the

normal to the surface and the direction of H; and if e be

the angle between the vector U and the tangent to the contour

Y dx vdy -dz TTX <-j-Y-f-+Z-s-=UcQae.as as as

Hence 1 1 R cos e dS I U cos e ds, a result due to Stokes and

of the highest importance in Higher Physics. [See Lamb,

Hydrodyn., Art. 33.]

It is remarkable that the surface integral is independent of

the form of the surface, and depends only upon the line

integral round the bounding edge, so that it is the same for all

diaphragms with a given edge ; provided that in the deforma-

tion from any one diaphragm to any other no point in space is

passed for which X, Y, Z or any of their first order differential

coefficients cease to be single-valued, finite and continuous.

B, i.e. ii, 3n
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1782. GREEN'S THEOREM* LORD KELVIN'S EXTENSION.

Let V
l
and F2 be any two functions of x, y, z, the coordinates of

a point P, and a any quantity, constant for Green's Theorem, or

any function of the variables for Lord Kelvins extension, and

suppose all three functions and their differential coefficients to be

single-valued, finite and continuous throughout a finite and con-

tinuous region bounded by a given surface S. Let volume integra-

tion be conducted throughout the volume so bounded, and surface

integration over its surface. Let V2F be an abbreviation for

Let dn be an element of the outward drawn normal at any point of

the bounding surface S. The theorem to be established is

dx dy dz

rrr T^V T^V
Consider the term 1 1 1 a2 -~ -~ dx dy dz. Integration by

parts gives

Construct an elementary rectangular prism parallel to the

x-axis on base dy dz in the y-z plane, and let it intercept upon
the surface S elementary areas dS1} dSz ,

dSs ,
...

,
at which the

direction cosines of the normals are (\, /t*.lt v^, (X2 , M2 , i/2),
...

,

the suffix 1 relating to the element furthest from the y-z plane

and the others being in order of approach to that plane. Then

Now the limits in the first integral F9a
2 J are those

L
' ox J

which correspond to the elements in which the elementary

prism cuts the surface S, i.e. from the end of any intercepted

* Math. Papers of the late George Green, Edited by Dr. Ferrers.
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portion of the prism nearest the y-z plane to the end furthest

from that plane. Let the values of F9a
2 -1 at the several
ox

points be denoted by the corresponding suffixes to the square
brackets.

Then I F2
a2

-^ dy dz taken for the whole prism

that is simply, when we integrate for the whole surface,

summing the results for all such prisms

Fig. 591

Treating the remaining terms in the same way, and noting
^\ ^ o Ci

that A^ r-A*;^-+ J';^- = ;r- J
we have upon addition the theorem

stated.
g2

Green's Theorem, for which a=l and V2 =
--g+^-g+j
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1 783. Various Deductions.

1. It follows that

2. If Vi and F,both satisfy Laplace's Equation V 2 F=0, we have

3. If F2
= constant, fK^dS= f ffvtV^.vdydz.

This is known as

the Divergence Theorem (see Webster, Elect, and Mag., p. 66).

4. If F2
= constant and V1 be a function of x, y, z, viz. F, satisfying

Laplace's Equation, I I o~ dS=0. It follows that F does not under

such circumstances admit of a true maximum or minimum value for all

directions of displacement at any point of space for which it remains

finite and continuous and satisfies Laplace's Equation. For if at any

point such a maximum or minimum could exist, F would be decreasing
3F

or increasing in all directions from that point, and therefore -~- would

maintain the same sign at all points of a small sphere with that point

for centre, and / I ?dS could not vanish for that surface. The same

thing is obvious also from Laplace's Equation directly ; for one condition

for a maximum or a minimum is that F^, Vyy ,
Va must have the same

sign, and therefore their sum could not be zero.

5. If Vp and Vq be two homogeneous algebraic functions of x, y, z of

respective degrees p and q, each satisfying Laplace's equation for the

region between a pair of spherical surfaces of radii a and b, whose centres

are at the origin ;
then if Fp and F, be written respectively as rpYp and

i*Yg ,
so that Yp and Yq are functions of angular coordinates only, then

Z will f

'

I

'

Yp Yg sin d dQ dj>= 0, provided
jo Jo

-1.

For

tion being conducted over the two surfaces.

Writing dS=a*dw or b*dw for the respec-

tive elements of the outer and the inner

surface, do> being an elementary solid angle,

we get

* Yp)dS=0,

Fig. 592.
and -

fw /-2*r

and therefore, provided p + Q and p+q+ -1, I YpYg s\\\6dQdd> = 0,
Jo Jo
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or writing u = cos#, I I YpYq du.d<l>
= Q

;
that is

/
V

f>
VqdS= )

where
J-iJo J

the integration is taken over the surface of any sphere with centre at the

origin.

The theorem is due to Laplace. The proof is Lord Kelvin's [Thomson
and Tait, Nat. Phil. 1879, p. 180].

Note that in the proof of this general result the taking of an inner

surface r= b avoids the continuation of the volume integration over the

immediate region of the origin at which such a solution of Laplace's

Equation as F=r~1 would become infinite, and Green's Theorem on which

this result is based would be inapplicable.

6. Many other deductions will be found in works dealing with attrac-

tions, electricity and magnetism, etc.

The region bounded by the surface S is regarded as "singly connected,"

or capable of being made so by suitable diaphragms ;
so that any of the

infinite number of paths from any point A to any second point B within

the region are deformable into each other without crossing the boundaries

of the surface.*

1784. Unique Character of Solutions of Laplace's Equation.

If a solution of Laplace's Equation has been found which

is such as to assume a definite assigned value at each point

of a given closed surface S bounding a given region, that

solution is unique for all points within the region; and if

it is such as to vanish at oo it is also unique for all points
outside the region.

For, if two functions Vl and F2 could each satisfy the stated

conditions at points within the surface, their difference W would

vanish at all points of the surface. But Green's Theorem gives

Hence -= ,

-
,

- must vanish at every point of the
3z 3y <3z

region, and therefore W must be a constant throughout the

region, vanishing at the surface, and therefore at all other

internal points. Hence Fj and F2 must be identical.

Similarly for points outside the surface with the condition

as to vanishing at infinity.

Hence solutions of Laplace's Equation are unique and

determinate for any finite region when their values are

known over its surface supposed closed.

* For the effect of Cyclosis, see Clerk Maxwell, E. and M., I., page 109.
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"dVWe note also that if were given at each point of the

surface, we should equally have IW -=- dS=Q, for = 0.

HARMONIC ANALYSIS.

1785. Def. Any homogeneous function of x, y, z which

satisfies the equation V2F=0 is called a Spherical Solid Harmonic.

Denoting a^+^-fz
2
by r2

,
we have V2rm=w(rw+ l)r

m~2

(D.C., p. 137).

This vanishes when w=0, or 1, (except where r=0).
Hence a constant is a spherical solid harmonic of degree zero,

and r-1 is a spherical solid harmonic of degree 1.

Laplace's equation is unaffected by writing x x , yy ,

zz for x, y, z respectively.

Hence {(xT )
2+(yy )

z
-\-(zz )

z
}~* is also a solution,

except at (x , y ,
z

), where it becomes infinite.

If Vn be any homogeneous function of degree n satisfying
V2F=0, then FB/r*

n+1 is also a solution (B.C., p. 137). Its

degree is n 1. Therefore to any spherical solid harmonic

of degree n corresponds another, viz. Vn/r
Zn+1 of degree n 1.

1786. Specimens of Spherical Solid Harmonics.

Lord Kelvin (Thomson and Tait, Nat. Phil., pp. 172-176) gives a long
list of particular solutions of V2K=0. We select a few typical cases,

which may readily be verified.

r+ z ,u rx
Degree zero, log , tan"1

11 .y 1 . r+z
Degree -

1, -, -tan" 1
-, -log ,

r r x r 6 r-z

Degrees 1 and 2,

Ax+ By+Cz, ztan-'|, J, J, ^,* 7 j^ /^

Degrees 2 and -
3, Zz1 x*y\ Xs

y
2
, Ayz+ Bzx+Cxy, yz/r*.

1787. If Vn be a spherical solid harmonic of degree n, and

we write Vn=rnYn ,
as in Art. 1783 (5), Fn is a function of the

direction of the point x,y,z&s viewed from the origin, and if

we take r as a constant, Yn is called a "
Spherical Surface

Harmonic
"
or a "

Laplace's Function."
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1788. Number of Arbitrary Constants in the General Spherical

Harmonic of degree n.

The number of coefficients in the general rational integral

algebraic expression of degree n in three variables is the

number of homogeneous products of degree n in x, y, z, viz.

When operated upon by V2 we have a homogeneous function

of degree n 2 containing ^n(nl). coefficients, each of which

is to vanish, which furnishes this number of relations amongst
the original coefficients. Hence the number of independent

arbitrary constants in Vn or Yn is

Such a series as - 7 +^ F
x+^ Y

s+...+^ Yn , where a

is given, will therefore contain l-f-3+ 5-{-...+(2ii+ l), i.e.

(n-fl)
2

, arbitrary constants, and in the case where Y =0,
as for the potential of a magnetic body, the number is less

than this by unity, viz. n(n-\-2).

1789. Construction of New Harmonics.

Since V2F=0 is a linear differential equation, when any
ga+fr+c

solution F, has been found, it is obvious that - - Vt
isa0c

another solution. So that if Vt
be a spherical solid harmonic

of degree i, we have another of degree i abc.
Moreover fl --l~m^r+ /n

'-aw
^ w^ a^so ^e a solution; or

further still, if (^ mv %), (1.2 ,
m

2>
7i.2),

... be any number of sets

of direction cosines of arbitrarj' linear elements dhv dh
z , . . .

,. 3,3 9,3 j.i_^^^ ^77
so that^^-= t

1
--+ ??l

1 ^-+7^1 , etc., then ^r- XT- =T- ^r
"

is also a solution of Laplace's Equation, and is a spherical

solid harmonic of degree ij.

1790. Poles and Axes. Clerk Maxwell (E. and M., p. 162)

Consider a spherical surface of centre and radius r,

referred to three rectangular axes Ox, Oy, Oz. Let A v A 2 ,
A

3 , . . .

be fixed points on the surface, and P any other point upon
the surface. Let the direction cosines of OA lt OA Z ,

... be
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(llt m1} nj, (12 ,
m

2 n 2),
... and x, y, z the coordinates of P.

A A
Let XjE^cos^OP, /Uy=cos A)A}

. Let dh^, dh2 ,... be linear

elements in the directions OA
l ,

OA 2 ,.... Then the lines

OA
ly OA 2 , ... are called

" axes
"

;
A lt Av ... are called

"
poles

"
;

and the operation ^r~li^~~^mi^~~\~ni^r is called differ-
ofii ox oy oz

entiation " with regard to the axis OA^"
Let pt be a perpendicular from upon a plane through P

perpendicular to OA<; then pi
=l

ix-\-miy-\-niz=r\, and we
have

?>r j'dr "dr ~dr , x
, ?/ ,

2 j>4 .

5T"^5L+ TO*'5: + w ^- = li
- +m i

^ + n i
-= - =

A,-,
drt< do: qy o r r r r

1791. Consider the effect of the operations

JL r-n2 r-iyj AA
9V }

'dkz'dh^
^ '

-dh^h^h^

performed successively upon the function -
. Let us write

2

*yu* for the sum of all possible products consisting of

i 2s X's with different suffixes and s /uCs with double suffixes,

each suffix 1, 2, 3
,
... i occurring once and once only in each

product.

Also let us write F_t_i for ( 1)*^- ^, ... ^- . -, and also
oli d/i{_i d/ij

T

Then F_i_i, Ui are spherical solid

harmonics of respective degrees (+ 1) and i. We then have

C/ _ _!T~ -1-
r'

C7,_ __9_]_l 9r
: = Ai

t-
3
~

a/^r^r^dA, r*'
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1792. The General Form is

"i -\T _
'

* (^^
't-4-1 t 1 ,'4-1

to or terms, according as i is odd or even,

i__ YXt-4,/2

+(2i-l)(2i-3)
2'

1793. This form may be established by induction (Clerk

Maxwell, E. and M., I., p. 161). To do so it is desirable to

substitute for each X the corresponding p/r. For differentia-

tion of r and the p's is simpler than that of the X's in
r\

performing the operation -=- .

Ohi+l

1794. When all the axes coincide the X's are all equal, and

the m's are each unity.
y.

If we write F_j_,H=i!-7xr when the axes are different, and
ff i

A

Z-
*!

-f^r when they are coincident, we have

1.3...(2-
-i!

1.3...(2i-~

1795. In the latter case, when the i axes coincide, Zf
is a

function of one variable only, viz. the angle which the vector

to x, y, z makes with the fixed axis. When this angle is

fixed, the value of Z
f

is fixed, and the equation Z
f
= const.

gives a family of circles on the surface of the sphere, the

planes of these circles being at right angles to the axis of

the harmonic. The harmonic is now called a "
zonal harmonic."

1796. In the former case Y
{

is a function of the i cosines

X
x ,

X2 , ...Xf which are variables, and of the -i5_ i cosines

Mi2> f^ y"23>--- which are constants. As there are in this
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case i arbitrary axes, and each requires three direction cosines

I, m, n to fix it, between which there is an identical relation

Z
2
-fm2

-fn
2=l, Y

t
will involve 2i arbitrary constants. Also

since the expression for 3^ may be multiplied by any arbitrary

constant M, and the function Vt^i\MY^ still satisfies

Laplace's Equation, this value of V{
contains 2t+l arbitrary

constants inclusive of M, and is the most general form of a

spherical harmonic of degree i (see Art. 1788).

1797. The Zonal Surface Harmonic Z
t
will contain three

arbitrary constants, viz. two which fix the direction of its

axis, and M. After the fixation of the axis, say to coincide

with the z-axis, the only constant left is M, and if we choose

M=1, Zn becomes a definite numerical quantity.
If the axis OA of this zonal harmonic 7^ be in the direction

(^o> 0o)' i-e- given by its co-latitude and azimuthal angle, and

if OP be drawn in the direction (6, 0), then

X=cos 6 cos 6Q -\- sin sin cos (0 ).

If the axis be the z-axis, then # =0 and X= cos0.

In the former case there are two independent variables

6, 0, and the Zonal Spherical Surface Harmonic is known as

a Laplace's Coefficient.

In the latter case there is but one independent variable, viz.

6, and the pole of the harmonic is the pole of the sphere

which is the positive extremity of the z-axis.

1798. LKGENDRE'S COEFFICIENTS.

If we expand the function (1 2ph+ h2
)~^ in powers of h

t

taken as < 1, as

irrespective of what p may stand for, then Pn or Pn (p) is

called Legendre's Coefficient of order n.

If (r, 6, 0), (r , , ) be the coordinates of points P, A
and X the cosine of the angle AOP, being the origin, the

inverse of the distance AP is (r
2 2rr A+ r 2

) ,
and may be

written as
X

(l
- 2X -+ 2) or -

(l
- 2X ^ -|-

r

-f) , according
TQ \ TQ TQ / f\ TV/

as r is > or < r. Accordingly, we have
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A P

where the Q's are Legendre's Coefficients for the case when

p is < 1 and is a certain cosine. And for all values of r /r one

or other of these expansions holds good.

Also -jp being an inverse distance is a Spherical Harmonic,

and that series of the two above which is convergent is a

spherical harmonic, and satisfies Laplace's Equation; and as

it does so for all consistent values of r , each term will do so
;

so that one or other of the sets

(O O r O rz \ z i * z
Wo,W V2r >)> \ r

>

rz
>

,3 r4
-

forms a series of spherical solid harmonics. Moreover, by
Art. 1785, if one set be spherical harmonics, so also are the

other set. Therefore they are all spherical harmonics; and

Qn is a spherical surface harmonic of the zonal species.

It follows therefore that a Legendre's Coefficient for

which p is a cosine is a Zonal Surface Harmonic. We shall

see later that it satisfies Laplace's Equation whatever p may be.

1799. The function

satisfies Laplace's Equation.

Let x2
+2/

2+22=r2
,
and write

Then

Again, writing z= \r, R~l=
(r

2 2Xcr+ c2)"^ and taking r> c,

Her .

rn+l n\ 3zn n ! 3 n r

The harmonic Qn is therefore identified with one of those

obtained in Arts. 1791 to 1794.
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1800. Preliminary Remarks on Legendre's Coefficient Pn(p)>

The definition being

it follows that, whatever p may be,

P (P)
= 1,

Pn(l)-coef. hn in (1-A)-
1= 1,

Pn(-l)-coef. h in (l+A)-i=(-l),

Pn (0)=coef. h in (l+tf)-i=0 or (-1)*
1 *" (

^~
1}

,

according as TI is odd or even.

If the signs of both p and h be changed, (I 2ph->rh
2
)~^ is

unaltered. Therefore

Hence

Po(-p)=PM;Pi(-p)=-Pi(P), etc., PB(-p)=(-])P)l(p).

1801. Power Series for Legendre's Coefficient Pn(p)-

To obtain an expression for Pn as a power series in terms

of p, we proceed directly by Expansion of (1 2ph-\-h
z
)~^, viz.

Picking out the coefficient of hn
,
we have

1) f n(n I)'
J v\n

*
11n~2p =

nl

. -- p '"'

which is in agreement with the second series of Art. 1794.

Pn (p) is therefore a rational integral algebraic function

of p of degree n. The highest index is n. Pn is an odd or

an even function of p, according as n is odd or even
;
and

Pn(p)=(l)nPn(p), as already seen.
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1802. Eodrigues' Form.

Applying Lagrange's Theorem [D.C., p. 454],

Hence

dn

"(p2~^n
'
a f rm due to Rodrigues.....

1803. Rodrigues' form satisfies the differential equation

For writing z= (p
2

l)
n

,
and denoting by suffixes of z

differentiations with regard to p, we have z^p
2

I)=2npz;
and differentiating this n-\-\ times by Leibnitz' Theorem,

1804. Expansion in Terms of Tangents of Half Angles.

Using Rodrigues' form and putting p + l=u, p-l = v,

; ....(C)

f) f)

and putting p = cos 0, M = 2cos2
x, v= -2 sin 2

-, we have
2*

+...; ......(D)

1805. Expansion in a Series of Powers of tan B.

Regarding (p
2
-!)" as a function of p2 and applying the rule of

Dif. Calc., Art. 106,

(p^ -If+ ...-, ......(E)

and writing ^o
= cos #, we have a form homogeneous in cos d and sin 0,

n(n 1) -an n nPn= cosn0- ^ '
cos"-2 8 sin 2 d

I

-.... ...(O)
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1806. These forms may also be derived by writing

expanding and picking out the coefficient of kn.

[Todhunter, F. of Laplace, p. 12.]
/a

1807. Expansion in Powers of cos s-
m

Since (p*- l)
n
=(p+ l -2)

n

=
(
-
l)[2"(p +

we have by Rodrigues' form, and putting p = cos 6,

1808. Expansion in Terms of Cosines of Multiples of Q.

Taking 2/j
= t + - = 2 cos 0, we have, writing

t

and the coefficient of A" is obviously

JJ
as n is odd or even ;

1809. Limiting Values of the P's.

The binomial coefficients in the above form of Pn are all

positive, and therefore Pn cannot exceed in numerical value

that for which each of the cosines is replaced by unity. And
in this case the expression for Pn=2(A An+A lA n_l -\- ...)

= coef.

of p
n in (1 p)~^(l p)-b >

i.e. in (1 p)~
l

,
i.e. 1, i.e. the value

of each of the P's cannot lie outside the limits +1 and 1.

The convergency of the series l+Pi^+P2^2+ --- follows at

once by comparison with I-}-h-\-h?-{-... = = T
; A.< 1.

J.
~"^ Iv

1810. Expressions in Terms of Definite Integrals. [Laplace,

Mec. Gel, XL]

Supposing a positive and > b, both being real, we have

fsJo a
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and writing a=l hp, b=k*Jp
2

l, where p is positive and

> 1, and h negative to ensure a being positive, and both

a and 6 real, we have

and expanding each side in powers of h and equating co-

]_ |*IT
_

efficients, Pn(y)
= - (p\/p2 I cos x)

n
^X-

1811. Upon expansion of (p \/y
2 Icos x)

n and integra-

tion from to TT, all terms arising from odd powers of cos x

disappear, and we are left with a rational integral algebraic

function of p of degree n, which is identical with Pn (p), (which
is known to be a rational integral algebraic function of p of

degree n), for all positive values of p greater than unity, i.e. for

more than n values. Therefore the identity with Pn (p) must

hold for all values of p, though it was convenient in the last

article to take p positive and > 1. It will be seen that the

expanded form is identical with the expansion (E) of Art. 1805.

Also, since the terms with odd powers of cos x contribute

nothing, we have also

1812. Writing p= cosh a, we have

1 C
n

Pn (cosh a)
= -

(cosh a =F sinh a cos x)
n
^X>

"""Jo

and we may transform these further by putting

_cosh a cos u sinh a
* cosh a cos u sinh a

to the forms
1 f""Pn (cosh a)

= -
(cosh a =t sinh a cos u)-

n~l du.

^Jo

1813. Various Forms of Laplace's Equation.

Before proceeding further it is convenient to collect to-

gether for reference the more useful forms which Laplace's

Equation V 2F=0 takes when transformed to other systems

of coordinates than the Cartesian, and the modifications it

undergoes under various circumstances.
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By direct transformation to spherical polars (r, 6, 0) (D.G.,

p. 469),
-tfzy -gty fity=
3?+ 3^+3^

=

y2F _3
2F 297 1 32F cot03F cosec2032F=~
3r2 + r 3r

+
r2 302+ r2 30

+
r2 30

2

If Fn=rnyn , Yn being a function of 6 and only, we have

' '

and any solution of this is a Spherical Surface Harmonic or

Laplace's Function. See Art. 1787.

Writing /u.
for cos 6, this equation becomes

Laplace's Coefficients, which are Zonal Harmonics and are

cases of Laplace's Functions, satisfy this equation. When is

absent, Vn is a homogeneous function of the nth
degree sym-

metrical about the 2-axis; Yn is a function of 6 alone, =Pn ,

and the equation becomes, when p is written for
/JL,

Legendre's Coefficients satisfy this equation, and are the

cases of Laplace's Functions for which is absent, and

p=H= cos6.

Other forms of V2F=0 are

3/1 3F\

=0.

1814. Method of Obtaining these Equations from Hydrodynamical
Considerations.

The readiest way to reproduce any particular form of the differential

equation is not by direct transformation, but by formation of the appro-

priate hydrodynamic "Equation of Continuity," expressing the physical

fact that in the case of any fluid motion, no creation of matter is going on

in any element, any increase or decrease of mass in that element being

due to what enters the element from outside or which leaves it,
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For a homogeneous fluid in motion with velocity potential V, this

condition may be written in the notation of Art. 789 as

_

'dpiW<3 'dp

and by expressing this for Cartesians, for Cylindrical, for Spherical-polars,

etc., the several forms cited are at once obtained.

1815. Reverting to the power series,

(1-2A cos y +&)-*=RQ+RJi+RJii
>+. ..+Rnh

n+ ... (/*<!),

which defines a case of Legendre's Coefficients in which

cosy=cos6>cos# +sin0sin0 cos(0 <f>Q ) (Art. 1797);

it appears that Rn being a zonal harmonic, and a function of

and
<j>,

is a solution of the equation

or, what is the same thing, if we write /, /* for cos and

COS0 , SO that COSy= /u.fJi -{->Jl /X
2
\/1 ytt

2
COS(^> ),

1816. The General Solution in the Case when is absent.

If the 2-axis be taken coincident with the axis of the

harmonic, /u. l, cos y=,u=cosO=p, and the Laplacian

equation reduces to

It will be noted that we usually use p instead of
/j.
in this case.

The zonal harmonic Pn is a solution of this equation. To

obtain the general solution put Rn=Pnu, and we obtain

du . . n
'

in which the first bracket disappears. We therefore get

d*u fdu_ 2p _2^ dPn . du^ B

dfij ~&p-\^~Yn dp
'

'"

dp Pn
2(l-p

2
)'

B being a constant.

E. I.C. II. 3L
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The general solution of equation (1) is therefore of the form

Rn=APn+BQn ,
where Qn=Pn \p 2n

P
,v which is called a

J* n V 1 P )

Legendre's Function "
of the second kind."

If, then, we limit our solutions of equation (1) to such

functions of p as give Rn a rational integral algebraic form,

we take the arbitrary constant B to be zero, and therefore the

most general solution of (1) of this form is Rn APn .

1817. Since Pn is a particular form of the Spherical Surface

Harmonic for which we have obtained the general result

fir f2n

I YmYn d/ui.d<f>0 when taken over the surface of the
Jo Jo

sphere, we have

J

= Q, and .'. PmPn dp=--0, (m+n).
-iJo J-i

1818. Particular Cases of Pn expressed in Terms of p, and

Positive Integral Powers of p in Terms of P's.

The general result being

_1.3...(2n-l)r n(n-l) n(n-l)(n-2)(-8)
'

1.2. ..7i \
P 2(2-l)'

~

2.4(271- l)(2n-3)
L

we have the particular cases

PO=I; p^p; A=l^2
-i; P3=tP3

-%p;

5.7. 3.5, 1.3 . 7.9. _ 5 . 7 3 . 5
etc -

Reversing these results, we have

1=P ; P =P l ; p z = P,+ JPo; i
3 = IP3 + ^i5

P
4=&P*+ $P2 + }P ;

etc.

1819. The general character of these latter results will be

obvious, viz. p
n will consist of a series of Legendre's cofficients

beginning with Pn , falling in order two at a time, with certain

numerical coefficients
; i.e. its form is

and we shall consider in due course the law of formation of

the successive A's.
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We note at once that, since each of the P's becomes unity

whenp=l, we have An

Again, if m<n,

( pPn dp=\
l

(AmPm+Am_zPm_2 +...)Pn dp=0.
J 1 J X

1820. If f(p) be any rational integral algebraical function

of p of lower dimensions than n, then, in the same way,

1821. The same result may be deduced from Rodrigues' form of Pn .

for after the differentiations are performed (p
2 -

1) is a factor of the whole.

It follows that I f(p)Pn dS = when the integration is taken over the

surface of the unit sphere.

/i
pmPn dp = 0, (m<n), may be used to obtain the

several functions P1? P2 ,
P3 , ... without using the general formula.

Ex. 1. To find P3 ,
assume P3

=Ap3
+Bp. Then A+B= \.

2A 2B f
l

Multiply by p and integrate ;
then + -=- = I pP3 dp = 0.

O O J_l

A B 1 , _ 5p
3 -3pHence = = and P = ^ '

Ex. 2. To find P4 . Assume P^Ap*+ Bp* + C. Then A+B+C= 1.

Multiply by 1 and by p
2 and integrate.

Then |+|
A B
35 - 30 3 8

' dana

Or we might use a determinant to eliminate A, B, C.

These processes, however, speedily grow laborious by virtue of the

number of equations to be solved or the order of the determinants to be

evaluated. It is therefore desirable to follow another method, as we now

show.
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1823. Lemma.

If it be desired to solve a system of equations of form

x y z -n x y z
~ U

' a + B

a+y b+y c+y

one less in number than the number of unknowns, with

x y _z _\
rt+ A^fc+ A c+ A"*" ~A'

X ?/ Z
and further to calculate such an expression as a+i~a^ r~d+'"

Ct + " 0+C7 C+t7

fqr the values of x, y, z, ... found from the above equations without

actually calculating #, y, z, ... themselves, we may proceed as follows.

For convenience take the case of three letters x, y, z.

47 4/ 2
Then a+rr~7i+ ~r~a i to vanish when 6= a or 3 and to become Ta + V b+ u c+C7 A

when 0= A. Such requirements are obviously satisfied by

which is an obvious identity, for it is a quadratic relation in 6, and

satisfied by three values of 6. The value of x can be found by

multiplying by a+ 0, and putting Q= -a, viz.

_~
A (b-a)(c-a) '(A-aXA-/*)'

and similarly for y and z. When A is indefinitely large, the last of the

given equations takes the form x+y+ z= I, in which case

and generally we have

there being one more factor in the denominator than in the numerator,

no A occurring.

1824. Ex.1. Calculate P5. Assume P&
= Ap*+Bp3+ Cp.

Then t+f+=0,
4 +f+f=0, A+B+C-l.

Take a = 4, /i
=

2, a= 5, 6= 3, c=l in the Lemma.

The, .i-(
+ aM +fl--V j- 7 ' 5 c- 5 ' 3

-

~(A-a)(c-a)~2.4' ~(-2).2' ~2T4'

9.7 . _ 7.5 5.3
and P = * 2 '
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Ex. 2. Calculate I p"Pb dp.

%A 2B 2(7
The result is clearly -^ +YT +-^- ,

but without calculating A, B or (7,
If) 11 >7

we have, putting =
8,

(8-4)(8-2)_ 2.4.6 16
'

13.11.9 ~9.11 .13~429'

r1

1825. We have seen that p
mPn dp=0, if m < n. But if

J-i
77i <fc n, we can readily calculate the value as in the above

example.
But first note that if m and n are one of them odd and the

other even, the result is still zero. For writing

p<"Pndp= (AmPm+Am_2Pm_z+...)Pn dp=V,

as no two suffixes in any of the products of the P's can be

equal.

But if m and n be both even or both odd, and m <t n, the

result does not vanish. In this case, writing

Pn=Apn+Bpn~*+ Cp
n~*

+...,

multiplying by p
k

,
where k=n 2, n 4, n 6, etc., and

integrating from 1 to 1, we have a set of equations of

the ^e
/7+t+i+Fpl^T+iE+^3

+ -=0 '
ne

number than the coefficients to be found. Also

, _ , ^ . 25 .
2G

and

Hence the problem of evaluating this integral (m ^ n) is

that considered above.

Here a=nl, /3=n 3, y=n5...,

a=n, 6=7i2, c=n ...
,

and Q= m-\-l\
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and

fl
I pmPn dp=

Ti1 n
(m+1 n l)(m-f 1 n 3) ... to 9 or - factors

2) ... to - - or factors
A ~-

_n (ni n+2)(m 7i+4) ... m 1 (or m)
(m-f 7i-f l)(ra+7i 1) ... m+2 (or m+1)

'

1826. If ?ii= w, we have f pPm dp=
J-i

1827. Again

!)

2
/(2?ri+l)!.

Hence

= 2 efp
TT ' vui^^j

Remembering that the area of an elementary belt on the

unit sphere may be written as e?o-=27rsin 6dd= 2-jrdp,

we have for the whole sphere

4?r

1828. Professor J. C. Adams has shown that we may calculate the value

ri p
o/ /,

= /
-jjdp,

where R= -J\- 2ph + A*, by means of Rodriguez' expression

/"I

/or Pn ,
ac? thence we may establish the integrals I PmPndp=Q or

according as m = n or m = n.

Integrating by parts, we have at once, writing X for (p
2 -

1)" for short,

= (- 1)". 1.3.5... (2n say.

Take a sphere of radius unity, OA the radius, OH=h< 1, # lying

upon OA. Draw an elementary double cone with vertex H intercepting
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sn = sn \/l
t

being the azimuthal angle of the plane A OP ;

/. 8inede/'R
z= sinO'dd'IR'

2
,

i.e.

1 - *

superficial elements do; da-' at P and Q. Let A ///'= ^, AOP= 6, QOA = &,
HP= R, HQ= R. Then

dp

and for opposite elements at P and Q, sin2"^ and -^
have the same values,

but cos
\j/

has an opposite sign ;
hence corresponding elements of the

integrand cancel when the integration is effected for the whole sphere,

i.e. -j- = 0, and therefore U is independent of h.

tb

Fig 593.

Hence to evaluate U we may take A = 0, and therefore R=l.

Then
( -l)

n
(2n + l)C7= (^(1 -p*)

ndp=f sin 2" 8 (
- sin 8 dO)

= 2 f
f
sin2n+ x Q dB = 2n+ ln !/l . 3 . 5 . . . (aw + 1) ;

Jo

.hn.

It follows that ; whence

I
PmPn dp = Q,(m + n), and / P,,

2
dp =

*
,
as seen before.

/ I J 1 ^72 "T~ 1.

RdR
1829. If Im = \ _n^dp, where ^? 2 = 1-

A) = 1 h2 Rz
, and we have

and
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Thus Im , 2
= -

=-( ^-flm + -rr^ ),a reduction formula for such integrals.
1 h z

\zh m ah )

Qh" 9f>n 9/i"

1 830. Since (1
-

we have

= P + PJi + . . . + Pkh* + ... + P,,l+kh"+
k + ...,

and writing (l-2pA + /i
2
)

2 = $,+ $t
A + #2A

2 + ... + Qnh
n + ..., we have

d"r "

Therefoi-e

_ _
1.3...(2A-1)

ri
'

/
Pn

'i ,7*71L k+

d

or writing + i = ^,

. of A"* in /at+i,

dp - 1 . 3 ... (2- 1) x coef. of Am in

. of A'-* in /

1831. We can now undertake the calculation of the

coefficients of the series referred to in Art. 1819. It is

convenient to consider the cases of odd and of even powers of

p separately.

(i) Take^'+ 1=^ 2m+1P2m+1+^2m_1
P2m_1+ ...+^ 1P1 .

Multiply by P2m+i -^m-i successively, and integrate from

p= 1 to j0
= l. We then obtain

2^ 2. 4. ..2m

2(2m

2(2?n-l) + l
=2-

... (2m+3)'

4. 6. ..2m

-l) ... (2m+3)'

6. 8. ..2m

2(2?n-3) + l (4m-l)(4m-3) ... (2m+3)
Hence writing 2m+ l=-n., we have (n odd)

;
etc.
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(ii) Take p
Zm
^AtmP2m+AZm^P2m_2+.. .+A P

;

then multiplying by P2m , P2m-2' Q^c -> an<^ proceeding as before,

and writing 2m= n, we obtain the same result.

Particular cases have already been given in Art. 1818.

It will now appear that any rational integral algebraic
function of p of degree n may be expressed as a series of

Legendrian coefficients, of which the order of the highest is n.

1832. Expansion of f(p) in Terms of Legendre's Coefficients.
00

Supposing the expansion possible, let f(p)
= ^/AnPn . Then

o

multiplying by P , Plt ... and integrating from 1 to 1,

f
1

-r^A n= I f(p}Pn dp, which determines An ;

:

A J - 1

2
-

-r^
*fll>

:

A

It is assumed that f(p) remains finite and continuous

throughout the range of integration.

1833. The Series obtained for f(p) is unique.

For if a second series for f(p) were possible, we should have
GO CO 00

=2XPn ;
whence ^(A n-Bn)Pn=0.

Multiply by Pn and integrate from 1 to 1. Then

=0 and An=Bn .

1834. Differential Coefficients of Pn in Terms of Lower Order

Legendre's Coefficients.

Pn being a rational integral algebraic function of p of

dP
degree n, -r-5 is a similar function of p of degree n 1, and

therefore expressible in terms of Pw _ x and lower Legendrian

functions, and of form

Multiply by Pn_!, Pn_3 ,
Pn-5 ,

... and integrate from 1 to 1.

Then, since Prn dp= [PmPn]\ l
-Pn dp, and

m having any of the values n l, n 3, n 5, . .., m and n are

one of them even and the other odd, we have PTOPW
= 1 or 1
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according as p is +1 or 1, and therefore [PwP] 1

_i
= 2; and

dP
further, since -~- cannot contain a Legendrian function of as

dp
high order as Pn the second integral vanishes. Hence in all

such cases I Pm -~dp=^2. Hence
J_i

m
dp

2An_l/(2n- 1)
= 2^ n_3/(2n- 5)

= 2A n_&/(2n- 9)
=

. . . = 2,

and we have

\ (or P
)

WVu

according as n is even or odd.

1835. Similarly we may write

d*Pn
dp*

-1 r r> ji

and multiplying by Pr for r = -2, n 4, n 6, ..., and integrating from

p= 1 to p = l and using accents for differentiations,

and as r < n the final integral vanishes.

Also, since (1 -p*)Pn
"
-2pPn

' + n(n + \)Pn = Q, we have, when p= 1,

,,._: !)&, a,,d therefore [/>,/><- ,W_,-

P />
and n and r being both odd or both even,

- is an odd function of p,

r-p p -.1 I I

and therefore -5-r = 2. Therefore Br
= ^(n-r)(n + r+l) and

L P J-i 2

= 1 (2n
-
l)(2n

-
3) JPn_2 + 2(2n

-
3)(2n

-
7) A,-4 + 3 (2n

-
5)(2n

-
11) /

J
n_c +.

and in the same way higher order differential coefficients may be expressed.

1836. Obviously

and, if m+ n be odd, no suffixes can be the same in the two brackets, and

the integral vanishes. But if m + n be even, suppose m^>n. Then the

terms which do not vanish are

= 2[(2m
-

1) + (2m - 5) + (2m - 9) + . . . + 1 (or 3)] as m is odd or even ;

and there being ~ or -= terms in the two cases, their sum is in either

case m(m+ l), i.e.! ~-r^ j-?
t

dp = or m(m+l) as m + n is odd or even,

m being the smaller of the two, m and n.
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1837. We might also proceed directly thus

and since n is greater than the degree of any power of p in Pm", the

terminal integral vanishes.

Again, (1 -p*)Pm"-2pPm
'+m(m + 1)PTO

=
0, and therefore if p= 1

fp ' =
Z p

p pNow - is an even or an odd function of p according as m + n is

V
rp p -11

odd or even, and therefore = or 2 as m + n is odd or even
;

/i

dp dP
I -T-5 dp = or m(m + 1) according as m + n is odd or even

-i dp dp
and n <m.

1838. Differential Equation satisfied by Legendre's Functions.

Starting again from the definition of Legendre's Coefficients,

viz. F= (l 2pA+/t
2
) ==^]PJt

n
,

it is easy to see that they

satisfy a form of Laplace's equation, without reference to the

fact that when p is a cosine these coefficients are Zonal

Harmonics.

For Vz(l-2ph+h
2
)
= l and 2 log F+log(l-2p/i+/i

2
)-0,

whence

3F ,3F
and -h =

Again,

and adding, (l-^ +A.=0................ (2)

by virtue of

Substituting F^=2POT
/i
n

,
and equating to zero the coefficient

or - = (Art. 1813)......(4)
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1839. Differentiating s times, we have

which is known as Ivory's Equation.
If we then take as the expansion of Pn in powers of p,

it follows that

A,+t={8(8+l)-n(n+I)}A,==-(n-8)(n+8+l)At ,

Moreover,

shows that ^4 n=l . 3 ... (2n 1), also that An+l> An+z ,
-4nf3 ,

...

are all zero, for the coefficient of hn contains no power
of p above p

n
\
and this coefficient containing the powers

p
n

, pn~ z
, p

n
~*, ..., it is clear that An_ lt A n_3 ,

An_5 ,
... are also

all zero.

Also, as A s
= A s+2/(n s)(n-{-s-\-l), we have

A -1 3 (2n n A 1.8...(2n-l)An-L.6 A n_2 =-.
'

2.4(2n-l)(2n-3)'
'

and we have the series of Art. 1801 (A).

1840. It appears that -^-^=1 .3.5... (2n 1), and that all

higher differential coefficients of Pn vanish.

If n be even, =2ra,the lowest order term of Pn is an

arithmetical constant, viz. what is got by putting 7>
= 0, i.e.

the coefficient of h2m in (1 +Ji
2
)~*, viz. (-l)

w ^l^r .

2.4... 2m
If n be odd, =2m+ l, the lowest order term of Pn contains p,

. . _. 3.5...(2m+l)
viz. (-l)

m
s

'

-p.r
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1841. Various Theorems.

Since ^1
=(2n+ l)PB+(2n-3)P^1+(2n-7)Pn_4 +... ,

we have

and P-P_
and since -l_

we have

-
n-l

~n(n+l) dp'
1842. Since

*=2Phn and ~=^(

we have (l-2ph+h
z
)2(n+l)Pn+lh

n
=(p-}i)ItPn h

n
;

whence (w+ l)PB+1 2pnPn+(n l)Pn_1
=^>Pn Pn-i

i.e. (w+ l)Pn+1-(2n+ l)^Pn+wPM_1=0,

which forms a difference equation connecting any three

successive Legendrian Coefficients.

1843. Again

~tp"l. dp

and subtracting the result
l 1-

, .

dPnwe have

1844. Since --^73 and = (p-h)V
3
,
we have

3F
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/. equating coefficients of hn
~l

, (p
2 I)~nPn npPn_l ,

i.e.

or

Hence n+l' n+l

We therefore have the two results,

p _ VP -P*- l
r r -

1845. We now have

=npndp
[since |(r

1 J O/ JO

where C is a certain constant, viz. the value of Pn+1 when

p=0. To find C,

p _1 rf
n+1

(j9
2
-l) n+1 1

n+i~2n+1
(n +1)! dp

n+l ~"2n+1
|

l
-

-iy n+icrp
2n-*

If w be even, each term left after (w+ 1) differentiations con-

tains p, and therefore in this case C vanishes. If n be odd,

there is" a term not containing p after the differentiations, viz.

when r=-- . Hence when p= Q, we have in this case
a

-1)

n+l

i+l)!=
(-1)"

n+l

/n+l""

Pn+l
-PPn=n^Pndp+ C, where (7=0

according as n is even or odd.

n+l

or
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We also have by differentiation (and writing n 1 for n),

P'n-pP'n-l=nPn^.

1846. Since (w+l)PM+1-(2w+l)^Pn+wPw_1=0, we have

a difference equation for the first differential coefficients of

the P's.

1847. Differentiating again,

whence
(
n

Similarly (n-2)PZ-
and so on, forming a series of difference equations for the

higher differential coefficients

1848. SincepP
f

n -Pn, 1
=nPn ...(l), &n&Pn -pP'n_ l

=nPn_l ...(2), (Arts.

1843 and 1845), we have, by squaring and subtracting,

(f-l)(P?-P-i) = **(l*-tt-i)...................... (3)

Writing nzP2
n -(p

t -
\)Pn = Un ,

we have

ff, -#_! = {n -(- I)
1
) ^-i =(2- 1)^-1;

/. /_!- C7n_2
= =(2n-3)PL8 , etc.,

and tfi^-GD'-l)/? =1==Jpg.

Hence n7*-(p- l)/C=P
2
+ 3/j2+ 5P2

+...+(2tt- !)/*_! .......... (4)

1849. Again differentiating (1) and (2) r times, and again squaring

and subtracting,

(^-i){(pTT-(^iTM^^
or writing Vn= (n -rY(P^f- (p*- l)(Pi,

r+11
)

8

,

and if n = r, Fr
=

;
if n = r+l, Fr+1 =

whence

or completing the series with zero terms and reversing the order,

1850. Illustrative Example.

To find a series S which will assume a constant value A at all points on

the surface of the unit sphere in the northern hemisphere, and a constant value

B at all points of the surface in the southern hemisphere.

Suppose the series to be ^=C + C'
1
P

1 + C'2P2+ C'3P3+ ... .
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Then 8=A from # = to p = \, S=B froin# = - 1 to p = 0. Therefore

multiplying by Pn ,

l'
APn dp; andj_

Pn dp = ( -!)" Pn dp ;

.
V P)

f^') =
0, if n be even (

= 2)

Also, if =
0,

ifn = l, C'
1
=

Hence the series required is

_ p .

2 2
_

I. 2 2
7P, .3.5 llfs
3.4 2.4 5.6

. \
'"/*

1851. In case the distribution be symmetrical about some other axis

than Oz, the zonal harmonica may be expressed in terms of harmonics

with Oz for axis.

1852. For instance, if we require an expression in terms of Harmonics

with Oz for axis, where the value of

thefunction is A over the whole hemi-

sphere with OA for axis and nearer

to A, and is B over the hemisphere

more remote from A, then we have

just found an expression for such

a function in terms of Zonal Har-

monics with axis OA, viz. 2<7nPB .

If P be any point on the spheri-
A

cal surface, and we put zOA =
a,

zOP=6, POA =
0', AzP=<{>, we

have, from the spherical triangle

AzP,

O cos 0' = cos a cos + sin a sin B cos
</>,

Fig. 594. an(j pn (cos $') becomes a spherical

Surface Harmonic Qn expressed in terms of 0, </>,
and the value of the

function sought will be
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1853. LIST OF WORKING FORMULAE FOR LEQENDRE'S COEFFICIENTS.

(Differentiations with regard to p are denoted by accents.)

1-

j|{(l-l>W}
+ (+ 1)^ = 0; (1 -p*)Pn

"
-2pPn

' + n(n + l)Pn = ;

d'*P dP
~? + cote-~+n(n + VPn = 0; p = fJL

= cose.

i (Jn
2. Rodrigues' Formula ;

PB
= (P

2 ~
l)
n

-

3
n!

n(n-l)(n-2)(n-3)
2.4(2-l)(2n-3)

y

4 Pn=l P n P 37)2 1* -1 x
>

r \Pl f Z~-2l>
Zi

6. 1 =

9. P,/ = (2n
- 1)^-! + (2

-
5)Pn_3 + (2n

- 9)Pn_5 + . . . to P or 3Pj.

12. (n + l)Pn +i - ('2n + l)pPn + P,,_i = 0.

13. nP' j-(2n + l)pPn
'

+ (n + 1)P^ j
= 0.

1 4. pPn
' P' . j

= nPn ,
Pn

'

pPt _
= nP,,-! .

n -i'
"

n

rp

16. Pn -H -pPn = n I
Pn dp + C. C = 0, if n be even, and

_(-lp
J

(n + 1)!

2 +l iM+n.v-

17. 1 +3PJ + 5P2 + 7PS+ ... =0 for all values of p except p = l, and tlien

is oc . See Art. 1857.

K. i.e. n. 3i
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1854. The Boots of Pn
= 0.

Between any two real roots of a rational algebraic equation

f(x)= Q, at least one real root of f(x)= must lie ; and if the

roots of the equation f(x) Q are all real, the roots of f'(x)=0
are all real, and separated by the roots of /(#)= (), and lie

between the extreme roots of f(x)=0. The roots of f'(x)=
are therefore all real and lie between the extreme roots of

f'(x)=Q, and therefore between the extreme roots of /(#)=();

and similarly for all the derived functions.

Hence the roots of Pn
= 0, i.e. of

j^(p*-l)
n=0, lie

between +1 and 1, for the roots of (p
2

l)
n are all real, and

either +1 or 1.

Also no two roots of 1\=Q can be equal. For if they
dP

could, P=0 and ^=0 would have a common root. But
dp

and

for all positive integral values of s. So that if Pn=0
dP dzP d3P
-^-^=0, we have -,-o

n
> -j, etc., all zero. But this is

dp dp
2

dp
3

contrary to the result ^~=1 -3.5 ... (271-1) (Art. 1840).

Hence the roots of Pn=0 are all different and lie between

+ 1 and 1.

It is obvious from the forms of Pn shown in Art. 1818, that

when 7i is odd one of the roots is zero. Also, that in any
case as the powers of p are either all odd or all even, all the

other roots occur in pairs, one positive and one negative, of

each magnitude.

1855. The Curves r =aP ,
r = aPlt

r =aP2 , etc., are readily

traced.

(1) r = aP = a is a circle, centre at the origin and radius a (Fig. 595).

(2) r = al\ = acos6 is a circle of radius ~
touching the j/-axis at the

origin (Fig. 596).
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3cos20-l

915

/o\ r> O COS-(71, , a
(6) r = at 2 a has max. rad. vect. r a, r =

-^,
where = or

TT, and = (2n+ l)
-

,
and touches the lines 0= icos^S"^ (Fig. 597).

y y

Fig. 595. Fig. 596.

/ A \ D 5 cos3 - 3 cos , , ,

/
-

,

(4) r = at>
3
= a - has max. rad. vect. a and a/v5, where

' = and cos-1 5 *, and touches 0= cos~ 1

v/3/5 and 0= (Fig. 598).
ju

Fig. 597.

35 cos4 0-30 cos2 + 3

Fig. 598.

has max. rad. vect. a, where =
;

3a . 4 TT 3a., . /3 J , /
,
where v -^ ;

-if ^ = cos~1/
y-, etc., and touches y cos~M A/^7 ' 7 v \

and so on for those of higher orders (Fig. 599).

y

152\/30)- -
}& J

Fig. 599.
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1856. We may now note the effect of a small harmonic when super-

posed upon the graph of a curve otherwise circular by tracing curves of

the type r = a(l + fPn), where e is a small positive fraction. We merely
have to add with their proper signs the radii of the curves traced, multi-

plied by ,
to those of the circle.

(1) r a(l + fP ) means that the radius of the circle is slightly but

uniformly increased (Fig. 600).

Fig. 600. Fig. 601.

(2) r a(l + fPi). Here the new locus shows the substitution of a

Lima9on locus for the circle. The Linr^on lies partly inside and partly

outside the circle (Fig. 601).

(3) r a(l + fP2). This change substitutes an oval for the circle, which

is thereby extended at the poles, and contracted at the ends of the

perpendicular axis (Fig. 602).

Fig. 602. Fig. 603.

(4) r = a(l + eP3 ).
Here the circle is extended in three places, and

contracted in three other places (Fig. 603).
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is extended in four places and(5) r = a(l + fPJ. Here the circle

contracted in four others, and so

on (Fig. 604).

If we revolve these curves about

the axis, the corresponding shapes
of the solids of form r = a (! + /*)

can be readily imagined ; r = a re-

presenting a sphere, and e small

and positive. The shape is that of

a sphere slightly swollen out at /

the pole, and surrounded by belts '<

alternately lower than and higher \

than the normal level of the

spherical surface, and when n is

even the equatorial plane is a plane
of symmetry.

If the radius of the sphere be

affected by other harmonics, e.g.

r= a(l + *Pn+ '/>), the locus can

be similarly constructed by superposition, i.e. the addition of the separate

effects to the i-adius of the sphere.

1857. A. Remarkable Discontinuity.

The expression 1+3P1+5P2+ 7P3 +... +(2n+ l)Pn
discontinuous. It vanishes for all values of p except

when it becomes infinite.

.. s

_,
For (1 2ph+h

z
)

*= and differentiating,

Multiplying the second by 2h, and adding to the first,

and putting h= 1
, (

2n

for all values of p except when p= l, i.e. at the pole of the

sphere, and there the expression becomes infinite, being the

limit when h-+ 1 of ^ p^.

Similarly putting h 1,
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except when p= l
} i.e. at the opposite pole, and there it

becomes infinite.

We also have P **( 1 + ZPJi+ 5Pzh*+ ...)dpd<j>
J iJo

""

n j/> j 1 /i
2

1 hzr 1

suivdvdff). ;r~27r
^

\

-

1+w, 1

1858. Physical Meaning.

The potentials produced at points within or without a spherical surface

of area S and radius r by a layer of matter on the surface of surface

density (2n + l)Pn/S are respectively

P,,r"/r5
+1 and Pnr

n
/r
n+l

. For both

these expressions satisfy Laplace's

Equation; the second vanishes at oo

and Green's surface condition is

satisfied, viz. that the difference of

attractions on two points on the

same normal, one just outside and

one just inside, is to be 4?rx surface

density. And such a solution is

unique.

Take a particle of mass unity
situated at the pole C of the sphere
with centre the origin and radius

rn . The potential produced at any
Fig. 605.

point P distant r from in colatitude cos~1p is

or r
, ...(I)

^.

and we have seen that an internal potential Pn
- and an external
r
o

potential P ^-% are produced by a distribution of surface density

which varies as (2n + l)Pn .

Hence the potentials (I) are produced by a distribution 2(2 + \)Pn .

o

But the distribution producing a given potential inside and outside is

unique, and we have seen that a concentration into a point at the pole C
00

does produce it. Therefore the distribution 2(2 + !)/" must represent
o

a concentration of matter into a single point at the pole (7, and must
therefore vanish at all points of the -sphere except at the pole, where it

must become infinite.
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This theorem is of great service in obtaining expressions for the

potential in the case of discontinuous distributions of matter.

1859. Let P be a point at which there is no attracting

matter, the origin, Q the position of an attracting element

of mass m; OP=r, OQ= r\ PQ= R. Suppose the attracting

body to be a homogeneous solid of revolution whose axis is

taken as the 2-axis. Then the potential at P is expressible

, fit/ x-x j TI , , ^-> T~k * n
in the form V='Z-p='2AnPnr

n -lr'ZBn^, where A n ,
Bn are

-ft o o i'
'

constants
;
the first summation 2MnPnr

n
referring to that for

all those particles for which r < r, and the second for those

for which r ^> r, and this is a unique solution. Now supposing

that the potential is known for these two parts in convergent
series for each such portion at each point on the axis, where

Pn l, then the values of An and Bn are known for all values of

n. Therefore, assuming that the potential at any point on the

Bn
^

(7?
\

Anr
n

-\ jjM,
its value at any point

/ B \
off the axis may be at once written as 2(-4nr

n+-)Pn .

<t \ rn /

1860. Consider the expression

2 (2 + !)/>( A.) /UfO,
o

where P,, (A), /*(/*) are Zonal Harmonics

and A, ju,
the cosines of the colatitudes of

two points.

Take the case of a circular wire of

infinitesimal section. Take as origin

the centre of a sphere of radius r of

which the wire forms a small circle,

and let the z-axis be the normal to the

plane of the wire. Let M be the mass

of the wire considered of uniform line-

density.

'Q.

Fig. 606.

SIlSlLy.

The potential of the wire at a point Z, (0, 0, z) on the z-axis is

,
where cos"1A is the angular radius of the small circle,

o and therefore
i.e. or as z < OI> > ro

at a point Q in colatitude cos"1
/A
and distant r from 0, the potential is

M , , x v n , Jr\
afc^ where r < r ;

and 2

where r > r .
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Now (2n+l)2\(\) is Ihe law of distribution of surface density giving
a potential oc PHr" within and oc P,,/r

n+1 without the sphere. Hence

a surface density 2(2M + l)/', 1 (A)/
)

n (/x) will give the same potentials as
o

it has been seen that the distribution of a uniform line density

along a circular wire gives, and is unique. Therefore the expression

2(2n + l)/
7
n(A)/

>
n (ju) must be zero at all points of the spherical surface

except for such points as lie along the small circle of angular radius cos"1
A,

where the surface density is infinite but the line density finite. That is,

the expression is zero except where A =
//,,

where it is infinite.

The theorem is similar to one occurring in Poisson's discussion of

Fourier's Theorem, Chapter XXXV.

1861. Practical Method of Expression of a Rational Integral

Algebraic Function of x, y, z in Terms of Harmonics on Unit Sphere.

Let Hn=Axn+xn~l(By+Cz)+xn-2
(Dy

z
+Eyzi-Fz

z
)+... be

the general homogeneous expression of degree n, which con-

tains J(w+l)(w-f 2) coefficients. Subtract and add

(x
z+ y*+ zz

)Hn_ 2 , where Hn _t=A'x-*+ x-*(B'y + C'z)+... ,

which contains k(n l)n coefficients A', B', C', ... to be found. -

Apply the operator V2 to Hn (x*+y
z+ z2)Hn_2 ,

viz.

(A A')x
n+ ....

We then obtain, after this operation, by equating to zero each

resulting coefficient, \(n \)n equations to determine the

i(-l) quantities A'
t B', C', etc, and Hn-(x*+y*+zz

)Hn_ 2

becomes a spherical harmonic of degree n. Next apply the

same mode of procedure to Hn_ 2> and so on. We have then

expressed Hn in the form

or r(yn+yn_2+yn_4 +...) ;

and if we take our sphere as r= l, we have

-* n~\~ *n-2~i~ ^n-4 ")" >

a series of surface harmonics.

If the rational integral algebraic function considered consist

of groups of terms of different degrees, the same rule will

apply to the terms of each group.
As a preliminary to such procedure, all terms which are

obviously already solid harmonics should be laid aside, to be

restored when the process is completed, amongst the other

harmonics of their own degrees.
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1862. Ex. Express

as a series in the form raY3 + rzYi + rY1 + Y .

We only need consider the terms b^x* + b^/
2 + b az

2
,

i.e. (6j
-

A).r
2 + (b t

-
A).?/

2 + (/>,
-
A)*

2 + A(.r
2 + f + z2 ),

and v 2
[(^

-
A) A-

2 + (6,
-
A)y

2 + (6,
-
A)*

2
]
= 2 (6X + 6, + 6,

-
3A) =

if X = 6 + 6

=
cxyz +

+ 60--? r2

which on the surface r=l is of form F3 + Y2 + Y^ + Y .

1 863. If the function be not already expressed in Cartesians,

it. is usually best to express it so first.

Ex. Express sin4 #sin2 2< in terms of Surface Harmonics.

sin4 sin2 2( = 4(sin 6 cos <)
2
(sin 6 sin <)

2 = 4o?2^
2

(r
=

1),

and proceeding as before,

and putting x sin ^ cos
</>, ?/

= sin ^sin ^>,
= cos^, and r = l, we have a

result of the required form F
4 + 72 + 7 .

1864. Change of Axis of a Legendre's Coefficient.

If Pn be Legendre's coefficient of order n, we have the series

of solid harmonics

p 9 3p
2-l

2
322-r2 202-a;2

-?/
2

-*
/
- /

-1 "- =_ *"- -

_ . __
* 2 2 2

Writing L+mY+nZ for 0, where Z
2+w2

-fw
2=l and

xz+y2+zz=X2+Y'2+Z2=R2
,
these solid harmonics become,

when referred to new axes OX, OY, OZ, IX+mY+nZ ;

Jf Y Z
and the axis of this set of harmonics is -=- =-, viz. OA

(Fig. 607).

If we transform to polars so that this line is given by
Z=sin0'cos', m=sin0'sin0', w=cos#', and Z^
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Y R sin sin 0, Z= RcosO, the axis OA of the new set of

harmonics is inclined to the new J-axis at an angle 6' and

the azimuthal angle is <', and the expression

IX+mY+nZ .

R
is cos cos 0'+ sin 0sin O'cos(0

and is still a cosine' viz. the cosine of the angle between the

original axis OA and the direction OP of the point X, Y, Z.

If then we take r = R = l, and if, instead of p, we write

cos cos 6'+ sin 6 sin 0' cos (0 0'),

we get a more general form of Harmonic than the Legendre's
Coefficients. There are now two independent variables 6 and

</>,

6' and
(f> being regarded as known.

The Harmonics in their new form are known as Laplace's

Coefficients and denoted by Ylt Y2 ,
Y3 ... . Thus for Legendre's

Coefficients the z-axis OA is taken as the axis of the system, and

AOP=0. In Laplace's Coefficients the axis of the system is

the line 0', </>',
and the direction of P is 0,

Fig. 607.

The curves for which AOP is constant are a set of parallels

about the axis of the coefficient in either case, viz. cos 9= const,

for a Legendre's Coefficient, and

cos 6 cos 6'+ sin 6 sin 6' cos 0'
= const, for a Laplace's Coeff.

Both sets are Zonal Surface Harmonics. When multiplied by
rn

,
i.e. OPn

t they are Zonal Solid Harmonics. If we further
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transform coordinates so that Z becomes the distance from

any other fixed plane through 0, the Solid Zonal Harmonic
remains a Solid Zonal Harmonic and the Surface Zonal

Harmonic remains a Surface Zonal Harmonic.

1865. Tesseral and Sectorial Harmonics.

Take the case of an unreal plane Z=z+a(x-{ iy), l=a, ni ai,

n=\, so that l
2+m2+n2=l.

Then, if F(z) is a Solid Spherical Harmonic, so also is

F{z+a(x+ty)}, i.e.

$0^frfo^^
also satisfies Laplace's Equation V2F=0 for all values of a,

and the equation being linear each term of this expansion will

also do so, and will itself be a Solid Spherical Harmonic; and

taking either sign for /, we have new forms of Solid Spherical

Harmonics (xiy)
sF (s)

(z). Also their sum and difference are

also Solid Spherical Harmonics. Therefore transforming
to polars with r 1, x=sin6cos<p, y= sin Osin 0, z=cos0,

sin* 6 cos
8<J>
F(s)

(cos 0) and sin* 6 sin
S(j>
F(s)

(cos 9), or, what is

dsP dsP
the same thing, (1 >

2
)

2
cos s0 -^f and (1 p

2
)^ sin

S(f>
-~ are

CL\) du

new forms of Spherical Surface Harmonic functions of 0, (j>.

1866. These new Harmonics are called Tesseral Harmonics

of degree n and order s. When s n,

Jsp fjnp_n= _r>= 1.3. 5. ..(27i-l), a constant.
dp* dp

n

n^ n^

Rejecting the constant, (1 p
2
)

2

COSTI^ and (1 p
2
)

2

sin?i0 are

called Sectorial Harmonics of degree n.

It has been seen that in the case of a Zonal Harmonic its

vanishing gives an equation of degree n in p with all its roots

real, and the spherical surface is mapped out into a series of

belts or zones by circular sections at right angles to the axis

of the Harmonic, the angular radii of which sections are

determined by the roots of this equation.

In a Sectorial Harmonic the roots p
2=l give the poles in

which the axis of the Harmonics cuts the sphere. But in

addition we have, by the vanishing of such an Harmonic,
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cos 710=0 or sin %0 0, as the case may be, which indicate

roots w0=2\7r+- or ATT; i.e. a set of great circle sections

through the axis of the system of Harmonics, which therefore

map out the surface of the sphere by meridians.

In the case of a Tesseral Harmonic the vanishing of

f cos dsP
(1

2
)^ . s0-5 ^ would give in addition to (i) the poles,Sm P*

d'P
(ii) the meridians (in number s), the solutions of =-^=0.

dp
This is an equation of degree n s in p determining n s

small circles whose planes are at right angles to the axis of

the system.
The surface is now mapped out by these meridians and

small circles into a set of tile-shaped elements or tesserae.

Thus to any Zonal Harmonic correspond new Harmonics,

Tesseral and Sectorial, which are all species of Laplace's

Functions.

1867. The most general homogeneous function which is

rational with respect to x=sin Q cos 0, y=sin sin
<j>,

z =cos 6,

and of the nth

degree, for which r is put = 1, and which satisfies

the equation

w
rytp

Q= a Pn+^(ak cos &0 +bk sin &0) sin*
-^ |

where Pn is the Legendrian coefficient of the wth order.

For considering the expression ^4
fc
cos k<J)-\-Bk sin k(f>,

Ak cos /c'0
could not be a rational integral algebraic function of

sin 6 sin <t>, sin cos 0, cos 6 unless A k itself contains a factor

sin* 6.

Put Q=cos /c0 sin* . v=cos /c0 . u, say. Then the differential

d2u du ( k2
}

equation becomes (1 ^
2
)-r~z

~ ^"T" + 1
w(+l)~i 2 n^=0 ;

i

and writing u= (l /UL

Z
)^V, we have
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which is Ivory's Equation of Art. 1839, where

-
(Art

But as we require the integral function of
/u.

which will

satisfy the general equation, we take BQ. Hence

OfJL
n

satisfies the equation. And in the same way, starting with

Q~smk<p$mk
6. v, we should have arrived at a solution

Q = Bsink(hsink O - ?
;
and these solutions hold for all posi-

o/u.
n

tive integral values of If. Hence the most general solution

of the kind required, viz. homogeneous (with r=l) and a

rational integral algebraic function of sin 6 cos 0, sin 9 sin <,

cos 6, is that stated above, viz.

n ^fcp

Q=a Pn+^ (a,, cos k<f>+ bk sin k<f>)
sin*

-^rf

where
/u.
= cos9, and contains 2w+ l arbitrary constants. It

is clearly useless to continue the summation for values of

k > n, for the last factor would vanish for such terms.

It thus appears directly from this form of the Laplacian

Equation how the Tesseral and Sectorial Harmonics arise.

1868. To expand any Function of
/u.

and 0, say F(/UL, 0), in a

Series of Laplace's Functions.

We have seen when p is any quantity between 1, that

with the definition (l-2ph+hz)~^l+Plh+P 2h
z+ ... ,

we

have l + 3P1+ 5Pa+... + (2w+ l)Pn+ =0 except where p=l,
when the sum becomes co . Let p stand for the cosine of

the angle between the direction /x, and a fixed direction

//, </>',
so that p=/uifjL+'Jl y

2
\/l y

/2

cos(</> 0'), and consider

the integral
J f(l

+ 3P 1+5P2 +...) JF(^ ) 0)<fc<ty-

If we integrate over any closed region S on the sphere, which

is not cut by the direction /, 0', this result is evidently zero.

If the integration extends over the whole surface of the sphere,

the direction //, <' must be included; but no part of the

integration contributes anything to the result except that
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included in a very small contour about the direction //, <', and

in this direction F(/u, <) becomes F(/a.', <f>').
Hence the value

of this double integral is

taken over the infinitesimally small area within the small

Fig. 608.

contour just enclosing /u.', 0'. But as

vanishes at all other points of the sphere, this is equal to

taken over the whole sphere, =4trF(fji.', 0'), by Art. 1857 ;

When the integrations are effected each term is a function

of n', <j>,
which enter through the P functions alone, and each

term will satisfy Laplace's Equation and be a Laplace's

Function.

This proof is due to O'Brien.

When F(/UL, 0) is itself a Laplace's Function, say Yn , we have

where Yn
'

represents the value of Yn along the axis of the

functions, i.e. when /x=/x' and </>' ;
and every term vanishes

except that for which r=n, whence
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1869. The Value of the above Integral may be readily deduced by

Physical Considerations.

Take a layer of matter of surface density <r= Yn on the surface of the

sphere (radius a). The potential at any internal point C at distance r from

the centre and E from the element dS,

Similarly, at an external point,

But, by Green's Theorem,

Fig. 609.at any point A of the surface.

.. 2~ /
YHPn dS = 4:TrYn

r

,
and d8~a2

dw, where dw is the elementary

solid angle subtended by dS at the centre.

Hence

1870. Lemma.

If u=p + l, v^p l and D= -r-, we may show, by applying Leibnitz'

Theorem and comparing the r
th

non-vanishing terms on each side, that

uWDn+ sunvn/(n+ s)}
=Dn-sunvn/(n-sy. i.e. that if z = (p

2 -
1),

z*Dn+szn/(n + s)!
= z~*Dn-sz

n
/(n

-
a)! .

Hence f z*(D
n+sz

n
)*dp

J-i

= . J .

.'_!
'

(71-5)!

= (ns)l f
Dn+ ign ^n-^n^ an(j integrating by parts,

W- S } I J 1
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1871. Integral of Product of Two Harmonics over Unit Sphere.

If Yn ,
Zn be two Spherical Harmonics each of degree n, viz.

n

1

n

and ^o+2 ^a* cos S

i
..

where Ks
=

(l p^yP^ (Art. 1867), we have, upon integrating
the product with regard to < from to 2?r,

and integrating this with regard top from 1 to 1, we have
ri pr

by the Lemma YnZndpdd>
J-iJo

In the case when the harmonics are of different orders,

viz. n and m. fi r^
YnZmdp d$ = 0, by Art. 1783.

J -i Jo

If the harmonics be identical, i.e. Zn= Yn ,
we have

fi f27r

i.Jo

1872. If any function of /A, 0, say V^F(/j., <j>},
be expanded

in a series of Laplace's Functions as V Y -\~ Yx+ Y2+ ^3+ ,

which is true upon the surface of the sphere r a, then at

points within the sphere we shall have

and at points without

For each term is a spherical harmonic satisfying Laplace's

Equation and satisfying the conditions at the surface, and the

latter vanishes at oo
;
and there is but one value of V which

does so.

Thus, when V is given all over the sphere, we can write

down its value at any internal or any external point.



CHANGE OF ORIGIN.

1873. Differentiation of the Zonal Harmonics

pZ P rn Z =jHz!*n *nr , ^-n~

With cylindrical coordinates (p, 0, z),

929

Then = u -

. 1844),

-nZ_

(A)

Therefore, whether i be positive or negative, -=*Zi_ 1} a

rule analogous to the differentiation of a power. It follows that

Again, by Arts. 1843, 1845,

az_
...(B)

1874. Change of Origin of Zonal

Harmonics to a New Origin O' on the

same Axis Oz.

Let n be a positive integer.

Taking as the origin and Oz as

the axis of the Zonal Harmonics,

Zn is a function of p and z^ alone,

=/(/o, 2). Then taking 0' at the

point (0, 0, a), the new ordinate z'

of any point P, whose coordinates

are x, y, z with regard to axes with

origin 0, is when referred to parallel
B. i.e. n. SN

Fig, 610.
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axes with origin 0', z-\-a, and the corresponding Zonal Har-

monic Zn
'

is denoted by f(p, z'\ i.e.f(p, z+ a); and this being

of degree n in z, we have

the accent denoting the Zonal Harmonic of degree n with

reference to the new origin. That is,

. . . +na"-1Z1+a

Similarly, if the Zonal Harmonic be of. negative order,

Z_n and r>a, we have a series in ascending powers
- but

extending to oo . For, as before, Z_n is of form F(p, z),

-2~ 123 --3r

But in cases where r, being measured from the first origin,

is < a, this expansion is inadmissible. We then have

Differentiating with regard to 2, i.e. with regard to 2+ a on

the left side,

3Z: t_ I/ 2Z
1 ,8Z?_4^ \

~^~
=

~a2 \^ a "'"a* a3 H "V'

Differentiating again,

2Z -2.3+3.4 2-.. etc.,a\ a a2

and thus, by continued differentiations, we arrive at

7 1
p.

nZ1 n(n+l)Za n(n+ l)(n+2) Z3

^-w
"~a"L 1 a"* 1.2 a 1,2.3 a3 ^'
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PEOBLEMS.

1. Show that Ax3 + Bf + Cz3
-l(x* + y* + z'*)(Ax + By + Cz) is a

spherical harmonic, and that the corresponding surface harmonic on

unit sphere is

2. If OA, OB, 00 be three perpendicular axes cutting a unit

sphere with centre at A, B, 0, and if P be any other point on the

surface, show that cos PA cos PB cos PC is a surface harmonic.

3. ABC is a fixed quadrantal triangle on unit sphere, and a

point P moves on the surface, so that

V= a cos2 PA + b cos2 PB + c cos2 PC + 2/cos PB cos PC
+ 2g cos PC cos PA + 2h cos PA cos PB

is a surface harmonic. Show that the cone V= has three perpen-

dicular generators.

4. If Pn be Legendre's coefficient of order n, show that

unless w = 3, in which case the value is 6/7.

5. Show that

f

l

(P s/T + PlN/3 + P2v/5 + . . . + P>/2nTl )
2
dp = 2 (n + 1).

6. Show that I p*Pn dp = 0, except in the cases
J-i

f

1

yp dp = f ,
P yp2 4p

= ^, P ^P4 dp =A6
5

J 1 J 1 J 1

7. Show that I p*Pn dp = 0, except in the cases
J-i

8. Show that the area of one of the larger loops of the curve

2 / 1 \

= aP
2

is p NK/2 + 1 1 cos-1

-^J
.

9. Show that if e be very small, the area of the nearly circular

figure r = ft(l +eP2)
is approximately 7ra2 (l + ^).

10. Show that if e be very small, the volume of the nearly

spherical surface r = a(\ +P2 )
is very approximately %Tra?(l +f 2

)
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1 1. Show that if R2 = I - 2ax + a2
,
7T2 = 1 - 2(3x + x\

1 dx 2

and deduce the values of

ri ri

PmPn dp, m + n, and Pn2
cZp.

J -i J -i

12. Show that

sin30_l 8 sin 40 _ 4 p 16 p sin 50 1 8 p 128

wn~0"~3
+r 2 ' 3TF"5 l+ 5 lz> sin0~o

+
7

2 + 35 4>

13. Give the rational integral function of the second degree of the

three quantities, sin A, cos A sin 0, cos A cos 0, and put the terms of

the second order under the form

Cj
sin2 X + (c2 sin

2 B + c
3
sin 6 cos 6 + c

4 cos
2
0) cos2 A

+ (c6 cos + c
6
sin 0) sin A cos A,

and show that, with the addition of an arbitrary quantity c
,

it

becomes a Laplace's function if 3c = -
(cl + c

2 + c
z).

[SMITH'S PRIZE, 1876.]

14. For points x, y, 2 which lie on the sphere x2 + y
2 + z2 =l,

express Q as a series of surface harmonics, where

Q = x + 2y + 3z + 4z2 + 5y- + 6,s
2 + lyz + 8zx + 9zy + 1Oz3 + 1 1 xyz.

15. Express sin4 in a series of Legendre's coefficients as

Or, 16 8 y,

Why cannot sin8 be expanded in a finite series of spherical

harmonics'? [MATH. TRIP., 1873.]

16. If Pn = -J
C^2 ~

1)n
> prove that if \Pn d^ be taken to

w it . dp* j

vanish when /*= 1,

Show how by the help of these formulae the numerical values of

P
lf
P

2 , P3 ,
... Pn ,

and those of their differential coefficients, may be

conveniently found for any given value of /x.

[PROF. ADAMS, S.P., 1873.]

17. Prove that

[COLL. EX.]
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18. Obtain a solution of the differential equation

in the form of a series of cosines of multiples of x.

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1888.]

19. Show that if (1
- 2ax + a2

)

2 = 1 +^Q"n
,
then will

o

(n + 2) Qn+z - (2n + k+l)xQn+1
[E. J. ROUTH, Proc. L.M.S., xxvi.

20. Prove that if

? + ... +Kna + ...
,

(iii) (1
- x2

)
#" - 4xAV + n (n + 3)Kn

=
;

(iv) (+l) (̂H .1 -(27i + 3)a;^n + ( + 2)/rn_

(v) Kn
' = (2n+l)Kn_l + (<2n-3)Kn_3 + (2n

(vi) (2n + 3) \Kn dx =Kn+1
- Kn_^ + const.

;

(vii) ^2n_1 =3

(viii) P KmKn dx = Q or
( + !)( + 2),

according as m + n is odd, or even and m < n
;

2m+l

21. If V=
(
1 - 2op + a2

)
= 1 + 2<3na", show that

1 /^VpVw~- >n+n '

2m+1

22. If F= (1
-
2op + a2

)

2 = 1 + 2Qna", prove that

23. Show that the roots of

n n(n-l) n(n-l) n(n - l)(n- 2) (re- 3) 4
/l ^_ 2 '_ _ sp'l

~" * _L '. 1
^rr **/

"~

are all real and unequal, and lie between l,and
- 1.
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24. Prove that one solution of Legendre's Equation

where n is a positive integer, is a polynomial of the nth
degree, and

determine it.

25. Prove that a like statement is true of the equation

(1
- 2

)y2 + axyl
+ n(n - 1 - a)y

=

unless 1 + a - n be one of a series of numbers n -
2, n -

4, n -
6, . . .

which terminate in 1 or 0, according as n is odd or even, and in that

case a polynomial of degree 1 + a - n is a solution.

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1918.]

26. Pn (p) being the coefficient of hn in (1 -2/z/i + A2
)"* and m, n

fi

unequal, show that I fj?Pn (fj.)Pm (p.)dfj.
is zero unless m and n

J-i

differ from one another by 2, and that when m n + 2, its value is

2(tt+l)(n + 2)/(2n+l)(2?i + 3)(27i + 5). [MATH. TRIP. II., 1916.]

If m = n, show that the value is

2(4n
3 + 6/i

2
-l)/(2n-l)(27i+l)

2
(2w + 3).

27. Prove that

(i) f

1

(l-x2)Pm'(x)Pn'(x)dx = (n + m);
J-i

(ii) P (l-x*){Pn'(x)}*d*
J-i

28. Prove that Pn+l
-P^ -(2n+ l)f

Pndp=(2n+l) (
P
Pndp.

29. Prove that

fir ( I . 3 <
(n _

l\"j
2

(i) I Pn (cos6)d0 =0 or IT \
"'

\ as n is odd or even
;

Jo I
^ * n

(ii) I cos ^Pn (cos 0)d6 = or
^ ^V as n is even or odd.

Jo 1 l* (n- i))

30. Show that

[MATH. TRIP. II., 1914.]

[Use formula of Art. 1813.]

[CREJJ.E,
/o?tr. LVI. ; TODHUNTER, Functions, p. 115.]
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P2 P2 P2 p2 P 2 _ P 2 P 2 _ P 2
! . /\ Jo JL i io -* O -*4 -* Q
1 U * i o _ * _ nrp

D ' 2 _ P ' 2 ' P'2_P'2'P'2_P'2> E> ' 2 _ P ' 2

respectively equal to (/-1)/1
2
, (p

2
-l)/2

2
, (p

2
-l)/3

2
, (/-l)/4

2
,

+ /g _ 1

and that P
2
= P

l , whenp = -
^ or 1

;
P

8
= P

2 , when^? = = or 1 .

32. Prove that

[MATH. TRIP., 1888.]

33. Prove that

P'2i Q D '2 i FCD'2i i /On i "!\D'2 lf//n i_O\2/^'2 / /n2 1 \ P " 2\
Hi" *5-* i ~r t)x o T i ( ^/i T" 1 ) -t *T 1 V ' / *l

"
\^ 7 n /

'

[MATH. TRIP., 1888.]

_211
34. If (1

- 2az + a2
)

2 = 1 + ^a + ^a
a2 + ... + Znan + . .

,
/ being

a positive integer, show that, accents denoting differentiations with

regard to x,

ri

(i) I ZmZn dx = if m + n be odd ;

J-i

(ii) (1 -x
2
)Z^'

(iii) Zn
' =

{2(w-f

35. If (1
- 2aa + a2rm =S Pn. a"' sh W that

71=0

(i)x^Pm , n -^Pm . ^-?.i
CfiC Cti2/

(ii) (1
- x !

(iii) (1
- x*r~iPw> nPM . r rfx = 0, r =f n ;

fi 22"*-1 n (n -h 2ro - 1)
(iv) -,.fc__ - L__ -

36. Show that, if A> and Px be the Legendrian coefficient of

order X,

m and w being different

(ii) l~a:P+
1P ^- ^ ' '

j
a;PP ete; positive integers, and ^

- -L-
i + 3 J any positive quantity.

n f
1

t + SJo
n X

'J [MATH. TRIP. II., 1889.]

1 fff

37. Prove that Pn (sec 6)
= -

1 secn ^(l + sin cos x)
M

X-
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38. If Pn (p) denote Legendre's coefficient of degree ,
show that

1 p.(l
-

p?) -j-2 j-^dp.
is zero unless m ~ n be unity, and determine

its value in these cases. [MATH. TRIP., 1896.]

39. Prove that

and deduce the formulae
1 (Jn-m /V2 1 \m Jn+

_ _ (X2_ i\_V_
(n

- m) ! dxn
~m \ '

(n + tn) !

[MATH

40. Denoting by Pn (fi) the Legendrian coefficient of order n,

prove that if m <t n,

if m + n be even, but zero if m + n be odd. [MATH. TRIP., 1897.]

(d \
n

sinh2^ )
cosech2n a;is

dx /

equal to

l)2^!coths{l+?^^^^
and that either expression satisfies the difFejential equation

42. Prove that

C6
< C* . &

cos 719 cos ^ cos n<f> sin ^

v2 Jo x/cos </>
- cos 6 J v/cos 6 - cos 9

except when n = 0, when the right side =7r\/2P (cos ^).

[DIRICHLET; TODHUNTER, Functions of Laplace, p. 35.]

43. Show that if the usual polar variables 6, 9 be replaced by
6 6

x, y defined by cot ^ . e'* = a;, tan -,e^= -y, the surface harmonic of

order n satisfies the equation + --
-/ V= 0.-

- -

(x-yf
If F" be any solution of this equation, verify that

are also solutions. [MATH. TRIP. II., 1889.]
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44. Xn
'

is the solid Zonal Harmonic of positive order n, having
the axis of z for its axis and the origin of coordinates for its

origin ;
Xm is the solid Zonal Harmonic of positive order m, having

the same axis, and a point distant a from the origin for its origin ;

prove that

Xn
' =Xn

The corresponding Zonal Harmonic of negative order being
denoted by Yn ', prove that for points included within any sphere
whose radius is less than a, and whose centre is the new origin,

n a
+2)!X, (n + 3)\X 1

2!!
,a

a 3!w! a3
J'

Obtain the expression for Yn
'

for points outside any sphere
whose radius is greater than a, and whose centre is the new

origin in the form

! > + 2)' F (n + 3)!"
nl

ljr +i + 2\n\ w+2 3\nl
J

[MATH. TRIP., 1885.]

45. Prove that the series

is equal to -
p. for all values of p from - 1 to 0, and to p for all

values of p. from to 1. Apply this formula to calculate the

potential of a hemispherical shell whose surface density varies as

the density from a diametral plane at an external or internal point.

[MATH TRIP., 1878.]

46. Show that the surface

Tl 1 5P2 1.3 9P4 1.3.5 13P6 "I
ft \ __i__ _& _ __ _* 4-__y

|_2 21.4 2.4 3.6 2.4.6 5.8 '"]

consists of two equal spheres which touch each other at the origin.

[MATH. TRIP., 1884.]

47. If x = sn x + A 3
sn3

a; + A b
sn5x + A^ sn7

a; + . . .
,
show that

(2n + l)A 2n+l
= k" + (̂

k-i(l -
k)*

22 .42

{dn(u,
[MATH. TRIP. III., 1886.]
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48. Prove that if P
2 = x'

2 + y
z and r2 = p

2 + ^2
,
then Ut being the

solid Zonal Harmonic of degree i, and Pt
- the corresponding Legendre's

coefficient, ~,2

TT-

where accents denote differentiations with regard to the cosine

of the co-latitude, giving

49. If p =

show that

and Fi be the solid Zonal Harmonic of degree i,

*
33F .

~
2

(~r ' 1+2 _ ' i-2

where ?-
2 = a;

2 + y
2 + z*.

50. Show that

[MATH. TRIP. , 1890.]

,7m p

5- [S.P., 1875,

51. Find the number of independent solutions of the equations

w^a; + um + MM = 0, xux + y^y + ^M2 = nu, and prove that if u be a solution,

w(x
2 + y

2 + ^2)"
i(2n" 1) also will satisfy the first equation.

Prove that if

a + /3w + yw
2
=f(x + yta + Z<a

z
)

and A+B(a+ C<a? =
<^> (a + /8o> + -y

o>
2
),

where w is one of the primitive cube roots of unity, then a -
//,

P -y, y
-

a, A - B, B -
C, C - A will all be spherical harmonics.

[MATH. TRIP., 1876.]

52. Prove that the function which has the value + 1 on the

Northern hemisphere and - 1 on the Southern is given in Zonal

Harmonics by the series 2(72f, +1P2n+i> where

/I. 3. 5. ..(271-1) 1.8.5...(2n+l)\
t'zn+i V

A
;

^ 2 . 4. 6. ..27i
+
2.4.6...(2n+2)/'

Hence find a function which has the values A + B, A - B on

(i) the Northern and Southern, (ii) the Eastern and Western, (iii)

any two corresponding hemispheres, respectively, the axis of the

Earth being permanently the axis of the harmonics.

[MATH. TRIP., 1884.]

53. The polar equation of a nearly spherical surface is r = a + bPn ,

where Pn is a zonal harmonic of the wth

degree, and b is a small

quantity whose powers above the second may be neglected. Show
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that the area of the surface exceeds the area of a sphere of radius a

by 27r52
(?i

2 + n + 2)/(2w + 1). [MATH. TRIP., 1878.]

54. In the nearly spherical surface r = a + bPn ,
where Pn is a

zonal harmonic and b is small, prove that at any point the excess of

the measure of curvature above I/a
2 is to a first approximation

_ (n2 _L n _ v\ P
as \

n -V J n-
[MATH. TRIP. III., 1886.]

55. Show that the Legendre's function Qn of the second kind

(Art. 1821) may be expressed in the form

and that the general solution of John Ivory's Equation,

dp

is given by ^ = AP^ + BQ^; and further that Qn may be expressed
dp

8

f d \~(n+1 '

as CL = (-!-) (1
-

j

2
)~(n+1) , a form corresponding to that of

\dpj

Kodrigues for Pn ,
C being a constant.

56. Find the integral of the square of a tesseral harmonic over

the surface of the unit sphere.

If the general expression for a tesseral harmonic be of the form
m

A(\ -/A
2
)
2
a4
m)

cos?nc, where the coefficient of the highest power of

/A in ^m) is unity, prove that

4TO
2 -1 "- 1

'

[MATH. TRIP.]



CHAPTER XL.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.

NOTE A. DEFINITION OF INTEGRATION. RIEMANN.

rb

1875. The definition of the integral I
(f>(x) dx, given in

* a

Art. 11, for the case where (f>(x) is single-valued, finite and

continuous for the range a->b, is an analytical expression of

Newton's Second Lemma. It is pointed out in Art. 13 that

the several subintervals h
lf

7i
2 ,
h
3 ,

... of the range a-b need

not be taken as equal so long as it is understood that the greatest
of them is ultimately taken as indefinitely small

;
and Cauchy

adopted this modification as the basis of his investigations

(see Art. 1266). But in dividing the range a-b into an
infinite number of subdivisions,

S
l ^x^a, S

z
= x

2
-x

l} ...Sn = b-xn_j,

the definition has still kept to the idea that each of these

intervals is to be multiplied by the value of </>($) at the

beginning or at the end of the interval, that the sum of such

products is to be formed, and then, if such sum has an

existent limit and converges to a definite quantity, that limit
Cb

is defined as I
(f>(x) dx. And it has been seen in Chapter V.

Ja
how Cauchy proposed to exclude from the definition any
element or elements in which 0(x) becomes infinite or

discontinuous.

For the class of functions met with in elementary analysis
and with which this treatise has been mainly concerned, this

treatment will suffice, and has been adopted as offering an

adequate scope for the beginner, with fewest difficulties in

the initial conception of the processes to be followed.

940
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But it is evident that the multipliers of the several sub-

divisions need not have been taken as the values of <f>(x)
at

either end of the interval, but might equally well have been

taken as any of its values intermediate between the greatest
and least values which 0(cc) is capable of assuming in each

interval.

1876. Starting with this idea, Riemann in a memoir (Ueber
die DarstellbarJceit einer Function durch eine Trigonome-
trische Reihe) has given a definition of integration which does

not require that"the function considered shall be continuous

in the interval a->b. Let a and 6 be two finite quantities

between which a real variable x ranges. Let $(x) be a func-

tion of x which remains finite, but not necessarily continuous

in the interval. Take d a definite given small positive

quantity, which is called the Norm, of any mode of division

of the interval a-b into sub-elements or segments Si, Sz , Sn ,

viz. S1=xl a,S2=x2~x1 ,
... Sn=b xn^ ,

each of these elements

being not greater than the norm d of that mode of division.

Then evidently there is an infinite number of modes of division

corresponding to any particular norm d, and each of these is

also a possible mode of division for any greater norm. Let

ej, e2 , ...en be positive proper fractions, and let S stand for

^^r/C^r-i+^r)- Then, if S converges to a definite limit
i

whatever mode of division be chosen and whatever the frac-

tions ej, 2 ,...en may be when the norm d is made to diminish

P
indefinitely, this limit is represented by f(x) dx, and the

Ja

function is said to admit of integration for the range a->b.

(See Prof. H. J. S. Smith, Proc. Lond. Math. Soc., vi., p. 140.)

1877. A formal proof of the convergence of the series S
under certain conditions is given by Riemann, and amended by
Prof. Smith in one or two particulars in which Riemann's

demonstration is wanting in formal accuracy. The values of

<f>(x), corresponding to the values of x for any segment, are

called the " ordinates
"
of the segment. The difference between

the greatest and least ordinates of a segment is termed the
"
ordinate difference

"
or the "

oscillation
"

of </>(x)
for that
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segment. Let Dlt Z>
2 , ... Dn be the oscillations in the several

segments. Then the greatest and least values of S for any

particular mode of division are respectively attained by taking
the greatest and least ordinates of the several segments, and

n

the difference of these sums, viz. 0, is given by 6=^SrDT .

i

But for any definite norm d the greatest and least values of S
do not in general result from the same mode of subdivision.

Therefore the difference between the greatest and least

values of S for all modes of division corresponding to a given
norm d will in general be greater than 0, which is the

difference for a particular mode of division. And to be sure

of the convergency of S it will be necessary to show that

in any case diminishes without limit when d diminishes

without limit.

1878. Professor Smith enunciates Riemann's Theorem as

follows :

Let <r be any given quantity, however small. Then, if in every

division of norm d the sum of the segments for which the oscilla-

tions surpass a- diminishes without limit when d diminishes without

limit, the function admits of integration, and conversely.

Let G(d) and L(d) be the greatest and least values of S

corresponding to a given norm d, not necessarily arising from

the same system of subdivisions for that norm.

Then taking any two norms dl and d2 (d^> d2), since every
mode of division for norm dz is one for norm dlt we have

G(d1 ) <t G(d>z) and L(dj) > L(dz ). Moreover, for every norm d^

another norm d2 can always be found which is less than dlt

such that G(d1)'^> G(d2) and L(d^ < L(d2), unless the max.

and min. ordinates of the several segments are the same

throughout the interval, however small the segments may be

taken, in which case G(d) and L(d) are respectively h^ba)
and h

z(ba), where h^ and h2 are the greatest and least

ordinates common to all the segments. And therefore, except
in this case, a series of norms dlt dz , d3 ,

... of decreasing

magnitude can be found so that G(d1), G(d2), G(d3), ... forms

a decreasing series, and L(dj), L(d2), L(d8) ... an increasing one.

And G(dj) > L(d2), except in the case where the function

can be represented by a series of segments of lines parallel to
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the x-axis, when we may have G(d1)L(dz). For if the two

systems of division which respectively furnish G(d1 ) and L(d2)

be superimposed, then to find the value of G(d) for the new

system of division, each resulting segment will have to be

multiplied either by the same ordinate which multiplied it

before or by a still greater one from a neighbouring segment ;

and to find the value of L(d) for the new system, each segment
must be multiplied either by the same ordinate which

multiplied it before or by a still smaller ordinate from a

neighbouring segment. So that the least value of S obtain-

able by taking the greatest ordinate for each segment in any
mode of division whatever is not less than the greatest value

Z5

of S obtainable in any division whatever by taking the least

ordinate of each segment.
If then, for any given norm d, L'(d] be the least value of S

for the mode of division which yields G(d), and G'(d) be the

greatest value of S for the mode of division which yields L(d),

G(d)>G'(d); G'(d)^L'(d) and L(d)<L'(d);
= [G(d)-L\d)]+[G'(d)-L(d)]-[G'(d)-L'(d)]

But if Sj be the sum of the segments which in the division

{G(d), L'(d)} have oscillations > a-, sz the sum of the segments
which in the division {G'(d), L(d)} have oscillations > a-, and

Q be the greatest oscillation for any division of norm d, which

is by supposition finite
;
then

G(d)L'(d)= contribution from s1

-f- contribution from (6 a s^

and G'(d)L(d) > s2O,-\-a-(b a s2) ;

.-. adding, G(d)-L(d) ;}> (s1+s2)(a-o-)+2o-(6-a),

and therefore, as a- is as small as we please and d can be taken

so small that S!+s2 is as small as we please, G(d)L(d), that

is 0, diminishes without limit as d diminishes without limit

and f(x) admits of integration for the range a to b.

1879. Conversely, if f(x) admits of integration in the in-

terval a to b, S converges to a definite limit, and diminishes

indefinitely as d is made indefinitely small, and therefore also
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each of the differences 6 must do the same. But if s be the

sum of the segments in which the oscillations exceed <r in any
mode of division, we have <rs > 0. And however small cr may
have been taken, we can, by taking d small enough, make 9/<r

less than any assignable quantity, however small. Hence if

S converges to a definite limit, s must also diminish without

limit as d is indefinitely decreased.*

1880. Prof. Smith (loc. cit.) points out also that Riemann's

criterion of integrability is applicable in the case of any

multiple integral extended over a finite region.

1881. It is incidentally assumed that the interval a-b is

one which extends froin a given value of x, viz. x=a, to a

greater one, xb, and the interval a-b has been divided into

subsections xt a, x2 xl,x9 x2 , etc. If we reverse the order

of the array of points a, xlt X2 ,
... xn_ l} b, the only difference

in the argument will be that the sign of each of the partial

products formed in constructing the maximum and minimum
values of S has been changed ;

the new sums formed for the

reversed order do not differ in absolute value from the values

before considered, but are of opposite sign. It therefore

follows that fa rb

f(x)dx \ f(x)dx.
Jb Ja

1882. Moreover, if we add to the array several other

points of division x=clt x=c2 ,
... a;=cn_1 ,

the maximum and

minimum values of S have not been respectively increased

and decreased, for the norm of the mode of division with the

additional points in the array cannot have been increased

by their introduction. But the sums corresponding to the

maximum and minimum values of S for the several intervals

a to Cj, cx to ca , etc., are respectively

fci f
cj

<t and >l f(x)dx,
\
f(x)dx, etc.,

and modes of division of these intervals can be found for

which their maxima and minima differ from these respective

quantities by less than any assignable quantities, however

small. Also the aggregate of any of these modes of division

* Proc. Lond. Math. Soc., vi., p. 143.
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of these partial intervals forms a mode of division of the

whole interval a-b. Hence 1 f(x)dx must be equal to
Ja

the sum of the integrals \f(x)dx, \f(x)dx, ..., [' f(x)dx.
J a J cl J cn-l

1883. In the same way other general propositions such as

those of Chapter IX. may be reconsidered for Riemann's

generalised definition.

NOTE B. CONVEUGENCE OF AN INTEGRAL.

1884. An infinite integral is one in which either of the

limits is + oo or oo
,
or in which the integration extends from

oo to + oo . In what follows we shall assume that a is a

positive quantity, i.e. a>0, and that /(x) is a finite function

of x for all values of x from a given value x=a to another

value x=b which is greater than a, and that f(x) is integrable
in this range.

f*
The integral I f(z) dz is defined as the limit, supposing such

Ja
limit to exist, when x becomes infinitely large, of the integral

rx

I = I f(z) dz. If such limit be finite the integral is said to
Ja

converge to that limit. If there be no finite limit to the

increase in the value of / as x tends to + oo
, then, according as

I tends to oo
,
the integral is said to diverge to 00.

Integrals in which the integrand changes sign periodically in

the march of x from a to oo
,
such as

Efaosinxdx or i xz
sin(bx-{-c')dx,

Ja

are said to oscillate, and such oscillations may be either finite

or infinite by virtue of the growth of the multiplier of the

factor of the integrand which causes the changes of sign

during the march of x.

1885. If f(x) be a function which changes sign during the
/OO

march of x, the integral I f(z) dz is said to be absolutely
Ja

| f(z) |
dz is convergent. But such an

_

integral may be convergent even when not absolutely

convergent.
B. i.e. ii, 3o
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poo

The integral I f(z) dz is defined as the sum of the integrals
J -00

re roo

f(z) dz and I f(z) dz, where c is a finite constant, and is
J oo J e

said to be convergent when each of these integrals is conver-

gent. Moreover, this definition is independent of the particular
value of c. For, let c and c' be two values of x on the range
of its values, c'> c.

Then

and

/c' >c
pc'

Hence, as f(z)dz and f(z)dz are finite, I f(z)dz and

rjc Jc' J*

/(z) cfo are both convergent or both divergent as a?- x and
:

f(z)dz and I f(z)dz are both convergent or both divergent
Jc' Jc

asz->oo.

Therefore, supposing I f(z) dz and I /(z) dz to be both
J-oo Jc'

convergent integrals, we have

r Mdz+r f(z)dz=r Mdz+r fwdz,
J oo J ef J oo Jc

which establishes the independence of the definition with

respect to the particular value of c used.

1886. If fi(x), fz(x) be two positive finite functions of x,

both integrable for the range a to b, 6>a>0, and such that

fz(x) 3> fi(x) for all values of x for that range, then, when 6rffz(z)dz is convergent if I f\(z)dz
J a

be convergent. And if fz(x)^fi(x) for all values of x from

f
w

a to b, then, when 6 becomes infinitely large, I 'f^(z)dz is

/*> Ja

divergent if I f^z) dz be divergent.
Jo

In many cases comparison with a known convergent or

divergent integral will suffice to determine the convergency
or divergency of an integral.
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For example, if a>0, \
is convergent or divergent

J a %

according as n is > or > 1.

Ecfce
f
*

dfo

9 . < -5 and is convergent, whilst
zVa2+z2 > z3

f
30

a*dx > T <fe

Jb s/aj
4 a4

Jft \/E

and is divergent

1887. If then an index n can be assigned which is > 1, and

for which a;
n
/(a5) is finite for all values of x from x=a to

=00, where a> 0, it will follow that
| "/()] does not exceed

some finite positive limit A, and therefore that

/.CO

and is therefore convergent. Hence in such case 1 f(z)dz is

absolutely convergent.
But if an index n can be assigned which is :}> 1, and for

which xnf(x) is never less than some finite positive limit X

(excluding zero) for all values of x from a to oo
, (a> 0), or if

it becomes infinitely large when x increases indefinitely, it

will follow that

or
1 "

and therefore in either case becomes positively infinite, and

the integral diverges to +
And if an index n can be assigned which is > 1 for which

xnf(x) is negative, and its numerical value is never less than

some finite limit A (excluding zero) for all values of x from
/oo

a to oo
, (a> 0), it will follow that /(a;) dec diverges to oo .

Ja
It appears therefore that under the conditions specified as

to the integrability of /(), and as to its remaining finite for

the range of integration, a to oo
,
where a> 1, if n can

be assigned > 1, such that a finite limit of xnf(x) exists when
p=0

x becomes infinitely great, then I f(z)dz is convergent; arid
Ja

if n can be assigned > 1, such that xnf(x) does not become zero

when x is increased indefinitely, but whether it approaches
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a finite limit or becomes either positively or negatively infinite,

the integral I f(z)dz is divergent.
Ja

ra?
r

r- \dx : In= I ^xr i ,.</ <*io
x*+ a* 2

Ja x*+ a*

respectively convergent and divergent, for the indices 2 and 1 can be

assigned for these respective cases for which

r2 3*

and is finite in each case.

1888. Again the integral /
--
g dQ is convergent, a being positive and

> 0. For by Art. 340,

/"* sin B 1 ft 1 /"* .

= -
(cos a - cos )+ y (cos

- cos b),

2 2
which for any values of a, ,

b cannot be greater than - + T and, when b

increases without limit, cannot be >-. Similarly /
'- ^dO is con-

a J
Ja l + O2

vergent.

Also these integrals taken from to a are obviously both finite.

Hence the integrals from to oo are finite. Their values have been

found in Arts. 994, 1048.

1889. For other tests for Convergency, the reader may
refer to Prof. Carslaw's Fourier's Series, pages 98-121.

NOTE C. STANDARD FORMS.

1890. In such standard integrals as those of Arts. 44, 71,

C dz C dz
etc., viz. I .

2>
I . etc., which it is usual to give simply

as sin-1
-, sinh"1

-, etc., it is to be noted that the left-hand
a a

members are even functions of a, whilst the right-hand members
are odd functions of a. To be strictly accurate, such results

0* T*

should be written as sin-1
,

,, sinh-1
, ,, etc., where led is the

[a] |a|

positive numerical value of \/a
2

,
and where the inverse function

is understood to have its principal value. Similarly

f dz
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For in such cases the integral does not change its sign with a.

And for exactness there must be a corresponding understand-

ing as to all deduced results. In the same way in any other

of the integrals discussed, and in which a constant is to be

found with an even index in the integrand, and with an odd

one in the result of integration a corresponding modification

is to be understood
; e.g. in the .

integral i Ta 2 ^z,
Jo *~T-O z

Art. 1044, the result of which is usually written as "-
log 4 ,

but which is itself manifestly unaltered by a change of sign
of a or of 6, the value should strictly be written as

And similarly in any like case.

NOTE D. RATIONAL FRACTIONAL FORMS.

HEKMITE'S PROCESS.

1891. In the integration of rational algebraic fractional

forms, viz. /(z)/0(z) (Chap. V.), where /and <j>
are polynomials,

rational as regards z, it has been assumed that the factorisation

of 0(z) could be effected. This depends upon the possibility

of solving 0(2)^=0.

It is a well-known fact, established by Abel and Wantzel,

that it is impossible to solve algebraically the general equation

of degree higher than the fourth. Hermite has given a

solution of the quintic by aid of Elliptic Integrals (Burnside

and Panton, Th. Eq., p. 435). In consequence, the integration

of such algebraic fractional forms as involve an unfactorisable

denominator of the fifth or higher degree can only be

completely performed for special forms of the numerator.

But in any case, as we know that the equation 0(a;)=0 does

possess as many roots as indicated by its degree, although

there may be no means of discovering them, we are entitled

to assert that the integral of /(x)/0(x) does in every case

consist of two portions, the one a rational algebraic function,

and the other the sum of a set of simple logarithms with
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constant coefficients in which such pairs of terms as involve

complementary imaginary roots may combine to form real

terms by aid of the inverse symbols tan -1 or tanh"1
.

1892. It has been shown by Hermite that the algebraic

portion of such integrals can be always found, whether (j>(x)
be

factorisable or not, and in cases where no logarithmic portion is

present, or if the residual numerator happens to be a constant

multiple of
<f>'(x)

the whole integration can be effected. But

in the general case no means of discovery of the Logarithmic

portion is available for the reason stated.

An examination of the ordinary process for obtaining the

H.C.F. of two polynomials in x, A and B, will disclose the fact

that each of the successive
" remainders

"
is of the form \A-}-]u.B,

where X and
/u.

are themselves polynomial expressions, and that

when A and B are prime to each other the final remainder

which is then merely numerical is also of the same form.

It follows therefore that it is always possible in such case

to find two polynomials X and
/j.

such that \A+/mB is

independent of x, and therefore also to find two polynomials
X' and /of such that \'A-\-f/BC, where C is any given third

polynomial in x. Moreover, supposing the degrees of A and B
in x to be respectively the p

th and q
th

,
and that of G to be

not more than p-\-q 1, we may note that it may be assumed

that the degrees of X' and /j! do not exceed the (q l)
th and

(p l)
th

respectively. For if we take their degrees to be

greater than # 1 and p 1, we could by division write

X^X'^B+X'", n'=n"A+v!", where X", X'", //', //" are other

polynomials such that the degrees of X"', /JL" do not respectively

exceed q-l and_p-l, and thus (\"+fi")AB+\'"A+tS"=C,
and by equating coefficients of terms of higher degree than

the highest in G, i.e. of the (p-\-q)
tb

, Q9+<?+ l)
th

, etc., degrees,

it w^ll appear that X"+At" must vanish identically.

1893. In the discussion of the integration of f(x)/<J)(x),

where
<J>(x)

is unfactorisable, we may assume

(1) That
<j>(x)

contains no repeated factor; otherwise the

H.C.F. process upon (j)(x)
and

<J>'(x)
would disclose that factor.

(2) That/(a;) is of lower degree than
<j>(x), by Art. 140, and

that in this case the result is purely logarithmic.
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(3) But if
<f>(x) be itself the square of an irreducible poly-

nomial u, and f(x) of lower degree than u, we may find

polynomials X and /* such that

and supposing u of degree p, r- is of degree pl, so that

X and
fj.

are of respective degrees ^ p 1 and p 2, so that

M+ J- is of lower degree than u, and therefore the unintegrated
d\

portion is entirely logarithmic, but vanishing if A*+77"
vanishes.

(4) If
<j>(x)

be the rth
power of an irreducible polynomial u,

fj/tt

we may find X and
//,

such that/(x)= Xj-+/>iw
r~1

,
and then

d\

f(x)j f ^ ^w j , fw 7 1 X 1=
\ , j-dx+\-dx=--T-nH---1

ju r dx )u rlur- l rUur-'
]u

in which the index of the u in the integrand has been lowered

by unity ;
and by repetitions of this process we may obtain a

result in which the only unintegrated part is of the form

(5) If
<J>(x) be the product of positive integral powers of

such irreducible factors, say $(x)=vfu/vf ..., the separate

prime factors %, w2 ... may be discovered by the usual process

employed in finding the H.c.F. for <j>(x)
and its differential

coefficients, and thus, supposing a < (3 < y ...
,
if we determine

X and
/JL

so that ^u/u^...-^^^^^), we can write /(*)/0 (x)

in the form -
a -\

~-
,
and repetitions of the process will

^

separate out the fraction ~\ in^o the form ^+ ^+~ -!

> a/ W i* *

to each of which portions we can apply the foregoing rules.

f

Hence in all cases the algebraic portion of
1

discovered.

ix)
can
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T^ rr. . T f2 + X + &X* + %X6 + 5Z jEx. To integrate 1 =
|
-- dx.

J (}

TTo T [CL+x + x*)(-3 + 5x*) + 4x + 5 * * M \Mere 1 = I-- *- ' dx.and finding A, u such that
J (l+x + x6

)*(l+x
A(l + 5a;4

) + /*(! + x + x6
)
s 5 + 4x, we may take A of degree 4, p of degree 3,

and

giving Oi= 1, 6 = 5 and the rest zero, whence

- x (1 + 5s4
) + 5

(
1 + x + x6

)
= 5 + 4x,

and /= f(
1+a: + a;t)(

~ 3 + 5s4)-a;(l+5a:
4
)
+ 5(1 +a; + xs

)

J (1+z + a;
6
)
2

l+5x4

dx x

The same process will he helpful even in simple cases.

E.g. (i) J= / , 2-rTu- Writing (ao+ a^v) 2x+ b (x
z+ l)=l t

we have
j \x + 1 )

1 1 r dx x .1

/2_^3_
i

/? "r^9^ Writing
(.r

3+^+l)2

we have ai
= b = b2

=
Q, a

fl =-l, 6
1
= ]

;

,

NOTE E. LEGENDRE'S SUBSTITUTION APPLIED TO

FUNCTIONS OP FORM 1/XJY.

CMx4-N
1894. With regard to integrals of the form 7= I

- ~-
dx,

J

where ^T=a
1
a;
2+261a;+c1 , Y=a.2

x2
+2b^K+c2 discussed in Art.

291 onwards, in which we have adopted the substitution

Y
y -y,

it should be mentioned that Greenhill in his
"
Chapter

Y
on the Integral Calculus" generally prefers to put y

2

-^.
JL

This of course alters the character of the substitution-graphs,

making them symmetrical about the -axis. (See Ex. 56, p. 323.
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Vol. I.) An alternative substitution is mentioned by Mr.

Hardy as being followed by Stolz (Grundziige der Diff. und Int.-

rechnung) and by Dr. I'A. Bromwich, viz. to use the same

substitution as that of Legendre in the reduction of an

Elliptic Integral to Standard form, viz. x~ j ^ , whereby
X takes the form

and Y takes a similar form with suffixes 2. Then, if X, /u.
be

so chosen that

a
1X^+61 (X+/x)+c1=0, a2XM +&2 (X+/z)+c2

=0 (cf. Art, 1463)

/ is reduced to the form

-L.RL
'

J(a )v/a'f+6"

where A, B, a, b, a', b' are certain constants. And now we

may proceed either as in Art. 310, or use the substitutions
'

l in the first; v*Ja'g*+b'g in the second, which

reduce each integral to the form I -^-5 7^. This method

a b
^ Pv +

fails if=A But we may then put a
]
x-\-b l

and proceed
2 2

as in Art. 309.

NOTE F. CONTINUITY, DOUBLE LIMITS, DIFFERENTIATION

OF AN INTEGRAL, ETC.

1895. Continuity of a Function of two real Independent

Variables.

Let z^f(x, y) be a single-valued function of two independent
real variables x and y which may be regarded as fixing a

definite point. Construct a small rectangle with centre at

x, y and with corners x, yn- Then if 6l} 2
^e positive

proper fractions and finite values of
rj can be found for

which the value of f(x0^, yQzt))f(x, y) taken positively

is determinate and less than any arbitrarily chosen positive

quantity e, however small, for all combinations of the quantities

Op 6Z ,
the function is said to be continuous at the point x, y

and throughout any region of the x-y plane for each point of

which the same test is satisfied.
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1896. In the case of such a function as the above, viz.

z=f(x, y), it may happen that in evaluating the value of z

for a point for which x=x and yy0> the mode of approach
of x, y to the limiting position x , y is not immaterial. That

is Ltx^. X(l Lty-,.^ f(x, y) may not be the same thing as

Lty-^ y<)
Ltx^.xJ(x) y).

Take for instance the case of Sir R. Ball's Cylindroid, viz.

the surface z=
.j

, 2
- At any point for which x=x

, yyQ

other than those which lie on the z-axis, the value of z is

9/yj* nt

.
, 9 ,

and is not dependent upon the direction in which
V+2/o

2

x, y approaches its limiting position. But for points on the

z-axis putting y=mx so that the direction of approach is denned

as being in a definite direction, 3=-r -

2 ,
and as m changes

from to 1, z changes from to a, so that if the direction of

approach to the point for which x=Q, y=Q be unassigned, the

value of z cannot be assigned, and there is discontinuity in

that its value is not independent of the relative mode of

approach of x and y to their ultimately zero values: As a

matter of fact, the z-axis is a nodal line upon the cylindroid.

1897. In partial differentiation of a function of two inde-

pendent variables, z=/(cc, y), which is itself single-valued, finite

and continuous for all values of x and y which lie within

f(x i/-\-Sy) f(x y)
specified limits, the value of the fraction J ^ ' y

f
y J v ' y '

Sy
will in general approach a definite limit when Sy becomes

indefinitely small for each value of x within the specified
O

range. The limit is then denoted by f(x, y). But it is

possible that within this range of values of x there may be

one or more values of x for which no such limit exists. In

such case the operation of differentiation fails and is an

illegitimate process. Take the case f(x, y)x sin xy. Here

f(x, y+Sy)f(x, y)_xsinx(y+Sy)-xsmxy
Sy Sy

and for all finite values of x and y this tends uniformly to

the limi
v
xz
cosxy when Sy is indefinitely diminished.
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But if x be increased indefinitely, the limit when Sy = of

ty

does not vanish, but may assume any value we please, however

great. Therefore, for instance, the second differentiation

suggested in Ex. 37, p. 381, Vol. I., would be an illegitimate

operation.
poo

But in the case u
\

xre~ax dx, where r is a positive integer
Jo

and a is real and positive, -5-
=

1
xre~ax ; dx, and whether

Sa J Sa

x be zero, finite or infinitely large, xre~ax -= tends uni-

formly to the limiting form x^e""*, vanishing whether

x=Q or a;=00 . Hence the differentiations employed in Ex. 3

p. 369, Vol. I., are legitimate although the range of x is

infinite. Similar remarks apply to Arts. 1039, 1041, 104G,

etc., as therein noted.

1898. If discontinuity in such a function as zf(x, y}

exists for any values of x, y, the equation
" =

^ is not
ox oy oy ox

necessarily true for such points. This equation holds for any

point x, y if a small rectangle whose centre is x, y can be

constructed in the plane of x-y within which each of the

differentiations is a possible operation, i.e. provided there be

no discontinuity in the function or in either of its differential

coefficients.

The rule ~ L(a, c)dx=[j- <j>(x, c)dx (Art. 354) (1)
uC J J OO

is virtually a consequence of

J*L ??_ ...(2)
'dx'dc 'dc'dx'

For x/r(o;, c)=L(z, c)dx is only another way of writing

And the assertion of

rule (1) is that

3
3c

f3 "d 3^ 30
, c)= <j>(x, c}dx, which is the same as = .
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Hence the assertion (1) is equivalent to the assertion (2);

and therefore, where the one rule fails, the other breaks down
also.

1899. In all multiple integral evaluations and theorems,

such for instance as that of Art. 361, viz.

0(z, y)dxdy=\ <f>(x, y)dy dx,
Jc^Ja JaJco

it is assumed that the subject of integration remains finite

and continuous for all points within and at the boundaries

of the region over which the integration is conducted; and

moreover that the differentials which we integrate do not

become infinite or discontinuous at any point within the

range of the integration at each step of the process. If this

be not the case, anomalies and contradictions may arise such

as that noted in Ex. 38, p. 381, Vol. I.

NOTE G. UNIFORM CONVERGENCE.

1900. After the investigations of Stokes (Trans. Camb. Phil.

Soc., viii. 1847) and Seidel (Abh. d. Bayerischen Akad., 1848),

some time elapsed before writers on the General Theory of

Functions realised fully the importance of careful distinction

between the uniform and non-uniform convergence of infinite

series. The question of uniformity of convergence is a funda-

mental point in this General Theory, and it always arises when
we have under consideration the limiting value of a function

depending upon more than one independent variable. For a

very useful discussion of the Convergence of -Infinite Series

and Products, we may refer to Chrystal's Algebra, vol. ii.,

pages 113-185. Reference may also be made to Dr. Hobson's

Trigonometry, ch. xiv., or Harkness and Morley, Th. of F.,

ch. iii.

1901. Consider any series w
1+w2+w3+ <"+Mn+--- >in which

each term is a single-valued finite and continuous function of

a variable z, which may be complex, and lying within a given

region F in the Argand diagram, and of the integral number n

which signifies its position in the series; then, if for every

positive value of e, however small we can assign a positive

integer v independent of z, such that for all values of n
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greater than v, the modulus of the residue of the series beyond
the term un is less than e, the series is said to be uniformly

convergent for all points within that region (Chrystal, Alg., ii.,

p. 144). If 2wn converges uniformly within the aforesaid

region to a definite value <j>(z), then $(%) is itself a continuous

function of z for all points within the region. That is at

each point z within the region T, writing ur ==f(z, r),

(See references above.)

1902. With the definition of an integral as in Art. 1266,
n

viz. Ltnr+ a> l̂ (zr 2y-i)ft>r-i> and supposing that each of the
i

w's is a single-valued finite and continuous function of z and

a complex constant a, which both lie in a definite region T
of the Argand diagram, say (a r=fr (a, z), and that when
a and z .are made to approach indefinitely near definitely

assigned points ct and z lying within the region T, the

function fr (a, z) tends uniformly to the value /r (a , z )
and is

continuous, then we shall have

i.e. Lta-> ao \f(a, z)dz=Lt^aJ(a, z)dz=f(a , z)dz.

This result, for the case when z and a are real, has been

assumed in Art. 354.

NOTE H. UNICURSAL CURVES.

1903. In any case of a rational integral function of x and y,

say (j>(x, y}, in which the real variables x, y are connected by
a rational integral algebraic equation F(x, y)

= whose graph
is a curve of deficiency zero, and therefore unicursal, both

x and y are expressible as rational algebraic functions of a

dx
third variable t, as also ^7, and therefore in all such cases

/ ctt '

the integration \(j>(x, y)dx can be effected with the limitation

mentioned in Note D, and the result is partly rational and
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partly a logarithmic transcendent of form 2A log (x a),

where A and a are certain constants.

1904. The principal elementary cases of unicursal curves are

(a) the conic, (6) the nodal cubic, (c) the three-node quartic.

(a) The equation of a conic may be written as ulv1=w1 ,

where U1} vlt w^ are linear functions of x and y. Putting

Wj^AWj, v1=X~1 and solving, we may express both x and y as

rational algebraic functions of X.

(b) The equation of a nodal cubic may be written ulv1=ws ,

where uly v are linear homogeneous functions of x and y, and

W3 is homogeneous and of degree 3. Putting y= \x, we can

express both x and y as rational algebraic functions of X.

(c) The general equation of a three-node quartic may be

written in homogeneous coordinates (say areals) as

ax~2+ by~
2
-f cz-

2+ 2fy-
lz~l+ 2#2r

1ar1+ 2hx~l
y-

1= 0,

and therefore, taking another point x', y', z connected with

x, y, z by the relations x/x'~
1
=y/y'~

1
=zlz'~

l
, we have

ax'2+ by'
2
-f cz'

2+ 2fy'z'+ 2#zV+ Zhx'y'
= 0,

i.e. the three-node quartic may be regarded as the
" inverse

"

of a conic, using the term " inversion
"
in the sense in which it

is employed by Dr. Salmon, H. PI. Curves, p. 244.

Now x', y', z being the coordinates of a point on a conic,

which is a unicursal curve, may be expressed in terms of a

fourth new variable t as rational functions of t, and therefore

x, y, z, the coordinates of a point on the inverse three-node

quartic, can also be expressed in the same manner. For writing

x z' 1

where ^=/i+/2+/3 and 0=^+^-+^-, we have
/I /2 /3

x y z _1

So that if x' -^, etc., then x=-j-T ,
etc. Hence the "inverse"

* P/i
of any unicursal curve is itself unicursal.

In all such cases the integral <(, y)dx will only require
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for its expression, rational integral algebraic functions and

simple logarithmic transcendents.

The general cubic may be written uvw=z, where u, v, w, z

are linear functions of x and y. Any point upon it may be

defined by the equations vw=\z, 11=
^.

If there be no node,

the deficiency is unity. The curve is not then unicursal. But

if these equations be solved for x and y, we have Xa; and \y

expressed in the form P-\-<jQ, where P and Q are rational

polynomials in X of degrees not higher than 2 and 4 respectively.

Hence in this case, for the integration of \<f>(x, y)dx elliptic

integrals will in general be required. Similarly, if the deficiency

of the connecting relation be of higher degree, transcendents

of a higher complexity than the elliptic integrals would in

general be required.

NOTE I. GENERAL REVIEW.

1905. The functions of a single variable x, with which we

have been more particularly concerned, may be classed as

(I) Algebraic, (II) Transcendental.

(I) An Algebraic function is one which may be theoretically

expressed as a root of the equation

where w is a positive integer and / , flf ...fn are polynomials,

rational^ as regards x, but in which the coefficients may be

either commensurable or incommensurable, real or imaginary,

but independent of x.

This will include as particular cases,

(a) The general rational integral polynomial.

(6) The rational algebraic function, which is the ratio of

two rational polynomials.

(c) The general irrational species, in which commensurable

fractional indices may occur as powers of rational polynomials.

(II) Of Transcendental functions we have such as involve

an exponentiation of the variable or the taking of a logarithm.

And as the variable may be a complex quantity, this will

include, besides the elementary cases of ex or log x, the trigono-
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metrical or hyperbolic functions and their inverses. For a

single exponentiation or the taking of a logarithm, the function

is said to be a transcendent of the first order, but if these

operations be repeated the function is said to be a trans-

cendent of the second or higher order. Thus ef, log log log x

are said to be respectively of the second and third orders

of transcendents.

We may also have any arithmetical combination of the sum,

difference, product or quotient of two or more of these groups.

Such functions are said to be simple or elementary
functions.

1906. We have, besides such functions as described above,

transcendents of a higher degree of complexity, such as

Soldner's function li(x), which is I
- or I : the Cosine

J logx J x

. . /-(/ pcosx j o-/ >, f*sinx ,

and Sine integrals, viz. Ci(x)s| dx\ 01(0;) =1 ax;
J x j x

Fresnel's Integrals ; Kramp's Integral ; Spence's Transcendents,

X^ 3G^ 3/^ X^
defined as Ln(lx)=r^ ^o^ j^etc., the Elliptic

Integrals, or others which have been computed and tabulated

for special .purposes.

1907. The problem of Integration with which we have been

confronted is this : Supposing that we are given the differential

equation >-=/(x), where /(x) is one or other of the known

classes of functions, or a combination of them, is it possible for

us to solve this equation so that y can be recognised as itself

one or other of these classes of functions or a combination of

them ? When no such solution exists y is a new transcendent.

1908. The general discussion as to how completely this

question can be answered would occupy much more space than

we have at disposal. The reader may be referred to Bertrand,

Calc. Int., ch. v., and to Camb. Math. Tracts, No. 2 (2nd ed.), by
Mr. G. H. Hardy.
But we may remark that, in the first place, if /(x) be a

rational function of x, it appears from Chap. V. and the

remarks in Note D that the integral y is in all cases partly
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rational, partly logarithmic; that when the denominator is

factorisable into linear or quadratic factors, the complete

integral can be found. But when the denominator is of the

fifth or higher degree and unfactorisable, though the rational

part can be found by Hermite's process, the transcendental

logarithmic portion can only be obtained in certain cases.

But the only barrier to complete integration in all such

general cases is that of the impossibility of solving the general

quintic or higher degree equation.

If f(x) be an irrational algebraic function of the form

> where A, B, C, D are rational polynomials and Q is a

polynomial of not more than the fourth degree, it has been

seen that its integration can always be effected, and when the

degree of Q is not above the second, only simple functions will

be required ;
but when Q is of the third or fourth degree, the

integration will usually call for the assistance of the Elliptic

Integrals.

It has also been seen that in all cases in which <p(x, y} is a

rational integral algebraic function of x and y, and y is

connected with x by an equation whose graph is unicursal,

the integration \<f>(x, y)dx can be effected in terms of the

elementary rational algebraic and logarithmic functions.

1909. In addition to these facts, a theorem due to Abel

states that if y be an algebraic function of x, defined as above

in (I) by the equation f (x)y
n+fl(x)y

n-l
+...-}-fn(x)=Q > then

\ydx can always be expressed as B -}-Bli/-\-...-
lrBn_1y

n-1
,.

where B
Q , B1} ... 5n_x are polynomials in x. And further, that

in the case when y
n=& rational function of x, the integral

\ydy=y xa rational function of x. The proof of the first of

these theorems is somewhat difficult and long. Reference for

them both may be made to the works already cited. Other

forms for which \ydx is expressible by means of algebraic

functions and logarithms will be found given by Bertrand.

E.I.C. II. 3P
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1910. It may be noted that, since differentiation of a func-

tion involving irrational algebraic quantities or exponentials

cannot destroy them, such quantities cannot appear upon the

integration of a function that does not already contain them.

Logarithms may appear upon the integration of an algebraic

function, but always multiplied by mere constants and by no

functions of x. For the operation of differentiation upon the

result could not eliminate logarithmic terms otherwise

involved.

If, therefore, the integral of an algebraic function be expres-

sible by means of the simple functions at all, it cannot contain

exponentials, and whatever logarithmic terms occur are such

as to appear in the first degree as transcendents of the first

order multiplied by constants.

Many cases have been discussed of the integration f(x) dx,

in which f(x) has involved exponential, logarithmic, trigono-

metric or hyperbolic functions, but there is no general rule

which would indicate the nature of the result to be expected
as there is in the case of rational algebraic functions, and the

theory is far less complete. Reference may be made to

Liouville's "Meraoire" (Jour. f. Math., 1835).

PROBLEMS.

1. Integrate

4z5 -l , 1 - 7s8 - Sx 9

, Cl + 2x + 6x5 +nx + Gxu ,
2. Obtain the rational part of ^ dx.

J (1+x + x*)
2

3. Show that

- 3x* + 2x + 1) , 1. 76 _ M_
~2 g !3 175'

p
J 2

4. Show that if 1 -jr-r, ^rr- T-K dx be rational, ac' + a'c 2bb'

J (a x
i + 2bx + c

)
2

and find the integral. [HARDY, No. 2, Camb. Math. Tracts, p. 18.
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I"*
5. Discuss the convergency of the integrals (a) I log sin x dx,

Jo
f f1 W r C

x rn~l

(b) xn-l e~x dx, (c) ^dx, (d) f (fo.
'

Jo Jl+* Jo l+

f sin x
6. Show that I dx, although convergent, is not absolutely

convergent. [CARSLAW, Fourier's Series, p. 103.]

7. If the function <f>(x)
be positive in' sign, but diminishing in

00

value as x varies from a to GO
,
then the series ^4>(a + x) is

r .

convergent or divergent according as I <}>(x)dx is finite or infinite,
/CO JO />

and the series lies between I <f>(x)dx and I <j>(x)dx.
Ja Ja 1

[CAUCHY, BOOLE, F. Di/., p. 126.]

8. If a > 0, discuss the convergency of the series

)

( + n) log( + n) {log log (a + n)}'' [BOOLE, tc.]

9. In the curve x3 + y
3 + b3 = 3axy, show that we may express

x and y in the form 2x - c + aA ==
/^, 2t/

- c + a\ = + E, where

35s8 = 4A3 - 9a2A2 + 6acX - c
2 and c = a3 -/;3

,

by putting x + y + a = cA.-1
.

Hence show that I _F(z, f/a + f3x+ yx
2 + Sx3

)
dx can in all cases be

reduced to an elliptic integral. [See HARDY, I.e. sup., p. 50.]

10. Prove that

r ,/
+

i\
lo x

dx = Q.
Jo \ x/ x

r ,/ i\ . dx TT r .

/ [x + -)ta,i\-
1x = T /

J
y

\ ay a; 4J
y

11. If f(x) be an even function of x, prove that

i\dx-).
x/ x [LIOTTSTLUJ.]

f ^

(ii) T/(sin 2d) sec 6 dB = 2 r/(cos
2
6>)

sec

[GLAISHEB.]

3p2
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12. If (*)-<^(2a-*), show that

(i) \*<t>(x) F(x)
dx =

I {" <f>(x){F(x)
+ F(a -

x)} dx
Jo J Jo

(ii)

(iii) I** /(sin 20) sec2 0<20 = 2 f /(cos 0) sec2 d0.

Jo Jo [GLAI3UER.]

13. If /= I zn /(sina;)cta, show that if n be an odd integer,
Jo

(i)
27n -n7r/n_1+ 7r2/n.2 -...-^/ = 0;

_

(n) (n + 1 )
/ -

l

[GLAISHER. ]

14. Prove that if <f (x)
=

<#>(! -a;), then will

fi If 1 ! f1

(i)
1 <t>(x)\ogr(x)dx=~\ogir\ <j>(x)dx- =

\ <t>(x)\ogsinirxdx;
Jo Jo J Jo

(ii)
I sin TTX log T (x) dx = -

log ir - -
(log 2 -

1) ;

Jo

1 -V
15. By the transformation x = -

-, show that

fi . 3(1+*) dx 7T
2

tan~ --- - ^
J l-2-X2 l+X2 8' [GLAISHER.]

16. Show that the curve = < on unit sphere consists of two

loops each of area TT - 2
;

and <f> being colatitude and azimuthal

angle.

17. Show that the solid angle of the cone

IS IT.

18. Examine the nature of the curve on unit sphere defined by

the equation 2 sin |0 cos </>
=

!, and show that the solid angle of

this cone is 2>/3.
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19. Prove that

I /o-
2cos 6 cos & dS dS'= -ill log p cos ^ ds ds',

where dS, dS' are any elements of two unclosed surfaces over which

the first integral is taken, and p the distance between them which

makes angles 8 and 6' with the normals at its extremities
;
also ds,

ds' are any two elements of their bounding arcs over which the

second integral is taken, the directions of these elements of arcs

being inclined at an angle ^. Give an optical interpretation of the

result. [MATH. TRIP., 1886.]

[See Arts. 846, 1783, and Herman, Optics, Art. 157.]

20. If x, y, z be each real, finite and determinate functions of

cos a, sin a cos (3 and sin . sin /3, the locus of the point x, y, z will be

a closed surface containing a volume

i r
[

3j J

2r
dad8, where ya =^-, etc.

0o '

[MATH. TRIP., 1870.]

21. The volume enclosed by a closed oval (synclastic) surface is

V; its area is S, and / denotes the integral 1 1 ( +
J
da- extended

over the surface, plt p2 being the principal radii of curvature at the

point where do- is the element of area. A sphere of any diameter

rolls on the outside of the surface
;
and for the envelope of the

sphere the corresponding integrals are constructed. Show that

T ~
JT~

* O+ T nr. 0-*

is the same for the envelope as for the original surface.

22. Show that the length of an arc of a curve on the sphere

a2 + y
2 + z2 = r2 may be expressed in terms of the coordinates u, v

of a point on a plane curve by the transformation

x y __z___1

(it
8 + vz - 4r)r

"
u2 + t>

2 + 4r2
'

f
by the formula s =

J l

[G. B. MATHEWS, Nature, Feb. 1921. Art. on
" Einstein's Theory of Relativity".]
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VOLUME II.

CHAPTER XXIII.

PAGE 44.

6. /-rr F'
JoJ-vT

. .. .

5.7 V
JoJ-vT \V-4u*

cos(i + H)a sin (m+ )a sin (m - n)a sin (TO+ n)a
'

~
n(m + n)

+
(t+w) n*(m-n)

+ 2

j-y T-y

&+1&

dr,

+ c'

a* 6 ,-
a1 -!

JO Jo J ab .'0

* 9~~-l /
*"

C08-I
8f

nScos

i
s -

/(r, 6)drd6+ \

i
Jto

3

16> /= p/
1

*(rp+r6) f
rd"

. T>, Tc being the values of F
Jo J2r 2 N ' U2 _ 4t^

at

Pand Q, the intersections of o^-fy*= u, J^= r in the first quadrant.
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rh

17. /=

18. /= I dy\ dxU+\ dy I dxU= I ddl drU
V 4a y g

F(u, v) = $(x, y). 22. Art. 832.
j-iv wu' Qtr*

r r

26. /=-

28. /=?

29.
S=abcff

Sin

912L

CHAPTER XXIV.

PAGE 144.

r(e+i> 9 r(2c+i)22 ' 4=a
(T^rK'

'""'

33. Art. 902, \/7rsech7ra.

CHAPTER XXV.

PAGE 176.

i ^^^
r(p+?+3)

3
* .- y i

'
~ ~

a 5 c IS

(ii)
* = !

'

,...,- aa + +c,- 2(m) x = -
,<,- * s^ in, etc.

6 ~ * 2

5. Tr/xa^c^/lSgO. 6.

7. J/=

8. J/'=

A = J/[26
2c2+ c2a2+ a2^2+ 36*+ 3c*]/7 (a

2+ ft
2

-I- c
2
).
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CHAPTER XXVI.

PAGE 212.

4. 7T/2.

5. A system of discontinuous lines and points, the origin being the

centre of the system,

(-oo<a?<-l), -!, (-K.r<-i), x= -$, (-|<^<0),
IT 7T 7T 7T 6tC.

y=~4' #=-16' ^ = 8' ^ = F6'
y = '

6. The part of the plane z= 1 between y = x

which contains (1, 0, 1).

The part of the plane. z= - 1 between y= x

which contains ( 1,0,!).
The parts of the plane z= between y = x

which contain the y-axis.

The portions of the lines x/l =y/l = (z- $)/0,

x/l =y/(
-

l)
= (2-)/0, for which x is positive.

The portions of the lines x/l =y/l = (z+$)/Q,

xj\ =y./(
- 1)= (z+ )/0, for which x is negative.

9. A staircase of " treads and risers," the former consisting of lines, the

latter marked by points.

PAGE 237.

ft'
- 4ac

4. **rS~. 6.

OTT -m m
20. (a)0,(6)i,(c)oo,(d)i. 23. -=e f-

I.
-?= I e-f'-ll-e

y
\ dy.33. ^j (.-V-Jl-e

*

] dy. 42. V7r/2e.

CHAPTER XXVII.

PAGE 289.

27. (i) log^-?; (ii) (n+ 4)log( + 4)-2( + 2)log( + 2)+ 7ilogn;

CHAPTER XXVIII.

PAGE 353.
n

!

"

23. p-f3'= y-y'; a'y'+ ay'+ a'/^+^y^ay + a'y+ a/3'+ /3'y ;

ay(a+ )
=
ay(a'+/3').

ir / 1 1 \ . TI a+ 6

30. 7T/4. 33. Z (-7
=--

7==). 57. T log
~
b

-

Vl*+a \Vl-a \/l + a/
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CHAPTER XXIX.

PAGE 415.

1. (i)

(") N/(logV^+?)2 + (tan-
1
y/*)

2
, tan;-=; (iii) a*, 3, log a.

(iv) eBioginv-fttan-'y/* 6 logV

(v) ycosh2 w-cos2
.x-,

tan"1---;

( vi) N/cosh2
y sin 2

.r, tan"1
(tan x tanh y) ;

(

<viH) ![(

cos 2#+ cosh 2y

2x \ 2
/ 2y \

2
~|^

tan" 1
^ y } + 1 tanh-1 s- -

9 )
'

1 or y* J \ i+x*+y*/ J

tan"1
-! tanh"1i"1
\ tanh"

1 ^ 5 /tan"
1

^ r,

(. 1+^+y2
/ l-*'2 -yJ

J

4. (i) -16, 2t\/2; (ii) lit, -2it\/2;

(iii)
- 1 i,

- 2 t\J2 ; (iv) lit, 2 i t \/2.

5. (i) One in each quadrant ; (ii) n in each quadrant ;

(iii) One in each quadrant and one on negative part of #-axis
;

(iv) and (v) n in each quad, and one on "
part of .r-axis

;

(vi) n in each quad, and one on each part of y-axis.

6. (i) i, 2i, -lt; (ii) t, 2t, 6.

7. (i) Cassinian, (ii) Two st. lines, (iii) Rect. Hyp.

8. (Z2 -a2 cos4 c)^/
2 sinccos4

c. 9. /o
= a3

/4r
2

. 11. A diameter.

15. (ii) X s
= ae~~^ cos -, Ys

= ae a sin?;a a

(v) (a) Concurrent lines, Meridians ; (6) Cone, circles, Parallels of lat.
;

(c) Equi. spirals, Rhumb lines.

CHAPTER XXX.

PAGE 479.

1. (i) (2j- l)^+ t, (ii) t-(2i !)* 2. 27Tt sin a, 2iri cos a,
- iri sin a

3. 27rta, 47ria, 27Tt, 0. 12. 2/va
2 22 .

\/fcos g
sinh -^- j ,

if a < 1 J
Oi a>l.

18. if a > 1, 27Tt log (1
-
a)
- 2fl-

2 if a < 1. 19. IT, 27r, 2ir.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

PAGE 520.

6. a= -, a=j^7r.

22. (i) r sin"1
(k sn u) ; (ii) T,sinh-1 (^

--
j; (iii) tnw-a

31. (i)anitt; (ii) -r/tan" 1
( p ctn

J
; (iii)

-

62. {(^+y
2
)(l -.ry) -c

2
(l + aty)*}*= 43ty(l -a?*)(l -y*).

63. Put y= ( I + k)x/(l + /b-2
). Multiplier 1 /(I + *), Mod 2s^/(l + k).

CHAPTER XXXII.

PAGE 561.

11. $>
n+1

(u)/(n+l); logp(u);
M)

; 2x/4p
3
(w) -/?()- J.

12.
'

(Art. 1432); log^ +c, where ^)=
;

^

19. y=c1^>(w,v)+c2 ^(tt, -v).

32. (i)
'

39. ^-PK
CHAPTER XXXIII.

PAGE 598.

2
,
J=A3 -A, fl

r=-
/I =(9A2

-I)
2

.

8. 2=^(w,39, 25), x=zl(z-\). 10. =-
12. sin^w, cos" 1

?^ 1, tan M, for ^= 0; tanh 1

w, sech"1

?*, sech, sinhw,

for k=\.

14.

15. M= p-'(y,0,36X y= l + 2
;

or t^sn- 1

>

16. -%*u= $r-
l

(z, 0, T\), t= l/4z.
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22. (i) 2[{(a)-f(M)], where z= Q(u, 0, 4) and $>(a)
= a;

(ii)
-

(iv \ _

-
7
K(

~
) + i(M+ a)

- 4], =
P"'(2, 0, 4) p

74
(a) <r(a-M)

where .r= f + >(t/,4;S -^), 0>(a)
=

2,

. r /
-

(et eO^a2
. f OU/V'> O"( J;

24. /= V e, - e3w+
v *

/ /7

3/
. log S e2 4 (v ) -i

v <r(v

27. Ws^.K'

---
(v+u))

'

where v=

, W3= sn u Vs/dnW3 ;

(el
- e2)a

2
, 7, J}

= p(wi-tt) where y= z +
( ^) rr and #= (12z-7)/(12s+ ll).
\ i D / O<2 ~T" i-

v(a4 -a2 )(a 1
-a3 ) a3 !

a
2

a4 /

(Art. 1339).

CHAPTER XXXIV. SECTION I.

PAGE 650.

1. The points are opp. extremities of a diam. of a circle, centre at origin

diam. = a.

2. y=sinhm*/sinh?ia. 4. rm sin mO = am
,
where (n+ l)m = n.

6.
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11. <f>(x)
= A o+ 2l -A n cos 2mrx/a3+ 25n sin 2nirx/a3 ,

where

^ n
=

{Cj sin 2tt7ra
1/a3+ c2 (sin 27ra2/a3

- sin 2?trrai/a3 )

- c3 sin 2%7ra
2/a3} ,

-Cw
=

{Cj(l -Cos2n7ra 1/a3) + c
2 (cos2>i7ra 1 /a3

- cos 2iraa2/a3)

+ c3 (l
- cos 2mra

2/a3)}.

14. Eepetitions of the portion ofy= ^(7T
2 -.r2

)/! 2 which liesbetween#= TT.

CHAPTEE XXXV. SECTION II.

PAGE 737.

8av
'

2a

2.
-^r

+ 42 ( 1 )
r
-%

cos r^r ( TT < ^ < TT). A series of equal parabolic arcs.

ixr .

. o ^ ( 1 ) TtT
; T-To Sill >* J

Z 4

Q OO 1

4. 2 /g-rv3 sin (2r+l)^ ;
to TT inclusive.

_ 2?i^S, 1 . p-rr .

5. 5- 2/ (
1
- cos PIT) sin

* sm : -
1
- .

7T
2 ip2 ^ n I

tyrr** O/ _ rt

6. y=-~x (Oto2c-a); y= -_^7T2
(2c-^), (2c-a to 2c).Me oc

^ . . mrx ( I
2 4lz \ nir 2l2

. mr 4l2

7. 2, 4 n sin T- ,
^ n = I -5--h -s ib )

cos -=-+ -5 o sin -^ ; ;.

1 t \ 27T 71
3
7T

3
/ 2 ?1

2
7T

2 2 ?i
3
7T

3

mrx D / P 41* \ . mr
,

2^2 wr ,,
I
2

Bo+ 2Bcosj-, Bn
= {-
---

^-5 sm-s- + -3-5 cos-^-, -00= 57-
i I \2nir n3

TT
3
J 2 n2

7T
J 24

72 72 oo 1
7'TT VJT3C

10. 7-H-- 2-5 cos -jr- cos y- ; repetitions of the part between x=0
48a ew^Tr1 2 i

and x=l.

13. If /(^r) changes to <(#) and/' (.^) to <f>'(x) &t x=a,

8in

2n-

27. C=-tan-l2mCOS ,
. Arc of a circle, centre at the origin, and radius

2 1 -m2

lira symmetrically placed about the initial line, and subtending an

angle TT - 2a at the origin ; together with the origin itself.
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

PAGE 786.

. 7. 3 2
/2, 5a3

/2, axis= 2a. 8. Art. 1650 (12).

10. Edges 2a, 26 ; (i) (a
s+ 6*)/3 ; (ii) and (iii) r*+ (a-+ V)!3 for a point

dist. r from centre.

11. (i) a ; (ii) 4a/3. 12. lOa 7, a (axis :><).

13. (i) sides a, 6, c, (a
2
+6*+c*)/6 ; (ii) a*/3 (side-a) ;

(iii) 6a2
/5 (rad. =a)'; (iv) o

2
/2 (edge = a).

14. 2/a, 3 2a, a = semi. maj. ax. 36. 17a2
/16.

39. 2(v/7>2+ cJ -c)/&
2
,
where 6= rad. of disc, c=dist. between centres.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

PAGE 849.

5- m+H
^nQ

m

(l-^)

W
6. (a) ^; (6) ^; (c) &.

11. 1/7. 12. 280/1W7.

23. jrs. 24. ,+-(l-)8m-/-- i+-\i- 25. 6/2a.a2 x\ a*J 2a w a\ 2a J
/ > 4a s

28, 128/457T
2

. 39.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

PAGE 931.

4.

+ llryz.

15. If sin3 could be expressed in a finite series of .Ps, it could be

expressed in a finite series of cosines.

19. Art. 1806.

1.

2.

5.
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856, 864 ; Euler's Constant, 897,

911, 915, 917, 932, 1079, 1081,

1099, (ii) p. 268, 1166; Euler's

Numbers, 879, 1073.

Exclusion of poles, 1285.

Expansions : ^ (u), 1416 ; (u), 1418 j

<r (u), 1418 ; Taylor, 1300 ; Cauchy
for log T(x+l), 940; Spherical
Harmonics, 1868, etc. ; Legendre,
1832, etc.

Expectation of Life, 1741.

Factorial Series, 950.

Fagnano, 370, 575.

Fermat, 518.

Ferrers, 382, 450, 693, 1155.

Forsyth, 1553, (ii) p. 742.

Fourier, (ii) p. 241, 1201 ; Theorem,
1589, 1591, 1626, 1637.

Frequency Curve, 1692 ; Law, 1747.

Fresnel, 560, 1166, 1169, 1172, etc.,

1323

Frullani, 989, 1014, 1182.

Functionality, 1228.
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Gamma Function, 232, 855 onwards ;

Graph, 922.

Gauss, 823, 873, 874, 882, 886, 903,

905, 954, 962, 987, 1653, 1778,

(ii) p. 877.

General Theorems.

321, etc. From definition of

Cauchy.
1881, etc. From definition of

Riemann.
General value, 344.

Generalised formulae (Rectification),
739.

Genocchi, 615.

Geodesic, 714, 1524 et aeq.

Ghosh, (ii) p. 242.

Gilbert, 560, 1169 ; Tables, 1176.

Girard, 781.

Glaisher, 877, (ii) p. 213, 1074, (ii) p.

292, 1155, (ii) p. 361, 1373, 1374,

(ii) p. 526, 1749, 1778, 1779, (ii)

pp. 963, 964.

Glissette, 686, etc.

Graves, 583, 586.

Green, 1782, 1784, etc.

Greenhill, 59, 68, 70, 71, 184, 305, 316,

382, 578, 581, 604, 1350, 1351,

(ii) p. 525, p. 527, p. 528, 1398,

(ii) p. 562, 563, 1480, (ii) p. 659.

Gregory (Series), 953.

Gregory and Walton, 516, 856, 970,

972, 1049, 1068, (ii) p. 241, 1117,

(ii) p. 290, 1201.

Gudermann, 69, (ii) p. 149.

Guldin, 752.

Hall, (i) p. 319, (i) p. 359.

Halphen, 1245.

Hansen, 1778.

Hardy, (ii) p. 243, 1894, 1908, (ii) p.

962.

Harkness and Morley, 1238, 1262,

(ii) p. 416, 1900.

Helix, 712.

Herman, (ii) p. 965.

Hermite, 206, (i) p. 205 ; Rational

integral forms, 1891, etc.

Heterogeneous medium (Ray), 1536.

Hobson, 59, 68, 70, 71, 614, 871,

873, 899, 994, 999, 1002, 1007,

1900.

Holditch, 478, 484.

Holomorphic functions, 1245.

Homographic relation, 1255.

Huygens, 518, (i) p. 533.

Hyperbola, 388; Rectification, 588,

591.

Hyperbolic functions, 59, 180, 184,

188, 189, 192, 194, 197.

Periodicity of, 67.

/-loci, 656.

Infinite Series, 1274, 1900. r
Instantaneous Centre, 649.

Integration. Standard forms, 44, 89.

by change of variable, 47, etc.

by .parts, 90.

Sines, cosines, 114, etc.

Rational Algebraic forms, 127, 1891,
etc.

Form (a+ b cos x-\- c sin a;)"
1
, etc. ,

170, etc.

Reduction, 208, etc.

Form F(x, \/B), 275.

in terms of integrand, 182, etc.

by Weierstrassian forms, 1433, etc.

Intrinsic Equation, 438, 536, etc.

Inverse Curves, 443, 621.

Inverse Probability, 1696.

Inversion, 725.

Involute of circle, 555.

Isogonal property, 1247.

Isoperimetric companionship, 701, etc.

Ivory, (ii) p. 47 ; Equation, 1867.

i-y Equations, 688.

Jacobi, 377, 833, (ii) p. 48, (ii) p. 241.

Jacobi's 33 formulae, 1351.

Jacobian functions, 377, 1329, etc.

Jacobians, 833, etc.

K = (Integrability of), 1500.

Kelvin (Lord). See Thomson and
Tait.

Kempe, 488, 499.

Kenelly, 70.

Kirchoff, (ii) p. 525.

Knockenhauer, 560, 1169, 1175.

Kramp, Table, 1751.

Kummer, 989, 1100.

Lacroix, (i) p. 322, 852, (ii) p. 148, (ii)

p. 652, 1548, (ii) p. 692.

Lagrange, 365, 366, 371, 504, 852, 853,

1584.

Lagrange's Rule, 1504, 1558.

Landen, 371, 1120, (ii) p. 291 ; Trans*

formation, 1480.

Laplace, 895, 1037, 1041, 1046, 1048,

1051, (ii) p. 238, 1166, 1696, 1701,

1704, (ii) p. 852, 1746, 1778.

Laplace's Equation : Various forms,

1813 ; Hydrodyn., 1814.

Least Action, 1533.
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Least Squares, 1749, (Principle of)

1763, etc.

Legendre, 70, 271, 274, 375, 382, 391,

530, 807, 852, 853, 897, 916, 919,

943, 1037, (ii) p. 216, 1099, 1117,

1120, (ii) p. 290, 1139, 1153, 1158,

1168, 1481, 1778.

Legendre's Coefficients, 1798, etc.,

1818, etc. (working formulae),

1853; Graphs, 1855, etc.; Various

forms, 1801, etc., (Differential Co-
efficients of) 1841, (Properties)
1841, etc.

Lemniscate, 592, 598, 645, 872.

Leslie Ellis, (ii) p. 268, 1746.

Leudesdorf, 480, 498, 1182, 1188.

Lexell, (i) p. 104.

Liagre, 1778.

Libri, 1049.

Limacon, 594, 1255.

Limiting forms as definite integrals,
319.

Line Integral (Stokes), 467.

Lines crossing a contour, 1709, etc.

Lintearia, 603.

Liouville, (i) p.. 639, (ii) p. 150, 962,

968, 969, 986, 987, (ii) p. 179,

(ii) p. 361, 1910.

Lodge, A., 70.

Loxodrome, 722, 730.

MacCullagh, 584.

Maclaurin, 369, 911, 931, 1300.

Malet, (ii) p. 603.

Mathews, (ii) p. 528, (ii) p. 965.

Maxwell. See Clerk Maxwell.
Mean Values, 1640, etc., (Combina-

tion of) 1642 ; Distribution, 1646 ;

M(p), 1650, etc. ; M(p~
l
), 1651 ;

M(p*), 1657, M(p
n

), 1661 ; M(A),
M(V), 1662 ; Miscellaneous, 1663 ;

(Restricted) 1666 : Geometric
Mean (Maxwell), 1671-1678.

Mechanical Integrators, 505, (i) p. 522.

Mercator's Projection, (ii) p. 417.

Meromorphic functions, 1245.

Merriman, 1746, 1778.

Miller, (ii) p. 291.

Minchin, 604.

Modular Equation, 1480.

Modulus. Legendrian, 371, 1453,

1454, etc.

Weierstrassian, 1380.

Errors, 1748.

Moigno, 352.

Moment of Inertia, 455, 526, 771.

Monge, 1553, 1555.

Morley, (ii) p. 291.

Motion of a rod, 473.

Multiple Angles, 117.

Murphy, (i) p. 169.

Nanson, (ii) p. 360.

Neil, 516.

Neison, 1741.

Newton, 4, 9, 10.

Nome, 372.

Norm, 1876.

Normal Equations, 1764.

Origins of pedals of given area, 444.

Orthogonal Coordinates, 789.

Oval, 440, 441, 445, 448.

Ovoid, 627.

W(M) Expansion, 1416.

II function, 886, etc.

Pappus, 752.

Parallel Curves, 435.

Parallel Rulings, 1704.

Paranome, 372.

Parker, (i) p. 64.

Partial Fractions, 139, etc., 1891, etc.

Pascal, 518.

Peacock, (i) p. 319.

Pedal Curves, 422, 424, 561, 563, 564.

Pedal of Evolute, 425.

Pedal of Minimum Area, 449.

Peirce, 1778.

Pendulum, 389.

Periodicity, Elliptic function, 1297,

etc., 1330, etc., 1335, 1352 ; #>(w),
1385.

Hyperbolic function, 67.

Period Parallelogram, 1298.

Petzval, (i) p. 380.

Plana, 929, 1183.

Planimeter, 505.

Poisson, 989, 990, 1068, 1108, 1139,

(ii) p. 358, 1548, 1601, (ii) p. 741,
1778.

Polar Subtangent, 437.

Pole, 1244.

Pole Clusters, 1317.

Popoff, 366.

Powers, etc., of sines and cosines, 114.

Preston, 560, 1169, 1174, 1175, 1176.

Principal Values, 344.

Product of Inertia, 526.

^r function, 911, etc., 950, etc.

Quadrature, 393, etc. ; Line Integral
398 ; Sectorial Areas, 407 ; Tan-

gential-Polars, 418 ; Trilinears,

460.

Quasi-Inversion, 1255.
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Raabe, 1083.

Random Points, 1688, etc. ; Lines,
1707.

Rankine, (i) p. 31.

Rational fractional forms, 127, etc.,

1891, etc.

Reciprocal Quartic, 314.

Rectification formulae, 511, etc., 739.

Reduction formulae, 101, 185, 208,

etc., 1057, 1144, 1148.

Reduction to standard form : Legend-
rian, 1459, etc. ; Weierstrassian

1449, etc.

Relative Maxima and Minima, 1504,

1558, 1565, 1582.

Review of cases of integration by
means of elementary functions,

1905, etc.

Regnault, (i) p. 64.

Rhodoneae, 705.

Rhumb line, 722, 730.

Riemann : Surface, 1261 ; Definition,

1876, etc. ; Theorem, 1878, etc.

Roberts, 614, 615.

Roberts, R, A., 623, 625, 642, 647,

(i) p. 670, 710.

Rodrigues, 1802, 1828.

Rolling Curves, 655.

Roulette, 678.

Routh, 363, 504, 603, 604, (i) p. 637,

756, 771, 823, 877, (ii) p. 179, (ii)

p. 525, 1651, 1652, 1653, 1661,

1663, (ii) p. 933.

Russell, 305.

Russell, W. H. L., (ii) p. 360, p. 361.

Salmon, 583, 584, 743, 1904.

Sanjana, (ii) p. 291, 1650.

Schulz, 733.

Schwarz, 1398, 1431.

Secants, 120.

Seidel, 1900.

Semi-cubical Parabola, 516.

Serret, 271, 334, 352, 601, (i) p. 638,

646, 647, 648, (i) p. 669, p. 670,

807, 897, 907, 922, 944, (ii) p.

149,1159, 1164, 1168,1201.

Sheets, 1261.

Short-range Variations, 1574.

Sigma functions, Weierstrassian, 1381;

Expansion, 1418.

Simpson, 21.

Singularities, 1243.

Six connections, 217, 219, 225.

Smaasen, (ii) p. 360.

Smith, C., 460, 713, 789, 899, 911,

1696.

Smith, H. J. S., 1876, 1878, 1880.

Soldner, 1178, etc., 1906.

Solid Angle, 821.

Spence, 1906.

Spherical areas, 780 ; curves, 728 ;

triangle, 781 ; polar elements,
775-778.

Spherical Harmonics, 1785, etc., 1789 ;

Poles and Axes, 1790 ; Number
. of constants, 1788 and 1796 ; Sur-

face Harmonics, 1787; Derivation

of, 1791 ; General form, 1792 ;

Zonal Harmonics, 1795; Sectorial

Harmonics, 1865 ; Tesseral Har-

monics, 1865 ; Differentiation of

Zonal Harmonics, 1873.

Sphero-Conic, 388, 735.

Spitzer, (i) 379.

Standard forms. Elementary, 44, 89.

Legendrian, 371, 1329, etc., 1459,
etc.

Weierstrassian, 1380, etc., 1446,

etc.

Strict accuracy of, 1890.

Standard Results, Gamma Function,
955.

Stanham, (ii) p. 851.

Stationary Curves, 1570, etc.

Steiner, 672, 675.

Stereographic Projection, 727, (ii) p.

417.

Stirling, 875, 877, 884, 941.

Stokes, 466, 467, (ii) p. 152, 1781,

etc., 1900.

Stolz, 1892 (application of Legendrian

Substitution to form 1/X\/Y).
Substitutions, 55.

Surface (Element), 772, (curves on a),

Calculus of Variations, 1511.

Surface Integrals, 451, etc., 1781.

Surface of Ellipsoid, 807, 809.

Surface of Revolution, 748.

Sylvester, (ii) p. 47, 1725.

Synectic Functions, 1243.

System of moving particles, 492.

Table of standard forms, 44, 89.

Table of values of Sp , 957.

Tail, 433.

Tait and Steele, (i) p. 377, (ii) p.

525.

Tangents and Cotangents, 125.

Taylor, 365 ; Theorem, 1300.

Tchebechef, 1073.

Tetrahedrals, 804.

Theta functions (Jacobi), 1366, 1627.

Thomson, Sir J. J., (ii) p. 523.
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Thomson and Tait, 1592, 1782, (Lord
Kelvin's Extension of Green's

Theorem), 1786.

Todhunter, (i) p. 169, 353, (i) p. 377,

(i) p. 378, 820, 852, (ii) p. 48,

897, (ii) p. 151, 972, 1185, (ii) p.

417, 1507, (ii) p. 657, (ii) p. 719,

(ii) p. 741, (ii) p. 743, 1701, 1704,

1736, 1742, (ii) p. 852, 1746, 1749,

1805, (ii) pp. 934, 936.

Todhunter and Leathern, 733, 781, 824.

Townsend, 1540, (ii) p. 651.

Transcendents (orders of), 1905.

Trapezoidal Rule, 22.

Trembley, 1701.

Trilinears, 460, 633.

Triplication, 1358.

Trochoid, 596.

True Anomaly, 1156.

Twisted Curves, 706, etc., 805.

Unicursal Curves, 634, 1903, etc.

Urn Problem, 1701.

Van Huraet, 516, 637.

Van Orstand, 70.

Variations, Calculus of, 1482 ; Symbol
of, 1485 ; Symbol u>, 1491.

Variation of Integral, 1495.

Variation of Double Integral, 1550.

Vectors, 1204, etc.

Verdet, 560, 1169.

Volume : Cartesian, 760 ; Cylindrical,
774 ; Spherical Polar, 775.

of surface of revolution, 24, 745.

Walk's, 516, 518, 875, 876.

Watt, (i) p. 35, (i) p. 64.

Webster, 1783.

Weddle, 22.

Weierstrass, 899, 1238, 1380, p(u)
1381, etc. ; Periods, 1414, 1449,
etc.

Weight (of obs.), 1748; Resultant

Weight, 1753.

Whewell, 536, 557.

Whitworth, 1683, (ii) p. 851.

Wiggins, (i) p. 321.

Williamson, 352, 366, 480, 483, 484,

488, 495, 614, 615, 637, 733, 1183,
1692.

Wolstenholme, (i) p. 169, (i) p. 321,

(i) p. 472, 639, (i) p. 148, (ii) p.

152, (ii) p. 178, 992, 1028, 1031,

(ii) p. 239, 1085, 1091, 1093, 1096,

1097, 1098, 1650, (ii) p. 852.

Woolhouse, 483.

Wren, 518.

Zerr, (ii) p. 851.

Zeta Function (Jacobi), 1366; (Weier-

strass), 1381 ; Expansion, 1418.

Zeuner, (i) p. 64.

Zolotareff, 366.
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